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PRELIMINARIES.

THEOLOGY.

REVELATION TO MAN.

BY JESUS
IN

CHRIST.

THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

THEOLOGICAL SCIENCE.

VOL.

I.

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY.

Christian Theolo2:y is the science of God and Divine
things, based upon the revelation made to mankind in
Jesus Christ, and variously systematised within the

General
tion.

Christian Church.
All that belongs to the preliminaries of our study
tributed under the several heads suggested

which
its

is

so framed as to include,

its essential

as

first,

limitation to the relations between

by

Theology proper

under various

;

God and mankind

connection with Christ; fourthly,

developed

may be

influences

its

within

dis-

this definition,

secondly,
;

thirdly,

characteristics

the

Christian

name of a science. The
introductory remarks which will be made on these several topics
have for their object simply to prepare the mind of the student
for what lies before him
and to give a few hints which will
Church

and

;

lastly,

title

its

to the

;

all

afterwards be expanded in due course.

THEOLOGY.
God

is

theology.
it

The

stricter

and

earlier use of the

to the doctrine of the Triune

But

in

modern usage

it

This gives

it its

of

word limited

God and His

attributes.

includes the whole compass of

the science of Religion, or the relations of

God.

Theology

the source and the subject and the end

all

things to

unity and dignity and sanctity.
B 2

It

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY.
is

A Deo, de Deo,
God

concerning

all its issues

Theology
or

Deum

Name

His

;

in

from God

:

and

in its substance,

in its origin,

God

leads to

it

in

is in it.

1. The only adequate definition of this subject embraces DiVlNE
THINGS Xoyos Trepl toG &eov koI irepl twv 6el.u)v. The Supreme,
whose Being is the first postulate of theology or divinity, declares
Himself to be as to His nature incomprehensible and unsearch:

Ex.

14.

iii.

able.

I

asserts

AM THAT

I

AM

is

the nearest approach to a definition

without proving His existence, and that

an essence known only to Himself.
Job

xi. 7.

Canst thou by searching find out God
unto perfection

1

Tim.

vi.

^^-

in

Him

Acts xvii.
^^-

UNKNOWN

THE

But

Himself.

GoD.

It is

it

He

He must

His glory that

:

Almighty

Him

In the profoundest sense

St. Paul, as a

that

less declares

brings

tlie

nearer

as dwelling in the light which no

can approach unto to search.

;

exists in

The Old Testament asks
canst thou find out

?

The New Testament, which

?

His Son, represents

He

is

man
ever

conceal

preacher to the Gentiles, neverthe-

Unknown God, and

in his writings uses

two

expressive phrases which at once affirm the prerogative and assign
1

Cor.

ii.

11-

He

the limits of our theology proper.

speaks of the things of God,
which the Spirit can

TOLToO 0€oS, in reference to those mysteries

and
Rom. i.

19.

will reveal to those

who

receive

Him.

And

he indicates that

even apart from the supernatural revelations of the Spirit M/7ia/
is [or may 6e] known of God, to yvwarov tov ®€ov, is unfolded to man.

known

that

may

All that

is

ledge

the actual knowledge in

is

is all

from the light of nature

The

light of glory.

Presence

is

known

be
its

:

the possible know-

successive communications

to the light of grace

and thence

to the

thick darkness round about the unsearchable

not absolutely unbroken

:

the rays that flow from

penetrate every department of true Imowledge, especially of

God
"^

All

^^'

2.

There

is

a sense in which universal theology

simply with the relation of

all

things to

God

:

if

is

it

this.

concerned

we

carefully

converse, the relation

may make this proposition include the
Relation of course
of God to all things.

must be mutual

it is

guard our meaning we

;

but

hard in this matter to detach from

the notion of relation that of dependence.

Unconditioned Being.
tions

When we

The Eternal One

is

the

study His nature and perfec-

and works we must always remember that

He

is

His Perfect

REVELATION TO MAN.
and independent of
But there is not a doctrine,
nor is there a branch or development of any doctrine, which is
not purely the ex^jression of some relation of His creatures to the
Supreme First Cause.
Dignity
3. Hence every branch of this science is sacred.
It is a temple
which is filled with the presence of God. From its hidden sane- o ^°?-,
tuary, into which no high priest taken from among men can
enter, issues a light which leaves no part dark save where it is
Self independent of every created object,

every thought concerning Him.

dark with excess of glory.

Therefore

a true instinct of

The highest

this.

all fit

students are wor-

In the heathen world there was

shippers as well as students.

tribute the ancients could

pay to their poets and philosophers, from Homer and Hesiod
downwards, was to call them deoXoyoL.
Their philosophy was

So in the early Church, when theology put on
God was the seal of that perfection

their theology.

perfection, its relation to

its

John was

St.

called the Divine, 6 ^eoXo'yos, because his Avritings

contained most of the manifestation of the Holy Trinity in
internal

and external

Himself

may

He

has been said of

be said concerning the theological study of

the centre everywhere of a science which has

is

ference

upon our

ascend into the
tliat

The remembrance

nowhere.

influence

He

What

relations.

hill

and temper

spirit

of

Lord

tlie

?

of

this

its

:

circum-

must exert

in all our studies.

or loho shall stand in

its

God
God
its

JFlio shall

His holy place ?

Theology

is

MADE KNOWN TO MAN.

mainly concerned with the things of God

man and

position implies the

capacity in our nature to receive

Divine truth

;

indicates both

human

form and invests
1.

his destination.

Man

is

it

This pro-

the extent and the limits

range as revealed especially for

the essentially
its

^

For Man.

as they arc related to

its

^>

hath cUan hands, and a pure heart.

DIVINE THINGS

of

Ps. xxiv.

man

character which

with a profound

is

;

and explains
impressed on

human

interest.

in a certain sense the centre of this science.

specifically the

centre of one

branch of

it,

He

is

technically callfd

Man

the

^'^"•'^e-

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY.
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Ajithropology-

Anthropology, which has

to

do with

God

creature formed in the image of

the object around which

;

all revolves.

poured upon the human race

;

and

his characteristics as a

but,

more

The

light of revelation is

in its fulness

generally, he

upon

cordingly the relation of mankind to the Supreme

it

alone.

may be

is

Ac-

said to be

one of the definitions of theology. But man is only one insignificant,
and yet not insignificant, creature of God. His place in the vast
creation, and the development of his wonderful career in harmony
with all other Divine designs, marks out his relation to theology
universal. But this general tnith must be viewed in two lights
man is the object of all revelation, as it concerns him and his
:

destination

man

;

the subject of

is

all

revelation, as

he

is

its

recipient.

Man

the

object,

(1)

Theology

universe.

him

presents

the origin of
is

is

as the
all

man

concerned with the destiny of

Its first lessons, the

head of the creation of God

things,

in the

opening of the volume of the book,
:

the history of

and of the slow formation of

this world,

only the preface to his introduction as the representative of his

Maker upon the
one

;

earth.

His

fall

and

the whole sequel of revelation

his

redemption are blended in

is

the record of the Divine

method of retrieving in the Second Adam what in the first was
marred, THE Divine Ijiage. The redemption of the human race,
and the salvation of individual man, are interwoven into one
great economy, stretching from the shutting of the earthly to the

opening of the heavenly Paradise.

God

in

the Holy Ghost, which

is

system of Divine truth which

the

(2)
t,he

not a revelation of

But the same general

recipient of revelation.

Thus theology

lies at

religion or the spiritual fellowship

subject.

is

not directly or indirectly connected

with the salvation of mankind.

Man

There

His three Persons, as the Father, the Son Incarnate, and
is

simply the

the foundation of

human

between man and his Creator.

principle

may be

referred to

man

Created in the image of God, he

as
is

an intelligent, free and responsible creature, capable of separation
from the Divine will and also capable of restoration to the Di^ane
communion. The two first postulates of all theology are the Personality of the Infinite Being and the personality of man His
creature.

Neither of these

holy oracles

;

is

matter of demonstration in the

both are assumed or taken for granted everywhere.

REVELATION TO MAN.
To renounce

is
to annihilate theological knowledge
Although in the prosecution of this studymethods of proving both may be adopted, under the pressure of
a necessity imposed on us by the waywardness of human scepticism, yet must we finally and always beg the question here

either

properly so called.

God
who

who condescends

is

a Person

is

capable of God.

The

(3)

objective

to

and subjective

man

;

relations

centre of theological science meet in the

tions of

it

may be

much

disputed

;

is

a person

man

of

as

the

Eeligion.

word Eeligion, one of

the largest and deepest terms with which
derivation has been

and man

we have

to do.

Its

but the two leading explana-

united for our present purpose.

According to

Lactantius, vinculo pietatis obstricti deo et religati sumus, unde Inst. Div.
ipsa religio

nomen

accepit,

non, ut Cicero interpretatus

est,

a

iv. 28.

That is to say, the eternal bond which binds man to
by religion, which is therefore the relation of the
creature to the Supreme Creator, as acknowledged and

relegendo.

God is
human

signified

borne witness to in
IVIen

forms of theological teaching and worship.

all

Himself without witness in any age or land

gods

God

have never been without a religion, for

many

one religion.

demands

has never

left

there have been Acts xiv.
17.
and religions many, though to us only one God and

The

rejected

:

interpretation of Cicero, however,

qui omnia, quae ad cultum deorum perti- j)e Nat.
Deor.ii.
nerent, diligenter retractarent et tanquam RELEGERENT, sunt dicti
to be heard

:

That is to say, the exercise of the human
and considering Divine things is signified by
religion, which is, as it were, an instinctive and inwrought aspiration of human nature corrected and purified and directed to its
highest issues in the true faith.
We combine the two when we

religiosi,

mind

ex relegendo.

in pondering

say that

man

is

the centre of

all

theology as

it is

the foundation

of all true religion.
2.

Hence the limitation that everywhere meets us. The relaand of other creatures in it, with God,

tions of the vast universe,

are included only so far as they concern manldnd.

Revelation

brings us tidings from without, from the outside universe
its

communications concerning the

;

and

earlier probation of spiritual

and agency
amount when syste-

intelligences, their division into orders, their interest

in the development of the Divine purposes,

Limitations.

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY.

8

matised to a considerable department of revealed truth, to which
the

name Angelology

connection with

man

of these disclosures.

But it is always their
method and the amount

sometimes given.

There

human

not essential to

is

that regulates the
is strict

destiny

:

parsimony as to everything

the principle of Least Action

maintained in revelation as in nature.
the responsibility of theology, so to

Those who study

Hence
speak,

it is

is

is

obvious that

limited to one

must submit to this restriction.
John xxi. niiat is that to thee ? has its meaning here for all who indulge too
22.
much in speculation both as to the past and as to the future.
John xiii. Concerning all other things thou shall know hereafter : there are
7.
many hints and earnests of a more abundant compensatory outpouring of knowledge in due time. Meanwhile this is the answer
by anticipation to many objections of the sceptical spirit. "We
have but one leaf out of an enormous book its page begins and
Hereafter we
ends, so to speak, in the middle of a sentence.
1 Cor. xiii.
Now we know in part. We
shall see much more of this book.
1-2.
know ourselves apart from other creatures and other worlds.
Then we shall know as also we are known : we shall know other
beings and other worlds as they know us.
3. There is an impress upon theology, whether in its Divine
Humanly
taught.
records or in its human science, which results from its adaptation
We must here take it for granted that man
to human faculties.
is a creature capable of religion, that is, of communion with God,
The Scripture which does not
as a person related to a Person.
prove that God is does not prove that man is capable of knowing
subject.

it

;

God

:

both are the fundamental presuppositions of theology.

But, reserving the fuller demonstration of
that as he
things

is

is

this,

we must mark

a creature in probation, his knowledge of Divine

given in probationary forms, testing his character at

every point.

and imparted

God

All
to

is

him

expressly adapted to his limited faculties,
in a

way

suitable to his present stage of ex-

us in the likeness of men, and speaks
them in their own language. As the Rabbins said of the Law,
Lex Dei loquitur linguam filiorum hominum, the law of God
speaks the language of the children of men.
The entire Bible is
Anthropopervaded by what is called Anthropomorphism and Anthropomorphism.
PATHY the former gives a name to the condescension of God

Acts

11.

xiv.

istence.

to

:

has come doicn

to

REVELATION TO MAN.

1)

human form and human

in seeming to take a

attributes

;

the

latter includes also the peculiar affections of

man, not excepting

some that belong

hope and suspense.

Not

to his infirmity, such as

The Supreme

that the reality does not correspond.

a true revelation of Himself; but

it is

Even the

understood only in our world, and by us men.
desire to look into these things

;

gives us

a revelation that can be
angels

they are learning the secrets of the

i

Peter
^-

^^

manifold wisdom of God as knoivn by the Church; but they cannot Eph.

iii.

study them in our language.

As human students of our own truth, we may be assured
we shall have full and sufficient guidance. Nothing that it
concerns us to know has been or will be hidden from us what
4.

Sufficient,

that

:

is

reserved

reserved for our discipline, as what

is

He

revealed for our instruction.
good: this

must have

its

hath shouted

thee,

So

widest application.

other saying, wliich contains the counterpart
belong unto the Loi'd our
belong unto us

human

and

to

God:

Our

!

our children for

:

it

life,

ever.

How

it its

What

secret things

With what

Deut.
^^^^'

this sacred

all,

is

bound

and of our recovery, of our woes and
great

is

the dignity of
!

man

If it

is

is

name

of

the

surpassing majesty, that grandeur

of

that he

is reflected

mindful of him ? Our study Ps.
cannot be conducted aright without a combination of the loftiest
us.

man,

is

that Thoti art

we never

selves occupy in

it.

Wisdom, we hear
Theology

is

;

forget the lowliness of the place

that no flesh should glory in

:

ing that revelation
Loi'd.

we again

hear, he that

a light shed upon

all

His presence

receiv-

and

also

God

;

it is

the glory

But this leads us to the eternal secret of
Our knowledge comes to us through One who is Man
;

His incarnation in the fulness of time explains
;
and it is in Him

the Anthropomorphism of the Old Testament
that the theology of

God and

the theology of

99-3

him glory in tlie Lu.

gloi-ieth, let

the universe

1'

;

of God's creature, man.

our dignity.

viii. 4.

we must always remember the
we ourApproaching the revelation of Him who is our

triumph and the deepest humility
dignity while

vi. 8.

a profound

whole domain of

the centre, in any sense, of such a science
that gives

The

Mic,

the record of our degradation and of our

is

our redemption.

upon

is

must that

also

our hope, our destiny, our

deliverance, of our ruin

God

is

man, what

but those things lohich are revealed

interest does this invest the

knowledge
up with it

:

revealed

is

man become

one.

ii.

32.

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY.
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By

BY JESUS CHRIST.

Jesus

Christ.

Jesus Christ

Himself in Person and

is

He

revelation of God.

Natural Theology, or that which

He

natural revelation.

in

Word

the

has confirmed and supplemented

independent of super-

is

has consummated the preliminary

own earlier dispensations. He has discondemned all teachers and teaching that
His authority. Hence the science which we study

disclosures of His

credited and
reject
is

essentially Christian theology.

The

postulates of the general proposition will be

established hereafter

In

1.

In His

technical

its

Tim.

9.

He

Ecce

Ecce

Deus

!

Ecce

Homo

!

3.

ii.

xi.

27.

xiv.

6.

lTim.ii.5.

The Old Testament, Behold

Homo

!

answers to the

!

Our Lord

is

New Testament,

i.

1.

hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
revelation in act

Theologian

:

and in word.

neither Tcnoweth

the centre of theology

Natural

your God
the

!

Man !
:

for

;

He
any

is

man

all its

He is the substance of

Himself the one and supreme
the

Father save the Son.

doctrines revolve around

He
Him

:

God and men, making
both one, He is in a pecuhar sense the bond of perfectness in
In Him is its unity, and it is complete in Him. The
theology.

/ am

the

And,

Truth.

science as a

whole

:

as Mediatoi- between

it is

the

is

the superscription of our

dTroKoA.vi/^is ^liqaov

Xpiarov,

tlie

Revela-

from Him as its source.
2. The Supreme Revealer confirms and absorbs into His teaching the original revelations of nature or what is called Natural

tion of Jesus Christ, of

Theology.

Behold

the ever-blessed unity of these

superscription of the Apocalypse

Rev.

Christology generally

Person as such in the unity of

both were spoken expressly of Him. His Person is the compendium of all that is Divine in human things, and in Him are

is

John

the term

;

manifest in the flesh.

Ecce Deus tuus

xix.

5.

Matt.

fully

that hath seen

God

Col.

more

only stated and assumed.

iii.

Isa. xl. 9.

John

sense,

now

but it may be said that Christology is Theology.
Me hath seen the Father. Although He reveals God
as the Father who becomes visible in Him, He is in a certain sense
He is the Mystery of
the manifestation of the entire Divinity.

His two natures

1

they are

refers to the doctrine of Christ's

Person.

Jn. xiv.

:

Him

as its object,

:

THEOLOGY.

(1.)

He

presupposes the elements of this natural

BY JESUS
He

knowledge.

He

mouth

of
it

on the reason of universal man, which

evidence of a

God

or conscience, in

in Whose image he

man

Rom.

the indestructible

15.

was created for we
:

and

hearing witness,

written or rather engraven on the reason

power and Godhead which were

made ; and

hy the things that are

ii.

are also j^^^^ 3^^^
28.

their thoughts the

xi.

to the evidences of the

;

clearly seen, being understood

to a Providence,

unknown God

to feel after the

ages,

is

their

mean- jjom.
l^excusing one another according to the standard

while accusing or else

all

tlie

Secondly, he appeals to the religious consciousness,

offspring.

eternal

But by

it.

Apostle speaks of the law written on

First, the

hearts, or

His

11

has given the fullest exposition of wliat

everywhere appeals to

His servant Paul
includes.

CHRIST.

Rom. 1.20.
drawing men, in ^cts xvii.

of a final revelation.

27.

Thus St. Paul, as preacher in the Acts, and teacher in the
Romans, traces the broad outlines of the primitive inferior and
traditional knowledge of mankind.
He is himself pre-eminently
the theologian of the finished revelation in Christ, but he indi-

and yet most

rectly

clearly

acknowledges the labours of a certain

theology outside of supernatural revelation and preliminary to
(2.)

New

.The

Our Lord came not

nature.

to destroy but to

Of

law and these natural prophets.
silently

says to the searcher

reveals their imperfection

;

:

these

fulfil

Gentiles,

Jews

cried

and teach

Apostles,

and the

hereafter recur at
3.

:

they testify of

The

He

fanaticism

among

the

John

did both afterwards by His

'^^•

unto

He had done

the

dispersed

long before.

is

the consummation of

its

own

earlier

Christ was the Eevealer from the beginning.
;

and now

end of the world He has gathered the whole into one great
We may therefore regard His perfect teaching
as the consummation of its preliminary forms.
It is the fulfilsystem of truth.

Old Testament theology

truth, the ruling design of

Lord.

which

as a vast
is

body of preparatory

to prepare the

way

This one complex economy of past revelation

divided again into several branches

:

there

is

the

is

old ond

But New

in the

of

vii.

This will

His revelations have been given by progressive stages

ment

v.

^^'

length.

Christian Theology

economies.

he go

the Gentiles ?

latter

He

His coming John

Me.

but His. tribute to them, as the basis

Will

more

this natural

scriptures also

of His teaching, vindicates their Divine origin.

of the

it.

Teacher confirms and supplements the theology of

of the
itself

Patriarchal

Tes-

^^'^^^

^•
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THEOLOGY, which had
Divine

which

will,

Exclusive.

broad disclosures of the

Law

that of the chosen people, and

;

the

Mosaic theology,

and typical
and the Prophetical
THEOLOGY, which is emphatically the Gospel in the Law. These
branches of the earlier teaching were all under the guidance of
inspiration under the Spirit of Christ which was in them.
They
are all presupposed, confirmed, and supplemented and perfected
by the New-Testament institution of Christ.
This also must
again be considered more fully.
4. New-Testament teaching, which sanctions the religion of
is

institutes, the

iPct.i.ll.

in it the earliest

the Gospel before the

Gospel under the

Law

its

theocracy,

;

:

nature and the earlier disclosures of truth, both having the same

common element

of preparation, denounces every independent

One

source of religious instruction.

Matt,
xxiii. 8.

is

your Master, even Christ,

He has expressly shut out all others
who had come before Him, or who might come after Him the
former, all that ever came before Me, since My appearance, whom
6 Kadrjyrp^s OF o SiSacTKaXos.

:

John

X. 8.

Lu. xxi.

8.

the sheep did not hear ; the latter, Go ye not therefore after them.

He
Matt.

V.

22.

John

is

not more jealous of the honour of His Father than of His

o^vn honour.

He

the absolute Teacher

is

interdicts every other
xvi.

13.

Matt,
xxviii.

20.

which He admits

is

of the Spirit of truth.

:

;

But I say unto you
own words

the only supplement of His

that which

And

He Himself

gives in the person

this is intended in the

saying of the last commission

:

comprehensive

-n-avTa oo-a ivereLXdfjirjv, all things

I have commanded.
The theological systems of religious teaching which are thus
condemned are those which have been based upon perversions
whatsoever

either of natural or of revealed religion.
Perversions of

Natural
Religion.

(1) The former has assumed many forms, all of them having
some common relation to the only truth. There has always been
a Traditional theology among men, which, containing vestiges
of primitive revelation perverted into error, has been woven into

every imaginable form of

Mythology,

ing with the culture of the nations.
especially in the East,

may be

called the

or legendary religion, vary-

These have been connected,

with elaborate religious systems which

Heathen Eeligions,

flourishing especially

and Persia when Christ came into the world.
Philosophy, which seeks the first principles of truth in the love of

in India, China,

BY JESUS

CHRIST.

but without even professing to find

it,

human

disguise of Divine revelation

13

has been in every age a

it,

anciently deeply religious,

:

almost in every age the expression of a religious sentiment, but

modern times

in

led

away by

false

is

Deism, in

rather less auti-Christian form Theism, which retains a
rejects supernatural revelation,

The

fundamental principles.

theology proper of a perverted religion of nature

and especially that of

its

God but

Clirist.

The perversions of revealed religion have assumed also
many forms. The most gigantic is that of Rabbinism, or
Talmudism, as taught in the writings of the Talmud, the founda(2)

Perversions of

Revealed
Relicjion.

Judaism of the interval between
Next comes Mohajimedanism, an imposthe two Testaments.
ture based upon the Holy Scriptures, but reducing religion back
again to the lowest conditions of nature the strangest admixture
of truth and error which history presents. And to them must be
added that mass of Christian Traditionalism Avhich is identitions of

which were

laid in the

:

with the corruption of the Christian Faith.

fied

All

these

dark background of the science which the name of
AVe shall meet some of them again and again;
Christ sanctifies.

are the

and indicate them now only

As

in outline.

Christ, the Centre of theology, is its Living Teacher also.

5.

the test of

all

opinion and faith

— W/iom say

ye

men

I am ?

say

tluit

save at His

tliat

feet.

I am

?

is

the place

it

being the question that follows

— so His doctrine cannot be studied
By

He

His Spirit

Christ the

Him, Teacher.
TFhom do Mark viii.

assigns to

efi"ectually

27—29.

guides His disciples, as the

company of its believing students, into all the truth no longer
by a supreme inspiration, but by a secret instruction that gives
:

viystei-y

of understanding to the acknoioledgment of the Col.
of God, [which is]Christ, to every believer united to Himself

Pectus

facit

the full assurance

this

theologum, the heart's devotion makes the theologian

aphorism of Augustine holds good of

to their Master.
sider the Apostle

:

But His true

My

disciples

to the least, can hear His doctrinal word, Xoyor, for they

have learned by the Spirit
eternal truth

;

1.

Of the

JFhy do ye not understaiid

My word.

:

are invited to con- Heb.iii.

Priest of our p-ofession,[Christ] Jeszis.

unbelieving Jews our Lord said

2.

whose hearts are true

They are the holy brethren who
and High

speech ? even because ye cannot hear

down

all

ii.

its heavenly meaning as the word of
therefore they understand His speech. His AaAtaV,

John
43.

viii.
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and receive His perfect doctrine. They know Him their Master,
and His communications. But He gives His instruction through

1

Tim.

iii.

His Spirit, not only by secret and personal illumination, but
through the channels of teaching provided in His Church, which
is the pillar and ground of tJie truth.
They receive both the
elements and the developments of Christian doctrine as set forth

among
Gal.

vi. 10.

;

the teachings of

7rp6s tovs oIk€lov<s

:

THEOLOGY

Developed
ill

God

the people of

the household of faith

IN

t^s

God

are addressed to

Trtb-TcoDs.

THE CHUECH.

the

Church.

The Lord has been pleased to commit His

revelation, as

finished in the Scriptures, to the keeping of His Church,

under the control and supervision of the Holy

The

Spirit.

Scriptures are the rule and standard and test of theology,

which in

this relation

must be regarded

as the whole

sum

of the Church's Christian literature, gi-adually produced

and variously modified

:

an extension of the term which

is

absolutely necessary, but requires to be guarded by the

proviso that

sound theology

all

foundations and evidences in the

The former part
discussion

is

is

Word

of this proposition

said that there is nothing in theology

Word

of

God

:

its

of God.

must now be assumed

reserved for a future place.

authority in the

that which has

Meanwhile,

it

:

may

which does not seek

our science

is

its

be
its

the arrangement,

development, and application of facts and principles given by
inspiration.

The

authoritative volume has from the beginning been

The early oracles were in the keeping of
and the Christian Faith has been delivered
unto the saints. The oracle has always had its ark. As the Church
was enlarged the Bible was enlarged but never was the one
lodged in the Church.

Jude

3.

the covenant people

;

;

without the other in the world.

Divine

Spirit,

Who

Neither, however, without the

has always watched over the growth of a

theological literature around the Bible.

Besides the fixed utter-

Acts ii. 40. ances of inspiration, the Holy Ghost has His omti Tnany other words

spoken by

men have

men under His more common influences and Christian
also theirs, which He overrules and controls.
And
;

THEOLOGY IN THE CHURCH.
all
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these are in their expansion theology, using the term in

widest latitude
trine, the

:

a boundless mass of more or

growth of

all ages,

of

The whole,

all

kinds of

less

its

systematised doc-

soil,

we have

and of

all

zones

do with it, is
directly or indirectly the produce of the Christian Church
either
as the formal arrangement of its own teaching, or as the result
And we have to consider
of false teaching which it condemns.
of religious faith.

so far as

to

:

its

various characteristics accordingly.

But

moulded within the Church, must be

religious truth, as

developed according to some laws.

First, the

requirements of

teaching would insure the creation of a large body of various

Laws

of

Development.

Again, this has assumed specific forms as conformed to

theology.

different types of doctrine within the

great mass of

what may be

development that

further, there is a rich

of adaptation to the internal

the truth

may be

;

The

and we are

remember that there is one law
Scripture, the law of progressive

human

;

is

And,

governed by the law

in the

idea of evolution

is

safe in applying it if

of development
revelation,

systematisation of

developed in the Bible

giving birth to a

:

and external circumstances by which

surrounded.

pervading in this science

governs the

Church

called Confessional theology.

this.

all-

we

peculiar

to

and another that
Divine doctrine

is

Church human dogma.

Theology
I. Both as teacher and as defender of the Faith the Christian
of the
Church was from the beginning under a necessity to create a
Teaching
theology
whether as the teacher of its converts or as their Church.
:

defender against error.

Didactic divinity was the necessary

expansion of what in Scripture

is termed the Apostles' doctrine. Acts ii. 42
and simplest form, as seen in the writings of the earliest
Fathers, was Expository or practical, aiming at the edification of
the flock ; then followed the Catechetical, for the preliminary
instruction of converts or Catechumens in order to baptism, conducted by pastors as Catechists, and formulated in the permanent
Catechism and thus were laid the foundations of all subsequent
Biblical theology proper.
Defensive assertion of truth was

Its first

;

I'endered necessary by heresies arising within the community,
and by the duty of vindicating the Faith against those without.

The

gave rise to ArOLOGETics in all its
modern times Evidences Apology having

latter obligation

branches, called in

:

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY.
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rather

reference

the position of

to

the

Christian

society

challenged by the world, Evidences belonging rather to
sive

and missionary

Theology, taught

character.

first

as

aggres-

its

The former introduced Dogmatic

in Creeds

—the

Apostles', the Niceno-Con-

and the Athanasian afterwards in specific expositions of those creeds, and their individual articles
this, as
distinguished from Apologetic, is controversial divinity or
Polemics. In later times, all these branches have been incorporated into the unity of what is called SYSTEMATIC divinity,
or the orderly arrangement of the doctrines of revelation, as
stantinopolitan,

;

:

they are

Dogmas

fixed in the decisions of the Church, defended

human

against external assaults, and unfolded in the ethics of

This

duty.

the normal development of the science within

is

Christendom, and

common

community presents

atically all these various
II.

Confessional

Theology.

There

own

literature

forms of fundamental teaching.

a development also which has been conducted

is

according to the law of distinct types of doctrine, issuing finally
in

what has been

already

This opens a very wide

field,

termed Confessional theology.
where the differences of the several

branches of Christendom meet our view.
like
Scriptural
Types of
Doctrine.

Every Christian
more or less system-

to all its branches.

in its

It requires

something

an historical survey.

1. Such a survey must include the New Testament itself; but
marking the essential difference between its several types of
doctrine and those that appear in the Church after inspiration
had ceased. It is important to have a clear conception of this.

The sum

of Scriptural teaching

is

many
As the

the combination of

elements which the Holy Ghost fashioned into unity.
history of the redeeming government of

mankind runs

on, the

gradual evolution of doctrine generally and of individual doctrines

runs on with

it

;

and

as all events converge to the fulness of time

so all doctrines converge to the fulness of truth.

Multiplicity and

The

variety are for ever tending to simplicity and unity.

pre-

paratory teaching of the Old Testament and the perfect teaching
of the

New

are one in the unity of prophecy

The same may be

and

fulfilment.

said of the predictions of the Gospels before the

Pentecost, and their accomplishment afterwards.
different types of doctrine in the Apostolic circle.

And
St.

there are

John,

St.

THEOLOGY IN THE CHURCH.
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Peter, St. James, St. Paul contribute their several distinct exhibitions of Christian truth, each of

while

its felloAvs,

Three received each

which

is

sharply marked off from
first

Eph.

iv.

and represented

his special charisma or gift,

the Saviour's teaching as given to them in

own

The

conspire to the imity of the faith.

all

elements by His

its

before and after the resurrection, and as subsequently

lips,

expounded
promise.

them by the Holy

to

Spirit,

according to the Lord's

Paul was added to the company

St.

teaching, according to his

own

;

he derived his

testimony, directly from the Risen

Saviour, Avho elected the futui'e Apostle from a Rabbinical school,

and gave him a

specific revelation of

the scheme of the Gospel.

In one of the Epistles which contain the fullest exhibition of what
is new in the evangelical system he says
for I neither received it
:

of man, neither
It

is

I

loas

taught

it,

Gal.

i.

12.

hut by the revelation of Jesus Christ.

most obvious that the method of the Inspiring Spirit was

to

complete the Christian revelation on the principle of a series of
converging developments, the
mitted to

St.

it will 'be

Paul and

St.

last

John.

our main guide in the

Meanwhile,

ended with

it

and highest of which were comThis fact will meet us again
exposition of theology.

Biljlical

must be remembered that these developments

the

perfected

Divine doctrine then

revelation.

and human dogma then began
New-Testament doctrine is perfect.

The unity of
The Apostle Paul, Avho

ceased,

its

course.

seems to introduce so many new elements into his teaching that
he is claimed by very opposite parties as the real founder of
Christian theology,
unity,

and

is

the most strenuous of

all

in asserting that

in denouncing every tendency to divide the Christian

Faith into several types.

Noiv I beseech you, brethren, by

name

the

1

Cor.

i.

^^'

^'^'

of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same thing, and that

among you ; but tJiat ye be perfectly joined together
mind and in the same judgment.
Is Christ divided ?

there be no divisions

in the same
2.

.

In Christian history the case

soon Avas partitioned into provinces

:

discuss the moral character of this fact

have to do, and

(1)

During the

Avith that
first

six

.

Christendom

the period of perfect unity

in theological teaching Avas very brief

Ave

.

different.

is

This
:

is

not the phxce to

it is Avith

the

fiict

alone

on'y in a preliminary way.
liundred

years,

the

Patristic

age Patristic
^^^'

proper, the unity of the Faith Avas expressed by the (Ecumenical

VOL.

I.

Creeds
Con-

''^°

C
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Creeds

:

the Apostles', which gradually expanded the Baptismal

Formula, the Nicene, which introduced a more theological
tion of the

more

fully

Scarcely were the Three Creeds lodged in the

of the Incarnation.

universal Faith than the
place

:

defini-

Holy Trinity in Unity, the Athan ASIAN, which still
expanded this, and added to it the precise definition

that between the

first

division of Confessional theology took

ORIENTAL and

Western

the

Confessions.

Beginning with the difference of a word, the insertion of the

Filioque to express the procession of the Spirit from the Son as
from the Father, the breach wore on, and the two Theologies
have had ever since their marked types that of the East contemplative, mystical, unprogressive, and teaching rather by symbol
:

progressive,

that of the West abounding
and developing every truth to

The Greek

or Oriental Creed,

than by creeds

;

in analysis, always
its

utmost

issues.

mainly though not exclusively
represented by the Orthodox Church of Russia, holds to the
decisions of the seven GEcumenical Councils from 325 to 787, the

Nicene Creed being
issued

its

Since the Reformation

basis.

has

it

several Confessions, that of Peter Mogihi in 1643, the

Decrees of the Synod of Jerusalem 1672, the Catechism of Philaret,
sanctioned in
specific

Oriental

1839.

divinity

has

distinction from that of the West.

many points of
From the Roman

Catholic it diff"ers by rejecting the doctrine of the Papacj', by
some modifications of the Seven Sacraments, by denying the
Immaculate Conception of the Virgin, by circulating the Bible in
the Vernacular, and, as a consequence of the

first

of these differ-

by the assertion of its own absolute supremacy as the
only orthodox and true representative of Christianity on earth
Classing Romanism among the schisms and heresies as the eldest
ences,

born among them,
bulk of

its

it

doctrines,

nevertheless agrees with

and has no

in its rejection of an infallible

quent possibility of

Romanism
and Proiestantism

its

own

affinity

human

Rome

in the great

with Protestantism save

authority and the conse-

reformation.

The Romanist and Protestant types of theology have divided
united as they unWestern world for three centuries
,,
^
r
t
many ot the most lundamentai
verities, their
doubtedly are
(2)

^|^g
,

:

,

dift'erences

m
.

,

.

^

,

•

•

i

•

touch almost every essential topic in the administra-

tion of redemption

and the presence of Christ in His Church.
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Those differences will meet us only too often meanwhile it is
enough to say that each type of doctrine is developed into a
The basis of Eomanism was until lately
large body of theology.
the Tridentine symbols and decrees and canons, or the solemn
sanction given by the Council of Trent in the middle of the
sixteenth century to the dogmas which had been growing up in
the mediceval times, and were formulated in opposition to Pro:

testantism.
In the present century the VATICAN decisions on the
Immaculate Conception, 1854, and Papal Infallibility, 1870, have
been added to the Tridentine decrees and Pioman Catechism of

the era of the Reformation.

Protestantism

the general system of decline which derived
protest against

are many.

Eome, has many

subdivisions,

as such, that

its

name from

and

its

Historically considered, these divided into

Eeformation

:

the

Lutheran and

the

Eeformed

positors of the former having been Luther

of the latter Calvin and ZAvingli.

;

is,

the

confessions

two

at the

the chief ex-

and Melanchthon, and

Lutheran
''"^
^'*^"^'"™'^

•

These are one in their adhesion

to the three ancient Creeds, but specially in the restoration of

Holy

supreme place as the standard of faith, in the
vindication of the fundamental doctrines of grace which in the
ancient Creeds had not sufficient jDrominence, and in the estaScripture to

its

blishment of the Scriptural view of a sinner's personal relations
to Christ.
But they differ in other respects mainly in that
:

more deeply sacramental, and the Eeformed
is pervaded by the revived predestinarianism of Augustine.
The
chief standard of Lutheran doctrine is the Augsburg Confession
of 1530, Avith Luther's Catechisms of 1529, and the Formula of
Concord, 1577.
The chief Eeformed Standards were the Helvetic
Lutheran Theology

is

Confession of 1564, the Heidelberg Catechism of 1563, with the
various Confessions of France, Belgium, and Scotland.

The Eeformed doctrine has spread more widely, and is now represented by
many formularies, among which may be classed the Thirty-nine
Articles, and more distinctly the Westminster Confession, which
unites most of the English-speaking
(3)

communions of Calvinism.

In the beginning of the seventeenth century the Arminian, Arminuin.

or rather Eemonstrant, Confession arose in Holland, under the
direction of

James Harmen, Arminius, as a protest against w hat
from its second founder, Calvinism. The

has been called,

C2
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supreme principle of
Sovereignty of

God

:

this latter type of doctrine is the
its

best representative

The Arminian type has

Confession.

sality of the benefit of the

of the
decrees.

substance

that

:

faith or

died for

for its principle the univer-

Atonement and the restored freedom

all,

five

God

whose

articles, of

which the following

final disbelief

He

foresaw

;

may be

this

the

that Jesus Christ

but only believers receive the benefit

eff"ects

is

elected to salvation, or to reprobation, those

ance and renewal are of the Spirit's operation

which

Absolute

the Westminster

human will as an element in the doctrine of the Divine
The Remonstrance presented by the followers of James

Arminius contained

whose

is

finally resisted

necessary final perseverance must be

;

;

that repent-

that the grace

that the question of a

;

These Five
which was afterwards made more explicit, have
been the foundation of Arminianism in Holland, and in England,
where it leavened theological thought to a great extent. In the
Kevival of the last century the original Methodists were disleft

undecided.

Points, the last of

tinguished from the followers of "Whitefield as Armiuians.

But

the immediate successors of Arminius declined from sound faith
in

some

particulars

;

and in

its

own country

the system

is

deeply

tinctured with Socinianism and Rationalism.
(4) All these Confessional types are exhibited in the systematic

Unitarian.

of

Church

is

divided.

type

admitted

is

Confession

;

trace of its

:

Nor

are there any other, unless a

there was after the Reformation a SOCINIAN

but that, as a Confession, has vanished, scarcely any
peculiarities being found in modern Unitarianism,

Avhich has its most productive field in America,

be distinguished from pure Theism.

Nor can

an Eclectic or Latitudinarian system
to

Methodist

modern
Unitarian

the larger communions into which the

teachings

:

and can scarcely

there be said to be

for these

words apply

no one particular type of Christian doctrine.
(5) METHODIST theology, which has spread duringthe

over a very wide area of Christendom,
sense,

is

last

century

Catholic in the best

holding the Doctrinal Articles of the English Church,

lacmding the Three Creeds, and therefore maintaining the general
It is Arminian as opposed to
doctrine of the Reformation.
Calvinism, but in no other sense.

Its

peculiarities are

touching chiefly the nature and extent of personal salvation

many,
; and
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with regard to these its standards are certain writings of John
Wesley and other authoritative documents.
III. There is a third view to be taken of development in the
theology of the Christian Church having reference to the form it

General
tjpes.

:

has in

all

ages taken from external circumstances.

will be best seen in such a brief review as

may

This also

serve to indicate

the importance of the study of the ecclesiastical history of doctrine or

dogma, and, at the same time, prepare the way for those
summaries which will be given under the several heads

historical

of the following course.
In the Patristic Church

1.

down

post-Nicene periods

— including

the ante-Nicene and

Gregory, A.D. 600

to

—there

schools of theological thought, which represented almost

For

tendencies.

later

Asia

instance,

Minor and

were

all

Patristic

Schools,

the

Antioch,

Alexandria, and North Africa were severally centres of three

very distinct kinds of teachings
ture

and Apostolical tradition

the

:

first,

The

its

Christianity

;

and the

third,

early writers in these distinct

ence in every age, and in

all

faithful to Scrip-

and the mystical element

speculation, allegorical interpretation,

with

more

the second, blending philosophical

•

hard, real,

schools

and

dialectic.

betray their influ-

their views of Christian doctrine

and the same influence extends downwards, more or less, through
subsequent times. These schools reign still without the names.
2. During the earlier part of the Middle Ages, superstition
moulded tradition into forms of doctrine that more and more
diverged from the Scriptural standard. This was a period, how-

Middle
-^S^^-

ever, of comparative stagnation, as contrasted with the luminous

and with the deep theological

activity of the post-Nicene age

devotion of the Schoolmen beginning with Anselm about 1100.

The

Scholastic

divinity

in

wrought up the materials

the

Avhich carried dialectic sul)tilty

By

their highest point.
it

tlie

universities

and

toil

in

time,

its

Christendom

ijliilosophical speculation to

of

laid the foundation of the C()m[)leto

cism as formulated

of

inherited into systematic forms,

it

many

indefatigable

system of

the Council of Trent

Roman

minds

Catholi-

while, at the same
methods to Protestantism, the first crntury
of which almost rivalled the work of the medieval doctors in anait

transnntted

lytical severity

and completeness.

;

Whatever deductions may be

Schola-*ti^^isi"!-
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made from
very much

the value of

Systematic theology had
]\Iysticism

its

Church owes

results, the Christian

its

industry and

the

to

devotion of

Schoolmen.

the

origin in their labours.

3. Through all these, however, struggled the Mystical spirit,
which controlled a large part of the Scholastic theology, and

penetrated every branch of the Christian Church, influencing the
doctrines of each

by

independent,

first,

turns.

God

jDendent teaching of
as

secondly, as given to

Its

law of development

is

the inde-

communion with the human spirit
without the external means of grace, and,
the individual apart from all others.
The
in

theology of every period, and of every region of Christendom, has
received the impress of this law working lawlessly

:

its

operation

has touched Pantheism at the one pole, and at the other merely
imparts a mystical colouring to Christian doctrine and devotion.

Consequently,

it is

impossible to characterise Mystical theology

as one distinct whole

biand

it

;

and

still

tian representative, the

Him

;

is

it

wrong to

Its earliest Chris-

pseudo-Dionysius, teaches "with

errors a sublime doctrine of the

with

more evidently

with indiscriminate condemnation.

and the purest

all

his

Supreme and of man's communion

spirit of self-renouncing consecration

pervades the writings of Scotus Erigena and other Mystics

who

The Theologia
modern times the

held the leading doctrines of the Christian Faith.

Germanica, a work which transmitted to
ancient ]\Iysticism, Avas

made by Luther almost one of the textFrom that time downwards Mystic

books of the Reformation.

devotional theology reappears in every region of Christendom,

liomanism has had its several types in Spain, France, Italy, and
Germany ; and its Mystical writers, apart from their unevangelical

and quietistic errors, carry devotion into a very high region.
Every community of Protestantism has had its representatives
both of the sound and of the unsound Mysticism. In some it
has passed into a transcendental theosophy, Jacob Behmen
being their expositor

;

in others, into a fanatical independence of

external revelation, and indifference to the

Church
sentiment and
of the

;

common

fellowship

in others into a visionary religion of intuitional
feeling.

But

its

healthiest manifestations

have

been simply a tribute to the pure Mysticism of the New Testament ; a protest against the mere form and externality of godli-
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high and unearthly in

is

communion with God.
In every age, but especially in these last times, theology in

4.

the Church has been influenced by a tendency the opposite of
that of Mysticism

the spirit of Rationalism, which

:

human understanding
Rationalism

is

the

measure of the truth

philosophical or critical

either

:

aimed to recast Christian doctrine, and make
expression of

its

own

ideas

makes the
accepts.

it

the former has
it

the manifold

the latter has been destructive,

;

human

eliminating from the faith everything that

not explain.

Eationalism.

In both these forms

it

reasoning can-

has widely influenced the

development of Christian theology, though both

may be

said to

carry their doctrine to a region altogether outside of Christendom.

The term Rationalism,
religious thought,

as signifying one of the elements that mould

may be

restricted to the latter meaning.

tion acceptable to the

human

the truths of revela-

understanding.

In a very different

sense from that of the Apostle,

seen

Faith as a whole,

is

it

only that which

;

it

has

Accepting the Christian

claims to give a good account of

and judgments of men

intuitions

that

it testifies

seen with the eye of reason alone.

:

It is

make

the spirit which perpetually labours to

it

to the

but this at the expense of

transcendent, mysterious, and past

finding

all

out in the

ways of God with mankind.
5. The other aspect of Rationalism may more appropriately be
termed Speculation in theology. Speculation starts from certain
a priori determinations which thought finds in itself as the necessary and primary ground of all being and thinking.
It fixes
upon its point of observation, and speculates or regards attentively
the whole field of possibilities from that point of view.
constructs
ciples.

It

its

own

Hence

it

philosopliy of religion from subjective prin-

aims to understand Christianity as the expression of

eternal laws governing the universe.
ever-shifting variety of theological

The

result has

conceptions of the

been au

sum

of

Tlie characteristics of each system

have been marked by
some primary category or law of thought to which all is reduced
in that of Scotus Erigena it was the idea of Nature uncreated,
things.

:

creating and created; in Leibnitz the

one eternal Substance, with

its

Monad;

in Spinoza, the

attributes of thought

and exten-

Speculative

Theology.
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German

all more or less theoEgo and non-Ego, the Idea.
Each makes the Christian revelation the eternal and necessary
expression of its own self-gendered thought. But another applica-

sion

;

in

transcendental philosophies,

the idea of the absolute, the

logical,

tion of the term speculative in relation to theology requires to be

mentioned

that which

:

simply implies a disposition to push

inquiry into the fringe of thick darkness which encompasses the
fill up the chasms in the
undue exercise of imagination in the religious domain ; and it diifers from Eationalism only
in this, that it does not reduce faith to knowledge, as if we must

circle of

every revealed doctrine, and to

system of truth at every point.

perfectly

know

It is the

in order to believe, but rather strives to include

within the sphere of knowledge what

naked

ought to have but
Deyelop-

ment with
the Times.

is left

to the acceptance of

little to do.

Finally, there are healthy developments in theology,

6.

especially in

some branches of

advancement of human

it,

sophy, learning,

and

It absorbs

of the times.

evil,

and

which are guided by the general

With

affairs.

culture theology progresses.

receives.

we

"With speculative theology, however defined,

faith.

In

civilisation

its

the

progress of

human

relation to science, philo-

generally,

it

both gives and

the good influences, and counteracts the

It begins, as it "were, afresh in every land in

which it is planted and grows with its growth. The tree is
everywhere the same, and its fruit the same ; but its develoj^ment
In every Christian
varies with the influences of soil and culture.
Church theology is, at this moment, undergoing as a science
and each community conmanifold and obvious improvement
tributes its part to the general advance.
But this leads to the
;

last

branch of our general proposition.

THEOLOGY

Theology
a Science.

Christian Theology

is

SCIENTIFIC.

the systematic arrangement of the

truths pertaining to the revelation of God.

claim to the character of a science
it is

:

the basis of practical religion

scientific, in

its
;

aim

its

It

may

lay

is scientific,

methods

the best and only legitimate sense.

as

also are

But theo-
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which

logical science has peculiarities
all others,

I.

and must be kept

The aim of

in
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distinguisli it

from

view by every student.

tlieology is to exhibit the

grounds and principles,

the connection and harmonies, the results and applications, of the

In common with every science, it obeys the
human mind, which demands that the materials of its

facts of revelation.

law of

tlie

The
Science
and the
Art.

knowledge should be inductively generalised and systematically
and, in common with every science, it arranges its

arranged

;

and practical application.
Theology is the
and Eeligion is the art. The two derivations of the
word Religion from Eelegere, or Eeligare bleiid, as we have
seen, in making it the practice of the duties that flow from man's
relation to God.
Whether more subjective, according to the
materials for use

science,

—

former, or

more

—

obligations, laws, arguments,

forth in the science
is

from God, so

science as

that there

theology

;

it is

is

is,

and has

The

reasons,

objective, according to the latter, it

ever been, the art or practice of the Divine service.

which

and

is

its

also is theology.

results of this service are set

And,

foundation.

The

of the art of religion.

Bible

is

as religion

as full of the

be seen hereafter

It will

a distinction between Biblical

and Systematic

but that distinction does not involve the exclusion

of theological science from the Bible
refuses to allow this.

:

almost every treatise in

AVherever man's duty to

God

is

it

taught,

there must be the establishment and enforcement of its grounds
and Holy Scripture encourages both the theoretical and the
practical study of Divine truth.
II. The methods of theologj' are scientific.
It observes, tests. Methods,
and arranges focts and makes generalisations it uses both the
inductive and deductive processes of argument ; it depends upon
the same primary laws of thought upon which those i)rocesses
rest
and it sets out, as all legitimate human inquiry mus^t set out,
with a firm faith in certain truths which lie behind experience,
being inwrought into the fabric of our minds such as the primary
law of causation and all that it involves, and the validity of those
laws of belief which are innate. But the facts of our science are
gathered from regions some of which are thought to be inter;

;

:

dicted to scientific observation.

There

is

the sacred deposit of
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original truths in the constitution of man's nature.

the economies of Creation and Providence.

storehouse of the

less

able testimonies of

Word

common

God

of

;

is

There are
the bound-

and there are the innumer-

experience, of which Scripture

while they confirm the Scripture.

test,

There

is

the

Strictly speaking,

all

these regions of observation are one, inasmuch as every element of
religious consciousness,
is

wrought up into the

and every lesson of the external universe,
fabric of

Divine revelation.

We

cannot

take a step further without the assurance that these are legitimate
fields of observation,

the facts or

phenomena

of which are as real as

the facts with which physical science has to do.
dissipated at once if this

is

is

denied.

Theological science

Supposing

it

granted,

then there remains only the careful, honest, and religious observance of the accepted laws of reasoning.
analysis or synthesis,

and

is

The

result,

whether by

the scientific presentation of each doctrine

and the entire compass of theology. In this
by the rigorous processes of induction and deduction,
systematic theology arrives at a clear and distinct apprehension
of every article of the Faith.
For instance, its doctrine of sin is
the result of a wide and exhaustive examination of a large
number of testimonies in Scripture and in experience which force
conviction on the mind that one, and one only, theorj'' can account
for all the fiicts.
The same may be said of its doctrine of the
Person of Christ, which is inductively established by a comparison
of many passages, none of which individually contains a formal
statement.
Of this we shall have manifold other illustrations as
class of doctrine

way, that

we
Theologi^1

is

proceed.

HI. Hence a distribution of the truths of revelation in syste-

which combine into a complete encyclopaedia of
A comprehensive view of this divides it into
Biblical, Historical, and Dogmatic
each of these, however, more
or less penetrating the others, and all combining to form what
may be called Systematic divinity.
1. BiBLiCAL THEOLOGY, in its Avidest meaning, includes the
criticism and study of the text of Scripture
its construction as a
whole the laws of exegesis and their application, or Hermeiieutics
its archseology, geography, and history
and all that belongs

^^^' matic forms,

theological science.

;

Biblical.

;

;

;

to the Introduction to the Bible.

;

More

restricted in meanino:.
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the arrangement of the theology of Scripture in

terms and according to
In this sense

cation.

so called

:

own laws

its

the foundation of

it is

its

of development and
all

own

classifi-

theology properly

every doctrine, as will be seen, having

its

own and

proper Biblical development.
2. Historical theology embraces ecclesiastical history in its
whole compass, or the history of the kingdom of God within and

without the Scripture

including

;

antiquities, ceremonies,

its

all

Historical.

that belongs to the Church,

and jurisprudence, but especially the

progress and development of Christian doctrine through the ages
of controversy and formation.
shall use the

term

of the Faith in

trine

and

It is in this latter sense that

endeavouring to present every

or

doctrinal theology includes both the

and dogma

as taught in the

Syste^IATIU theology

4.

all

these

:

it

may be

taught in

doctrine as

it

Church, are one.

said,

more or

less, to

include

takes the system of doctrine as its basis, but

from history, and

trates it

doc- Dogmatic,

ethics of Christianity in their scientific arrangement,

with their apology and defence; in
Scripture,

we

specific article

evolution in ecclesiastical systems.

its

Dogmatic

3.

:

verifies it

by

peculiarity, that, Avliile the other three

Scripture.

may

illus-

Systematic.

It has this

be independent of

any particular standard, every work on systematic theology more
or less bears the impress of one confessional stamp.

Of

5.

this

fact

the present course will be an illustration

:

exhibiting the compass of Divine truth, whether as presented
in Scriptural forms, or as

moulded by

or as dogmatically stated in

Christian Religion, and of

Faitii

ecclesiastical

its results.

its

Documents

development,

It will first treat of the

as the

Divine Rule of

including the topics of Revelation, Inspiration, Canon,

:

with such exhibition of the credentials or evidences of the Faith
as are

consistent with

course.

This

is

trine concerning

The

the strictly dogmatic

character of our

the necessary introduction to the supreme doc-

GoD

:

His Being, Essence, Names, and Attributes.

consideration of these subjects will lead to the relations of

God and the Creature.

Then

follows the doctrine concerning

The Mediatorial
Ministry of Jesus Christ, His Person, and His Work, as
objectively finished on earth and in heaven, Avill next demand
SIN

:

its

origin,

nature, and

universality.

The
Present
System.

Analysis.
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prolonged attention, leading to the Administration of Redemption, including Personal Salvation, the Ethics of the Gospel, and
All must needs be

the Institutions of the Christian Church.

Last Things.
the mind should be imbued

closed by the doctrines pertaining to the

IV. It

Unity of
Theolog}'.

of great importance that

is

and the advantage of

at the outset with a sense of the possibility

a

•\vell-articulated system.

every doctrine has

its

In the organic unity of Christian truth

some

place in

cycle of doctrines, while all

the lesser systems revolve around their

one of the

common

centre.

But not only
and profound harmonies among these truths
locate every topic at once.

it is

There are rich
and every doctrine,

so.
;

having

its

other

the quick discernment of these relations

:

And

study to enable the student to

fruits of theological

proper place, has also

of devout and earnest inquiry.

its

relations to almost every
is

another fruit

Putting the two together, the

high aim of the proficient in this study should be to discover
all

the affinities and connections of the truths of the Christian

system.

It

definitions

may

be objected that such scientific precision in the

and demarcations

of doctrine

the free spirit of Christian theology.

is

It is

out of keeping with

customary to point to

the rich and irregular luxuriance of Scripture.
is

altogether on the side of order.

matic as they could be made
2 Tim.

i.

13.
1

Tim.

iv.

6.

Pecu-

But the Scripture

parts of

it

are as syste-

and none are without system.

It

and bids us have and hold, the vTrorvTrwcrii/, the form of sound
St. Paul distinguishes between the words of faith and
wm-ds.
the words of good doctrine, which he exhorts Timothy to combine
Of course, the effort to systematise must be
in their unity.
governed by a higher aim, and guarded against the danger to
Theology, the city of God, is
which it is peculiarly exposed.
built, as it were, upon seven hills, which are the great doctrines
These several hills of
that may be discerned to be fundamental.
the Lord are not sharply separated from each other, but throw
out their spurs in all directions, making it hard to show where
one department of truth ends and another begins. To maintain
the distinctions without marking them too mechanicallj* is the
has,

aim of sound
liarities.

;

Some

theological science.

V. It remains only to
study.

True as

it is

mark

the

sacred peculiarities of this

that its methods are the same which are
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employed

in the inductive sciences, it is also true that its mate-

rials are

partly or mainly collected in a region which merely

human
on a

and where a special kind of
It is wrong to place theology

science cannot penetrate,

demonstration

alone attainable.

is

with the inductive sciences

level

:

1.

is

There

is

a sense in

matter of faith

spirit in

Faith,

even those facts which belong to the conscious-

:

man

ness of every

either below them, or

it is

which it is viewed.
which the entire round of theological truth

above them, or both, according to the

are connected with great verities that are

Now,

delivered to faith from the invisible world.

faith is the

inward assurance of things not seen, and makes the materials of
theology as real and certain as the things that physical science

But that

has to deal with.

man

;

it

is

who have

those

it

not, theology in every

They

prehensible pseudo-science.

and brand

faith is not altogether

common

connected with certain moral conditions

form
upon

to

and, to

;

only an incom-

is

own words,
Not that they entirely
them also there is a Science

retort

it its

as science falsely so called.

it

rojcct the study of

Divine things

to

:

1

Tim.

vi.

of Religions, or of the superstitions and quasi-spiritual delusions of

To

mankind.
sive,

and not

those

who

believe

it is

the truest, most comprehen-

least exact of all the sciences

;

and

it is

not their

fault if it remains, nevertheless, a region of esoteric mysteries

into Avhich they alone are initiated.
2.

Mystery is everywhere in

are things unsearchable

extent true of

all

knowledge

this

by the

faculties of

other sciences

they

;

all

both the Scriptural senses of the term

:

:

its

simplest elements

man.

This

is

to

some

have their mysteries, in
things brought to light

that have been long hidden, and things unsearchable, the signs of
which only are seen. The latter always wait on the former

when
it

the mystery ceases to be a matter reserved from knowledge,

ceases not to be a matter reserved

the impenetrable things of nature

when

;

from reason.
it is

This

is

true of

a mistake to think that

science has discovered the laws that govern the wonderful

phenomena

Avith

which

it

deals, the

mystery

ceases.

The simplest

elements of every department of knowledge are things unsearchable

by human

faculties.

Supposing

scientific research to

be successful

in penetrating every secret of nature, so far as to find the secondary

cause of every

effect,

there

is still

a large residuum over which

it

Mystery,
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broods, waiting for light which probably will never come.

1

Tim.

iii.

16.

But
Every doctrine, however bright and blessed in itself, is compassed about with thick
darkness ; every page and every line of its record " exit in mysterium." There are, and will ever be, great antitheses or, as men
call them, contradictions in thought which our limited capacity is
the theological mystery

is confessedly great.

Metaphysical thinking

unable to reconcile.

is

compelled to leave

these antinomies unsolved wherever the finite and the infinite

Our

meet.

which
More-

science also has its sjieculative region, into

reason soars, but the logical understanding cannot follow.

over, and finally, it has revelations to deal with which appal the
minds which they baflfle the dread and awful truths which are
its dark side, having their reflections in human experience and
:

the ordinary course of nature, but not the less a stumblingblock
All these are the cross of theology, which to

on that account.

unbelieving

itself is its glory, to
3.

Petitio
Principii.

Like every other

much
first

science,

man

its

in it of the " petitio principii." It

The consciousness

axioms.

world not
world, Ave

self,

may

reproach.

but in a peculiar sense, theology has
of

assumes

self,

the consciousness of

many irreducible

the consciousness of a

God

neither self nor the

seek to demonstrate, but they are postulated in the
It will appear, as

demonstration.

we

what various ways theology seems, in

proceed,
its

how

often

This

in its defence of every doctrine, to argue in a circle.

necessity of

which

it

sophical or scientific
4.

Conventional
lanfiuag-e.

In

of

:

mind
all

:

a

will charge this as

an

offence.

the sciences, theology has

its

phraseology

partly of scriptural precedent or .suggestion, i^artly

human appointment.

knowledge

is

need never be ashamed, and no truly philo-

common Avith

of conventions

and in

general credentials and

Conventional terms are necessary in

all

the symbols of ideas once settled are, and ought to

The systematic arrangement of Divine truth
and has enlisted them in great variety. It has its
precise technical terminology, the fixing of which has been the
result of sound inductive processes, and the accurate maintenance
be, unchangeable.

requires them,

of which gives
tion,

its

precision to our study.

Revelation, Inspira-

Scripture, Faith, Trinity, Substance, Person, are instances

of terms which have their established conventional meaning.

importance of this

may

The

be illustrated in the case of two of these

THEOLOGY A SCIENCE.
terms in particular.

hence

source, as opposed to its

own

also signifies

it

Spirit in the

awakening of
of

discipline

specific

any influence or energy of the

strictly to

is

is

the Inspiring

writers of Scripture for their task

term

;

and

be appropriated.

has a variety of applications.

:

In

ai:)plication.

spiritual feeling.

theology a conventional meaning, which

and

inherent operations

has a current philosophical and literary

it

religious matters

Holy

is a word in common use to
upon or flowing into the mind from

Inspiration

signify an influence breathed

any external
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But

has in

it

limited to the direct
Spirit

preparing the

to that use of

it

the

Again, the word Person

It signifies generally the

ground

of personality, or of independent, conscious, responsible action.

But

it

has in theology a specific relation both to the doctrine

God and

concerning
the former,

is

it

As

to the doctrine concerning Christ.

to

used conventionally to distinguish the Three

The personal
and the term Avhich has
the symbol of an incom-

Persons in the unity of the one Divine essence.

God

is

known

to us as

Three Persons

been long established stands simply as
prehensible mystery.

As

;

to the latter, the indivisible

Person of

Christ signifies the result of the union of His two natures.

The

conventional term has here another and distinct use, being again
the symbol of a mystery equally unfathomable with that of the

The same term has its difterent conventional
and its applications must be
;
remembered and respected. But every department has its own
specific theological vocabulary.
They will defend themselves as
Triune personality.

a-e in these two supreme subjects

we proceed

:

meanwhile, the student should be impressed Avith
making it a law of his study to define them

their importance,
carefully

and hold them

fast tenaciously.

Theological science, in conclusion, has

a Divine sanction,
which no other can claim.
There is a
spirit in man : and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding in every department of knowledge.
But in theolog}'-,
which seeks in all truth its relation to God and eternity, there is
5.

influence,

and

control,

the guarantee of a special guidance of the Holy

His witness
believer

ence

;

rests.

is

it is

Si^irit

Divine
Teachiiif?.

3

'

"

of God.

not given only to the personal acceptance of the
a testimony to the doctrine on which his experi-

Now

tve

have received, not the spirit of the wwld, but the

1

Car. iL
12,
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Spirit which is of

God

less

tliat

;

we might know

This declaration of

given us of God.

St.

the things tluit are freely

Paul

than the whole compass of theology, as

refers to

nothing

unfdds

the deep

it

God ; and, what is more, it assures us that the sufficient
knowledge of these deep things is not the prerogative of insjjired
things of

Apostles only, but

the

is

common

not imprint

receive the

theological student

who does

truth on his heart at the outset goes on his

tliis

way without

the strongest incentive for the encourage-

of his labours.

In this study the Holy Ghost more than

perilous

ment

who

privilege of all

The

Divine Spirit as a Teacher.

mind

blesses the diligent

and

clusions,

:

He

directs its pursuits, shapes its con-

sanctifies its reasonings.

The

first

condition of the

successful pursuit of this science is the submission of the reason

Jude

25.

to the teaching of the only

Scriptures this
2 Tim.

iii.

7-

and never

learning,

Tim.

ii.

^'

laid

despises or neglects

St. Paul,
1

is

it

tvise

down

God our Saviour.

as a primary axiom.

will ever

The

who

able to come to the knoivledge of the truth ;

but

using the same strong word for a perfect experimental
all

men

to be saved,

come unto the knoivledge of the truth, cts liriyvwa-Lv
intellectual and spiritual perception of truth which

to

one case and affirmed in the other

in the

one

be more than a learner, ever

apprehension, says elsewhere that God will have

and

In the Holy

No

is

a\r]6eias.
is

denied

expressed by a

phrase which the Apostle never uses save for the highest certitude of knowledge.
Col,

ii.

2.

fostly relies

The sum

of

all is

that no one

on the Heavenly Teacher will

fail

is all

Christ.

that

is essential

to

stead-

knowledge
man, the mystery of God, even

assurance of understanding, in relation at least to that

which

who

to reach the full

THE DIVINE RUI.E OF FAITH.

REVELATION.
INSPIRATION.

CANON.

VOL.

I.

THE DIYINE RULE OF FAITH.

Jhe
Uivine
Rule of
Faith.

Christian Theology, as the science of Christianity, the
one, perfect, and only Religion, is based upon the documentary records of God's revelation of Himself and of
His Avill in Christ Jesus. Of necessity, therefore, its first
inquiry should be directed to the nature and authority of
its

Sacred Writings, which contain at once the

liistorical

development and the finished result of the Divine revelations

to

One

mankind.

summary of the whole

proposition

truth.

the Divine Rule of Faith

:

Tlie

gives

here the

Holy Scriptures are

a statement which, unfolded,

opens three departments of investigation.

First,

they

are the documents and the depository of the Christian
Revelation, or the Christian Faith, which

mation of

all

inspiration.

knowledge.

religious

Divine in their origin

is

the consum-

Secondly, they are

the product of the Holy Spirit's

:

Thirdly, they are the

Rule of the Faith, as

forming a body of canonical Scriptures, regulating for ever
doctrine and teaching of the Christian Church.
Hence we derive the three great words which are the

the

superscription of the whole body of

written oracles of

God

:

dogma concerning

the

Revelation, Inspiration, Canon.

REVELATION OR THE CHRISTIAN FAITH.

The
Faith.

These two terms may

and

in

some

sense

as

be

studied

synonymous.
u 2

as

counterparts,

The

Christian

THE DIVINE RULE OF FAITH.
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Faith

perfected Revelation, and the

the

is

Revelation

is

the Christian Faith

perfected

each and both being

;

coincident, generally speaking, with the Christian Scriptures.

But Revelation

refers

Christian Faith regards

be useful to

make

them

Human

to

God

as received by

this distinction

the whole subject.

the Revealer

man.

It will

govern our treatment of

faith

and Divine revelation

What God is
double oxe against the other.
pleased to make known, man's acceptance makes his
are

Ecclus.
xlii.

them

24.

Faith.

EEVELATION.

Revelation.

The term Revelation signifies in its last and higherit
theological meaning the unveiling or disclosing of God's
redeeming purpose to mankind. This definition distinguishes

it

Supreme

from

more general

manifestations

of the

Being, and gives to the Christian revelation

distinctive

as

character,

including

Divine teaching and adding

summation.

It is at

its

other

all

its

forms of

own supplement and

con-

once the most elementary and the

most comprehensive word of our theological system.
REVELATION GENERAL.
The Term.

Revelation, taken in
festation of

God

its

broadest sense, includes every mani-

to the consciousness

and perception of man

:

whether in the constitution of the human mind, in the framework
The
of nature, or in the processes of Providential government.
closures,

used to embrace the whole compass of the Divine diswhether in act or Avord, whether by immediate contact

of the

Eternal Spirit with the

term

is

human

soul

or

by mediating

instrumentalities, whether of truth generally or any special token
In this more general apphcation other words
of the Divine will.

are

John

i.

9.

used besides

of the hght of the

aTroKoAvi/'is,

Son

in

or revelation

human

:

such as

^wrt^eti/,

reason which lighteth every

man

REVELATION.
that

Cometh into the ivorld

Divine glory in

Supreme

to

all

the

men

whom He

to

whom

His providential guidance of the Gentiles

left not

It is sufficient for

and of the testimony of the
that which may be known of God is Rom. i. 19.

universe,

manifest, referring to

before

of the declaration of the

(fiavepovv,

;
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Himself without

ovk afxaprvpov.

witness,

our present purpose that

all

these lower and

Acts xiv.
17.

more unrestricted or improper revelations and methods of revelation are taken up into Revelation proper.

Faith are the records of

and in

divers

The Records

manners preceded and prepared for

it.

however, a special and limited meaning of the term.
considering this

more

logical distinctions
1.

The word

may be well
the way to it.

fully, it

which lead

revelation unites the

ing or aTTOKaXri/fts, and making

of the

the teachings that at sundry times Ileb.

all

to note

There

i.

1.

is,

But, before

some theo-

two ideas of a Divine unveil- Unveiling

known or

t^avtpwo-ts,

of the mysteries

and Manifestation.

We

must remember
the conventional meaning of these terms in theology.
There are
secrets gradually unveiled in the worlds of mind and matter, the
slow disclosure of which is appointed to be the aim and the reward of human science; but we do not call them mysteries. Nor
do we call their discovery revelation, save as they are directly
of religion, or of the soul's relation to God.

connected with religion and taken up into the economy of the
Providential government of the world.
2.

This leads to another distinction

:

Revelation, in this

liiirher

meaning of the term, is general and special. As
GENERAL it is undoubtedly common to the human race as such
the foundation of what may be called natural theology and natural
theological

General

and
Special.

:

Although, as we have seen, the highest word

religion.

used of this universal unveiling of

God

in the creature,

not

is

may

it

be called natural as distinguished from supernatural revelation.
This latter is special as being imparted not so much in man
;

as to

man, through the medium both of Divine works and Divine

words, as will be hereafter seen.
3.

External and internal revelation are to be separated

the

External

were given objectively and for all the latter is
specially imparted to the organs of revelation, and to those who

Internal.

former

receive

is

it

revelation

as

in

it

faith.

:

;

They

He made known

are united in St. Paul's words

unto

me

;

and

by Eph.

the mystery which in other oyrs

iii.

3-9.
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was not made known unto

the sons of

men, as

it is

now

revealed unto

His holy Apostles and Prophets by the Spirit. Here is the special
revelation not included in the former general manifestations of
God the disclosure to the organs of inspiration as a body and
;

;

the internal unveiling to St. Paul by the Spirit,
see

what

is the

external revelation

may

But

fellowship of the mystery.

must

make

all

men

obvious that

is

it

to

all

be internal, though the converse

also

not be said with the same propriety.

SPECIAL REVELATION.
The One
Revela-

Revelation, in the

tion.

tion of

Eph.

man

to fellowship with

substance of truth as truth

iv.

21.

is

and

deeper,

stricter,

God

unfolding of the eternal counsel of

;

it is

whole matter of Divine manifestation to

His testimony

is

the last

word

is

tlie

is,

of

is

the

sum and

the conclusjpn of the

man

perfected in the Christian Scriptures, that

of Jesus.

This

Himself.

in Jesus

sense,

fuller

in Christ, for the restora-

]

and, as such,

it is

in the final testimony

all

objective revelation.

In this definition there are three salient points

;

the one Eternal

Purpose in Christ the Revealer, the perfect Scripture, and the
identity, or rather coincidence, of the Christian oracles vnih the
Christian Faith.

The One
Purpose.

Revelation proper

1.

consecrated to the mystery hid with

is

Christ in God, the one Secret which

it

unfolds.

This

is

the

common

burden of the prophets and of the Apostles and of Christ Himself.
The entire
It is the ONE TRUTH of the whole Word of God.
is
governed
by
forms,
their
many
range of its disclosures, in all
this

supreme purpose, and

Christ,
Period.

Himself the

Sum

all

of

Revealer or Apocalyptist.

pay their tribute to this one subject.
revelation, is Himself also the one

all

He

is

the Revealer in act and in word.

and above all, in act. He is Himself the personal revelation of God and His whole eternal purpose towards the human

First,

race.

This profound truth of Christianity

out the

New

Testament.

It

may be

is

presupposed through-

studied in the combination

iii.

In the first the great Mystery of
spoken of as being manifest in the flesh : this refers to
the Person of Christ Incarnate, "Who elsewhere is termed the

2.

Mystery of God, which

of several Pauline passages.
1

Tim.
16.

Col.

ii.

Col.

ii.

3.

Godliness is

Whom

is

Christ,

the one Secret to be revealed in

are hid all the treasures of wisdom

and

knoioledge.

Again,

REVELATION.
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from the mirrox' of

this manifestation is said to be reflected

Gospel, which consummates

Divine disclosures

all

:

But we

open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord.
it

more

is still

clearly explained in a passage

God

others, as the knowledge of the glory of

the Countenance of the personal

God

all,

tlie

with

Finally,

2 Cor.

which combines the

in the face of Jesus Christ,

2 Cor.

iv.

^

His incarnate Son looking

in

iii.

'^^•

upon man and giving him, in the light of that countenance, all
that he needs to know for time and eternity.
Our Lord Jesus
Christ

is

Himself the substance of

own

to His

testimony

Secondly, therefore.
tlie

Son

He

He

to

dTTOKaXvipai.

Christ

whomsoever
is

tlie

JFho

Son

WoRD

THE

Who, however, became

Onlybegotten God,

Me

hath seen the Father. John xiv.

willeth to reveal

Him knoum.

should absorb into Himself

God

liath seen

In His incarnate estate
all

at

oracles.

name superadded

He

and consummated the revelation of

He

revelation for ages to come.
;

,

27.

6 vtos

any time

He

i.

1.

God
;

John

i.

18.

John

i.

21.

hath

He is also that Prophet,

His voice that uttered the ancient
to the former.

,^"

and eternal John

In virtue of that

has been from the beginning the Revealer

spake upon earth

:

,

prophetic functions, whether

of announcing or of foretelling the will of God.

He

Him

in the bosom of the Father,

Who

name,

one knoweth

the FafJier, save the

in His original

No man
is

any man

incarnate to be the Oracle of

made

tirst

No

the Revealer in word.

is

in the temple of humanity.
tlie

revelation of God, according

all

that hath seen

but the Father ; neither knoweth

Son, and he

estate,

:

has
all

:

it

was

In virtue of the latter

summed

up, satisfied,

past ages in one perfect

spake by the prophets;

and, though gone from us,

He

He

yet speaketh.

His word means

all revelation, and all revelation means His
The Oracle and the oracles are one.
2. The Scriptures contain and are this perfect disclosure and
finished revelation.
Of their Divine origin we need not think as

word.

yet; though

it

is

anticipated in the fact that the Saviour has

given His authenticating testimony to the whole body of them in
their integrity.

That sanction,

the revelation of Christ.

He

As

first,

makes the Old Testament

it testified

into His hands,

of

Him

and blessed

so

He

testifies

of

and hallowed it
As revelation is Christ, and Christ is the
for ever as His own.
subject of the Old Testament, the Old Testament is of necessity
the revelation of God.
Knowing better than any human critic

it.

took

it

it,

Scripture,
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can

know

all its

internal obscurities

and

difficulties,

He

sealed

it

ancient oracles, precisely as

The canon of the
we hold them now, no more no less,

He

His Church

nevertheless for the reverence of His people.

and gave

sanctified

to

as the early preparatory

own Gospel and kingdom. That sanction, secondly,
that the New Testament is His own authoritative com-

records of His
assures us

Leaving the

pletion of the Scriptures of revelation.

fuller

study

we need only note the
general fact that our Lord declared His own purpose to complete
an unfinished revelation. Think not that I am come to destroy the
laiv, or the prophets: I am not come to destroy, hut to fulfil, aXXa
of this proposition for a further stage,

Matt.

V.

•^^-

TrXrjpwaai

not only to

:

fulfil

the predictions both of law and

to set on them the seal
what they revealed only in part.
All the lines of Old-Testament revelation were broken off and
incomplete He gathered them up into Himself and His word, so
that in Him they might have their vanishing point and yet not
vanish.
In regard to the Old-Testament oracles the word of St.

prophecy, but to
of perfection

fill

out their meaning

by revealing

;

fully

:

iCor.

xiii.

1^-

Paul does not hold good
that ivhich is

in part

ivill

:

IHien that which

come

to

is

perfect is come, then

And He made

an end.

vision for the preservation of His perfected doctrine.

we need

to assure our hearts of this

full

pro-

All that

was given in one

large

promise, which declared that His sayings should be revived in

John

xiv.

'^^-

said

John
13.

unbroken unity in His disciples' memory. He shall teach you
and bring all things to your rememhrance ichatsoever I have
unto you ; that what He could not yet speak concerning His

their

all things,

xvi.

Person, His Spirit should reveal.

He

will guide you into all truth;

and that the same Spirit should show them the things to come.
The Spirit was no other than Himself by His Agent re-uttering
His own words, revealing His own Person and work, and filling

up His prophecy of the future. Hence, lastly, our Lord's sanction
makes the complete Scriptures the finished revelation, never to be
Nothing can be more plain than that the entire
superseded.
fulness of what the Reveal er had to say to the world was to be
communicated to the Apostles by the Holy Ghost and that, not
;

as a further disclosure on the part of the Spirit, but as the con-

solidation of the Saviour's teaching into its perfect unity,
its

expansion into

its

perfect meaning.

No

and

future streams of
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revelation were to rise higher than the fountain-head of truth

opened

Hence we may repeat concerning the Book

in Himself.

Avhat has been said concerning the Lord's teaching

means
3.

all

We

revelation

and

all

means the

revelation

:

the Bible

Bible.

are justified, therefore, in holding that the Scriptures

The

of revelation and Christianity, as the Christian Faith, cover the

p'^'''^!^"^.^''

same ground and strictly coincide. As yet, we have nothing to
do with the question of inspiration, nor with inquiries into the
genuineness and integrity of individual books and individual
passages but only with the general fact that in all sound theology

'

;

the Bible and Christ are inseparably connected.
are in the nature of things identical

we

:

Not

that they

can suppose the possi-

an Incarnate Revealer present in the world without the
Indeed we are bound to assume,

bility of

mediation of the ^vritten Word.

as has been already seen, that there

Word

a Avider revelation of the

is

Moreover we may
and even in con-

in the world than the Scriptures cover.

assert that

His revelation of Himself

more or

nection with the Scriptures,

Word,

is

still,

less

independent of the

But, as the basis of the science of theology, the Bible
It has pleased

Christianity.

God from

is

the beginning to conduct

the development of the great mystery by documents containing
the attested

facts,

the authenticated doctrines, and the sealed pre-

The

dictions of revelation.

process of the* Divine Counsel has

been bound up with the enlargement of the Volume of the Book.

That Book

is

the foundation of Christianity

Bible and the Bible are indissolubly the
based.

We

one with

its

the Lord of the

:

Rock on which

it

have no other Christian Religion than that which

documents and records

;

we

haA'e

is
is

no documents and

records which do not directly or indirectly pay their tribute to

the Christian Religion

ment
is

;

and there is no revelation in any departsame may not be said. All revelation

of truth of which the

identical with Christianity

and

generally speaking,

a whole, we

may

and summed up

;

Hence,

is

the

the claims and credentials of the one are

the claims and credentials of the other.

by an easy

it.

say that the character of Christianity

character of the Bible

lead us

in

as yet regarding the Scriptures only as

This observation will

transition to the counterpart of Revelation

the Christian Faith.

tjanity

One,
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THE CHRISTIAN FAITH.

The
Faith.

The Revelation given by God is the Christian Faith as
The entire body of revealed truth

received by man.
is

addressed to the principle of

faith, receiving

on Divine

evidence what becomes matter of certitude and assurance.
This

the objective dogmatic Faith delivered to the

is

But

saints.

this

same Faith may

also be regarded as

having to win the assent of the world, and as presenting
credentials to the reason in order to universal accept-

its

ance.

subject

Hence we have two general aspects of our present
first the Christian Revelation as accepted by
:

and, secondly, as presenting its evidences to reason.

faith,

THE CHRISTIAN EEVELATION AS ACCEPTED.

Received
by Faith.

The

Christian Revelation in

all its

compass of truth

is

addressed to faith primarily, to reason only as subordinated to

It is

faith.

of that principle ^liich

of spiritual things.

committed to the supreme tenure
is

the evidence and substantiation

This faith extends explicitly to

all

the facts, doctrines, and promises of the Holy Scripture,

and

implicitly to all its

mysteries whether already re-

vealed, in course of revelation, or reserved for the future.
Eph. iv.2i Its

supreme object

IN Jesus.
Faith

is

is

Christ and the truth as

Truth

is

must be remembered that the Christian
effectually such only to those whose belief is

But

it

quickened by the Holy Ghost into the assurance of personal knowledge and experience.
It is obvious that this general proposition involves a considera-

tion of the credentials of Christianity
^\^th Eevelation only as

addressed to

;

but

faith.

we have now
As

to

do

containing the

Christian system of truth, and recorded in the Bible,

it

appeals

REVELATION.
human

to a universal principle of

This primary faculty

is
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nature, the faculty of believing.

profoundly seated in our constitution

works as the acceptance of truth on

It is at the root of

of consciousness, or intuition, or testimony.
all

knowledge generally, especially of

Now

things.

appeals

:

it is

all

it

:

whether

sufficient evidence,

knowledge of

spiritual

to this principle pre-eminently that Revelation

to faith alone as it is a revelation of spiritual principles

and truth

to faith conjoined with reason as

:

it

a Divine

is

cord of facts through which these principles are taught.

re-

These

two points have now to be briefly discussed.
I. Faith must here in all things have the pre-eminence.
Faith.
1. The grand revelations of the Word of God are all committed
to that highest and noblest fiaculty which the Scripture calls the Heb.xi. 1,
The existence of a Supreme First
evidence of things not seen.
Cause, the creation of the world framed hj

tJie

Word

of God, the

Heb.

nature of sin and the glory of redemption, the Person of the

3>

xi.

^

Incarnate and His atonement, the union of the Holy Spirit with
the spirit of man, the processes and issues, in time and eternity,
of

redeeming economy, in short

ihjb

all

that belongs to the super-

natural world, must be believed or they are not the heritage of the
soul.

There

is

no faculty competent to deal with them, to receive
faith. Reason of itself is the soul's

them, to appropriate them, but

judgment according to sense if it
mysteries of the spirit and the

is

:

reason but faith under the

name

regarded as occupied with the

spiritual

world

it

Faith

of reason.

is

is

world what the senses are to the world that now

no longer

to the other
is; the eye,

the ear, the taste, the touch that perceives what the physical
senses cannot perceive.
receiveth not

him :
2.

tJie

All

neither can he knoio

Hence

it is

as certainly to
1

is

thus

things of the Spirit of

that,

human

summed up

God

:

:

Tlie natural

man

faith belongs

Its

nature as reason does, the evidences of the

^,

11

IT

p

1

to awaken, even as light ought to

1-11

^

awaken the

1

faculty of seeing.

If the great truths of Revelation excite no response it

is

because a

deadly evil vitiates the faith which does not vitiate the natural
It is necessary to dwell

set aside, will

ask

Cor.

why

il.

them because they are spiritually discerned.

inasmuch as the principle of

supernatural world are addressed to a faculty which they ought

senses.

1

for they are foolishness unto

it is

upon

this,

because reason, thus

that Revelation addressed to a uni-

Place
^"

Human
Nature.
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versal faculty in

man

does not meet with instantaneous and

universal acceptance.

The

Job xxxii

a spirit in man, and

is

There

understanding.

is

iii.

^j^q

jjj,^

and cometh

sincere

jg

Divine truth are self-evidencing

Who demonstrates

itself

to

man
The

the light.

;

but only to

they are like the light of the

:

may be

giveth

truth to

credentials of

This preliminary postulate

sun in the natural world.

utmost importance, and

Almighty

the inspiration of the

a Spirit

the mind, affections, and will of the personal

8.

John

There

3.
^^''^^

is

of the

established from the Scripture

without any irrational begging of the question.

First, let

The testimony concerning Him is,
which lighteth every man that cometh into

our Lord Himself be heard.

John

i.

9.

that

He

is

John
xvui. 3/.

who was

not His disciple,

My voice,

where of

posture of

John

ii.

^^'

John

the true Light

His testimony to Himself, borne, moreover, to one

the woi'ld-

This

mind

is

the truth

:

Every one that is of the truth heareth
points to the mystery of man's free

be guided aright.

as disposed or otherwise to

final declaration of

Him Who knew

what was

vii.

^^*

of His truth

every man's

to

who

conscience

The Saviour does not appeal

knoweth what
tion to every

of

so adapts

men

xvi.

is

man, and brings His own Divine demonstrawhat He says.

is the

ing to man,

:

that

iv dTroSet^et nvev^aaros.

we may

monies
iii.

^^'

As

Christ

Spirit of the Truth.

it

is

And

nothing

St.

less

is

He
Paul
than

Hence, thirdly, descend-

appeal to the testimonies of Scripture as to

the sin and self-conviction of unbelief.

Titus

moral nature

fallen

from the perverseness

spiritual eye of faith is darkened.

concerning His argument,

demonstration

do IIU

the Hoi}-

that does not refuse to consider

His arguments to the present

whose

to

is

from the
That Spirit also

the great Apologist of Eevelation to the world.

says,
ii.

in

the Truth incarnate, the Holy Ghost

13.

Cor.

is

mind

that their rejection can spring only

of those

1

expresses

to reason, apart

mediation of the sole and supreme Convincer.

He

tolUs

Secondly, the light of the body of revelation

%nll.

Ghost.

John

man

in

the spirit of His entire teaching concerning the self-manifestation

may be summed up

in the

The tenour

same Apostle's

cerning the heretic, the alperiKov avdfjwjrov

:

he

is

of those testi-

last

word, cou-

avTOKaTaKpno^,

Those who resist tlie truth are rtien of corrupt
condemned of himself
minds, and this has its evidence in their being reprobate concerning
.

2 Tim.
^'

iii.

the faith.

On

the other hand, he

tells

us that there

is

a manifesta-
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God ; and
which it is hid, the cause is to be found in a
blindness superadded by the god of this woiid.
The same God
who in the natural sphere commanded the light to shine out of darktion of the truth

every man's conscience in the sight of

to

that, in every case in

ness in the beginning,

ledge to shine in

moral world also

men
To

of

those

revelation

it,

but the

;

who

is

it

that it

comprehendeth

it

may be

iv.

^•

God
i.

3.

rejected

John

not.

one whole, and

all its

glorious system of truth

To them

the Faith and, inasmuch
;

it is

i.

5.

is

both objectively and
The

as Christianity has brought

it is

to

them THE Christian

This phrase has therefore a large meaning.
is

of

2 Cor.

receive the light, in the sense of not refusing

in all its fulness into the world,

Faith.

Author,

light, like its

received and surely believed.
subjectively

No command

iv.

^'

There ivas light follows Let there he light in the Gen.

the darkness

:

4.

the light of His know-

still

face of Je^us Christ.

tJie

can be disobeyed.

commandeth

2 Cor.

I"'''''-

It signifies

not their Philosophy simply, the glory of their reason,

the Tradition they have derived from their fathers, but the rich

Holy

inheritance which the

Spirit has given to that one

seen.

It is

II.

is

it

away.

It is a region in

which their faith habitually
and moves, and has its being.

which they walk
which their

faith

But some of these remarks have already suggested that

faith

is strictly allied Avith

reason so that

it

not understand

;

visits, in

Spirit

humbles

"Who aAvakens

itself to receive

faith regenerates the

mysteries which

it

can-

the evidences on Avhiclr faith rests are such as

called on to approve, here the

is

Reason,

reason in the acceptance of Christianity as a

The

system of truth.

the reason

xi.

•

faith,

lives,

which

'

reason cannot take

by

supreme

the evidence of things not Heb
a body of truth which, as reason did not give it, so

faculty of their souls, the faith

judgment of the mind

honour; and in the acceptance of the whole
economy of the Scriptures of Revelation faith and sound reason

having

its

full

are blended into a perfect unity.

The

Christian Faith presents to the faculty by which the
and the eternal are perceived a system of truth which
human reason cannot fathom or understand, against which it
naturally rebels.
But the same Spirit Who opens the eye of faith
1.

infinite

gives reason

what

it

its

cannot

perfect soundness, so that

itself verify.

it

consents to accept

Here of course we regard Eevelatiou

Reasou
J*"

.
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which has for its unifying principle one
overwhelming truth, the union of God and man in Christ.

as one organic whole,

Around

this centre revolve other equally incomprehensible doc-

and beyond these in a wider orbit many which are not in
the same sense beyond the human faculties.
And speaking of
the one vast Revelation we may say that it is committed to faith
and submissively wondered at by reason. Faith is elevated to
receive it and reason humbled to submit to it.
Faith and
2. But this faith is not arbitrary or despotic.
It gives its
Keason.
j-jgiits to reason in all things over which reasoning presides.
It
presents the evidences for the being of God, for the Incarnation
of the Son, for the mystery of the Atonement and reason must
either admit the evidence as in the case of the Divine existence,
trines

;

;

or confess that

it

of the Incarnation.

has nothing to plead against

it,

as in the case

Like sin before the presence of Divine justice

reason shuts her mouth and

is silent.

But, descending into the

province of the general external evidences of Eevelation the matter

changes

and

its

Either it must be said that here reason
under dilFerent names, or faith must be regarded

character.

faith are one

as no longer the faculty of perceiving the infinite but as the principle of believing

on evidence.

In either view faith and reason

Faith accepts and

are here inseparable.

every reasonable ground for believing.

relies

Our

on what there
great term,

is

THE

Christian Faith, then becomes the body of external revelation
which is surely believed in by all Christians because they are
But this leads us at
assured of the strength of its evidences.
once to the Credentials of Revelation.

dentkls

^^^ CREDENTIALS OF THE CHRISTIAN REVELATION.
Revelation, which
is

one with

its

is

one with the Christian Faith, which

documents and records, presents

cient Credentials to the reason

as one gi*eat

to

body of

and heart and

irresistible evidence.

mankind as a response

to the

its suffi-

will of

First,

it

universal desire

expectation of communication from above

:

man

comes

and

to the craving

REVELATION.
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communion with God. Secondly,
Revelation exhibits, in its own structure, the Divine attributes as stamped upon every part of its system in the
of the

heart for

form of miracle, prophecy, and inspiration. Thirdly, it
furnishes, in the Person of Christ the Revealer, its heavenly
guarantee of

its

summation as
influence

its

in

over the world's

Fourtlily, in its perfect con-

truth.

human
evil,

Lastly,

opposition.

appeals to the character of

it

history

:

positively in its victory

and negatively

it relies,

in its victory over all

as a Divine revelation might

on the demonstration of the Holy Spirit.
credentials may ^nthout much difficulty be classed

be expected to
All

own

Christianity,

its

rely,

under these several heads

:

so far that

is

as they are a

general apology and vindication of the Christian Faith

contained in

itself.

The Revelation of Christ in the Scriptures enforces its own
claims,' and theology must pay supreme deference to those internal
credentials.
These become Evidences when they are arranged
in their order.
What the Law was to the earlier Gospel, Evi:

They have

respects both the believer

;

L The

their use, as

it

to the former for confirmation, to the latter for conviction.

believer

taught by them

is

how

^

to give a reason of the Believers,

him to be ready or prepared, Trpos dTroXoyt'ai', for
Luke, the Evangelist of the Evidences, sets this
clearly before us
he so arranges the testimonies of the Faith that

hope that

jg^tials

added because of human weakness.
and the un-

dences are to Credentials

believer

Evideucea

is

Apology.

in

:

1

I'et. iii.

St.

:

Theophilus, already instructed in the verities most surely believed,

might know

the certainty of those things

accurate and systematic knowledge.
of his

own

faith,

and

:

cVtyvais, referring to

Both

an Luke

i.

4,

for the confirmation

for the conviction of the gainsay er, every

Christian, especially every Christian minister, should have the

form of sound defence at hand to guard the form of sound words
the

vTTOTUTrwo-ts,

or systematic arrangement,

is

:

equally necessary

2.

As

For Uubelievers.

for each.

to the unbeliever, the Credentials

as to form a complete

bo(^ of evidence

must be

so arranged

for his possible conviction

2 Tim.
^^'

:

i.
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without either undervaluing or over-estimating their importance.
They must not be despised by a transcendental reliance on the
Christianity, like its Founder, has a mission

self-evidencing light.
to seek that it

the Bible,
those

is

who

may

a record of calm reasonings with the mind, even of

Evidences or signs are for those

turn away.

believe not.

both within and without

Its history,

save.

who

There may be cases in which the arguments used

may

concerning Eevelation
voice of Eevelation

induce the sceptic to listen to the
But, on the other hand, too

itself.

must not be expected from them,

much

as they are external evidences

apart from the interior demonstration of the truth.

Our Lord

and His Apostles have left us no instance of argument with those
who held not some measure of faith to which their reasonings

As

might appeal.

the

Book

of Revelation does not reason with

Atheism, neither does Christianity lay any
with Infidelity and
Vocabnlar_y

of

3.

stress

on reasoning

disbelief.

Various terms have been here introduced

:

such as unbeliever,

disbeliever, doubter,

and

meaning,

important to remember and discriminate in

Unbelief,
all

Avliich it is

discussions on this subject.

New

Testament there

is

These bear their shades of

sceptic.

It is well

known

that in the

everywhere a clear and broad distinction

and unbelievers. But it is not
is that in which nothing is
believed on the contrary. Unbelief is Disbelief and disbelief
is the belief of the opposite of that which faith holds.
Not that
no room is left for a neutral state, that in which men muse in
DoUBT hesitates
their hearts and remain suspended in doubt.
It may have some
between two contradictory conclusions.
degree of belief, checked by a consciousness of ignorance in this
case it is provisional, waiting for more light, and the Xew Testament gives several instances of this as worthy to be reasoned
with.
It may be definitive, and is then Scepticism, or the surrender of the mind to a conviction of the impossibility of certain tj',

between two

classes

:

believers

implied that the state of unbelief
Disbelief.

Doubt,

:

:

Scepti
cism.

with a tranquil complacency in such a
believes that truth cannot be found, it

ignorance, unbelief of that about which
really disbelief.

to the

word

it

as scepticism

faith in necessary

doubts, and therefore

Hence the bad sense which

in Christian Evidences.

But

state.
is itself

is

generally attached
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4.

it

be further observed that these credenuaJs liave no

vredontials

and

reference to those branches of evidences that concern the volume Evidences
externally viewed they come from the heart of Eevelation as it
:

is

one great communication in Christ

;

and the

cjuestion of the

Holy
must be remembered also
that the Apologetics of the Christian Faith accompany the several
authenticity and

authority of the

several

parts of the

Scriptures

must be postponed.

doctrines

every article of the creed requires

;

It

its

own

defence

and therefore the evidences of Christianity must needs be disAgain,
tributed over the whole course of our dogmatic system.
they allow opportunity for the fair consideration of everything
that can be said for or against Christianity as such, without

descending, however, to innumerable subordinate questions, which

have no importance in themselves.
these

credentials

Once more, the exhibition of

in all their grandeur will simjilify the later

evidences as to the several doctrines of the Bible, and at the
same time lend those evidences their own force. Finally, this
arrangement enables us to do justice to the cumulative character
of the ai:gument it is not merely an accumulation of all that may
be said on the subject, but such an orderly presentation as will
make every argument, whether more or less important, both give
:

and receive strength through

its

connection with the

rest.

THE KESPONSE TO THE RELIGIOUS EXPECTATION OF

HLA.NKIND.

Revelation

Christianity, or the perfect Divine Revelation,, presents Expected,

the answer to a universal demand.

itself as

while

it

It explains

human mind
and accounts for

appeals to the innate craving of the

to knov/ God, or its sentiment of religion,

the general expectation of the Race, as expressed in
traditional Religions

:

its

appealing to tiiem by what they

contain of truth, and by what they contain of false-

hood.

It

comes with these credentials; and, moreover,

pleads as being the perfect utterance of a Revelation

been among men from the beginning, and,
therefore, as the response to an expectation kept alive

wliich

in

lias

world

the

VOL.

I.

by

its

own
E

earlier

teachings.

Under

THE
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department of credentials must be included

this first

preliminary considerations which

those

all

sometimes

are

reckoned as Presumptive Evidences.
In systems of Apologetics,

Presninp-

Arguments.
tive

commonly arranged

are

that a Divine revelation

Giver of

is

within and the failures of

it

shown

respects the

Secondly, the deficiencies of reason

human

religion without are urged to

necessary.

estahlish that such a revelation is

the conclusion follows that

First, it is

POSSIBLE, whether as

or the recipient.

it

Evidences, presumptive arguments

ox"

in a threefold gradation.

it is

PROBABLE

Then, thirdly,

the probability,

:

when

the Divine goodness and man's desire are taken into the account,

reaching the point which only
this

chain of propositions

breaks

down nowhere.

falls

short of moral certainty.

may be

established

Now

the argument

But, for the reasons already given,

seems better to attain the same object by
the Eevelatiou itself

:

first

it

of all examining

Instead of arguing over the

first

proposi-

by a certain school
of philosojihy, we must assume it to be true by appealing to the
consciousness of all men, the doubters included.
To conduct this

tion, the affirmation of

which

is

contradicted

argument without taking some revelation

And

impossible.

it is

certain that

for granted is a thing

more

it is

after the

manner of

the Bible to set out with the credentials of Eevelation itself than
to array a

number

of internal

and presumptive evidences in

its

absence.

THE DESIRE OF THE HUMAN MIND.
Divine revelation ajjpeals to a preparation in the

The Sense
of
in

God
Hu-

mauity.

which

it

explains and accounts for

:

first,

human

spirit

the instinctive and

indestructible sense of dependence on a First Cause; secondly^

the consciousness of responsibility to a Supreme Authority

; and,
union of these in the deep desire to know and have
fellowship with the Source and End of life.
This three-one fact

thirdly, the

in

human

nature revelation challenges

dential.

The

instinct in

From

first

word

the

man and

;

and here

is its first cre-

God

the response from

meet.

of the Scriptures to the last the Voice of the

Creator speaks to the still small voice of His creature the Voice
of the All-sufficient answering the cry of dependence, of the Merci:

REVELATION.
ful

Judge dealing with

conversing as

Man

giiilt,
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and of the Eternal and

Invisible

In the Bible, as completed

with humanity.

by Christianity, there is not a possible question of human nature
which a response is not given. The positive strength of this
plea will be considered when we come to establish the existence
Meanwhile, it may be necessary here to obviate two
of God.
opposite objections which may be urged against this most mighty
to

presumptive argument.
1.

Atheistic philosophy of every order

the sentiment in

human

nature

imagination, begotten of fear or hope

demands of

revelation to satisfy the

is

content to assert that

one of the fruits of

is

;

its

and that

own

it

consummate
to argue

With such

delusion.

Atheistic
Explauiition.

has invented a

delusion

nary revelation from heaven being, like heaven

own

its

:

the imagi-

itself, its

theories of the soul

most
vain

it is

do not enter into the present discussion.
as they sometimes undertake to deny that

at least, they

:

Save, indeed, so far

what we may term
tution of man.
induction.

No

this instinct is really universal in the constiis simply an appeal to experience and
humanity has ever been found which does

This
race of

Among

not contradict this denial.

the very lowest tribes there

are traces of a certain sense of dependence on another world

the

:

degraded feeling which looks with awe at some fetish sjinbol of

unknown

the

is

the same tribute at the one pole as the philo-

sophical speculation of Agnosticism

sense in

which
all

man

of the Infinite.

is faith,

undergoes in

at the opposite pole, to a

have undergone no
more will be said hereafter.
Deism has another and very different kind of counter-

their other mental

more, no
2.

and

is

The finite instinct for the Infinite,
them the same degradation which

less.

But of

argument. It sometimes
for the voice of

spiritual faculties

:

this

God are

insists that these instinctive preparations

themselves the revelation of the Supreme,

and that there can be no other

:

that

is

to say, a transcendental

any other authenticated
revelation of the Infinite to the finite than that which is direct in
the consciousness of those who receive it. But it forgets that the

Deism

refuses to allow that there can be

very highest religious sentiment in

man

is

only a desire unsatisfied;

and that, as every strong and universal instinct has its answer
from without, so also must this the strongest and most universal

e2

Deistic.
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of

But

all.

it

human mind

the irrepressible
is

may be

for

any longing of the
who admit that
yearning of the human soul towards the Infinite
denied that there

an external

is

j\Iany

revelation.

an argument for the expectation of a secret revelation of

God

in the depths of the yearning spirit nevertheless refuse to admit

the force of this appeal in favour of a revelation coming from

above with

all

tian Faith.

the external appendages that belong to the Chris-

It is sufficient to reply that this style of

ignores the fact that the relation of

demand an

man

God

to

is

argument

such as to

external communication as well as an internal.

If he

were, as he should be, at peace Avith the Object he seeks, the com-

munion with his ]\Iaker might be conducted altogether Avithin.
Yet even then not altogether within; for the Avhole universe
around him would be full of symbols, the visible revelation of his
Creator. But he is, by the very supposition, estranged from God.
The original conditions have ceased to exist ; and no argument
can be based upon them. The unutterable longing to which
Christianity responds

is

that of a guilty spirit

;

not only depen-

Man looks up
Greek name, dV^pwTros or 6 avia dOpwv, testifies
but he looks up to an outward Judge and not within to an interior
God ; and expects and hopes that the Supreme will appear to him
and speak to him by some being, or voice, or token. And this is the
dent on the Supreme, but trembling before Him.

to heaven

germ

—as

his

of all revelation.

age and in every region

Moreover,

men have

it is

undeniable that in exery

longed for and believed in an

external expression of the Divine mind.

but one of

many

But

God.

In

fact,

Christianity

is

responses to man's groaning unutterable towards

this leads to a further stage in our credentials, to

which what has been said

is

only introductory.

CORRECTION OF THE RELIGIONS OF MANKIND.
The
Anticipation of

Mankind.
Keligion
in the
Eace.

As Divine

revelation responds to the

spirit

in

man, so

explains and responds to the great Anticipation of the

Eace, as testified by

mighty
1.

credential,

its

universal Eeligions.

This also

which may be regarded under several

The Christian Eeligion explains the

is

it

Human
a most

aspects.

religiousness of

man-

kind, and pays respect to the forms in which this has been

REVELATION.
expressed.
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the amplest expositor of Natural Theology,

St. Paul,

preaches in the Acts, and teaches in the Epistle to the Eomans,
that the Avhole world has always been under a Divine education

:

drawn by God's works of creation to contemplate His power, and
by the benefits of His providence to consider His goodness, in
order that it might thus be prepared for a third revelation which
should display both His power and His goodness in redemption.
The Apostle, as the leading representative of this argument, professes only to DECLAEE or preach,
KarayyiXXoi vfxiv the Un- Acts xvii.
KNOWN God "Whom all the world had been ever consciously or -•^•

—

unconsciously seeking

the

human

:

that world which

spirit, naturaliter

as Tertullian said oC

is,

He makes God Him-

Christianus.

self,

in a certain sense, the universal Teacher of the Gentiles in faith 1 Tim.

and

verity,

and heathenism,

SiSuo-KaXo? lOvwv;

schoolmaster unto Christ.

ii.

'•

like the law, a

In other Avords, this representative of

Christianity traces all forms of religious faith and practice

among

And

the nations to a yearning for revelation from heaven.

he in
argument we now use the strong presumption
from the Consensus Gentium, the consent of all the world, in
favour of a communication from God to mankind. For, Chrisfact gives us the

Avhich

tianitj',

is

:

revelation

made

perfect, or

true revelation, appeals to the anticipation
to their ultimate cause both the truth

it

rather the only

explains.

and the

Tracing

makes
must be I'emembered that the New Testament is in this the successor and continuator of the Old.
The whole Bible appeals from beginning
both subservient to

to end, that

is

its

own

credentials.

error, it

It

.

since the time that external religion began, to

the common, tribal or national, instinct of the peoples of the
earth.

This argument we shall hereafter use in demonstration

of the existence of a Divine Source of

very fact that the Bible regards

that the being of

strength

that that

is this,

nations for a

full

God

all

men.
is

;

or places

namely, the

:

Our present

admitted.

argu-

And

its

has in every age been training the

disclosure of Himself.

corredeih the Gentiles

things

God

ready to be revealed, in the hearts of

ment supposes

all

as already a secret thought,

it

them under

As

it is

written

:

He

discijiline.

Ps. xciv.
^'^•

All this has taken for granted that the forms of religion

Elements

always existing in heathenism have possessed certain elements of

of Truth.

2.
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Othenvise they would be worthless as evidence of a

truth.

universal aspiration towards

we may

strong assertions

Whatever

communion with heaven.
Old and

find in the

New

Testaments of

the doctrinal errors and moral abominations of heathenism,

we

discern everywhere an acknowledgment of something good lying
at their root,

truth

which they are only the perversions.

of

is tacitly

Much

recognised in the sacred traditions of mankind,

however waning and ready to perish that is to say, much truth
dispersed among them and variously represented, though no one
:

system

may be

Perhaps almost

said to exhibit even the perversions of all truths.
all

the great tribal or national exi^ressions of the

feeling after the Infinite have

unity and supremacy of the

more or

ception of a plurality in that unity

gences higher than man, as

less

paid their tribute to the

One Unknown God, with a dim
;

were between God and man,

it

per-

to the existence of intellithis

notion being disguised in a thousand ways, from Polytheism

down

to the personification of all the forces of nature; to the

degradation of

man himself through

sin as personal guilt

and

Deliverer desired of the nations
acceptableness of worship
rights of the Eight

fall, and the universality of
punishment to a mysterious

a

liability to

;

to the sense of the necessity

;

by sacrifice

in the ethical

;

and the goodness of the Good

domain
;

and

to the

to the inex-

tinguishable hope of immortality, more distorted perhaps than

Xow

almost any other truth.
revelation that
true.

it

it is

acknowledges

God

to

man,

it

or rather that

points to a universal consent

all this is

But

among the

was expected and was needed.

nations that some such revelation
3.

;

Professing to be the supreme, the only direct, communica-

tion from

Errors.

a credential of the Christian

all this

this leads to the further argument, that Christianity

explains and corrects these errors while

underlying them
into wliich

it

all.

It

declares the Eternal

Eom.i.2S. as the consequence of

its

it

confirms the truth

comes as the correction of every delusion

had permitted the world

resistance of His Spirit.

true doctrine concerning God, sweeping

polytheism, the atheism of the nations

;

to fall

It teaches the

away the pantheism, the
amends the doctrine of

it

by connecting it with redemption ; it substitutes the true
DiA^ne-human Sacrifice, its expiation cleansing the heathen temple,
sin,

its gift of

the Spirit supplying

tlie

need of the heathen philo-
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whole economy of Avorship, by

and reproves the
and it brightens and

supplies the defects

corruptions of the world's ethical sj^stems

;

simplifies its doctrine of the future state.
4.

Such are the credentials of the Christian revelation

are its claims to be heard.

than

No

this.

No

among

other system,

acceptance, has ever

further plea

made such

such Summary,

candidates for

pretensions as these.

creed or religion, however missionarj'' in
to

many

the

:

at present urged

is

its spirit,

No

ancient

ever professed

come from God with the explanation and sure guidance of the
Christianity alone explains heathenism,

world's spiritual desires.

with a solution at once gentle and

stern.

This

the time of a universal reformation.

And
is,

it

alone brings in

however, laid

down

no
more than the force, of a preliminary demand for profound
respect and solemn attention to its appeals.
5. Objections to this credential, as such, and limited strictly to
only as

its

credential

:

as such it has all the force, although

the present stage of the argument,

disafmed in a few sentences.

may be

It will

noticed at once and

Objections.

be said by the Atheist, or

common with every other
among men, is no more than an

the Antitheist, that Christianity, in

form of the

religious sentiment

invention of the
Avhich

is

— or

human mind
mind and

—

called the

that subtle action of matter

the most beautiful, though not

always the most beautiful, evolution in

of those strange

make man him-

in the lower orders of creation

self their object.

All the history of religion, in every part of the

world, and

among

all

the

triljes

the evolution of something in

•

man

phenomena which

of mankind,

man

is

only the record of

that has no name, no object,

and apparently no meaning. We are not at present concerned
with the Atheist; and may postpone further reference to this
subject.
]\Ieanwhilc, there is another form of the objection which
cannot be thus summarily dismissed.
(1.) It appears to many students of what may be called Comparative Theology that the existence of so many other religions,
containing so many noble and uncontested truths, is a bar to the
acceptance of Christianity as the one definitive revelation of God.
distinction between natural religion and superbetween natural theology and revealed. They assert that

They deny the
natural,

Distinction

Denied.
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all

mankind

the faiths or mythologies of

are natural or super-

natural alike, according as these words are understood.

All are

supernatural, in the sense that the Creator has lodged in the
spirit of

man

a faculty for the Infinite, which has developed in a

gave

historical religions; just as the Creator

few great

supernatural

endowment

of language,

man

a

which has been developed

All are natural, in the sense

into a few great families of speech.

have their natural pedigree, and may be traced through
the various nationalities as, equally with language and perhaps
more than language, the foundation of race distinctions. Hence,
that

all

the Science of lieligion distinguishes in various Avays the

reli-

There are the religions which should be traced
such as Moses, Zoroaster, Buddha, Conto individual founders
And there are those
fucius, Lao-tse, Christ, and Mohammed.

gions of mankind.

:

which are national, and have never been connected with human
names
the religions of the ancient Brahmans, the Greeks,
Eomans, Teutons, Slavs, and Celts. Again, we have the Faiths
Avhich have Sacred Books, and those which are without them
of
the former eight being reckoned, Brahmanism and Buddhism
:

:

among
the

the Hindus

Hebrews,

;

Zoroastrianism

among

the Persians

Mosaism and Christianity;

Mohammedanism

;

among

religion of Lao-tse.

the

;

among

the Arabs,

Chinese, Confucianism and the

These distinctions

two or three great

among

rise

at

last

into

the

Aryan, subdivided into the Brahmanism of the Yeda, Buddhism which
sprang from it and revolted against it, and Zoroastrianism, which
division of

families.

departed from the ancient Vedic

with

its

Old and

hoAvever, into

New

Aryan

Testament
soil

;

faith.

First, the

Secondly, the Semitic,

religions, the latter transferred,

and Mohammedanism.

These have

played the most distinguished part in the history of the world
hitherto

;

but a third must be added, the Turanian, to which the

The argument deduced
from the study of Comparative Theology is simply this that
there is not one religion which is of Divine right, and must needs
be separated from all the rest. In plain words, whatever other
between Monotheistic and Polytheistic,.
distinctions there are
Documentary and Traditional, Cultivated and Fetish the disbranches of Chinese religion belong.

:

—

tinction between true

and

—

false relisions is

not to be allowed.
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There is no final, definitive, supreme religion for nicanlvind, any
more than there is one universal language for mankind. This
science, which is comparatively new, makes a fair show of' zeal
for all religions ; and, indeed, most triumphantly vindicates the
truth, depth, and universality of the Godward tendency in our
nature. But this is at the expense of Christianity, however seemingly on its side.
In fact, it takes away all the strength of the
credential wovr under consideration, so far as

while leaving

tianity,

it

revelation generally, or the religion of nature.

be said in defence of our argument

much honour
all

then

is

to

1

World when

to the Faiths of the

it

brings Chris-

tianity into conjunction or comparison with them.

ing

concerns

it

What

and foremost, the Science of Eeligions pays too

First,

(2.)

concerns Chris-

it

in its full force so far as

After allow-

mankind

—our

argument has done
The

religiousness.

Theology

justice to that

collects

knew not God.

u-orld hj icisdom

a

—we must not

the outward forms of that

Comparative

number of sublime sayings about God

to

which Hindoo devotion gave birth ; but it is undeniable that the
system of Brahman ism was at almost all points a gigantic parody
on the religion of supernatural revelation. Attempt after attempt
from age to age was made to reform it but its greatest reformation, that of Buddhism,
now one of the most extensively held
;

—

faiths in the
:

world

—was

and

in reality a religion without a

is

the vastest waste of Atheism that has ever been known.

Christianity

is

not one of the religions of the world

like others, to the

terms.

common

instinct,

:

responding,

only in Ijolder and sublimer

Once more, Christianity is not what the Science of Eeliit
an oflTshoot from Mosaism, and an improvement
as Buddhism rose out of the old Vcdic fiiith and put away

gions makes

on

it,

its

old gods.

:

It is the

one only religion that the world has ever

received directly from heaven.

present name,

it

In

its

present form, and with

its

originated in the midst of Judaism, at a certain

epoch, and struggled for and Avon

manner
is

i>eii(fions.

that the catholic Apostle asserts as to the religiousness of

forget his dark testimony against

God

Christianity

of other religions.

its

ascendency much after the

But Christianity as Divine Revelation

only the consummate form of a truth, or a system of truths,

that has been in the world from the Ix^ginning of

human

history.

iCor.i.21.
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But

this will introduce another

very important aspect of our

credentials.

CHRISTIANITY THE PEIIFECTING OF FORMER REVELATIONS.

The Perfecting of
tion.

same argument to say that Chrisan explanation of the preparatory disclosures of

It is a continuation of the

Eeveki-

tiauit}^ is itself

revealed truth, and the consummation of

From

the

Beginnina

1.

This

is,

them

all.

in fact, the crowning j^resumptive

favour, that it is the

argument in its
end and completion of a revelation that has

been going, on from the beginning.

It is not a religion that

began in Judaea vnth the advent of Jesus. It does not
profess to be the first supernatural communication to mankind
it is not the opening of the heavens for the first time.
It finishes
literally

a testimony that began with the
it is

fall

therefore as old as the Creation.

man

of

This

:

in the best sense,

last sentence

has been

made the watchword of English Infidelity as if its being coeval
with the human race were a disproof of its Divine original. But
:

this

is

in fact its glory.

Voice which

It is the last accent of a

That voice was the Primitive
Revelation from the perversions of which all the innumerable
forms of mythology arose. But that Voice awakened the desire
of the human race to which all revelation has been a response,
spoke

first

at the gate of Paradise.

and has constantly deepened that desire whilst it responded to it.
But only in a peculiar line, and within a limited area. On either
side of that line, and beyond that area, men groped after the lost
Creator and the forfeited Paradise in their own way being dealt
with both in justice and in mercy. The mercy of the Supreme
:

has in every age guided the instincts of
is

Acts X.
34, 35.

as catholic as St. Paul

on

the sincere.

all

this subject.

the best religion of the Gentiles, he said
no respecter of persons: hut in every nation
icorJceth righteousness is accepted loith

Him.

lie

:

/ perceive

hecatise that,

when

that

that feareth

But

the races as such to the consequences of their
rtom.i.21.

St.

Peter

Discerning in Cornelius

justice

own

they Jcnew God, they glorified

God

Him

abandoned

perverseness

Him

as to

individuals

was

darJcened.

the sincere

:

not as God,

neither loere thankful; but became vain in their imaginations,
their foolish heart

is

and

and

Thus the two Apostles agree
have been guided towards an
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unknown Saviour; as to the races the
God dealt with them according to tJieir
age a

while, there has been in every

just Providence

inventions.
distinct,

clear,

not voluminous announcement of the will of God,
to a chosen

and

And

fiiithful people.

human

aspiration

delivered

the peculiarity of these

word has

})reliminary revelations has been this, that every

once satisfied

of

Meanthough

and kindled

at

to higher desire.

it

the final answer to a continuous expectation kejDt

Christianity

is

up from age

to age.

what may be

It is the response to

third form of the great anticipation

:

called a

besides the instinct in every

human spirit, and in the human race as such, man has had, though
all men have not had, an express testimony of the Mind of the
Supreme, leading human hope onward to the perfect revelation
Christianity comes as the perfecting of

of Christ.

the final and sufficient response to the expectation

from the beginning.
It is the last of

This

many

is its

its earlier

Self

had kept up

it

supreme preparatory credential.

words, and leaves nothing more to be

desired in the present estate of mankind.
T-he force of this credential will be felt only

2.

by those who

Mysteries.

already accept, or are disposed to accept, the revelation of Jesus.

The more

who

it is

pondered the more

satisftictory will it

seem to

all

take a large view of the dealings of Providence with man.

There

are,

of course,

unsearchable mysteries in the subject

mysteries so perplexing that they have driven some speculatists
to the renunciation of a God.

To

those

who do

believe in

gradual education of a world free and responsible

be accepted and reposed

in.

It is

other thoughts Avhich would displace

more
it.

God

the

a thought to

is

tolerable at least than
It is

more

in

harmony

with every high conception of the Supreme to suppose that

He

has in every age been communicating His will with more and

more

clearness to

mankind, having always

disclosure, than to suppose that

He

in

view a

final

man's heart which has been always developing with
variety in every variety of

soils,

made

for the survival of the best,

there

is

(1.)

and

full

planted a religious germ in
infinite

no provision whatever being
without indeed allowing that

or that there can be any best.
But the objection may be urged that

it is

below the dignity

of a Divine revelation to keep the world so long
° in suspense.
^

In

Delay
^^ Rovclation.

THE

CO

Dl VINE

RULE OF FAITH.

answer to this we can only refer to the analogy of all the other
dealings of God which come within our cognisance.
The earth
as man's abode, the history of all the creatures that it inherit,
especially the progress of everything pertaining to its chief inhabitant, has

been under a law of secular and slow evolution.

Sup-

posing the entire economy of things to be under the government
of one

—

Supreme Mind that is to say, supposing the God of reveAuthor of nature there can be, or there ought

—

lation to be the

to be, no difficulties in the Avay of considering at least the claims

of a revelation which professes to describe the methods of a

human

gradual education of the

To

race.

the Theistic advocates

of development this ought to be a strong recommendation of the

Holy

Scriptures,

Christianity.

course

and of their

With

final solution of all

mysteries in

Materialistic or Positivist advocates of

its

we have nothing to do there are no credentials which
They must give up their delusion of Nescience
:

appeal to them.

or unintelligent and meaningless
a Personal Author of

all

even looks their way.

Law, and

be reconciled to

first

things, before the Cliristian Eevelation

But those who admit that the

laj-ing of

the material foundations of the superstructure of intelligent

life

required incalculable ages ought not to shrink from the prelimi-

nary announcement that God has at sundry times and in divers
manners spoken to the human race, and finally consummated all
His words in His Son.

—

—

as it constantly is
that
Part of an
(2.) If, once more, it be pointed out
Uulimited -^hat professes to be the last revelation is after all only a j^artial
Scheme.
response to the deep questions of mankind, this may be granted
as a fact,

but

it is

robbed of

force as

its

gestion that even Christianity

is

only by the Infinite Mind, the

first

brought within the range of our

an argument by the sug-

only part of a scheme, understood

elements of which alone are

faculties.

It will

after that there is not a solitary question of the

the answer to Avhich

its

present peace and

its

be shown here-

human

spirit,

on

probation for eternal

happiness depend, which the Holy Oracles do not

satisfy.

More

than that we have no right to expect. Had the revelation of
Jesus professed to leave no mystery unexplained, that would have

been a stronger plea against
yet been able to find.

its

Divinity than infidelity has ever
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SUMMAEY.

The cumulative

strength of these pleas, the line of which only Simimary.

has been indicated,

mense

tianity to be heard

Not

is

or should be irresistible.

They have im-

force as a moral demonstration of the claims of Chris-

and weighed with the most profound solemnity.
is to be self-condemned.
His words are

to listen to Christ

human

the only response to the universal anticipation of the
race

as existing in the very constitution of the mind, as testified

:

by the consent of nations, and as kept alive from the beginning
by supernatural and gradual disclosures of the Divine Avill. Either

God

has thus finally spoken, or there

no God, and

is

man

is

the

incomprehensible creation of chance and the sport of the chance
that created him.

THE EXHIBITION OF GOD AND OF HIS ATTRIBUTES IN
KEVELATION.

Another
its

class of the credentials of revelation is

found in

Divine

exhibition of the Diraie attributes, displayed in the Attributes
in Reve-

tokens of the presence of

God

in the supernatural order of miracles,

spiration

and particularly
prophecy, and in-

generally,

as including both, which

everywhere

lation.

reigns.

These are not so much notes and qualities of revelation
as the fabric of the revelation itself

;

and have always been,

whether separately or combined, the strong enforcement of
its

claims upon attention and acceptance.

REVELATION SUPERNATURAL.

God
truth.

He

is

a Personal Presence in the whole economy of revealed
But He is not present in the same sense as that in which
immanent in the world revelation is, has ever been and
is

:

must ever be, a supernatural order, blending Avith the natural,
and moving on harmoniously with it in general, whilst exhibiting most essential difierences. But here it is necessary to define
terms, or rather to remind ourselves of their conventional relations.

The
Supernatural
Order.
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1.

ntitural in

is,

Nature.

There

is

a sense in which the natural order of things

—that

the constitution of nature as governed by certain fixed physical

—

and metaphyoical laws must always be touched if not pervaded
by the supernatural, that is, by what is not matter of our constant
experience.
The invisible world, and all interventions from the
spiritual world, arc supernatural. Hence it follows that the introduction of man into this system of things was a supernatural
intervention and all revelations of the unseen in the constitution
of his nature are supernatural and all evidences of the presence
and glory of God in the universe as seen by man are supernatural.
^liracle,
2. This then being granted, there is a sense also in which the
Prophecy,
great economy to which the Bible bears witness is in a preInspiraeminent sense supernatural. From beginning to end that is,
tion.
from the first intimation of a coming Eedeemer to His final manifestation with final and eternal truth upon His lips
all has been
beyond and above the nature of man's ordinary experience. All
has been one vast and never-ceasincr demonstration of God movingr
among men and supernaturally operating in human affairs. His
wonderful works pervade the whole, though only on occasions
bursting into what we call Miracle.
They have displayed His
;

;

—

—

presence in His o^Yn immediate acts, or in acts above nature perThey have
formed by the instrumentality of His creatures.
displayed His one design in the communication of knowledge

concerning it to His ministers in Prophecy. They have displayed
His wisdom in the preservation, through men raised up to be
objects of Inspiration, of the continuous record of His revealed

economy of

salvation.

Thus the laws

tion have been threefold.

Supreme Power
1

Cor. XV.
27.

put

all

He

Miracle

of the supernatural operais

the intervention of the

in the established course of nature.

things under the control of general law, but

The Creator
it is

manifest

His personal
nor
suspension
of
it, but the
of
law,
a
violation
authority is not a
introduction of a new and sufiicient cause of any effect He would
produce.
Prophecy is the intervention of the supreme knovrthat

is excejited

which did put

ledge, imparted to

knowing

:

man

all things

under

independently of the ortlinary laws of

Avhether for the purpose of uttering

foretelling what, to all

Inspiration

is

it.

but God,

is

new

truth, or of

contingent in the future.

that supernatural intervention of the Di\-ine

EEVELATIOX.
•wisdom by

Avhicli

the miracle of prophecy

Now

organic unity of Scripture.

the
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essence of revelation

is

made permanent

these are

they combine in every part of

:

Scriptures, or Kevelation, or the Christian

f:iith

of

all

in

the

The

it.

—these three are

—

one have exhibited one vast and permanent miracle, one great
prophecy ever in course of fulfilment, and one great result of
inspiration.
3. These three may be regarded as one great continuous Miracle,
and one great body of credentials commending to us the ScripBut these credentials for faith must have
tures of revelation.

their

own

evidences for reason.

One
'Jiresiold

As they belong to the superby faith. They imply, indeed

natural order they must be received

assert, the being of God, and His intervention for objects,
and in a manner, before which reason sinks confounded. But as
facts recorded and humanly attested, they must be received on
evidence which is trustworthy and amenable to the tests of
trustworthiness.
These two must combine ; just as in all things
pertaining to religion, faith and reason must unite being recon-

they

:

ciled \vhen they differ,

and blended into the harmony of

In examining these several evidences of

must be viewed

as distinct.

God

certitude.

in revelation each

But, in considering

them

as cre-

dentials of one great scheme professedly the revelation of a

Whose

existence

examining

is

admitted,

at length the

we

question which touches their abstract

a philosophical point of view.

j)0ssibility in

God

are not under the necessity of

We regard

them

as

the internal demonstrations of Scripture, and have only to ask

what

their force

and meaning are

that no condition of such credentials

as credentials,
is

and

to prove

wanting.

*

THE CREDENTIAL OF MIRACLES.

MiracleS-

There are many and distinct terms used in Scripture to signify

what we

WORKS

call miracles.

of

God

;

They

are called generally the Ipya, or

sometimes these works are referred to as acts of

the Divine power that effects them, and they are then miracles
or Suva/xct?
is

;

sometimes the purpose for wliich they are wrought

made emphatic

(nj/xeia.

A

in their designation, and they are SIGNS or

third term, repara,

is

occasionally connected

with
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tliese ; but, as it merely refers to the immediate effect produced
on the minds of beholders, it has no theological importance. All

may

that requires to be said as to the credentials of Miracle
referred to these

two words

WONDERFUL WORKS OF

Works

be

respectively.

GOD.

of God.

The
Actsii.ll.

fonncr, the highest expression of which

The Konderful

costal word,

icorhs of God,

is

in the Pente-

pervades the whole Scrip-

which clearly distinguishes between the ordinary operations of

ture,

Providence and these extraordinary tokens of the Divine presence.

makes miracle the special intervention of omnipotence in this
is no power but of God. Eevelation shows us the
]\Iaker of the laws of the universe, which we understand only as
the invariable sequence of cause and effect, introducing when He
It

:

sense also there

pleases a

new

or arresting

cause

:

not violating His

own

laws, or suppressing,

them; not using the operation of more extensive

known to exist, but simply bringing in new causes
when He sees fit. Faith recognises the FiXGER OF

laws than those
of

new

effects

God and
;

reason, admitting the existence of a

assents to this.
diate

and

Its definition of Miracle is

power of God intervening

effects.

It does not argue

in the connection of natural causes

with those who deny to the

against the possibility of miracle,

God

it.

evidence that might seek to establish

its credibility,

any other argument than this

first

term.

can never be

It is well that

the Apologist of revelation should take a high stand here.
there

is

of

The preliminary objection
and the value of any amount of

nature this power and freedom to use

met by

Supreme Cause,

an act of the imme-

a Personal God, there can be no a priori reason

If

why He

should not interfere with His own laws. No continuity and
unbroken order of sequence in cause and effect can be made an
argument against the possibility of its being disturbed. The last
word of philosophy on the subject is that our faith in the stability of nature is a primary law of human thought, as certainly

bound up

in

our mental constitution as our consciousness of
Now we have an equally firm faith operating

personal identity.

as a primary law of thought that an omnipotent Being can, if

He
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put forth His Finger and regulate in a new

He

general order of Avhich

does not violate.

On

way laws

the

this conviction

need as they are manifesta-

rests all the evidence that miracles

tions of a Divine presence.

SIGNS.

The second

Si^TlS.

theologically and in our
JlihJ,
more important, is never wanting in
though used with a more limited application. It

term,

present connection
Scripture,

a-rjixitov,

the

God declares Himself present in certain particular
and challenges attention to His own words or the words

indicates that
miracles,

Now,

of His messenger thus authenticated.
at

great epochs been without this

its

Wonderful Works are literally never absent in
in course of procedure, open or secret,

revelation has not

credential.

While the

revelation,

known

—always

or unknown, in

miracles of nature and in miracles of grace, during the ages while

the V^olume was constructed and since

has been finished, for

it

ever and ever throughout the whole economy of* salvation,

— the

Signs have been occasionally given at certain great and important
epochs,

and

in confirmation,

messages from heaven.

all

tokens.

how

1.

:

in His

But, though needless,

it is

might

it

to accominfallible

not unprofitable to consider

necessary such signs and tokens must be to

absolutely

authenticate
brings.

ask whether

wisdom God has seen fit
supernatural communications by signs and

have been otherwise

pany

both to believers and unbelievers, of

It is needless to

tidings so

Here a few

The grandest

amazing as those which the Scripture

distinctions

may

be useful.

miracles which are

the

credentials of re-

Very
T
many of the extraordinary interpositions it records are not bound
up with the nature and purpose of the economy of God's
velation

are

in

the substance of the revelation

...

•

redeeming

will,

vidual missions.
cumstantials,

the case

is

When, however, we rise from

and preliminaries

different.

connected with

Him

VOL.

I.

of

to the Groat

its

appendages,

Kedemption

is

is

cir-

itself,

Christ the Author of Christianity anil

End

its

sphere

,

,

but have been miraculous attestations of indi-

Substance and

•the

itself.

its

the supreme Miracle, and everything

miraculous.

As soon

as

we come within

His sacred presence the definition of miracle

F

^liraclo
^"'^

^^^"'

stance of
llevelatioii.
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becomes enlarged
potence which has

:

it is

its

To

redeeming economy.
ders in

Him

them the
a miracle

His

life

tion.

then an immediate act of Divine omni-

necessity, its reality,

miracle
is

of Christ was

is

essential to its demonstration.

no Christian revelation.

we may

But, descending from this high level,

assert that the authentication of the

will required such attestations
It

The advent

and death, of His resurrection and ascension, is a continuaHence it is obvious that with regard to the Christian

For without miracle there
2.

exhibition in the

of which the entire history of His words and works, of

system as a whole

Miracles
necessary,

its

those of the Old Testament looked forward, and with

great series virtually ended.
;

and

the central or final congregation of won-

may be going

human

from heaven

too far to say that the

kind expects that

if

God

following.

No

sends a messenger

founder of a

human

appeal to this general expectation.

Mohammed

as

common

attention by signs preceding and confirm

confidently

agents of the Divine

we

call miracles.

instinct of

He

will

His Avord by signs

religion has ever failed to

Confucius and

Buddha and

are sometimes said to have been exceptions

were exceptions only

to this

themselves to work miracles.
every respect.

He

manexcite

;

but they

extent, that they did not profess

Buddha was

a strange anomaly in

appeared only as a reformer of an old religion,

and did not found, or rather did not claim to found, a religion
In other words, he needed no credentials, for he
of his own.
did not profess to come from God.
Confucius brought no revelation his honest task and his honest work was to revive and
JNIoclassify and perfect the religious literature of his people.
hammed pretended to no power of working miracles wisely
declining to come into competition with the true projihets of God
whose revelations he appropriated and perverted. But he did
bring, or assume to bring, a new revelation ; and accordingly he
:

:

made

his appeal to miraculous messages and communications
which were in the place of the miracles he could not perform.
But, apart from the question of universal expectation, —which is
of some importance, though not decisive,— we find that from
beginning to end the Author of revelation is represented as
taking this expectation into account, and as always investing His
ambassadors and heralds with the credentials of miracle. The
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importance of these signs by which the Divine Being has authenticated the beginnings at least of every

new economy

of truth

is

It is said to be more in harmony with
sometimes undervakied.
heavenly decorum to communicate truth directly to the human

mind

and more consistent with the dignity of truth itself that it
But
its own intrinsic adaptation and fitness.
they who reason thus are needlessly jealous of the Divine preHe who knows what is in man
rogative and of human dignity.
;

should depend on

has never offered a revelation to the race without such signs and

wonders as were

sufficient to establish it in the Avorld, leaving

those inexcusable

who

3.

of the miracle as
as a whole,

posed in
as

should refuse to believe.

This leads to the nature of the credential

its

it

is

affairs, in

That

plenary and abiding demonstration.

other things, that there
natural acts behind

it,

is

Value.

has inter-

a manner transcendently extraordinary,

words, the Christian Faith rests

sincere

God

appeals to the body of evidence that

it

human

or the value

itself,

Generally, and taking revelation

a sign.

to say, in

is

strong claim on this

its

few

among

a series of wonderful works and super-

around

and encompassing

it,

and candid mind ought

to

be able to

it,

which no

resist.

!More

every messenger, the Supreme Messenger not ex-

particularly,

coming with professed revelation from above, has invariably
been authenticated by miraculous endowments which God Hjmcepted,

self

has deemed necessary and sufficient to vindicate Hi'^ servants'

mission.

Lastly, the

miracles which satisfied the

generation

receiving these credentials are, as will be hereafter seen, com-

mitted to the documents which hand

down

the truths they taught

and the miracles and the documents together with those truths
become matter of historical testimony.
4. Finally, it is obvious that the value of miracles as such, and
apart from

all

other credentials,

is

to be found mainly in the

authentication of the messengers to their

Their immediate

Nicodcmus

:

effect

Rahhi,

ice

own

on those who behold them
know

that

Thou

contemporaries,
is

a certain change.

They have the message, and

F 2

(ie-

neratiou.

from God; Johniii.2

man can do these miracles that IVtoit doest, except God be with
him Then follows profound attention to the messenger and the
The Sign precedes the teaching. But to after generamessage.
is

the

expressed by

art a Teacher come

for no

tions there

r^^o

Same

its
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full force as truth, before

they consider the miraculous attestation.

We in our day include the original miracles with all other branches
of evidence which are to be received on trustworthy testimony

such as no lapse of

Jiges

can invalidate.

sideration of that testimony

itself,

or

But this leads to a conwhat may be called the

credentials of this Credential.

EVIDENCES AND TESTS OF MIKACLE.

Tests.

The

entire question of the trustworthiness of the testimony to

the miraculous facts of revelation

Worthy
objects,

may

be resolved into a

ment

of the criteria or tests to which these supposed facts

fairly

be subjected.

state-

may

1Such Divine interventions must authenticate missions
worthy of God. And it requires no argument to prove that the
miracles to which the Christian revelation appeals have a cause
behind them of supreme value. As a whole from the miraculous

—

attributes of the trees in the garden

Incarnate Son of

—they

sustain

God and

down

to the ascension of the

the Pentecostal opening of the heavens

the grand fabric

of the

Divine education of

Here we must divert our attention from
many isolated wonderful works and think only of the One Work
of God upon earth. But, descending to particulars, and sending
a general glance backward through all the economies, we see that
the great assemblages of miracles were wrought at crises pregnant
with importance to the Great Cause in the Old Testament. The
ante-Mosaic miracles were authentications, not of God's messengers
At the inonly, but of His own dread Name and attributes.
troduction of the Mosaic institute there was reason for the
redeemed mankind.

glorious manifestations of the Divine power, rebuking the long-

endured jjerverseness of Egypt, authenticating the Lawgiver so
slowly accepted by His

what we

call

own

people, proving the Divinity of

the Mosaic economy, and confirming that proof

by

signs following clown to the miraculous entrance into Canaan.

"While the Theocracy lasted, every recorded wonder attested at

the

critical

hour that Jehovah reigned.

The

miracles wliicJi

around the persons of Elijah and Elisha asserted Ki.s
supremacy when the cause of God was at stake in the chosen

cluster
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land.

long comparative cessation, there was a

finally, after

great, and, in

some

respects,

unexampled renewal of miracles to

rescue the sinking faith of the people
It scarcely needs to

during their captivity.

be pointed out that the

New Testament

yields

The prolonged miracle of the Divine Person,
Whose deep humiliation for mankind rendered necessary the
vindication of His Godhead, stands out from all wonders of the
Bible as one continuous Virtue from His Divine-human presence.

the same analysis.

The

Kesurrection, with

completed the educa-

its infallible signs,

tion of the Apostles' faith, and laid the corner-stone of all evidences

The

for ever.

occasions,

but

miracles of the Acts are exhibited only on critical

then

always

Avitness

:

the minor renewals

of

Pentecost for the conversion of the Gentiles, for Samaria, and for

the

relicts of the Baptist's

ministry ; lessening, as

were, through

it

these several phases, according to the importance of the occasion.

Not always however were they lessened.
of

Peter and

St.

The

resurrection-miracles

Paul followed hard on the Saviour's highest

St.

by the hand of two or three witnesses, after
over death which He had demonstrated most effectually by His rising itself.
The abundance of
acts

His

:

to demonstrate

rising, the fact of the victory

St. Paul's miraculous gifts Avere the signs of

peculiar vocation demanded.

And,

finally,

an Apostle Avhich his 2
the miracles Avrought

in the early churches Avere enough and no more than enough to
attest the reality of the Pentecost

;

being, so to speak, the

kind of confirmations of that great day as the

same

feAv resurrections of

the Acts Avere confirmations of that other day of the Eesurrection
proper.

It

must be remembered, however, that in conclusion the

^supreme has not absolutely restricted His Avonderful
great eras of revelation
is

not bound.

We

:

the power of God, like the

the

of God,

discern a certain law of miracles Avhich seems

to limit them to great epochs
requires us to limit the

;

but there

Holy One, or

is

nothing in

it

Avhich

to render it impossible that

miraculous interventions have occurred since the

ment

AA^orks to

word

of the organic Church in the Avorld.

full establish-

IMoreovcr, the occa-

instances in Avhich the wonders, or ripara, have been
wrought by the permitted agency of Avicked men are so referred

sional

to in Scripture as to strengthen this credential of reA'elation.

Balaam

in the

Old Testament and Caiaphas in the

New

As

delivered

Cor.

xii.
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sublime predictions, so the magicians in the Old Testament
wrought supernatural wonders under a Divine restraint; and
Antichrist, to come with his lying wonders, is predicted in the
New. But the true workers of miracles in the Scripture are its
holiest

Acts

,y

xiii.

It

2.

,

Lessons.

men

;

and one of

its

closing records

is

the miracle that

power upon Elymas.
may be demanded that these wonders of the Finger of

vindicates the sanctity of miraculous

God

should generally teach Avorthy lessons, besides asserting the

power of God in the supernatural order of the world in other
words that they should be essential constituents of revelation
itself, as* well as being its credentials.
We must not, indeed,
presume to judge what in every case is the worthiness of the
lesson taught
some miracles may seem too trivial, such as the
:

:

2 Kings
vi. 6.

recovery of the axe, others too stupendously great, such as the
sun's

Josh. '"
X

l^

it

standing

still,

for

AVith

acceptance.

reservation,

this

cannot be denied that the wonders of Scripture are most con-

fessedly

worthy of the cause they support.

respect to

In

all

cases they pay-

They

the very laws that they seem to supersede.

themselves effectually teach the lessons of the Divine will and
illustrate

Bible

the Divine perfections.

fails to

Not a miracle

demonstrate either the power or the

wisdom, or the

justice, or the

in the

whole

fidelity,

or the

They

mercy of God.

are never, or

very rarely, even liable to be regarded as merely portents.
are

faithful

to

the

character

of

God

as

All

otherwise revealed

:

mingling chastisement with mercy in both Testaments, the benevolence and mercy largely predominating in the New.

As

it

respects the miracles of Christ, the supreme miraculous credentials,

they are so ordered from the least to the greatest as to teach
symbolically the whole mystery of His grace, and to give
trations beforehand of the character of

illus-

His future administration

through the Holy Ghost.

There are a few of His miracles which
have been thought to militate against our canon, and to be merely
portentous or evidences of capricious severitj'

:

for instance, the

consignment of the swine to death, the withering of the
the vehement act of zealotry in the Temple.

fig-tree,

and

But, read in the

light of the Divine providence in the world, these acts of Jesus

will be seen not only to be in

harmony

Avith the zealous severity

of the Divine justice but to be almost necessary for its illustra-

n
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Seeing that the gentle Eedeemer so often predicted the

desolation which impenitence would bring upon God's ancient
people,

might be expected that some few of His symbolical

it

miracles Avould confirm His

And

prophecies.

He made

exceptional cases, in which

these seemingly

inanimate and irrational

creatures the vicarious symbols of His displeasure, are precisely

But more of this when the character of the
Lord Himself becomes our Credential.
3. It may be expected, further, that the miracles which bring
of that character.

the Supernatural

Hand

into

human

Criteria.

affairs shall, as credentials,

allow of the application of fair criteria in the case of those

who

witnessed them, and further that they shall be supported by
sufficient
(1.)

evidence for posterity.

As

demand may be

to the former, the

satisfied as the case admits.

Many

as

abundantly

of the wonders recorded in

the Bible are simply matters of record, and their circumstantials
are lost for ever.

But these may claim the

blended with the mass of those which are as
before'

our eyes, in the midst of

benefit of being
it

Avere Avrought

their surroundings.

all

question were of the integrity of Scripture these

If the

exceptional

and must be defended. But for
it is enough to assert that
the grand miraculous credentials of the two covenants were
instances might be challenged,

our present argument that

is

needless

wrought openly, under the cognizance

:

of men's senses,

and amidst

such circumstances as forbid the possibility of deception.

The

miracles which accompanied the advent and legislation of Moses

were Avitnessed by large numbers and the testimony of the rivals
who used their enchantments is in evidence. Of course we have
;

only the record of Scripture

argument that

is

enough.

itself to

We

guide us

have

all

;

but for our present

the evidence the case

allows that the Egyptians as well as the Israelites saw and brlioved

things that were

not done in a corner.

We

have not con-

temporary documents to which appeal can be made.
entire history

But the
which flowed out of these miraculous interpositions

speaks for them.

From generation to generation

the annals of the

was steadfastly believed from
the day of its occurrence.
And the Avhole economy of Hebrew
revelations was founded upon that faith.
However, it is obvious
nation are

full

of allusions to Avhat

For the
extant

Age.
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tliis

question touches the Gospel miracles more particularly.

With regard
dence.

to

He

them our Saviour Himself may be asked

invitation of criticism were

to

said as to His

xviii.

acted words

and in

gogiie,

have

:

I

/

And what He

words held true of His miracles, which were His
spake openhj

to the

the temple, whither the

world ;

I ever

Jews always

Even the Resurrection

said nothing.

every miracle

who

be expected from anyone

claimed to bring a special message from heaven.

John

for evi-

admitted that publicity and openness and candid

—was

amenable to the same

taught in the

sijnor-

and in

secret

resort ;

— the

tests

miracle above

with

all

others

although in the nature of the case the interior mystery must
It was a supernatural event which men might
and be assured of which indeed would be investigated
with the utmost diligence. But it ought to be remembered here
that the wisdom of the advocate of Christianity is quietness and
confidence in a defensive or negative position.
He is not bound
to do more than challenge the opponent to prove that with regard
to any of the recorded miracles of the Gospels, or of the Old

needs be hidden.

investigate

:

Testament, there

is

the slightest vestige of evidence that anything

was done Avhich could give any ground
leads to something that is more positive.
Posterity.

(2.)

As

for suspicion.

But

this

to the latter: Ave are, as posterity, in a different posi-

historical evidence.
There are
no events in the past history of the human race, which have
become matter of accepted history and are doubted by no sane
person, more amply and circumstantially attested than the
miraculous life and resurrection from death of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ that is, the whole range of the central
They were not questioned at the time
miracles of Christianity.
tion,

and miracles are matter of

:

of their supposed occurrence; at least, the only challenge they

underwent was of such a kind as to turn to their advantage. All
kinds of spectators watched the more public miracles; and the
only disparagement recorded was that of those who ascribed
the Lord's works to Beelzebub, and His absence from the sepulchre
The resurrection of
to the cunning stratagem of His disciples.
Jesus was the

critical or

crucial miracle the establishment of

which would assure all the rest. Xow that event was guaranteed
to many hundreds of persons by many infallible proofs ; it was
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body of conscientious and
and moral character sustains
every test, who, moreover, to the number of hundreds sealed their
conviction by an entire consecration of life, and some of them by

by a

believed from the time

large

credible witnesses, Avhose mental

the sacrifice of

Finally, the great miracles of revela-

itself

life

with posterity by the existence

tion are connected

monuments which owe

of public

their existence to a widespread

found confidence in their genuineness.

and pro-

In ancient times the

Passover attested the national faith in the deliverance from Egypt,

and

it

has continued from generation to generation to declare

the strength of the evidence based upon the faith of a whole
people.

Similarly, the

Lord's

Day

has declared

down

to the

present time the faith of an immense body of witnesses that the

Saviour rose from the dead.

And, in

as an institution vouches,

not for the reality of the miracle of

Christ's

if

and death and

life

the Christian Church

resurrection, at least for the satisfac-

tion with which the evidence of

Christian generations.

fact,

it

was received from the

Supercilious scepticism

may

earliest

affirm that

no amount of evidence can ever avail to enforce upon the mind
the acceptance of facts which are contrary to the eternal laws of
nature.

The only reply which,

this is quite true, if

no God

of the universe

believed

incredible;
relied

is

at this stage,

exists
in,

;

we can

but that,

if

give

is

that

a Personal Euler

such supernatural facts are not

and, finally, that these events Avere witnessed and

upon by a very large number of trustworthy witnesses

avIio

have sent down their evidence signed and attested to posterity.
4. Once more, the dignity of eternal truth demands that
should not lay the main stress of

certainly never on miracles alone.

revelation

No

represented as having

is

mission depend on his works

it

demonstration on miracles

its

all

the records of

the validity of his

though no one, thus authenticated,
was ever known to decline producing this credential when,
challenged.
There is no subject connected with the evidences of
;

the Faith that requires more careful statement than this.

aggeration on both sides

sometimes appear as
intervention

seem

:

if

is

very frequent.

Certainly,

it

Ex-

might

everything was staked upon miraculous

for instance, the challenges of

to confirm this notion, as also a

Miracles

never
alone.

one in

made

:

Moses and Elijah

few of the minor miracles
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FAIT2I.

of both Testaments.
But it ought to be remembered that the
wonderful works wrought in F-gypt were not merely the credentials of

Moses

:

they were also and chiefly marks of the Divine

displeasure against the false gods of that land, and chastisements

of the perverseness of those

who

The same may
The people were bidden

refused to obey.

be said of the contest on Mount Carmel.

True God and the false gods before the
; and when
these came, they took the

to choose between the

tokens came from heaven

form of chastisement, as

Merely as portents,
and thus enchain their attention, miracles
were never vouchsafed. But at all the great crises of revelation
they have been given to enlist and pre-engage the hearers by tokens
of Divine goodness and power.
In fact, and on the whole, as
they are the Hand of God demanding attention to His Voice, the
in the case of Egypt.

to astonish the beholders

relation of miracles to the doctrine of the Teacher

them

is

Scripture.

Mark

viii.

^^-

who performs

always most simply stated and guarded throughout the

The tokens when

There shall no sign be given
until sign after sign

had been

withdrawn
was not uttered

rejected are very soon
generation

iinto this

rejected.

Moreover,

it is

:

observable

that the performance of miracles becomes very occasional where

the Gospel

is established
and that by degrees they are taken up
number of transitory and exceptional charisms, tokens of
the Divine power for them tliat believe not, and instruments of
;

into the
1 Cor. xiv.

usefulness to those

Heb.

ii.

4.

firmed the

word

who

believed.

When

with divers miracles and gifts of the Holy Ghost

that the stress

John

xiv.

is

said that

it is

God

con-

of His servants both icith signs arid wonders and

laid

upon the

we must remember

And

last clause.

our Lord's pre-

and promise of the greater uwhs than these to be wrought
by His Apostles, and of the miraculous tokens to be expected by
believers, were not intended to be understood of a permanent
diction

authentication of the Gospel by miraculous tokens.
takes us back to the

many

Supreme "Witness Himself,

testimonies to the true place of miracles

dentials of

His Faith.

Nothing

is

more

Who

among

But

this

has

left

the cre-

certain than that

He

appealed to His works as fulfilment of prophecy, and as proofs of

His own Divine power and authority.

His servants'

faith

most impressive

He

also

made them the

and of encouraging
in the sroodness of His heart.
Our Lord also

vehicle of teaching His

lessons,
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declared that His miracles rendered unbelief inexcusable

had not done among them

had

not

words

had

But the works

sin.

If I had

:

the ivorks tchich

none

include, if they do not

and spoken unto them,

not come

And accordingly His most solemn testimony
of His generation was

judge him in the
St.

John which

believe the icorks

Finally, there are

this places the

:

works

If

:

I John

did, they

xv.

2i.

mean, the

they laid not

had

sin.

John

xv.

as to the responsibility

I have

the loord that

same

sjjoken the

two

in their

shall

otlier passages in

Though ye

will repay careful study.

them

Avhile giving

:

last day.

man

otlier

believe not

John xiL
°'

Me, John

due subordination,

x.

38.

Those Avho ought to believe

their value.

because of the works, ought rather to have believed because of the
virtue that proceeded from Himself.
give7i

Me to

Me

Father hath sent

the

The

tvorks tvhich the

:

whole finished in Christ,

summate evidence

Father hath John

Me

that

this gives the glorious Gospel, as

one

finish, the same ^corks that I

its

do, bear toltness of

supreme place as the

final

and con-

of the truth of revelation.

is a criterion or postulate which believers in
add to those already considered. The miracles of
r.
Ibcripture, in their wide variety and unbounded grandeur, are the
economy of a Supernatural Order. As they must, therefore,
be in many respects dimly appreliended by the limited faculties
of men, it may be expected that there will be residual difficulties,

5.

Lastly, there

-11

revelation

1

•

•

remaining as the

•

1

test of faith.

Among

these difficulties

we do

not reckon the supposed evidence of modern science in favour of a
fixed

and unalterable reign of law, any interference

Law

in itself not to be conceived.

Supreme Author of

all

Moreover, so long as

laws

man

may

Avith

which

is

implies a Lawgiver, and the

interpose

when and how He

will.

has the evidence of consciousness that

he can control for a season the action of natural laws, the exercise

own

of his

volition being independent of

natural cause,

it

Infinite Personal

nature.

will

any previous merely

be impossible to joersuade him that the

Will cannot interjiose amidst the sequences of

But there are other

difficulties.

Such

is

the occasional

Avant of seeming reason for a supreme intervention

which, however,
this question.

such

as

v.

^^'

it is

enough to say that we arc not

;

fit

concerning

judges on

Again, the undeniable occurrence of prodigies

witchcraft

and necromancy and

wonderful works through the agency of

the

performance of

evil spirits, are

sometimes

The
i^upcr-

natural
Order.
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a stumbling-block to faith

:

only however to a faith which does

not admit, what the Scriptures everywhere
things as these have been permitted by

extent incomprehensible to us.

God

testify,

that such

for reasons to a great

Finally, the question of the con-

tinuance of miraculous signs since the days of the Apostles pre-

But the difficulty vanishes if it is
is no reason why the Supreme
manifest His power in endowing His servants

sents a topic of difficulty.

honestly admitted that there

should not

still

occasionally,

miracle.

whether with the

gift of

prophecy or with the

gift

of

This granted, the question becomes then simply matter

of evidence.
All these and other seemingly unsolvable problems
become to the believer in the supreme miracles of the Incarnation
and the Resurrection no more and no less than trials of humility
and intellectual submission and faith.

PROPHECY.

Prophecy.

Prophecy, as one of the credentials of revelation, is, like
bound uj? Avith its very fabric. It is the Divine law of
the gradual disclosure of that system of truth which is ever ex-

Miracle,

panding throughout the Scriptures from stage to stage unto perfection.

As

the term has two meanings

such,

according to which

it is

one wider,

:

the immediate declaration of the will of

God through His
or the future

;

servants, whether as to the past, or the present,
and one more restricted, according to which it is

the prediction of future events in connection with the great

economy of revealed

truth.

PROPHECY MORE GENERAL.

More
General
1.

Meanino;.

Prophecy

prophet

is

is

The meaning

of N^IIJ

Seer, the earlier

he

is

name

it

is

an Announcer;

of the

to utter in visions.

racteristic of the office

of

utterance of Divine revelation

the

;

and a

one raised up and sent to communicate God's truth.

;

same

The

but the

office,

and that of

or one

who

^^i'^ is

receives

what

visions were not universally chaoffice itself,

and the employment

throughout the whole economy of revelation,

is

one of the

great credentials of the Bible, as pervasive as the miracle, with

REVELATION.
which indeed

it is

indissolubly

of a continuous Divine

77

bound up, being only one aspect

human

intervention in

The

affairs.

prophet was not an ordinary announcer of the will of Heaven, like
the priest

who might

He was an

read and expound the law.

instrument of the Divine will raised up out of the order of nature,

which may be

to receive communications

called

supernatural,

being imparted by an influence of the Holy Ghost sometimes
called Vision,

word of

Tlie

the

sometimes the

Word

Lord was precious in

of the Lord
those

for instance,

:

days ; there was no open

1

Sam.

ill.

Whether by exhibiting to the interior eye the scene, or
by lodging the word in the thoughts, there can be no doubt that
the Author of revelation performed what in another domain
vision.

would have been a miracle, every time that the Ma7i of God or the Gen. xx.
of the Spirit was sent forth with his burden of revelation.
„ ^'

...

Man

.

The

2.

that

essence

represents

it

•

XIOS. IX.

of this credential of Divine revelation

every communication from

imparted by a Divine

afflatus,

God

is this,

as directly

the influence of which the prophet

could jiot mistake, and the reality of which the people might

God with

This direct contact of the Spirit of

_^

Self-

^°°'
^-^

test.

man

the spirit of

7.

is

the pervading law and the pervading glory of the Divine revelation from

Moses downward.

There

So

and diviners of heathenism

offer

sayers,

a

nothing resembling

is

the history of perverted religions.

any analogy,

to the grandeur of this credential.

foil

it

in

far as the oracles, sooth-

It is thus

it is

only as

spoken of by

When Miriam and Aaron murmured against the superior dignity of Moses as the prophet of the
Hebrews, they said Hath the Lord indeed spoken only by Moses ? Xnmb.xii
the voice of Jehovah Himself.

:

hath

He

not spoken also by

^ts ?

dotvn in the pillar of the cloud,

and it is recorded that Jehovah came
and stood in the door of the tabernacle ;

and He said, Hear now My tcords : If there be a prophet among you,
Lord tvill make Myself knoiun to him in a vision, and tvill speak
unto him in a dream.
My servant Moses is not so, who is faithful in
.

I

.

.

the

all

Mine

and

house.

With him willl speak mouth

not in dark speeches ;

behold

:

Moses

?

and

wherefore then tvere ye not afraid

Here we have, as

it

to

mouth, even apparently,

the similitude of the
to

Lord

sJuill

he

speak against 31y servant

were, in epitome, the entire mystery

of the prophetic gift and function

;

and in such a manner as to

exhibit the strength of this credential most impressivrly.

It is

2—8.
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the Voice of Jehovah, jealous of His

own liononr and of the honour

of His servants, at once describing and defending the prophetic law

We mark

of revelation.

that there was to be a permanent order

of these agents always ready

or

— whether
—

abiding in their callings

still

as a school of the prophets

for the

high service of the

Kingdom. To one of them Jehovah would reveal Himself whether
in a more extraordinary manner or otherwise, in such a way,
however, that the receiver of the vision should have no doubt /
the Lord iviU make Myself knotcn unto him.
Yet the Supreme was
not limited to any order of men or to any special method. Hence
we find that, while the Seventy Elders received the Spirit and
p'ojyhesied and did not cease (or hut not further), the same Spirit
rested also upon Eldad and Medad and they projihesied in the camp.
AboA'e all minor ministries rises Moses suj^reme
with him
Jehovah spoke face to face. Yet he was not strictly supreme
being only the type and precursor of that Projihet, like unto him
yet greater than he, with Avhom in eternity the Father speaketh
the Son over His own house.
face to face
When this Son came,
the ancient order of prophets ceased for the Supreme Eevealer
made every one of His Apostles like Moses, and spoke to them
Moses could never communicate the Spirit received
face to face.
by him for we hear him say Would God that all the Lord's jyeople
:

Numb.
xii. 6.

Numb. xi.
25, 26.

:

:

Heb.

iii.

6.

Numb. xi.
29.

:

;

:

;

and

Lord would put His Spirit upon them.
But our Lord Himself breathed on His Apostles His own Spirit.
And thus the whole sum of revelation is under the sublime law of
were

])ro2)hets,

that the

a direct manifestation of God to His people through His servants.
This is the grand and glorious claim of revelation from beginning
to end, from
Vindicatiou.

3.

We

Moses

to the Greater than Moses.

find everywhere, however, the

for the vindication of this credential.

most careful provision

The

interior consciousness

of the prophet was the guarantee to himself that the Lord was

with him
is lio

;

this

argument

however could not be transferred
to unbelievers

who

the prophetic function as a delusion.

to others,

and

regard the entire mystery of

But Jehovah gave His people

by which they might verify the claims of these prophets^
Those whom God sent could appeal to the fact that the honour ot
Jehovah was their supreme end. What our Saviour said concerning Himself was true of all who had come before Him, and of
tests

REVELATION.
all

who

sent

Him.

sliould follow

If any

Me.

whether

it

man

icill

3fy doctrine

do His

he of God, or whether

of himself seeketh his

own

79

I speak

company of the prophets, and,

if

know of

of Myself

This test

glory.

not Mine, hut

is

will, he shall

may

He

His that John

vii.

^^> ^^'

the doctrine,

that speaketh

be applied to the

applied Avith

candour, will

body of men could never have
imposed a series of delusions on their own people and on the
whole world. But this is not all. These men were fortified by
two other qualifications. They were sometimes armed with the
power of working miracles, as in the case of Moses and Elijah.
Sometimes also their credential was the utterance of prediction
TFhen a pi'ophd speaketh in the name of the Lord, if the thing follow Deut.
result in the conviction that such a

:

nor come

not,

to

pass, that

is

Lord hath not spoken,

the thing ichich the

This, however, leads to that second and

xviii. 22.

more limited meaning

word which has almost displaced the former.

of the

PROPHETIC PREDICTION.

Prediction.

Prophecy

is

thus more specifically the impartation of a Divine

knowledge of the future to man
tion of future events.

that

:

is, it

been prediction unfolding into prediction.
is its

God

law

;

of revelation has so Avilled

it.

We can

the past, but not including the future.

assumption that revelation

is

mony

wc have

seen,

were

to be directed.

imagine

its lesson,

But we

it

otherwise

as based

upon

are shut up to the

the progressive disclosure of one

great event to wliich the eyes of
it,

This,

concerning which no more can be said than that the

every generation might have been taught

as after

embraces the predic-

All revelation from the beginning has

all

generations, as well before

Moreover, according to the

it

testi-

of Scripture itself the prediction of future events followed

by the

accompli.shnient of those predictions has always been one

Here then

of the Divine methods of authenticating revelation.

wc have

the general laws of prophecy proper, and

its

criterion

as a credential.

THE GENERAL LAWS OF PROPHETIC PREDICTION.
There are a few general principles the study of which are of
great importance in order to a right estimate of Sciiptural prediction as a distinct and pervasive credential of revelation.

L^^.g ^f
^

^ ^^^'
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Christ its
Object.

1.

The

first

from generation

'

43_

now

that CiiniST IS ITS

is

Whom give

Object to

He

SUPREME SUBJECT

:

the

prophets witness, directly or indirectly,

all the

to generation,

He came; and

till

for

Whose

return,

The
Eedeemer Himself declared that the Scriptures were to be searched
John

because they

V.

them

'^^.

'

IQ

that

is

testify

was

this

gone,

their

of

the predictions of Scripture wait.

all

Me :

might be found in

as if whatever else

supreme matter.

The testimony of Jesus

is the

His Person, advent, and kingdom give to

Spirit of prophecy.

The

the prophecies of Scripture their unity.

great catholic

all
all-

embracing predictions which pervade revelation concerning the
accomjilished redemption of mankind, from the Protevangelium,

or

first

found;

promise, downward,

prediction with

each

new

tribute to that

great design of the coming Deliverer,

no prophet

ever heard

conspire

is

to foreannounce

;

but

to

we do

of pi'ophetic revelation

foreannounce

the Christ.

We

see that the

kingdom

the final

is

are prophecies in Avord, have a

sense.

more or

we

all

that vast

of the

Redeemer.
which

all predictions,

less

obvious reference to

what is
Double Sense; that is, a first accomplishment nearer at hand, which itself suggests a second and ulterior
a combination worthy of the DiA'ine
satisfying all requirements
attributes, and resembling in the free domain of history the use
of symbols in nature ; the events to which the predictions first
the Gospel.

-.1^

successor,

running superscription

All types, which are prophecies in act, and

To

his

its

While

cannot always see

the lesser predictions and

the connection between

accomplishment

T)

everywhere

are

inspiration pays

of the prophetic

cycle

called the

Canon

discover this

often have to apply

of a

:

In due time we must
examine the predictions of the Old Testament more in detail.
Meanwhile, all that is necessary here is to dwell on this law as
stamping the credential character of prophecy. There are indeed
such as those minutely depredictions in the Old Testament
refer being themselves prophetic of Christ.

—

some of the ancient cities of the world
the accomplishment of which is known and read of all men who
But whoever
They must not be forgotten.
study history.
examines the New Testament carefully will see that the whole
scribing the destruction of

—

strain of allusion to the Great Fulfilment of the

points to the coming and

kingdom

fulness of time

of Jesus as the one accomplish-

REVELATION.
ment

that guarantees

in the annals of

all

the

There

rest.

Jews which has had a most
work of Jesus. This is the

literature of the

exact fulfilment in the advent and

supreme credential of prophecy in

revelation.

the prophetic Scripture

is

in

Progressiou.

law of Pkogression

peculiar

the

presence

Divine

Another unfailing evidence of the

2.

nothing more certain

is

that a series of predictions runs

mankind than

through the ancient

81

found to pervade them a law which determines the steady
development of the great doctrine of revelation according to
Every age is under tlie sway of some
certain fixed principles.
of which introduces the
accomplishment
prophecy
the
governing
:

government of a new order of prophetic expectation. The fulfilment of one prediction becomes the starting-point of another, with
wider issues and a larger number of subordinate tributaries.
(1.) It may be said that one transcendent prophecy begins the

commands

Scripture,

eternity in one

:

the whole of revelation, and binds time and

the

But

Gospel of a coming Redeemer.

first

even this

illustrates, like all others, that largest application of

principle

which divides the whole

predictions and those of the

New.

Afterward, that
O^D'n n^"inN21, which
great

All the ancient prophets
calls

the Last Days, or the

The coming

began

to

be

more

definite

It shall

New

Particularly,

oracles were

He who was
testified

Lamb
last

come

to

in

it is

:

is

;

was manifest in

Atonement

;

and

1

will

pour

2.

Peter i
11,20.

and, finally, the period of the
out of Acts

These three events fill up the perfection of
the Voice of the Son, the
the Second Period of redemption
Atoning Bluod, the Efiusion of the Spirit. And with Christ, the
:

supreme Fulfilment, begins a new order and range of prophecy.

G

i.

when

My Spirit upon all flesh.

I.

2.

iv. 3.

and imperfect Heb.

secondly,

these last tinus, as the spotless

days when the prophecy was accomplished, /

VOL.

ii.

the fulness of Gal.

foreordained before Uie foundation of the icorld,

of the Finished

Is.

the time of the last days

perfect revelation by His Son,

consummated by one Final Voice

bcfoi-ehand,

the

pass in

stamped with perfection in the

it is

Testament by three tokens

when God spoke His

1.

of that glorious After Age, or the ends

of the world, or the world to come, the Fulfilment,
time generally.

Gen. xlix.

indefinite period of Jacob's prophecy,

opening vision of the evangelical Prophet,
the last days.

the

Old-Testament

series into the

spoke of what Isaiah, in their name,

The One
GospeL

17.

ii.
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What

eternity is to time that His

Him

to the expectation of

coming in the new economy is
In fact, the very same

in the old.

language was adopted by the ancient Rabbins to distinguish these

world to come, NJin dSj^may be traced in the subordinate cycles

the time of the Messiah was the
Subordinate
Cycles.

(2.)

The same

principle

The

throughout Scripture.

patriarchal predictions, while always

law and keeping the Messianic age in view,
terminated in Canaan, to begin again with an altogether new

faithful to the first

The

order of prophecies.

predictions of the Jewish prophets, so

far as they referred to the Captivity,

in that event, the

first

found their accomplishment

goal of the largest of

all clusters

nounccment but with that accomplishment another
;

into prominence.

New

Similarly, there are, in the

of forean-

series

emerged

Testament,

subordinate cycles of predictions out of the accomplishment of

which other predictions

arise.

Over the Incarnation there Avas a
Advent but in-

large array of prophetic songs, pointing to the

cluding also

its

ulterior results.

referred to His death

outpouring of His

Our Lord's own

predictions

and resurrection and ascension; to the

Spirit, the establishment of

His kingdom, the

destruction of Jerusalem, the final resurrection, and the end of

the world

the largest and most comprehensive series of predic-

:

tions delivered

same law

is

by any one Voice

but here our eyes are holden, and

now

read to trace

The more

since prophecy began.

latent in the Apocalypse, the last

its

it is

The

book of prophecy

not given to those

who

operation otherwise than in broad outline.

this general principle is studied, in its application to

the entire mass of the predictions of Scripture, the more glorious

economy of prophecy
which the Omniscient Mind has ordered. Whatever it maybe to
those who are bent upon resisting all evidences that recommend
the Word of God, to those who are OF the truth this law of
foreannouncement will itself be a strong credential of revelation.
3. Once more, and pursuing the same topic a little further, all
prophecy is under the law of Eeserve a mysterious law which
has been appointed in the Divine counsel, and has literally never
been changed. In its absolute supremacy it governs the development of revelation this being the difference between time and
will appear to all dispassionate students the

Eeservc.

;

:

eternity, that in the latter alone will all restriction be

done away.

REVELATION.
Neither

IVliat

clear until the

nor IFhat numner of time has ever been fully made
day has declared it. It is evident that this might

The same

have been otherwise.

Coming

83

Spirit

Who

1

Peter

i.

^^•

foreannounced the

of the Christ could have so described His Person, so

unfolded His work, and so defined the period of His advent, as to
remove every vestige of uncertainty. But this was not His will.
He so ordered every prediction, and every cycle of predictions,
that, while enough was declared to encourage hope and excite
desire, enough was concealed to shut up the heirs of prophecy to
faith.
Looking back upon the long series as irradiated by the
light of Pentecost we see that every general and every more
particular prediction

Fulfilment

enough
to

;

but

had

we can

determinate reference to the Great

its

see also that not one of

to preclude unbelief in the case of those

murmur

them was

who were

clear

disposed

Every generation could
had gone before

against Divine Providence.

rejoice in the fulfilment of the prophecies that

concerning itself 3 but as to
an indefinite hope. There

its
is

the economy of prophecy.

Testament

close,

it

own

future

it

was under the SAvay of

no exception to this law throughout
When it was approaching its Old-

might appear as

if

the law was somewhat

relaxed; for Daniel's predictions are exceedingly minute, and
their specifications of the Seventy

Weeks, and of the peculiarity

of the last Aveek of the Seventy, goes beyond the general indeter-

minateness of prophetic utterance

;

but his prophecies are no real

exception, having been until the Messiah

terminate as the date of the Millennium.
introduces the same law, and

begins again ; and

it

everywhere faithful to

it.

Pcserve

reigns over the expectations of the Christian

church at the present hour.

His passion were veiled

Our Lord's foreannounccments of
and it was not
that even the third day was under-

in a certain obscurity

until after His resurrection
stood.

is

came almost as indeThe New Testament

Even when approaching the seventh

;

of the weeks before

Pentecost, and giving His disciples their last encouragement, the

we might suppose
As soon as the Holy

Saviour says only Not many days hence, though
that the tenth day would be certain to

all.

Ghost begins a new cycle of predictions concerning the coming
again of Jesu.s, with all the subordinate fulfilments of prophecy
connected with that event,

we mark

G

2

that

we

are under the same

Acts

i.

8.
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We

were under.

restrictions as the fathers

have the immeasurable

advantage of the accomplishment of the greatest prophecies con-

Him

cerning

in the First

of the Return are
^^
,

^'

2

Advent

under a

still

but the times and the seasons

;

We

veil.

to inquire diligently what or tvhat

have, like the ancients,

maimer of time

Nor have we a

the Spirit of the

Lord
comes a more clear and full revelation of the Millennial events
than th« fathers had of the Advent of the Redeemer. Now this
Chri.4 did signify.

law of a

right to expect until the

strict reserve is itself a glorious

testimony to the wisdom

and goodness of the God of revelation

especially when it is
we have already referred to. For, to sura
prophecy points to One Supreme Person, like the needle
:

connected with those
up,

all

and with only the same tremulous variation

to the pole,

;

all

proceeds in the majestic march of a determinate counsel, but in
spiral cycles

there

is

;

and over

all,

including that under which

the same veil of heavenly mystery.

generation,

we

is

Sign to

ueiation

4_

Finally,

inents

is

that

an
it

in the hope of a yet

more

law

important

of

its

perfect re-

prophetic announce-

all

has been constituted by. the Holy Spirit a sign

to every successive generation

proper,

an

fulfil-

if possible,

still,

:

rich with the inheritance of a vast

abundant inheritance hereafter when the time of
velation and enjoyment shall have fully come.

A

live,

are in the hour of a great Expectation

also

hour or a day which
ment, but richer

we

Like every past

:

in other words, like the miracle

and equally with the miracle,

it

has been a Divine cre-

In the unlimited wisdom of the Supreme

dential of revelation.

It
the prophetic office was ordained to subserve many purposes.
was the medium through Avhich the supreme communications were,
from time to time, made to the chosen people, of encouragement
or warning to themselves, and of defiance and threatening against
Hence for a long series of ages it was the vehicle
their enemies.
of the entire economy of Divine instruction containing the doctrines and the ethics of the religion common to all dispensations,
with a glorious prospective announcement of the Christian truth
Hence the prophetic books, and the
hereafter to be revealed.
:

prophetic elements in
haustible

all

the other books, are to us an inex-

fund of instruction apart from their predictions of

future events.

But,

all

this being true, it is

equally plain that

REVELATlOy.
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whole system of foreannouncement was intended to be from

tlie

generation to generation a standing and permanent credential.

There

this in all parts of the

abundant evidence of

is

And

ment.

which the Lord hath not spoken

name of

thing which the
the

I am

else

:

the

former

To
it is

Lord hath not

fwmer

time,

:

is

none

:

Old Testa-

know

the

words Deut.
xviii.

propliet speaketh in the

come

to

pass, that

21,22.

is the

Long afterwards we read
I am God, and there is none

:

for

like

ice

Me.

Declaring futurity from

Isa. xlvi.

9, 10.

and from ancient times the things that are not yet
our Lord gives His own sanction for the New

And nmv I

come

spoken.

things of old

God, and there

this

Testament
wheji

When a

?

the Lord, if the thing follow not nor

Remember

done.

How sliall

if thou say in thine heart,

to

have told you before

pass ye might

it

cojne to pass, that

John

xiv.

29.
believe.

THE TESTS OF THE PROPHETIC CREDENTIAL.

The Tests

of prophecy are very simple.

They

are,

strictly

speaking, not the moral character of the prophet, nor the worthi-

Tests of

^°P

^^^

ness of the matter, nor the preservation of the record, nor obvious

connection with the Divine scheme

:

these are

all

implied charac-

which have been already dwelt on in another connection.
But the prophecies which are the credentials of a revelation ought
teristics

to be such as to satisfy their student that they can be accounted for

only by Omniscience

they should be beyond the suspicion of a

;

mere human fulfilment

:

and they must of

course, in order to

be

prophecies, precede their accomplishment.

L

It is undeniable that the prediction of future events is the

and

prerogative of Omniscience alone

;

God

one great purpose in His com-

is

represented as making

it

also that in the Scriptures

mission of the projjhets to establish clearly this claim.

Omnisci-

We may

suppose therefore that the predictions of Scripture will generally,
not in

all individual and isolated cases, have such a character
beyond the reach of human calculation. It may safely
be granted that in some cases it is impossible to prove the event

if

as to be

foreannounced to have been beyond the range of skilful foresight.

But

must be remembered that the weight of the argument
does not rest upon isolated examples
it
depends upon certain great and prominent and vast predictions

from

it

prophecy

Possible
only to

:

ence.
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such as only the Supreme

Mind

accomplishment of which
these,

and

fortified

by

is

could have given to men, and the

before our eyes.

Beginning with

their undeniable strength,

we have

only

afterwards to stand on the defensive with regard to the rest

nothing

is

necessary beyond establishing that the opposite con-

clusion cannot be proved.
to that

One Great Object

First, then, let this test

of prophecy to

Whom

all

be applied

the prophets

During a thousand years a perfect picture is
by more than a hundred distinct predictions, of
One Person, and of Him as unique in the history of mankind
that distinct picture btnng the filling up of an outline which had
been sketched thousands of years before, in fact from the very
beginning of the world. Could the Deliverer of mankind have
been foreseen in all the marvellous traits of His character, and in
all the minute circumstances of His appearance and history and
bore witness.

gradually drawn,

:

and death and resurrection and reign, by the enthusiasm of
Could the converging foresight of a series of
1
prophets have drawn this most elaborate and most sacred Portrait ?

life

national longing

The same may be

said as to the steadfast predictions of the fates

of some of the leading nations of the world.

the

]\Iessiah, the Israel after

the next rank

After the Person of

the flesh which rejected

Him

in the historical perspective of prophecy.

takes

There

is

a similar wonderful unanimity in the predictions of their entire
history whether as originally Hebrews, or afterwards Israelites,
or in more

modern times Jews.

Their destiny as depicted in the

and fulfilment
and undeniable harmony that no room ought to be
This is a topic that must be pursued through the
left for infidelity.
whole Bible, which shows that the rejection and dispersal of the
people was foretold when it was most prosperous, its elevation
Bible, that

is

in both Testaments, brings prophecy

into such plain

and dignity when

Hebrew

it

was most

dejected.

sult of their disobedience,

and

same time their preservaand uuconfounded among the

at the

tion through all ages as distinct
nations.

Moses, the founder of

greatness, foretold the dispersion of Israel as the re-

Scarcely one of the later prophets but has repeated this

wonderful prophecy, applicable to no other race.

The

nations

among which they were

scattered have disappeared, or are in

course of disappearance

the ten tribes are wanderers over the

:

MEVELATION.

They have survived the greatest revoluEye of the Supreme

face of the earth stilh

tions of history

:

&7

a standing proof that the

Hand has accomplished. Though
/ make an end of all the nations xvhither I have scattered thee, yet ivlll
I not make an end of thee. And, as to those other nations themforesaw what His omnipotent

selves, the prophetic Scriptures

abound with

predictions,

Jer. xxx.

^^

more or

minute, the fulfilment of which has proved that the voice of

less

God

uttered them.

It

was

be again
waste.

set free,

A minute

and again, that the

foretold, again

covenant people should go into captivity

:

that the captives should

and those who spoiled them be themselves laid
study of these prophecies will show, and the more

minute the study the more effectually Avill it show, that OmniHosea, Amos, and Isaiah prescience was in these predictions.
dicted that the kingdom of Israel and Jerusalem also would be
scourged by Assyria

;

and

it

as to the ravage of Samaria,

was so. The fulfilment was exact
and the restraining hand that saved

In the year 712 B.C. Nahum
destruction.
denounced ruin against the Assyrian oppressor and Nineveh in
the year 612 B.C., after a century which had given no signs of
Concerning Babylon
this, the destruction of Nineveh took place.
also, the successor of Assyria, there were equally sure words of
prophecy. No fact in human annals is more certain than that

Jerusalem from

:

the Babylonian captivity was foretold by Isaiah, and also the
deliverance of the people

;

nor than that Micah, two hundred

years before their accomplishment, predicted the

same

events.

The burden of Tyre in Isaiah described its ruin by the Chaldeans
in a manner so clear and explicit, and so fully confirmed by history,
But
as to make it one of the triumphs of prophetic evidence.
for confirmation of the evidence the prophecies themselves must
bi,'

is

carefully studied.

This branch of the Apologetics of revelation

only glanced at in this general

summary

;

it

will

amply repay

the most exhaustive examination.
2.

God

As

the

first test

pays

its

tribute to the Omniscience of the Fulfilment
Omni- required

of revelation, so the second pays its tribute to the

Only He Who gave them could fulfil the predictions of
But it has been urged by the opponents of the Faith
that many of those so-called vaticinations which undeniably are
found in the rhapsodies of the prophets were really fulfilled but

p^tence.

Scripture.

;

potence.
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through the determination of those

fulfilled

who were

interested

in their accomplishment that tbey should be accomplished.

It is

pleaded with great subtilty that patriotic enthusiasts, gifted witli

keen foresight, gave hints of what they saw in the germ of probability

and that these hints

;

hopeless, nor

is

even a

it

fulfilled

difficult,

themselves.

It is not

body of Old-Testament foreannouncements from this charge.
it most concerns us to examine it in its reference to the
Testament, Avhere

but with no real

The

it is

a.

task to vindicate the whole

But

New

some show of plausibility,
Supreme Fulfilment of all prophecy.
does not shrink from making the career of
applied, Avith

force, to the

spirit of infidelity

Christ a studied adaptation to Himself of the scattered prophetic
It seizes upon the Scriptural word,
and boldly assumes that the entire history
Lord and His kingdom in the New Testament was a cun-

hints of the ancient records.
]Matt.

i.

2 Peter
16.

that

it

might

^^ ^^^^

be fulfilled ;

ninghj devised fable,

Testament.

woven

Old

after the pattern given in the

It is scarcely necessary to say that here lies the stress-

of the whole argument against the Christian revelation as resting
fulfilment of prophecy.
We may remain for ever in
doubt as to the precise relation of some of the obscurer predictions
of the prophets to their fulfilment the doubt is simplj'- the result

upon the

:

many

of our ignorance of

But

a matter of vital importance, the very

it is

is in it,

of the elements necessary to its solution.
life

of Christianity

that our Lord's manifestation on earth should be a

fulfil-

what was provided and foretold according to the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of God; and not a studied
assumption of a character and destiny sketched in the enthusiasm
Here we must needs argue in a circle
it
of national hope.

ment

of

:

is

the

first

necessity, as will be hereafter seen, that, as

in God, Ave believe also in His Son.
issue of

His mission, with

all its

And He

we

believe

rests the Avhole

boundless interests to mankind,

word

upon the accomplishment

of the entire prophetic

He

the leading foreannouncements of the

has appropriated

all

Messiah to His own Person.

But, in His

own

in Himself.

application,

and

in that of His. Spirit in the Apostles, there is a distinction to

observed.

While

all

be

the major prophecies are referred to as

absolutely accomplished in His mission

— beginning with

carnation and ending with His final return

His

in-

— many of the minor
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The
some events which

prophecies are said to be fulfilled in an accommodated sense.

formula

that

it

might

applies to

he fulfilled

accomplish prophetic types

:

such

a.s

Out of Egypt have

I called

My

Matt.
p.

•

i.

.

and, The7i was fulfilled that which vms spoken by Jeremy the Matt. ii.
l'', 18.
The same principle
prophet, saying, In Bama was a voice heard.

Son

:

may be

many

applied to

quotations from the ancient prophets

and His kingdom all t3'pes and predictions found as it
But it must be
Avere their natural and legitimate resting place.
remembered that, if the Supreme Fulfilment is in Christ, His
authority must protect all the prophets who wrote of Him
in Christ

protect them, not only in their general authenticity, but also in

The two prophets

the detail of these most obscure predictions.
against whose mission

and

has most
and these are preJesus and His Apostles most emphatispecific prophecies infidelity

vehemently excepted are Isaiah and Daniel
cisely the

prophets

cally quote.

whom

They

;

are safe therefore in our estimation for the

Master's sake.

But, speaking generally, they are safe in their

own

Their leading foreannouncements were such as

integrity.

by
upon these hints. Have the nations and
empires whose overthrow was predicted and accomplished, fulfilled
the predictions by their own cunning 1 Are the Jews executing
on themselves the judgment written 1 They are the most determined enemies of the Christian Fulfilment; but they do not
deny that the hand of God has been long against them. He
could neVer have fulfilled themselves, nor have been fulfilled
those

who

artfully seize

has smitten them, they think, for the chastisement of the world's
peace

;

and wounded them

to

fulfil
3.

predictions

The

test of

bound up with

their

own

ture were ^vritten POST

;

disgrace.

prophecy takes yet another form.

confidently asserted that

To prove

mankind but
and wounded themselves in order

for the transgressions of

surely they have not smitten

It is

some of the avowed predictions of

EVENTUM

:

very

Scrip-

after the supposed accomplish-

any of the least of these
which has not succeeded in the case of the
greatest of them, that is of those on which the burden of the
credential lies, it has been a hopeless fivilure.
But the spirit of
infidelity is very bold
as daring in its unholy attacks as the

ment.

this in the case of

Ijrcdictions is a task

;

:

spirit of faith is

daring in

its

acceptance of mysteries.

From

the

Post
Eventixm.

THE
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earliest assault
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on prophecy down to modern times the whole

force of its attack has taken
Scrijjtures as a whole, utterly

and attaching no

tliis

direction.

Disintegrating the

renouncing the traditions of ages,

Aveight to the testimony of Christ

and His

Apostles, of the Jewish and Christian churches from the beginning,

make the Pentateuch a Mosaic tesselation of
which Moses has only given his name, which indeed
belongs to a period subsequent to the Captivity and the voices
of the p.-almists and prophets, from Samuel and David to Joel and
Zcchariah, arc regarded as singing strains which turn history, past
it

scruples not to

documents

to

;

and present, into poetry with
is

a prophetic form.

The Book of Daniel

declared to have been written after the leading events Avhich

records, these

Epiphanes
its

;

it

being mainly predictions concerning Antiochus

Avhile its

remarkable miracles are supposed to prove

unauthentic character as well as later origin.

It has

been

seen that the Lord has thrown His shield around this projjhet

He

;

mentions him by name; receives from him His Messianic

Son of Man, and that of His kingdom, the kingdom
and generally protects him by anticipation against all
assaults.
The Lord's own apology is sustained by the best
modern research ; and, after the utmost critical sifting, its most
vehement opponents have no argument to allege but the extreme
minuteness of its prophecies and the supernatural hand in its
events.
The Holy Gospels contain predictions of the Supreme

designation,
of heaven

;

Prophet; and they

also are therefore assigned, in spite of the

strongest evidence of antiquity, to a period after the destruction
of Jerusalem.

In this case also our loyalty to the Lord almost

forbids argument.

If Christ Jesus be

the main predictions of the Old and

worthy of any confidence
Testaments must have

New

been delivered before their fulfilment. As to a multitude of lesser
prophecies, about Avhich there may be contention, the application
of our
Avill

test,

and the consequent vindication of the prophets in

detail,

require the close study of prophetic Scripture as a distinct

branch of theology. But that minute investigation is not necessary to show the triumph of this particular credential of revelation
Doubtless the New Testament
as such in its broad outlines.
followed the Old, and the Old was not written after the event.

The

dispersion of the Jews, the spread of Christianity, the ruin
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of the great empires whose burdens rest upon the prophets, the
signs of Antichrist, the latter-day infidelity,

—

all

are fulfilments

of distinct prophecy, which assuredly was written before their

accomplishment.

PROPHECY AND MIRACLE.
The evidence
highest order

of

Prophecy as a credential of revelation

whether taken by

:

is

of the

in connection with

itself or

Nature
of Credential.

miracle generally.

In

1.

common with

miracle proper

it is

a standing and per-

petual token of the Divine presence in the whole sphere of revela-

He Himself

tion.

many
the

appeals to both as His high prerogative in

of the sublimest passages of the prophets.

former things from

I

mouth, and
It

to 2^(^33.

The
Presence
of God.

the herjinning ;

and

/ have

declared

they went forth out of

My

Isa. xlviii.
3.

I did them suddenly and they came
was the Voice Supernatural, beyond the ordinary
guiding man's inquiries, that declared all coming
shoiced them

;

methods of
events from the beginning

:

nothing worth calling history has

And

taken place without foreannouncement.

it

was the Hand

Supernatural, beyond the ordinary and quiet operation of Provi-

suddenly brought it to pass. The boundand steadfast unity of these predictions give them
an unspeakable grandeur and the wonderful events in human
history which are the direct fulfilment of prophecy are beyond all
dence in nature, that
less variety

;

others great in

all

the elements of sublimity.

In

fact, if all

the

events which have been matter of fulfilment and of prophecy are

eliminated from the current of
that

is

left.

The leading

under a ruling prophecy

;

human

history there

is

not

much

transactions of every age have been

and we

also, in

our day, wait to see the

end of the things that concern ourselves.
2.

Viewed

apart,

and by themselves, these

prophecies are

peculiarly cumulative in their demonstrative force.

Unlike the

miracles, the fulfilled predictions constantly enlarge the materials

of their evidence.
tion,

There

frequently made,

is

is

a sense indeed in which this observa-

not true.

The

miracles recorded in

thought to be more feebly commended to the
acceptance of every succeeding generation as if the testimony
Scriptui'e

are

;

Cumulative.
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on which they rest grows weaker as

it

recedes from the present.

But that is not philosophically true. Moreover, the most evident
and noblest miracles if any such distinction may be made are
yet constantly p'^rformed and the Finger and Hand of God are
evermore at work in the hearts of men and in the heart of society.

—

—

;

Still, tlie

accumulating force of the prophetic credential

We

spicuous than that of the miracle.

live

is

m.ore con-

under a vaster amount

and he who shall take the
Old Testament and trace their ful-

of fulfilment than any former age
historical prophecies of the

;

filment iu the course of Oriental history will have an irresistible

demonstration of Christianity at his command.
Full of

^j^^

bound up with

Finally, like the miracles, the prophecies are

3.

ns rue-

teaching of the Bible

;

and, apart from their evidential force,

tlOll.

yield an unlimited treasure of instruction in the

work

of Christ, and the destiny of man.

ways of God, the

Neither miracle nor

prophecy can easily be over-estimated as the vehicle of Divine
teachincr

neither can be Avhile time lasts exhausted.

INSPIRATION, OR THE DIVINE

Inspiration as

aCreden-

:

"pj^g specific

IN SCRIPTURE.

doctrine of inspiration, as the ground of the Divine

authority of the Scriptures,

may

HAND

Avill

be considered in

its

place.

It

here be regarded very briefly as one of the credentials of re-

on a level with Miracles and Prophecy and completing or
consummating their evidence.

velation,

Law

of

i_

Inspiration

is

a distinct

order of revealed truth
butes.

As such

it

:

one of

;

described as God-BREAThed.
are inspired
1(3.

iii.

ment

;

of

the

supernatural

laws and characteristic attri-

simply means that the sacred documents are

Avorthy of the Divine Author

2 Tim.

element
its

but the

and that they are not unworthily
Strictly speaking only the writers

last "word

on the subject in the

gives the epithet to Scripture itself

:

New

Testa-

jracra ypa<jiy OeoTrveva-ro^.

What we have agreed to mean by inspiration is therefore the
fact that God has interposed to keep a continuous and abiding
record of truth in the world

:

this,

throughout

world's religious history, has been the Divine

all

the ages of the

method of impart-

ing and preserving the knowledge of God among men.
The
beginning of this interposition, so far as concerns the written
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in the distance of ages

can be supposed to be

Inspiration

lost.

;

but none of

its fruits

one

in a certain sense,

is,

with revelation, as meaning the Divine bestowment of knowledge
that could not otherwise

be acquired.

entirely coincide with revelation

much

since

by
a

does not, however,
less or

more

less,

:

that has been revealed has not been transmitted

much

more, since

It

being either

:

is

recorded and transmitted that was not given

may be its limits, it indicates
human literature, through which

But, whatever

direct revelation.

specific intervention of

God

in

and has been

there has always been in course of production,

permanent and authoritative revelation of
His mind and will to man. And this may fairly be regarded as
a credential of the whole system of revealed truth it is worthy of
the Divine wisdom, and what might have been, humanly speaking,
finally produced, the

:

expected, that

He whose power

has been

known

in miracle,

and

His knowledge in prophecy, should declare His wisdom and
giving revelation to mankind, and in making

fidelity in

abiding heritage.

Now revelation makes

it

an

this its universal claim

and appeals to the manifest evidences of the Presence of God, as
its Author and Indwelling Spirit, in Holy Scripture.
Such is
the overwhelming demonstration of this, that the whole weight

made

of the cause of Christianity might be

The

be rightly stated and exhibited.

of the volume of inspiration justify
direct

and the moral and

much

to consider
dential.

may
2.

When

from heaven.

upon it, if it
and contents
pretension to have come
to rest

entire scope

its

the character of Jesus

spiritual effects of

is

introduced,

His Gospel, we

shall

have

that might be supposed to belong to this cre-

I^ut there

remains a very interesting argument that

be briefly touched upon here.
Generally speaking, the records of revelation are worthy of their

Divine authorship or of

tlie

Divine
Author-

was composed by writers under a

ship,

in our thoughts that

Holy

control of the

make

it

Spirit,

we

.

.

.

special

find nothing, or very little, to

us hesitate in admitting the claim

;

but, on the contrary,

perpetual demonstration that the several authors cannot have

been

left to

themselves.

on the whole

;

'7

taking up the whole Bible, with the hypotlicsis

.

Dispassionately

Scripture

Divine authorship which they claim. ^^C^

The

children of this

and where they seem

to

Wisdom

do otherwise

justify her
it is

only
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we cannot

that
2 Cor. xi.

^r:

penetrate the secret which makes any one of

say, in the language of St. Paul,

For,

3.

/ speak

them

as a fool.

must be remembered that the records of revelation

it

exhibit a characteristic Divine-human excellence corresponding

human,

with the only sound theory of inspiration. They are worthy to
be assigned to the authorship of the controlling Spirit supposing
that Spirit to employ human faculties and human editorship.
:

They may not be at all points, in every line and every record,
what we might expect from the immediate dictation of the Holy
Ghost, or from the writing of His Finger on tables delivered to

man.

But,

if

God might

they are below what

be supposed to

send down straight from heaven, they are certainly altogether
beyond the unassisted ability of man, higher indeed than any
ability of

that

is

and one
*

man, even

assisted

from above, could have produced

to say, there are disclosures in various parts of the Bible,

in particular everywhere,

which imply not the raising of
"We have

earth to heaven but the descent of heaven to earth.

only to contemplate

their

tranquil,

authoritative

solution

of

questions that no other books have attempted even to investigate
their profound

God

;

and natural familiarity with God and the things of

the simplicity and awfulness of their doctrine of sin

;

the

supreme moral interest that everywhere reigns and their universal, never-failing appeal to what is good in human nature, as
if a Divine Voice were issuing from them for ever speaking to
;

something in the human

His truth

man,

for

spirit that

this is just Avhat

must

God

If

hear.

He would

write

:

records

whether we

given or to what is withheld.
There is a
and perfect human purity it is both the
Voice of God and the voice of man ; combined in so marvellous a

have respect

to

what

is

perfect Divine dignity

way
Supremacy.

as to

make

:

the claims of Inspiration rightly understood a

most impressive credential of the Faith.
4. Hence the simple and undeniable fact of the supremacy of
^^ Bible, as a collection of religious documents, may be appealed
to as itself a mighty presumptive argument of its own truth and of
the truth of the religion

nothing similar, in

most ancient

religious

Classics arranged

it

human

propounds.
literature.

There
Place

it

is

nothing parallel,

by the side of the

books, the Indian Vedas, the

Chinese

by Confucius, and the other sacred writings of
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the world at large, and comparison must soon give up

Soon give

up

it

not immediately

:

;

its task.

undoubtedly

for there are

certain outlines of primitive trutli in the ancient writings of the

East which show that they also were written not without a certain
degree of the Divine

afflatus.

The Holy Ghost has ever been the

Voice of One crying in the Avilderness, and saying, Prepare ye

way

In the books which treat of the Science of
and give us systems of Comparative Theology, more
than justice is done to this element common to the sacred books
of what we call heathenism and the Holy Scriptures so far as

the

of the Lord.

Keligion,

:

mere

justice

is

done, the advocate of Christianity heartily assents;

but when the other holy writings are collated with the Christian
at all points

it is

The Bible

unjust.

There

Polyglot.

an exaggeration of justice that becomes most
refuses to form one column of a great Biblical
outside of the Christian Scriptures no docu-

is

ment extant among men which

really professes to

written under the inspiration of

God

may seem

to

make such a claim

there

:

is

in half its contents refute the claim,

Again, there

judge.
it

may be

it

recovers

is

common

sense being the

no document of the kind extant

pleaded that, though as standing alone
its

have been

and among those which
not one which does not

character

when

for

which

has no divinity,

it

placed in a collection of sacred

But there is not a book of the Jewish and Christian
Scriptures which does not vindicate its own dignity and sanctity
books.

when

at all points

studied as belonging to the entire volume.

This leads however to a distinct argument.

The Unity

5.

credential in

its

great vision, and
Avith

two

a very strong

is

favour as professing to be from God.
its

interpretation one

:

It is

one

beginning and ending

the same Paradise, with thousands of years of redeeming

history between.

not

of the Scriptures of revelation

call itself,

It has

the Bible

:

been instinctively
one Book divided,

called,
if

what

divided at

it

does

all,

into

New

Testament as fulfilment should so
perfectly correspond with the Old Testament as prophecy is in
itself the most wonderful phenomenon in literature
it is evidence'
parts.

That the

:

as near demonstration as need be of the intervention of a Divine

Hand.

The lledeemer m.ade manifest

in the

answers face to face and feature for feature to the

later

Form

Sciiptures

predicted

Unity.
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in the older Scriptures.

But

it is

foreannounced in one book
sole

not merely that the

Who

comes

Same Being

He

in another.

is

is

the

predominant subject of many books in both departments of

One idea runs through the whole the kingdom of
up or restored in His incarnate Son. To this idea authors
of various ages and of various races contribute in a harmony which
never could be the result of accident or mere coincidence. Only
the Divine power could have made so many men, of different
the Bible.

God

:

set

lands, concert, without concerting, such a

scheme of
These men belonged to no school of consecutive writers

literature.
:

yet they

had been, before time v;as, in the counsel and councilchamber of Jehovah, and to have come forth each predestined
to furnish his own contribution.
If they had not asserted their
inspiration of God, that nypotnesis must have been invented to
account for the facts and phenomena of their writings. But they
have asserted it the claim is bound up with every page of the
word they have left behind them.
6. There is a special aspect of this argument which will be
seem as

if they

:

Unity in
^^^,!?^'

ment.

found of great importance by those who examine
point of view

:

that

is,

the unity of teaching which

it
is

through a long and diversified course of development.

from

this

maintained

The

lead-

ing doctrines which distinguish Christianity froqa every other

system of supposed religious truth are to be traced through the

many books

of the Bible in a line of everwidening and ever-

Each prominent article of our Faith may
germ in the earliest Biblical documents,
and downward again as it threads its way distinct from others
And all combined converge
until it finds its full expression.
through the older Scriptures to a consummate harmony in the New
Testament. These two facts are undoubted they ought not, at
least, to be doubted by anyone who is familiar with the history of
The Holy Trinity, with the redeeming
doctrine in the Bible.
relation to mankind of the Second Person in that Trinity, and
the relation to the universe of life sustained by the Third Person
the establishment in the world of a kingdom of grace destined
the acceptance of every penitent sinner by
finally to triumph
God on the ground of what is called a Eighteousness of Faith
the essential difference between soul and body, with the transient

deepening expansion.

be traced upwards to

its

:

;

REVELATION.
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—these
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the eternal issues of the

doctrinal truths which
run through the wliole Bible, so that Christian preachers may

present

life

of probation

;

are

all

take their proof-texts from almost every book; but which run

through the Bible with always progressive clearness.
development of doctrine we have to study elsewhere.

now

referred to

would be better
sence

— of

as a clear indication of the presence

Hand

—that

it

The
Godhead

in the construction of the Bible.

of the Sacred Trinity in the

might be shown to bear up the
is

— perhaps

to say of the very strong probability of the pre-

a Divine

supreme truth

The
It is

argument.

pillars of this

There

not a single reference in the Old Testament to the Messiah as

a Person near to Jehovah, or as Jehovah Himself, that
perfectly consistent with the

New

which the
reference,

perfectly

amazing

secret concerning

Testament brings to light

;

nor

is

not

His being

there a single

is

among multitudes, to the Spirit of God that is not
in harmony with what the later Scriptures declare as to

His relation to the Father and the Son.

Such

the effect pro-

is

duced on the devout mind of a believer in Christianity by the
consideration of this wonderful harmony that he is disposed to
place

it

among

the

foremost evidences of the Faith.

jMost

most emphatic and persuasive credentials.
7. It must be remembered that the argument based upon the
presence of the Divine Hand in the construction of the Bible is
not exhibited as final and demonstrative it is, as has just been
certainly

it is

one of

its

Strenoth
^^

^'^® ^'^'

°

:

remarked, only a credential hard to
observations

resist.

Here a few further

may be made which will suggest hints

to

be followed

out by the student himself to any extent.
(1.) There is in this no more demonstration than tlie analogical
argument generally presents. Throughout the Avorks of God

granted that the creation

is

a work of

God

— we

—

jjerceive the

universal sway of a law of evolution, qualified

hoAvever by a

subordinate law of occasional interventions

seem

the former.

we
be

Precisely

what we

tliat

find in nature

and

to

break

in providence

"Why it should
an absolutely valid proof of the

find in the gradual construction of Scripture.
so, it is

vain to ask.

That

it is

Divinity or supreme authority of the Bible
It might

VOL.

by the most wonderful of
I.

IT

all

it

is

vain to assert.

coincidences have happened

Analogical,
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that such a

Book should be composed

by authors

at long intervals

independent of each other, and retain such a character of steady,
But the probabilities against
uniform, evergrowing development.
this Avould
Qualification.

have been exceedingly great.

it must be borne in mind that the Divine influence
and agency in Scripture is not asserted to be absolute and unqualified.
What was said as to the miracles, and might have

(2.)

Again,

been said as to prophecy

— that

expected in the nature of the case

residual difficulties Avere to be

—may be said of the credentials

Objectors frame hypotheses of miracle and pro-

of inspiration.

phecy with which the

found to accord

facts are not

and they

:

So, also, they frame hypotheses of inspiration with

are offended.

which the records of revelation cannot be harmonised and they
This subject will be more fully dis:

turn away with suspicion.
cussed
it

is

when we come

enough

to the doctrine of inspiration.

to say that there is in the

workmanship of Scripture nothing
supposition of a Divine

human

At present

elements of the

utterly inconsistent with the

Hand overruling and

controlling

and even

arranging the whole compass of sacred literature.

SUMJIARY.

Summary.

These three credentials of Miracle, Prophecy, and Inspiration
they mutually give and receive strength, and

ought to be united

:

are strongest when they are combined.

The miracle

is

of course most

demonstrative to the extant generation of beholders, the prophecy

who come
The present generation in the midst of which miracles
are wrought cannot hand down to us in the fullest degree the
evidence of their senses we who behold the fulfilment cannot
send back to those who heard the prophecy our vision of accomit
Inspiration embraces the two in one
plished prediction.
records the fact of the miracle, and, as inspiration, makes it present
is

of course demonstrative only to the generations

afterwards.

;

:

to every age

makes the

past to those
it

;

while,

who hear it.

to the narratives of

it

were already come or were already

This

may be made

our Lord's mission.

plainer by appljing
Throughout the holy

is found working miracles and uttering prophecies.
His Avorks and His words were alike approaching their

Gospels Jesus

When

as inspiration, its record of a prophecy

fulfilment as if

UEVELATION.
close,

He
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predicted the coming of a miraculous power which

should provide for the permanent record of the whole

promised the

Sjiirit

of inspiration

Who

abide with His disciples but also to

abide with His Church.

He

:

was not only Himself
cause the Lord's words

Certainly the Saviour

to
to

when He gave

which was fulfilled from the
onward while the prophecy predicted a miraculous effusion of the Holy Ghost Who was to be a Memory within
the disciples' memory, and a special expositor of their Master's
words.
And the fulfilment of the prophecy was the Spirit of
inspiration through Whose influence and superintendence the Four
But these three are more or less united
Gospels Avere written.
this assurance uttered a prophecy,

Day

of Pentecost

;

throughout the history of the Bible
construction

joined since the

they have never been dis-

:

of the Biblical

Library began.

was prophecy which commenced, miracle abundantly followed, and in due time inspiration provided one permanent record. The three have kept pace through all the ages
of revealed truth and they ended together, when their common
work was done. Yet they have not ended. 1\\ the Bible miracle,
and prophecy, and inspiration abide but in some respects the
Strictly speaking,

it

;

:

greatest

is

inspiration

;

for it really absorbs the

gives continuance and permanence to

tlie

two

others,

and

whole.

THE CHARACTER OF CHRIST THE REVEALER.

pj^

.

,

,,

llevealer.

The Person of Jesus
the Faith,
is

is its

Author and Finisher of

Christ, the

highest and most sacred credential.

This

true of our Lord's historical manifestation generally;

but for our present purpose it will be sufficient to regard
Him as the Founder of His own religion, and to mark the
perfect consistency

be

the Incarnate

Avitli

whicli

Rcvealcr

He

supports His chiini to

truth.
The more
we examine the Four Gospels the more clearly
we perceive that He Himself in His Divine-human

of

all

closely
shall

selfconsciousness rested

His claims

:

upon

this for the

not only in the case of those

n

2

enforcement of

who were around
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Him

in the flesh,

but also throughout

The

the future.

all

strength of this argument as such will be found to be only
increased by the various explanations from time to time

devised to resist

There is no rational way of accountand ^Vork of Christ but that which

it.

ing for the Person

accepts the Divine origin of Christianity.

THE SUPREME CLAIM.
The Claim
01 Jesus,

Here we have reverently to consider the claim of Jesus, the
Eevealer, and the consistency of His teaching with His
claim both these being viewed as completely exhibited in the
ci^yppgiv^g
:

Christian revelation as a whole.

Unpar-

The

1.

alleled.

Saviour's testimony to Himself

any one of His

f^-Qj^

assertions,

corroborated by the exposition

Gospels, as these are
Apostles.

The sum

not to be gathered

is

but from the entire strain of the

is,

that

He came down

of His

from heaven as the

Son of God, and appeared on earth while still in heaven as the
Son of man, to reveal the words of His Father and to accomThere is noplish His Father's will, for human redemption.
thing parallel to the pretension of Jesus
entered into the

The

mind of man.

never risen to such a conception
itself
fact,

prepared for

it.

Jesus

is

:

;

nothing like

anticipation of

scarcely

had the Old Testament

the Incarnate Son of

or this claim, entirely rules the

new

ever

it

mankind had

dispensation.

Christianity which does not bring this credential

God

:

this

For the

we do not

plead

such a Christianity has descended to the level of other religions.
It might almost be said that the very claim is a sufficient creThat such a Being as Jesus of Nazareth undeniably was
dential.

—

and reverent, so mighty in word
power over all who approached
should declare Himself to have come down from heaven
jjini
Avith the mysteries of eternity, with eternal truth in His words
and eternal love in His heart, is itself something so new and

so lowly and pure,
and deed, with such

so unselfish
irresistible

—

transcendent that

it

might almost take our

the thought of those

who

faith captive at

are already His.

But

its-

it is

This is
a sublime credential Avhich provokes the unbelief of the unregenerate reason, and must defend itself.
will.

REVELATION.
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no more -wonderful characteristic of our Lord's
its divinity, than

Soleness

^ ^^^

revealing mission, and no stronger assertion of

the absence of everything that might place Him on a level Avitli
other tea<;hers, or with men generally. From His first word to
His mother in the temple down to His prayer before the cross,
there is not a single expression uttered by Himself which, fairly

a member of the fellowship of the human
Nor is there a single expression in the
New Testament which, fairly interpreted, makes Him a member
in common of the human race.
interpreted,

makes

Him

teachers of mankind.

(1.) It is true that on some few occasions Jesus spoke as a
man, and seemed to ally Himself with the Kabbis around Him. To
Nicodemus He said. We speak that we do biow, and testify that tee
have seen ; and ye receive not our xoitness : thus contrasting himself

with the Master of

Is^-ael

as the teacher of a

new

j^^j. j^j^g

other
teachers.

lo

—

13.

doctrine, while

some sense identifying Himself with his order. But it must
He immediately added No man hath ascended
up to lieaven, hut He that came down from heaven, even the Son of
Man IFhich is in heaven : thus, the very sentence which appears to
conjoitt the Eedeemer with His own Apostles, in which He indeed uses almost the Avords that both St. Paul and St. John apply 2
in

be remember<id that

to themselves,

is

:

that Avhich contains the vejy loftiest assertion

of His Divine authority as a Teacher.

Who

says that

He

is

THE Son of

Man

new Teacher

It is the

AVhich

is

self

Further, and

it

is

of great importance, our

with the human family as to elect for His own

name Son of Man,

only one instance out of
familiar.

will

liiul

way He

yet in every variety of

Himself from the descendants of Adara.

Whosoever

is

the

its

make

Not

like
^

*^

Pi-ov. viiL
'^^•

is

Matt.

us

^^'

bearings

one of the most effectual internal

evidences of the truth of our holy religion.

•

distinguished

the Gospels

studies the question in all

that in this fact

lips

If YE, being evil,

many with which

i"

1.

in heaven.

Lord never
once allied Himself with mankind in any such way as would be
inconsistent with the infinite peculiarity of His claim as His
Father's liepresentative in the human race.
The more deeply
this fact is pondered the more wonderful will it appear, and the
more mighty as a credential of the Christian Faith. Though His
delirjlits tcere with the sons of men, and He so identified Him(2.)

Cor. iv.
r

i

vii.
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ITS JUSTIFICATION.

The Claim

The

full exposition of the character of our Lord in all His
must be reserved. But there are some reflections which
arise from a general review of the history of His revelation of
Himself, and of the truth in Him, which will set this sacred and

oflSces

central credential in its proper light.
Anticipations of

Though

1.
i-jjjig

parallel

it is

undoubtedly true that nothing in human history

with this claim of the Eedeemer,

it is

found to be

harmony with the profoundest desires and instincts of
the race.
Not indeed that the incarnation of the Son of God had
ever been anticipated.
The loftiest aspiration of the religious
The transcendental
spirit in man had never aimed so high.
philosophy which makes the Infinite and the finite two necessary
in strict

poles of thought finding their axis, as

it

were, in the union of

the Absolute and the Conditioned in Christ could never have
existed if the Gospel

had not given

it

The

the idea.

difference

between the modern and the ancient Pantheistic philosophy is to
be traced to this Hegel and the moderns have ploughed with the
for
heifer of revelation, that is, of New-Testament revelation
:

;

Old Testament disclose this deepest secret of the
Whatever approximations towards the idea of a
counsel of God.
personal union between God and man, exhibited in any one
historic person, are to be found in the ancient or modern sysscarcely did the

tems of religious philosophy

lack, as close scrutiny proves, the

They never conand permanent union of the Divine and human in one personality. Yet
They
the very distortions of the truth are profoundly suggestive.
essential element of the Christian incarnation.

ceived, nor did they approach the conception, of a real

are like the magicians' imitations of the miracles in Egy])t

mitted exhibitions of what man's fantasy

Avill

:

per-

do with Divine

when Satan is the teacher and not the Holy Ghost. But
The manifestation of our Lord among men the Son
was the pure and perfect
of Man and the Son of God in one
realisation of the highest unconscious longing of human nature

truth,

—

to return.

—

:

-rr

Uagg.

••

11.

7.

Personal
Character.

that of seeinc;
° the Divinity reflected again in itself as a mirror.
He was in that sense also tJie Desire of all nations.
.

2.

.

Christ's personal character, if such language

may

be used.

REVELATION.
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neither altogether Divine nor altogether

human
life

;

with the perfection of

Human

of a man.

God

in

holiness has in

of so unheard-of a

must be said that

It is a character of Avhich it

reLation.

human

own

it

is

it is

Divine-

but exhibited in the

it,

Him

its

consummate

ideal:

He has set up one however that
Following Him throughout His career,

judged indeed by a standard that
our

:

reason approves.

;

and forgetting so far as we can His Divinity, we mark that every
and word, and believe, are constrained to believe, that every
thought also, is consistent with His assertion that Satan had NO John xiv.
^^•
PART IN Him. 'When the Saviour was tested by the Enemy in the
act

He neither asserted nor denied His sinlessness; but the
He gave were precisely those which a perfect human
would have uttered. It is luritten, Man sJuill not live hy

wilderness

answers
nature

When He

mouth of God.
was maligned by His foes among men He simply

challenged

all

bread alone, bid

Me

hij

every tvord tlmt proceedeth out of the

:

required His absolute sinlessness.
tif

comcth,

this icorld

He

spoke most explicitly, The John

and hath nothing in Me.

It

is,

of

iv.

*•

accusers and defied them
Wldch of you convinceth John
^^•
As He approached the cross, where His atonement

of sin?

jnince

Matt.

viii.

xiv.
'

"^

course, utterly impossible, in the nature of things, to demonstrate

the absolute sinlessness of Jesus as man.

But

pronounce upon that.

it

None but God can

must be remembered

ing to the assumption of the Avhole

New

that, accord-

Testament, Jesus Avas

His holiness is essentially Divine holiness.
more than man.
That is, it is a holiness which is guaranteed by the Divinity of
the Son of God.
The miraculous conception insured the sanctity
of the human nature and the Divinity of the Son insured the
permanent necessity of that sinlessness. Hence it was Divine
;

sanctity.
itself,

who

We

see that

can

a God.

fall,

that

He

In short,

Divine-human it
exhibit and that
:

;

3.

it

is

not a holiness that has retrieved

that our Lord's resistance to temptation

is
is

is

not that of one

does not speak of law and of duty save as

tiie

religious

character of the

what God, supposing Him
all the argument requires.

The Incarnate mission

of Jesus

is

also

Saviour

is

man, would

conducted precisely under Incarnate

such restrictions as are consistent Avith the twofold nature of His

one Person

:

and

this alone Ave

have a right to demand.

All

^lission.
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His works and
His

authority

there

:

The

His words are Divine.

all

universe

we

sense in which

a

is

is

under

see all things

And nothing can be more certain than
know everything pertaining at least to
human destiny as the impression produced in our mind
is that supreme power is at the Saviour's command, so also we

already put under Him.
that our

Lord claims

to

:

a conviction that

feel

Col

.ii.

3.

Johny.19.

He

has unlimited knowledge.

In

Him

are

hidden in the deepest
Both these truths our Lord impresses in His
sense of the term.
own heavenly manner, not yet understood by those who heard

hid

all the treasures

of wisdom and knowledge

The Son can do nothing of Himself, hut
for ivhat things soever

He

Kedeemer's assertion of both

who

Him

seeth the Fatlier

do:

Son likewise.
an Eternal Vision, and of what

These words speak of what is
an Eternal Power. But there
:

a strange reserve in the

is

yet not strange, however mysterious,

understand, or rather believe

ful relations to

He

also doeth the

doeth, these

is

to those

tchat

:

God and man.

the Lord's Avonder-

in,

This power

is,

as it were, held

and sometimes fettered by some transcendent restraint this knowledge is a hearing of the Father, first in eternity,
and then gradually enlarging in human faculties. Of the unfathomby

in trust

;

able mystery that

is

here

it is

needless to speak

tency with the claim, amazing beyond

Founder of our
„

,

4.

-

Teaching,

all

:

human

only of

its consis-

conception, of the

faith.

Christ's style of teaching exhibits the

same harmony.

It

on the one hand, perfectly after the manner of men. He uses
human documents, quotes them humanly, and adopts the purest
His presentation of truth as a Teacher is
arts of human rhetoric.
simply the highest in human literature. But it is absolutely Divine
is,

those who are

drawn by the cords

of a man, for instance, in the begin-

ning of the Sermon on the Mount must be constrained to own at
the close that they have heard the voice of a God and not of a
man. We feel that His dealing with the conscience is not that
of a

human

Judge,

Who

demands of

Avitness,

nor of a sanctified

human

teacher, but of a

not only gives laws and administers them but also
all

who

hear

Him

an account of their conduct.

No

one can read carefully the Four Gospels without feeling that the
Master of Christian doctrine and morals is more than man. It

may

be sometimes matter of doubt whether the Teacher

is

one to

REVELATION.
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in
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an extraordinary manner the Divine authority was

Son of God. But there can be
no doubt whether or not the Voice of Jesus speaks with the condelegated, or Himself the Divine

fidence of a final Eevealer of doctrine

The two

pure humanness of His ministry.
character

man

And

and Arbiter of duty.

made

the very doubt to which reference has been

sides of

implies the

His teaching

— the one expressed by the people's question,

How hioweth

John

and the other by our Lord's
own self-revelation, Mij Father hath taught Me are harmonised
in the Redeemer's claim as avowed through His Avhole history,
but on no other principle can they be reconciled.
this

having never learned

letters,

vii.

1^;

1

'^iii

—

5.

The end and consummation

of the Saviour's whole

reveals this credential in its infinite clearness

Founder of Christianity Himself

and

force.

work
The

lays the chief stress of

Consumi»ation of

His

appeal to mankind on His redeeming mission, and His atoning
death.

It

must be expected,

therefore, that in the crisis

mination of the incarnate history

—that

connected with the death of the cross

— the

Lord's Divine-human nature would be

impressive way.

Accordingly,

is,

cul-

deep secret of our

exhibited in

we observe

and

in the transactions

its

that in almost

most
all

the

and death there is evidence that
the Victim of manifest human violence and of hidden Divine
justice is both human and Divine.
He approaches His passion
as a man the Man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief, is only a
man of deeper sorrow and more profoundly acquainted with grief
than other men. Looking at Him from our human position, we
see that He advances to the end like any other martyr He had His
distant dread. His Gethsemane foretaste, and then the very bitterdetails of our Lord's suffering

:

Is. liii. 3.

:

itself.
By those who looked at Him
He was regarded naturally as the first of all

ness of death

human

eyes

with only
confessors

meekness as towards enemies, perfect in lowliness of
God, and perfect in self-sacrifice as bearing the
witness of blood to His mission. But by those who beheld Him
from heaven He was seen of angels it was regarded as a more
perfect in

lieart as before

—

—

The Eternal Father had again and again
declared that the SulTerer was His Eternal Son as when He sent
Him down from the mount of transfiguration, and when He
than mortal passion.

:

acknowledged

Him

before the wondering crowd in

the temple.

1

Tim.
^^'

iii.
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So

also the centurion near the cross,

Him
may

afar

not be accepted by

value

is felt

and the

who

who watched

the credentials of Christ

all as

only by those

disciples

These testimonies, however,

bore their witness.

off,

their

:

accept the heavenly origin of the

Gospels, and already believe in the Divine-human Person of the

But the naked strength of the argument

Son.

who watch

and humanity

carefully the union of Divinity

own

in the Saviour's

According to His own

sentiment, bearing, and words.

ficial

by those
mark very

is felt

the Great Sufferer of Christianity, and

Prayer, His death was a voluntary self-sanctification

sacri-

to be

;

an offering the virtue of which should expiate the sin of the
world, to reveal the Divine glory in the redemption of mankind,

and through that revelation to secure His own return to the glory
of God.
]^o testimony borne by our Lord to Himself is plainer
than that which declares Him to have died not as men die; but to
have suffered as the Son of God, appointed in the Divine counsel

by dying

to save the race
tianitj^ is

based upon

this.

for

The Person

this foundation.

The

it.

entire

It stands or falls

Who

economy of

Chris-

with the security of

claims the confidence of men,

Him

their eternal destiny, asks

their absolute submission only as their

Divine-human Eedeemer.

and demands that they entrust to
His credentials are not perfect
cross.

And

incident and

passion

His

apologists, Avho plead

word of the

itself, is

they are delivered from the

till

His cause, affirm that every

history of the passion, like the great

consistent with the Saviour's claim.

calm undertone of Divinity in

all

the

human

There

experience and

is

a

testi-

The Lord declared beforehand the circumstances of His
made His disciples familiar with
that cross the sight of which afterwards appalled them so much.
He spoke of His enemies as having no power against Him of

monj^

death, and after a certain period

themselves

;

of the hosts of angels as ready to defend

them

to His aid

Him

if

He

and of the whole passion
generally as a foreordained event that nothing could avert from
Him though He accepted it with perfect spontaneousness. It is

should only

call

;

profoundly true that the credentials of Christianity come in

all

from the passion-week and the eve of the cross.
Humanly speaking, and supposing the Sufferer to be only a perfect
man, we may claim for the death of Jesus a dignity and a pathos
their strength
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He

of which there are few examples in history and no rivals.
set

His face

Him

there

;

steadflistly to

and, though

go to Jerusalem, knowing what awaited

He might

have escaped

Him

of the people evidently wished to give
deliberately arranged everything,
for

His own end.

His

down

—for the leaders
— He

the opportunity

to the minutest particular,

disciples' safety

was

in

His thoughts, and

provision for His mother, and for the daughters of Jerusalem

only

less

dear to

Him

than she was, at the very time that

He

was meditating on the world's salvation. Daring tlie same hour
that He was pouring out His triumphant prayer in the expectation of His glory, as if the suffering of death was over, He was
in the profoundest anguish of Gethsemaue, holding in His hand
the cup which He drank Avith seemingly more fear than Socrates
But an infinite difference
felt when his cup was in his hand.
There was a bitterness in the
is manifest between the cups.
Kedeemer's agony which no man hath felt or could feel. It was
tlie endurance of that curse on human sin which the Christian
economy ascribes to Christ, and the absence of which makes the
history of the end of Jesus unintelligible.
We take the three
is something more than
them the fourth, and we
To have invented such a
triumphant Messiah was

(iospels"and perpetually feel that there

We

mortal in His sufferings.

add

to

l)erceive the secret of the mystery.

the suffering and
beyond the power of such men as the Evangelists. It
had been the labour of Jewish Eabbis for ages to disjoin the two
the interpretation of inspired men alone could unite them thus.

combination of

altogether

The

Spirit of Christ in

])assion

the Proi^hets

could only signify the

and the glory that should follow.

Christ in the Evangelists teaches
the glory blended in one

them

But the

Spirit of

to see the suffering

and

hour and the power of
redemption.
That two such aspects of His death are found in
the same Gospels requires the agency of the Spirit for its explanaand His explanation is that the Saviour was delivered up
tion
hour, the

;

by the wicked counsel of men to the wicked hands of men, on
the one hand, and that on the other. He died by the determinate
counsel and foreknowledge of God.
Meanwhile He, as at once
God and man, yielded Himself up both to the will of man and to
the will of

God His

Father.

Here

all is

evident though incora-
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prehensible consistency -with that supreme claim on which
stress is laid,

and those who

of this most sad and most glorious of
Prediction as

Kinffdom.

Once more,

6.
j^jj^j

it

must

the

'

His credentials.

all

strike every thoughtful observer of Jesus,

hearer of His words,

(Mictions

all

are of the truth must feel the force

the peculiar character of His pre-

tliat

concerning the future of His cause upon earth

harmony with His Divine-human

is

in strict

Almost from the outset
of His manifestation it is obvious that the Teacher of Nazareth
speaks of that future with two voices that are really one that
is to say, on many occasions it might seem as if He were sent to
make a great experiment, the issue of which would depend upon
claims.

:

His servants'

fidelity

;

many

while, on

other occasions.

He

spoke

in the full consciousness of the accomplishment of a Bivine pur-

known

pose the end of Avhich was

to

Him

as clearly as the

There can be no doubt that these two aspects of our
JFJien iJie Son of man
Lord's prevision are manifest everywhere.
Cometh, shall He find faith on the earth ? was His question to the
beginning.

Luke
xviii. 8.

kind of

disciples concerning a special

inculcated, a faith, however, that
as rare in every age,

and probably

to be rare at the last.

This

He

faith that

—to them but not

only one specimen of

is

He

constantly

bids His disciples to regard
to

Himself

many passages

which the Saviour seems to look out upon a vast contingency.
is plenteous, hut the labourers are few ; Pray ye
the
Lord
therefwe
of the Jmrvest, that He ivill send forth labourers into
His harvest. Here we have another. But there is a much larger
number of His sayings in which there is no contingency expressed
in

Matt.ix.
37, 38.

The harvest truly

Such ai'e all the purely eschatological discourses,
where the programme of the future kingdom is sketched in its
broad outlines with a firm hand. There is no more clear and
or implied.

than the future of the

definite history in the Bible

evidently as present to the

the day on which

He

speaks

whatever

:

New

authority of the writers of the

without a
Isa. xlvi.

10.

Who

single

exception

last day,

Divine Teacher in the Gospels as

they

sum

may

be thought of the

Testament,
represent

it is

to

certain that

us a

Saviour

of things, declaring the end

from
and has before His eyes the whole panorama of
human history. Certainly it was not His will to disclose all;
because, in the unfathomable mystery of life, what is present to
beholds at once the

the beginning,
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to the creature a yet unformed future dependent
Hence the Saviour's predictions of the events of
the long interval the times and the seasons are given in general
terms.
That there was to be a long interval He always implied
especially in the kingdom-parables. That it was to be a diversified
interval of struggle He showed also / am come to send fire on tite Luke
The disciplinary
earth; and what ivill I if it he already kindled ?
furnace was already heated before its fiery process began among
men it must begin at the house of God, and even with the Son
in the house But I have a baptism to he baptized with ; and how
am I straitened till it be accomplished ! His disciples might exjject

the Supreme

is

on himself

—

—

:

:

xii.

*"•

;

:

it to

I

be otherwise

tell

you,

Nay ;

:

Suppose ye that

I am

but rather division

:

come

to give

peace on earth

for from henceforth

—a

that always stretched from the present to the last future
shall be five in one house divided, three against two

—

?

term
tlicre

and two against

The two aspects of the future that in which it is a fixed
and that in which it is a varied contingency are strikingly
combined in the Lord's reference to Avhat He termed the day of

three.

—

issue,

While in general the expression refers to the final
Lord Himself comprehended under

His appearing.
advent,
it

it is

certain that the

the entire space of the interval

the several critical events

:

such as the Pentecostal visitation and the destruction of Jerusalem,

and the many

indefinite crises indicated in the Apocalypse

the day or the coming of Christ.
fully in its proper place.

— were

This must be studied more

Meanwhile,

it is

enough to point out

manner the Saviour's predictions of the
future of His cause and kingdom confirm His claim to be the
incarnate but Divine Revealer of the Father's will and Author of
in

hoAv wonderful a

the Christian Faith.
7. This leads, however, to another view.
The provision made
by the Founder of Christianity for the continuance of His cause
or kingdom on earth exhibits the same tokens of consistency with

His Divine-luiman character.

The human

provisions are through-

out perfect in their calm, deliberate foresight.
the Twelve were carefully chosen
Lord's

own way

:

The Seventy and

the former to prepare the

manner, and accordingly with rules
permanence ; the latter to pave
the way for His Gospel among all nations after His departure.
in a transitory

for their guidance not adapted for

Provision
i^^i' the
""ire.
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and accordingly with a long-continued discipline the perfection of
which appears throughout the Gospels. We see also that while
the Lord speaks of a kingdom over men He is also preparing for
a Church gathered from among men its foundation is laid, and
:

the

Two

lation

Sacraments

—appointed

membership.
order

— the most wonderful

for the initiation

expedients in

and abiding

all legis-

test of worthy-

Besides these two fundamentals of ecclesiastical

many other regulations were made. In

unprovided for

:

fiict,

nothing v/as

left

every hint and germ develops afterwards into

a perfect system. But the proand in truth its adaptation depended
upon the Lord's own survival and victory as God over death and
continuance in life. All was made to rest, further, upon a heavenly
Substitute for His visible presence, Whose glorious descent from
heaven, a Messenger from Himself, is as clearly before the
Redeemer's mind as His own descent through death to the world
This argument for it is really such requires to be
of spirits.

profound significance,
vision

is

fitted into

at all points Divine

;

—

—

studied with care, especially in the light of the final discourses

Can anything be conceived more grand

in St. John.

or sublime

than the Saviour's tranquil committal of the interests of His

kingdom to Another Divine Person, for AVhose advent He had
made all necessary preparation 1 The idea of a divided function
His own in heaven and the Spirit's upon earth is one with which

—

we

are so familiar that

uniqueness.

we

are apt to lose our sense of its perfect

If it did not

come from below.

come from above, it could not have
was earth, then never did earth

If its origin

produce so strange a thought before. In other words, the great
future is humanly provided for, but under Divine conditions, by

one and the same Incarnate Head of our
Contrasts
in Jesus,

8-

^^

might trace

still

religion.

further this marvellous chain of con-

which are the credentials of our Lord's
But the best apology of the Christian Religion for
ever keeps the Person of its Founder in view and considers the
combination in Him of Divine dignity and human humility. The
claims of Jesus to the homage and devotion of men are at all
points exactly what might be expected of Deity Incarnate, but to
be accounted for on no other assumption. Without that great presistency, the links of

mission.

supposal

all is

obscure and incomprehensible

:

that being admitted
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harmonious and worthy of acceptation.

all is

character as

the

Head

tinctness the

two

sides.

present

Him

In our Saviour's

of a religion are seen in

There

as one of ourselves,

marked

dis-

a series of records which re-

and even

as claiming to be the

/ am meek and lowly Matt.
and such a most tender human atmosphere the history
breathes to the end.
But this same Jesus everywhere claims,
both from His foes and from His friends, all that God might
exact the former He threatens with His own displeasure, as if
there could be no fear beyond that ; while from the latter He demands perfect love and creaturely consecration. There is nothinglike this in the history of mankind. Such a twofold relation of One
to others
of a human Head to the members of His community
is
Refuge of the weary because

He

is

could say,

xi.

in heart ;

:

—

—

absolutely alone in

human

affairs.

The

purest, gentlest,

and most

abstracted of men, Avhose deep devotion to heaven and unselfish
spirituality cannot be for a

nevertheless addresses those

God and

their Judge.

On

was the meekest man on

moment even brought in question,
who seem to be His fellows as their

He

the one hand.

displaces Moses, Avho

and becomes Himself the pattern
of humilit3^
On the other hand, His holy wrath surpasses the
jealous anger of Moses who rebuked the people and died for his
impatience.

The Woes

earth,

Numb.xii.
'^'

jq

of Jesus are as historical as His Bene- Matt.

v.

the noblest argument for the consistency ,. ^"^^
Matt. xxi.
and truth of the Saviour's claims is the calmness with which He

But, after

dictions.

all,

asks for the undivided

sum

the

.

homage

perfect love for Himself
it

holds good that I
9.

wc

We

God

;

Himself makes
and then claims

here upon earth as there in heaven

AND MY Father are

one.

complete the chain, thus feebly held and traced,

He came

He was upon

earth and since

He

when

has gone into heaven.

dowi> to this world, the Eternal Son in the

jojij^

^

30.

point to the inexpressible influence of the Saviour's character,

l)oth while

If

:

He

of every heart.

of religion the perfect love of

flesh,

and

delivered these credentials of power and goodness, and died for

wc miglit expect that His
Divine-human ascendency over men would be supreme and permanent. No one can read the four Gospels without feeling that
the sway of Jesus of Nazareth over those who came within the
us as the Incarnate Lover of our souls,

sphere of His influence was strictly answerable to our hypothesis.

'j j^^

infln.

cnce of
J'^^"^'
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To none was He an

all

on any human

human hero

:

The

principle.

His supremacy

narratives that record it

mere

to be suspected of depicting a

and simple

are too artless

;

It is impossible to account for

a different man.

over

no one ever crossed His
Him, Avho was not thenceforward

object of indifference

path, or exchanged -words with

they have no air of embellishment, and rather

There

understate than exaggerate.

is

not a sentence in them that

calls attention to the character or works of Jesus as their subject.

They simply record

and leave those

facts,

facts to

produce their

own impression. We follow the steps of the Redeemer and
mark that His influence on all men is precisely what the influence of God incarnate would be. If the recorders of His life had
;

purposed to describe such a Being, supposing them able to form
the conception and to execute it, they could not have better

The scene with the doctors and His

accomplished their task.

parents in the Temple, the conclusion of the discourse on the

mountain, the testimony of those sent to entangle Him, the
various accounts of His colloquies with His disciples, occasional
intercourse with individual strangers,

maUgnant Jews,

into every person wlvo

John
^^-

vii.

and controversies

had

to

do with His death,

-with the

He

solemn pathos of awe Avhich

Avith the

all

inspired

conspire to

prove that the Jesus of the Gospels is always consistent with His
Never man spake like this
claims to be the Incarnate Son of God.

Man !

never

man was

The sentiments

Him

love

name

by this Son of the Blessed are

testimony to the Divinity of His claims.

There

been permanent.
the

loved, reverenced, adored like this

inspired

is

Man

to those

And

!

who

it

has

nothing possible to the Supreme that

of Jesus has not accomplished during the Christian

His name through faith in His name has evoked a stronger
and a purer enthusiasm than any other ; and it is the only one
"Wherever the Gospel
that has evoked it among all races alike.
ages.

is

preached and received Jesus

Who

is

the

Son

of

God

:

is

accepted as the Son of

man

accepted with a fervour and confidence

qualities could account for.
No mere man ever
was or could be received with such an equal devotion with that
kind of catholic recognition which regards Him not as a Jew or an
But the vast
Oriental but as the Man Who belongs to all men.

which no human

:

majority of those

who have

received

Him

have received

Him

as
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the exceptions have always beeu few.

:

He

has received

a Divine devotion through all generations from His own people
and been hated as only Divine excellence can be hated. He is
still God manifest in thejlesh : by far the most influential power that

;

has ever been

known

in the

afiiiirs

1

Tim.

iii.

16.

of mankind.

HYrOTHESES EXPLAINING THE MANIFESTATION OF CHRIST.

Many

have been the attempts to give an account to human

reason of the most wonderful phenomenon in
that

is,

all

human

to parry the force of this argument, the

and the most

effectual

It has

forward.

been

that

of all
felt

Objections.

most precious

Christianity has

by friends and enemies

this is the inmost stronghold

history

to

bring

alike, that

and consequently both the most

;

determined assaults and the most resolute defence have been found
here.

A few remarks

infidelit}'-

may be made on

the methods adopted

by

the student will perceive that the consideration of

:

these methods will tend only to strengthen our position.
1.

It is

remarkable that the Gospels, which contain predictions

of the entire future of the Redeemer's kingdom, very accurately
predict, both

by word and

One with

many
Varieties.

in act, the

kind of assault that would

be directed against the name of Jesus.

During our Lord's sojourn
on earth the representatives of every subsequent speculation spent
their surmise and questioning upon Him, and the representatives
of every subsequent attack are found confronting Him.

The

colloquy between the Master and the disciples at Ca^sarea Philippi

throws much light on the divided opinions of the generation.
Whom do men say that I, the Son of man, am ? was a question once Matt.
13.
asked and still continued from age to age. It teaches significantly
that the opposition excited

among His contemporaries took

the

form of hypothesis concerning His Person. His enemies pondered
rather "Who He was than What He was.
Although sometimes
they strove to impeach His moral character, as one who broke the

who

up the people, or who was too familiar with
aimed at the mystery of His relation to the
Father either avowedly pointing to His known Nazareth family,
or darkly hinting at a supposed compact with Satan.
Anyone
who should collate and study the opinions of His contemporaries
Sabbath, or

stirred

sinners, generally they
:

VOL.

I.

I

xvi.
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concerning

Him

germs of

will find the

From

and treatment.

subsequent opinions

all

that day Jesus has riveted on Himself the

And

regards of the whole civilised world.

it

may be

safely

Founder of Christianity has
had reference, expressed or unexpressed, to the mystery of His
This most strange phenomenon the Form
Incarnate Person.
has to be accounted
much
like the Son of God
seems
so
that
They must
for in some way by those who reject Christianity.
affirmed that

speculation on the

all

—

—

confront and salute this Figure
scorn or with reasoning doubt
Metliods
of Infidelity.

;

:

it

may

be with fear or Avith

but never with indifference.

2. The methods of infidel resistance to the claims of Christ
have been very various ; but usually they have wavered between
two sides of an alternative Avhile all accept the reality and in a
certain sense the truth of the Record, some have laboured to find
:

Image of

flaws in this

holiness, or, if they

have not disparaged

the Lord's character, have aimed to prove that

it

exhibits nothing

beyond human attainment while others, despairing of this, and
leaving His character untouched, have made it a picture dra'WTi
by the enthusiasm of His disciples vying with each other in laying on the Picture touches of perfection. What more has to be
;

said definitely on these points will be only briefly indicated

discussion of the Person of Christ will

:

and future
introduce much that might

reverence imposes a restraint as to the former class

;

otherwise be said on the latter.

THE PERSONAL CHARACTER OF
Our Lord's personal

The
Cliaracter
of Jesus.

Sinless-

whether in

itself or in relation

to His mission, has been brought into controversy from the
beo-inniu"'; but with very different subordinate objects, and on
very different principles. Generally, the assault has been nega-

tive or positive

ness questioned.

character,

JESU.S.

:

either the absolute sinlessness of Jesus has been

denied,or some positive moral impeachment has been ventured on.
1. Negatively, it has been asserted that the sinlessness which
Christianity imputes to
impossibility.

its

Concerning

Founder

is

simply and absolutely an

this assertion it is

enough

to say that

pays an unconscious tribute of high importance to the fact that our
Saviour's claim to be, in virtue of His Divine personality, eternally
it
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what His servant calls Him, Separate from sinners. Heb. vii.
26.
by most sincere opponents of the Christian revelation
that Jesus is presented to us by His Evangelists, and by Himself
essentially

It is felt

through their record, as One in

be any

taint.

definite Present

Him

In

:

Whom

John gathers up

St.

admit that such a claim

is

is

no

sin.

made

:

there neither

is

nor could

all

testimonies in one In-

Some
many

sincere Christians, for

there are

who do not

instance, think it necessary to the jjerfection of our Lord's

1

John iii.
'^•

human

was possible for Him, under pressure of temptation,
to have fallen
and many unbelievers suppose that Jesus Avent
no further than a challenge to His enemies to prove against Him
any moral evil. In either case, they take it for granted that He
shared the common infirmity of mankind, and make their comments accordingly.
Some, at whose head stand the French

nature that

it

;

Encyclopaedists,

and the German author of the " Wolfenblittel

Fragments," regard him as an impostor

who made

piety a

mask

:

having failed to secure the empire of Judaism he changed his

and said that his kingdom was not of this world. Others
first and greatest of Christian
enthusiasts who have mistaken ardent zeal and high devotion for
sinlessness.
Later infidelity has been more respectful than the
note,

suppose that he was only the

earlier,

from

and has been content

sin

is

man, and

to allege that the exemjition of Christ

fatal to the claims of Christianity
all

men

:

since

He was

truly

Christian theology which

The

are sinners.

meets such an argument by saying that Christ might have sinned

The

and
was
tempted of evil in His human nature, which was conceived and
born without sin and that He was incapable of falling because
His human nature had no personality independent of His Divine

but did not

sin plays into the enemies' hands.

indeed the only reply

is

that the

Head

best,

of the Christian Faith

;

nature, which rendered sin impossible.
2.

Positively, the elements of our Lord's character have

been

analysed, and found to be wanting in some attributes essential to
perfection.

This

is

a chapter in

our Apologetics which the

Christian mourns to approach, and would fain

He

can see no spot in the

Lamb

of

God

;

make very

the character of his Master the more fully persuaded

embodies

all perfectioii.

brief.

and the more he studies
is

he that

But many who say that they arc
I

2

it

dis-

Fault
^^y°*^ "'
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The

passionate critics come to a different conclusion.
asperity against His enemies

;

Saviour's

His avowed indifference to ascetic

practices, and disrespect to the conventional morality which
would separate a Rabbi from convivial assemblies and prevent
His recoil from sufferhis numbering women among his disciples
His vacillation during the last days of His
ings and from death
life
the bitterness of the final Woes uttered before He left His
;

;

;

people

;

these are features in which

—by recent English

to its

disgrace — He has been counted

own

disciples.

But there

As

objections.

He relaxed the prescriptive observances
as the Lord of the Temple He

which had clustered around the day
proprieties

men

:

did not generally act

He made

and

;

as the

Lord of

to the verge of rigour,

it

known

to be strict in principle

was His good pleasure to show in

that the

wisdom which cometli

children

:

that her severity

ness from created things

is

is

fi'om

above

is

practice

justified of all her

not asceticism and her abstractednot indifference to the welfare of

The Saviour did indeed bow under the burden

human

unfathomable Messianic sorrows, and His

of His

part shrank from

the bitterness of that death which was prepared for Him.
to shrink from death

not necessarily to fear

is

only paid a tribute of salutation to the enemy
destroy.

all

Himself the Friend of publicans and sinners.

Moreover, as His morals were well

mankind.

answering these

in

enough that we adopt His own defence.

is

it

of the Sabbath

acted there as

difficulty

Infidelity,

some of His

to the Lord's indifference to the conventional

ethics of the time,

As the Lord

no

is

great than

less

it

:

But

the Redeemer

whom He came

to

Moreover, his eyes must be holden indeed Avho does

not perceive that in Gethsemane, as distinguished from Calvary,
the question was of something infinitely more than death.

On

the cross, in the j^resence of multitudes of witnesses, no infirmity
is

betrayed for a

moment

:

in the garden before the cross there

is

a most mysterious and incomprehensible struggle of the Incarnate

Redeemer which points

to the sacrificial endurance of the visita-

tion of Divine justice for the sins of the world.
Matt.
xxvi. 38.

the sinful fear of dying

:

This was not

witness the words, 3Iy soul

unto death

is

exceeding

Here there were only
and
if indeed in all senses witnesses
three human witnesses
the record of the exceeding bitter Gethsemane cry might have

sorrowful, even unto death. !

—

!

—
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if

the Evangelists had written with the fear of

enemies before their eyes.
is

we may

As He

severity

Ave see

He

to the last

impeachment, our Lord

Ye

believe in

God, believe also in Me, John xiv.

disbelieve in Jesus because of His

^"

and Avrath against hypocrites and reprobate sinners must

God

and hear and
is

said,

who

say: those

disbelieve in the

as

As

the perfect Counterpart and Representative of the Old-Testa-

ment Jehovah.
so

117

of the ancient Scriptures.

feel

In the Gospels

the very Jehovah of the older revelation,

described from Paradise to the Return from Captivity.

HYPOTHESES AS TO JESUS AND CHRISTIANITY.

As

it

the

respects

public

Faith in

many

ways.

It

and work

appearance

Founder of Christianity, the argument

may be

is

of

the

turned against our

As

to the
^^

'

well to glance rapidly at the

stages through which the assault generally travels, or rather at

the various resting-places whore the spirit of unbelief halts.
1.

The

first

h}'pothesis reduces Jesus to the level of the other

great reformers of mankind, assigning

Him

it

may be

the

first

Primus inter pares, as they said of Him in Galilee that
He was One of the prophets. At the right juncture he arose and

l)lace

Primus
'^ritQT

^^^^'

:

by a mysterious influence which it could not
resist, and so swayed the minds of his followers that he became for
ages the Lord of human thought and destiny.
Every great power
in human affairs has had its secret.
Every man who has moved
his own nation in his own time, and many nations afterwards,
has had some peculiar element of success a great doctrine, or
the offer of something longed for by all men, or irresistible force
of arms.
So it is said that Jesus had his secret, though no one
ventures to say what it was. Suffice that he led captive the whole
world at his will and for some unexplained reason was more
successful than any before him had ever been.
The peculiarity of
this hypothesis is that it treats the Founder of Christianity with
great respect, and in fact has been accepted by many who accept
the Christian revelation as from God a Divine economy but
without a Divine Head. But it is utterly inadequate to explain
fascinated the world

:

;

:

the Saviour's

own testimony

to the nature of

therefore at best a great unreality.

He

His mission

;

and

is

Himself utterly disavowed

Matt. xvi.
14.
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it.

From

the beginning to the end of His public teaching

separated Himself from other

human

teachers as summarily as

separated Himself from other children of

John

X. 8.

words

all

that

ever

came

Me

before

Adam.

are thieves

He
He

Although the

and

had

robbers

another meaning as spoken to the Jews, they were intended also
to signify that

no Messiah professing to have come with a

revela-

He Who

spoke

tion for the race could substantiate his claims.

was Himself from the beginning

Fanaticism.

end of the world the only
Eevealer.
Neither does Christ nor do His Apostles rest the
Aveight of the Christian religion upon the human excellence of its
Founder in comparison of other prophets of mankind.
2. A second hypothesis makes Jesus a Jewish fanatic, who was
inspired

by an intense study

to the

and legends
amazing scheme

of the ancient documents

of Judaism, formed during his silent youth the

out of which Christianity sprang, kindled his

own enthusiasm

in

the hearts of a few others whose natures he could read as he read
Simon's, came to believe in himself as the creation of his

own

upon the hazard of a great experiment, and
at length paid the penalty of his daring.
But a single glance at
the awful tranquillity and reasonableness of the Lord's character
An enthusiast He was, beyond any
at once dispels this illusion.
that ever lived He was the second Adam, hungering and thirsting for what the first Adam had lost; both His anger and
sorrow at the effect of sin, and His eagerness to redeem the world,
sprang from His suj)reme charity. All the glorious enterprises of
enthusiasm, cast

all

:

Christian love of souls have been only

Him.

But a

cism in

all

He was

fanatic

not,

nor

is

rills

from the ocean in

there one trace of fanati-

the narratives concerning Him.

Those who read the

Gospels in the light of the Old Testament, and with sufficient

knowledge of Hebrew customs,

will see no traces of religious
was no more than a meet tribute
to His own honour and the honour of His own Father that He
cleansed the Temple that is, the outer court and approaches of it,
where alone the guilty traffic took place, and where such an act of

frenzy in the acts of Jesus.

Fanatic
in the
Fanuni.

Matt
23.

xxi,

It

:

zealotry as His Avould require only authority to sanction

what

autharitif doest

auth-yiity 1

Thou

When He

these

things

?

and who gave

turned water into wine

He

it

TJiee

:

By
this

did the precise

opposite of what a fanatic would have essayed to do.

When He

REVELATION.
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seemed to renounce His mother and His brethren, it Avas only to
teach that He was of no race or lineage, but the Son of man
that lesson taught,

He

with anything but

love.

He was
Satan

never treated His mother or His kindred

As

to those

cast

out

Satan

?

it is

impostor should spend his
sacrificing self for the

profess to believe that

ever alleged.

Him

ask,

How

can Mark

That an
in exposing hypocrisy, and in

superfluous to say a word.
life

good of

His enemies of every age being
is

who

a conscious impostor, though they hear

ill.

23.

others, as Jesus confessedly did,
Avitness, is

what no sane reasoner

JModern infidelity has outgrown that charge, and

made it.
we have been considering what arguments may be urged

or ought to be ashamed of having
3.

So

far

against the Divine origin of Christianity as represented by

its

Head.

Documents av
tacked.

But these have had little success. Accordingly, the attack has
been more generally directed against the documents of the Faith
and elaborate theories have been devised to account for the
Author of Christianity without any special reference to Himself
or His own character.
These are sometimes dignified by highsounding names, and have had much more attention than they
deserved.
By whatever names known they are simply variations
on the central theme that the Christian religion is a remarkable
:

development under favouring circumstances of a fortunate germ.
This germ could not,

hoAvevei",

have developed Avithout the help of

the early adherents of Jesus, Avho are supposed, in every form of

— the
— of the Christian system on the foundation

the hypothesis, to have raised the superstructure

must noAV be changed

for

figure

name of Jesus that name being supposed by some to have
been merely the centre of legendary accretions, by others the

of the

:

symbol or expression of a national Messianic myth, and again by
others as the Avatchword of opposite parties in the early church
in the interests of Avhich the Gospels Avere invented, thus creating

a Christendom that forgot the true meaning of the name Jesus,
being the expression only of theories or tendencies.
(1.)

First comes Avhat

of Christianity.

It

may be

called the

simply assigns to

it

Legendary Hypothesis

an origin Avhich requires

no more than a slight luicleus of reality in the person of Jesus
and His personal influence of Avord and Avork the industrious
:

enthusiasm of His

folloAvers

invented

all

the rest.

This method

Lfgeudary
Origin.
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economy

of accounting for the Christian

mon

applied to

is

com-

it in

scheme of revelation and all the supernatural
events and wonderful histories of the Bible.
In fact, it is the
normal and necessary argument of unbelief in the Divine conduct
witli the -whole

of the universe generally, and of

based on a

is

i)liil()sophy,

religious sentiment merely
its

embellishment or

its

human

falsely so

affairs in particular.

called,

It

which makes the

an accident of human nature, either

disease as the case

may

be.

supposes

It

that the universal instincts, traditions, and religious records of

mankind

are merely the produce of imagination under a special

which no account can be given. In particular, it
assumes that the entire fabric of the Bible is a tissue of the
influence, for

national legends of a people smitten

the religious phantasy.

With

more than most others with

the application of the notion of

legend and invention to the Bible generally

do

:

save so far as

discredits

its

value

history of Jesus

compact,

made up

its

in regard

it is

aff"ecting,

we have

not

now to

utter futility in the case of the Gospels
to

all

revelation.

As

to

the

hard, inexpressibly hard, to believe that so

and heavenly a narrative could have been
and Judsea. It is

of the floating traditions of Galilee

enough to point to the inexpressible

air of reality suffused over

the accounts, their pure and childlike simplicity, the self-forgetfulness of the writers, their impartiality in recording

what showed

the weakness as well as what showed the strength of the great

Hero

drawn so absobeyond invention, and the natural flow of the narrative inta
the current of later history which cannot be assigned to legend.
of their narrative, the transcendent Picture

lutely

Mytlucal
•n^ypo-

(2.)

former

tll6Sis

The ]\Iythical Hypothesis is but a modification of the
more seemindy
disji-nified but not more rational.
The
o
o
:

**

myth may be

defined as the vesture in which great national ideas

have, from generation to generation, clothed themselves
certain necessity of

human development, and without

by a

the con-

Undoubtedly the
means the product of fancy but not the product of
Every race has had its great illusion. The hope of a

currence of any conscious legendary invention.

myth,

fjLv6o<;,

falsehood.

coming deliverer has been bright in the expectation of every
whose history has been, like that

people, especially of every people

of the Jews, calamitous.

The Messiah had been

for ages predicted

REVELATION.
and expected among

myth which

Avas

"When the Roman oppression was

time to time.

The

thera, especially since the Captivity.

Messianic idea was the great

many

from

realised

at the worst the

but that of Jesus was the fairest.
was only the resultant of many forces springing from the

idea took form in

He
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common

persons

His

expectation.

;

supreme Judaic

fiction.

made him

disciples

unconscious but necessary creations

the centre of their

and thus only embodied the

;

This hypothesis hardly merits refutation.

with the

It is utterly inconsistent

facts.

The Jesus

of Christianity

and the Christianity of Jesus did not spring up in poetry by
which a nation expressed its hopes the nation as such disavowed
the whole.
It was undeniably a very small company who were
The hypothesis
responsible for the form of the new revelation.
must be applied to the plain, straightforward, and earnest circle
of the Apostles. On the one hand, it in some sense lowers them to
:

the level of childish dreamers
to their mythologic

and

;

on the other,

it

ascribes too

creative faculty, which

is

much

thus supposed

most elaborate systems of belief
man. The four Gospels and the Acts and the Epistles
are not composed of the stuff that myths are made of
They are,
to have invented one of the

known

to

or profess to be,

clear

and doctrine based upon the

history,

history; with reasoning of the severest kind binding the whole

Legends and myths are

together.

Christ and Christianity are hard

after all impalpable things

realities.

The most popular theory among philosophical opponents Tubingen
its perfect form makes it the result of conflict
«
^'vlnamong various parties in the Christian Church. Those who hold dencies.
it may or may not accept the idea of a mission assigned by
(3.)

of Christianity in

Providence to Christ

:

they

may

or

may

not believe in God.

But there are
two opposite extremes who have their specific
notions as to the person of Jesus.
The one hold Him to be the
temporary expression of the eternal incarnation by which the
Generally they leave that matter undetermined.

two

parties at

Pantheistic

bold

Him

God

to

is

for ever evolved in consciousness

be the simple expression of a human

agree that the system contained in the

New

up from a union of many opposite, or of two
hence

it

is

;

the other

But all
Testament sprang
iJeal.

chief, tendencies

sometimes called the hypothesis of Tendency.

:

It
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would be scarcely necessary to examine this were it not that it
has been by far the most influential theory in the attempt to
harmonise the various books of

tlie

New

that Jesus lived and taught and died

;

Testament.

It

assumes

but that no record of His

was thought of until far into the second century. Then
memoirs with many aims or designs. Those
which merely gratified an unsanctified curiosity found no permanent credit, and are now preserved only as relics. Some, how-

history

arose gospels or

ever,

were written in the interest of a Judaic Gospel, and of them
some sentences preserved by him,

St. ]\Iatthew takes the lead

and by him

alone,

:

might seem

to

make Jesus no more than a
Others were

zealous assertor of the perpetuity of Judaism.

written in the interest of a Gospel for

the world, and of these

all

St. Luke takes the lead
some of the most touching parts of his
work introduce the heathen as receiving the glad tidings. Meanwhile, the hand of the partisan is to be found here and there and
everywhere cunningly interpolating his own view making the
:

:

author

whom

he transcribes and whose text he corrupts speak a

language inconsistent Avith his views.

Accordingly, critics of

have a reason to give for every various reading, and
their only perfect text is that in which all writers absolutely
this school

agree.

But there

is

another and more interesting application of

the hypothesis, which might with more propriety be termed the
Paul the

Pauline

Founder

system.

of Christianity.

spirit of

;

for it really

makes Paul the founder

of the Christian

Different schools contended both over the

Jesus

:

body and the

over His resurrection from the dead in the

flesh,

and the resurrection of the spirit of Judaism in Him there was a
broad distinction between the Jewish and the Gentile, the bond
and the free, the Petrine Christianity and the Pauline. The
writings of the New Testament Avere composed or at least finished,
:

some with the one tendency, others with the other; but both
were exquisitely combined in the Acts, which Peter and Paul
Paul, howdivide between them Avitli about equal pre-eminence.
ever, finally triumphed ; his Jesus spoiled the best of the Rabbis
or Prophets

;

prevented Judaism from putting on

Mount

its

perfection in

and gave the character
of Christ a colouring of his own that it has permanently retained.
The careful study of the New-Testament writings refutes this
the teaching of the Master on the

;
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most elaborate hypothesis, which arose from a

He who

them.

superficial

study of

collates tlie four Gospels will find that they agree

with each other, and with the later Epistles in representing
Christ to have abrogated the

and

to

have

Law as

an institution for one people,

meaning in every sense. There is not a
Testament where may not be found, either in
the evangelisation of the world. The simplicity

fulfilled its

New

page of the

letter or in spirit,

and of the divergence of

of the history, both of the coincidence

Christianity and Judaism, forbids the acceptance of this notion

by

that the idea of Jesus Avas perverted

The Pauline

Paul.

Christ does not differ from the Petrine or the Johannaean.
St.

Paul who

St.

Peter

and

it

who

nounces

a 3Iinister of the circumcision

That which icas from

:

name

in the

is

not divided, but one.

One does not
the

New

rise at

Testament

fashioned into

its

conspire to this

;

:

it is

fulness

and, after

full

Apostles, an-

way

.

is

.

.

declare ice unto you.

Christ

the

all

Form

.

p,

..

5,
1

^ohn

i.

Who

of the Blessed

or gradually

is,

But the

integrity.

that they have done,

I,

a Christ

:

Roru. xr.

perfection ujjon the records of

developed, as the Avord

and

Not

remains and not they.
St.

of all the

It is true that

once in

it is

spiritual house,

the beginning

All tendencies run one way, and that

;

It is

and

up a

says that Christians are built

John who,

St.

is

Him

calls

several writers

it is

Christ

Who

each says, but Christ liveth in me.

Paul especially deprecates this theory

l)y

anticipation in the

And, while we are observing
the interminable phases through which it passes in this voluminous school of destructive critics, we hear always a voice
Was Paul crucified fm- you? or were ye baptised in the name of Faid?
beginning of the Corinthian Epistle.

:

1 Cor.

i.

13.

SUMMAKY.
1.

Our Lord

credential.

before

Him

Him

or, as

;

Hebrews
sion:

His people the Faith delivers it, so Summary,
His own hand, and His own Person is His highest

in delivering to

to speak, with

He

is the

Authw and

and Apostles
the writer

after

who

Finisher of the Faith.

Him

look,

falters

on Christ J csus.

Prophets Heb.

look, only to

xii.

^•

strengtiiens the foith of the waverin'>-

says, to Consider the Apostle

no man

and bid us

long whose eye

and High Priest of our profes- Heb.
^*
singly and supremely fixed

is

Kcvelatiou reflects the glory of His Person

:

that

iii.
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is,

His Divine-liuman perfection.

It

hard to demonstrate the

is

truth of our Eeligion on the assumption that Christ was as other

men

the Christianity of

;

the cliaracter of Christ
its

principles

man

the conclusion

Jicify^f]^

power of
i^oice:

]\jjj

"

'

not Christianity, and

is

No

too vast for its premisses.

is

argument.

this

Every one that

these words are a

rebuke of the inmost

Johnxviii.

postulate

unprejudiced, thoughtful attention without feeling the

irresistible

x\ni. 3/.

tliat

the greatest possible embarrassment to

ever paid the person and words of Jesus the tribute of

sincere,
Joliu

:

is

is

of the truth

sublime explanation and

After all that lie had
end give no further sign JFhj
askest thou Me ? ash them tohich heard Me, vhat I have said unto
them : behold, they knoio what I said.
He still makes the same
calm and unbending appeal we have Moses and the prophets, we
have Christ and the Apostles but in them all He speaks of Whom
the Father said, Hear ye Him / There is the immortal strength
said

and done

spirit of infidelity.

He would

at the

:

:

;

Matt.xvii.

of the credentials or evidences of Christianity.
Jesus,

all

If

we

believe ia

other apologetics are comparatively needless

doubt about or reject Him,
paratively superfluous.

all

:

if

we

other evidence will be com-

It is impossible to read deeply into the

Gospels without perceiving that the Saviour always appeals to

something behind and below and beyond

all

Whether present

heaven

faith in

in the flesh or absent in

other evidences.

He

looks for

Himself as a principle or sentiment or energy that ought

awakened by His own manifestation and word. If that
found a revelation from heaven is resisted Ye ivill
not comb to Me, that ye might hare life.
W^herever and to whomsoever Jesus speaks there is an influence accompanying His words
that must lead to faith, unless moral obstacles interfere.
On that
day when our Lord first opened to His disciples the secret of His
Messiahship, and Simon Peter uttered the great confession, He
pronounced the confessor blessed because he was taught of God ;
and yet it is most manifest that Simon only uttered the sentiment

to be

John

V.

faith is not

:

that the appeal of his Master naturally evoked.
M.att. xvi.

fSiinon

My

Blessed art tlwu,

Bar-Jona ; for fiesh and blood hath not revealed

Father Which

is

in heaven.

We

mark

it

unto thee, but

that our Lord some-

times points to His miracles, sometimes to the fulfilment of proj^hecy in Himself; but sometimes

He

seems to disparage both

REVELATIOX.
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that radiated from His

own

Person, the

virtue to vanquish unbelief that flowed from Himself,

Jesus

disparaged.
logist

Sun

the

:

proof than that

is

He

ne\-er

His own Interpreter, and His own Apo-

in the moral firmament that needs no other

it is

a pleasant thing to see the light.

This great

argument should be the helmet and breastplate of the Christian,
especially of the Christian minister.
It gives immense corroboration to all other defences abates the strength of every form
and consummates and crowns the whole system
of opposition
Other series of evidences may convince
of Christian apology.
;

;

the judgment, but this central one gives rest to the heart.

Come Matt.

I icill give you
time when He mourned

unto Me, all ye that labour and are hcav>/ laden, and

-^

xi.
•^*^-

was the language of our Lord at the
over the unbelief of the wise and the prudent from whom His
truth wa.s hid, and olfered His thanksgiving that to babes were

rest,

revealed
2.

things that were delivered unto

all

Doubtless, this appeal

Gospels

with

—

Him

of the Father.

whole is unique in the The Lord's
was not limited to those whose minds were troubled Rpgiirdfor

perple.xities

included.

— which

We

as

to

as a

the truth.

But

certainly

they were

find the Saviour often referring to the embarrass-

ments of the age in which men's thoughts were directed to the
great Messianic expectation and they mused in themselves.
Himself being the Christ, and knowing full well the thoughts of
all hearts. He felt the most profound sympathy with the struggles
of those Avho came to Him for the solution of their doubts.
We
may be sure that His promise of rest was given to such men as
were feeling their way
dices

and

difficulties

apt to forget that

to

Himself through a multitude of prejuit is hard for us to estimate.
We are

which

He was

not only the Friend of publicans and

sinners, but the Friend of doubters also.

The more

carefully

we

examine the accounts of His intercourse with men, the more
certainly

we

find that the difficulties in the

always present to His thoughts.

He was

We

way

of their faith were

plainly see

and hear how

vanquish unbelief and win the hearts of all.
But this great apostrophe to disquieted minds and the great

solicitous

to

promise of rest teaches us that

mighty and more

own

character

:

He Hnuself has no argument more

influential than the study

Tluit

I am meek and

and enmlatiou of His

louiy of heart.

Matt.

xi.
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THE INFLUENCE OF CHRISTIANITY.

Effects
of Christianity.

Christianity in the world
Its credentials

is its

own permanent

apology.

have been presented to mankind from the

beginning in the slow but sure accomplishment of
Divine purpose which

it

To

proclaims.

appeal in Apostolic days, and to this

now what
:

man

tlie

made

this it

makes

its

its

appeal

religion should accomplisli in the free spirit of

personal or individual and social or collective the

Christian religion has done and
this

it

tlie

is

is

the most plain and palpable

Faith

;

in another sense

it is

In one sense

doing.

among the evidences

one of the most

of

difficult,

inasmuch as the many obvious and reasonable objections
which arise and demand to be considered are not always

The best method of exhibiting this
line of argument is, to state clearly what the claims of
then
Christianity, as a power, are, and what they are not
to point to the proof that it has answered and is answering
easily to

be refuted.

;

its

ends, notwithstanding the facts that

the contrary

;

may be urged

and to show that every opposing or

system has either been utterly powerless, or

is

to

rival

slowly con-

fessing its defeat.

TEE AVOWED AIM OF CHRISTIANITY.

Object
of ChristianilY.

The key-note
Christianity

1 Cnr.

24.

L

is

of this

found in

method of demonstrating the truth of
St. Paul's

assurance that Christ in His

thejmcer of God, and the uisdom of God. After challenging
the whole world to gainsay what he affinns, and reducing its

Gospel

is

glorying to nought

by showing the impotence

of its wisdom, he

REVELATION.
sums up
ye

in

:

But of Him are
made unto us wisdom, and

That no flesh should glory in His presence.

Christ

written,

Jesus,

and

righteousness
it is
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He

ending thus,

Who

God

of

1 Cor.

^^

i.

^^*

and redemption : That, according as

sanctiflcation,

that glorieth, let

is

him

The

glory in the Lord.

chapter,

and these words
which close it place the Redeemer, as the Author of Christianity,
in the midst
with the world at its best on one side, reduced to
silence and hopelessness, while on the other, the believers in
Jesus have their glorying restored in Him Whom the Father hath
is

really a chapter of Apologetics

;

:

made the very author of their new life, Whom He hath set forth
more particularly to be the sole fountain of Avisdom for the teaching of mankind, of salvation from sin for individual man, and of

redemption for the entire

race.

The Gospel, making

wisdom of this world, pro- Wisdom,
The wisdom in St. Paul's sentence
is Avhat our Saviour meant when He said, / am the JFay, THE John xiv.
^*
TRUTH, and the Life, where the three testimonies must be united
1.

fesses to

foolish the

impart perfect truth.

:

in Jesus

is

the whole truth concerning the

way

of life; nor

is

it is in Jesus.
Xow it may be Eph. iv.
^^*
observed that the Gospel really limits truth to the things which

there any other truth than as

may be many

concern man's relation to

God

other matters, but there

only one truth, and that

tion of religion.

When

is

:

there

therefore

we

is

verities in

the founda-

estimate the nature of the

must be remembered that the claim is
limited to religious truth only, and that as taught of the Holy
Ghost. If the documents of the Faith are challenged on innumerable other questions, and judged by their relation to all
branches of human knowledge, and tested by their conformity or
otherwise with universal science, then their Author says, by the
mouth of the same Apostle not the icisdom of this uwld.
claim of Christianity

it

:

2.

Again, the system of Christianity proclaims that

it

brings to

1 Cor.

ii.

"

-p.

mankind

gencrall}^ which of course in this matter is also man- ance from
*^iJikind individually, deliverance from spiritual evil that is, from the
:

consequences of transgression by a provision for righteousness,

and from the consequences of separation from God by a provision
for sanctiflcation to Him and His service.
These two, it will be
observed, are very closely conjoined, so as to form one idea
BiKaioa-vvT] T€ Kttt dytao-/Lto's.

This

is

the wonderful claim of the

1 Cor.

30.

i.
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religion of Christ, that

it

professes to put

that at once sets the conscience right witli

away

sin,

by a mcthoil

God and His

holy law,

and delivers the consciousness of man from the sense of impurity
and consequent estrangement from Him both the CONSCIENCE
and the CONSCIOUSNESS of sin being in the design of grace removed. The provision for this is the grand secret of the Gospel
and the design of the mystery of the Incarnation. God hath
provided in His incarnate Son the means of putting away human
Jesus Christ is at once man and God: His mediation
evil.
on behalf of the human race is that of One in Whom God meets
:

man on
is

new ground and in a new relation. In Christ all sin
man for He is man absolutely. In Christ God
the Atonement, and unites man to Himself notwithstanda

atoned for by

accepts

ing his sin

:

satisfaction being presented to justice,

:

and

satisfac-

tion guaranteed to holiness that the pardoned sin shall be also

must be remembered that Chrisby virtue of an
There must be a personal union with Jesus by
act external.
faith, even as there is already a collective union of the whole race
without faith. The individual is delivered only on certain conthrough the penitent acceptance of the Atonement, and
ditions
abolished.

But here again

it

tianity does not promise to rid individuals of evil

:

a sanctifying Spirit provided for all but administered only to
If the infidel spirit asks how
the soul united with the Lord.

atonement that has put away

sin should reign in spite of an
sin,

the answer

is

twofold

:

first,

evil does

not absolutely reign in

the world, as will be hereafter shown ; and, secondly, the claim
of the Gospel is not to deliver every man by a physical necessity
or despotic application of power, but everyone who uses
visions as an infallible remedy abundantly supplied.
3.

Redemption of

The

Adam

from

all

pro-

redeem the world of man-

religion of Jesus professes to

kind or the race of

its

its

evil

:

be set for

to

the

World.
This is everywhere its unlimited promise.
healing of the nations.
Kev. xxii.
It is not to be denied that redemption from all kinds of calamity
2.
is

announced

:

a redemption in which not only

man

rejoices, but,

in a certain sense, the whole creation around rejoices with him.

bids the earth and the heavens be glad
coming of the Universal Deliverer and when He
the earth and the nations desired it was declared of

The Old Testament
Isa.

ii.

Ps. xcvi.

because of the

Ps.

came

c.

passim.

Whom

;

REVELATION.

Him by

Himself, in the

anointed

Me

to

preach

tlie

He

words

first

He assumed His

mission wlien

Gospel

uttered concerning His
in

office

to the
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poor ;

Nazareth

He

and

the brokenhearted], topreach deliverance to the captives,

He

:

hath sent

hath Lute

Me \to heal

iv.

^°'

recovering of

sight to the blind, to set at liberty tliem that are bruised, to preach the

But here again we must be

acceptable year of the Lord.

careful to

note that the Saviour of our race never professes to have come

with an absolute, unconditional, and universal deliverance from
the

all

How

of transgression.

efifects

this should be,

why

it

should be, that the Redeemer of the world does not, notwithstanding His name, put an end for ever to the evil of the world,
question to which no answer can be given

:

is a
no other answer, that

than that the redemption of mankind

is,

redemption, and takes

effect

a probationary

is

only through the spread of a spiritual

kingdom, as a process that acts with moral, slow, and not in every
respect irresistible, force.

Such are the claims, and with such

4.

alone the religion of Jesus

answerable.

and results we are bound

pleadsits

efi"ects

ing to

own profession.

its

is

man who

should

first

Summary
^^ tlami.

to take Christianity accord-

be an instrument in

providing a heavenly

:

which

In an argument which

It does not claim to

the hand of absolute omnipotence

Divinity in

qualifications, for

Man

or a

instruct the race in duty, then

go down to the pit where

its past generations were gathered,
and rescue them then send forth His influence to abolish sin,
either in this world by moral teaching or in the next by purgatorial discipline; and, finally, put an end to all the evil that
;

could not otherwise be removed.

Neither

is

that the Gospel

which Christ preaches, nor could we well apologise for it if it
were. Be that as it may, the Christianity which it is our business
to defend by showing its own credentials is of a very diff'erent
character.

It professes to

be the sole instructor of mankind

:

but

only in religious truth, and only through a word which a Divine
Interpreter must explain.
sins
all

It promises to save

men from

their

but only through such an atoning provision on behalf of
as each must appropriate for himself
It engages to eman:

cipate our world from

created

anew

in Christ,

His salvation.

VOL.

I.

all

its evils

;

but only as that world

is

and made up of individuals who receive

If the opponents of Cliristianity forget the free-

K
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dom

of man's will,

and the moral character of the inlluence

religion brings to bear ujion

gion which

we

then they contend against a

it,

reli-

are not anxious to defend.

CHRISTIANITY HAS FULFILLED ITS MISSION.
Its Claim
Sustamed.

It

may

made good

be confidently asserted that the Christian Faith has
its

we

glorying, whether

look generally at

its

influence

in the world, or at its specific triumphs under the several heads

already adverted to as the substance of Apostolical apology.

THE DIVINE WISDOM IN THE GOSPEL.
Christian

Doctrine

compared
with
Others.

That Christianity has introduced into the world a system of
is the plea itself sets up, and

doctrine worthy to be called Divine

one that
trine.

may be

sustained

:

All must admit that

in fact,
its

it

alone has a system of doc-

exhibition of truth

is

at least the

most compact and perfect the world has ever known this must
be allowed even by those who demur to many of its individual
dogmas. Remembering that the Christian Religion means both
its Testaments, that which it received and that which it created,
we may say that it presents a body of jirofessedly authoritative
teaching on all subjects of interest to mankind, ranging from
heaven to earth, from earth to things under the earth, and thence
back to heaven again, in comparison of which all other teaching
It is no
that belongs to the race is but as legend and fable.
exaggeration to affirm that whatever great fundamental truths are
:

—

—

found in other systems come in a nobler form and in a more
consistent connection from the lips of Jesus and His Apostles.

There are doubtless many great
Eastern Religions especially in

spiritual

common with

ideas

held by the

the Gospel.

But in

the Gospel they are released from those appendages which almost
distort

them out of recognition

;

and, what

they are taught as parts of one vast and
truth the

centre of which

circumference of this circle

which comprehends

and

strictly

God.

is
is

nowhere,

human

traceable all round, Avithout

is

more than

that,

literally infinite circle of

Although the outermost
its

inner circumference,

doctrines, is clearly defined

any arc of

indistinctness.

It is
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the compactness, completeness, and consistency of the Evangelical
its claim to be the wisdom of God.
But the argument so far as it is argument will be better
exhibited by considering what may be said in opposition.
1. It would hardly be a fair objection to the Christian system
of teaching that it is, as a whole, beyond the grasp of the
Man's foculties are limited, and cannot
human intelligence.

system of truth that sustains

—

—

We

know

are encompassed about with innumerable worlds,

which

expect to understand
that

we

all

the mysteries of religion.

are but parts of the universe; but beyond our

know

even of physical nature

little

how

:

can

own
we

we

planet

expect to

spirit and the God of
Whatever truth is, it must at all points transcend our
But it may be urged that many of the doctrines of

understand the things that pertain to
spirits

?

capacity.

Christianity

are

with reason, or

inconsistent

primary laws of thinking: indeed,

this is

opposed to

its

even charged against

all

the fundamental and peculiarly Christian revelations of truth.

The Holy

Trinity, that in the necessary unity or

soleness of

the Divine essence there are three Personal Subsistences

;

the

and the beginning of limited
existence ; the probation and fall of spirits for ever unsaved and
of redeemed mankind, as involving the dependence of an Infinite
Being on contingent events ; the Incarnation of the Eternal Son
of God, one Person in two natures as distinct as Infinite and
finite can be
and the vicarious sacrifice of that Divine-human
Person for the race of man
the vast contrast between this
insignificant world and the price of its redemption
the doctrine
of original sin as infecting the race, and yet virtually atoned for
at the beginning or before it began its course, as actually after
many ages expiated at the cross, and nevertheless eternally
creation of the physical universe

;

;

;

punished in many

:

— these

are but specimens of doctrine abso-

lutely essential to the Christian system

against the

first

principles of

human

which are said to militate
thought.

Similarly,

the

entire record of the providential government of the world wiih

which these doctrines are bound up,
wonderful

facts of Scripture,

especially

some of the more

such as the series of stern Divine inter-

ventions and judgments in the old world and the prophecies in

the

New

Testament of yet sterner

to curae, excite the rebellion of

K 2

Mysteries
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human

thought, Avhich measures the

Against this

own.

unknown God by a standard

class of objections to Christianity

there

of

its

is

no other argument than that which Christianity itself uses in

the Scrijitures of the

New

Both the Maater and

Testament.

His-

Apostles speak as perfectly aware that they announce things
utterly

beyond human comprehension and things which seem to

contradict reason.

Their reply to every objection

is,

that the

beyond and above mere human
criticism
in fact requiring a special faculty, and that faculty to
be specially illumined from above. Here was the force of our
Lord's appeal to Nicodemus, who was perplexed by one of the
seeming paradoxes of the new religion If I have told you eartJih/
things, and ye believe not, hoio shall ye believe, if I tell you of heavenly
This is a word of great importance our Lord's figure
things.
whole system of Divine truth

is

;

John

iii.

12.

:

:

suggests that
as

He had

by His Apostles,

mysteries to disclose, not so

hitherto familiar as heaven
1 Cor.

ii.7.

also again

and again

much Himself

Avhich were as far above ordinary doctrine
is

The Apostle Paul

above earth.

wisdom of God in a mystery : in
The apologist may and must attempt to

sj^eaks of the

mystery unsearchable.

human

reason by showing that the most difficult docby Christianity are rather above man's thinkingpower than contrary to the laws of thought that some faint
adumbrations of the highest of them all, the Holy Trinity, are
found in nature and in the human constitution and some gropings
conciliate

trines introduced

;

*

after it in

most of the traditions of

He may

nations.

to the perfect unity of the system which stands or

awful doctrine of sin

:

a doctrine confirmed by

all

also point

falls

with

its

the facts of

human experience and the instincts of the human consciousness.
If so much stress is laid upon the invasion and suppression of our
instinctive principles, then it is lawful to point to them when
*

they are in favour of Christian doctrine.
tenour of the teaching concerning sin
profoundest thoughts of the

human

and that future solution Avhich

who

is

in

Undoubtedly the
harmony with the

He may

heart.

to the instinctive hope of an equalising

the ways of Providence.

is

also appeal

and reconciling hereafter

reserved for the vindication of

But, after

all

that

may be

said, those

defend the Faith must be content to use an argument

which man in

his irrational pride despises

:

the argument that
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imitates the Bible and refuses to argue with one

accept more than he can understand.

In

doctrinal as well as an ethical cross.

the Faith

is

the chief ethical cross

:

who

will not

Christianity imposes a

many

cases, the

that of which our

burden of

Lord

speaking of the mysteries committed unto Himself for babes

:

The
J^^ctrmal

said,

Take Matt.xi.

My yoke

upon you and learn of Me ! His elect ones in every age
have bowed down and, though this is not itself an argument, it
must be remembered that very many of the greatest intellects

'

;

.among men have thought
found in bearing
2.

The

it

it

wisdom

their rest.

to bear that cross,

and have

This rest must be sought and found.

history of heresy in Christendom, the manifold per-

versions of doctrine within the Church, and the endless diversities

of opinion among

believers themselves, are pleas of

use has been made.

It

Heresy
Objected.

which much

cannot be denied that every truth has

been perverted, and that almost every truth has been denied,

among

the communities professing to hold the

Head

;

and, more-

same documents have been and arc still made the
standard of appeal by maintainers of very opposite opinions on
some most important points. But this undoubted fact is, on the
over, that the

whole, rather in favour of the Christian system than to
Religious truth

prejudice.

is

not like truth mathematical.

its

It is

command assent. Had it been othermight have banished every error from the world in the
/jourse of one age.
But it has the entire strength of sin and sinful prejudice against it
and those whose lives it cannot reform
would fain reform its teaching. The Wisdom of God in the
Gospel has ever waged, according to its own prediction, a double
probationary, and does not

wise

it

;

<;onflict

:

against errors in the world without, and against the foes

own

household.
To obviate the argument that might and
would bo found in the unfaithfulness of the professors of His
religion, out Lord has left on record His own testimony that
many false prophets shall rise and sliMl deceive many. So also St. Matt.
Paul predicted the greater and lesser apostasies, and that evil xxiv. 11.
men and seducers shall icax uwse and worse, deceiving and being
jo
deceived.
And St. John summed up the strain declaring that
prophecy had already become fact Even now are there many Anti- 1 John
^^' ^^'
christs.
Moreover, he turns the existence and abounding of these
opponents of Christ and His doctrine into an argument in favour

of

its

:

:

i
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of the religion from which they declined.
1 Peter

i.

pass away, but the truth endurethfor

^Meanwhile the heresies

ever.

25.

THE RELIGIOUS POWER OF PERSONAL CHRISTIANITY.
Personal
Religious

Power,

upon the character of him who
and yields to its personal discipline, most
abundantly confirm its claim to be a religion provided by God for
man. It offers, through the atoning mediation of Christ accepted
by faith, a perfect deliverance from the sense of guilt, and a
perfect system of education for holiness.
These are the elements
of a salvation needed, and equally needed, by all mankind the

The

of Christianity

effects

heartily embraces

it,

:

known

them
On these two
as long as the history of man has been known.
It must
great necessities hang all the obligations of religion.
meet these, or it is useless and, if it truly meets these, then it
universal cravings of the race have been

to seek

;

leaves nothing wanting.

Now

Christianity in

all

its

doctri'ial

and ethical teaching keeps those two supreme demands in view.
It proIt makes everything, as it were, subordinate to them.
fesses to show every man living the Way of Peace and the Way
of Holiness the method by which he may obtain knowledge of
the remission of his sins, and full deliverance from the sinfulness
:

It promises to every believer

of his nature.

with his God

a conscious union

making him
happy and holy and fit for fellowship with the company of
heaven. The testimonies of Scripture on these subjects are confirmed by a cloud of innumerable witnesses in the history of
mankind, beginning with the Biblical records and continued to
this day.

the power of a Divine

:

tions.

1.

It

jective,

"\^'ithin

Against this evidence of the truth of Christianity as

against every other
Objec-

life

may

many

things

may

be urged.

be said that this kind of argument

is

altogether sub-

That the Christian religion makes
evident, and also that many have supposed them-

and begs the question.

such a claim

is

selves to be living witnesses of its truth

posed experience

is

or

may be

;

but that

all

such sup

•

the result of delusion, or of

imagination, or of strong faith in an idea which goes far towards

accomplishing

own will. Now the effects produced by the
who have entirely surrendered themselves to its

its

Gospel in those
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no imagination could produce.

as

Multi-

from the burden of a guilty conscience,
either gradually or suddenly imparted, which has been to them

tudes have

felt relief

in the language of Jesus, they had passed from death unto 1 -John
iii. 14.
and they have consciously known, as they have been taught
by St. Paul, the power of God unto salvation. They have been Rom. i. 16.
persuaded as they think by the Holy Ghost that their sins
were blotted out and they have felt a strength supernatural in
doing right, in bearing affliction, in vanquishing self, and in

as

if,

life ;

—

—

;

suffering

for

God, the source of which they have confidently

ascribed to the same Spirit.

Testament

itself is

But

this

kind of evidence the

not eager to press on the unbeliever.

reserved for the sure encouragement of those
2.

It

may be

who

receive

New
It is

it.

said further that the average lives of professors

of the Faith from the beginning have not sustained this argu-

ment that the Gospel failed when it Avas first sent, accompanied
by miraculous aids that it then elevated only a very select
number; and that its spiritual transformations and triumphs
:

The
Failure
of Christianity.

;

have been comparatively few from the very

named

so few that they

first,

Here again the apologist has little to
say.
He must admit that our religion has waged war against
a strong power in human nature, and that this has been often a
wavering or a failing war, even among its best professors. But
if we grant that the influence of Christianity is moral only and
not physical, there is no argument as against its own Divinity
in its comparative failure.
The earliest prophecies in the New
Testament predicted precisely what has taken place ; while they
are fitly

the elect.

also assure us that the

triumph of the Gos]3el

to have been exceedingly great

age than the eye of
3.

this,

man

:

much

that the best

prove hereafter

could discern.

But the plea most earnestly urged against
eff'ects

this

argument

is

of Christianity have been produced

other systems either independent of
all

shall

greater indeed in every

it

or contrary to

it.

by
Almost

the so-called natural religions of older or of more recent times

have names

to present

which are thought not

son with the saints of Christendom.

to sufl'or in comiiari-

The Eastern

I'aitlis

have a

wonderful catalogue both of ascetic and of mystic devotees
the Greek and

Human

philosophies,

— which have gloried

;

and

in such

Comparison

with
Others.
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men as
This

Socrates, Seneca,

a plea that

is

method

of doing so

it

Marcus Antoninus,

—are not behind them.

not hard to set aside, although the

is

may seem somewhat

bigoted.

no true

First,

advocates of our Faith deny that godliness has existed outside of

The early apologists of the Faith were wont to
much upon what they called the Logos spermaticu.s, or
the pre-incarnate Son of God at the root of human nature, or as
a seminal inspiration of truth among the heathen, or the influence
of the light of the Word everywhere diffused among men, as the
New Testament declares. The eflFort to find Him after Whom

direct revelation.

The Logos dwell
Spennaticus.

John

i.

John

X.

9.

the Gentiles groped has produced some of the noblest fruits of the
tree of

16.

human

morality.

I have,

Oilier slieep

which are not of this

and we may suppose Him to have
wondered at the faith of many, before and besides the S}Tophoenician and the Centurion, who put to shame the children of revelation.
But this plea is sometimes carried too far. It may be denied that,
apart from Christianity, any mortal has ever rejoiced in forgiveour Lord Himself said

fold,

;

ness and perfect victory over

On

sin.

the contrary, the highest

and exemplified in heathenism have lacked the very
and prerogatives on which Christian teaching lays the

ethics taught
qualities

utmost

Not only have they lacked these

stress.

qualities,

but they

The Heathen
who off'ered them as

have despaired of the possibility of reaching them.
atonements were never regarded by those
securing forgiveness from heaven

;

and Heathen philosophy never

pretended to bring to more than a few, and to them only in a
limited degree, the thorough purification of the nature.
Petitio
Principii.

4.

Finally,

argument in a
it

it

produces certain

Nor can we

already intimated, that this is an
assume that Christianity is true because

said, as

is

circle.

We

effects

which

itself

altogether disavow this.

only declares to be Divine.

The

e\'idences of the Faith

are of necessity deeply infected with the Petitio PrincipiL

beginning to end the

own

New

Testament

proclamation of the Gospel as being j^roduced by God.

— and to the individual reference

—to look

be content with the testimony of

now made

for

and

the Divine Spirit, concerning

John

V.

It

accustoms the individual believer
is

1

From

refers to the effects of its

He

that helicvcth on the

10.

be asked,

How

is

to

Whom

Son of God hath

and His influence

it asserts,

the icitness in himself.

If it

he to know that secret influence to be the Holy

REVELATION.
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And,

the answer

1

Holy Ghost also says, It is
the humble Christian must be

that the

is,

after all, the final refuge of

the Divine authentication of

tlie
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I

in

Matt. xiv.
27.

Faith within himself.

CHRISTIANITY RENOVATING THE WORLD.

Christianity brings

The world

under a manifest process of deliverance from

is

the evils that weigh upon

it

given by our Lord in that

we may with

redeemed

No power

in

full.

The pledge

as the fruit of sin.

sermon at Nazareth has so

first

been redeemed that

all

confidence predict that

it

Universal

Redemption.

far

will

Luke iv.
21—27.
be

at all comparable to Christianity

has ever been at work in the world

:

indeed, no power save the

Gospel can be said ever to have been at work at

all in

the world

Judaism was Christianity within a limited

of humanity at large.

and with only the hope of the Christ Who has come.
But from the day of Pentecost the Faith of Jesus has been leaven-

sphere,

ing the entire race of mankind.

Negatively,

evils of

ship

it

It has

human

society

:

even beyond the limits of

has been an infiuence for good wherever

the evils that

to destroy.

weakened and

it is

may

It

Ghristiauity has
in

the fellowship of

.

been admitted

mankind

it

is,

vice that has

mitigating on the

:

has

discountenanced and

Positively,

as such.

the civilisation of the

It

fellow-

due time abolished every practice that corrupts

name

the nations that have received

only too readily

own

bent on destroying though unable at once

charities hitherto without a

1

its

has been found.

be boldly affirmed that wherever genuine

unknown

benevolence in a thousand forms

own

it

waged exterminating warfare against every

ever been condemned by man's instinct or laws

way

has been steadily

it

and abolishing the worst

raising the tone of universal morality,

rise

:

alas, a too

it

it

to

has introduced
antiquity,

and

has raised and dignified

;

it

;

and

it

modern world.

may

all

fairly claim as its

Objections here also

objections confessedly hard to deal with.

obvious plea that the organisation of Chris-

tianity itself has been to a very great extent llagrantly corrupt.

Very soon

— to put the counterplea in

its

of Christ, or rather the outward form of
ucuipiation.

and

all

worst aspect
it

Errors crept in which were

— the religion

in the world,
all

fell

under

the more perilous,

the more humiliating, because they sprang from corruption

Its

own

Corruptions

Objected.
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of the noblest principles of the faith.

enumerate, what

it is

It

is

not necessary to

impossible to deny, that the Church which

should reform the world seemed unable to keep herself pure.

This plea cannot be answered without humiliation that
2 Tim.

ii.

19'

it

should

and thankfulness for the confidence we have that the
As to the answer itself it is
foundation of God standeth sure.
simple enough. As it is no valid argument against individual
religion that the godly may fall, so it is no disparagement of
be

so,

Christianity as a system that

it

is

liable to perversion.

causes of that perversion are very obvious

;

The

the body corporate

was not protected against them by any defence that should
and both our
interfere with the laws of historical development
Lord and His Apostles foretold the very apostasies and declenMoreover, the evils and corruptions which
sions that took place.
;

have encumbered the cause of Christ have never altogether supAnd, finally, a steady
pressed its saving influence in the world.
reformation has long been going on within the Church which will
issue, according to

Slow
Develop-

prophecy, in making

it

a yet more effectual

power for the conversion of the nations.
It is urged,
2. But a still more serious difficulty here arises.
^^^ j^^^g h^QU urged in all ages, that the supposed remedial
economy of the Gospel is either, on the one hand, arbitrarily
under the sovereign and elective control of God, or, on the other,
dependent on the free agency of man in either case, too slow
and partial to be a real and effectual relief of the miseries of
mankind as such. Perhaps no objection to the Christian scheme
has weighed more with thoughtful minds than this. It seems
hard that a Divine scheme for the rescue of a world should in any
sense suffer defeat, or be slow in its processes and partial in its operaOf mere human systems this might be expected but surely
tion.
not of the system which is said to declare both the wisdom and
The facts themselves are to the most cursory
the power of God.
:

;

consideration very embarrassing.

the descendants of

Gospel

:

Adam

The

countless multitudes of

have been only slightly touched by the

comparatively few have even seen the tree whose leaves

are for the healing of the nations, and
their hands to

it.

What

still

fewer have put forth

can be said to these things

anything but what the Scripture

itself

1

Scarcely

says on this very subject.
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of Christianity to accomplish its mission, while the

The delay

dying generations of

men wait

for

it,

indeed a mystery un-

is

no argument against the Christian Faith to
those who remember that it is one branch of an infinite scheme,
every department of which is oppressed or glorified by the same
fathomable

mystery.

;

but

And

it is

those

who

believe that the Creator

works by a

law of evolution that required numberless ages for the preparation
of the earth, and in a long series of developments before man Avas
reached, ought not to rebel against the slow process of man's
There is no rejily but the appeal to the unfathomable
mystery that surrounds our being on every conceivable hypothesis.
Those who reject Christianity because it does not search

redemption.

bottom and expound the enigma of life are not wise it at
immeasurably farther than any other philosophy. We
cannot with our present faculties, or at any rate Avith our

to the

:

least goes

faculties in their present stage

of discipline, reconcile the in-

scrutable counsel of God, on the one hand,

and the profound

on the other, of human control over human destiny.
]\Ieanwhile the Christian economy is most certainly accomplishabyss,

ing the redemption of the

human

family

in the world that even aims at this.

make an end

of sins,

the race as such.
all

and bring

;

there

is

no other force

"We may predict that

it

will

in everlasting righteousness for

"We may be sure that the time will come when

miseries and evils that grace can vanquish

Avill

be vanquished

and that the Avisdom of God Avill hereafter
give account of everything that seems to impeach His goodness.
As to the multitudes of individuals Avhom the Gospel seems to
forget or fail to save by the Avay, they must be left Avith God and
His Christ, Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right? But Gen.xviii.
^^•
this eternal Judge of all the earth in the counsel of redemption
committed all judgment unto the Son; and He hath given Him authority John v.
^^
to execute judgment also, because He is the Son of man.
and be forgotten

;

27.

THE PERSISTENCE AND PERMANENCE OF CHRISTIANITY.

Persist-

ence of

Christianity has sustained

its

other credentials, and added a

ncAV one, in the fact of its early spread,

its

enduring

life,

and

its

+ioiiitv
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outliving every form of opposition.

Its

triumph over

all

the

assaults of its foes as well as all the contingencies of time Avas

predicted by our Lord for the encouragement of His disciples,

announced the foundation and destiny of His
term is very suggestive in this
light
Upon this rock I trill huild My cJmrch ; and the gates of hell skill
It is both His defiance and His prophecy.
not prevail against it.

when He
Church.
Matt. xvi.
^^'

first

The

earliest use of the

:

THE

KA.PvLY

SPREAD OF THE FAITH.

The history of the early victories of Christianity is a strong
Early
Spread of enforcement of its claims. As a religion it had everything against
tianitv

Gal.iii.15.

^^

•

^° decisively against

it that,

on the supposition of

its

being

one more new cultus introduced by a human innovator, or, as St.
Paul says, but a man's covenant, every method of accounting for

Nothing in its relation to
its swift diffusion and sway is baffled.
Judaism Avas favourable the new Gospel was a miserable disappointment to the Jewish peeple its proclamation of a crucified
Messiah was unto the Jeius a stumhlingbloch. It had few elements
of affinity with the philosophical systems of mankind, and made
:

:

1

Cor.
23.

i

no appeal to the pride of the human intellect it preached a
fundamental doctrine that was unto tJie Greelcs foolishness, and even
that doctrine it preached foolishly. It did not, in fact, come with
:

any formal doctrine at

all

;

but simply enforced at

first

the old

by a new Teacher "Who
must be accepted before His mysteries were unfolded. It is true
that the Person presented was supreme in excellence but the
Gentile disputers did not know this at first, and all they knew
was that he suffered a death of infamy. If he was accepted it
must be as one who in defiance of every law of nature had left
his tomb, but did not, as might be expected, come back to live
truths of natural religion as taught

;

among men.

Moreover, the

men who

proclaimed the Gospel

could not be acceptable to the Jews, not being Eabbis

the Greeks, not being philosophers

;

nor to the

generally, not bringing a popular doctrine.
ethics of the grandest character;

mind edness, unlimited
tempt

;

nor to

common

people

Their Gospel inculcated

but such virtues as spiritual-

forgiveness, meekness, self-sacrifice,

for this world, abjuration of all

con-

good in man, were not

BEVELATION.
likely to

win

It introduced its

attention.

in a
1.

fitly

adherents to a society

no rewards but persecuYet in a few decades it shook the world, and

that had no attraction but
tion in this
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life.

its simplicity,

few centuries subjugated it.
Against this it is urged that the power of a great idea Objection
^'^"'^
represented has, in every age, swayed mightily the minds *^^|'

of men,

and

that

and not

really

more

Christianity

was only one

more instance have sucSomething in ceeded.

than some others.

influential

the state of the world predisposed

for the peculiar idea of

it

redemption introduced by Jesus and His Apostles
necessary
liar

—the

But

secret.

— that

argument runs
it

may be

of religious thought has ever

nor

;

we should know

is

it

the pecu-

absolutely denied that any system

commanded

all kinds of people and
Brahminism and Buddhism and

excited such a perfect devotion.

the other Eastern religions never even pretended to be forces for
the world

and though they have long existed they are tending

;

towards extinction, and the Nirvana of one of them

Mohammedanism has

all.

the Bible,

course, there

at least

is

;

but

Christianity in

missionary character.

success

written on

:

ruled a large portion of the globe

Of

is

by the truth it borrowed from
and been spread only by secular force it has indeed
lived

it

all

has long ago lost

its

respects stands alone.

no demonstrative force in the mere argument of
if success had been much greater. But

nor would there be,

;

it

may

has great force

be said that in connection with other pleas this
:

apart from a Divine power, there

is

no mystery

in the religion of the Christ greater than its early triumphs.
2.

But, although there was

much

s])read of Christianity, it has

within

made

it

external might to oppose the
been argued that there was much

naturally to further its diffusion.

A subtle

case has been

out of the concurrence of fortunate circumstances

the pure and vehement zeal of the Christians, their

new

such as

Giljbon
ch. xvi.

life,

commonwealth.

But

it is

obvious that this style of argument

does in reality pay a high tribute to the
little

force as a

human explanation

of

its

new

Faith, while

triumphs.

ing unconsciously points to that very Finger of

aims to withdraw from

human

affairs, if

^^'

ViiDtflfe.
"

doctrine

:

the miraculous powers attributed to them, their
austere morals, the union and discipline and vigour of the
of a future

Its In^^^^^^

The

it

has

reason-

God which

it

not to abolish altogether.
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THE CONFLICT WITH JUDAISM.

Judaism.

Peculianty ot
Jcwisli
Opposition.

John

i.

1^1'

Matt. X.
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.

Judaism was the

first

enemy

that Christianity encountered,

....

if not the most forhad this peculiarity, that it Avas manifested against the Founder of the Faith
in fact, it was the only
human and visible opponent that He mot upon earth. He came
unto His oivn and His own received Him not.
Throughout the whole
course of His ministry, but especially towards its close when
His claim to be the Messiah became known. He was persecuted
by the representatives of Judaism. This gave a peculiar emphasis
to His saying A man's foes shall be they of his own household. Jesus
arose in the midst of our race as a member of the Jewish household, to perfect and glorify the ancient religion.
His brethren
according to the flesh by their malice and blindness brought about
in a way they never contemplated the consummation and end of
their own national religion and law.
And the result of their
enmity in the death of the Messiah was a most wonderful fulfilment of prophecy and evidence of the truth of His claims. When
we enter the Acts, we find that the first contest of the Gospel was
everywhere with the Jews and that in most places, though not
in all, the cause of Jesus was triumphant. It was not in Jerusalem
^^^^^

j^.^g

[^ ^11 a2;es the

\yQ^,^

.

midable.

most virulent

Its opposition

:

:

;

Acts

vi. 7.

alone that a great company of the priests were oledient
neither in the Gospels nor in the Acts
tianity over

Judaism so described

'

25

make

it
it

the persistent enmity of the Jews was

^28

and

say,

Hearing ye

seeing ye shall see,

y^^\fc.
mise.

an argument of
might seem as

JFell spake

tJie

Holy

Ghost hy Esaias the pvphet unto our fathers, saying, Go unto this
people,

Early

But

made such an argument,

being so directly a fulfilment of prediction:

^'^*'^...

to the faith.

the triumph of Chris-

Rather

as to

the Divinity of the Christian religion.
if

is

and

slmll hear,

and shall not understand ; and

not p)erceive.

2. During the early ages there was a fierce polemic kept up
between the Christians and the Jews. At first it seemed as if a

compromise would be

efi'ected.

A

considerable

body of Jemsh

converts received Jesus as the Messiah, but only as the greatest
of the prophets, and as raised up for the ancient people

:

others

being admitted to these privileges only by complying with their
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and by binding themselves to keep the law.
But when that expedient failed, and the Christianity which had

rite of initiation,

its final
it

was

expression in St. Paul's writings gained the ascendency,

bitterly

opposed by the ancient people, and all the more
and His religion the ruin of

bitterly because they ascribed to Jesus

their polity.

But Judaism the mother

From

the daughter triumphed.

declined,

and Christianity

generation to generation there

has been a ceaseless enmity between the Israel after the flesh and
the true Christian Israel after the Spirit ; but, applying any fitting
test whatever,
ha.s

we must be persuaded

gotten to Himself

the victory.

Increase

and
Decrease.

that the Christian Messiah.

His renewed, enlarged, bapon earth the Judaism which

and perfected Judaism lives
and still looks for Another, lives indeed,
but is dead while it lives. It has had its schools of learning, and
names of high excellence. It has also displayed marvellous virtue
though a
in its charities, in its indestructible patience of hope
hope that must make ashamed and in its meek endurance of unBut it is, as a
exampled wrongs, often from Christian hands.
re\dved.
Moreover,
never
can
be
and
dead,
twice
dead
;
system,
it is remarkable that the greatest intellects produced by modem
Judaism Maimonides and Spinoza, the latter especially, have
done much to unsettle the religious ideas of mankind.
3. But the affecting and unnatural conflict between Christianity The ArgU'
ment.
and Judaism is itself, and apart from any great success, a strong
argument in favour of the Christian cause. Both systems are

tised,
still

:

clings to the law,

—

—

—

—

world-wide in their extent
the whole earth

;

but

progress respectively

how
!

;

both pervade, or bid

fair to pervade,

entirely difierent are the issues of their

The one

beneficence, in the course of

which

is
it

advancing on a career of
sweeps away

all

systems of

and wrong. The other simply overspreads the
earth without any mission or pretence of a mission in obedience,
^^^ly the Jews
as it were, to some fate or absolute compulsion,
are difl"used among the nations, more or less dishonoured of all,
and in spite of the enlightened views of the present day never
able to throw off the universal ban that is upon them, is a
idolatry, cruelty,

:

mystery that can be solved only by their own Scriptures, now
become not theirs but ours. In them, as interpreted by the New
Testament, the reason

is

given so plainly that he

may run who
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Deut. iv
27.

readeth

it.

you among

It goes

back to their very origin

And

the nations.

turning point of the history of mankind

Matt.

:

The Lord shall

:

a second date

it

has,

His blood

which
be

on

scatter
is

the

us,

and

_

xxvii.25.

Deut.

sight of the Lord,

25.

Deut.

Moses

on our children,

])redictcd that, if they should do evil in the

iv.

iv.

26.

inheritance

:

Ye

they should cease from the enjoyment of their
shall soon utterly perish

ye go over Jordan

to

possess

from

off the

land whereunto

ye shall not prolong your days

it ;

Utter destruction

hut shall utterly be destroyed.

Divine threatenings annihilation.

is

upon

it,

never in the

His ancient people have gone

and a mark has been set
upon them, that they should not be exterminated, but remain
out of the presence of God, like Cain

an enduring demonstration of the truth of their rejected

as

Dan.x.26.

;

Messiah,

Whose

greatest evil in

but not for Himself
the sight of the Lord.

cutting off

—was their

THE CONFLICT WITH HEATHENISM.

Heathenism.

The
Early

1.

When Christianity

appeared, the Gentile religions were both

at their worst

at their best

and

result of their

wisdom and

art

;

:

they had reached the highest

but they had also descended to

The world was never
But both the
heathenism were armed against the

the lowest point of their moral impotence.
so highly cultivated,

and never so

strength and the weakness of

new
all

faith,

ethically vile.

which was the object of the converging attacks of
Christianity during the

the forces of the Gentile world.

first

three centuries was of course aggressive as well as persecuted.
The ten imperial persecutions were only a reaction of heathenism
against a spiritual persecution which itself had to endure from a
religion that spared none of its weaknesses and poured contempt

That religion prospered in spite of every
errors.
and drove the mightiest mythology the world had know^n
into the villages, whence it derived the name of Paganism.
That which had been branded as an Exitiabilis Superstitio comon

its

all

attack

pelled

;

before

the fourth

nations of the empire.

century the homage of

An attempt was made

under Julian the Apostate

;

but

it

all

civilised

to revive heathenism

signally failed.

The great

And
Apologies of the second century were never answered.
when, somewhat later, the advocates of the ancient and effete
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decay and

upon Christianity the

charged

De

the empire, Augustine's treatise

ruin

Civitate and other

argument of heathenism

writings, silenced the

many
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for ever.

of

similar

Although

extraneous causes conspired to aid the Christian Eeligion

in gaining ascendency, the dispassionate verdict of history must

be that its own internal power gave it the victory. And that
2
power was the Holy Ghost causing it to triumjyh in Christ.
2. This triumph of Christianity is all the more remarkable

was itself infected by many of the errors
Scarcely a form of superstition was overcome
it displaced.
which did not contribute its measure of corruption to the faith of
The earlier and later heresies were to a great extent
Jesus.
because as conquering

it

results of the infusion of the old leaven of Oriental

and

Classical

Cor.

ii.

14.

Victory
over the

Heathenism that
corrupted
Christianity.

modes of thought. Gentile philosophy was vanquished but its Par;

thian arrows

left their

Christianity over

Pantheistic

tlie

poison, and the final superiority of orthodox

subtle errors of Gnosticism, Manichseism,

mysticism,

with the superstitions of materialistic

sacramentalism in later days, manifested

than

its

its

eternal

original suppression of heathen error.

If

power not

we

less

take a broad

and catholic view of Christian history in its doctrinal development we shall see that there has been a steady, continuous victory
of truth over

all

within the Church.

forms of the Gentile

No weapon

lie

whether Avithout or

formed against

it,

however often

reappearing, has finally prospered.
3.

No

power

species of heathenism has ever effectually withstood the

Not always has
own precepts. Too

of the Christian religion.

assault been in

harmony with

its

its

mode

of

Over all
Heathenism.

often has its

war with the old

idolatries and superstitions been in harmony
which the Lord condemned in His sons of Lu. ix. 55.
thunder.
Sometimes it has imitated the violent methods of Mark iii.
17.
Mohammedanism or employed the cunning wiles of the great
deceiver.
But there has never been Avanting an honest and true

with that

spirit

propagandism.

And

the

result has always accorded with

high aim and pretension of the Gospel.

It has supplantetl

the

one

system after another in the South, and the West, and the North.

The Eastern superstitions alone have seemed to defy its power.
But these are slowly and surely yielding. They are the most
ancient forces of heathenism, and in seemingly immovable tran-
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have survived the

quillity

fall

of a multitude of other systems

but they are surely succumbing to the truth which was earlier

than they, and are
Matt. xix. have

and

•^0.

4.

Its Final

Suprc^'

double truth

its

many

:

the last shall he first in

On

make

the predictions which

fulfilling

the universal spread of the

certain

In them the word shall

Gospel.

that are first shall he last in yielding

demonstration of the glory of our Lord.

the whole, a calm survey of the state of the world under

the influence of the Christian religion

Avill

lead every philosophic

Head

student of history to the conclusion that the

Church

of the

become the Master of the whole earth. Human prophecy,
guided by the lights of the past and the analogy of the present,
must concur with prophecy Divine in predicting this. In the

will surely

struggle for existence

— the survival
enough and
it

if

we condescend

;

it

has touched

The mystery
But

fundamental change.

some respects unfathomable.

present,

^ ,'
the
Beo-inning

Not

it

time

all

annihilated

it is

many

with the earnest of a

of its slow development
its

ultimate supremacy

is its irresistible

in

to

to faith in

:

as certain as the being of God.

and future triumph

is

is

And

credential.

THE CONFLICT WITH NATURAL RELIGIONS.

jlj-jj^yj,^!

_^

Give

calculation the highest possible probability

the word of revelation
its past,

It has

every other system.

has transformed some

human

to use current phraseology

even apart from supreme interpositions of the

it will,

Spirit, displace

—

be on the side of Christianity.

will

1.

m

It has
,,.

been already seen that the teaching of Christ
.

n

^

.^

••!

is

as

IT-

/.,

much

^ republication oi the original principles oi natural religion as
is

an expansion of the

two

religion of Judaism.

as its pillars, so far as it is a religion

It rests
:

that

observances and morality and worship, which
or Op-qcTKua means.

Christianity

is,

is,

is all

it

upon these
a system of

that religion

however, a great revelation,

an unveiling, of the supernatural Avorld or order of things ; and
against all that it brings over and above the teaching of nature
there has been from the beginning a protest.

In

fact,

the early

Apologies abound with arguments vindicating the religion of Jesus
against those Avho asserted the sufficiency of the light of nature.

But the victory over opponents of this class was then easy, as
the world had been long accustomed to the thought of heavenly
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which really had nothing but the
what is called natural religion,
was never without a strong conviction that it had at the same
time something much better. It would hardly have understood
interventions.

Antiquity,

traditions of a lost revelation, or

tho force of any argument against a revelation as such.
2.

Perhaps the

first,

certainly the

most

influential,

development

Deism,

of opposition to Christianity proceeding on this line of thought

was Deism, the form assumed by English Infidelity in the
In this continuous assault
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
on the Faith many elements combined it was an application to
theology, never intended by Bacon, of the new philosophy of
induction and experience, as also an apjjlication of the sensational
philosophy never intended by Locke ; but it was mainly an
attempt to show that the principles of natural religion render a
supernatural revelation superfluous, that the documents and evi:

dences of the supposed supernatural revelation are contradictory
to the light of nature, and also that these documents are in them-

As it regards this last point, in
selves unworthy of confidence.
which the English Deists were followed by the destructive critics
of France and Germany, more must be said when the documents
are under consideration.

The Rationalism

also that underlies

the entire system of attack must be examined elsewhere.
while,

Mean-

enough to say that the Christian revelation has not

it is

only survived,

it

has vanquished,

strength of this system

—

to the principles of natural theology

or Deism.
The
God and adherence

Infidelity

its theistic belief

in

— proved

its

weakness.

The

argument of Analogy was triumphantly applied to show that the
believer in a God Who controls the course and constitution of
nature ought not to reject the revelation of tlie Bible, which introduces only a wider extension or larger view of the same scheme
of the same God.

It silenced all rational opposition to the Chris-

and the silencing of opposition is
As our Saviour said Ye believe in God, believe
tian Faith

;

:

in this case victory.
also in

Me.

JqIj^ xiv.
1.

THE CONFLICT WITH SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT.

Christian-

and
True

itv

1.

Generally speaking, there has never been any opposition

between Christianity and true

L

science.

2

For Christianity

'^i'^"'-'^'

pro-
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fesses to

be,

and

is,

a scientific presentation of the largest and

broadest philosophy ever expounded to mankind.
1

Tim.

vi.

Hence

St.

system of thought which has commanded the homage of so
ential a portion of

mankind.

It

is

not too

much

On

found elsewhere.

this subject,

Meanwhile,

truth of our religion that

systems of false science.

homage

it

it

is

has survived the attack of

and most earnest

physical and metaphysical truth.

And

also.

by a

it

may

far larger

however, enough will be

one of the evidences of the

This

is

cultivators of both

true of the present age

be safely said that true Christianity

number

many

has in every past age received the

It

of the best intellects

no
and no

be called science, which can despise

results of thinking deserve to

the Christian Faith.

influ-

to say that

principle of thinking deserves to be called philosophy,

•

Paul

speaks of oppositions of science falsely so called. True science, or
disciplined and formulated knowledge, must needs respect the

is

accepted

and sound thinkers than is to
of any one particular department of

of rigorous

be found in the service
scientific opposition or

perhaps in

all

departments of

scientific

opposition put together.
2. This being true, it may be granted that it is true only of
Science
and False genuine Christianity. There has been in all Christian ages an

unity.

unsound development of certain doctrines against Avhich sound
The Christian Faith ought
not to be held responsible for the additions of men and there
science has successfully protested.

;

can be no doubt that

it

has pleased

God

to

rebuke by the ministry

many errors Avhich have dimmed or perverted
During the Middle Ages the authority of the Church
was armed in favour of false interpretations of Scripture, and science
came to the aid of the simplicity of truth. Christendom has had

of

human

learning

the Faith.

and much to learn through its contact with
and research. It may have something yet
both to unlearn and to learn many most important helps for the
solution of difficulties, the removal of obstacles, and the reconciliation of apparent contradictions in the exegesis of Scripture, may and

much

to unlearn

scientific

criticism

:

indeed certainly will be afforded by the investigations of scholars

and physicists. Science furnished the key to open some of the dark
chambers of cosmogony. And as the origin of things is better
understood since modern geology sprang up, so also the origin of
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will be better understood Avhen the chaos of

anthropology

is

reduced to shape.

If

it

modem

should seem in any case

that a clear result of inductive science clashes with Scripture or

the Christian religion,

it

will be found, as it has

times past, that the contradiction

is

not real

:

been found in

either the Scripture

and the particular truth concerned has been misunderstood, or
the scientific induction may itself have to be corrected, or some
yet unknown mediatorial fact must be waited for. There is much
ground common to science and the Faith in the archaeology,
chronology, anthropology, and history of Scripture, not yet fully
explored.
Meanwhile, science in this relation is comparatively
young, and Christianity

is absolutely old.
The foundation of the
make up the relations of God and man has
never been shaken by sound human learning and research. On
many contested points there is doubtless much controversy, put

eternal verities that

religion has nothing to fear;

and

subordinate one, that this

the firm conviction of

is

it

is

a consolation, though a

many who

most profound students of modern science and the
most humble disciples of Holy Scripture.
3. There is, however, a false science, a i/^evSaJvt'yao? yvwo-t?, Avhich
has absolutely withstood Christianity from the beginning and.
are at once the

False
Science,

;

with peculiar

keenness opposes

critical

vanquished in the past
will be victorious now.

and

it

may be

scientific, as

it is

now.

This also

is still

it

has

pending,

it

is one with many forms
fundamental principles are un-

This science

called false, for its

human knowledge.

all

the science of nescience

Scepticism, or suspended

:

a contradiction in

judgment on many

points,

may

though universal scepticism is utterly alien from
of the Bible, which appeals to the common sense of

be tolerated
the spirit

it

and, though the issue

destroying the foundations of

If science at all

terms.

;

;

mankind against the chaos botii of
The same may be

universal nescience.

universal

scepticism

and

said of Pantheistic science

though based on a principle which has commanded the homage of

much human thought

in all ages, it is not scientific

lates the distinctness, or at least the

for it annihi-

;

permanent distinctness of

the thinking subject, whose fleeting phenomena cannot constitute
Christianity has overcome Pantheism
by the very

knowledge.
fact

that the noblest

:

Pantheists, the

mediaeval, mystical,

and

1

Tim.
^^*

vi,
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the

German

transcendental philosophers, have aimed to Chris-

system, and, in

tianise their

Where
it

it

have held

fact,

as

it

Christians.

has not loaned on the Christian doctrine of the Trinity

has had no semblance of scientific precision

matical system died with himself.
delusion of the nineteenth century

:

phenomena which

revelation

Materialism

is

the

the supreme

is

professing to be sure

absolute science in every department,

with the general consent of

Spinoza's mathe-

:

Positivism

and

leaves out the endless

it

has taught the world, and that
all

true science, to call

modern fonn of Atheism

v.diich

spiritual.

seems to

threaten the hold of religion on men's minds.

It is the last and
uncompromising of its enemies
never during earlier
ages having risen with anything like strength, it seems now to be

most

:

encouraged to assault the Faith by the aid of physical science.

But sound

science must, sooner or later, utterly disavow a system

that abolishes the notions of cause and

and ends, and

asserts, in

spontaneous origin of

effect,

of

all final

causes

the face of evidence most absolute, the

life.

Most

of these forms of the falsely

Here
enough to say that they have opposed Christianity in vain.
The religion of Christ, with its earlier and later documents, gives
a grand and consistent, though at some points most mysterious
called science will be considered in their appropriate place.

it

is

and unsearchable, explanation of
have already vanquished
destructive only

of their

Demon-

own

all

all

things.

It

may

be said to

systems and hypotheses Avhich are

and have no positive principles or explanations
what they take away.

to substitute for

THE HOLY GHOST THE LAST CEEDENTIAL.

strati on of

the Holy
^"^^

*

Xo

view of the credentials of Divine Revelation

plete which omits a distinct reference to the

is comHoly Ghost,

"Whose special influence accompanies the Truth as
demonstration, and assurance.

its seal,

This has been of necessity

more fully
Here it is
the
sum
and conthis
principle
as
down
sufficient to lay
clusion of the whole matter the Spirit of God and of Christ

referred to already, and will in due course be

exhibited under other aspects and relations.

:

EEVELATION.
alone gives to

who

all
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evidences their force, and imparts to those

sincerely consider

them both the

faith that believes

and the confirmation of that faith. JNIoreover, though it
may seem a hard saying, the secret of an unbelieving
rejection of the Christian Revelation

must be traced

to

an

or explicit resistance of His never-failing and

implicit

The presence of the Holy Ghost,
is the last and

impartial testimony.

promised and pledged and bestowed,

crowning credential of the Faith.

NEW

THIS CREDENTIAL IN THE

TESTAjNIENT.

Appeal
to this in

It will be necessary only to indicate the force of the testimonies

of Scripture on this subject
series,

the course of winch

testimonies forming an unbroken

:

may

the NewTesta-

ment.

be easily traced by the following

leading instances of their use and application.

Our Lord, laying the foundation of the

1.

of

Faith, declares that

should convict the unbelief of the Avorld

the Spirit of the truth

sin, because they believe not

on Me.

JMoreover,

He

Testi-

mony

:

promised that

of
Jesus.
John xvi.

same Spiiit as the poicer of the Hohj Ghost coming upon you, by
8,9,13.
which His Apostles should be competent witnesses of Himself It is Acta i. 8.
most evident that to the Spirit is assigned by the Head of the
Faith the function of enforcing

its credentials.

The Lord could

not more expressly have said that the cause of Christianity was
to be pleaded for ever

the

relied

this

on this Advocate.

witnesses

He

by

Advocate or Paraclete. Accordingly,

preachers of the Gospel appealed to this credential, or

first

;

Peter says of the

St.

facts, JFe all are

Acts ii. 32.

but he then points to the testimony of the Holy Ghost

hath shed forth

this

time more expressly

Holy

:

which ye noiv

see

and

And,

hear.

at a later Acts ii. 33.

JFe are His witnesses of these things

JVhom God hath

;

and

so

Acts v.32.

Him.
The Apostles speak with the consciousness of a higher Witness
is also the

Ghost,

behind their own, to Whose

given to them that obey

effectual

energy they look for the

The entire Apostolic ministry
The human witnesses do their best,

demonstration of their words.
illustrates the

same

from

the beginning,

truth.

John

says, events undeniable That which was
which we have heard, ivhich we have seen with our

setting forth, as St.

:

1

John
1.

i.
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we have looked npon, and our hands have handled,

eyes, tvhich

ing the
1

John

1

John

V.

^-

V.

Word

of

But they never

life.

a concurrent evidence

rely only

TJie tcitness of

:

God

is

on

greater,

concerri-

There

that.

is

the same

and, with plain allusion to the Master's words,

Apostle declares

;

adds, A7id

the Spirit that heareth witness, because the Spirit is

truth

is

it

KOL TO

:

Tlyev/xd

to fxaprvfiovv,

Icttl

dX^Oeia, as if the Spirit Avere
self is the truth

the Vulgate has

or, as

;

Thus the

Veritas.

New

on

to

ia-TLV

Tivf.vjJi6.

-if

Himself the witness that He Him-

Testament

it,

quoniam Christus

closes, in St.

est

John's Epistle,

with the great truth that the Holy Ghost, given by the Father,
is the permanent and, as it were, official proof in the world that
1

John

v.

10
1

God hath

He

given His Son.

tJuit

•

John

v.

is

believeth

on the Son of God hath

•

Witness in himself.

the

•

Outside of himself, and objectively, there

the Saviour (hat came hj icater and blood

:

the believer receives

the external evidences of the mission of Jesus, both in

Eeason of
Unbehef.

tj^j^t.

by

St.

of the Spirit
xii.

2) 3.

1 Cor.
**'

ii.

^'

:

he

tells

the Corinthians, after reminding

away unto

gift,

down

generally in the

that

is,

1

John

believeth
is,

V.

^'

idols,

New

Testament, that there

our OAvn

John
6.

is

a sense

God

:

a

Hence St. John ratifies the Avhole
by saying that every true Christian tliat

on the Son of God hath the Witness in himself: hath, that
Him that beareth it Avithin his OAvn

both the testimony and

soul,

as a

permanent source of assurance.

beareth witness, not

V.

that

faculties.

It is the Spirit that

merely to subjective personal acceptance, but

also to the great objective truth Avhich is the
1

them

even as ye were

bestoAved in connection with the prudent and prayer-

at the close of Scripture,
V.

dumb

faith in the Christian revelation is the gift of

ful use of

^^'

these

igd^ that No man can say that Jesus is the Lord but by the Holy Ghost,
words which follow their counterpart, Ko man speaking by the
Above he had already said
Sp)irit of God calleth Jesus accursed.
that/«(7/i standcth in the power of God, that is, in the demonstration
These passages confirm the principle
of the Spirit and of poicer.

in which

John

is-

Paul plainly and unambiguously to the rejection

ye were Gentiles, carried

laid

1

com-

the actual presence of unbelief in the Christian revelation

referred

1 Cor.

its

mencement by Baptism and at its consummation on the cross.
But the Spirit is the supreme Witness within the witness.
2. It is very important, in connection with this, to remember

acceptance, to

Avit, that

Jesus

is the

Son of God.

ground of that

As

the anointing

REVELATION.
of the
/or

Holy Ghost was the Father's
lialh God the Father sealed
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seal

— so

Him

descending from

Him

to the skirts

of His garments,

assures to us the truth of His mission

Him.

interest in

St.

John

on His Son's mission

THE same anointing, John
the seal that

is

and the

have an unction from the Holy One, and ye know all things

that

Psalm

reality of our

therefore says with confidence
all

:

cxxxiii.

ye

:

things,

vi.

27.

2.

1

John

1

John

u.
27, 20.

concerning the eternal difference between Christ and

is,

That unction of the Holy One, the Eevealer, may
all mysteries, whether of nature or of grace, but
it makes the
if received in humble faith it serves two purposes
believer confident in Him Whom he trusts as a Saviour ; and it
Antichrist.

not instruct in

:

enables

him

to detect the liar that denieth that Jesus

the Christ.

is

ii.

22.

ITS

Value

PRACTICAL VALUE.

of this

Evidence.

This

the bare outline of a doctnne concerning the objective

IS

and subjective testimony of the Divine Spirit which the entire
Testament fills up. A careful consideration of the current
of its teaching on this subject will convince all, whether students

New

or preachers or defenders of Christianity, that an appeal to the

never-absent demonstration of the Holy Ghost

anchor for themselves and their
1.

As

apologists

remember
St.

for

for

last

the Religion

we

descendants, to defend their creed, that
to give

of the hope that

is

an ansiver

to

every

in you icith meekness

man

demanded

We

and fear.
This
After

is
all,

Holy Ghost.

to he

you a reason

that asketh

can supply.

in our keeping, but in that of the

we must
obligation.

was their duty

it

of us; but nothing more.

diligence

in

Limits
of Obligation.

had, like us their

avIio

provide the very best arguments for the Great
learning and

sheet-

own

believe

our encouragement the limits of our

Peter instructs the early Christians

ready always

their

is

appeal for others.

are

Hope
most

bound

1

Peter iii.
15.

to

that our
certainly

the Faith

is

not

we happily

If

succeed in disarming opposition or securing attention or exciting
the beginnings of trust, the glory

My

is

God's

:

Not by

might, nor hy

Lord of hosts. If we fail, and our
opponents harden their hearts, we must not give way to Jonah-

power, but by

Spirit, saith the

like despondency,

and

fall

into the snare of our

own

ill-success

:

Zeeh.
6.

iv.

THE
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we must remember
Jer. xliv.

His time

^^•.
Isa.

As

2.

xxx."

RULE OF FAITH.

that our Master will see to

words shall stand, Mine or

it,

and show

preachers also in quietness and in confidence shall he your

"We must cultivate an absolute reliance on a certain

streiigth.

which is infallibly given to every truth
however weakly Ave proclaim it, provided only
we proclaim it faithfully. Here we have the example of the
Apostles, who with great fervour argue and persuade, but with

we

that

xiii.

^^'

declare

:

God

the utmost calmness leave the result to

:

but seeing ye

you, and.judge yourselves unworthy of everlasting

from

life, lo,

But we have a higher example than
Our Lord Himself, the Supreme Apologist

to the Gentiles.

Apostles.
religion,

Jolm

vii.

^^"

Johu

in

theirs.

secret Divine testimony

15.

Acts

ichose

DIVll^E

My

committed His

doctrine is not

murmured
vi.

44, 45.

against

murings and said
Jiath sent Me draw
is

written in the

Every

man

:

it

that of the

own

of His

He

His Father.

failing cause to

put

we turn

Me ; and when
He answered their

said,

Mine, hut His that sent

they

Him and

mur-

iVo

man

Mm;

His words,

can come

and I tvill

And

2>?'op/iefo,

to

Me,

raise

they shall

therefore that hath heard,

except the Father JFhich

him up
he

at the last day.
all

It

taught of God.

and hath learned of

the Father,

This seems like a tranquil reference of the

cometh unto Me.

contest to the arbitration of Heaven, leaving His opponents to
their

Our

own

AVe

responsibility.

doctrine

is

may humbly copy His

not our own, but His Vflio has sent us

example.
;

we must

leave to His Spirit the responsibility and the justification of the

Personal

Assm-ance

tremendous mysteries we are commissioned to unfold.
3. As Christian men, we have to take care that we find our
Qy.^^ f^^n

assurance of faith in the conscious influence of the Spirit

No

of Christ.
truth, can
Col,

ii.

2.

theologian, in these days of doubt

mind may be the temple

of the

assurance of understanding,

God, which

John

viii.

may

and despair of

keep his soul in peace who does not so live that his

is

:

Holy Ghost, giving him

the full

the acknoivledgment of the mystery of

summed up in one word, Christ. A beclouded faith
many causes but there is one secret of protecHe that followeth Me slwll not walk in darkness.

be traced to

tion or cure

to

;

SUMMARY.

Summary.

Thus

may

far

we have

only sketched the course that Apologetics

take in presenting the Credentials of the Christian Revela

REVELATION.
tion generally and as such

and

;
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from the evidences

as distinct

necessary to establish particular doctrines and particular docu-

ments.

When we

have to discuss the Canon, and proceed with
we shall find ourselves always

the separate topics of theology,

The

obliged to maintain a defensive position.

The Christian system

at every point.

is

contest

is

prepared

everywhere militant;

and some of the best evidences of the Faith are those which arise
under the several heads of its individual dogmas, each of
Meanwhile the general
which has its own cause to defend.
credentials of Christianity prepare the way for those more detailed
evidences and add force by anticipation to the arguments introduced to sustain both the books and the doctrines. When the
glorious revelation as a whole is accepted, that acceptance renders
the mind more accessible to persuasion on subordinate points,
and disarms captious criticism of documents and minor difficulties
of every kind.

When the objective Christian

received by the faith of

man

accepting

its

Faith

is

credentials

subjectively

— credentials

adapted to our probation, and amply

sufficient, as sealed by the
becomes comparatively easy to proceed to
methods by which that Faith has been communi-

—then

Holy Ghost
the specific
cated.

The

it

consideration of those methods connects this topic

with that which

now

follows

tion as objective, universal

in which Ave descend from revelaand one, to the form it assumes iu
:

holy books.

^
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INSPIRxVTION.

^"fP^tion.

The term Divine
Bible

and

is

in the general proposition that the

the Divine Rule of Faith suggests the inspiration

infallible authority of

the Sacred Records.

Inspira-

from Revelation as we have employed

tion, distinguished

the term, denotes the specific agency of the Holy Ghost in
the creation and construction of Holy Scripture
Biblical conventional use of the

The

meaning.

its

dogma

and

Church

may be regarded

;

and, thirdly, the dogmatic

as fully expressing the truth

distinction

between the terms Revelation and Inspiration

depends, to a great extent, upon their conventional signification.

In the Bible

f-yjj'

secondly, the history of the

;

this subject.

The

Revelatioii

we do

not trace the distinction found necessary in

dogmatic theology, and so elaborately discussed in
subject.

to each

In Scripture.

Heb.

i.

1.

1.

These are

word

its

hints,

2.

on the

them interchangeably;

or, rather,

adopts the

same forms of expression to exhibit the methods of both. God
at sundry times and in dicers manners spake in times past to the fathers
hy

i.

treatises

however, that justify us in assigning

particular province.

Scripture uses

tJie

prophets: this includes at once the revelation of

all

truth

minds of the prophets, and the inspiration by which they
The Voice of God perreceived and administered that truth.
vades the Old Testament and in the New it still speaketh in His
The divers manners include visions, whether in dream or
Son.
ecstasy, by the medium of which the Holy Ghost presented, with
or without symbols, new forms of truth to the mind, or what is

to the

Heb.

strictly limits

the testimony of the Bible

first,

inspiration

in the universal

results that

on

own

this is the

theological treatment of the doctrine

requires us to examine,
itself to its

word which

:

;

INSPIRATION.
always called the

waking

Word

of the

Lord

;
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and

communications

also

and
The sundry times cannot well be understood
unless we regard them as including the successive stages by which
the ancient people were entrusted with the written oracles. Thus
the inspiration and the revelation are one.
St. Paul unites them
when he savs. / will come to visions and revelations of the Lord : a
sentence in which all ancient methods are reduced to two, and
these are shown to be continued in the New Testament, though
no longer so general and characteristic as they formerly had been.
to the

faculties, conscious of all their OAvn exercises

controlling them.

2.

On

inspiration to record

the Holy Spirit,

is

in

^'''

l.*^"'Y

The Son, in the unity of the Father and
The Spirit, in the unity of the
the Inspirer.
The Son is the living and

the Revealer.

Father and the Son,

Word

it.

xii.

Conven-

the other hand, the Scripture authorises the conventional

phraseology which distinguishes between revelation of truth and

eternal

2 Cor.

is

Whom

the eternal ideas of

all

truth existed,

made known but the Spirit did signify its meaning to the prophets, who spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.
The word Ivevelation is generally used of the Lord; the only

1

Peter

„

A

instance of the use of Inspiration refers

to the Sci'ipture as the

2 Cor.

xii.

The disclosure of the mind of God to man is revelation
when viewed in relation to the Truth unveiled, and inspiration
when viewed in relation to the methods of its impartation

a Tini

ill

before they were

;

it

result.

i.

'
.

21.

16.

and transmission to posterity. And, as revelation must in its
highest meaning be limited to the unfolding of the scheme of
redemption, so inspiration

is

limited to that one kind of contact

or intercourse between the Holy Spirit and the spirit in

which produced the written

Word

for all ages

THE TESTIMONY OF SCRIPTUKE

man

and generations.

ITSELF.

Scriptural
Testi-

Thc Scripture presents the
spiration.

credentials of

Hence, remembering that

credentials are always

sustained by their

own

first,

and

the

evidences,

Avliole

own

it

is

subject with

in-

things Divine

are, if necessary, to

circle to receive the witness of the liible

we must study

in

its

be

not arguing in a

concerning
tlie

Book

itself:

in

our

"^ony.
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The Old Testament yields its testimony in a
manner accordant with its preliminary stage of development but, though only preliminary, that testimony will

hands.

;

be found to include every essential element of the doctrine.
Christ, tlie Revealer, gives His supreme attestation
to the authority of the ancient Scriptures
tation, considering
it is

:

such an attes-

His claims, was absolutely necessary
it is sufficient.
He has
though in a different manner,

expressly given, and of course

also with equal expressness,

declared by anticipation the plenary Divine authority of
the writings of the

evidence of

this,

New

we

Testament.

shall

After exhibiting the

descend to the Apostles'

tes-

timony concerning the inspiration of the Old Testament

and

their

own

;

and then may be

in a position to

sum up

the evidence of the Holy Oracles concerning themselves
as one united whole.

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

Old
Testament,

not lay down the distinction
1. The Old Testament does
between Revelation and Inspiration ; but it furnishes the evidence
by which the distinction may be established. Communications of
the Divine will were given in various ways to various men, few

whom, comparatively

of

spealdng,

were

and com-

educated

missioned to write the permanent records of that
Patriarchs received revelations, and recorded some of

It

10.

made

Scripture by themselves.
Moses that he Avas the immeThere arose Twt a prophet
diate organ of Jehovah, the Logos-Angel

their records were not officially

Deut.
xxxiv.

The
them ; but

will.

was the

special prerogative of

:

since in Israel like unto

him

it is

Hoses lohom Jehovah knew face

a distinction which was afterwards perverted as
all

to

face.

Of

not recorded that the Spirit made him an instrument

the inspired agents of Jehovah

who

testified

we

shall see.

Of

concerning Christ

Moses approached most nearly to the Person Whom he predicted,
After the
or rather was brought into closest analogy with Him.
Uncreated Angel withdrew as the immediate Eevealer, phrases

INSPIRA TION.
are introduced which had not been

now

;

But, running through

from

:

down

to the

Write

this

to writing

the

all,

Lord coming to them.

there

is

a,

memorial in a

may be

Numb.
^^^'^' ^'

book.

g.

2 Chron.

a constant commission to

through Samuel's schools of the prophets,

Closes,

end of the Old Testament.

for

before but are used

read of the Spirit of God, or of Jehovah,
of the Hand of the Lord moving upon one

coming down on men
and another ; of the Word of
write

known

We

in great variety.

2.
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-p,

^7'

xxxvii.l

The Lord said unto Moses, Ex.

A large

number

collected in the ancient records

of references

xvii.

!*•

men

to the

:

'

commandment of tJie Lord ; to God as Numb.
xxxiu.
Himself the "Writer, I have xcritten to him the great things of My
law ; to the manner in which the prophetic records especially jjos. viii.
12.
were arranged and preserved, and Baruch wrote from the mouth of
Jeremiah ; and to the general designation of the whole as Scripi"
.
appointed to write

ture,

/

tcill

TRUTH.

the

bj/

show thee that ichich

It will

is

noted in the

Scripture of Dan.

be seen by a collation of the multitudes of

'

x.

^^•

passages of which these are specimens, that the Old Testament
gives all the materials for the full doctrine which

sanctioned, and unfolded in the

is

presupposed,

New.

OUR lord's testimony.

Testi-

mony

Our Lord's witness
those
it

to the insiDiration of both

Testaments

is,

who believe in Him, the sum of all reasoning. Not indeed

to

of
Jesus,

that

renders the most careful examination of the documents needless

;

but a steadfast confidence in the Supreme Authority ought to
precede, accompany,

and follow every consideration of evidence.

Certainly

His testimony should more than outweigh

objections

which derive their strength from our ignorance.

that

is

not

all.

The

In

many ways

the

But

Saviour's assurances not only confirm the

results of inspiration, but
I.

all

this

throw a

clear light

supreme testimony

upon
is

its

nature.

given by the Ee- To the Old

Old Canon as a completed whole.
nient'
by His absolute ascription to its writings of a Divine
His
Appeal
It was the one thing common to Him and His Jewish
authority.
opponents that the Scriptures, the same to Him and to them,
were admitted to be in all parts the Word and the Writings of
God. He asked them JFhy do ye also tratisgress tJie command went Matt xv.
^"
"^'
of God by your tradition, but said nothing of adding to or diminishing

deemer
1.

to the

First,

:
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They made

the lioly books.

tradition

and that was

tlieir fault

but they are not condemned as making or unmaking Scripture.

While sweeping away

and giving Hi?i
Lord expressly declared that the
least ordinance and the least commandment in the Old Testament
was Divine, and must have its fulfilment. Such is the meaning
of one jot or one tittle, as connected with what follows.
2. He attested the entire Old Testament, secondly, by thrt
terms He was wont to use in speaking of the older oracles.
He
quotes them as Scripture generally, and as individual Scriptures.
It is ivritten was His answer to the Tempter in the
wilderness.
Search the Scriptures He said to the Jews and to all
men the solitary instance in which He gave such a command-

own

Matt.

V.

*

rp

TT

Used.
Matt. iv.

John

V.

their enfeebling glosses,

spiritual interpretation, our

:

ment

He
Luke

iv.

:

a

commandment with

began His own prophetic

jug^ Xhis

day

is

y

current division as the

V.

I

xxiv. 44
45.

He

your

Matt.

distinguishes according to the

laio or the p)'>'ophets

*^

^

unrecorded exposition of the Old Covenant that
disciples.

He

once

calls

an ancient oracle the

With

of God, and adds, the Scrip)ture cannot he broken.

this

it is

instructive to connect our Lord's saying concerning Himself,

My

words shall not pass away ; which asserts at the end of His

own

teaching which,

*

'

Himself
it.

Matt.xxii.
^^-

commandment and

:

ministry the same eternal authority for His

V. 19.

ears.

by proclaimThe ancient

the

gave to His

Word

X.

^^'

m

In

tures in that last

27

XXIV

He

And

of Me.

law of Moses, and in the prophets, and in the
psalms, concerning Me.
But He unites them all again as tJie Scrippromise.

John

documents

testify

the synagogue

this Scripture fulfilled in

collection of holy

Matt.

promise. They
office in

^^ t^^^ beginning,
3.

Q^^g

He had

assorted for the law.

The Redeemer never fails to refer to the old Scripture as
by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost, con-

testimony, given

cerning Himself.
this is the

Hoiv then doth David in Spirit

one instance in which the

referred to,

and

it is

Him

call

Lord ?

Spirit's inspiration is directly

a special prophecy concerning David's Lord,

uttered by David himself, as a solitary exception to his usual
style,

and quoted exceptionally by our Saviour

:

in fact,

it

be said that the entire Old Testament was repreeented
Eev. xix.

CALLETH HiM LoRD.

may
;

it

Hence the testimony of Jesus is fiie Spirit of
prophecy : this is a dictum which may also be inverted the Spirit
in the Avhole company of the prophets is the testimony of Jesus.
:

INSPIRATION.
For

all

of the
4.

IGl

the ancient seers both saw and spoke under the influence

Spirit of Christ which

was in

Thus the Saviour's witness

^

tliem.

Old Testament is simply
demand. He

to the

perfect in every element that Christian faith can

began and ended His earthly life by declaring its Divine authority
and the necessity of its most minute fulfilment. He gave His
testimony, not in accommodation to a current notion of the times,
but as the lievealer of all truth. And the force of this is specially
strengthened by the fact that

holy writers as One
Baptist was

is

He

He

to

Holy Ghost

As

:

God

Him

died in

It is of the

II.

:

oracles

from

the Spirit's

all

made new

they as

;

and rose with

it

Old

were

Him

to

life.

utmost importance to ask in what sense the

assures to us a continuation of these

oracles in His

vii.

^*

He

from on high.

re-utters the entire

to their transitory meaning,

be the power of an endless

Redeemer

He

incarnate

Testament as His own ancient

TestiDio"y-

specific inspiration of the

in this eternally separated

the Son of

Lord's

What He said of the
He is much more Luke

Avith the Spirit

never claims for Himself a limited and
agents.

all.

Himself

does not speak, however, as Himself inspired.

Though a Prophet, and endued

i.

sanctions the whole body of

above them

more applicable

still

than a Prophet.

who

Peter

own New Testament.

We

authoritative

Contiiuiae*'°'\^

ibcripturc

may

boldly say that the

Great Fulfilment necessarily implied a continuation of Scripture,
both as
1.

Word and

as Writing.

Generally, our Lord testified,

which

My

icords shall not

pass away,

an echo of the sublimest assertions of the Old Testament
concerning the Divine oracle. All His sayings on every subject,
is

New
Words,
^xiv 35

whether recorded or not, were the words of God. Concerning
the whole sum of His teaching He could bear witness, / have given John xvii.
!•*•
tliem Thy word.
This being so, can we suppose that such a deposit
would die with those who first received it 1 Their Master made
provision that His words should, so far as they were to abide, be

preserved in their memor3^
hensive, embracing

all

The promise indeed

that the Lord had said.

is

On

very comprethe

Mount

of

Transfiguration the disciples were bidden to hear Ilim, and that in Luke ix
'^^•
the presence of JNIoses and Elias.
In strict liarmony with this is

the fact that at the close of His ministry Jesus, more expressly

than ever before, made His OM-n sayings the sum of Scripture.

VOL.

I.

M

It
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is

He

remarkable that

does not impress upon His disciples the

solemn importance of remembering the Scriptures of the Old
Matt.

20

xx.vii_i

Testament.

It

commanded

you,

was His own word,

— that

He

left as

may be

of the sacramental cup

all things

whatsoever

Surely what

a legacy.

way

applied in another

I have

He
:

said

this is

New Testament IN My words. The teaching of the Lord
was the new Bible ; and we feel instinctively how true is the

the
Col.

phrase of

iii.

word

New

Ex

xxvii.

I.

Kev.

1.

He

2.

Scriptures

1

J.

Paul

:

Ld

the

word of Christ dwell in you

richly.

The

no other than the word of God.
has also, both directly and indirectly, guaranteed to us
is

Though the Divine decorum forbade
His leaving anything from His own hand. He did not reverse the
ancient law that revelation should be gradually developed in the
^^^^,

Scriptural writings.

volume of a book.
As Moses was commanded to write the
beginning, so St. John was commanded to write the end, of that
volume, to finish it as it had been begun. To be more particular
the

31.

St.

of Christ

new

Scripture

is

Spirit of inspiration

prepared for and produced by the same

Who

gave the old records.

Precisely the

same law of procedure which we have seen in the creation of the
earlier documents we see governing the Saviour's arrangements for
It is as plain as if He had said
the later.
By My Spirit I give
you new Scriptures. But this He did not declare all grows out of
His words without His saying so. Eeserving revelation for Himself, He assigned inspiration to the Holy Ghost, though without
giving Him the name of Inspirer ; and so described His influence
as to make it precisely like that which rested on the ancient writers.
In old time, it was said to Moses Noio therefore go, and I icill he
with thy mouth, and teach tJiee wliat thou slialt say ; and to Jeremiah :
Behold 1 have put My ivords in thy mouth, and Say not, I am a child.
Here a special inspiration for special need is promised, over and
above the general inspiration for office. Compare the words of
our Lord to His Apostles, promising the very same special influence The Holy Ghost shall teach you in the same hour what ye ought
It is not ye that speah, but the Holy Ghost.
These are
to say.
promises in the Synoptists ; St. John adds the final and supplementary threefold assurance the same Spirit will bring all things
to your remembrance, luhatsoever I have said unto you ; further, He will
:

:

Ex.

iv. 12.

Isa lix.2l.
Jer. i.7,9.

Luke
^^-

xii.

:

...
*

II.

John
J

7

'

13.

xiv.
.

:

:

show you

tlie

things to come ; and, generally,

He

will guide

you into all

INSPIRATION.

Connecting this special assurance with the Old Testament,

truth.

the Lord afterwards said,

you

as if

:

1G3

it

/

send the Promise of Mij Father upon Luke

were a new function of the Ancient Inspirer that

would impress on

When

their minds.

that promise was

they were, like Jeremiah, children no longer, but

Now

standing.

promise in

fulfilled,

with reference to the three departments of the
in-

Let this be carefully considered with regard to

These are

the things

xxiv. 49.

in under-

John, the fulfilment required, and therefore

St.

cluded, writing.
each.

men

He

tor 'Men that ye

which thou

might

believe, for

the

first.

And

for the second.

Juist seen,

JVrite

the Apo-

containing the development of the truth in

stolical Epistles,

manifold applications,

is

John XX.
31.

Rev.

i.

19.

its

the fulfilment of the third.
assuredly gather that the Mediator of

A New

add another volume to the Scriptures of truth
without plainly saying so, any more than in
Genesis He foreannounced the entire Old Testament.
The facts
declare this without any express declaration.
The New Testa-

Volume.

3.

the

From

New

all this Ave

may

Covenant purposed

to

:

ment is constructed before our eyes exactly as the Old was. The
same laws and methods continue in the new economy that were
observed in the old.

There

is

the same direct personal teach-

and the Apostles see the Oracle face to face as Moses saw
Him. There are the same dreams and ecstasies ; and there is the
same overruling direction of the Holy Ghost in the compilation

ing,

This only great difference

of documents.

exists, that the final

communicated by the perfectly revealed Son through the
perfectly revealed Spirit and therefore long times and seasons
All was accomplished
are in the swift consummation needless.
truth

is

;

The Preparations occupied many

in a single age.

centuries

;

the

Fulfilment -dorified one.

THE APOSTOLIC TESTIMONY.

Apostolic

Testimouy

The

Apostolic testimony, both to the fact and to the nature

of Inspiration,

is

other doctrines

is

L As

most ample the full development of
committed to the Apostles.
:

to the Scriptures generally, or particular Scriptures of

the Old Testament, their tribute
1.

St.

this as of

Peter,

eminent witness

as
:

is

explicit

and

Preacher and Writer,
in the Acts, to the

M

2

Jews

is
;

clear.

perhaps the prein his Epistles, to

To the
Old Testament.
St. Peter.
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the Church of Jews and Gentiles

On

tions.

Acts

i.

16.

;

classical text

eSct TrX-qpwdTJvaL

:

t^v

ness once for
i.

IG.

as

it

all

:

in a

were a general

was

Acts

vii.

38.

This

instrument,

rjfjuv,

—

*

men

'

Nor

^S^'as eTrtXvo-ews,

No

iii.

^^'

the

is

of any pirivate interpretahut holy

let

first

him speak as

be the standard of
Epistle

2.
s

As

much weight

when viewed on

The

all

the oracles of

to

in his

A

sides.

all

and the

Epistle adds to the words

writings of the prophets the element of their authority

man speak,

°l

spoken and

St. Peter's Epistles contain

Scripture

other Scriptures,

less

oracles ;

living

of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.

expression,

the

Stephen

St.

referring to the prophetic element

shorter phrase in the

1 Pet. iv.

H

and

whether as

:

to transmit to posterity, here again the

the Biblical writings in particular, there is
2 Pet.

is

else,

using the

;

that of Joel;

also

is identical.

it

evidence of great value.

Hon

the Pentecostal wit-

he says that Moses received Aoyta ^wvTa,

:

SoDmt

i.

TavTTjv ^v TrpoeiTrc to

is

The Holy Ghost spake

the written oracles being identical.
2 Peter

called a

Scripture in one particular expression of it

uttered or as written
clear

genera-

may be

form more complete than anywhere

definition.

mouth of David an
result

both, to future

ypa(j>r]v

IIveC/Aa TO aytov 8ia o-To/xaTos Aa/3i8.

Acts

in

the eve of Pentecost he gives what

if

:

any

God, which are supposed to

truth in doctrine and in ethics.

Hebrews

Epistle to the

furnishes the most ample series

New Testament. The force of
by an examination of the texture of the

°^ testimonies to be found in the

these

is

to be felt only

whole composition, which literally regards the ancient Scriptures
as oracles spoken by the Holy Ghost, and preserved for the Christian

Church in a book

cate the testimony of the Spirit

employs

-Heb. X.
„^,^'..

„

:

The Holy Ghost

from as

to be quoted

remarkable that the same expression

is

infallible.

and that of the writer

testifieth

It is

throughout used to indi-

whom He

the terms of the great covenant

and One in a certain pilace testified, meaning the
While in this document God absolutely is the Revealer,
and the Son the supreme medium of revelation, the Spirit is

in Jeremiah;

Psalmist.

specially connected

Heb.

v.

Heb.

vi. 1.

added, that

with the written Scripture.

the first principles of the

the same in the Old Testament and

oracles

in

It

may be

are represented as

the

New

:

the rudi-

ments which these Christians needed to be taught again were
the ^principles of the doctrine of Christ; and, as these had been
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taught in the Christian writings, these "writings were also

the

Divine Oracles.
St.

3.

Paul

both as Preacher and Writer,

also,

He

in the ancient Scriptures.

lives

and the Writings of God.

as containing the Voice

and moves

St. Paul,

quotes them constantly, and always

His manner

of introducing individual texts shows plainly the importance he

attached to the very words used by the Holy Ghost.

He

saith not,

And

as of

to seeds,

He

many ;

which

Tlie

Prophetic Scriptures, Holy Scriptures,

testimony to Timothy

;

Hallowed or Sacred writings
saving wisdom

;

and that

terra ^eoVvcuo-To?,
logical

thy Gal.

to

all Scripture

its

Writings,

p
26^

his

Rom.

two contain

last

is

Divinely inspired.

ypacf>r},

ill.

and

1.

2.
'

and they together declare that the
applied by faith in Christ impart

as a predicate of

word Inspiration

Sacred

The

Scripture given hy inspiration of God.
final

And

uses a wide variety of epithets, such as

seed,

is Christ.

For instance

hut as of one.

-,

^

\q

The

has given the theo-

Scriptural ground, sanctioning also

the extension of the term to the writings as well as the words

and the persons of the inspired men. St. Peter's great testimony
signalises the impulse of the Spirit on the minds of the prophets
they were 4>€fj6ixevoi, led or borne along.
St. Paul supplements
this by making emphatic the result in the written Word in its
widest extent, embracing much more than the word of prophecy.
:

The former

leans rather to the revelation, the latter to the in-

documents

spiration, of the ancient

;

but both include the collected

power to the believing recipient.
Together, they condense into two short sentences the entire
oracles,

and

tlieir

saving

Biblical doctrine of the inspiration of Scripture

:

that

is,

primarily

though not only, of Old-Testament Scripture.

n.
their

It is

own

most imjjortant to

But

inspiration.

always conscious of the

it

collect the Apostles'

must be remembered

Spirit's special influence,

on defensive occasions be likely to refer to
of the Gospel required

In

testimony to
that,

though

they would only
fact,

the service

them on very many occasions

to abstain

it.

xhe
Apostles
^'
^

]1^.

•

from urging their highest claim.
1.

St.

John

is

the Apostle

who

gives the faintest expression St. John,
is, perhaps, the most

to the specific gift of inspiration, while he

earnest in the assertion of the authority that resulted from

Yet

in the Apocalypse

it.

he says that he was, when he received his

TEE DIVINE RULE OF FAITH.
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Eev.

i.

communications, in

10. projthetic

our Lord to
~ J^^"^

'•

effectually

j.he

moved by

the very term applied

the Spirit,

inspiration of

David

Holy Ghost than

the

by

no prophet was ever more

:

He

he.

speaks of those

Rev.xxii. sayings as faithful and true which he wrote to the churches hy
6'
commandment of the Lord, as if they were liis own and the fear:

words that end this book, if not the Bible, declare its inviolable
Divine authority. In his First Epistle he seems to make the
ful

1

John

ii.

20-

from the Holy One a privilege of all Christians but a close
examination will give reason to think that he referred primarily

unction

;

to the Apostolic xpto"/^" or anointing,

or

which was

also a x^P'-^t^°-

made promi-

not limited to himself, and therefore not

gift,

nent as his own, but his in the unity of the whole Apostolate.
Supposing, however, that the anointing is spoken of as belonging

we

to all regenerate believers,

human

authority which

is

back upon the tone of super-

fall

impressed upon this document, as upon

the two lesser Epistles accompanying
St. Peter.

2.

it.

Peter speaks of the writings of

St.

St.

2 Peter iii, on the same level, with the other Scriptures
^^'

way

understood and current
argument.

2 Peter iii.

Paul as co-ordinate,
a slight hint of an

of thinking has the force of a strong

must be remembered that he had just before

l^een referring to his reason for writing a second Epistle

may

1> 2.

It

:

mindful

he

of the

words which were spoken

That ye

:

by

hefcrre

tlie

holy

pvphets, and of the commandment of us the Apostles of the Lord
and Saviour. Hence there can be no question that he placed the
apostolical

company by the

side of the prophetic

;

and that he

regarded himself, as well as his beloved brother Paul, as representatives, in their writings and words, of the suj^reme authority
of the

common

Master.

For

it is

well

known

that

Words and

Writings are in Scripture often used interchangeably.
2 Peter
xix.

i.

ministry, applying his
qJ"

St. Paul.

own

language,

tve

In their

hare also a mm-e sure word

proj>hecy.
3.

As

to St. Paul himself, there can bo no question of his

claiming the authority of inspiration.
those

who had companied with

Not being numbered with

the Lord and received His great

promise on the eve of the Passion,

it

was necessary that he should

dwell more on the prerogatives of his irregular investiture.

He

speaks specially for himself, though as the representative of

all,

when he

claims so often to wield, both in presence and

by

letters,
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the very authority of Christ. His reference
commandment must not be misunderstood.

he wrote merely on

own

liis

authority

to matters not given of 1 Cor.

He does

not

mean

vii.

U.

6,

that

but that in these particular

;

and did not appeal to any distinct and specific
utterance of Christ.
Yet it is observable that he is never more
peremptory than in giving the decisions which are not settled by
cases he could not

the precedents of the Supreme Master Himself.

St. Paul does
and character as a man and Rom. 111.5.
his official relation to the churches
though he distinguishes
between Christ revealed IN him, and the new Faith revealed Gal. 1. 16.

not separate between his personal

life

;

UNTO him, and

the Gospel fully

up the whole compass of

filling

known BY him
new life. He

these three Eph.

;

which

tlie

In short, had he been present in the

.3.

Iv.

17.

revelations to Christ as the Kevealer, but to inspiration the tcords
Ilohj Ghost teacheth.

HI.

ascribes his 2 Tim.

his

1

Cor.

11.

13.

paschal upper room, he could not more abundantly have asserted
his possession of the privileges of the Apostolic
letters

company.

were to be read in the churches as the very

Lord, and for his least counsels he can say,
the Spirit of

God: a

style

I think

Word

His

of the

also that

I have

1 Cor. vii.

40.

of speaking sometimes regarded as

meaning no more than the common Christian privilege, but never
The Aj^ostle's habitual thought
in the New Testament so used.
was moulded by the Old Testament, where such language is
reserved for the organs of inspiration

;

man

of the Spirit.

of the prophet

4.

The two

is

literally the

man

and the writer of the Epistle

historical Evangelists,

to the Hebrews,

who

for instance, the spiritual

Hos.

St.

St.

it indirectly.

St.

Mark and

St.

for their special province those subjects concerning

St. Paul.

No

writings bear

of an Apostle than these

:

and

St.

essential to the living organism of the

Luke.

Luke had
which the

promise was given by the Saviour, and under the direction of
Peter and

Mark
and

shared not directly the great promise given

to the Apostles, shared

ix. 7,

more undeniably the

St.

signs

2 Cor.

xli.

12.

Luke's especially are most

New Testament. But the con-

sideration of their contributions belongs to the study of the Canon.
5. To sum up all.
body of men, united

The

writers of the

always deliver their message as from

Holy
is

Spirit.

New

Testament form a Summary.

in the unfolding of Christian doctrine,

They do not

God

often assert their inspiration

who

by His

their Saviour
:

but

it

everywhere implied by themselves and supposed to be under-
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stood by their hearers and readers.

In this they occupy precisely

the same position as their predecessors in the Old Testament.

Like them, they stand before the people of God with infallible
is no appeal; like them, they occa^

teaching from which there
sionally declare themselves,

organs of the Spirit.

when

their authority is resisted, to

be

In a word, they simply take the place in the

New Temple

of the proj)hets in the Old continuing their office
and ministration by a commission the credentials of which were
known and read of all men.
:

DOGIVIATIC.

Dogmatic

Dogmatic Theology has a clear account to give of InThe Scriptures, fairly compared and interpreted, declare it to be that special influence of the Holy
Ghost on the minds of lioly men, selected for the purpose^
which qualified them to communicate, from age to age, an
infallible record of Divine truth concerning the redeeming
spiration.

will of

God.

This

is

the conventional meaning attached

to the term both in earlier and later Christian times.

meaning the word inspiration becomea
valueless.
Here we have to
consider the Inspiring Spirit then the Inspired Organs

Save

Avith

this

comparatively vague and

;

and

lastly the Scriptures of Inspiration.

THE HOLY GHOST THE INSPIRER.

The
Inspirer.

The Holy Ghost, in the jNIediatorial Trinity, is, and i&
Author of inspiration. This is His personal
honour, and implies perfection in His work.
alone, the

The
Trinity,

To

the ground of this

office in

penetrate any more than

we can

reveahng function of the

Word

Son

is

the Absolute Trinity

;

enough, that as the Eevealing.

the Eternal Word, so the Inspiring Spirit, eternally pro-

ceeding from the Father and the Son,

medium

we cannot

penetrate to the ground of the

is

of communication to the spirit of

the supreme and sole

man.

Whatever the
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In the Mediathe Spirit COMMUNICATES.
Holy Ghost presides over the impartation of
This may be illustrated by His relation to the Person of
truth.
the Revealer generally, and particularly by the terms employed

Son

IS to the creature

torial Trinity the

in the phraseology of Scripture on the subject.
1.

It is true,

The

throughout the entire economy of redemption,

that the Spirit reveals the Son as the Son reveals the Father.

The

n^rH^

whether in
natural or in supernatural revelation, were under His control;
and especially the latter. The testimony of Jesus is the Spirit of Rev. xix.
^^prophecy ; and it was the Spirit of Christ which was in them that
signified through the prophets that future redemption which is
^
in the former times,

preparations for Christ

.

sum

the

The New Testament

of revealed truth.

both the Revealer and His interpreting Spirit
as the Other.

As

Son

truth comes through the

all

fully discloses

the

:

One

as

much

Who revealeth

what He hath heard of My Father, so the inspiration of the Spirit J^^" ^'^•
has always made man capable of receiving the revelation. The
Holy Ghost fulfils Christ's Divine word He shall not speak of John xvi.
And, precisely as the work of Christ was fully made
Himself.
known when He appeared among men, so the office of the Spirit
as the Inspirer of the permanent records of that work was fully
:

known only after His
2. The phraseology
this truth.

There

Pentecostal coming.
of Scripture has been seen to be faithful to

a gradual unfolding of

is

it

Phraseo-

from the beginning, gcji^ure

The

Spirit is dimly, though less and less dimly, alluded to in the
Old Testament as the Inspirer in the songs of the neutral ground
between the Old and the New Testaments He is more clearly
:

spoken of; until after Pentecost
of

all

He becomes

the revelations of the Holy Trinity.

the representative

This principle must

regulate our interpretation of certain passages that might seem to

speak otherwise

:

that

is,

with

less

distinctive reference to the

Holy Ghost as the Inspirer. God is said to have spoken or done
what is spoken or done by each Person in the Trinity a canon
this of great importance generally.
It was the Lord, (he God of Lukei.68.
Israel who hath visited and redeemed His people ; but the Son was the
:

Redeemer. God
the

sent

His Son

Father sent the Son

God spake unto

:

to be the

the fathers by

but

St.

John's testimony goes on that

Saviour of the

t/ie

icorld.

propMs ; but

holy

So

it is

men

of

said that

1

John

God spake Heb.

iv.

^'**

^^
'

i.

1.
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2 Peter

as

2 Tim.

the;/

i.

21.

were moved hy the

6c6irvi.varo<;,
iii.

16.

The
Honour

VINE RULE OF FAITH.
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The Scripture

Ghost.

but only the Spirit

is

:

;

sion,

this Divine work into the highest act of
spake by the prophets. It is therefore not to
or condemned that we pay also a certain homage

which introduces

worship

Who

:

be wondered at

to the Scriptures as

upon

His finished work.

"What

this submission as Bibliolatry is a

reverence for the Spirit in His word.
Deut.
xxxii.4.

God-inspired,

is

the Inspiring God.

3. Hence special honour is due and should be paid to the Holy
Ghost in His office and province He is the God of Scripture.
In this domain He is supreme according to the Nicene Confes-

of the
Spirit.

JJl

His work

is perfect,

As

trary.

creation

and complete
perhaps

all

is

wrongly charged

becoming sentiment of

Of Him

also it

may be

said,

despite any supposed appearances to the con-

and providence and redemption are

finished

severally, so also is the organisation of the Scripture

the more perfect because of some things which

we

in our ignorance count imperfection.

the organs of inspiration.
The
Inspired,

The men chosen of the Holy Ghost to be the organs of
inspiration were by Him sanctified through the truth for
their office their faculties were prepared by His influence
for the special province of inspiration assigned to them
individually; and He superintended and controlled the
;

exercise of those faculties for the accomplishment of His

own end
Holy Men
2 Peter
21.

i.

1.

HOLY
\)Q

in the construction of Scripture.

St. Peter,

referring to

iiEN of God spake as they

affirmed of

all

prophetic

icere

moved by

Word,

tells

Holy

Ghost.

the

us that
It

may

the instruments used for this high function that

they were under the
of the Spirit.

the

common

sanctifying inspiration or influence

—that
—both in the

It is true that revelations Avere given

closures of truth,

and

visions of the future

is,

dis-

Old

Testament and in the New to men who were raised up to this
end, but were personally unsanctified but Balaam and Caiaphas,
:

though they received a transitory inspiration, were not employed
to perpetuate or

hand down

their predictions.

They were used
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their enforced ministry

Pharaoh's, into the Divine phan.

was taken up,

like

Similarly, certain writings, not

themselves written by inspired men, are incorporated into the
fixbric

of Scripture.

that only those

These were

who

are in

exceptions to the general rule,

all

harmony with truth and under

its

sanctifying influence received its higher revelations.

men

their sanctity,

Human

or special consecration to their task, was the sanctification of their

Instru-

2.

But the

Spirit used His instruments as

endowments, acquisitions, and study.

natural

:

ments.

They were not

passive in the writing of Scripture, even to that degree in which

They

they were passive in receiving revelation.

wrote, some-

times after long interval, what they had received; and always
according to the characteristics of their individual genius, style of
thoughts, and diction. But their faculties were raised, invigorated,
and strengthened to their highest pitch. What has been termed

the DYNAitiiCAL theory of inspiration,

— namely, that

its

influence

acted upon and through the faculties of the inspired person,

proved to be true by

From

all

the

phenomena of the

—

is

several books.

the record of the most transcendent visions

down

to the

simjilest private letter, the writer in Scripture is true to himself.

No

individual author in the classical literature of Greece or

differs

differs

more from every other than every writer
from his

fellow. Chronicler

in

Eome

Scripture

from Chronicler, Prophet from

Prophet, Evangelist from Evangelist, Apostle from Apostle.
3.

Inspiration proper

is

then the

specific influence

after these pre-requisites are provided for.

Nature

on the mind,

of In-

And, although no

fluence.

distinctions in degree are alluded to in Scripture, the evidence

may be found there that the one and the selfsame Spirit, dividing
man severally as He will, regulated His inspiring influence

to every

by the need.
(1.) There are some portions of the Holy Writings in which
pure revelation and inspiration coincide
where the inspiring
Spirit Avould suggest the truth, and also the words in which to
;

clothe

it

;

in fact, use

subserve His purpose.

His instruments almost mechanically to
It

may

not be easy to distinguish in every

case the results of the VEliBAL inspiration

;

and the

fixct

that the

autographs of the Bible have disappeared proves that the Holy

Ghost has allowed nothing

vital to

depend on such a

distinction.

1

Cor. xii.
11.

Verbal.
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The most
'but

sacred words of our Lord are reproduced with slight
by those to whose remembrance they were recalled
we observe that His promise ran He shall teach you all things

and

hrinff all things to

variations

John

xiv.

:

The

said unto you.

your rememl/rance, iravTa

whatsoever

a,

fluctuation of the expressions used

I

several reporters does not invalidate the assumption that in

of Scripture there

is

have

by the

much

the inspiration of Suggestion, especially of

the things and sometimes of the very words.
Logical

gument

(2.)

Many

parts of the Bible, especially of the

Cor.

ii.

13

John

St.

Paul in his Epistles reasons from the Old Testament in

xvi.

Luke
xxiv.45.

Independent

asser-

and defence of New-Testament truth just as he and the
other preachers of the Gospel proved from Scripture that Jesus
was Christ. It is most obvious that in the conduct of his argument he uses his faculties according to the discipline of his youth.
But he himself tells us that he also used icords which the Hohi Ghost
teacheth, and enjoyed that special inspiration of the Spirit which
was promised by our Lord He will guide you info all truth, 68r]yrja-ei,
He shall guide you in the way of reflection, argument, and sound
All the Apostles received for the Church and the
exposition.
world what the Two received on the morning of the resurrection,
and the Eleven afterwards Tlicn ojjened He their understanding
;

....

.

^'^-

Testament,

^^^ logical development and formal arrangement of doctrine.

tion

1

New

^^.^

...

:

:

//j(,/

i]i^y

(3.)

might understand the Scriptures.

A

large portion of Scripture

is

testimony to

fiict,

of various

kinds; and no theory of inspiration of witnesses can be accepted

which should destroy their independent character

They were

moved

as witnesses.

and
Sometimes they have to register facts, or
which they gather from public records sometimes

inspired or

to deliver their independent

faithful testimony.

supposed

facts,

;

to record traditions, legends, current opinions, or uninspired pre-

handed down by tradition in these cases they are only
Sometimes they have to narrate
events in which they had taken part to a greater or less extent

dictions

:

witnesses of what they found.

in this case they are directed to chronicle the result of their
investigations, each according to his

own

lights.

from

are concurrent witnesses of transactions Avhich they observed
diff'erent

points of view

:

own

Occasionally they

under such circumstances there

is

previous harmonising of the testimonies, but each gives his

no

owa
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witness, according to his Divinely aided

faithful

remembrance,

the Divine aid, however, not necessarily rectifying the original

Hence arise certain
which the free Spirit has permitted
differences which are just enough to show that the witnesses are
sent to give their evidence as independent, never enough to betray

defect

or incompleteness of observation.

differences of presentation

the supreme cause of truth.
(4.) Once more, much of the Scripture is the result of what
would be called among men editorial arrangement. This extends
over a considerable portion of the Old Testament, and is what

St.

Luke, for instance, in the

Now
as

New

own

function.

the presiding and controlling influence of the Spirit was

much needed

economy
character.
literature

for this as for

of revelation;

He

any other department of the

but His inspiration was of a different

taught His instruments to distinguish in HebreAv

what was His own and what was not ; He superintended

the arrangement of the Psalms
sift

claims for his

Editorial,

;

He

taught the Evangelists to

the oral traditions which were rich with the deposits and

memorials of the Sacred Life

;

and, generally.

He watched

over

and directed the construction of organic Holy Writ as one great
body of Literature, in many human respects like all other literature,

but Divinely distinguished from every other.

THE SCRIPTURES OF INSPIRATION.

The

The Scriptures themselves may be said to be inspired as
contai-\ing the permanent mind of the Spirit, and being the
organ of His abiding and living influence. Ilcnce this
attribute in many ways distinguishes tliem from all other
literature, sacred and secular.

Scriptures

TITLES.
Titles.

The names given to the collection of Books confirm all that has
been said of them whether those names are found in the Bible
itself, or are the reverent invention of later times.
The writers
:

themselves use the very highest appellatives

;

and never

refer to

the contents of the volume as a whole, or to any the least frag-
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ment of

without some expression of deep reverence.

it,

This

habit was not confined to the Jews, ancient or modern, whose

well-known reverence approached superstition

whom

:

it is

shared by

Lord forbade to call any man master
on earth, who had brought them a new law, and most certainly would not have suffered them to give such titles to any
but the writings of God. In this, too. they had His example.

the disciples

2 Tim.

ill.

their

They

are the Sacked Writings, rh. Upa ypa/x/xara.
Thus St.
Paul speaks of the Old Testament, and in a connection which
shows that the things Avhich Timothy received through faith in

Christ Jesus were of equal authority, and therefore that the

was

to be included.

page

closing

which

Holy Scripture: The

refer not to

the passing

things of eternity.

They

are the

Scripture everywhere, they are

This

Word

this

Writings pre-eminently,

phenomena

the only

is

New

in

title

of time, but to the

they receive as a whole.

of God, however, in the estimation of Chris-

tians, as enshrining the Evangelical record of the Avork of Christ
1 Peter

i.

^cMch

liveth

pendium

and abideth

for ever;

containing the com-

also, as

of all the distinct revelations which are called individually

Words of God ; and finally as suggesting, what indeed they
do not express, the close connection between the inspired Word
the

.

12 13.

and the Word Incarnate, It is in some cases difficult to decide
exegetically whether the term Ao'yos refers to the Eternal Word
or to the word spoken.
AUTHORITY.

In the
Church,

Its plenary inspiration

1.

makes Holy Scripture the absolute and

authority, all-sufficient as the supreme Standard of Faith,

fjjjj^i

Directory of Morals, and Charter of Privileges to the Church of

Of

God.

course, the

anything untrue; but

Book

of Divine revelations cannot contain

infallibility is

its

nected with religious truth.

Canon or Book

seen, the absolute
silent as to

rhetoric

;

it

human

science

;

by

itself especially

It constitutes, as will

it

has

It is comparatively

of Faith.
its

own

laws of

without pledging

:

grammar and

quotes traditions and admits records as testimony
itself to their exactness.

It does not profess to

be Divine in any such sense as should remove
ture

con-

be hereafter

it

from human

litera-

a Bible of that kind would be something very different from
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It is, after all, a Divine-human collection of
documents the precise relation of the human to the Divine is a
problem which has engaged much attention, and has not yet been,
though it may yet be, adequately solved. But in the domain of

what we have.
:

religious truth,

and the kingdom of God among men,

to, authority and sufficiency
.

2.

is

be a

it is

found in

its

In

circle.

fact,

in

its

what seems

to

there are no evidences to be brought to the

question from without

may be

Creden-

It is sufficient

testimony, confirmed by

own

Here once more we must needs argue

eflfects.

claim

of the inspiration of the Scriptures belongs

The evidence

rather to the historical review which will follow.
to say here that

its

absolute.

:

only credentials from within.

said to be inspired.

St.

The Book

Paul uses that expression, not of

the writers, but of what they write

;

and points

to its profitable

His words, already quoted, may be quoted
authoritative assertion on the subject which the

uses for the proof.

again as the last

Every Scripture being inspired

Scriptures themselves contain.

is

2 Tim.

m.

also p'ofitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instniction

This was

in righteousness.

Faithful Sayings

:

St. Paul's final testimony,

when

uttered

all his

own

one of his

writings were in the

St. Peter used the same term Fpa^a?,
them with the other Scriptures. When he thus spoke to
Timothy, he was himself giving him instruction which the older

world, concerning which
classing

Scriptures could not give

:

hence the

New

oracles in the souls of all

nised as

Word

;

its

supreme

who

Testament

The power

with the Old in the general declaration.

is

2Peteriii.

included

of the holy

study them has mostly been recogThe Holy Ghost lives in the

credential.

and His testimony to that Word, as the organ of His

grace, is irresistible to the believer.

To

the unbeliever as such

the inspiration of the Bible cannot be proved.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT.

The subject of

Inspiration occupies a large place in the

history of religious thought

which

is

at stake.

not to be wondered

On

Historical

and
at,

ecclesiastical polemics;

considering the vast issues

the question whether

God has

given to His

THE DIVINE RULE OF FAITH.
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peoi)lc

an authoritative revelation of His

interest of truth, assurance,

what our doctrine of inspiration

Bible

is

many

great questions of controversy

are,

will

and certitude of

hangs every
If the

faitii.

asserts

it

to be,

among the Churches

or ought to be, at once settled by

This gives

it.

harmony where all else is confusion. But the doctrine
has been and is impugned and we must consider well the
Hence a general view of
attacks upon a position so vital.
;

its

development

is

very important in the settlement of the

In order to

doctrine.

make

the survey complete,

it

is

well to consider the universal tradition of mankind, the

judgment of the Jewish Church, the ecclesiastical dogmas
in Christendom, and the present state of opinion and
controversy as to the nature and effect of inspiration.
Heathen.

HEATHENISM.
In

common with

distorted shadow

De

Div.

i.

1.

every doctrine of

had

its

but the distinction

we

Faith, this one

tlie

in the heathen world

;

establish

between Revelation and Inspiration

expected.

Generally, a sentence of Cicero

is

may

not here to be

speak for

all

jam usque ab heroicis ducta temporibus, eaque
et populi Romani et OMNIUM gentium firmata consensu, versari
quandam inter homines divinationem. More particularly, the
Yetus opinio

/xavrei? or

est,

Prophets, announcing their frenzied oracles

;

the Poets,

feigning or not feigning a special influence on their minds

the Lawgivers,

of

whom Numa

is

;

and

only a representative, cor-

respond, in a certain sense, to the Prophecy, to the Hagiographa
or Psalms, and to the Law, of the Jewish doctrine of inspiration.

In a certain sense only, however for heathenism knew nothing,
nor pretended to know anything, of a great system of supernatural
truth revealed to the minds of men.
:

JUDAISM.
Judaic,

The Jewish Church,
had an absolute

before the Old-Testament

faith in the inspiration of

Canon

closed,

Moses and the Prophets,

INSPIRATION.
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They

"Writings.

inherited a

large miscellaneous literature, but carefully distinguished

sacred that portion which was given

them

directly

and held

from above

and that distinction guided, as will be hereafter seen, the settleThe Judaism of the Interval retained, with
of the Canon.
scarcely perceptible diminution of intensity, the same faith.
The
apocrypha] authors assert the essential difference between human
and Divine writings.
In the book which Baruch wrote in

ment

Babylon,

Thy
Thy

God

appealed to in these terms

is

when Thou

servant Moses in the day

didst

:

As Thou

spakest hy

command him

Baruch

ii.

'^^

to write

Tobit also instructs his son to depart out of Nineveh, Tob.ziv.8.

law.

because that those things zchich the prophet Jonas spake shall surely

come to pass. In Ecclesiasticus we read of many prophets by
name, and of Isaiah who saio by an excellent Spirit what was to come
to pass at the last, and he comforted them that mourned in Sion.

Ecclus.
xlTiii.24.

Jonathan, seeking the friendship of the Lacedemonians, professes
nevertheless not to need

it,

for thai

ice

have the holy books of Scrip-

The book

ture in our hands to comfort us.

of Ecclesiasticus in its

occasional high prophetic tone seems to claim inspiration

claim was never admitted

and

;

it

;

but

up prophets

Maccabees, So

was not

that have been in

there

was a

Mace,
^^* ^

its

prays indeed for the restoration

of lost prophecy, from the cessation of which events were dated
raise

1

Thy Name

as

:

we read

also in Ecclus.
great affliction in Israel, the like 'ivhercof xxxvi.l5.
;

a prophet icas not seen among them. Philo,
an Alexandrian Jew, betraj's the influence of Greek thought; but
he has a high theory of inspiration, and declares that the prophets
are Divine Interjjreters, God making use of them as organs to manisince the time that

iv'^

27

suggesting what they must say. Josephus represents
" It is implanted in every Jew from

Cont.

the hour of his birth to esteem these writings as the ordinances

Apion.

fest

His

will,

the purer Palestinian belief
of God, and to stand

of inspiration

inspired utterances.

cern ourselves.

quence of

Whom

its

by them

;

in defence of them, if need be,

He, like Philo, includes the historical books

cheerfully to die."

among the records

:

;

and assigns an equal value

"With later Judaism

It has lost its authority as

I.

opposition to the Third Person of the

N

con-

a witness, in conse-

Christianity has honoured as the Inspirer.

monides, in the twelfth century, was the

VOL,

to all

we need not much

first

Holy Trinity
Moses Mai

to devise three

6—

i.
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stages of inspiration
to face, constant, in

the Mosaic, without dream, fearless, face
which none shared the prerogative of Moses ;
:

and
by the Holy Spirit
disclosing part of the truth in dreams or otherwise.
Maimonides
" A Mose ad
is the master genius of modern orthodox Judaism
Mosem non surrexit sicut Moses " is a saying that expresses its
method of rejecting the Prophet greater than Moses. But, apart
from these philosophical notions of modern Judaism, the residuary
and obsolete Jewish Church if it may be so called has always
been faithful to its original and high doctrine of inspiration.
the Prophetic, in which the pure truth was simply unveiled

;

that of the Ketiiubim, or Hagiographa, given

:

—

—

THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

Christian.

In the Christian Church the dogma has had an important process of development, or rather of variations in theological opinion.

PATRISTIC.

Patristic.
1.

The

Patristic age furnishes

no

definition of inspiration, but a

very high doctrine was maintained.

The

Apostolical

quote the Old Testament exactly as the Apostles do

same reverent
Eomanus, the

trust,
first

and

also

:

with the same freedom.

Fathers

with the

Clemens

uninspired Christian writer, assigns to the

Scriptures of both Testaments the fullest inspiration

;

they are

"the true sayings of the Holy Ghost." Polycarp quotes the
Apostles' words as being words of Scripture ; and St. Paul in
particular is by more than one said to write as Trvcv/xariKaJs or
the

Cohort.
C.8.

Two

make
The Apologists unani-

Generally these earliest authorities

divinitus inspiratus.

Testaments One Scripture.

mously teach, or rather exhibit, almost a mechanical idea of
it; some of them, however, limiting its range to religious
They adopt the figure of the Lyre on which the Holy
truth.
Ghost discoursed. Justin Martyr used this figure in Avhat may
be regarded as the

first

theological definition

Ovre.

:

4>v(reL

ovre

men know such great and heavenly things,
ttXtjktpov, wcnrep
but by a gift, Swpca, coming down on them
Tertullian, who invented
opydvu) KLOdpas Tivos y Avpas -xfiwix^vov.
many theological terms, first used that of Inspiratio. The early
avBpui-Lvr] ivi'oia

could

.

.

.
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Fathers generally and as a body maintained the same high view
Origen, erring on

many

:

other points, held on this the highest

theory. Chrysostom and Augustine make the prophets the Mouth
and the Hand of God the latter speaks of the venerabilem
stylum Sanctse Scripturse.
The NiCENE Creed includes the
Apostles Avhen it confesses to the Holy Ghost Who SPAKE BY
THE PROPHETS ; this vvas the witness of the early and undivided
Church to the inspiration of the Old Testament through the
:

agency of the Personal

harmony with
Spirit

:

this

Spirit, to Xakijarov Sta twi/ TrpocftrjTwv.

the Holy Ghost was called

Hvcv/j-d re to Trpoc^r^n/coj' a-efSoixeOa

/cat

In

the Prophetic

Trpoa-Kwovfiev.

On

the whole, the Patristic Church was faithful to the doctrine which

Just. Mar.

Apol.

i.

the last of the early Fathers, Gregory the Great, represented
when he said " It is needless to ask what writer wrote, as the
:

Holy Ghost was the only author it is superfluous to inquire with
what pen an author writes." An appeal to the words of the Old
or the New Testament, of either or of both, was an end of all
controversy in those days as it is in our own.
2. Withal there were, as might be expected, the germs of later Germs
freedom and indeed laxity. The Montanist heresy, which assumed Laxity.
a series of Pentecosts and administrations of the inspiring Spirit,
was wholly rejected but it has had its modern representatives.
The Alexandrian doctors, generally sound, here and there allude
to an inspiration common to the prophecies of heathenism and
:

;

Scriptural

prophecies.

have spoken

since, of

and Augustine seem

Tertullian sometimes

an inspiration of

to

all

spoke, as

edifying books.

others

Origen

have admitted that some portions of the

Bible were given without inspiration, or by inspiration of a limited

Some authors, even more than they, laid
human element. And this was

degree.

subjective or

stress

upon the

carried

in

the

Antiochene school, represented by Theodore of Mopsuestia, to an

extreme

:

the writers were mirrors reflecting according to their

Theodore was coiKhniued by the Fifth Ecumenical
Council for surn'iidering certain books of the Old Testament and

polish.

of the

New.

But, like Luther,

who

followed iiim in this, he held

a high doctrine as to the inspiration of what h*^. accepted ; though,
like Luther, applying a subjective canon of his own to determine

what ought

to be Scripture or wliat

N

2

ought to be e.vcluded.

of
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MEDIAEVAL.

MediffiVPl.

In the Mediaeval Church,

the doctrine of inspiration

was

obscured by the gradual elevation of Tradition into a co-ordinate

rank

:

—

two inspirations that of the Spirit
and of the Spirit in the Church
was gradually
But the theory did not otherwise suffer the words

in fact, the notion of

in the Bible,
established.

—

:

of Scripture Avere

regarded as having a normal authority of

still

Fredegisus of Tours (804) even laid down a most
statement on the subject. But he was

their own.

rigorous mechanical

opposed by freer theories, which in the rationalist treatment of

Abelard and the subtile disquisitions of Thomas Aquinas anticipated later distinctions of the Spirit's inspiring influence. The
Mystics,

who

dencies, gave

common

in this age

up any

were mostly Pantheistic in their ten-

definite doctrine of inspiration,

making it
and

to all saints in their intuition of Divine things

;

they thus provoked in some of the precursors of the Eeformation

a recoil to the most rigid possible views.

Meanwhile the coit was formu.

ordination of oral tradition steadily advanced, until
Sess. iv.

V^vi S^

lated at the Council of Trent thus

:

Sanctus Synodus, hoc sibi

perpetuo ante oculos proponens, ut sublatis erroribus puritas ipsa
evangelii in ecclesia conservetur, perspiciensque banc veritatem et

disciplinam contineri in libris scriptis et sine scripto traditionibus,
quae ex ipsius

ore ab Apostolis acceptse, aut ab

Christi

Apostolis S. S. dictante, quasi per

manus

ipsis

ad nos usque

traditae

pervenerunt, orthodoxorum patrum exempla secuta omnes libros

tam V. quam N.
traditiones ipsas,

quam

cum utriusque unus Deus sit auctor, necnon
tum ad fidem quum ad mores pertinentes, tan-

T.,

vel ore tenus a Christo vel a S. S. dictatas et continua

successione

in

Ecclesia

Catholica

AFFECTU AC REVERENTIA

conservatas,

suscipit et veneratur.

PAKI PIETATIS

autem
anathema sit.

Si quis

traditiones prsedictas sciens et prudens contemserit,

THE REFORMATION,

TheEefor.mation.

as

The Reformation began in earnest the discussion of the dogma,
bound up with its cardinal principle, of the suflEiciency of Scrip-

ture for

all

things pertaining to

human

salvation.

INSPIRATION.
Its leaders

1.

on a material

were lax in their
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Luther insisted
and a formal, as to the

first decisions.

inspiration, as to doctrine,

he subjected the books of
less importance
Testament to the criterion of his own judgment as to
their Evangelical character, and rejected, for instance, the Epistle

manner, Avhich was of
the

of

:

The
Leaders
fessious.

New

this

Calvin went also very far in the admission of the

James.

St.

human

Hence, their Eomish opponents found in

peculiarities.

laxity

a strong argument in favour of Tradition.

Formularies of the two branches of the Reformation varied.

Augsburg Confession
Dei condat

content with the absolute regulative

is

authority of Scripture

:

"

Regulam autem habemus, ut verbum
The Reformed Confessions were

articulos fidei."

"Formula Consensus Helvetici" says "Hebraicus
tum quoad consonas, tum quoad vocalia, sive puncta
punctorum saltem potestatem, et tum quoad res tum

stronger: the

codex V.
ipsa sive

:

T,,

quoad verba,

who

asserted

that

wood, hay, and stubble might be in the

the substance was there that could not be

The Anglican

tive, the

This was directed against Luther,

^coTn^evo-ro?."

prophets, though

burned.

more negaBut the dogmatic

Articles are like the Lutheran

Westminster Confession more

divines of the

new Churches tended

rigid.

gradually to the very highest

rigour, as expressed in the Helvetic

Formulary

thus Buxtorf

:

maintained, irrationally, that the very vowel points of the

were

The
The

In harmony with

inspired.

Testimonium Spikitus Sancti was the

Hebrew

they assorted that the

this,

sole

ground of assurance

as to the Divine authority of Scripture, while the Affectiones
ScripturjB vindicated it to

human

acceptance

:

human

faith

two incontrovertible

and commended

needed not the mechanical or Rabbinical doctrine.
2. The recoil from this extreme was to be expected.
reaction

commenced with the

early

Arminian

divines,

reserved the direct action of the Spirit for matters of
leaving historical research and

Grotius says:

A

memoria

veterum commentariis.

'Pfaff,

:

to

do their

Spiritu Sancto dictari historias

satis fuit scriptorem

of inspiration

memory

Calixtus,

The

it

to

truths, which, however,

part.

non opus

Freer
The
who ^n^nian.
fiiith,

Thu?
fuit;

valere, aut diligentia in describendis

later

Lutherans introduced grades

those of Revelation

and Assistance

those of Revelation, Direction as to dogma, and Permission
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as to all else.

"Witsius,

however, in Holland, revived and main-

tained the more rigid view.

The

Jesuits, in the sixteenth century,

introduced a convenient theory of Postspiratio, which should
retrospectively elevate such books as the Maccabees into Scripture,

(1588),

This was protested against by the University of Louvain
and left undecided by Sixtus V. The Komish Church has

never gone beyond Pcrrone, one of
Prelect.
Theol.

its

living representatives

" Diximus saltern

QUOAD RES ET SENTENTIAS,

Ecclesia

seu

definire,

dirimere

qusestionem

quia

cum

inter

agitatam, utrum preterea Deus verba ipsa dictaverit,

verborum
ecclesise

et

:

noluerit

scholasticos

nexumque
cum

periodorum, ideo ne controversiam domesticam

doctrina temere permisceremus, coarctavimus proposi-

sensum ad rei substantiam, sine qua vera luspiratio Divina
neque est neque intelligi quidem potest." Meanwhile modern
Mysticism has made the Internal Light co-ordinate with inspira-

tionis

tion, just as

Komanism has made

Tradition.

The highest Mystics,

communions, rose sublimely above the written AVord. The
Pietists, however, such as Arndt, Spener, and the Bengel school,
paid full honour to the written Scripture, maintaining, however,
The Quakers in their formuthe supremacy of the Living Spirit.
of

all

laries

— for they have them — give ambiguous statements

:

Barclay

supposes that the Scripture only guides the Christian's internal
standard.

The

early Socinians believed in inspiration

:

without

the specific Personal Inspirer, though as a specific influence.

The

Racovian Catechism indicates traces of the truth from which
modern Unitarianism has declined, as it has receded from many of
the other higher doctrines of Socinianism.

MORE MODERN HYPOTHESES.

Modem
Theories,

1-

Most orthodox churches have more

recently endeavoured to

maintain a doctrine of Plenary inspiration in harmony Avith the
notion of different Degrees. Rejecting the terms Mechanical

and Verbal, as both inconsistent with the human element, they
have sometimes used Dynamical, as indicating that the inspiring
influence was not so much UPON as IN and through the writers
:

the result, however, being the infallible Eule of Faith delivered
by the instrumentality of men acted upon according to the laws

INSPIRATION,
own

of their

nature.
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This has required the distinction of Sug-

unknown

gestion, the direct revelation of things otherwise

Elevation, providing for the due preparation of the instruments
and SUPERINTENDENCY, as guarding the processes from the intrusion of error.
The second of these is by many, naturally
enough, thought superfluous.

making the Holy
but not Verbal,

The

Inspiration

is

Plenary,

as

Spirit responsible for the truth of all the matter;
as if

He

cases are lost with the

dictated the very words, which in

autographs of Scripture.

some
Those who

wont to attribute them
Maimonides but unjustly, for they are held
by some of the most eminent and orthodox writers on the subject
in all churches
and in some form must be accepted by every

reject all such theories of distinction are

to the influence of

:

;

dispassionate student as nowhere contradicted

by

Scripture.

This view of the co-ordination of the Divine and Human
undoubtedly lies at the foundation of the true doctrine ; but its
dogmatic definition is difiicult and as dangerous as difficult.
2,

(1.)

The

least error here leads to

an annihilation of the essential

between the action of the Spirit of God on Apostles
and Prophets and His general influence in purifying the regenerate
distinction

fiiculties for

between

human

Dynamical Inspir-

ation.

Divine

and

Human.

The notion of an analogy
and human and the Divine and
liable to the same errors which have

the apprehension of truth.

this unity of Di\'ine

nature in Christ

is

own Person. The Divine element
by many carried to an extreme in the view
that makes the human faculties absolutely passive

beset the doctrine of our Lord's

has been and
of inspiration

is

still

:

the Eutychian perversion, so to speak, according to which there

no humanity or human agency left. This has been sufficiently
and is indeed self-convicted. But the reaction is
more important in its consequences the Nestorian perversion, on
is

referred to,

:

the other hand, which assigns to the

human element

and such an ascendency as leaves no room
inspiring influence of the Holy Ghost.

tinctness

(2.)

much modern English

School of

Coleridge, Morell, Maurice,

Schleier-

Schleiermachcr has given the tone to

thought on this and other subjects.

such a dis-

for a distinct

and others regard the inspiring energy as only the impartation of
clear intuitions of spiritual truth by extraordinary means namely^
:

the raising of the faculties of the mind to a higher potency of

luacher.
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what

good men

all

Their notion makes inspiration

possess.

simply a sympathy with the revealing mind of Christ, the Apostles

having had it only in a higher degree than ourselves.
The
Nmnb.xi. apostrophe of Moses, Enviest thou for my saJce? would God that all

and

the Lord's peojjle were prophets,

that

meaning.

Spirit upion them ! loses its

Lord would put His

tJie

There

tion no special prerogative of inspiration

:

all

on

is

this

assump-

believers are inspired

according to the measure of their union with the Lord.

mechanical theory swallowed up the
the Inspirer in the
Truth in
*^^
°'

men

:

men

If the

in the Inspirer this loses

both errors are equally to be avoided.

Again, great numbers of orthodox theologians follow Eothe,

(3.)

Martensen, and others, in regarding each writer as contributing

what is perfect truth only when the
However much this principle may be
the form it commonly assumes, there is in it much

his independent portion of

aggregate

received.

is

condemned in
The Bible
truth.

is

one organic whole.

the whole truth, however,

is

Truth

is

in

every part

The

only in the complete Bible.

Old Testament were inspired in anticipation of the
New and the writers of the New Testament were inspired to supplement the Old. The Synoptic Evangelists do not give the full
writers of the
;

mind

of the Spirit as to the Person of Christ

sentation of

;

but

requires theirs as a background.

it

into details, every writer in the

of inspiration which

is

New

St.

John's pre-

So, descending

Testament adds some fruit
There is hardly
which is not transmitted by

not found in any other.

a recorded event in the Lord's

life

the Holy Ghost with various shades of difference in the several
Evangelists,

and

to be understood fully only Avhen the different

recorders are collected.

But

it

is

obvious that

the results of inspiration, and not inspiration

Human
."

(4.)

There

incompatible

is
:

spiritual truth

to all the

a strong disposition to unite two things which are

with the hypothesis that the human element

common

infirmities of

the service of this theory,

its

touches

the belief in an Inspiring Spirit responsible for

human

composition.

analogy of our Lord's one Person in two natures

human

all this

itself.

it

is

When

susceptible of real error,

the

pressed into

ought not to be forgotten that the

nature of our Lord was sinless and incapable of

upholders allow that the

all

is liable

human element

sin.

in the Bible

however affected by

infirmity,

is

If

un-

their

INSPIRATION.
may

doctrine

made

be

safe,
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and, if safe,

it

deeply interest-

is

But that is not generally the view of those
They would indeed limit the possible incorto whom we refer.
rectness of our present form of Scripture to things entirely unconnected with faith ; and account for it in various ways.
Some
of these methods are consistent with the dignity of the Word of
ing and iustructive.

God

they are such as have been hinted at already.

:

Others are

vain and needless devices, and surrender the principle of inspiration to vagueness and uncertainty.

THE APOLOGY OF INSPIRATION.
Modern
kinds

on the inspiration of Scripture are of two

assaults

they either deny

:

its possibility

on abstract grounds, as

Assaults
^^'

^
j

they deny the possibility of revelation generally, or they seek to
resist the evidences of its inspiration as

a concrete book.

PHILOSOPHY AND NATURALISM.
1.

Spinoza, in the seventeenth century, united the two methods

He

of attack.

rejected,

on Pantheistic

principles, the idea of

independent action of God, and was the

first

any

in later times to

accumulate objections against the dogma derived from the text

He

itself.

theism
in

;

has not been followed by

many

in his extreme Pan-

but Deism in England, and Rationalism or Illuminism

Germany and

France, joined with Pantheistic philosophy in

refusing to admit any Divine inspiration which should supple-

ment the

religion of nature as based

ness of the

human mind and

its

the defence of revelation generally

imparting

The

it.

Pantheism

is

all

their

is

But

the defence of the method of

possibility of inspiration consistently denied

inconsistently denied

tion of a personal

Himself,

on the intuitional conscious-

inherent perception of truth.

God Who
arguments

by Deism ;

is
fall.

for,

by

with the assump-

not transcendent but reveals
Apart, however, from such

denials of revelation generally, this specific doctrine

is

philosophi-

by many on psychological grounds. The views of
Schleicrmacher, and many who echo him, have already been

cally opposed

referred to as introducing a fidse notion of the doctrine.

do

in fact really lead to a denial of it altogether.

It is

They

thought

Philosophy.
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that religious knowledge, like

all

knowledge,

consciousness gazing upon realities

;

is

only the intuitional

and, therefore, that

it is

un-

philosophical to distinguish between the inspiration of the writers

of Scripture and the general Christian consciousness.

But

this

notion undermines the foundations of a supernatural disclosure of

mind of God to man. Some seek to make a compromise.
They think, with Coleridge, that in old time God did superthe

men knowledge by

naturally communicate to

Law and the
He makes com-

the

but that in these latter and freer days

Prophets

;

mon His

revelations through the grace of enlightenment given to

Hence, so far as the Christian revelation

all.

is

no

is

concerned, there

beyond the testimonies of

infallible authority

fallible con-

The more thoroughly the objections to a specific
influence on the mind from without are considered, the more
baseless v/ill they appear.
One human spirit can influence, and,
as it were, inspire another.
But here we have to do with the
Creator of the human spirit, Who can not only move upon it but
sciousness.

lodge His truth within

it.
There is literally no philosophical
argument of any value against the Christian doctrine of a special
inspiring influence of the Holy Ghost.

INTERNAL DIFFICULTIES AND DISCREPANCIES.

Discrepancies.

From

,

.

,

n

•

•

i

i

i

very early times the industry of scepticism has been busy

with the internal inconsistencies of Scripture, of which a very
formidable
this

list

weapon

has been

it

:

made

out.

Infidels early learned to use

did not escape them that the Biblical library

abounds, literally abounds, with the materials for their task

enemies of the Bible they have thought to find in
hold.

But

will be seen

it

its

own

;

the

house-

by the student who gives the records

of revelation the advantage of being supposed consistent, unless
positive proof of inconsistency
difficulties in

is

found, that there are only such

the Scriptures as might be expected in such a book,

ftTitten as it

was written, and

for the disciplinary, educational

Very much is done in the way of
answering objections thus urged by simply analysing them. Such
an analysis, however, to be of any value must be complete and
purpose which

it

has in view.

;

the examination

it

requires belongs to the departments of Biblical

Introduction and Hermeneutics.

All that

is

possible

in

our

INSPIRATION.
dogmatic system

is

to indicate

be remembered in conducting
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some general principles that must
and to point out the bearing of

it,

the question on our present doctrine.

Many

1.

is

may

discrepancies are, or at least

We

copying and translation.

be, the result of

have not the Originals

;

not a solitary autograph of Prophet or Apostle extant

Auto-

there £^^P

^

"^

and

;

many errors of transcription may be admitted, and indeed
must be admitted, by every candid student of the text the
inspiring Spirit has watched over the vicissitudes incident to
:

the

transmission

The

them.

human

of

without

literature

superseding

consideration of this question, however, belongs to

Biblical Criticism.

It is

enough here to

portions of Holy Scripture of which

say, that there are

we can be

few

sure that they

lie

hand of the first Avriters. The
process of copying the Hebrew of the Old Testament was peculiarly liable to danger from the similarity of the letters, generally,
and specifically from the ancient habit of representing numbers by
Jetters of the alphabet, the difference between units and hundreds
and thousands being marked by the addition of points to the
before us precisely as they left the

:

This

units.

a fact generally conceded.

is

Dr. Ivenuicott says,

"That the Jewish transcribers did frequently express the Bible
numbers in the original by single letters is well known to the
learned."
And Winer: "In expressing numbers, the Jews, in
the period after the Captivity, employed the letters of the alphabet, as is evident

coins

;

and

it is

from the inscriptions of the

so-called

same, just as the Greeks,

who

derived their alphabet from the

Phoenicians, from the earliest ages expressed their
letters.

From

Samaritan

not improbable that the Old Hebrews did the

numbers by

the confounding of similarly shaped letters

when

used for numerals, and from the subsequent writing out the same
in words, can be explained satisfactorily in part the enormous

sums

in the

Old-Testament books, and the contradictions in their

statement of numbers
large

number

;

yet caution

is

necessary here."

A

very

of the contradictory historical statements detected

by comparing the Chronicles with the Kings, and Ezra with
Nehemiali, and the Genealogical Tables one with another, may
Nor should any weight be attached to
fairly be thus cxphiined.
these, though numbered by hundreds
each of them must be care:

Errors of
•*-i'*Dscrip.
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and the

fully sifted,

not

it is

we

so,

result will generally be satisfactory.

bound

are

to believe that errors

now

through the operation of causes that we cannot
1

Kings

instance,
'

2 Q}iron

For

trace.

read in one account that the molten sea contained two

thousand baths

Now

baths.

iv. 5.

we

When

have crept in

;

and

in another,

we have an

here

received

it

and

instance that

held three tJwusand

may

stand for many.

—

Either 2j 2000, has been confounded with 5, 3000 the more
probable solution or the words received and held suggest that it

—

was capable of containing the larger number. This is the first
example that occurs nothing but want of space prevents refer:

ence to

many

others.

2 Sam.

is

vui. 4.
xviii

4

When we

read seven hundred horse-

account, and seven thousand horsemen in another,

Qj^g

jj^

not absolutely resort

but there are others in which there

;

no other hypothesis open.

^g^j

we need

In this case

to a corruption of the text

niust suppose that

]

has been miswritten for

?,

In multitudes of texts we must accept such errors

;

steadfastly

believing, however, that they are thus to be accounted for.
that, because

Rom.
3-

ix.

we

are equally

bound

we

an easy mistake.

And

to believe that the Scriptures

of the Old Testament which St. Paul calls the Oracles of God were

under the inspiration of the Holy Ghost. The
Testament has not been shielded from the errors of transcription mistakes sometimes arising from carelessness, sometimes from
design, but in neither case obviated by any continuous miracle. In
originally written

New

:

the

New

Testatneut

we have some

standard of judgment ; but
are not errors

it

early manuscripts that supply a

cannot be absolutely asserted that there

now appearing even

in all of

them

and one or two

;

may be among the
concerns us is, not how to

seeming misstatements in historical allusion

number.

Here the only question that

reconcile inspiration Avith error in the Bible, but inspiration with a

That is a question'not hard of
enough to the believer to accept the fact, and to

Bible liable to corruption in the text.
solution.

admit
holy

It is

all its

men who

The

consequences into his theory of inspiration.

wrote these books were inspired

;

but their inspira-

tion left no protective virtue in these documents themselves.

we

can say

is,

that

it

has not pleased

truth absolutely and inseparably for

ments that perish

in the using.

God

All

up His eternal
good and evil with docu-

The

to bind

truth of the Bible

staked upon the truth of every sentence that

may

is

not

be found in our

INSFIBATIOX.
copies of

Meanwhile,

it.

it

may
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be affirmed, on the other hand,

that so far as concerns that TFord of God which

for

ever,

interfere with its perfect presentation.

Not one

and ahideth

liveth

no corruptions of the written text have been
of

1 Pet.

all

i.

23

suffered to

the multi-

tude of various readings in the margins of both Testaments

affects

in the slightest degree the foundation of the doctrine on which

man's salvation depends.

Many

2.

of the arguments urged against the inspiration of "Verballn-

Scripture are really directed against a false or exaggerated notion
of

its

verbal character, and consequently

away

fall

"^

before a freer

That many words and sentences were given or suggested
the writers cannot be doubted by anyone who considers the

theory.
to

solemn importance of some of the leading terms of Scripture. But

word was put into the mind of every writer
on every subject is to lay on our doctrine a burden too heavy to
be borne. It is hard to suppose that the very words in that case
would not have been protected for ever. And such inspiration
would have been too mechanical to harmonise with the obvious
and undeniable range given to the human faculties. But the chief
to assert that every

point

is

that this notion furnishes ground of opposition which

is difficult

to resist.

Very many

it

instances occur in the Gospels

of variation in the reports of our Lord's words, on the most

solemn occasions, which in no case
eternal meaning, but

affect their sacred spirit

and

are absolutely incompatible with verbal

Our Lord could not have spoken the several exact
words placed in His lips what they severally mean He did speak.
To take only one example, and that of the highest possible
Drink ye all of it ; for Matt.
solemnity, we read the following accounts.

inspiration.

:

this is

My

Again This is My blood of the
Again This cup is tlie new covenant in My
shed for (vn-ep) you.
Once more This cup is the new

remission of sins.
slied

for

(vTrip)

Hood, which
coremint in
A'^.

Not

many, for
covenant, which is

blood of the covenant, ivhich is shed for (Trcpt)

is

:

many.

:

My

blood.

This do, as

oft as ye drink, in

remembrance of

to speak of variations in the historical scenery of the

of the Lord's supper, transpositions, derangements,

and omissions, there is evidence here that much is left to the
human instrument, and that the thing signified is alone supreme.
there

is

lijark xiv.

24.

"'exxu.

:

first institution

But

xxvi.28.

no evidence in

this, or in

the multitude of cases of

i Cor.

^5.

xL
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which
tion

this is an example, against the fact of the plenary inspiraand absolute authority of the records. The three recorders

and

St.

Paul

— who

here supplements the Evangelists even as he

supplemented the Apostolic company

— issued their authoritative

accounts from the selfsame Spirit, dividing to each severally as

He

would.
Science

and
Ethics.

Objections urged against the inspiration of Scripture on the

3.

ground of
its

ethics,

its science, its religious

and generally

doctrine, its miraculous element,

inconsistency with itself or with the

its

preconceived notions of men. are on the whole easily met.

Holy Ghost never
dicts

to

:

human

delivers to

as science

what

The

science contra-

science as such the Bible does not profess to

contribute anything.
library of books,
for the sake of

man

is

Strong in our conviction that this book, or
the record of that Providential government

which the world

exists,

we may be

sure that

it

will

not be contradicted in fundamental points by anything that the
records of nature, or the authentic annals of history, will disclose.

There are unsearchable mysteries in the
are in the field of revelation

:

it is

field

in both, waiting for the final reconciliation.

enough has been said elsewhere.
trinal objections,

inspiration.

self-consistent,

duced

:

they are

The teaching

of science as there

our wisdom to submit to them

As

literally

But on

this subject

to the long array of doc-

not to be heard as against

of the Bible, as a whole,

is

absolutely

supposing the idea of development to be intro

admitting that idea, the gradual evolution of truth as to

as to man, and as to the Incarnation uniting God and
man, is precisely at all points worthy of the controlling Spirit,
and such as only the controlling Spirit could have conducted.
Particular instances of discord, as for instance between St. Paul
and St. James, are in every single case such as a superficial glance
There is much more
discovers and a deeper meditation exi)lains.

God and

force in the allegation that the ethical principles of the Scripture

are not equable

investigation

Everywhere

in the composition of the Bible the

largely remains.

mony

and uniform. But here also nothing but a calm
do justice to all the elements of the question.

Avill

As men

according to their best lights

what the

Spirit

may use

human element

are used as witnesses giving their testi-

— true as testimony, but stating

other witnesses to supplement

—so human

INSPIRATION.
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The human

passions enter without receiving Divine approval.

documents and human compositions are sometimes quoted, without express Divine approval of their spirit or confirmation of their

There are many anomalies and

statements.

will never be cleared up, it

to their solution

of

modern

:

certain

It

are.

many

of the stumbling-blocks

profound investigation

inspiration disappear before

them

of

when regarded

are flaws only

Men

theory of the doctrine.

lost the

no trouble to the early Church, better
is equally certain that many supposed

flaws in the Bible which are regarded as negativing

many

which
key

difficulties

we have

be, because

that

it is,

criticism gave

informed than we

may

of

God

its
;

plenary

and that

in the light of

a false

in both economies have all

and sometimes those faults are taken up
but in no solitary instance is there
any doubt about the fact that the Holy God loveth righteousness.
Everyone allows that the Scriptures, as a whole, have one end,
their faults described

;

into the order of Providence

;

the establishment of holiness in

bar the possibility

or

but

we must remember

is

certain

is

a reason given.

inspiration.
in

then this admission should

collisions in the ethics

that in every such case there

But the heaviest impeachment

behind and attacks the conduct of
with sinful men.

:

That there are minor

look the other way.
;

man

misinterpreting passages that might seem to

Now

this

is

The Bible does

most mysterious ways

God Himself

His dealing

a question of Theodicy and not of
reveal a wrath of

We see

God

displayed

and foretells its
enough around to make us

in the present

display in the world to come.

leaves all else

in

world

;

hesitate about refusing acceptance to the strange events recorded

in Scripture, where miracle

world.

is

one of the present powers of the

But, in any case, they are no argument against the in-

spiration of

Holy Writ

:

what

force they

have

is

on the side of

Atheism.

must always be remembered that the Bible is a book
estate. Our probation is conducted
in a world of tlie mysteries of which we know but little.
The
world of revelation has altio its unsolved secrets. We know,
4.

It

udapted to man's probationary

indeed,

much about

concealed from

us.

the fabric of Scripture

The Holy Ghost never

applied to the whole body of Scripture.

;

but there

is

much

defines in-spiration as

We

have to construct

Probationary
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our theory from the facts
putable facts as
the spirit of

it

man

and our theory must take those

;

As a whole,

finds them.

as the sun in the firmament

less self-evidencing.

The

diflBculties are for

our diligence, our humility

;

and

Anal.

ii.

3.

:

the

not

upon

less clear,

trial

not

of our faith,

spirit.

As Bishop Butler

"We are whollyignorant what degree of new knowledge it were
God would

mankind by

upon supwhat way. He
would interpose miraculously to qualify them, to Avhom He should
originally make the revelation, for communicating the knowledge
given by it ; and to secure its being transmitted to posterity."
5. Lastly, there is a high ground to be taken by a believer in
the Christian revelation, that is by one who trusts in Jesus, which
being taken must not be left for a moment. To this we have
it is the conclusion of the whole matter.
referred again and again
He came up out of the Old Testament with the Old Testament in
His hand ; and made the voices of Moses and the ancient prophets
His own voice. Long after the representatives of the old economy
vanished on the Mount, leaving Him alone "Whom all must hear.
He expressly summed up their testimony as borne to Himself from

to be expected

give

position of His affording one

-A-^^^o^i*^y

:

for the exercise of our souls in de-

pendence, not upon the letter but upon the
says

indis-

the Bible shines

;

or

how

far,

revelation,

or in

:

Liikexxiv. first to last
^^'

:

"beginning at

Moses and at

all the prophets,

He expounded

unto them in all the Scriptures the things concerning Himself.

made no
Saviour

He

The framework of our living
set in it. The believer in Christ,

exception, and no reservation.
is

the Holy Bible

:

He is

the eternal Oracle of God, receives the Scriptures from His hands
as clothed with a Divine authority; if it were not so, if the Divine

unction failed to descend upon any part of them.
told

us.

He

inspiring Spirit has deposited in the

the history of redemption.
are going on,

He would have

has no doubt, he must have no doubt, that the

it is

his

Church a true testimony of

Whilst the attack and the defence

wisdom

to wait in tranquil confidence.

He

must not take alarm, and capitulate. He must not abandon the
outworks, nor intrench himself in the supposed Bible within the

He must not do this,
bound up with its Two Testaments ; and he may be sure that the Holy Ghost will support
him and honour him in his fidelity to the Records of his Faith.

Bible, in the supposed Spirit in the letter.

because the Christian revelation

is
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THE CANOX AS THE RULE OF FAITH.

Canon

*

Having considered the Faith as the revelation of God
in Christ acce^ited by man, and the Divinity of its records
as insured by their inspiration, it remains that we complete the discussion of the subject by making prominent
the specific character of the Bible as the Canon or auTwo
thoritative Rule of Christian doctrine and practice.
different uses of the
tivel}^,

term

will suggest

a division.

as

Kule of

Objec-

the body of sacred writings was determined, under

the guidance of the Divine Spirit, by the application of a

Canon, or

we

here

rule, to Avhich

shall

they were found to be conformed:

have the Canonical Scriptures. Subjectively,

under the illumination of the same

Spirit,

these tested

Scriptures became the absolute and final standard within

the Christian Church

Rule of Faith and
The word Katw

its

:

here

we

shall

have to consider The

interpretation as a Sacred Text.

signifies literally a straight

organ of the

rod

;

and meta-

phorically a testing rule or

tlie

ethics, or art, or language.

It is also, in a passive sense,

critical faculty in

denote that which has been measured and determined.

used to
St.

Paul Gal,

vi.

applies the term both actively and passively in the only passages

op',

where it occurs in the New Testament. In the Patristic writings
employed with reference to the Kule of the Church, the Eule
of Faith, and the Eule of Truth ; and the decisions of synods
were called Canons. The derivatives of Canon were applied to
the Scriptures before the term itself: they were Canonized Books,

13

it is

Libri Canonizati.
(cir.

380),

first

Amphilochius, in a catalogue of the Scripture<i

adopted the word to signify the

rule, or criterion,

or standard, by wliich the contents of the Bible must be settled.

From

the time of Jerome

it

has been current and established in

both senses, the one dependent on the other.

VOL.

I.

O
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THE CANON.

Objective

Canon.

Canon is the collection of all the sacred
The Christian Church
writings of the two dispensations.
received the Canon of the Old Testament in its integrity
from the Jewish, and that of the New from the Apostles,
The

objective

the Saviour's authority being the guarantee of both.
will

It

first to establish these points by Scripture
and then to review the history of the formation of

be necessary

itself,

the entire

Canon

:

examining

briefly the

tions of opinion as to its exact limits

so far as they affect the Christian

:

subsequent varia-

both, however, only

Rule of Faith.

SCRIPTURAL.

Scriptural

Testimony.

The Canon of the Old Testament is ratified in the New,
and sufiicient Oracles of God
the Hebrew Scriptures,
thus
for the older dispensation
precisely as we now receive and hold them, are authentias containing the infallible
:

cated,

The

and the so-called Apocryphal books are excluded.
now called the New Testament

collection of writings

what might naturally be expected,
due time constitute a new and supple-

also give indications of

that they would in
mentary Canon consummating the former.

THE OLD-TESTAMENT CANON.

Old-Tes-

tament
Canon.

"We have the

fullest assurance that

the Old Testament, as

we

He refers to the ancient
hold it, was accepted by our Lord.
containing
the Pentateuch The
Law,
mip),
distinction of The
:

Prophets, D'i^'aJ
the Hafioc^rapha.

;

and The Writings or The Psalms, D^niriD,

The demarcations

of these three departments

our present
were not precisely defined
in
His
hand and
which
Jesus
had
same
the
Hebrew volume as
;

but

sufficiently to identify

THE CANON.
hade His

disciples study.

The importance

testimony cannot be exaggerated
times
1.

we must

place

it,

195
of such a supreme

may be placed, and someof many other arguments.

it

:

in the stead

This testimony excludes the apocryphal books

the three- The Apo-

:

and admitted by some of
these Amtings themselves, which shows that they were avowedly
excluded from the Canon. The term Apocrypha came into use
in the second Christian century, to designate books of hidden origin
fold arrangement

is,

in fact, recognised

crypha.

(occulta origo), or perhaps secret authority (secreta auctoritas)

and certainly with the further meaning of spurious and heretical
Whatever
in opposition to the accepted writings of the Church.

was the

Greek word,

precise application of the plain

implied an

it

absolute authority in the collection from which they were excluded,

and the reason

for their exclusion.

quotes or alludes to these books.

It

New

The

may

Testament never

be said that this

is

not

Old Testament are
equally unrecognised but it must be remembered that when the
Law, or the Prophets, or the Psalms are quoted, all is authenticated that these conventional divisions were known to include.
It may be urged also that the Lord does not, any more than His
Apostles, specify the exact number of books contained in these
divisions especially in the last, which was the most undetermined.
But we have the sufiicient evidence of contemporary Hebrews to
a decisive argument, as several books of the
:

:

supply that deficiency.

Josephus says

:

"

We

have only twenty-

two books which are to be trusted as having Divine authority, of
which five are the books of Moses. From his death to the reign
of Artaxerxes, king of Persia, the prophets,

who were

edification."

hymns

to

God, and documents of

But thus we are

^^

the suc-

The remaining

cessors of Moses, have written in thirteen books.

four contain

Cont. Ap.

life

human

for

led to the next point.

its seal on the means by which OurLord's
Canon had been arranged and ratified. Our ContinuaLord assumed, what St. Paul expressed, that to the Jews, as a r^^n.
2.

This division seems to set

the Old-Testament

people, were committed the oracles

of God.

Scriptures, with their extant divisions.

He

By

long history, most of the details of which arc
in the current of Biblical history that there
collection

from the beginning.

The Book
O 2

acceiitiiig

these jjq„

silently confirmed

of the

lost.

a

^jj

2.

It is evident

had been

a

gradual

Law Avas deiiosited

^^"*xxxi.26.
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This original was

in the side of the arJc of the covenant of the Lord.

to be copied

Dcut.xvii.
19-

by every future king

shall read therein all the days of his

2 Kings
xxn. 8.

not seen

it

when

,

t?
1 iSam. X.

and
life.

it

slmll he with him,

and he

Nevertheless, Josiah

Hilhiah the high iniest said unto Shaplian the

had

scribe,

of the Lord; though we
might have been found.
For it had been enlarged by other writings, and autographs may
have been circulated by Joshua, of whom it is said that he wrote
these words in the book of the lavj of God, and Samuel, who told the
people the manner of the kingdom, and torote it in a book, and laid it

I have found the booh of the law in
know not in how many hands

Josh.xxiv.

:

the Jiouse

copies

•'

.

25.

up
2 Chron.
xvu. 9.

Hence Jehoshaphat sent out

before the Lord.

taught in Judah,

^^^

^,^j^f

Prov. XXV. people.

and had

about througlwut all the

of Solomon, which the

One

the book of the
cities

Proverbs also were collected

men

Book seems

general

.

;

his Levites

who

law of the Lord with tliem,
of Judah, and taught the
as

we read

of the proverbs

of Hezekiah, king of Judah, copied

out.

have been authoritative, of which the

to

the book of the Lord and read.
But,
was no distinction in the classes of
was one volume that Daniel quoted, and Ezra and

prophet spoke, Seek ye out of
until the Captivity, there

writings.

It

Nehemiah Nehemiah read before the people from morning until mid-day.
vm. 9.
was reorganised there was a final revision.
\y}ien the Jewish polity
L
Isa. xxxiv.
'
The universal tradition of the ancient Church assigned to Ezra,
lg_
«_»

./

'

and the Great Synagogue, the function of arranging
B.c. 168.

tures in their present form

;

their Scrip-

the persecution of Antiochus, and

the proscription of the sacred books, having given occasion to the
fixing of the Canon.
its

This question, however, must be studied in

appropriate literature.

It

may be admitted

that the supposed

Synagogue of Jewish tradition represents a succession of pious men
from Ezra to Simon the Just, who was high priest after the death
The final revision and collection was
of Alexander the Great.
But the
not, on this supposition, finished in the time of Ezra.
Saviour's authority gives
authentication,

it

a retrospective sanction to the

final

was accomplished.

THE NEW-TESTAMENT CANON.

NewTestament
Canon.

however

There
ancient

is

no plain declaration in the New Testament that the
to be supplemented by another collection of

Canon was

THE CANOX.
books

not only

:

silence

on the

Testament
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there no plain declaration, but an almost total The

is

subject.

Testa-

Volume

Canou.

refers to the

course of enlargement,

it

wliich was, from age to age, in

seems an anomaly that there should be

New.

We read of the

no similar reference

in the

the truth as truth

in Jesus ; of the neiv or letter Covenant ;

of

new

is

New

"When we remember how often the Old

Eph.
: of
never ^P^-

JFord of truth

new volume or collection
But there are not wanting indications, to

Scriptures, certainly never of a

of inspired documents.

i.

13.

^^*

Heb.'viii.
8.

which reference has already been made under the Doctrine of
Inspiration, that the design of the Holy Ghost included the

new Canon.
Though the several terms by which the New-Testament Testimony

formation of a
1.

writers were accustomed to describe their enlarged message do not

expressly refer to a
tion for

it

in

new

Bible, they are such as to lay the founda-

And

due time.

it is

certain that the individual

writings of the Apostles were held in the congregations which
received

them

to

have equal authority with the ancient and

accepted Oracles of God, and that the Catholic Church addressed

by

St.

Peter reckoned

other Scriptures.

St.

Paul's writings as co-ordinate with the 2Peteriii.

that

It is remarkable, further,

writer gives somewhere or other a distant

liint,

than that, of the permanent authority of his
This needs no further illustration than

Looking back now,

bound

to

after the

it

almost every

and even more

own

contribution.

has received already.

Canon has been

ratified,

we

are

admit that these sayings are precisely what they might

be expected to have used on the supposition that they calculated
ou their writings being consolidated into the unity of Scripture.
2. No argument, however, is needed beyond that of analogy.

A

new covenant would

require

new

oracles

;

New

Testament was only a resumption and continuation
Christ came to fulfil the Law and the
prophets, and to fulfil them by supplementing both their words
and their writings. He Himself was in the new economy what
He had been in the Old the universal and omnipresent Revealer
by His Spirit in His servants, the Sjnrit of the Christ Which was in
of the

Analogy.

the entire economy

of the ancient plan.

:

up a series of agents and writers who were
the representatives and reproductions of those who formed the
Old Testament, though with other names. They were Clironiclers,
ilicm.

But He

raised

\

Peter u
11
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There

Prophets, and Lawgivers, just as of old time.

changed in

is

a perfect

had its method been
the end of the world, the Saviour would have told us

continuity in the history of revealed truth

of the change.
silence, as to

The

New

silence of the

any change of the Holy

;

Testament, or

Spirit's plan,

As

of a confirmation of the established method.

its partial

has the force

in old time the

volume of the book was gradually enlarged, and not finally ratified
until inspiration had ceased, so we might expect it to be with the
new economy. The New-Testament Scriptures were circulated

among

the churches as the standard of their faith long before the

Spirit led the

canonization

dox and

:

Church to

set

on them the

to them, as to the

heretical,

made

seal of

Old Testament,

what we

all parties,

call

ortho-

their appeal.

HISTORICAL.

History.

The

history of the completed

settlement during the

Canon includes its gradual
and the fluctuations

first centuries,

of opinion in later ages.

A

fair consideration of these

two subjects will lead to the conclusion that the same
Spirit Who gave the Scriptures has watched over them,

and secured
Ancient.

their integrity.

The formation of the Canon runs through the entire anteThe fourth century closed before the faith and
age.

Nicene

critical faculty of the

New
The
Church.

Rom.
2.

iii.

Testament in

its

Christian communities added our present
integrity to the Old, the last lingering

doubt as to any of the books having finally disappeared.
1. The first thing to be noted is the prerogative of the Church
in regard to this.

The Apostle

tells

us that unto the ancient

people as such were committed the wades of God : a distinct testimony of great importance, if we mark the force of the term
iTTta-TevOrjcrav,

and the

Trpwrov

which introduces the sentence.

There was a close analogy between the gradual acceptance of the

new body
was not
the

of Scripture

The ancient Canon
had retired it was
distinguish between the autho-

and that of the

old.

fixed until the Spirit of inspiration

office of

the Jewish Fathers to

;

THE CAXOX.
ritative

books and

all

others

;

the tests

past

inspiration of the

The

ages.

by which they determined
the names and

we know them,

the difference were, so far as

known
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"v^Titers,

and the traditional ccmsent of
was brought about by the

final ratification

pressure of persecution directed against the sacred writings

;

but

there ought to be no doubt that this was under the special supervision of the

Holy Ghost.

The

parallel is so far complete.

there were some peculiarities in the case of the

The Gospel

Avas

diffused over the Avorld,

new

and every

But

collection.

chui'ch

was

own holy books, while every province of early
Christendom had its own special selection of Scriptures; there

the guardian of

were

its

numberless heresies, multiplying their spurious produc-

also

These two circumstances tended to make the concurrence
tions.
of the Christian Church in the final acceptance of the NewTestament writings a more remarkable fact than the unanimity
of the Jewish Church in regard to the Old Testament.

When the

was fully come the same Spirit who closed the Old-Testament volume closed also the New.

set time

2.

The

books circulated among the Chris-

tests applied to the

The main

were very simple.

tian congregations

criterion

was

Tests
-^PPl^i^"-

their Apostolic origin or authorisation, that being the guarantee

of their inspired character.

mon Regula

In case of residual doubt, the com-

Fidei, or rule of

fiiith,

was brought

to bear, as also

the testimony of the churches that held the several documents
in question.

It

was the sure

belief of the j)rimitive Christians

that the Lord gave to the Apostles alone authority to direct the

His Church, both by their words and by their written

faith of

communications.
tion

was

all

Apostolic authorship

simply for the signs of an Apostle,

Hence the writings
classed

or Apostolic authorisa-

they demanded in the sacred writings

among

of St.

Mark and

the doubtful books

:

m
St.

cr7;/Aeta

:

tou

they looked
airoaToXov.

Luke were never even

2 Cor.

sii.

^2.

they were understood to have

been written under the sanction of

St.

Peter and

St. Paul.

Of

the genuineness of those which claimed to be directly Apostolic,

and of the validity of such as claimed indirect sanction, theii"
harmony with the common Rule of Faith, and the testimony of
the individual churches, were subordinate and sufficient tests.
3. The result was the early division of the sacred books into

Early
DivLsion-
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two

classes

those

:

which were universally acknowledged as

Divinely inspired, and those which wore not at

The

received.

former, the

HoMOLOGOUMENA,

generally

first

were, before the

second century closed, the four Gospels and Acts, thirteen Epistles
first Epistle of St. Peter, and the first Epistle of
The Antilegomena were seven not, indeed, rejected,
but doubted about, and not at once received. The reasons for this
suspended judgnicnt are evident. Some were Avithout the names
of the Avriters, such as the Epistle to the Hebrews.
Some were
Avritten to the Christian community in general, and were current

of St. Paul, the
St.

John.

at large,

:

under the protection of no particular church.

were addressed to individual men,

A few

suspicion.

the Church

:

and.

Others

on that account incurred

were opposed to the views of some portions of

such as the Apocalypse and the Epistle of

St.

James.

must be remembered that they were not spoken against, as the
term Antilegomena might seem to indicate, but held in doubt
only. In later times they have been termed deutero-CANONICAL,
It

their authority being counted less than that of the other books.

Writings
of

Apo-

stolic

Fathers.

4.

There were a few small

treatises that

were very generally

written, it was
by Apostolical men, or companions of the Apostles, such
They were publicly
as Clemens Romanus, Barnabas, and Hermas.
read in some churches, and were copied into the earliest Codices,

received in early times with a peculiar veneration

:

thought,

where they are

still

found, though only as appendages at the end.

Their pretensions did not long survive the jealous ordeal.

The Apocryphal

New

5.

In an altogether different class must be placed the

writings that

make up

the

Apocryphal

New Testament.

many
Some

Testament of these were written in the interests of a Judaising Christianity,
others with a precisely opposite tendency, and the remainder for

There were apocry-

the gratification of legend-loving curiosity.

phal gospels,

acts, epistles,

was ever found
writings.

It

in

and apocalypses

;

but not one of them

any private or public catalogue of the sacred

may be added

that the apocryphal shado^vs of the

Kew

Testament are far inferior in ethical character to those of
the Old, some of which are of the highest merit.
The former, in
fact, are either

Ancient
Catalogues.

6.

close

worthless or utterly unchristian.

Successive synodical decisions approximated
to

the catalogue of holy books which

more and more
hold.
They

we
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culminated at the Council of Hippo, and, four years afterwards,
at the Third Council of Carthage, then

Augustine, in the Canon of the present

under the influence of

A.D. 393.
A.D. 397.

New Testament. The per-

secution of Diocletian, in the beginning of the fourth century, led

more careful scrutiny of what had, during the whole of the
;"
century previous, been called the " Evangelicum Instrumentum

to the

a term used by Tertullian,

"Totum Instrumentum

who

also described the

whole Bible as

utriusque Testamenti." Only the pressing

claims of other doctrinal discussions and decisions prevented the

Council of Nicsea from accomplishing what was already virtually

done

Holy

:

the task, that

is,

of defining the authoritative Canon of

Scripture.

The Old-Testament Canon was accepted and confirmed, as The Old.
Testahold it, by many catalogues in the fourth and fifth
ment
Athanasius,
centuries.
The Alexandrian Church, represented by
Canou.
a remarkable fact, when we
gives exactly our list of books
remember that the Greek version made in Alexandria had first
given currency to the Apocrypha. But the study of Hebrew
the Christian Church was contented with the
had declined
The
Septuagint, enlarged as it was by apocryphal additions.
Hebrew Scriptures were too much left to the Masorites. Hence
the New-Testament Canon was earlier and more unanimously
7.

we now

:

:

settled in Christian faith

and acceptance than the Old

:

even the

Council of Carthage admitted, though with reservation, the Old-

Testament Apocrypha.

lATER HISTORY OF THE CANON,
Later opinion as to the Canon

and

for warning.

may be

studied with advantage

Modern

up by a

History.

which should be

Its outline,

filled

careful study of the literature of the subject, is as follows
1.

The question

mediaeval Church.

few divines

of the

Canon

The Council

in 1546, followed

Avas long

of Trent, in a decree passed

:

by a

an example set by the Council of

Florence in 1441, and included nearly
the books of Scripture

:

an open one in the

all

the Apocrypha

among

a decree contrary to the former catalogues,

which therefore many later Romanist divines have attempted to
soften by distinguishing, in common with many of the Eeformers,
between a higher and a lower canonical authority.

Trent.
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Greek
Church.

2.

The

Greek Church has always fluctuated

later

After

this question.

many

attempts to

from the Scripture proper,

it

decision at a Jerusalem Council

TheEefonnation.

3,

The

laxity.

mark

on
Apocrypha

in opinion

off the

with the Tridentine

coincided

Synod under Dositheus,

in 1G72.

divines of the Reformation erred greatly on the side of

Luther rejected the apocryphal books from the Canon,

though he admitted tliem for

He

edification.

separated the Anti-

legomena, especially Hebrews, Jude, James, and the Apocalypse,

from the

rest

:

applying to them a subjective standard,

treatment of Christ," in which he pronounced them faulty

*'

j

their

while

the residue contained, in his judgment, "the kernel of Chris-

The Swiss Reformers more rigorously rejected the
Apociypha and in this they have been followed by their formuThe Arminians received
laries and the "Westminster Confession.
the Scriptures in full, though free in their judgments as to authorship.
The English Church in this, as in many other things, was
tianity."

;

guided by a

spirit

Scripture

"those canonical

as

of conciliation.

Sixth Article defines

Its

books

the

of

and

Old

New

Testament of whose authority was never any doubt in the
Church ;" it does not enumerate the books of the New Testament,
and admits the public reading of some parts of the Apocrypha
" the other books (as Hierome saith) the Church doth read for

example of

life

and instruction of manners, but yet doth

munities everywhere reject the Apocrypha altogether, in

with the
Evidences,

many

it

not

The Methodist com-

apply them to establish any doctrine."

common

bodies that accept the "Westminster Confession.

ASSAULTS AND EVIDENCES.
JNIodern assaults

upon the Canou

bound up Mith opposition
generally

;

to

are^ to a certain extent,

tlie

Christian revelation

though they also originate a

critical inquiry.

distinct

The determination of what

the canonical collection involves

many

chiefly to the genuineness, integi-ity,

certain particular books

;

branch of

constitutes

questions, relating

and authenticity of

the defence of wliich

is

of great

importance, as the faith of the Church of Christ rests upon
the unity of the Scriptures as one organic whole.
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THE QUESTIONS INVOLVED.
1. The broader question as to the existence of any authoritative
Canon is not here involved. That is settled by the acceptance of
the doctrine of inspiration we are bound to admit the great mass of
the Scriptures of both Testaments as given by God to His Church.
The question is not of the Bible generally, and as a whole ; only
of its limits.
But both in the New Testament and in the Old
there are some books which, as we have seen, have not always
had an undisputed place. With reference to these especially, and

Authenticity

and

Integrity.

:

as to one of the points in dispute with reference to all Scripture,

the preliminary question must be asked and answered.
it

must be

First,

documents we hold are from the writers

settled that the

which they profess to belong. This is a question of
and it concerns only the documents them- Genuineness.
selves.
It asks, with regard to all the books, and especially the
contested ones, whether they were written by the authors whose

and times
their

to

Genuineness

;

names they bear. Then arises the important point of their
Integrity making due allowance, that is, for the petty changes
and interpolations of text to which all books are liable in course
of transcrii)tion. Lastly comes the question of their Authen:

ticity.

This concerns the origin of the documents, as professedly

from inspired men, and containing the oracles of God.

Authenticity.

It asks

whether their claims are supported by those external and internal
evidences or credentials which alone can sustain so high a pretenIt is obvious that these questions

sion.

run into each other

hence, the term Authenticity, and the C[uestions which
it,

may be
2.

reasonably

The study of

made

this

to cover the

:

hang upon

whole ground.

branch of theology involves the ordinary

by which literary claims are sifted. But
the Holy Spirit approves the books
it is not limited to this
which are " generally received in the Church " by the impress of
His secret and yet evident stamp. On the principles which we
consider fundamental, these two must control each other, but the
testimony of Christ and His Spirit must be supreme.
(1.) "Whether as it respects the Old Testament or the Xew,
every book and every fragment of every book must undergo the

Tests.

historical investigation

:

ordeal.

This constitutes a distinct department of study, that of

Historical
Criticism.
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Historical Criticism
one of extreme difficulty, and not to be
undertaken by any student who has not the means of prosecuting
:

thoroughly.

it

"Whatever

we have

confidence

in

our Lord's

authentication of the Old Testament, and in the Church's settle-

ment

New-Testament Canon, the defence of every integral
is a necessity bound upon the theologian by

of the

portion of the Bible

the assaults of infidelity.

man

much

It is not too

set for the defence of the

to say that every

Gospel ought to have at

command

the arguments which prove the genuineness and authenticity of

every book

defend

it

or,

;

which

the same thing, the arguments which

is

"Works

against attack.

known

as Introductions to the

Bible, or Biblical Dictionaries, or Histories of the Canon, furnish

these in abundance, with

But

all

must be remembered

it

the argumentation for and against.
that, while every

book requires

its

defence, the leading questions in dispute are really limited to a

few

vital points as to each

Limitations.

Nothing

(2.)

is

Testament.

more important than

to conduct

inquiries with a clear sense of its limitations.
First, the inquiry into the genesis

kinds.

tion of the various parts

Testament,

much

is

any such

These are of two

and gradual construc-

of Scripture, especially

of the material for judgment

is

Old
Very
Hence

of the

beset with the most formidable difficulties.

gone past recovery.

the hopeless contradictions and confusions, the helpless chaos of
ever-shifting hypotheses,

modern

which are found

The

one of boundless conjecture;

in the writings of the

them literally
and very often conjecture and

disintegrators of the Bible.

field is to

evidence are to them interchangeable terms.

Hence,

also, it is

evident that the defender of the Bible must not expect to be able
to determine

them

leave

indeed

not

many

and must be content to

of these questions

Secondly,

unsettled.

permitted,

to

we

engage

are not required,

in

these

inquiries

we
as

are
if

*The authenticity of the
Bible as a whole which is, after all, inextricably bound up
with its genuineness
involves the testimonium Spiritus
Sancti, or that inward witness which it bears, and which
witnesses with our spirits who read any part of it.
Hence, it
the

life

of Christianity were in them.

—

may

—

be laid down as a canon for the regulation of our confidence
Canon that the Spirit of Inspiration is Himself the Divine

in the
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ratified to us the older Scriptures, so

the Holy Ghost has ratified

us,

in the

Church and through the

Church, the new Scriptures and the Bible as a whole.

must bring

When

its

human

it is said,

to the Bible

AS A whole,

to

;

Criticism

but the supreme evidence

is

His.

however, that the Holy Ghost bears His witness

has in a remarkable
especially

evidence

those

way

this

must not be misunderstood.

His

set

He

and
The most

seal to the individual books,

which are most contradicted.

vulnerable parts seem most amply defended.

Mosaic origin of the Pentateuch

is

For

instance, the

very fully attested by the

if we collect the quotations and
Testament we shall find that the leading
outlines of the history of the Five Books can be traced there.
The events before Moses are referred to on his authority. And

Saviour and the Apostles
references in the

:

New

his account of the lawgiving, the wilderness,

and

all its

events,

the ritual economy of the tabernacle, the entrance into Canaan,

and

in fact the entire contents of the Pentateuch are accepted as

of the Mosaic age and that of Joshua.

The

authenticity of

Daniel has been assailed, the later part of Isaiah has been given
to an

anonymous author, the very heart of Zechariah has been

taken from his prophecies

:

now

the Old Testament which the

these are the three portions of

Saviour has protected,

next

to

Deuteronomy, with the utmost care. Among the books of the
New Testament there are a few which criticism keenly assails
denying their apostolic origin and their inspired or authoritative
character.
It would not be true to say that these give in every
case

more abundant internal evidence for themselves but cerHoly Ghost speaks through them to every rightly
;

tainly the

disposed heart.

Who

can resist the appeal of St. John's Gospel,

the Pastoral Epistles, the Epistle to the Ephesiaus, St. James,
the Epistle to the Hebrews, and the Second Epistle of St. Peter

This

last

reasons

]

document was perhaps most slowly of all admitted, for
easily traced
but no devout mind can read its first
;

chapter without feeling that the writer

is full of the Holy Ghost
and not a forger assuming the Apostle's name, and pretendin-^ that
he had been on the mount of transfiguration. Of course, this
argument may be abused. But to us it is supreme as to the entire

Bible which the Spirit gave to the Church.
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THE CANON AS RULE OF FAITH.

Eule of
Faith.

The Canon of
sacred writings,

Scripture, as the accepted collection of

may be

objectively viewed as the Rule of

Faith to the Christian Chui'ch, or the

standard of what
jjersonal

is

to

final

and

infallible

be believed as necessary either to

salvation or to the integrity of the

Christian

and subjectively as a body of Divine documents
which is to be studied with all human appliances under
the teaching of the Holy Ghost.
faith

;

'^^^ VJJ'LE

Scripture.

The plenary

OF FAITH

SCRIPTURAL.

:

inspiration of the Scriptures implies their

supreme authority, in every possible court, and at the same
time justifies our appealing to their

own testimony

as to

the bearings and extent of that authority.

They everyduty, and hope,

where speak as the final oracle of faith,
and reject every kind of co-ordinate standard.
assertion of their claims

is

This liigh

so set forth as to harmonise

with the subordinate rules of faith or confessions adopted

by the several branches of the witnessing Church, and with
the exercise of private judgment the supreme safeguard
of the doctrine being the presence of the Holy Spirit as
the effectual and sufficient Guardian of His Word.
:

Standard
of Faith,

2 Tim.

iii.

16, 17.

1- Grenerally, the New Testament declares itself, as the consummation of Scripture, to be the STANDARD OF Faith.
Absorbing tlie Old Testament, or rather co-ordinating itself with
the Old Testament, it declares by the testimony'' of one of the last
and greatest wTiters All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and
:

is

The man
2 Tim.
15.

iii.

that the man of God may be perfect.
Christian
teacher, of -whom it is said
here
the
is
God
of
knowledge of the ancient oracles made him wise unto
The Apostles were
through faith ichich is in Christ Jesus.

profitable for

that his
salvation

DOCTRINE

.

.

.

THE CANON.
guided

to be

as
is

tlic

into all the

truth is in Jesus.

to the Faith which

Truth

;

into the whole compass of truth,

Hence the

was once
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closing testimony in St.

delivered unto the saints

Jude

xvi.

•^'^•

^^'

redelivered -^P^*

:

Supreme Authority to His new and perfect Church. The
Lord is the Rule and Criterion of Morality,
and of all human duty. The Christian faith is the Christian law, and

by

John

21.

its

doctrine of our

the Christian law

is

for righteousness ;

and His whole economy has

the Christian faith

righteoiisness of the, laiv

:

flesh, hit after the Sinrit.

He is the

IVay,

km

Eom.

x. 4.

for its design that the

Rom.

viii.

Christ is the end of the

might he fulfilled in

us,

who walk

not after the

and the Truth, and

He summed up the
wJiatsoever I have commanded

Life

the

:

the truth being here in the centre.

Apostles'

future teaching as all things

you.

St.

Paul knows no other ethics than what had been received and
heard from himself, and bids his converts walk by
or Kavwv, as the infallible directory

And

the book of truth and duty

is

and

the

same

rule,

test of all obligation.

also the

Morals.

Charter of Privi-

4.

Joim

xiv.

6.

Matt.
xxviii.
'

pj^"^

—

16.

Gal.vi.l6.

was with the widest possible meaning that Jesus said,
I have heard of Mij Fatlier I have made known unto John xv.
^^•
you : the whole compass of the blessings dilated on in the Acts
and Epistles is only the expansion of germs given in His promise.
The New Testament is the book of the covenants of inomise : of Eph. ii.
^^•
the new covenant between the Triune God and His people,
LEGES.

It

All things that

by the blood of Christ, announced in His promise, and
by His Spirit.
2. The Scripture everywhere appeals to itself for an end of all Appeal to
Itself.
controversy.
To the law ami to tlie testimony! was the ancient
word in Israel. How tlien shall tJie Scriptures be fulfilled that thus
By these words our Saviour makes the Scriptures conit must he ?
xxvi.54.

ratified

conferred

cerning Himself absolute in their authority.
Apostles, proved

hy the Scriptures that

Jesus

Apollos, like the

was

The

Christ.

Bereans were therefore more noble-minded than they of Thessa-

Actsxviii.
^^"

lonica, because they searched the Scriptures daily, icliether those things Acts xvii.
icere so.
its

The

peril of neglecting the great salvation

having been spoken hy

tJud heard Ilim.

There

is

Scripture to another part

hangs upon

Lord, and confirmed unto us by tJiem Heb.
a perpetual appeal from one part of

the

of Scri})ture

:

sometimes to reason,

sometimes to heathen authors, sometimes to traditions
but
always the Cresar to which it finally appeals is itself. The Saviour
;

ii.

3.
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refers to the

Old Testament

;

FAITH.

the Apostles to

Him and

to

them

himself; and St. Peter to St. Paul.

St. Paul, in addition, to

And

has the force of a universal law within the Bible.

it

This
cannot

be denied that throughout the history of the Church from the
very beginning all parties have implicitly or explicity made the

Word
Other
Appeal
Condemned.
Matt. XV.

God

their last court of decision.

In vain

Scripture.

do icorship Me, teaching for doctrines the

the)/

commandments of men : where the Pharisees are a mirror in which

9-

Mark

of

Every other final authority is absolutely or by implication
interdicted.
Nothing
° can be more clear than that our Lord
regarded the whole sum of religion as vitiated by infidelity to
3.

xii.

^^*

later traditionalists are reflected.
err, because ye

SuhordiDate

4.

know

And

again,

Do

ye not therefore

not the Scriptures ?

The supreme authority

sanctions, however,

other inferior

standards in the form of creeds.

Those Eules of Faith which
were constructed from the beginning were based upon the formulas
of Scripture itself: expressing in

Church.
Bible

is

But

compendium the

of these, in all their forms, earlier

the test

belief of the

and

later,

the

the court to which they must finally be brought.

:

This applies to creeds, catechisms, standards, and formularies of
every description

:

of wliich

more

Avill

be said hereafter.

and harmonises, as subordinate
Judgment to itself, Public Ministerial Instruction and Private Judgment,
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. The Scriptures are the
text-book of a living continuous teaching which is an ordinance of
God in the congregation this may be and has been perverted
but it is nevertheless the appointed means in the Church for the
5-

Private

The Rule

also presupposes

:

continuation of the Apostle'^ doctrine.

Moreover, the privilege,

judgment are everywhere deThe prophecies of God's "Word are, indeed, not of private
clared.
interpretation, are not solved by themselves or any private solution
and this is true of all Scripture, which is
tSt'as eViAvVecds ov ytVerai
Yet
of the Spirit Who gave it.
interpretation
the
without
left
not
duty, and responsibility of private

2 Peter

i.

20.

—

1

Thess. V.
21-

all

believers

must prove

cess of conversion,

but

all things
all

:

not only the Bereans, in pro-

Christians are responsible for the gift

of reason, regenerate and sanctified to

its

highest use.

Both,

however, require the presence of the Supreme Interpreter.
still £iuides the living Church into the truth, notwithstanding

He
all

THE CAXOX.
appearances to the contrary

He

;

is

the teaching unction from the

Holy One imparted to every Christian
the

three

—the

Holy

Spirit

judgment, the

—

gives its perfection to

theory of the Rule of Faith, which
Revelation, Inspiration,

three.

and the combination of

;

individual

sanctified

ministry, and the

209

1

John

ii

^^'

didactic
tlie

whole

is

one in the unity of these

Canon

are also three-one in the

John

unity of the ever-present and ever-living Spirit of the Truth.

xvi.

13.

RxmOXALISM AND TRADITIONALISM.

Opposing
Principles.

There are two errors on

this subject

which are more or

Rationalism, on the one hand, undermines

less prevalent.

the authority of God's

Word

:

either

external revelation, or by accepting

reason the sole arbiter of

its

it

by rejecting it as an
and making human
Traditionalism, on

meaning.

the other, makes the Scripture only a standard parallel
Avith

the liviug tradition of the Church.

opposite ways, take from the Bible

of Christian Faith, and sever
the Holy Spirit as

it

is

it

its

from

Both, though in

dignity as the Rule
its

connection with

the supreme instrument of His

oi3eration in things spiritual for ever.

RATIONALISM.

The

Rationalist

method

either

Eeason.

makes human reason the

sub-

stance of revealed truth, or the measure and arbiter of the meaning
of Scripture.
For, it is of two kinds one renounces external
and independent revelation altogether; another, that to whfth
we now more particularly refer, accepts the Bible, but only
:

as a republication of the oracles of natural religion,

human understanding
ment
1.

and

of

its

To

the sole, and, as

it

interpretation.

the former the Scriptures are simply an historical record

register of the gradual

instincts.

development of the world's religious

Evolution governs

physical domain

;

all

things in the spiritual as in the

and the Old and

New

the stages through which the spiritual

VOL.

and makes the

were, undirected instru-

I.

P

Testaments only mark

liiculties

of earlier races

Extreme
Kation-

ahsm.
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In Jesus and His Apostles the religious consciousmankind reached a high point, but not the highest wliich
The ever-developing reason of man must make
has to reach.

had

passed.

Dcss of
it

made

their doctrine, has in all ages

the starting point for

it,

and the end is not yet. This theory for ever
vacillates between Theism and Atheism, and has no place save
among the enemies of the Christian Faith, Of tliis enough has
Rationalism
X roper
'

further evolutions

;

already been said

when

2.

discussing the evidences of revelation.

Kationalism proper accepts the supremacy of the

Word

as

of the Church's doctrine, but
given by God for the regulation
<j
o
insists that the human reason is the sole judge of its meaning.
./

^

This spirit more or

pervades the Christian communities which

less

have surrendered the doctrine of the plenary inspiration of the
It has

holy oracles.
expression

;

many

but these

all

shades and varieties of definition and

unite in the view that the application

of an honest and enlightened reason

when

it

and promises
3.

Its Fault.

is

alone required by Scripture

teaches authoritative doctrine, enforces moral obligation,

It is

privilege to the hope of believers.

obvious that this principle proceeds on a wrong

mate of the function of the human understanding,
relation to

the Divine

supervision of

man

Spiiit,

its

to be admitted.

of reason, reason itself being witness.

guide
It

:

esti-

especially in

supposing a Divine

unduly elevates the power

It is unreasonable to accept

truth concerning the Infinite Being, and eternal interests, under

the condition that

it

can be fathomed and perfectly understood

:

some of the most elementary facts of internal
consciousness and external science must be rejected, for they are
on

this condition

equally unfiithomable.

Hence,

declining to

accept

heavenly

guidance in an unknown region, the rationalist spirit must needs

renounce the best, because the profoundest, parts of revelation.

and noble function of reason to be the
all things knowable is in a certain
Reason must weigh the evidences
important sense supreme.
presented for faith, and deduce consequences from what faith
accepts it must guard the result from the assaults of the sj^irit
It forgets the

true

:

minister of faith, wliich in

;

of rebellious and undisciplined unbelief, as well as from the perversions of over-belief and superstition.
into the region of Scriptural testimony,

we

Carrying the subject
find that the spirit of

TEE CAXOX.
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what we now call rationalism is constantly condemned. The
same Word which from beginning to end honours reason by calmly
reasoning with it, by appealing to its indestructible convictions
and instincts, is most peremptory in defining the limits beyond
which its province does not extend. The natural man receiveth not
the things of the Spirit of God : for they are fooliJiness unto him :
neither can

lie

we

there

is

a limit

Our utmost knowledge

through a glass, darkly.

see

itself

:

is

For

noio

1 Cor. xiii.
12.

partial
1

in the present

in part, Ik [xipov;.

life ice knoiv

Tradition.

This has a legitimate

vindicated, while

perversion

Tradition

its

is

TrapaSoo-is,

office

it

revelation.

St.

which must be

condemned.

is

And

either oral or written.

holds an important place in the

obvious that

it is

Legiti-

economy of Divine

mate.

Paul commands the believers at the outset of his

writings to hold the traditions ivhich ye have been taught, whether by

word

or our epistle ;

Hence

it

through
tures,

and not walking by these

is

walking

disorderly.

includes in its original use the delivery of all truth

human

instrumentality to man.

We owe

iii.

G.

to it the Scrip-

we

call

the Analogy of the Faith

;

and we owe

many

usages and practices which are not

absolutely ruled in the Bible.

Theology has never rejected or

it

2 Thess.
ii. 15
;

with that sacred traditional interpretation of their leading-

doctrines which
to

xiii.

true doctrine opposes every notion of a co-ordinate autho-

rity in Tradition.

1.

Cor.
9.

TRADITION.

The

ii.

14.

And

hioio them, because they are spiritually discerned.

even to the spiritual discernment

1 Cor.

the preservation of

despised authentic and rightly understood tradition.

But the abuse of Tradition has always been the bane of
especially of all Christian doctrine.
Reduced to an
ecclesiastical theory, it has then two elements
Scripture and the
oral tradition of the Church constitute a double Eule of Faith and
2.

Abuse.

doctrine,

:

;

this necessarily requires as its final arbiter

authority in the Clmrch
(1.)

The

infallible regulative

itself.

co-ordinate Kule

is

that of Oral Tradition, adding

doctrines not contained in Scripture

those revealed in germ.

an

It has

;

or Development, expanding

never been authoritatively settKd

what is the " Verbum Dei non scriptum," or what constitute tlie
APOSTOLICAL TRADITIONS but some of the leading Articles of
;

p2

DoveIoi>
meat.
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IIULE OF FAITH.
The hypothesis of
a'modem development of the theory

Faith and practice are generally included.

DEVELOPMENT
of Tradition

:

is

Only

itself

by the operation

the principle

of which the great

Eomanism have been constructed into
Articles DE fide and made binding.
The "Ecclesia Docens"
decides, under the guidance of the Holy Ghost, when the hour
The infallible Church is
has come for opinion to become dogma.
distinctive

errors

of

the Episcopate lineally descended from the Apostles; the Universal

Church expressing

its

mind by

councils

;

and

latterly, as

the last development of dogma, the voice of the Successor of St.
Peter, speaking " ex cathedra," has been
truth.

This

is

made

the final arbiter of

the doctrine of Tradition as held in the

Catholic Church.

Modifications of

it

Roman

are held elsewhere.

The

Eastern Church maintains the Church's concurrent endowment
of inspiration, but supposes that this

ages

:

according to

its

was limited

to the

first

teaching the double rule. Scripture and

was complete when its earliest and only Creed
was authenticated. In a vague and indefinite form the same
principle is inconsistently held by many divines in communions
which owed their origin to a protest against ecclesiastical tradiTradition,

tion as
Its

(2.)

Coudera-

unduly paralleled with Scripture.
This theory loses sight of the true and most important

^^ Tradition,

which

is

simply the

ship of the Divine oracles

Eph.
^^*'

ii.

;

it

human

office

witness and guardian-

dishonours the prerogative of the

and builds, not upon the foundation of the Apostles
and Prophets, but on the Church as their interpreter ; it assigns
to the visible community the functions of the invisible ; it afi"ects
the Faith with a character of changeableness, of which the fabric
of Mediaeval dogmas gives ample proof; and, lastly, it is the
object of our Saviour's warning denunciation, as represented in
The tone and the terras
the Rabbinical traditions of His time.

inspired writers,

which our Lord invariably spoke of this superaddition to the
one Rule of Faith ought to have secured His Church for ever
a-^ainst it. The JeAvish Talmud was constructed on this principle ;
in

and there has been
Christian Talmud.

in long process of construction a corresponding

The

teachings of the Faith have been in

undergoing a process of steady transformation.
the Atonement has been violated in the

dogma

The

it

doctrine of

of Transubstantia-
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Sin in the dogma of the Immaculate Con-

tion, that of Original

ception,

and that of the

Spirit's

of Pontifical Infallibility.

Development,
truth

;

is
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supreme jurisdiction in the dogma
its modern form of

This theory, in

hurtful to the simplicity

and integrity of the
rrj a-a^
:

perilous to the Faith once delivered unto the saints

Jude

3.

Within the ages of the Spirit's
inspiring administration there was development on the grandest
Gcale, and extending to all the leading doctrines of revelation
that principle is nothing less than an absolute law.
But the
province of development outside of the Bible is limited to nonin fact, the
essentials and the construction of dogmatic system
term in this case is altogether misapplied. Only in Scripture is
there, strictly speaking, development of doctrine proper.
rots dytots

frapaSoOeLcrr)

irt'crTct.

:

THE INTERPllETATION OF THE CANON.

luteqiretatioii.

The

Bible, as the

theology.

Rule of Faith,

It requires to

documents,

botli

is

the foundation of

bo studied as a collection of

Divine

and

human,

containing

materials and the directory of theological science.

departments of
is

this

study are various.

Biblical Criticism

that branch of general criticism which

mination of the Text, its object.

the

The

makes the

The province of

deter-

Biblical

Introduction embraces the substance and contents of the
Scriptures as a

collection

of

Divine-human

literature.

Sacred Philology has to do with the original languages in
Avhich revelation was given.
Hermeneutics deals with the
Bible as a

text

to

be exegetically and

The general
branches of study must be

expounded.

principles

of

theologically

these

several

briefly sketched, as laying the

basis of the doctrinal system of Christianity

;

but they

are here referred to so far oidy as they concern the

fundamentals of the study of theology.
BIBLICAL

CIlITICISil.

The term Criticism means the art and exercise of judgment,
and has a wide application in regard to Scripture generally. But

Biblionl
'-^^'^^^^^'"•
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beyond the judgment
aim is to give or
restore the nearest possible approximation to the original words
of the Scriptural Autographs, not one of which remains or has
been the subject of direct historical testimony. In accomplishing
this object Criticism is guided by certain objective aids and subjective canons more or less unanimously accepted.
Biblical Criticism does not extend its range

exercised upon the verity of the text.

^ISS. and
Versions,

Its

1- Its external materials are the Manuscripts which remain
^nd the earlier Versions, especially the former. The MSS. of the
Old Testament are not ancient, dating no earlier than the twelfth

century.

The

in its scope

;

Hebrew text is therefore limited
much upon the early care of those

criticism of the

it

has to depend

whom

these Oracles were committed.
But it has still a wide
and has made great progress of late. The MSS. of the
Greek Testament are more abundant, better authenticated, and
in more perfect preservation than those of any ancient classics
including the Uncial, copies in Greek capital letters, and the
Cursives in smaller type, they amount to nearly sixteen hundred.
The earliest of these are Uncials, and are of inestimable value in
the archives of the Christian Church as the most venerable
The Alexandrian Codex,
representatives of its holy books.
knoAvn as A, and now in the British Museum, dates probably
about the beginning of the fifth century, and contains the whole
of the Two Testaments, save the greater part of St. Matthew and
The Vatican, or B, is the basis
a few leaves wanting elsewhere.
to

range,

:

of the Vulgate, authoritative in

than A, but

is

Eomanism

;

The Codex Ephraemi,

or C,

is

New

— that

a Palimpsest

a century older

it is

not so nearly complete in the

is,

Testament.

a manuscript

on a manuscript two-thirds of the New Testament have
been found underlying certain other writings on this parchment.
The Codex Bezse, D, noAv at Cambridge, is probably of the sixth

vvritten

century,

:

and contains only the Gospels and Acts.

But Divine

Providence has reserved for this age the discovery of an Uncial
Avliich is

probably one of the oldest, certainly the most complete,

of the early copies of Scripture.

It

is

known

as the

Codex

and contains the complete New Testament.
After these the Manuscripts, in the form of more or less complete
copies used in various churches and of lectionaries, rapidly increase.
Sinaiticus,

or

>},
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Multitudes of these are lineally descended, as

made

in the

centuries but

first

now

lost

;

many

a question whether they are not in

were, from copies

it

and

always remains

it

cases as fair repre-

sentatives of the early text as those Uncials of antiquity
still

The tendency has been

remain.

which

entirely to disparage

them

in comparison of the earliest Codices; but for this there seems

The early Versions are of great importance in
The Septuagint of the Old Testament is, on many
the most important, as being so much used in the New

no just ground.
Criticism.

accounts,

Testament

;

but

it

is

not the only one.

Eacli -century from the

second to the seventh produced a remarkable version of the

New

Testament, appeal to which, especially to the Peshito, or Syriac,
of the fourth century, affords valuable aid in the determination
of the Text.
of the

The innumerable Quotations found

first five

in the Fathers

centuries belong also to this branch, as they are

very often free translations, or loose paraphrases of translations.
2.

These manuscripts multiplied, and, more or

autliority

as

centuries

passed,

are

collated

sinking in

Critical

and thrown into

Canons.

less

Families or Recensions, according to the leading districts of early

Christendom from which they sprang
that has

more

:

a distinction, however,

historical than critical importance.

Biblical Critics,

by the use of certain canons the application of which requires the
rarest judgment and experience, seek by their aid mainly to
They have to consider the
restore the text to its original state.
whether
probable causes of the Various Readings themselves
In the latter
they have arisen through accident or by design.
case, which is often to be suspected, they have to track the
changes in the text to theological or other motives, and to estimate them accordingly. It is their task to weigh an endless
variety of evidence in this sacred critical court and, in coming
to their decision on any controverted passage, they have to meet
a multitude of conditions which demand attention.
There are
a ft'w plain and reasonable principles which decide the great
:

;

majoritj of cases
critics

though their value

:

themselves

;

and

culties is unsatisfactory.

shorter reading
diffuse,

is

more

is

much

their application to

These canons

contested

^omo

among

residual

diffi-

are, for instance, that

likely to be the right than

" brevis lectio pra^ferenda verbosiori;"

the

one more

that the harder
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or rougher
clivi

is

more probably authentic than the smoother, " proardua ;" that a text is suspicious which

lectioni prsestat

None

manifestly favours orthodox dogmas.
unexceptionable.

And it remains that the

of these canons

is

settlement of the text

a task that demands the application of the keenest

under the guidance of a most sober judgment.

is

critical faculty

It is the business

or prerogative of only a rare order of scholars, but the results

achieved by their labours are of universal interest and value.
Results.

3. The theological bearing of this science is obvious.
Nothing
more important than the purity of the common standard of
appeal in dogmatic discussions and decisions.
And, apart from
is

that, it is the instinctive desire of all

to read

them

in their integrity

:

who

love the Scriptures

every evidence of sure advance-

ment towards a unanimously accepted text is matter of deep joy
who knows how much depends on the issues.
It may be assumed that
(1.) This must not be exaggerated.
the eternal verities of revelation have not been permitted by the
Holy Ghost to depend upon any isolated passage of His own
word, nor upon the absolute integrity of the text generally. The
to one

Nothing
Vital
Involved.

majority of the contested passages, interpolations, and varieties

Not one

of reading are of no doctrinal weight.

the sole fundamental proof of any article of faith

of
:

them

affects

for the reason

that no article of faith rests upon the evidence of any one single
text.

Hence, though the variations in the leading MSS. amount

to scores of thousands

—including

all,

from changes in

to whole paragraphs inserted or omitted,

letters

up

— they involve no question

"\Ye may hope to see a text whick
humanly speaking, shall be perfect or near perfection known
and read of all men. But no thought about the guarantees or
the stability of the Faith need be bound up with our hope.
Contested
(2.) Still, there are some variations in the text of the New
Texts.
Testament which are of profound interest. These, amounting to
some twenty or thirty, ought to be carefully considered by every
student ; for, though no vital doctrine depends upon them, their
evidence has a peculiar weight, and the secret history, so to speak,

vital to Christian doctrine.

:

of the variations involves questions of deep theological import.
instance, modern criticism very generally agrees to give up
" The Heavenly Witnesses," in opposition to the Vulgate and the

For
1

John
7.

V.
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Roman Catholic decision
how clear and full was the
;

terpolation could be

made

but the study of the question will show

of

Who

God

current.

was manifest, and whether

tch'ich

variations

:

the

we must

His own

lie hath purchased icith

With

THE Lord.
\\\

when such an inThe same may be said as to the
GoD was vianifest in the flesh we must

doctrine of the Trinity

question whether instead of

read
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retain the church

blood or the church of

this is closely connected the

God

in St. John's Prologue.

Only-begotten instead of

tJis

1

Tim.

^

iii.

'

28.

most striking of
Only-begotten Son John

i.

18.

Other questions, such as the omission or

retention of the Doxology in St. Matthew's version of the Lord's

Prayer, have also their deep interest

:

as to this one in particular,

good reason Avhy we should incline to favour the cause of
its retention, resting as it does on very strong arguments.
(3.) The Student may acquire sufficient skill to weigh well the Working
Knowarguments on both sides of these and similar leading points in the
ledge.
settlement of the text and to come to a humble decision of his own.
The peculiar and technical knowledge required in this study, and
there

is

;

the variety of conditions that must meet in those
authoritative
so far as

its

judgment as

who

exercise

to the Text, limit Biblical Criticism,

The

processes go, to a select number.

ever, as affecting theology, are

open to everyone.

results,

All

how-

may weigh

the evidences which others collect, and appreciate the judgments

they themselves could not independently form.

THE FABRIC OF THE
Biblical Introduction includes in

BIBLE.
its

Fabric of
Scripture.

wide compass

all

that

made up of literary docua collection of human literature. A

pertains to a knowledge of the Bible as

ments, and particularly as
certain

amount of acquaintance,

intimate the better

familiar acquaintance

—with the fabric of

Scripture

is

— the more

an obligation

on the student of theology, especially the ministerial student.
1. The Bible as a whole is the history, the only history, of
Pcligion, or of the relations between God and man, in the world.
It contains the Chronicles of the One Kingdom, which has had
three manifestations, ante-Mosaic,

of a fourth and

final

series of predictions.

Hebrew, and Messianic; and

manifestation

This

is

it

contains an all-pervasive

the bond of

its

unity, as one great

Orpmic
Unity.
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Eecord of Prophecy and Fulfilment.
as unfolding one vast accomplishment

The study

now

ing to another not yet revealed, regards

bond of

unity, the
Divisions.

2.

But

its

may be

First,

"\vc

and point-

as a complete organic

perfectness being Christ

this organic unity

Divisions.

it

of the volume,

in process,

and His kingdom.

resolved into subordinate

have the several Great Dispensations already

and hereafter to be exhibited. These may be regarded
in another form as the relation of the Two Testaments.
The Old
Testament a name by which St. Paul almost seems to denomialluded

to,

—

2 Cor.

ill.

natc the ancient volume, in the reading of the Old Testament

—

Law, or the historical basis; the Prophets, or
the transition from the Law to the Gospel ; the Psalms, or the
The New Testament is disdevotional element for all ages.
tributed into the Evangelicum or Four Gospels, the Apostolicum
or Acts and Epistles, and the Apocalypticum or Eevelation.
In
divides into the

Literature

o^^y^Y

more modern times, the Gospels are distinguished as Synoptical,
or the Three which unite in one general synopsis of the Lord's
ministry, and Johanna;an ; the Acts are regarded as transitional to
the Epistles, and the several types of doctrine in the Apostolical
Epistles and the Apocalypse are compared with the rest of
All these will be referred to in due course more fully.
Scripture.
3. But every book has its own appropriate field of inquiry.
This includes the writer, date, circumstances, and design of each
document especially the analysis in relation to its connection
with its predecessors and successors. The theological importance
of this is great an accurate knowledge, however general, of the
scope of every document will generally furnish its best defence
against attacks it will throw light on its doctrinal character and
bearings, and thus locate it in the system of Biblical theology.
A clear view of the literary and other peculiarities of every book
;

:

;

in the Bible

is

indispensable to the student

:

it

is

one of the

elementary requisites in theological education; but, perhaps on
ISTo
that very account, there is nothing which is more neglected.

young minister, no candidate

for the ministry, should think

he has

acquired the rudiments of his profession until he has established
in his mind a nucleus of information concerning all the individual

documents

:

a nucleus around which additional knowledge shall

continually gather, until there

is

no part

left in obscurity.
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BIBLICAL HISTORY.

Pacred
History.

The Bible must be studied

1

This

torical.

is

the law of

its

as

from beginning to end his
all parts, even the

construction in

Strictly speaking, its history as such is that of the

prophetical.

Chosen People alone, as the pre-ordained race in which God would
manifest Himself in the Incarnate Son; and the methodical
study of that history

As
is

is

one of the

contained in Scripture,

first

theological obligations.

and confirmed by secular

historians, it

the most trustworthy series of national annals, as

it is

in rela-

most important. From
Abraham to Moses, or the Bondage in Egypt, we have the Patriarchal Age from the Desert to Canaan, or from Moses to Samuel,
the foundation of the Theocracy from the times of Judges and

tion to the history of redemption the

;

;

Kings, the Division of the Nation, the Captivity, the period of the
glory of Old-Testament Israel. After the close of the inspired history of the old covenant comes the great Interval of four hundred
years, ending Avith the Incarnation, the Appearance,

JNIinistry,

and Eejection of the Eedeemer, and the Dispersion of the Tribes

among

the nations of the earth as the consecjuence.

may be

the critical facts in that sacred history which

These are
regarded

as in a certain sense the central stream of all history.
2.

These salient points regulate the Scriptural Chronology, Chrono
^*^Sy*
is perhaps the most abstruse and difficult con-

which, as a science,

nected with the intei-pretation of Scripture.

It involves

a con-

sideration of the several systems which are adopted for the arrange-

ment

of Scriptural dates, especially in the

Septuagint

both

;

diff"ering

Old Testament

:

the

from the Hebrew, and the Rabbinical from

while the principles which regulated the sacred writers are

not yet precisely determined.
difficulties

may be

The

solution of

many chronological

sought in errors of transcription

uncertainty as to the use of numerals which

still

;

but there

is

an

has to be cleared

up the key has yet to be discovered for the scheme of Moses
and the earlier historical writers. If it should appear that the
longer system in which the Septuagint and the Samaritan Penta:

teuch agree

is

the correct one,

it

will not

be

the Biblical Chronology of early times with

difficult to
all

harmonise

that sound science,

the authentic annals of other nations, and even their traditions.
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"When we descend lower in the stream of history the
There are a few prominent
epochs, the dates of which may be regarded as fixed the Exodus,
require.

chronology becomes more simple.

:

the Building of the Temple, the Deportations, the Birth of Christ,
the Pentecost, the Death of Herod, the Destruction of Jerusalem.

must be remembered that the Art of Verifying Dates is commodern and time must be allowed for the settlement
of many questions. Meanwhile, and with regard to some epochs, a
latitude must be allowed, the limits of which are not defined.
3. The Biblical Geography includes almost the whole earth, but
more particularly that part of it which is the sphere of sacred
history
the Holy Land, originally Canaan, which became the
Land of Immanuel. This is not only very interesting in itself,
but bound up inseparably with the interpretation of Scripture.
It

paratively

Geography*

;

:

Arclia:o-

logy.

The Archoeology

4.

history

its

:

of the Bible

viewed as past and apart from
is

is

a peculiar department of

including the entire fabric of the ancient Economy,

a sense in which no jot or

its

relation to the Gospel.

tittle is really obsolete

as it

;

There

may be

asserted that almost everything Judaic has outlived the changes
this we have not here to do.
The Antiquities
two ranges one of greater importance, including the civil and political and religious constitution of
Hebraism, as Ijang under and around the very foundations of
Christianity
and the other pertaining to the people as a mere
branch of the Semitic race, with social and religious usages that

of time.

But with

of Scripture have

:

;

may
Hebraism.

l)e

compared with those of other nations.
reference to the former, the more

With

(1.)

essentially sacred

of the antiquities of Hebraism, theological study has a wide scope.
It includes the national tokens of severance from, the Avorld

:

the

Covenant Signs, Circumcision, the Passover; with the earlier
Tabernacle and the later Temple, and its interior symbolical
Also
structure as the dwelling-place of God among His people.
the ceremonial of worship

hood, with the relation of

and

:

the Levitical order
all

system of Sacrifice, the sin-offerings

their varieties

;

;

the

and

the High-priestit

;

the service

thank-offerings, with

the Three Feasts, their history and meaning and

typical significance
cycles

;

other functions to

;

One Fast

the

New Moons

;

;

the Sabbaths and Sabbatic

the voice of Prophecy, never absent

I
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and the several methods of revelation, from Urim and Thummim,
through symbols and visions, down to the Bath-kol which forms
the transition to the next department.
(2.) There is also a post-Hebraic Archoeology belonging to the
Judaism of the Interval, or, rather, to the time when Hebraism
was passing into Judaism. In some respects the ancient Church

appeared to greatest advantage after the Captivity
the past, by the lessons of which
profit;

its

many new

it

:

Judaism.

inherited

chastisement prepared

it

to

some of which,
sanctioned by our Lord, contained the germs of much

it

specially

gave

rise

to

institutions,

that was incorporated into the Christian Church.

It is hardly

possible to study too carefully the annals of this Interval

:

for

and history of the Sanhedrim the constitution
of the Synagogue and its order; the gradual ascendency of
Scribes, Rabbis, and other guardians of the law
the separation
of the people into Pharisees and Sadducees and Essenes
and
the new Festivals, such as the Pnrim, which our Lord approved,
though not of direct Divine institution. A deep and peculiar

instance, the rise

;

;

;

theological interest attaches to this portion of the history of the

great Preparations.

The study of this period,
most amply repaid.

as will be hereafter

scan, never fails to be
(3.)

Many

topics of Archaeology are subordinate,

only in a relative sense.

ment

The

New

Testa-

requires an accurate and seasonably applied knowledge of

the manners and customs of the ancient people
life,

though such

interpretation of the

:

their

mode

[Manners

and
Customs.

of

domestic architecture, merchandise, agriculture, festal and

funereal rites, social habits,

music, literary methods, style

and forms of public and private

writing,

instruction.

of

The Com-

mentaries furnish generally such information as the expositor or
requires ; but the student should not be entirely
dependent on incidental reinforcements of his memory.
He

preacher

should aim to be well read and at

home

in all these branches of

sacred knowledge.
5.

that

The Natural History
is,

of the Bible includes

all

that remains

:

the world of nature in which Scripture lives and moves.

It has its
light of

?ven in

own comprehensive

range, not to be studied as in the

modern physical science, but not without its
this respect.
The Fauna and Flora of the

interest

Biblical

Natural
History.
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records, as very faithfully depicted in the best Introductions

and

Monographs, have a theological as well as a general value
almost every fact will, somewhere or other, be found to affect the
interpretation or illustration of New-Testament doctrine ; and
the importance of everything must be measured by

its

subservience

to this object.

BIBLICAL PHILOLOGY.

Philology.

The study

of Scripture in

The

each of which has

varieties

its

original languages lies at the

its

foundation of theology.

text of revelation

and

is

in

two tongues,

A

peculiarities.

certain

knowledge of these is indispensable to the finished theologian,
though neither his practical knowledge of the Bible nor the value
of his pastoral ministry is dependent on a minute and thorough
acquaintance with them.

Hebrew.

1.

The Old Testament

is

written in Hebrew, with the exception

There has always been, and

of certain Chaldee fragments.

Dan.

ii.

4

18
12

much

with what
iv.

•

8

vii'

— 26.

Jer. X. 11.

still

discussion as to its relation to the original speech of the

one undivided race of mankind

2 1^^
vii.

Ezra

is,

is

;

as also with regard to its affinities

inexactly called the Semitic stock of languages

:

the

Aramaean, divided into Syriac and Chaldee ; the Samaritan, a

Hebrew and Aramaean and the Arabic,
The profound study of the Old Testa-

tuixture apparently of

with
jj^gj^j;

its

;

cognate Ethiopic.

requires that these Semitic dialects should be included

:

the

Aramaean branches, because of the Chaldee portions of the Old
Testament and the vernacular speech of our Saviour's time which
glimmers occasionally in the Gospels, and the important PeshitoSyriac version

;

the Arabic, because of

tion of

many Hebrew

which

is

ment

indispensable

itself,

But

roots.
:

its

value in the determina-

Hebrew

after all it is the pure

not only for the sake of the Old Testa-

but also because the

New

Testament

is

so

much

coloured by direct quotations and indirect tones of speech.
Greek.

2.

The Greek

enshrine
dialect,

in

which

it

has pleased the

the New-Testament Scriptures
the

Kotvrj.

This

is

its

is

Holy Ghost

to

the later classical

foundation; but

it

is

deeply

by the Jewish-Hellenistic dialect, with more or less
infusion of Hebraisms in style and words in some parts being
no other than Hebi'ew thought in Greek clothin;r. The Alexanaffected

:
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drian age was the link between the Oriental and the "Western

Apocrypha and Pliilo,
To this must
new and peculiar phraseology and turn of

style; hence the Septuagint Version, the

are important helps for the study of sacred Greek.

be added a certain
expression
all

of the

New

new

the

Avhich

Taking

Testament

is

introduced.

the language

a distinct study, requiring

apparatus of philological appliances
3.

Christianity

we may say that

of

ideas

these things into account,

The two sacred languages,

and

its

own

aids.

as they

may be

called, are in

our

Aids,

days better understood, and the aids to their acquisition are more

The Lexicons, Grammars,
and Concordances of the Hebrew and the Greek are so accommodated to the student's necessity, that he may with ordinary
diligence acquire at least a practical and working knowledge of
the original Scriptures.
A jirofound knowledge is possible only
abundant, than in any former age.

to

few

;

but none

who

lay early their foundations need be without

such an expertness in the use of the instruments of sacred

})hilo-

logy as will enable them to appreciate the exposition of guides

more learned than themselves. It is of great importance to be
on this point. The noblest results of modern learning are
found in Commentaries on the Bible. These are often in conflict
on some critical points of exposition ; and the reader is necessarily
thrown on his own judgment. And that judgment he will be
able to form if he habitually makes the originals his study, accordAnd, apart from this, a very moderate
ing to his best lights.
acquaintance with the Greek Testament especially will bring the
words of the Holy Ghost much nearer than any translation
even the best can possibly do.

clear

HERMENEUTICS.
.

There

.

.,./.,

Hermeneutics.

that is, of the
a distinct science of Hermeneutics
which are applied in Exegesis, the exposition and
interpretation of Scripture.
The science is an exceedingly extensive one, but its theological ap})lication rests on a few general
i.s

:

principles

principles, as simple as they are important.
I.

The

history

of

Biblical

Hcrnicneutios

Church may be studied with advantage.
successive schools

;

in

the

Christian

There have not been

but the several schools have been marked by

History.
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the preponderance of the allegorical or mystical, the ecclesiastical
or traditional, the literal or purely historical and rational prin-

more or

ciples

less

marked

in every age.

The

earliest principle

of interpretation that affected theology was that of the Alexan-

drian school, which always tended to the allegorising method, as
inherited from the Jewish Cabbala.

It did not altogether neglect

the grammatical interpretation of the

*'

body " of

paid more attention to the moral exhibition of

most of

all

TcXctot.

It is obvious that

Scripture, but

its

"soul," and

to mystical or anagogical uses for the initiated or

no

definite or coherent

system of dog-

matic theology can be based on this principle of exposition, however rich

may be

it

Middle Ages

this

in results

when duly

method more or

controlled.

continued

less

;

but

During the
it was still

more characteristic of those times that the exposition of Scripture
was fettered by ecclesiastical bonds first the Regula Fidei, or
:

it ; independent research
and Commentaries mostly took the form of Catenae,

rather the Rule of the Church, directed

was checked

;

or Synopses of Patristic exposition,

Meanwhile a
existed

:

free, historical

down

to the Council of Trent.

method had here and there always

especially in the early school of Antioch,

rationalist Schoolmen, such as Abelard.

and among the

This has never been

absent as a protest of learning against the excesses of the two
other principles.

Since the Reformation these tendencies have

been perhaps more marked than before
found

its

times.

three

It is
:

:

the

last, especially,

expression in the Rationalist exposition of

now

has

modern

the highest aim of this science to combine the

giving the profound spiritual sense, the traditional inter-

pretation of the Church, and the scientific study of the text, their
respective rights.

Methods.

1.

them

Hence we may reproduce these

several

to the general laws of Hermeneutics.

study of the plain text answers to
torical school

;

all

methods and apply

The grammatical

that Avas sound in the his-

the observance of the analogy of faith displaces

the ecclesiastical principle, the analogy being to a great extent
the internal Biblical tradition itself as maintained in the purest
traditions

and exegesis of the Christian community ; and depend-

ence on the Holy Ghost, the interior Teacher, preserves the best
secret of the allegorical or mystical school without its errors.
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the root of all lies the grammatical or literal inter-

meant when it is said that the Bible must be
interpreted like any other book. The Lexicons give the meaning
of the words ; the Grammar, their right construction ; and the
Concordance, the several writers' distinctive phraseology.
The
student of Scripture, like the student of any ancient classics, has
the key which enables him to understand what the Bible says, and
what it means so far as the literal meaning goes.
pretation

may be

It

3.

what

:

is

safely said that a very large proportion of the

Text
Literal

Figurative,

Import-

harshnesses, and even apparent discrepancies of the Grammar.
Bible vanish before an exact application of the rules of grammar
difficulties,

prepositions, moods and tenses, especially of the
Very much depends upon the simple grammatical meaning of the Aorist in those two correlative passages Even so death Kom. v.
X>assed upon all men, because all sinned ; and If One died for all, then „
p
all died.
Modem commentaries yield ample evidence of this as 17/
also the gradual improvement of our translations of Scripture.

as to

cases,

Greek.

:

;

Further illustrations need not be given here

they will constantly

:

But the fact cannot
that a grammatical and minute inter-

occur in the development of our doctrine.

be too emphatically stated,
pretation of the plain text

a great step in the understanding of

is

the far larger portion of the

Word

of God.

The

peculiarity

and abundance of the

that text

makes no

essential difference

4.

grammar

figurative character of Figurative

it

belongs to universal Language,

though Biblical figure has its peculiar laws,
also is amenable to a simple literal interpretation.

and,

;

obviously

:

it

—

The simpler

tropes by which, as the word rpoTros signifies,
words or extended terms are merely turned from their natural
meaning according to a general habit of mankind abound in the

—

The

Bible, as in all Oriental books.

Simile, or pure comparison

the Metaphor, which is the simile without the link of comparison
and the Metonj^my, or Synecdoche, which describes an object by
some of its relations or parts, all have the same meaning as in

other literature
true

Viiu,

metonjnny

:

this is true

even of such metaphors as /

or TJie Lord God
in

Circumcision.

Thfij have

The

w

a sun and

Moses and

the

ProjpJiets,

I.

;

am

O

tlu

and of the

or Jre are the

Scriptures, in fact, adopt these figures

their ordinary language to a very large extent.

VOL.

shield

into

In some instances,

Johnxv.l.
^f*''"
Ixxxiv.
11.

Lukexvi.
pj^fj

^^ 3^
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it is

undoubtedly important to distinguish between the figure as

to be understood literally,

understood
cussion,

Luke

xxii.

'

and the

figure as to be figuratively

a distinction on which hangs

:

much

theological dis-

for instance, in relation to the institution

as,

In the words This

Eucharist.

is

Mij body which

of the

given jar you,

is

and This cup is the New Testament in My blood, we have metaphor
and metonymy or synecdoche united. And, however true it is
that something infinitely beyond grammatical interpretation is
needed here,

the simple grammar itself goes far towards the
The same may be said of the more extended
Allegory, Parable, and Symbol, which must have,

still

right meaning.
tropes, such as

Avhatever else they have, their natural interpretation.

Allegory, as

the expansion of Metaphor, has alwa3^s a real history at
Ps. Ixxx.

as in that of the

Gal. iv.

to

Vine brought out of Egypt and

Agar and Sarah. The

that hides

it

relations

logical solution

basis

:

between the history and the

veil

But, supposing the key necessary to

affecting, and,

its

theo-

found afterwards, the simple grammatical exposi-

tion of the trope remains.

is

its

Paul's allusion

require careful study in the light of analogy hereafter

to be considered.

which

St.

it

may be

—

So of the Parable, our Lord's peculiar,
said, unshared method of teaching,

the Simile expanded.

It has its

one great point of resem-

and always its subordinate accessories ; but the relation
between these must be carefully studied first as a mere parable
The Symbol, which is an
before higher principles are brought in.
indefinite trope that pervades Scripture, ranging from a word or
blance,

a number up to actions with complicated scenery, has

its

own

which form a deeply interesting and important branch of
but these laws do not in any case dispense
sacred Hermeneutics

laws,

;

with the
Analogy.

literal

meaning.

The Analogy of Faith suggests a second canon of interpretawhich applies to Scripture as different from all other writings.
This is a wide term, and includes, in fact, three ranges of applicaII.

tion

tion

:

but of

first,
liis

the close observation not only of the writer's context
general strain of teaching, as he

of the inspired doctrine

;

is

one representative

in connection with that, perpetual refer-

ence to the universal harmony of Scriptural truth, as given by

one inspiring Spirit

;

and, finally, the appeal to the principles of

the Faith as held by the Catholic Church from the beginning.

THE CANON.

2-27

Each inspired writer has his Charisma or Gift, his own style
For instance, while
of phraseology and of theological thought.
the inspired Apostles can have but one doctrine of Christian
Righteousness, St. Paul and St. James are instructed to present it
under a different aspect as each also employs the term Law Avith
Now it must be a canon that
his own distinct shades of meaning.
1.

Individual
Writer.

;

by understanding each
The rule
St. Paul uses
applies with great force to the New Testament
many elect words, such as Grace, Law, Reckon, in his own way
and
St. John has his terms also, such as Heart fpr Conscience
the law of analogy requires that this key be applied to every
discussion of the meaning of these writers respectively.
2. The same holds good throughout the Bible, whether of the
Old Testament or of the New. There is an analogy of Scripture
a rule or standard of doctrine, pervading the entire oracles of God;
and all exposition must be faithful to it. This must govern the inthe interpretation of both be harmonised

according to the analogy of his

own

general teaching.
:

;

:

terpretation of the Divine

Word

of one harmonious Truth

there

:

as being a gradual

Analopry
of Scripture.

Horn.

xii.

6.

development

one doctrine of the Trinity, of

is

the Person of Christ, of Sin, of Redemption, of Faith and Works,

of the Holy Spirit's influence, of Immortalitj-

and all these are
harmony with the one keynote of the whole, the Reconciliation
of God and Man in Christ.
The application of this canon is in
;

in

cue sense exceedingly
But,

difficult, in

difficult or easy, it is

another

it is

exceedingly easy.

an inexorable law, that the exegesis of
its own supreme Rule
And, although the searching of

every sentence of Scripture must accord with
of Faith.

Christ

is

everywhere.

the Scriptures in order to find the testimony of Jesus in them
may be and has been carried to excess, it has been so only in the
case of those

who have not

qualified this

canon or guarded

it

by

the direct application of the others.

Once more, there is what may be termed, adopting St. Paul's Analogy
Analogy of the Faith Kara ttjv dvaXoyiav t^s of Faith.
TTtorew?
which is really the analogy of Scripture as confirmed in Rom. xii.
6.
the catholic belief of the best ages and of the purest confessions
of the Church of Christ.
This canon is of great importance, if
rightly applied and duly guarded in the application.
It regulates,
3.

expression, the

—

of course, only the exegesis of passages which involve fidelity

Q 2
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or unfaithfulness to the leading principles of the Gospel these
have been held in every age by the Catholic Body, and their
interpretation ought to have great weight with us.
The earliest
:

creeds declare their belief in the leading doctrines

;

their almost

unanimous exposition of these has come down in a pure tradition
and he is the wiser as well as the more modest interpreter who
gives their testimony

some weight at least. This, however, leads
which finally depend the life, truth,

at once to the third canon, on

and
The Holy
Spirit.

security of Biblical Hermeneutics.

The Holy

III.

both as

Spirit's

immediate presence in Holy Scripture

Defender and as

its

its

Interpreter

both a law and a guide of interpretation
rective of the subjective spirit,

The

rationalistic.

In Scripture

itself.

He

1.

—

is

in this

whether mystical or

Inspiration of the Bible

is its

allegorical or

Guardian

the Expositor within the Scripture itself;

is

more

haman commentator than to follow in the
marking diligently how He expounds the
the new ones, and faithfully making His
:

in

ancient

oracles

methods

theirs for the exposition of both.

He

2.

and

continues His interpretation in the Christian Church,

to the

minds of

all

who

His presence and guidance.

14, 15.

steadfastly believe in the reality of

He

preserves the regenerate spirit

and deep sympathy with the written Word ; or, in His
in
own better language, gives the spiritual sense and discernment on
which the right understanding of Scripture depends. Its truths
But he that is spiritual judgeth all things.
are spirituallij discerned.
its

Cor.ii.

ex-

;

profitable to the

steps of the Divine

1

also.

He

pounds the Old Testament by the New type by antitype and
Nothing is
ancient text by new style and form of quotation.
;

In the
Church.

science

as such it is the cor-

:

true

Moreover,

it

is

He

not fanaticism to believe that

answers every

suppliant, especially every minister responsible for the teaching

of His people,

who

consults the Oracle in simple prayer.

In

ancient times the Lord gave counsel to the leaders of the congregation

Numb.
xxvii.
21.

who

inquired at the high priest's breastplate of judgment.

The Christian Revelation has abolished the typical sjonbols of
Urim and Thummim but it has given us the reality of their
;

Ex.xxviii.
30.
1

John
20.

ii.

And none ever
For our encourage-

Doctrina et Veritas, their Eevelation and Truth.
sought or shall ever seek this Oracle in vain.

ment

it is

written

:

Ye have an unction from

the

Holy One.
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EXEGESIS AND THEOLOGY.
Exegesis

The

result of all these is Exegesis, either pure exposition of the

text or applied in the pastoral teaching of the ministerial functions

;

Pure and
Applied.

Biblical Theology, or the systematic construction of Scrip-

and in its purely Scriptural forms and
and Dogmatic Theology, containing the analysed
later definitions and develojjments.

tural doctrine, as such,

arrangements
results of all
I.

;

Exegetical theology

is

the fruit of the application of Her- Exegetical

meneutics in particular, and generally of

commentaries which deal only with
but with such we have nothing to do

form of exegesis or
than that.
1.

It

As such

literature

is

it

in its Latin

its

Biblical study, to

all

the theological interpretation of the text.

Of

grammatical rendering

the very word, in

:

form of exposition,

its

signifies

Greek
more

the drawing out and presentation of the sense.

occupies a large and abundant place in Christian

ranging from monographs on detached passages and

:

Theology.

course, there are

Commentaries.

paragraphs, through expositions of the several books, up to com-

mentaries on the whole of Scripture.

There cannot be much

doubt that the best and purest exhibition of Christian truths is
to be found in books devoted to the direct exposition of the
Sacred

Word

;

but the value of these books

ratio of their concentration,

and the

is

generally in the

richest products of

modem

exegesis are the result of earnest and learned labour on individual

documents or on the writings of individual men.
2.

Exegesis

is

applied in Practical Theology

:

the most im-

portant being that which takes foi-m in the ministry of the Word,
or the pastoral teaching of the congregation.

The

principles that

Scripture
Sysitemaiised.

govern the application of Hermeneutics to preaching belong to
which in modern times has been made a distinct
Horailetics
:

science,

aiming to guide the Christian Pastor in the best methods

of unfolding the mysteries of the Faith

preaching the Gospel to those
II. Biblical

theology

is

who

to his flock,

and of

are without.

the noblest superstructure erected on

1.

It arranges systematically,

and

variety of truth which in Scripture

is

in its unity, the boundless

presented under a process

of development, at sundry times and in divers manners.

Biblical

Theology.

the foundation of Hermeneutical science proper.

Its sys-

Everywhere presupposed.

Heb.

i.

1
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tematic arrangement, however, aims rather to exliibit the stages
of development than the final results

:

though not excluding the

with the relations between the theology of
the Old Testament and that of the New
a subject of ever growIt is occupied

latter.

:

ing interest.

It deals also

with the various schools of teaching

and thought into which the inspired writers may be distributed.
Hence it is dispensational theology exhibiting the doctrines of
every economy as it expanded the heritage of truth dispensed to
:

Especially in the New Testament it has an
showing the variations and harmonies that may be

predecessor.

its

ample

field

observed

:

among

the various writers.

development of Christian Doctrine in

Hence
its

it

presents the

course of various but

orderly disclosure from Genesis to Eevelation.

Dogmatic
Theology,

Biblical theology lies at the foundation of Dogmatic, giving

2.

and its strength. From age to age Scriptural docassumed in the Christian Church new forms or stateWhen the
ment, arrangement, definition, and terminology.
development of Divine doctrine ceased, the development of human

jt its

security

trine has

dogma

began.

Doubtless one and the selfsame Spirit has presided

over both though His presidency has not been of the same kind.

But the

sole guarantee for the

soundness of our Systematic Theo-

logy, through all its branches, is its fidelity to the exposition of

the

Word

OF Faith

of

God

as the only standard of truth, the only

Rule

GOD.

God.

GOD.

God

all

is

Theology

:

all throughout

in

everywhere both

the whole compass of

Subject and

its

its

Object and

But there is a specific doctrine of God
two branches first, the existence of the

the unity of these.

which

falls into

Supreme Being
and knowledge

:

as an object generally of

human thought

more

specific revela-

;

and, secondly, the

tion of His nature

and

attributes.

It is

obvious that these

two cannot be kept entirely distinct each involves the
other to a certain extent but they may be usefully distinguished as God's revelation of Himself in man and to
:

;

man

as

consummated

in

Holy Scripture.

THE EXISTENCE AND NOTION OF GOD.
The existence of God may be regarded
innate assurance or conviction of the

needs no

Being and
Notion

either as an

human mind

that

proof, or as a verity that demonstrates itself to

reason by

its

credentials.

this eternal truth, the

According to the former view

sum

of

all

truth,

is

a necessary

element in man's consciousness, as created in the Divine
image.

But, in consequence of the disturbance of

human

reason, it is necessary that theology should be prepared
to arrange the elements of this consciousness into a formal

^^ ^'"^•
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aOD.

With
and measure of

system of arguments in defence of His existence.
this are inseparably

God

the knowledge of

reality

possible to man.

THE EXISTENCE OF GOD.

Existence
of

bound up the

God.

The Being of a God

is

at once

an innate idea and a

truth demonstrable and to be demonstrated.

use popular language which will receive
sufficient

its

more

Here we
full and

explanation in due course.

Innate
Idea of

INNATE.

God.

The existence of God God alone can reveal. He has
wrought this supreme truth into the constitution of human
nature as

Creator.

its

Scripture, which never proves the

being of the Supreme, appeals to this consciousness

;

it

also

and thus by anticipaevery
of
argument
force
against it.
the
The
obviates
tion
history of the human race demonstrates, by the very per-

gives the reason of

its

disturbance,

God

versions of the idea of
fact that

to which

it

bears witness, the

And

His existence needs no demonstration.

there is no sound philosophical or psychological reasoning
which can withstand this principle, rightly understood

and adequately guarded.
Testimony

I.

The

Scriptures, as addressed to

man

universal,

in his nature there is a consciousness of a

P^
crip
.

-^yj^Qj^ j^g

depends, and to

Whom

he

is

assume that

Supreme Being, on

responsible.

^- ^^ gives the grounds of the sublime presupposition, of the
Everywhere pre- knowledge which from Genesis to Eevelation, speaking to Jews

supposed.
15.'

'

^^^ Gentiles and the whole human creation of God,
takes for granted.

It appeals to the

implies a Lawgiver

Acts

xvii.

;

and

to the sense of

after the Source of all existence, if haply

and find

Him

:

Him,
and the

find

relief of its fears

Who

is

it

everywhere

hm written in their hearts, which
dependence which

tliey

feels

might feel after Him,

already known, in order to the

satisfaction of its desires.

But

it

goes
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GOD.

this, and everywhere teaches that in the day that Gen.
God created man, in the likeness of God made He him, which has never
been lost for in Him we live and move and have our being ; as cer- Acts
tain also of your otvn poets have said, For we are also His offspring.
And, although we must not press this testimony too far, it most

even higher than

:

certainly declares this at least, that the very

creature

is

God

very thought of

ment

in man's

— assumes that God

is.

Independent Source, the

declares that the eternal

mind

— to

anticipate a future argu-

It goes higher

Logos or

Word

still, if

possible.

And

It

which John

the true light

is

Hghteth every

man

in order of

time and of thought, that higher revelation which

that cometh into the world.

follows:

No man

Which

in the bosom of the Father,

is

xvii.

of the dependent

life

its

bound up with the idea of

v. 1.

i.

9.

this precedes,

hath seen God at any time; the Onlybegotten[Son], .Johni.18.

He hath

declared

He

Him.

is

Himself the manifestation of the invisible God, but only as
revealing Himself to a preparatory consciousness in mankind.
'Ekcivos i$rjy^aaTo

:

He

hath expounded in a

original text implanted in universal

human

final

exegesis the

nature.

Every objection the may be urged against the universality The only
-^^ ^^^'""
of this consciousness it obviates by showing that two reasons
have obscured the truth in human nature through sin men did
not like to retain God in their knoivledge: and therefore God gave Rom. i.
2.

:

them over

to

which

The

a reprobate mind, or a mind void of judgment.

only atheism that the Scripture admits
the fool

hath said in his heart.

Gentiles as aOeoc iv tw

opposed to being

m

k6(t[j.w,

Christ

than either denying

Him

;

is

practical atheism
St.

that

Paul speaks of the Ps.

atheists in the ivorld.

and

:

signifies rather

But

this is

forsaken of

or entirely ignorant of

God

xiv.
•

..

*^2.

Him, though

these cannot be altogether excluded from the text.
3. Hence the general proposition that the existence of the
Supreme is innate and connate. This does not mean that this
full knowledge is formed in every mind as an object of conscious-

ness,

but that the constitution of

human nature is such that it
God when God presents

naturally develops a consciousness of

grows up into a consciousness of self and of
That consciousness of the Infinite Being may
be morally perverted, even as tlie consciousness of self, and of the
external world, may be intellectually perverted by a false philoHimself, even as

the outer world.

it

Innate
^"'^
,
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sophy.

may assume

It

a thousand forms, from the blind fetish

of abject superstition, through

all

the variations of Polytheism up

to Pantheism, or the materialistic theories that unwittingly

make

the eternal evolutions of unintelligent law into the very Being

Whom
ments

they

This leads at once to the theological argu-

reject.

in proof of this

fundamental truth.

DEMONSTKABLE.

Demonprocesses of

All

this

argument

rest

analysis of that original consciousness of

birthright of

man

as a creature

:

on the

finally

God which

is

from an appeal to the nature of the human

first,

the

hence they are derived,
spirit

itself; secondly, from a consideration of the relation of

the

human mind

to the

phenomena of the universe

:

and,

thirdly,

from the universal Theism of the race as the result

of both.

These arguments serve to show the groundless-

ness of all atheistic theories,

whether they negatively

exclude God, or positively assert His non-existence.
there

is

a limit to their demonstrative force as

evidences

:

But

human

they require the enforcement of the Holy

Spirit's influence as

Divine credentials

;

and must

in every

case derive their strength from the further revelation of

God

as to His

own

essence and perfections.

THE CONSTITUTION OF HUiLVN NATURE.

In Human
Nature.

The

Moral,

first

and best credentials of the existence of a Supreme

Being are found in the elements of human nature itself.
1. The simplest form of the argument is to be sought in the
moral constitution of man, which in reason or conscience proclaims the existence of a Supreme Lawgiver, and in its desires
and aspirations the existence of a Supreme Object for communion
with Whom it Avas made. These are elements of our nature and
not the result of education; they are primary, intuitive, and
universal ; refusing at the outset all argument upon their origin.
If conscience is the moral consciousness

—

its

only sound defini-
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tion

—

much

as

it
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man

implies a spiritual world into wliicli

born as consciousness generally implies the natural world.
is

the reason or heart or central personality of

testimony,

supreme

in

the

soul,

Power

a

to

man

gives a

it

Who

is

If it

rules

in

The rational law of our nature
a Holy Governor, Whom it suggests

righteousness and hates iniquity.
is its

moral law.

or to

AVhom

is

it

It points to

which

appeals, above the visible world nothing in

capable of exciting

its

emotions.

And

the universal feeling of

dependence on a Being or a Person higher than ourselves reinforces this

argument

:

the same heart in

before an authority above

This
2.

may be

called the

This argument

is

him yearns

Moral

man which

trembles

to be able to trust in

Him.

demonstration.

known and read

of aU men.

Another

of reasoning, also based upon the constitution of our nature,

however so obvious or not so immediately obvious to
It is that there is in the spirit or reason of

man

all

line

is not,

minds.

a clear idea of a

there must be an objective reality corresponding
The argument is put in a variety of forms for instance,
we cannot conceive the non-existence of space and time there
must be an Infinite Substance, of Whom these are the accidents
or Who must be at the ground of these.
The ideas of infinity,
eternity, absoluteness must have a reality somewhere
many who

Perfect Being

:

to this.

:

:

:

have denied the being of God have been obliged to invest matter
or the world with some of these qualities.

They

laws of thought; and strongly suggest what they
able to prove.

They

theism in every form.

at

To

any

are primary

may

not be

rate silently protest against Anti-

this class belong all these impressive,

some orders of mind most cogent, arguments derived from
it, the ideas of infinite goodness and of unchangeable truths in
the soul these must have their ultimate ground in a Being of
The Platonic Ideas,
absolute and essential goodness and truth.
essential and not phenomenal, must be eternally inherent in a
Perfect Supreme.
Multitudes of arguments have been reasoned
They show both their
out which are only variations on this.

and

to

;

strength and their weakness in the position of Descartes that the

God implies the existence of God. Such reasoning is
Ontological, and sometimes by abuse of the term a
PRIORI.
It is too abstract for common use, and as usually put
thought of

called

OntologicaL
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reasoning is really A posteriori
from premisses already within ; and
its

:

it

infers a

Divine Being,

speaking belongs to

strictly

the next department of our demonstration.

THE EXTERNAL UNIVERSE.

In the
Universe.

Cosmological,

Oonf. X. 6.

„,

„

,

,••,

.

^

Arguments from the phenomena of the universe are divided
into two closely related and in some sense identical branches.
1- First, the CosMOLOGiCAL reasoning demands
a sufficient
cause for every effect
and is therefore sometimes called the
-Etiological argument, from airta, cause.
It has been used in
every age, both within and without the sphere of revelation.
;

Interrogavi
it noble expression when he said
mundi molem de Deo meo, et respondit mihi non ego sum, sed
But the first words of the Bible respond by antiipse me fecit.

Augustine gave

:

:

cipation to the appeal for a sufficient reason of

a per-

all things,

phenomenal and transitory existence. The
idea of causation is a primary law of thought not arising from
the observation of sequence in things. The mind of man demands
a cause of his own being, of the universe around him the Eternal

manent Cause of

all

:

:

an absolute necessity of thought. Discussions as
to the nature of causality, and the origin of our notion of it, have
been many. All they have done is to help us by urging that we
have no right to assume that all existence must have what we call
First Cause

a cause.

and every
existence

we

only

is

They cannot overturn our conviction that every event
effect with a known origin must have a reason for its
The material creation is a universe
or occurrence.
:

know

it

as such

;

as such science demonstrates that it

had a beginning and a law.
nent in matter as

arrangements

its

;

we know

There
it

;

is

nothing absolutely perma-

we cannot

ultimate constitution

is

track

it

beyond

its

a composition of atoms.

we know it there must have been a Cause
Power and Wisdom. This holds good of every
combination of molecules and of the stupendous universe itself^
No subordinate cause can be a cause properly speaking. The

And

of the universe as

of supernatural

mind never rests but in a Cause uncaused
we may perhaps add, omnipotent,
rp

,

locrical.

2.
Tc'Xos,

:

free, intelligent,

Secondly, the Teleological form of this argument

the end,

— observes the

infinite proofs of

and,

— from

a designing

Mind
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in the laws

and arrangements of the universe.

question of Final Causes, to which the
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human mind

not a

is

incom-

is

of final in the sense of ultimate.

It is

a question of the adaptations of everything to an end in

itself,

petent to ascend

:

that

is

also of all things to ends in relation to other things united in

its

one

This physico-theological argument derives

aggregate or unity.

materials from the creation everywhere, as well as from the

PhysicoTheo1

adaptation of man's mental and spiritual faculties to the world

Hence the

around.

field in

which

it

expatiates

is literally

ogica 1

bound-

All the physical sciences unconsciously provide the argu-

less.

ment with

its

premisses

;

and no sound

physical, rejects the conclusion.

science, physical or

meta-

Mathematics, the alphabet of

physical science, only detects the quantitative laws of the universe.

And

every science without exception shows that the order and

make

adaptation and harmonies of nature are such as

no

less

than

Newton's words concern-

absence of our designing intelligence.
ing astronomy are true of
haecce

compages

nisi consilio et
oriri potuit.

solis,

regions of science

:

all

that

to the whole.

irresistible to all

Elegantissima

planetarum, et cometarum et stellarum non

organic and organic nature

human mind

all

dominio entis cujusdam potentis

And

the chances

against the supposition of Chaos, or the

infinite

but those

is

et intelligentis

said as to the adaptations of in-

may

be said of the relation of the

The cumulative argument is literally
who deny final causes altogether, and

with that denial make everything the result of chance.

THE CONSENSUS GENTIUM.
These two

classes of arguments, separately or in combination,

consciously or unconsciously, have largely swayed the

The world has been more

thought of mankind.

from the beginning

;

or less Theistic

the idea of a supernatural world and super-

:

natural beings has never been absent.

Scripture

general

universal history consents

strong subordinate auxiliary to

all

This
;

is

and the

the testimony of
fact is itself a

other reasoning.

The modern

Comparative Religions has done good service
in showing that even the forms of the perversion of Theism bear
science, so called, of

witness to the truth

:

Polytheism and Pantheism, which are only

Universal
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distortions of the one great idea,

and have,

for the

most

part,

divided mankind, are evidences almost universal of the force of
the conclusions drawn from the constitution of

human

nature and

the evidences of inferior powers controlled by the Supreme

Natural religion

in the universe.
force of these

arguments and

is

itself

Power

at once proof of the irresistible

an additional argument.

LIMIT OF ALL ARGUMENT.
This leads to a consideration of the value or sufficiency of argu-

Limitations.

mentation on this subject

:

in other words, of the question whether

God can be demonstrated at all. There is a
limitation which may be referred to the great question itself, as
also one that may be referred to the mind of him who disbelieves.
1. It cannot be denied that the perversion of the human intelIntheUn^^?^i°g lect under evil influence is such that it may refuse to accept, or
the existence of

be incapable of perceiving, cne evidence of the being of such a
Being as these arguments demonstrate. Man may sink into such
a state as to think himself an atheist indeed, he may suppress
:

the idea of

God

Although, generally

in his nature altogether.

speaking, pure atheism

is rare,

and

rarer anti-theism, or the

still

One Euler of
among men of unThis is a phenomenon of

revolt against the possibility of the existence of a

the

universe,

yet both

are

to

be found

questionable strength of intellect.

which a good account may be given.

It may be fairly said that
God is generally rejected only in the sense of being disThe unknown and unknowable Force of the philosophy

the idea of
guised.

of Nescience, or the Pantheistic Absolute evolving itself in all
things,

is

only the Christian Creator under a most unworthy name.

Materialist whose creed is, Matter I know, and
know, but what is God 1 is unconsciously asserting the
Power he denies he belongs to the class of men who Iwld the truth

The modern
force I

Rom.i. 18.

:

in unrighteousness.

Their unrighteousness

defiance of the eternal laws of morality
injustice to the clearest

and most

;

explicit

may

not be deliberate

most certainly
demands of their own

but

it is

nature which cries out for the Living God.
In the

Argument
Itself.

2.
j^

But the argument that arises

undoubtedly beset with many

to pro-s'e the being of the

difficulties.

Supreme

These are found mainly
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the anomalies of the moral world

in

supposed Divine Providence
reflected in the pliysical

These

as
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under the

of a

"will

anomalies which are as

:

were

it

world as the sphere of that Providence,

to meet hereafter at many points where
Meanwhile it is enough to say that such
produce diflferent effects on different minds.

we have

difficulties

they specially press.
obstacles to faith

Some they

lead to pure

of the notion of

Atheism
the sum

that

:

God from

the simple omission

is,

of things, nothing being left

but a material universe the highest form of Avhose blind and
undirected and causeless energy

is

But

thought.

this

may

take

a sceptical form, and decline to pronounce on the non-existence
of God.

It

may

object to the system of

Materialism or Posi-

tivism as unphilosophically positive, and content

But

assertion of Nescience.

of the

known

may

it

itself

universe as to reach the point of a desolate and

bold Antitheism, pronouncing the existence of
at once all-powerful

One

3.

infinitely loving,

is

sufficient of

when viewed

One Supreme,

an impossibility.

weigh well the whole argument

demonstration
strength

and

secret of this antitheistic sentiment

failure to

with the

so brood over the ol)liquities

all

among men
round.

is

No

the

one

Each gives and receives
which has

itself.

as one element in a reasoning

unbounded resources. A narrow view of things, fixing its thought
upon some one fascinating discord, may lead to the rejection of
God a large and wide view of the whole, as by a necessity
of thought under the supremacy of some vast unity of government, can never accept either Atheism or Antitheism. But
:

another secret

is

that the disturbance of sin has rendered a

God Himself necessary. Man may refuse to
and argue himself into what is very much like the ridding

Divine assertion of
believe

and baring

his

mind

of

all

idea of Divinity.

Hence, secondly,

all

the demonstrations usually given of the existence of the Supreme
are simply the preliminaries to the revelation of the Divine nature

by the Eternal "Word and the Eternal
speak boldly, they arc rather for those
for those

who

believe not.

At any

Spirit.

who

rate, the

In

fact,

and to

believe already than

very best exhibition

of arguments in favour of the existence of the Deity leaves the
subject imperfect, until the revelation of His nature and
attributes gives the demonstration its

VOL.

I.

R

name and
crown and completeness.

Secret of

Antitheism.
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THE NOTION OF GOD.

Notion
of God.

Revelation

the highest sense Theology, or the

in

is

science of the knowledge of God.

This knowledge must

as possible to man, and tlien as imThe former involves the question in what
sense man may know the Supreme and Absolute Being
and the latter in what Avay this Being has revealed His
essence and His attributes to His creature capable of that
knowledge. The conception of the Divine nature which is
possible to man is of necessity partial and limited but it

be considered,

first,

parted to him.

;

is

knowledge, as corresponding to reality in

true

Object

;

and, for the regulation of man's

life

of faith,

its
it is

The establishment of these propositions vniX
show the harmony between all sound philosophy and
sufiicient.

Divine revelation-

THE NOTION OF
Knowledge of

God
Limited.
1

Tim.
16.

vi.

I.

no

C40D

PAKTIAL BUT KEAL AND SUiTICIENT.

^Yhc'n Scrii)ture speaks of

man

God

can approach unto, JVhom no

means what philosophy means when
in our thought the Infinite.

sense of understanding

Him

We

as diceUiu'j in the light which

man

hath seen nor can

see, it

we cannot define
cannot comprehend God in the
it

says that

in His essence, attributes,

and uniDeus cognosci potest, comprehendi non potest.
We cannot search and find Him out unto perfection. He is and
must be to every created faculty, and that for ever, in some sense
an UNKNOW^N God. None but the Infinite can know the Infinite.
versal relations.

St. Paul's

testimony, as given above,

may be

said to close the

long array of Scriptural testimonies on this subject.

After an

endless abundance of revelations, in -which man's knowledge of

God
it

is

asserted with almost every variation of the term knowledge,

declares that in

some sense He

still

remains incomprehensible.

Something has been said on this subject -when Revelation was in
question, and something will be said under the Divine Attributes;
it

will

be needful

now

only to show that the Biblical doctrine of
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the unknowableuess of

God mediates between two extremes

philosophical thought.

On

the one hand,

it

of

corrects the error

that there can be no knowledge of the Divine Being as an object

of faith

Being

;

is

and, on the other,

However paradoxical

1.

it

corrects the error that the Divine

or can be perfectly revealed in the reason of man.
it

may

seem,

it

is

true that theology

has to defend the doctrine of the unsearchableness of Deity.
is

There

God unsearchable.

a Pantheistic and transcendental philosophy which in some

makes man the measure of God, and boasts that the human
is capable of the knowledge of the Supreme in the same
sense and to the same extent as it is capable of any other kno'wledge.
This error may be viewed in two lights.
(1.) It exaggerates the prerogative of reason as an organ of
truth.
By reason is here meant that transcendental faculty
which is supposed intuitively to take cognizance of the Infinite.

sense

reason

According to Hegel,

who

Avith all his obscurity is the best repre-

sentative of this Pantheistic philosophy,

man, the human consciousness of
finding expression in

Reason.

Him

is

God knows Himself in
His own consciousness

human thought more

or less distinct accord-

ing to the measure of intellect, but always a clear intuition of

There is an infinite, impersonal, and Divine reason
mankind of which each individual has his share and in short
man's knowledge of God is simply God knowing Himself in him.
Hence God is man in miniature, and man is a fragment of God.
(2.) This error makes man the measure of Deity, and reduces
the Supreme essence to a subjective creation of man's own mind.
The Infinite and Absolute One is brought within the limits of

the Infinite.
in

;

human

thought, being only the negation of the finite or

lative

the finite and the infinite being each a distinct conception

:

and finding

their unity in the

term God.

But from

Man

not
the

Measure
of God.

its corre-

this negative

or negation to the positive nothing of the older Pantheistic mystics
there

is

but a step.

simply what

He

is

measureless distance
tial

being which

the Divinity

is

This philosophy, professing to make

God

Him

to a

to us
:

He

and in

us, really

is iireKea'a

removes

Traays oro-tas, the superessen-

of course no being at

all.

Thus extremes meet

Who is contracted Avithin the limits of human thouglit,

and brought too

close at liand, is really sent afar

off.

Such an

adventurous theory of a perfect cognizance of the Infinite by a
R 2

Jer. xxiii.

23.
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human

faculty which

God Himself

is

within us really destroys

the knowledge of the Infinite and Eternal Being altogether.
Limitatiou.

Hence we must impress upon our minds the

(3.)

]^nowledge of

Q^y.

God

is

limited

are creatures, limited in its impartation to us as

whose

fact that all

limited in us for ever as

:

we

we

are creatures

knowledge are in themselves under the limitaand space, and limited still further as our faculties
are impaired and disturbed by sin.
faculties of

tions of time

God

not

able

Modern

2.

go

religious philosophy has betrayed a tendency to

*° ^^^^ opposite extreme,

and

to exaggerate the unthinkableness

and the unknowableness of God. The limits of religious thought
are defined by too narrow a theory, which postulates three things :
that there can be no knowledge of the Absolute whatever as a
Person, an absolute unconditioned personality being inconceivable

and incogitable; that what of God we cannot know we may
nevertheless and must believe in, despite of reason
and that
consequently all our knowledge of God is Eegulative Knowledge
;

simply, not ansAvering to truth in

Him

for the direction of our thoughts

and

but given us in this

On

life

this theory

a
few remarks may be made, preparatory to the next principle that
our knowledge of God is so far as it goes real.
Petitio_

nncipu.

(1.^

It begs the question throughout.

Absolute and Infinite which

yQ^,j
itself

How

does

It

assumes to

professes not to

know

it

know that

know.

It is

that the Infinite cannot be a Person, that

and personality are contradictory terms

that personality

is

essentially a limitation

It is so in a finite creature

Being can dare to say that

;

but

who

it is

the entire subject might be
all

it

thinking the unthinkable and conceiving the inconceivable.

infinity

know

lives.

that

so with

left

1

How

and a

does

knows not the

Him

it

relation

or with It

?

Infinite
?

Here

this perilous hypothesis is at

:

points a glaring petitio principii.

Dishonour
(2.) It dishonours both the reason that it disparages and the
to both
faith which it dignifies.
It makes reason pronounce that an
Keason
,
,
and Faith, infinite consciousness is a contradiction, that there cannot be an
absolute cause of anything not itself; and, at the same time,
.

,.

.

.

demands that

.

.

faith should accept

.

,

what reason absolutely

denies.

This brings reason and faith into a most incongruous and mutually

degrading

conflict.

Were

the position this, that reason

is

the
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and

faculty judging according to sense,
<^arries

faith the faculty that

reason into the region of spiritual existence, correcting

error and supplementing its defects,

accept
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But that

it.

faith is obliged to accept

above reason but directly contradicted by

unknown and

to an Object utterly

its

we might understand and
it,

what

not merely

is

that faith

is

directed

utterly unknowable,

is

an

assumption that undermines the foundations of truth.
This theory leads to very dangerous issues as

3.

regulative indicates the peril

our knowledge of

:

it

teaches the

The very word

doctrine of a merely regulative knowledge.

God

is

given us

Regulative

Kuowledge.

for the direction not only of our thoughts but of our lives also.
If our thoughts of Him do not correspond to the reality, the
Author of our mental constitution forces us to believe what is not
true.
But God who cannot err cannot deceive us. If our conscience and sense of responsibility to a Judge, if our desires for
communion with a Personal Father, have no corresponding realities, where is our religion and where the Gospel on which it rests'?

We

cannot exaggerate the importance of what

is

at stake here.

But the knowledge we have of God is, therefore, a real
knowledge.
There are many ways in which it pleases the
Supreme to reveal Himself but they all imply that He gives us
II.

Real and
True.

:

a true perception of His own nature so far as it goes. He does
not deceive us as to His being and the mental conception of
;

He

Himself to which

trains us corresponds to the reality

:

thus

and real as of Him.
1. All here depends on the meaning and extent of the term
knowledge and again much also depends on the distinction
between knowledge generally and the specific knowledge wliich

our knowledge

is

real as in us

;

in Scripture

mind

is

to the object

is

the true and right relation of the knowing

known.

God

is

the absolute truth, and

when

our conceptions are conforma1)le to that object we know God.

Now,

it is

of the essence of the Infinite that

iind the conception of a
in

His eternal nature

is

it

God

is

it

Being who cannot be

passeth knowledgd^;
fully

comprehended

a true knowledge of Him, a knowledge

in us conformed to the truth in

general term for

that

ledge.

appropriated for our use concerning the Deity.

Knowledge

(1.)

Know-

Him.

true to His nature.

The conception

of the

It is part of its truth

does not profess to perceive by immediate presentation

Eelatiou
of subject

and
object.
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His very essence.
it is

In no sense does

a true knowledge

ledge which

we have

we have

of

it

Him,

of our souls which

existence of matter Avhich

we do not

But

assume to see God.
just as

see,

a true know-

it is

we do not see, of the
and of all other objects

of our cognizance, so far as concerns their nature in themselves

Higher

Knowledge of
Faith.

and apart from their secondary properties. There is no definition
of knowledge which does not admit of our truly knowing God.
(2.) But it must be remembered tliat the Scriptures distinguish
the knowledge which is allied with true faith from every other
kind of knowledge. It admits that the Gentiles knew God ; and
their knowledge was in a certain sense connected with their faith
in the testimony of their

That

w'orld.

enlightened of the heathen

God

tion of

own

consciousness and of the external

faith reached a very
;

high point in some of the most

whose

as for instance in Plato,

has never been surpassed in sublimity

shadow of the Deity, Lumen

est

umbra

Dei, et

:

defini-

Light

Deus

is

the

est Lumen

Nor need we doubt that the influences of the Divine
glowed in the minds of many of the ancient philosophers to

luminis.
Spirit

Avhom, as Jamblichus said. Esse nostrum est
to

John

xiv.

9.

know God

is

our very being.

We

must

Deum

not,

cognoscere,

however, forget

that since Ave have seen the Father in Christ, both faith and know-

ledge

liaA'e

put on their perfection.

Faith in Jesus has become

strengthened to behold more directly than before

Object

;

its

Eternal

our dim conception has been transfigured into the

tude of knowledge

:

yvwo-is

has become, so to speak,

certi-

cViyi/wo-ts.

Man's notion of the Divine Being has undergone its final change
in this Avorld ; and the reality of our knowledge has become more
real.

'

It

may

be said that the most emphatic terms that could be

used are used to describe our possible acquaintance Avith the

Divine Being.
Ens realc
and Ens
rationis.

2.

It is the true knoAvledge of

a reality in God, of that

Ens

EEALE which answers to the Ens rationis in the human mind
Here Ave must remember that Ave are not left to ontological or
metaphysical speculation.
The assumption of our theologj' is that
God rcA^eals Himself to man as made in His own image, and permits him to infer the perfection in his Maker of AA'hat in himself
is imperfect.
The entire course of Scripture sanctions and
encourages this vicAV. What is called Antheopomorphism is
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the style adopted by the Almighty

man.

This

speaks to

is

man

wheu He speaks and

acts as a

God

He

says,

as the finite copy of His infinite Self.

your thoughts, but only in the sense of being

and, neitlw are your tcays

;
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31}/ thoughts are not

nobler

GOD.

of being better.

We

My

isa. Iv. 8.

ways, but only in the sense

Him when we are
same things are true in Him and in us.

are not deceived

encouraged to think that the

Authropomorphism.

by

^

'7ohn

ii.

Personality, power, goodness, truth, love, are reflections in us of

His image

He

shall
it

;

in us

realities

that planted the car, sliall

He

not see ?

This

is

corresponding to realities in Him.

He

not hear

Image of

III.

may have

nature

The knowledge

receives, is sufficient

his present estate,

:

formed

the eye,

we

;

Ps. xciv.
^•

but

are transcripts from an
Col.

i.

15.

the invisible God,

the Firstborn of every creature.

human

that

which we are refashioned by being conthe Son of God incarnate,

eternal Archetype, after
to the

He

the poetry of Anthropomorphism

teaches the profound truth that

formed

?

The Incarnation

is

the pledge that

a true knowledge of the Divine.

of which

man

is

sufficient for the

capable,

and which he

Sufficient,

purpose of probation in

where he only waits, at the threshold of eternal

knowledge, for the more direct vision of God.
1.

There

is

an important sense in which the modern expression

Eegulativc Knowledge

from

its

is strictly

misapplication.

appropriate,

It is a disclosure

Regula-

and may be rescued
tmeseiSe
adapted to our pro-

and as such is sufficient for our worship and
our duty, for our hope and our fear, for our contemplation and
our desire. For the present we have a reflected presentation
from a glass darkly, we know in- part. But it must be remembered 1 Cor.xiii.
that the Saviour, the Only Revealer, has assured us how high
It is that indeed, but
is this regulative and imperfect knowledge.
much more than that it is the light of life. He makes it most John viii.
crapbatically a continuation and bestowment of His own Divinebationary condition

;

:

human knowledge
Son, and he

"Whom

the

to

:

Neither

Icnoiceth

any nuin

the Father, save the

whomsoever the Son nill reveal Him.

New

Testament reveals

is

The Being

very different from the

and inconceivable form of being which, rather than
Such a God, withmodern
philosophy would substitute.
whom,
out form and void, neither the knowledge of the understanding
nor the knowledge of the heart will be content to receive.
abstract

Matt. xL
^'"

GOD.
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Theology
of the

Way.

1

2.

Divines formerly distinguished between a Theologia Viato-

RUM and

Cor.xiii.

a Theologia

Beatorum

:

the theology of the pilgrims

and the theology of the beatified. Of the future notion of God of
which the beatific vision will be the medium the Scripture tells
Then
us that it will be that which we now have made perfect.
the knowledge in part
shall we know even as we are known
shall not be exchanged for a truer knowledge, only for a know:

12.

full.
The one knowledge is the preparation for the
and will vanish away: vanish only as encumbered with
symbols and images and innumerable restrictions of the flesh
which weighs down the incorruptible spirit vanish only as the
old law vanished when it disappeared and yet reappeared in a
new law, the law of the everlasting Gospel.

ledge more
1

Cor.xiii.

other,

;

Essence

THE DIVINE ESSENCE AND ATTRIBUTES.

and Attributes.

God's revelation of Himself

is

given in names which

Some of those
declare His nature and His perfections.
names refer rather to the eternal Essence in itself as the
one and only real being, some to the Divine Existence and
nature as disclosed or revealed in His works, and some
l^resent

From

God

these,

Scriptures,

The phrase in most common
Scripture, is the Divine Nature.
tion, is scarcely applicable in

and conventional sense
2 Pet.

i.

4.

the

define the Essence of God,

in reverent order the Divine perfections.

1.

Divine
Nature.

its attributes.

as progressively unfolded throughout

we may humanly

and arrange
The

as the Substance clothed with

to

use,

and the only one used

in

This, according to its deriva-

any other than an accommodated

God

:

indeed, the only instance of

its

use in Scripture refers to our being made partakers of the Divine
nature,

meaning either the moral excellence of God or the Divine-

human

spiritual life given in Christ.

Neither the idea of

(^vo-is,

from cf>vw, nor that of Natura, from Nascor, comports with the
unproduced and undeveloping absoluteness of God. Even Pantheism, which has introduced the two correlative ideas of Xatura
NATURANS, or the sum of all things as producing, and Natura

NATURATA, the sum of

all

things as produced, nevertheless finds

THE EXISTENCE AND NOTION OF
these ideas inconsistent with

its
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high conception of the absolute

All, and prefers the term Substance. The Scripture, however,
knows no such abstract terms as Essence or Substance. I am is
BEING, indeed, in contradistinction to all phenomena but it is
;

Substance, Substantia,

Being concrete in an Eternal Person.

which

is

the hidden reality that underlies attributes,

absent from Divine

is equally-

In theology the word Nature

revelation.

is

generally referred equally to the eternal essence and to the moral

character of

God

;

more appropriate

the words Substance and Essence, however, are
to

the former.

may be

It

apparently a refinement in thought, that being

than existence

—which

coming out of being into

by

a deeper Avord

includes the EX, the

derivation

its

added, though

is

definite manifestations,

—and

therefore

is

strictly the representative of the absolute essence of the Deity,

Though the Divine names are alone mentioned, it must be Divine
Barnes.
remembered that there are other methods by which it has pleased
Some
creatures.
His
of
the
thought
present
Himself
to
to
God
Scriptural references to His being are neither names nor attriJohn iv.
butes as when it is said that GoD IS SPIRIT that GoD IS LIGHT
1'^:
and that God is love. But those definitions, mediating between
2.

;

;

:

,

'

and attribute, will
department of theology.

essence
later

find

f

.

1

.

appropriate place

their

a

in

NA]\IES

OF GOD.

1.

5_
1

THE ESSENTIAL

.

John

John

iv

Names
of God.

The names which represent the unsearchable mystery of
the Eternal have been progressively revealed.

them, Elohim and Jehovah,

in their

Two

of

Old-Testament unity,

God is at once absolute and necessary being,
and the personal Source and Giver of all Divine life
these are supreme among many other names running
through the older revelation. They arc continued in the
New Testament and consummated by the disclosure of a

declare that

:

Name

without a name, that of the Triune

known through

the Incarnate Son

:

the

name

God made

of the Father

and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, the Holy

Trinity.
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ELOHIJI

Elohira

AND JEHOVAH.

and
Jehovah,

These two essential and personal names pervade the
Scriptures as distinct, and as related to each other, and

They convey to the mind
a representative idea of the Divine Being which, though
as combined with other names.

standing for a reality unsearchable in

defends
Elohiin.

1.

itself,

effectually

from every perversion of the notion of God.

it

The former

lOI^Ty'^, is tlie first

and the pervading name of

the Supreme Being in the early revelations, and in this form
limited to

Its derivation,

it.

whether traced to 7N, the more

primitive type, signifying power, or to

nifying the effect of power in fear,

probably in

its

simplest root

it is

times poetically in the singular,

it

its

singular iTht^, sig-

of secondary importance

is

underived.
is

:

Occurring some-

generally in the plural

thus expressing the abundance, fullness, and glory of the powers
of the Divine nature

:

as it

were intensive, or a plural of majesty

though, as always joined with the singular verb,
sistent

it is not conwith such an abstract Monotheism as would leave no place

for the Scriptural doctrine of the Trinity.

Jehovah.

2.

The

latter,

niH^, denotes

man

essential

and

absolute

being,

and future in one eternal existence. This name is explained by God Himself He "Who Is, or
He Who is What He is uniting as it were the abstract idea of
pure Being with the process of continual becoming through revela-

uniting what to

is past,

present,

:

Ex.iii. 14.

:

tion to His people.

He

is

eternally steadfast in the perpetual

and relations. It is of importance to
remember that Jehovah, no less than Elohim, lays the foundation
The historical development of the
of the doctrine of the Ti'inity.

revelation of His nature

nature of
1

Tim.

iii.

16.

Ex.

And

iii.

John

God

in Scripture

is

always connected with

Jesus the

God

manifest in the flesh

2.

viii.

58.

The Lord
God.

it

:

the Theo-

phanies and Anthropomorphisms are always those of Jehovah.
Jehovah in the Old Testament, even as

is

He

Jehovah, the Aiigel of
said of Himself, Before

I am, in the New Testament.
These appellatives are united from the very beginning of
Scripture ; and their combination, the Lord God and God the Lord,

Abraham was
3.

declares the truth that the

Elohim or God

Who

created the

THE EXISTENCE AND NOTION OF
is

the personal Jehovah or

when

the fuller revelation was

universe
fore,

GOD.
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God of His creatures
made through Moses,

there-

:

of the

God of a special covenant, the personal relations of Jehovah Who
had been known indeed from the beginning were made prominent
over those of the Almighty God Whom the fathers had formerly
known. When they are united, Elohim is rather the abstract
and generic name, which might be given to false gods; but Jehovah
is

the proper

name

that indicates absolute unity, personality, and

saving relation to His people and to individuals.
4.

These are the two suj^reme names

not derived from heathenism

— given

by Himself and

—of the Divine Being

in the Bible,

Other
-^^iines.

All others are variations on them, or these with additional appellatives that link

instance

:

them with the

nii^~'?l<,

Godhead.

attributes of the

God Almighty, or Shaddai alone

For

'•^^^<,

;

the

Gen.

xvii.

Living God; V^'hy'^'^y t^^ ^lost High; JliKn^i ^Tpik 7^'^p\ the Job'
'

*

the

Ijord, or

Lord God, of

occupies a peculiar place

:

There

Hosts.

the plural

^2 '^^i,

^

'

one name which

is

v. 17.
Grcn. xiv.

jg

Adoaai, joined with Jer.

...

=

v. 14.

Isa.xhlO.

Elohim and Jehovah. This name of God denotes His dominion Dan. ix.
^^'
The Jews mostly used the
as Lord, which Jehovah does not.
voAvel points of this word in Avriting and pronouncing the Name
to them above eveiy name, which they thus veiled in reverence
hence it coalesced with the latter when it was translated and
passed into the Xcw Testament as Ki'pto?. The testimony of
:

Thomas
this

My Lord

to the Divinity of Christ,

ami

my

with an echo of yldonai Elohai in the Psalms.

God, unites John xx.
St.

John

in

New

Testament gives two new definitions of the nature of
God, both, however, including His attributes, like those to which

the

we have
love.

referred in the

The same

final

Old Testament

in the Person of Christ which

one remarkable verse
©COS, o wv Kal u

Tjv,

:

God

is

light

and God

witness records the last revelation of

:

KOL 6

'Eyw

sums up

elfju.

to

ip)(^6fievo<;,

all

a.\cf>a

the Divine

koI to w,

6 riai'TOK^aTa)/).

Xiyn

all

Hebrew names Elohim, Jehovah,
with their meaning as absolute and personal
they form the transition, as our Lord Jesus Christ

the Greek representatives of the

Adonai, Shaddai
being.

And

;

utters them, to the second branch of our subject, the final
full revelation

of the Triune

Name.

XXXV.
03
•

xxxviii.

5. jy iA

in

Kiyjtos o

Here are

'^^'

!Ps.

is

God

names

_

and

Eev.

i.

8.

(iiscii.)

GOD.
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PROTEST OF THESE NAMES AGAINST ERROR.

Errors.

great perversions of thought concerning the Divine

The two

men have been

nature which have been found wherever

own

their

devices

—Polj'theism and Pantheism in

—are by these names explained
Gods
Many.

Polytheism

1.

Elohim, the

God

human

the

is

at once

left to

their forms

all

and condemned.

corruption of these Divine truths

of unbounded internal fullness of life

and external

manifestations of creative wealth, becomes in heathenism a universe of deified and worshipped powers

Jehovah

;

in heathenism

degenerates into the special and local imaginary god of each
Or, in the Eastern systems of Dualism,

worshipping nation.

Elohim Avas perverted into the creative forces of darkness and
evil, Jehovah into the co-eternal God of light and goodness.
Ex.

xviii.

distinctly refers to these corruptions of the truth

Holy Scripture

From beginning

but only as corruptions.

11.

Ex. XV. 11.

Ex. XX.

no acknowledgment of the

tains

3.

we read

that

Deut.

Jehovah

and

Deut.

gods are Vanities or Nothings.

xxxii.

in the song of ]\Ioses

4.

Deut.

vi.

4.
9.
3.

Deut.
xxxii. 21.

Pantheism.

But throughout Scripture the other
however that

It can hardly be denied

makes the

like all the ancient prophets,

identical

:

one Lord,

both being nothing in

and Eis name

one,

false

the icorld.

and

But

The Loi'd our God

sublime testimony of the opening of Genesis, and
tliroughout revelation.
altar
2.

;

but that altar

is

erected to

St. Paul,

gods and their idols
This

the only true God.

The Pantheon

sacrifice to

and therefore

of the Old Testament,

that evil spirits ruled over the empire of idolatry.

Zech. xiv.
•John xvii.

QH'^

the

true

is

among the
no Elohim was

according to the testimony of St. Paul, the Gentiles
devils, 8aiiJ.ovLOL<;,

Cor.viii.

It

Jehovah,

as if declaring that

:

above the Jewish Jehovah.

17.
1

reality of other gods.

wlio is like unto Thee,

Jethro, a heathen,
?

;

end the Bible con-

greater than all gods, as the testimony of

is

xxxii.
21.
1 Cor. X.
19.

gods

to

it is

is

the

confirmed

of heathenism

'?^jt"N'?>

is

has

its

that tvhich is not god.

—

Pantheism has in every age in the East and "West, in
modern times been the prevalent error of the

—

ancient and in
philosophical
subject.

intelligence

in

Unlike Polytheism,

of the

Supreme

All, to

ttolv

;

kol to

but
eV,

its

its
it

speculations

on

this

high

has aimed to simplify the idea

simplification

reduces

Him

to

the

the unity of the world, or the Universe.

As such Pantheism makes God

the

sum

of things in the sense of

THE EXISTENCE AND NOTION OF
Him

elevating

above personality.

The ancient
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Pantlieism, as

introduced into the modern world by Spinoza, regards the All as

one substance, having mind and extension as

There

butes.

is

no becoming ;

all is

modes or attriand phenomena
Whatever the tranits

pure being

are only the modifications of that being.

;

scendental philosophy has superinduced on this notion, resolving

pure being finally into the unmodified nothing, of which no
limiting attribute can be predicated, has

no element in common

with Biblical theology. Modern Materialism unconsciously adopts
a Pantheistic character.

Law

is

Its

unknown and unknowable Force

the irrational expression of the same thought;

it

or

only

gives matter the pre-eminence in its philosophy of Nescience.
3.

Elohim-Jehoyaii is the Scriptural doctrine, expressed in
names, which protests against both perversions.

symbolical

However

difficult

may

it

be

This

Absolute Personality.
especially in their union.

to receive
is

it,

God

is

the

is

connected with

Each denotes the

man and

one

the teaching of both names,
soleness, the necessity,

the infinity of the Divine Being as a Spiritus Independens

each

Protest of
*^^s®

the creature in such a

way

;

and

as not

only to permit, but to demand, the most definite personality, or
self determining relation to the beings

This double

ence.

name

whom He

expresses clearly

all

laboured in vain to express during the course of
tions

its

many

evolu-

but for ever precludes the error into which Pantheism has

;

avows an

It

fallen.

eternal essence

The Scripture
entity

calls into exist-

that Pantheism has

;

it

;

infinite fullness of life

but assigns

all

and

possibility in the

to the controlling will of a Person.

scarcely ever approaches the notion of an abstract

makes both Elohim and Jehovah the subjects
and predicative ascriptions. In Him ice Ike, Acts
and have our being : in Him, a Person to be sought unto
invariably

of endless predicates

and move,
and found.

In

fivct,

the personality of God, as a Spirit of

self-

conscious and self-determining and independent individuality,

is

upon His revelation of Himself as is His existence.
We are created in His image our Archetype has in
eternal reality the being which we possess as shadows of Him
He has in eternal truth the personality which we know to be our
own characteristic, though we hold it in fealty from Him. Thy
God is the Divine word; my God, the human response, through

as deeply stamped

:

xvii.
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No

the pages of revelation.
ever

eqiialletl

subtilty of

modern

pliilosopliy

has

the definition of the absolute I All; the English

words give the right meaning of the original only when it lays
the stress upon the aji for the essential being, and the I for the
personality of that being.

In their
several

4.

The same correction may be
names which are given

traced throughout the long
to the Deity in the

succession of

uscs.

tament

the gradual

:

error, in

both

its

development

seems

to

Old Tes-

show that the

forms, but especially the Polytheistic, Avas con-

fronted more and more fully from age to age.

The

variations

which were gradually introduced are all connected with appendWhen the name
ages that guard the majesty of the one God.
Jehovah was made prominent as the covenant-name for His own
people, certain peculiarities in its use taught important lessons.

Neither the people nor any individual might say,
it

Josh

iii

10.

was enough

^^'®

®^'®^ ^*^^^^ ^^ '^^^

many.

The

My Elohim,

to say

Jehovah, as

or Jehovah,

He were

if

my

speaks of the living Jehovah
21.

the eternal

life

;

though

it is

:

Nor do

or might be one of

Scripture often speaks of the living God, as

opposition to the gods which are dead nothings.

Kuni.xiv.

My Jehovah
Lord.

But

it

if in

never

very frequent to make

of Jehovah the highest oath: as the Lord livethl

Very much importance has been attached to the laws which
regulate the use of Elohim and Jehovah respectively and one of
these laws Avill be found by careful observation to be the assertion of the unity of the God of the whole earth, and His peculiar
relation to the entire race of mankind as the God of a covenant
of redemption yet to be revealed. After all, the profound and
glorious rebuke of all Polytheistic and Pantheistic errors is the
;

Christian doctrine of the

prepares for in

many

ways.

Trinity.

The

And

plural

this Jehovah-Elohim
Elohim name lays the

and mysterious foundation for a plurality of Persons in
while the singular Jehovah for ever guards the
unity of God. The absolute soleness of Deity is maintained by
the immutable name Jehovah while, at the same time, it is that
very name which is linked with every Old-Testament manifestation of the Three Persons, and is continued in the New -Testament revelation of the Three-One Jehovah, the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost.
indefinite

the Godhead

;

;

THE TRINITY.

THE TRIUNE
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The
Triune

The

perfect revelation of the Divine

that which

Name

or Essence

Formula of dedication

to

God and admission

into His

that the supreme Object of Christian Faith

is

existing in a three; fold internal personality.

As a

it

closes a long series of progressive

of doctrine,

all

God which

'^Aith

the redemption of the world,

nistration of grace in
distinction

testi-

developments

commences a revelation of

connects Three Divine Persons

all things,

one, yet

pointing to a Trinity of personal subsis-

tences in the Godhead; and

of

Name.

This final testimony of the Revcaler declares

kingdom.

mony,

is

given by our Lord Himself in the Baptismal

is

the creation

and the admi-

Hence, a doctrinal

the Church.

may be suggested between

the Absolute or

Immanent Trinity and the Trinity Economical or Redemptional.
The latter must be reserved for a future stage.
and it will
It is with the former that Ave have now to do
;

be

sufficient

to

establish

from Scripture the essential

Unity, the essential Trinity, and the essential Triunity of

the Divine Being.

This will lead finally to a further

illustration of the doctrine

troversies through which
definitions to

which

tliese

it

by a reference to the conhas passed, and the dogmatic

have given

rise.

THE DIVINE UNITY.
LTnity.

It is impossible to define the

unity in

human language

Unity of God

:

the

word

gives no adequate notion, barely

serving to defend the doctrine from every opposite error.

Hence

it is

our wisdom to study

bition in Scripture

:

it

in the light of its exlii-

marking the uses to which the doctrine

25G

is

GOD.
the Scriptural method of

applied,

confirmations of the truths wliich

sLatiiifj it,

and the

may be everywhere

found in the one and uniform economy of nature.
DOCTRINE OF SCRIPTUliE.

Scripture.

own

Consulting God's

revelation of His unity

it

very

is

in-

structive to observe the forms the doctrine assumes there.

One God.
Deut.

vi.

4. 5.

1.

It is set forth as the basis of all worship

obedience and

Hear,

fear.

and tlwu

shall love the

thy sold,

and with

Israel: the

Lord thy God

all

thy might.

:

of devotion

Lord our God

tvith all thine heart,

is

and

one Lord:

and with

all

This demands a perfect con-

which by the very terms only One Object can claim.
this day, and consider it in thine /teart, that the Lord
39, 40.
He is God in heaven above, and upon the earth beneath : there is none
else.
Thou shalt heep therefore His statutes. Here supreme obedience is exacted to one sole Authority which can have no rival.
There is no God with Me : I kill, and I make alive : I wound, and I
Deut.
xxxii.
For I
heal : neither is there any that can deliver out of My Jmnd.
39, 40.
There is only
lift tip My hand to heaven, and say, I live for ever.
one Judge to be reverenced and feared for time and for eternity.
As a
2. It is often urged as the protest of the Supreme against false
Protest.
views of His nature especially in those parts of Scripture where
Divine revelation comes into collision with heathenism. Against
the polytheistic creed and idolatrous practice of the nations the one
Isa. xliv. 8 God appeals 75 tliere a God beside Me ? yea, there is no God ; Iknoio not
{et 2^CLSany. Everywhere, down to St. Paul's testimony, We knoiv that an idol
sim).
1 Cor. viii. is nothing in the luoiid, and that there is none other God but One, the
4.
One Being, Who asserts, but does not prove. His own existence,
Against Dualism,
asserts without proving His absolute unity.
the belief, not known by name in Scripture, which has taken
refuge in the notion of two co-eternal elements of being, passively
co-existent or struggling for mastery, the Eternal more than once
commands His prophets to deliver His own testimony. Having
its origin in Persia, this notion passed through later Judaism
into the heretical sects of Gnosticism, and spent itself out in
The God of Israel condescends to utter His protest
Manichseism.
against this, perhaps the most natural and widespread of all
Isa. xlv.
I form the light, and
errors / am the Lord, and there is none else.
secration

Deut.

iv.

Knoio therefore

;

:

:

DIVINE UNITY.
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create darkness.

Here the very terminology of

Dualism

;

is

used

origin of evil

human mind

but

it

and

earlier

later

only to declare that no independent

is

must be conceived.

It

how He

to understand

in

may be

impossible for the

Whom

there is no darkness

The only answer

at all could nevertheless create darkness.

But darkness and light are also to be underI make peace, and create evil. The One
God is the Abolisher of sin by His peace, and its Punisher by
His evil. Against Pantheism, which perverts the doctrine of the
Divine unity by making God the sum of all personalities and
forces, but not Himself a distinct personality, the Supreme

Th^e

none

is

1

John

is,

else.

Isa. xlv. G,

stood by what follows,

•

'

He that planted the ear, shall He not hear ? He that formed Psalm
^*^^'''
He not see ? This is an apostrophe to the ungodly in
form of an appeal to the One Judge but it is the Lord's own

testified

:

the eye, shall

the

all its

more expressly, however,

the true unity of

system of
Creator of
ethfo)'th

is

^'

;

refutation of Pantheism in

3.

i.

'

false
all

tite

unity in

things

:

is

all

future or possible forms.

God opposed

Still

to this

those passages which speak of the

lam the Lord that maketh all things;

One

that stretch- Isa. xliv.

heavens alone; that spreadeth abroad the earth by Myself.

In real consistency with

the undeniable fact that in

all this,

many

though in seeming discord,

Allusion

references to the Divine unity p,

..

an undertone of mysterious allusion to a plurality of
Persons within the Godhead.
St. Paul, in the Epistle which

there

is

declares the mystery of
tliere

God

manifest in the flesh, proclaims that

One God, and one Mediator betwsen God and man,

is

Christ Jesus, or Jesus Christ,

He

man.

And,

the

man

l

Tim.
^^

'>

in the final revelations

His Divinity in the very words which
bespeak in the Old Testament the unity of God I am the First Eev.
and I am the Last : we may add here also. Beside Me, tliere is no God.
of our Lord,

asserts

:

more

This

is

Thus

saith the

Hosts

;

I am

when we go back to the ancient words
King of Israel, and His Redeemer the Lord of
First, and I am the Last; and beside Me there is

fully seen

Lord
the

consistent with an interior intercommunion of persons

which

faith

must

rect^ive.

Human

reason

is

is

is

VOL.

I.

Even

in this

S

it is

Monotheistic.

Isa. xliv. 6.

is

it.

Chris- Col.

not in conflict with Judaism in this essential principle

of the earliest revelation.

17.

a truth

unable to grasp

It is the mystery of God, parallel witli the mystery of Christ.

tianity

i.

:

tJie

That the oneness or soleuess of the Divine essence

no God.

iii.

^- ^•

ii.

2.
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Unity in
Trinity.

GOD.
Lastly,

4.

it is

asserted in connection with the doctrine of the

Trinity, a combination of the utmost importance.

When

our

Lord has unfolded in His paschal discourse the relations of the
Three Persons, and immediately before He asks for tlie glory which

John xvii.
3—5.
I had with Thee

lefore the ivorld was,

to bioiv Thee, the only true God.

Matt.

He

He

declares 2'his

is life eternal,

gives the abiding formula of

the Faith in Three Persons as baptism into the

OxE

NAilE.

xxviii.19.

EXTRA-SCRIPTURAL.

Outside of
Scripture.

might seem,

It

after

for confirmation to

what has been

said, superfluous to

arguments extra-Biblical

almost impossible to abstract ourselves for a

appeal

especially as it is

:

moment from

prepossessions which the Scripture has interwoven into

all

the

our

habitual notions of the Divine Being.

Only one
Absolute.

The human mind is so constituted as to be unable to conmore than one Absolute Being. The same sure instinct
man, or constitution of his nature, which prepares him for the

1.

ceive of

of

disclosure of

God

is

unable to endure more gods than one

foundation or source of

Unity

be multiplied.

much

is

all

:

the

being cannot, without contradiction,

not an attribute of Deity, not a quality

the Supreme is
and to His creatures, but, as God, is
The primary law of thought that predicates the
unrelated.
Infinite and the Absolute of the Divine Being demands His

of essence so

as a condition of relation

:

related to His interior Self,

eternal unity as a necessarj^ postulate.

What
Unity

is
?

2.

The term

is

used only by analogy.

Divine nature, the unity of God

is

Though

there are not individuals of the same species
as for other reasons, the

Of

all

other objects of thought

is

we

is

one

;

and, therefore,

inapplicable to the Divinity.

can imagine fellows or repro-

But in God there is absolute soleness, SOLEITAS;
though what lies hidden in the mystery of this essential oneness
we know but partially. It is wrong to dogmatise upon the nature
of a unity to Avhich we have no parallel, and which we cannot
define by comparison or illustration.
3. The constitution of nature, both physical and moral, confirms this doctrine by innumerable evidences.
Unity is stamped
ductions.

Nature,

word

there

not a unity of kind, because

THE TRINITY.
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so clearly that the whole system of

upon the

entire creation

science

based upon this presupposition

is

:

conclusions

its latest

;

pointing to some one primitive and central force, which some in

unknown God.

their blind enthusiasm almost deify as the

as it is in earthly things, so it is in things spiritual

There

is

And,
and heavenly.

one conscience in man, suggesting one law and one Lawis evil, as there is good ; but they both pay homage

There

giver.

which

to the supreme Will behind them,

their equal standard.

is

Hence, the erring philosophy of the world, in the better tendencies of
its

its error,

has seldom been Polytheistic or Dualistic

universal tendency towards Pantheism declares

its

indestruc-

Unity of God. This has been its snare, to
carry the principle to the extreme of denying all personality or
creaturely existence outside of the One and the All.
tible conviction of the

THE TRINITY OF THE GODHK\D.

Trmity.

The Christiaii faith receives and adores the mystery that
the One Divine Essence exists in a Trinity of coequal,
personal Subsistences

related as the Father, the eternal

:

Son of the Father, and the Holy Spirit
ing from the Father and the Son.

eternally proceed-

In the baptismal formula our Lord has presented to Faith the

name and nature

God

of

in its

perfect

mission of the Apostles was to convert

and

them

to bring

to the

revelation.

nations from idolatry,

all

Gospel salvation

:

to

which

baptism

New

of the Father, ami of the Son,

all

is

Najie

:

the repeated

Godhead

and of

worship must henceforth be

to be administered into

tlie

Xame,

not names as of many, but
Kai,

and

of,

fixith

Holy

the

offered.

in the
Ghost,

Christian

Name

to ovo/xa, into the

Yet

as of One,

declares a spiritual distinction in the

and full devotion for
and nothing less. Men were not to be
God and two subordinate gods that would
:

all this

called to believe in

:

have been only the introduction of a new form of Polytheism.

s2

tismal

Formula.

Matt,
xxviii.
19.

cis

as the Object of faith, trust, hope

baptism meant

The Bap-

that salvation was to

be obtained in the economy of redemption, through

One Name

The com-

GOD.

2G0

Yet not in God, and a Mediator, and an Influence the names
Son and Holy Ghost are not, the former especially, simply names
But this great text, though central and fundamental,
of office.
alone.
stand
It must be viewed as the consummation
does not
of preliminary and imperfect disclosures as involving and seal:

;

ing the Scriptural doctrine, otherwise revealed, of the

the

Two

Persons called the Son and the Holy Spirit

;

Deitj''

and

of

as the

standard for the interpretation of later Trinitarian passages in the

New

Testament that is, it must he viewed first as looking backward to a long dcA-elopment, then in itself and its own meaning,
and finally as looking forward to the later Apostolical Scriptures.
;

DEVELOPMENT IN SCRIPTURE.
Development.

The

doctrine of the Trinity, like

every other, had, in the

mystery of the Divine education of the Church,
ment.

Eemembering the

its

slow develop-

law, that the progress of Old-Testament

doctrine must be traced in the light of the

New

we

Testament,

can discern throughout the ancient records a pre-intimation of the
1

Peter

i.

5.

Three-One, ready
ancient records

to

is

No word

be revealed in the last time.

to be studied as standing alone

to the analogy of faith,

which

is

;

in the

but according

no other than the one truth that

reigns in the organic whole of Scripture.

Gen. 1.26.

John

i.

3.

Gen.i.1,2.

1.

The

first

plurality of

distant hint of plurality, Let Us

Three

:

God, and the

brooding over the Chaos.
<]fen.xviii.
1,-2.

Benediction and
DoxolorjY.

Who

made, and the Spirit of God
the Patriarchs, as

when

The
the

Word by
moved on

make man,

Whom

is

the

all things ivere

the face of the wateis,

occasional triple manifestations to

Lord appeared unto Abraham, and,

lo,

no more.

men
But there is more than mere suggestion in the Benediction
and the Doxology of the ancient Temple the former literal, the
latter symbolical, both belonging to God alone by the very terms.
Blessing may be bestowed by a creature as the agent or instrument of Him Who alone can bless but whenever the word is
three

stood by him, also yield their suggestions, if

2.

:

;

thus used in Scripture there
ministeriah

is

plain indication that

It is the highest prerogative of the

it is

Supreme

only

to pro-

nounce blessings upon His people. So also tributes of honour
may be paid to exalted creatures ; but God alone is the object of

TEE TRINITY.
The former

doxology.

of these distinctions

The

Levitical office of benediction.

NAME

put THE
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illustrated

is

by the

were commanded to

priests

of Jehovoh ujjon the people and Mess them, in the

we

utterance of a three-one benediction which, as

Apostolic form echoes in the

New Temple

Numb, vi

shall see, the
Cor. xiii.

and expounds. So the 2
by the angelic

response of the Doxology in the mystical temple,
choir if not

by man,

cries Sohj, Holy,

Behind the

veil the

Divine glory disparts into three, while

Holy

is

the

Lord of Hosts

!

Isa. vi. 3.

all

the disparted rays blend again into one.

The prophecies concerning the Mediatorial Ministry assume

3.

a form explicable
doctrine
only
>
J by
J the New-Testament
it

hath commanded, and His Spirit

proclaimed Hear,

more

:

though

Hear

Israel, the

ye this

:

I Imve

My full Name

it

:

My^

He who

hath gathered them.

Lord our God

is

not spoken in secret

hath not been known

mouth

Prophe^^^^'
-r

Isa.xxxiv.
16.

one Lord, cries once Deut.

—

from the beginning,
from the time that

it

vi.

isa/xlviii.
16.

—

am I: and now anticipating the fulness of time tJie
Lord God and His Spirit hath sent Me. Of Whom doth the
Prophet, or rather the voice of God Himself, speak this ? Pro-

was, there

phecy could not retain

more plainly than
Trinity

may

When

4.

its

veiled

and mystic

in such terms as these.

character,

and speak

The same mysterious

be traced elsewhere in the prophets.
the Old Testament blends with the

New

in the pre-

liminaries of the Incarnation, both the songs that herald

the Incarnation itself declare the Triune

God

:

it

and

the Holy Ghost Who

Incarna-

J'^^^
"

'

the Power of the Highest overshadows the mother of our Lord; Luke 1.35.
and His Incarnation-name is Immanucl, God icith us, Who should Matt.i.23.
be, and should be called the Son of God.
is

5.

Until the Eesurrection permitted the

full

unsealing of the

revelation of our Lord's relations to His Father,' His teaching
.

.

generally was intermediate between the two Testaments
ciple that

is

:

"

a prin-

not enough remembered in Biblical theology.

New

Faith illustrates

to that of the

Holy

We must, however,

this.

Trinity.

limit our

view

This Jesus taught by degrees most

and clearly partly as manifested in His personal history,
and partly by His express words. At the beginning of His
ministry the Sacred Three are revealed around His own Person
fully

:

in connection with His Baptism

;

preuminary

His Teaching.

exposition of every doctrine which was afterwards distinctive in

the

The
Sa-\aour's^

and in His farewell discourse

oil

GOD.

2G2

He expanded the full
He had been the centre.

the eve of His passion
revelation of which

significance of that

The former

duces the Father, acknowledging the Son and sealing

intro-

Him by the

Spirit symbolically, preluding the baptism ordained for His people.

The

latter is the Saviour's

complete doctrine of the Trinity, show-

ing that the future Presence of

and

in its individual

God

in

His Church, collectively

members, would be the inhabitation of the
This was the final

Father, His Son, and His personal Spirit.

preparation for the baptismal formula.

THE BAPTISJLIL FORMULA.

The Baptismal

This fundamental text, which knows of no variations of reading,

Formula.

two Persons with the Father in a manner of which there
no example elsewhere in Scripture. It is unique and alone a
dignity becoming the Revealcr of the new Name, the revelation
of the mystery itself, and the transcendent solemnity of its relaunites

is

:

tion to the Christian economy.

This, therefore,

is

the place for

the consideration of what these names import in relation to the

must be shown

Three Persons,
Formula truly Divine
and the best method of accomplishing this will be once more to
regard these words as dividing between a past imperfect revela-

Holy

Trinity.

It

briefly that these

or rather the Second and Third, are in this

and the fuller revelation given in Christ concerning Himself
and His Spirit in the unity of the Father.
tion

The Son

^ and the

^ Spirit

in the
Old Testa-

ment.

THE SECOND AND THIRD PERSONS IN THE OLD

TEST.VIMENT.

The Older Revelation contains references to the Son and the
God which, when the light of the New Testament is shed

Spirit of

upon them,

jilainly declare

the distinct Divine personality of both

We need not pause to ask why the
name Father is not given to the Deity in the Old Testament. It
is not unknown there.
Almost the last appeal of Jehovah against
in the unity of the

Hos.

xi. 1

Mai.

i.

6.

The Son,

— His

Godhead.

whom He

—

cccUed out of Egypt
was If I
Mine honour ? But it was reserved to be
brought out in its depth and fulness by His Eternal Son.
1. The Second Person is almost as familiar a Presence in the

His people

son

then le a Father, where

is

:

THE TRINITY.
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Old Testament as in the New that is, when it is searched in the
His own testimony concerning its witness to Himself.
At sundry times and in divers manners He appeared ; but always in Heb.
such a form as rejects every interpretation but that of His equality
:

light of

with Jehovah, as being

God and

not a creation of God.

i.

1.

His

manifestations were precisely consistent with His twofold relation,

As the Eternal Image
Jehovah Himself, yet distinct from
Jehovah in sublime consistency v/ith His true nature. But, as
anticipating His mediatorial character, He is the Angel of The Uncreated
Jehovah, or the Angel of Elohdi. from the earliest dawn down
Angel.
Bij Mjj- Gen. xxii.
to Malachi, where He is the Angel of the Covenant.
16, 17.
that in Messing I ivill Mess thee.
self liave I sworn, saith Jehovah
Jehovah-jireh who gave to Abraham the great Benediction was
tlie Angel of the Lord.
The Angel who \\Testled Avith Jacob was Gen.
xxxii.
to him God face to face ; as He was also to Hosea lie found him
pretemporal and incarnate, to the Trinity.

of His Father's Person,

He

is

:

.

.

.

:

and

in Bethel,

Jehovah

is

long series

there

He

His memorial.
:

Behold,

I

hing tliee
of Him, and obey His
way, and

spake with us ; even Jehovah, God of Hosts ;

to

your transgressions

;

One

other testimony must stand for a

send an Angel

into the place
voice,

for

30.

Hos.

provoke

hefoi'e thee, to

which

Him

My Name

is

I

keep thee in the

Ex.

not: for

He

icill

Who

can

fail

xxiii.

20, 21.

Beware
not pardon

have p)i'epared.

in Hoi.

xii.

4,5.

to

think of the Coming Kedeemer, so like this Old-Testament Joshua^

and

as the

New-Testament Jesus so unlike

!

Throughout the

Gospels, from Gabriel's testimony to the Angel greater than he

downwards, there is no question that the Jehovah-Angel is
Jehovah Himself, and that Jehovah Himself reappears in the
name Lord, very often though not exclusively. Not Esaias alone,
but all the Old-Testament writers, saio His glorv and spake of Him. John
41.
But the uncreated ]\Iinister of Jehovah's will is not generally in
the Old Testament foreannounced as the Son, any more than
Jehovah is revealed as the Father. This, however, is not quite
wanting.
The link that connects the Angel of THE Face in the
ancient with

THE SON

in the later Scripture

is

threefold.

He

is

and Prophecy termed the Son expressly the Word
or Oracle of God or hypostatised Wisdom ; and Ho is called
Adonai or LoitD, the Mighty God. Bui these more occasional
in Psalms

testimonies

,

flow

into

a general representation of

xii.

the future

Ps.

ii.

Prov.

7
viii.

23.
Ps. ex. 5.
Isaiali vii.

14

;

ix.

6

2G4

GOD.

Messiah

;

and

must be reserved for the fuller exhiand the Person of Christ.

as such they

bition of the i\Icdiatoiial Trinity,

The

2. The presence of the Third Person equally pervades the Old
Old Testament, as one with God and yet personally distinct
in the

Spirit

in the

Testa-

ment.

Gen. i.
Psalm

2.

xxxiii.
6.

Job

in creation

By

:

the

The Spirit of God is
Word of the Lord were

active with
the heavens

made ; and all tlie host of them by the Breath of Jlis mouth. The
Spirit of God hath made me, and the Breath of the Almighty Imth given
me life. He is no less active in providence My Spirit shall not

vi. 3.

13.

li.

Gen.

xli.

38.

Numb.

xi.

25.

Judg. xiv.
6.

man ;

whose renewed heart he
dwells take not Thy Holy Spirit from me.
His energy was felt in
the inspiration of the prophets.
Joseph was, by Pharaoh's testimony, a man in ^chom the Spirit of God is. And ichen the Spirit of
God rested iipon them they prophesied. Upon Samson, and many
always

4.

Ps.

Word

:

xxxiii.

Gen.

mystery of the Divine essence.
the

mith [or rule in]

strive

in

:

others, it is said that the Spirit of the

Lord came

David

mightily.

The Spirit of the Lord spake by me. He is omnipresent and omniscient JFIiither shall L go from Thy Spirit ? The
bore witness

:

:

2 Sam.
xxiii. 2.

Psalm

presence of
is

cxxxix.
If

God

is

the presence of the

sent and will send to

man

ii.

7.

Isaiah
xlviii.

16.
Joel ii, 28.

The Lord God, and His

Spirit,

promised to the world, so also

And

Spirit iipon all flesh.

As

is

the Spirit.

in the

of the Promise of the Father
Incarnation.

hath sent Me.

is

New

And

yet

He

One whom He hath

Is the Spirit of the

:

/.

Micah

Holy Ghost.

distinguished from the Lord Himself, as

Lord

straitened ?

As the Messiah is
/ ivill pour out My

Testament, the fulfilment

an event equal in glory with the

the Angel of the past becomes

now

the In-

carnate Son, so the Spirit of the past becomes the personal Holy

Ghost.

The hour

of

Both Persons

THE SON AND THE

In the

is

SPIRIT IN

fully come.

THE NEW TESTAMENT.

New

Testament.

In the Xew-Testament testimonies to the Son and to the H0I7
Ghost, these, the names of Divine and eternal Persons, are so

and to the Father as to establish, by the
and most abundant evidence, the doctrine which has

related to each other
fullest

THE Holy Trinity.
There is nothing in the Sa^-iour's revelation more clear,
nothing more interwoven with all His teaching, than His annunreceived the dogmatic definition of

The
Father.

1.

ciation of the

new name

of

Father

as related to Himself in

a

TEE TRINITY.
sense unshared

unto

:

My
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Father, and your

He

related to the Father as His Son.

This

6 MovoyevT/s Yto's.

is first

in

He

John, in express

St.

THE Father

:

'O wv

koAttov tov IlaTpo's, lohich IS in the hosom of the Father,

said of the
Trpo's,

Trapa,

Son
eis,

as the

Word

or Logos.

These three

are one in their only true

particles carefully chosen to express

meaning

ti's

rov

and

Trapa

tw

6^6v,

of or from the Father, to be compared Avith Trpos

Ilar/Do's,

its

eternally

is

the Only-begotten,

is

declared by

His absolute existence

relation to

This has

Father.

highest expression in the baptismal formula where

John xx.
^^'

The Son
"^^

Tosta-

ment.
^'

^,^i^

'

preiiositions,
:

a trinity of

an unfathomable mystery,

which they cannot explain, though they may serve to protect it
from perversion. Afterwards our Lord proves to us that this
eternal name, though retained in His incarnation, was not derived
from His incarnation God GAVE His Only-hegotten Son, which, in John iii.
1^*
the only other instance of the use of the term, is strengthened by
the express connection with it of dTreorretAe God sent His Only- 1 John iv.
The Jews understood Jesus to be making Himself ^^*
begotten Son.
equal ivith God when He said that God was His proper and
jy^
peculiar Father, Trarepa tSiov.
The Holy Spirit gave this same
word to St. Paul He spared not His oicn Son, rov ISiov vlov. Of Kom. viii.
this Son, the Son of His love, it is said that He is the Image of the q^j,
^3
:

;

:

'j

invisible

God, the Firstborn before every creature,

TrpcoTo'KTtcTTos,

Hot first-crcated but first-begotten

He

and by

Him

and

Express Image of His person.

the

all things consist.

up the whole argument

—Trapa

Thine own Self

:

And

now,

o-eavrc?, in

is

the Brightness of

•

Me

ivith

loith the glory

o-ot'.

Son

Here are

all

in the

testimonies of the entire
(1.)

The Son is
His

the Father.

tlie

New

is

to the Father as the

•

Testament.

Trinitarian Discourse

jj^^^

i_

3_

Johnxvii.
5.

The
cr^*^V'.'^

oonsmp.
^i^g

Holy

Ghost in

m

..^^

ment.

Kevealer of the Third Person, as

final

'•

the

Holy inuity.
2. The Holy Ghost is a Divine Person, distinct from the
Father and the Son. To establish this, we need only to examine
our Lord's words, and collate with them the ample and various
becond rerson

15,

^^'

which

Eternal Sonship, which

sufficient to establish the relation of the
•
<-,
1
IT-.
TT 1

m

glory,

—

prayer sums

Father, glorify Thou

before the icorld teas, Trapa

elements of the doctrine of the

last

His

express contradistinction from

the world or earth in which His mission was

I had with Thee

before all things,

:

Our Lord's

not

TrpwTo'ro/co?,

—

Avell as

for such is

of

the

•^'*-'^^^"

Jesua.
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character of the Paschal Farewell
subject unsolved

before

:

He

—has

Avas

left

glorified

no question on
by the Spirit,

this

He

by establishing the first principles of
His personality, Divinity, and eternal relations in the Godhead.
^]^Q pronoun He, 'EKelvos, is applied to One who is another ComThe Personaijty of the Holy Ghost governs the Lord's
f^'^^^^entire strain, and must interpret those many passages in which
by metonymy the influences of the Spirit's operation are identified
glorified the Spirit Himself,

John

xvi.
'

16 17

with Himself.

It is impossible to read carefully in their context

these sayings concerning the

Coming

a

is

the idea of

personification

Spirit without feeling that

a most hopeless

expedient.

"Whether Divine or not, a Person was foreannounced, as certainly
it was a Person whom Moses predicted as the coming prophet.
But the Deity of the Third Person is declared as that of an
JVTien the Comfonier is come
eternal procession from the Father.

as

John

XV.

Whom

^^'

I vjUI

send unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of iruth,

which pvceedeth from the Father,

Temporal Mission

He

shall testify of

clearly distinguished

is

Me.

Here the

from the ExERN.y:,

Between the two futures, marked by "Whom and
He, the pronoun which enters as a parenthetical reference to the
Procession.

essential eternal

CEEDETH, not

relation, o irapa tov

shall proceed, in

same

Johni. 14. being precisely the

while the neuter o
1

John

i,

^'

is

Ilarpos cKTropeuerat

pro-n-apd

as the Trapa IlaTpo's of the Only-begotten,

parallel

with o

V

«^'

°^P^^'

spoken of the

These

Eternal Son, that JFhich teas from the beginning.

must not be passed

:

an ETERNAL PRESENT, the

parallels

lightly over, but carefully pondered.

Saviour does not say that this procession

is

The

from the Son as well

from the Father. But, reading on, we mark these memorable
All things that the Father hath are Mine : therefore said I,
The Spirit's
that He shall take of Mine, and shall shoio it unto you.
glorification of Christ extends to His Person as well as to His
work, indeed, rather to His Person than His work ; and it was
as

John

xvi.

15.

John XX.
,^f'.i.l9.
iQ
Phil.

words

:

from His sacred Person that the Lord
the

Holy Ghost.

Hence

hreatlied

on the Apostles

this supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ is

imparted in the symbol of a personal spiration or breathing ; and
the name Spirit may be regarded as sanctioning the faith that
the Third Person proceedeth FROM THE Father and the Son,

—

to anticipate the language of the early Creeds

and

later Confes-

THE TRINITY.
sions of

Christendom

—

But on

this topic

more

hereafter.

Eeserving for a future section the operations and influences

(2.)

of the Holy Ghost,

New

the

the Son in His humiliation men-

tliougli

tions only the Father.
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we have only

Testament

is

true to the Eevealer's teaching on this

The Personality and Deity

subject.

where through the

veil

has

its parallel,

The humiliation

While

Ave hear,

read also that the Holy Ghost
first

to a

and

of the Son Incarnate

He

shed forth THIS,

Jtath

said, Separate

ME

to

have

lied not unto

we

Barnabas and Said,

hypocrites in the Acts arc said to have lied

and therefore

Ghost,

men

the Epistles to the Corinthians, which dwell so

to the

but to

God.

much on

®£ov varies the phrase in a very significant manner, as
distinguishing between

the

evil

spiritual

j^^^^ xUi.
2.

In Acts

it

v. 3,

'^'

the dis-

God: Avhere

the spirit of the v:orld, hut the Spirit tchich is of

Acts ii. 33.

Holy

pensation of the Spirit, St. Paul declares that we have received, not

expressly

generally,

thougli after another manner, in the humiliation

of the Holy Ghost.

The

ij>gg.

tament

of the Spirit shine every-

of the Mediatorial work, which

certain extent hides the Trinitarian relations of the Second

the Third Persons alike.

jq-g^

to indicate that the whole of

i

Cor.

ii.

12.

ck tou

were

influence

breathed by the world and the Substantial Spirit coming out
from the Deity. That same Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep

God ; thus being essentially personal and Divine.
testimonies are enough for our present purpose, which is

These

things of

to

1

Cor.

ii.

'^'

show

the relation of the Third, as well as of the Second Person, to the

One Name

which Christians are baptised.

into

APOSTOLICAL TESTIMONIES.

The

later testimonies to the

Holy Trinity

New

Testament.

come

to the Mediatorial Ministry,

it

They

places our doctrine.

Aposto-

literally

pervade the

will require to be considered

Meanwhile,

it

is

sufficient

to indicate

generally the bearing of these testimonies, illustrating

leading examples.

It

also there is a certain

that they are

must be premised, however,

development in

introduced not so

when we

and the peculiar aspect in which

tlie

much

first,

them by
that here

revelation, and, secondly,
to explain the Trinity

Economical as to point out the proof of an Absolute Trinity
underlying this as its necessary foundation.
1.

In the Acts the publication of the Gospel

is

connected with

j-'^'^^

'^^^*
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Holy

Trinity, tliougli under an aspect suited to the times of

preparation.

For, there

evidence after Pentecost of the

still

is

same law of gradual development which reigned
doctrine in this historical book is not fully revealed
were not yet prepared to receive

When we

it

before.

The

to those

who

at least, not until they

:

were

Acts

V.

fully prepared.

Acts

xiii.

Council, and St. Paul's in his several missionary discourses, we
must remember that the Three Persons whom they invariably
introduce are the same of Whom the Lord had spoken before He
departed, and of Whom these Preachers afterwards more clearly

read

testimony before the

St. Peter's

wrote in their Epistles.
Mediatorial

Economy.

The Mediatorial Economy,

2.

harmony with
Eph.ii.18.

that

is,

the entire system of

is

always described in

man's return to fellowship with God,

hi/

Foi' through

this doctrine.

one Spirit unto the Father

this great

:

general strain of the Epistles, and,
quences,

sufficient to establish the

is

if

Him we
word

is

both have access

the key to the

pursued into

its

conse-

Divinity of each Person.

It is utterly inconceivable that admission to the presence and
knowledge and acceptance of God could be given by any creatures
But this will be made more emphatic when we consider
as such.

economy

that the mediatorial

leads to union with the Deity,

God being in
To be filled unto all

which, whether regarded as our being in God, or
us, is the highest blessedness of the creature.

God

the fulness of

Eph.

iii.

is

in the Ephesian prayer the result of being

strengthened with might hj

16—19. might

your hearts

dicell in

least, is

the

His

Spirit in the inner

faith.

h>j

man,

that Christ

Here, to the believing eye at

Indwelling Trinity. Nor can any candid mind
when other passages which do not unite the

resist this conclusion
Col.

i.

27.

1 Cor. vi.

19.

Three Persons are collated

more

fully

is

in you ;

to observe that it is the prerogative of

His creatures
tinctively

;

Dispensatures.
3.

and equally

No

God

alone to dwell in

that to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit disthis prerogative is assigned

no other beings or persons
Grace.

those namely which speak of Christ

Holy
and many others which will be referred to
when the Economical Trinity is the subject. Suffice

Ghost Which

now

tion of

:

in you, the hope of glory ; of our bodies being the temple of the

principle

is

The impartation

is it

;

and that to

ascribed throughout the Scrip-

more universal than

this.

of the Divine influences on which personal
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and the work of the Gospel depend

nected with the Thije Persons.

God

in the unity of this Trinity

and

the love of God,

Generally

invariably con-

is

it is

Invocations.

invoked from

The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, 2
communion of the Holy Glwst, he icith
you all. This clearly answers to the priestly benediction, with
its general blessing, the grace of mercy and the effect of peace

though the order

and

is

But

all

particularly

we

Spirit.

More

and

:

the

benediction,
see the

like

same

all

power, is OF God. Rom.

tlie

same Lord

;

xiii.

^•

relation to the Trinity in the

their diversities are of the same

:

Spirit ; their administration is of

gifts

14.

changed under the dispensation of the Son

dispensation of the special gifts

of the same God.

Cor.xiil

1

their operation

Cor. xiL
^•

'^

must be remembered that the graces and

It

of the Gospel are besought in prayer; and are, especially

throughout

St. Paul's prayers, so

besought as to show that the

to each Person in the Trinity in the unity of the

GodThese examples introduce the Three Persons; but they
may be confirmed by some others, though their number is not
great, which seek grace from eacli Person respectively.
appeal

is

head.

4.

The Apocalypse

Testament with

its

Xew

in its symbolical imagery closes the

The Apoca'ypse-

but evident tribute to the Holy

peculiar

The Incarnate Son, Whose grace is invoked, is the First
and the Last, and the Lamb in the midst of the throne : there is no
honour paid the Eternal which He does not share. The Seven
Trinity.

Rev.

i.

Rev.

17,
^

^"'
i.

'

4.

midst of Avhich is the Incarnate
no other among the ministering sevens are or is inas the Giver of Grace. The unity of the Holy Trinity

Spirits hefoi-e the throne, in the

Lamb

—

voked

—

like

also

has no clearer expression in Scripture.
holy Spirit

distinct

is

one also with God.
as

it is

tical

And the perfect homage

in symbols, returns in its

God

Him

;

all-

and Kev.

It is the adoration of the

Lord God Almighty, JFhich

teas, and Kev.
and thus indicates the profound truth that the
supremo praise of Paradise, though not forgetting the distinction
of Persons, needs no mention of their Personal names. And here
we have an illustration of the profound word of the Apostle, used

is,

and

is to

:

IIolij, Imlij, holy,

come

v. 6.

of this book, disguised

form and language to the mys-

worship of the ancient Temple.

Triune

This Sevenfold or

from the Lamb, yet one with

iv. 8.

;

in relation

to

the end of the Mediatorial ministry, but inex-

haustible in

its

meaning, that God may

he all in all.

1

Cor. xv.
^^'

GOD.
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THE DIVINE TPaUNITY.

Triunity.

Neither the term Trinity, nor any that expresses the notion of
Triunity,

is

But the mysterious truth

contained in Scripture.

stamped upon the entire revelation
of God, which, implicitly in the Old Testament, and explicitly in
The Lord our God is
the New, bears witness to a Divine Triad.
one Lord ; yet there are Three that bear witness in heaven, and
words which we can use for our purpose,
these Three are One
though they may be excluded from the text of Holy Scripture.
that these words represent

is

:

The term Triunity we might make the verbal symbol of our faith.
guards us and in this case there is no more that words can
do against the perversions to which the true doctrine is liable.
These per\^ersions are manifold. The unity may be so emphasised
as to reduce the Trinity to three manifestations of the One God,
Or the Trinity may be so insuccessive but in different modes.
cautiously apprehended as to commit the thought to the notion of
three independent Divine Beings. Or, the Godhead being wrongly
regarded as the unknown essence behind the Persons, four Gods
may be the consequence. Or a compromise may be effected by
introducing the notion of One God, the Fountain of Deity, and
two beings of the same nature derived from Him. The transition
is then easy to the notion of two inferior beings issuing from the
Divinity, with not only a derived and subordinate, but also a
These various errors are known in theology by
created, Deity.
the names of Sabellianism, Tritheism, Tetratheism, SubordinaThey will be exhibited
tionism, and Arianism respectively.

—

It

—

Errors,

briefly in the following historical

that the

first

and the

review ; but

last are the

or of heretical speculation on this

the Godhead regarded as a Trinity.
that they do not occur in

names

:

two

it

may be premised

salient forms of heresy

subject; that
It

may be

is,

concerning

added, moreover,

modern systems always with

these

being often disguised, aud that in the most subtle manner.

first especially enters into many modes of theological thought
which know nothing of the name Sabellian. The second colours
much theology which is not conscious of its own tendency. The

The

third, Tetratheism, has hardly ever existed, save as the logical in-

ference from other errors.
sistent

with the truth.

Subordinationism

may

be made con-

THE TRINITY.
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HISTOEICAL DEVELOPMENT.

Ecclesiastical.

It

may be

said that the history of all

humau

opinion

concerning the Supreme has been, in some sense, a record
of the struggles of speculation
mystery, or of

in

towards this adorable

endeavours to grasp and formidate

it

as

Pantheism and Dualism both tended towards

revealed.
it

its

the East; and no form of Polytheism has been

altogether without some trace of

But

it.

emphati-

this is

God

cally true of the history of the doctrine concerning

as developed in the Christian Church.

ANTE-NICENE.

The ante-Nicene Church held the doctrine of the Di\dne Trinity,
The advocates of a permanent

though in an un dogmatic form.

whether

ecclesiastical authority deciding the doctrines of the Faith,

by

tradition or development, have joined the Eationalists

and

anti-Trinitarians in exaggerating the indefiniteness of the early

statements of this truth. But the writings of the Apostolic Fathers,

and of the Apologists, at least faithfully reproduce the tone of the
Testament 3 and a catena of their testimonies may be given
which will prove that they made a large advance towards later

New

All forms of the early Creeds direct Christian faith

definitions.

to

Three Persons.

Their doxologies bear clear witness

of Polycarp, " I glorify Thee, through the Eternal

Jesus Christ,
Avith

Him

Thy

in the

goras asks, "

Why

beloved Son, through

Holy Ghost, both now and
are

we

for ever."

:

Athena-

we do

of the

sliowing both Their power

in order 1"

and Their distinction

Father and the Son are One

;

Priest,

be glory to Thee

called atheists, speaking as

Father as God, and the Holy Ghost
in unity

Whom

as that

:

High

the Son

is

and says again, "The
in the Father, and the

Father in the Son, by the unity and power of the Spirit."
philus of Antioch gives us the term "Triad, God, His

Theo-

Word, and

His Wisdom," a term used after him by Clement of Alexandria,
Origen, Hippolytus, and by Tertullian and Novatian changed

AuteNicene.
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into Trinitas.

language

TertuUian's

is

very expressive

:

" All

Three are One by unity of substance, and the unity is developed
;
into a Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost " and " We never
suffer

'

Two Gods

Father

Each

is

is

'

or

'

God, the Son

Two

Lords to pass our
'

Many more might

God."

lips,

God, and the Holy Ghost

is

be given

;

though the
is

but we

God, and

may

close

with Origen, whose relation to the subsequent development of
the doctrine is very important.
His testimony also is worthy to
"

When

omnipotence of God, of His invisiwords are lofty ; when I speak of the coeternity of His Only-begotten Son, and His other mysteries, my
Avords are lofty when I deal with the mightiness of the Holy
Ghost, my words are lofty as to these only it is allowed to use
close

:

bility

and

I si)eak of the

eternity,

my

;

:

lofty words.

After these Three, henceforth speak nothing

for all things are

Trinity.

mean and

Let not then your high Avords be many, except concern-

ing Father, Son, and Holy Ghost."

dogma

the unfolded

It is clearly

an error

to date

of the Trinity from the fourth century.

But

found throughout the ante-Nicene age.

is

loftily,

low, compared with the height of the

It

cannot be

it

denied that the germ, and gradual growth, of these tendencies

towards error are soon apparent after the departure of the
Apostles.

All sprang from a vain attempt humanly to reconcile

the Trinity Avith the essential unity of the
Unitari-

may

be called

MONARCHIANISM

Godhead

;

and Avhat

Avas the AvatchAvord of each.

S.U5ELLIANISM.
]\Ionar-

The

chian
Sabel-

Persons.

lianisin.

rejected the distinction of Divine Hypostases or
Their AvatchAvord was the eternal supremacy of the

first class

Movus, or the hidden

God

God

;

it

admitted, in the term Tptas, that

Avas revealed in three Trpoo-wTra or faces or semblances, accord-

ing to the dispensations of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit.

As

this doctrine

it AA'as

was taught by Praxeas (160

— 180)

at once rejected as abolishing the distinction

Who

and

others,

between the

and they who held it were on
But SabelUus of Ptolemais,
A.D. 250, more fully developed the error, which from him has taken
the name of Saeellianism ; and from his peculiar theory that of

Father and the Son
that account

suffered

;

named Patripassiaxs.

THE TRINITY.
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MODALISJI or the manifestation of the Deity in three personal
Modes. Its philosopliical principle was Pantheistic ; the same
God who is the Father evolving Himself in the Son and Spirit.
Modern speculations have constantly reproduced this conception.

More popularly stated, the doctrine sini2)ly assumes that the One
God appeared first as Jehovah, then more clearly to the creature
as the Son, then more fully and spiritually as the Holy Ghost.
SUBORDINATIONISM AND THE PRINCIPATUS OF THE FATHER.

The

general idea of Subordinationism, or the introduction of

a gradation in the Three Persons, took various forms.

Its begin-

nings Avere simply the result of indistinctness in phrase.

So

Justin writes of the Sou as eV Sevripa x^P?-) ^^^^ of the Spirit as
It was aided by the gradual development of a
iv TpLTT) Ta^ci.
Logos-doctrine, which distinguished between the Aoyos erSta^eVo?,

and the Aoyos

eternal but impersonal reason in God,

TrpocfiopLKos,

a personal existence begotten in the Divine essence as the First-

born of Creation and

its

Archetype.

Opposition to Sabellianism

stimulated s})eculation of this kind to the utmost.

Clement of
more Origen, did much to displace from the
controversy the theological term Logos, and to substitute that ot'
the Son a change which was pregnant Avith important conseAlexandria, and

still

:

Origen established the Eternal Sonship

quences.

ita seterna, ac serapiterna generatio, sicut

luce,

almost the very language of the Nicene Creed.

said that he laid too

much

Hypostases in the Eternal

stress

Avill.

:

est

namque

splendor generativa a
It has

been

upon the origination of the

But

this is hardly consistent

with his constant affirmation that "the Onlybegotten Avas ever
coexisting Avitli God," and his interpretation of the day iu Avhich
the

Son

Avas begotten as the evcrpresent

protest against the Arian formula "
anticipation.

His

Now

of eternity, and his

Once the Son

by
and

Avas not "

folloAvers certainly pervertetl his Avords,

have done much to connect his name

Avitli that error.
On the
both the antc-Nicene and post-Niconc teachers laboured
all tliL'ir skill to preserve the Monarchia, or Unity of the

Avhole,
Avitli

Divine essence, by representing the Father as the Fountain of the
Deity and its representative so interpreting the eternal Gift of
:

VOL.

I.

T

Subordi"'"^tiouisiu.
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in Himself to the Son,

and the Eternal Procession of the
on the mystery of the derived but
eternally derived Divinity of the Son and the Holy Ghost, as

life

They

Spirit.

laid great stress

rendering easy the descent of thonglit to the subordination of

Both Persons

But the term Subordination came

in redemption.

into use at a later time, as also that of the Principatus of the

The

Father.

latter is

not quite unobjectionable

the former

:

is

obviously perilous, from the difficulty of admitting a subordination

ill

more

any sense which does not include inferiority.
when Arminianism is before us.

But

of this

hereafter

AFJANlSl^r.

Ariaiiisni.

It was the doctrine of Arius that the Son was a pure creature,
and Son only by adoption, the perfection and origin of creation

made out of nothing, produced before all worlds the link or
medium between God and the universe. This heresy was condem-ned by the first (Ecumenical Council at Nicsea, a.d. 325.
lUit a modification known as Semi-Arianism arose and obtained
:

p'-evalence as the result of a certain indefiniteness in the language

of the Nicene Council.

THE

Sx\JME

The orthodox watchword.

dox, as tending to Sabellianism.

LIKE SUBSTANCE, some attempted
vain, as

o/Aootmo?,

OF

SUBSTANX'E, was opposed, even by some of the ortho-

between consubstantiality

the Divine nature there

is

Changing

it

to effect a

Avith

into 6/Aotoucrtos,

compromise

God and mere

an immeasurable gulf

;

OF

but in

likeness to

The undue

subordination of the Spirit had not been taught by the earlier

Fathers

;

though they were sometimes lax in the

used, following a certain freedom in the Scripture.

represented that they sometimes identified

but

it

this,

Him

must be remembered that Theophilus, who

figures they
It has

been

with the Son
is

;

charged with

speaks of the Tpias, preceding TertuUian's Latinised Trinitas

Origen's teaching had erred more against
had against the Son. Arius, of necessitj^,
having reduced the Son to a Divine creature, taught that the
though
Spirit was the first creation of that Firstborn creature
he maintained that the Son and the Holy Ghost, both persons, were
in the second century.

the Spirit than

it

;

much more

intimately near to

God than

to the created universe.

Semi-Arianisra, which had gone as far as

it

could in making

TUE TRINITY.
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the Son the unchangeable Image of the Father, was not quite
so solicitous to maintain the dignity of the Spirit.

Macedonius,

one of that party, has connected his name with the sect called

Pneumatomachoi or Enemies of the Spirit; which,
private controversy, was condemned at the second
(Ecumenical Council in Constantinople, a.d. 381.
But this
that of the

much

after

council,

though

it

established or defended the Personality and

Deity of the Holy Ghost, did not determine His

specific relation

and the Son. It was not until a.d. 594, at a synod
held in Toledo, that the term FiLlOQUE was added to the Nicene
Creed, defining that the Spirit proceeded from the Father AND
to the Father

THE Son by an
Generation.

Filioque.

Eternal Spiration corresponding to the Eternal

The

assertion of this conjunction of the

Son with

the Father as the Eternal Origin of the Spirit was one main cause
of the permanent rupture between the "Western Church which
held,

and the Eastern Church which

rejected, the

Double Pro-

cession of the Third Person of the Trinity,

DECISIONS

The oecumenical
was the chief

AND CREEDS.

Defiui-

definition of the doctrine, as against heresy,

tlieological labour of the

fourth century.

tions.

The

decisions expressed in the Creeds gave birtli to a discussion that
settled the leading theological terms Avhich protect them.

THE COUNCILS.
The Councils OF NlC.EA,
A.D. 381

—the

first

A.D.

325,

Councils,

and of CONSTANTINOPLE,

universal or oecumenical

the doctrine of the Trinity

—vindicated for

ever

the former in relation to the Son,

:

the latter in relation to the Holy Ghost.

The former, the history
summoned mainly for

of wliich should be carefully studied, was

the condemnation of Arius,

He was

into existence
ovK

ifv,

who maintained

begotten or created, had no being

by the

will of

God

;

that the Son, " before
that

He was

before the world

:

T/v

brought
ttotc ore

WRS a time when He was not, and
produced from nothing; being not of the same substance

l^ ovK ovTwi' toTtV, thcrG

He was

with the Father, but as a creature mutable," and of course there-

T

2
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fore liable to

Son

Uarpi.

T(3

fall.

The answer

of the

Synod determined that the

Avas £« t?}? ovcrtas Tov TTttTpos, yevvrjOcL'; ov

7roLrj$€L<;, ofj-oovcrto^

This last term, the Homoiision, became the watchword

of orthodoxy

:

the Son was of the same essence or substance

with the Father.

was
Holy

After the honour of the Second Person

A^indicated, occasion soon arose for the like vindication of the

The teaching of Macedonius was to the Third Person
what that of Arius was to the Second. He called Him Blukovo^
Ghost.

KOL

vvr]peTT]<;,

New

but not in the sense of the

Testament.

second or Constantinopolitan Council asserted that

He

The

Avas " the

Lord, the ^wottolov, or Lifegiver, worshipped and glorified with
the Father and the Son."

from the Father; but, as
FiLiOQUE, from the Son,

The Three

AA'as

His
Ave

or Procession, Avas

e/<7rop€ucrt9,

haA^e

seen,

two centuries later

added.

THE THREE CREEDS.

(breeds.

The Three Creeds may be regarded

as the final

and perma-

nent expression of these oecumenical decisions.
Xiccne.

1. The Nicene, or, as enlarged at Constantinople, the XiCENOCONSTAXTINOPOLITAN symbol, is the chief of these, as having
a more definite theological character than the Apostles', and,
unlike the Athanasian, being accepted by universal Christendom,
the Greek Church excepting only one clause.
It defines, as in-

cluding the Toledan Filioque, the eternal generation of the Son,

God of God, and

the eternal Procession of the Spirit from the

Father and the Son

thus establishing the true doctrine of Sub-

and Arianism.

worship due to the Three

thus establishing the true doctrine

of the
Apostles'.

:

ordination against Tritheism

2.

:

It declares the equal

Unity against Sabellianism.

The Apostles' Creed,

finished in its present

or

Symbolum Apostolicum, was not

form until

after the

Nicene

simply an expansion of the Baptismal Foimula.

The

of the Triune

Name

is

limited to

its historical

3.

The Athanasian Creed,

or

is

being

assertion

revelation in the

The dogmatic

the Trinity, Avhether absolute or economical,
sian.

but, so far as
earliest,

creating and the redeeming work.

Athana-

;

concerns the doctrine of the Three Persons, was the

definition of

absent.

Symbolum Quicunque, from

its

i
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word, was never cecumenically adopted, being a private docu-

first

ment

unknown

of

origin

:

the school of Augustine.

ment

probably of the sixth century, and of
It contains the

of the dogmatic relations of the

most eUiborate

Three Persons of the Triad, as well as of the

One Person

the

in Christ, that

is to

state-

One Divine Nature and

the

Two Natures and

be found, and

But

study of orthodox logical distinctions.

its

are alien to the spirit of a profession of faith

;

is an exquisite
damnatory clauses

and, moreover,

its

•doctrine of the Trinity, like that of the other two, does not give

due prominence

to its redemptionai aspect.

TERMINOLOGY.

Terminology.

There can be no doubt that the Holy Spirit watched over these
decisions; but

followed.
result

it

would be presumptuous

to assert

the same

Providence for the endless dogmatic controversies that

special

summarise the history; but the

It is impossible to

may

be given in the conventional application of a certain

vocabulary which has had a fixed place in subsequent theology.

The terms

1.

OiVt'a in the Greek,

and Essentia or Substantia Substance

were reserved for the essential Godhead, or what may be called the Nature of Deity.
The terms
vTrooracrt?, iStor?;?, and TrpocrwiTov, were limited to the distinction
in the Latin, with 0eor77s,

of the Persons

was adopted

:

the

first,

which

really

means substantial reality,
meaning a form

in preference to the last, which, as

or presentation, might bear a Sabellian construction.

was exposed
triumphed, and has ever
the Latin,

to

the

same objection

Persona in
but

;

it

has

since shared with the Latinised tcrni

Hypostasis the function of expressing the reality of the Godhead
i)f

each Suppositum Intelligens, or selfconscious Agent, in the

Holy

Trinity.

avoided

— dAXos

While the Modalist or Sabellian danger was thus
kui aXXos, not

aXXo koX aAXo,

—the

Fathers of

whom

Athanasius was the leader in the East, and
afterwards Augustine in the West, did not teach that the Three
that age, of

Persons represented a

common humanity.
and

that,

Person.

common

nature as three

men

represent the

They held that the unity was numerical
in a sense unsearchable, the entire Godhead is in each
To express this, they used the word TreptxiLprja-i^, wliicli

,,^"
1 or.'uu.

27«

is

GOD.

sufficiently explained

by the Latin

equivalents, Interactio, or

Interexistentia, or lutercommunio.
Subordination.

2.

The question

discussion
this.

of Subordination was at the heart of every

but neither Greek nor Latin gave a watchword for

;

The same

however,

divines,

numerical unity of the Divine
eternal derivation of the Son,

who

laid

es.scnce, zealously

stress

on the

maintained the

quoad Son, from the Father

:

thus

teaching a subordination of relation, without involving inferiority

The

of essence.

following words of Augustine express the thought

of antiquity on this subject, Avhich, nevertheless, as he admits,

De

Triu.

passeth knowledge

" Pater

quod

quod autem
quod Filius est,
But another
l^ropter Patrem est; et quod est, a Patre est."
sentence, following hard on the former, shows the poverty of all
thinking on this dread mystery " Filius non tantum ut sit Filius,
quod relative dicitur, sed omnino ut sit, ijisam substantiam
Pater

est,

:

propter Filium

est a nullo est

:

Filius vero et

est.

:

nascendo habet."
the Father
is

;

begotten.

antiquity in

In one sentence the Person only of the Son

is

of

in the other the essence, as well as the Filial Property,

The latter seems to have been the general strain of
method of treating this inscrutable question.

its

MEDLEVAL.

]\tedi.
ieval.

The Medieval Schoolmen exhausted

their

subtilty

on this

profound subject ; but added notliing of permanent value.

L
2^ominalism and
Kealism.

Their speculations tended to Tritheism or Sabellianism in

the measure of their leaning towards NoMiXALiSii or Eealis^i

The Nominalist philosophy, which allowed nothing
but nominal existence to the essence or general nature represented
respectively.

by the individual

as a specimen, obviously

led to Tritheism.

The

reality of the nature

though unintentionally

Kealist philosophy, which asserted the

behind the individual, was more

faithful to

The controversy between Eoscellinus the
Nominalist, and Anselm the Eealist, was an important chapter in
the history of an endless controversy, which spread into a numthe Trinity in Unity.

ber of side-issues, embracing almost every point that has ever

been

raised.

It will

be at once perceived that the opposite

extremes would naturally suggest to some minds a compromise

:

the realist Essence and the nominalist Three Persons, each both

THE TRINITY.
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and individual, would naturally lead to Tetratiieisii,
of Alexandria, and some others, fell into the snare of a
fourfold Divinity.
But the general soundness of the Schoolmen
may be gathered from the terminology they established in their
essence

Damian

analysis

:

they introduced into the expression of the dogma those

distinctions of paternity, filiation,
lations,

and properties which we

community of

nature,

and

re-

shall find reasserted in a better

form by the Eeformation divines.
2. Both the mysticism and the

Middle Ages
Philomystery of the doc- ^opWceil
°
trine might be reconciled with human reason. This style of argument or meditation thoy inherited from the early Fathers, and
dialectics of the

freely explored the analogies b»y Avhich the

'

transmitted to modern i)hilosophy after exhausting

many

Analogies were derived from

and heat of the sun, which
in their trinity

The

;

it

themselves.

light, radiance,

ia neither of the three alone,

the fountain, flux, and stream

;

stem, the flower

regions.

the intellect,

Avill,

as also its body, soul, spirit;

and

feeling of

thesis, analysis,

but one

the root, the

;

human

nature,

synthesis in the

order of the one thought, or the subject, object, and identity of
the two

—

:

all

these were then brought into the service of an un-

conscious Rationalism and are in
3.

The

last

its service still.

of these trios suggests the

modern semi-philo-

sophical, semi-Christian, views of the Trinity, Avhich

human thinking back
Pantheism.
The so-called

carried the circle of

of the earliest

'

have lately

to the speculations

Science of Eeligion

shows and proves that most if not all of the Theistic conceptions
of antiquity took the form of a Pantheistic Triad feeling after
if haply they might find the Trinity, and so paying an important
;

though unintentional tribute to eternal truth. Thus the Hindoo
the essential Being; Vishnu, as revealed in the

Brahm was
universe

from

;

Being again. Buddhism wanders
Dualism. Greek philo-

Siva, as returning into

this in the direction of the Persian

sophy, as represented

much

by

Plato,

was

cast in the

same mould

;

so

so that the Christian doctrine has been represented as a

Neo-Platonist importation into Christianity of Plato's three Principia,

derived from Parmenides

things

;

:

the

first,

to 6v, the Cause of all

the second, the Aoyos, the Reason and Kuler of all things

pioduced into existence; the third, the

^}x<] Koa-fxov, or the soul

Pan.^^''^'''

j^
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of the world.

Nothing can be more certain than that

Trinity

tlie

of personal hypostases glimmered in the writings of Plato
that his speculations exerted

much

Christian thought and language, as

aid of Philo, and formed into a system by

But

it

and

;

upon ante-Niceno
they were interpreted by the
influence

Ammonius

Saccas.

show that the
Testament most clearly

requires only a very slight comparison to

New

doctrine of the Trinity which the
contains

in its very fundamental principles a

is

new

revelation,

and not merely an ancient speculation disencumbered of some of
its tributaries.
Modern Pantheism has reproduced the old
thoughts in a new phraseology which is as bafiiing to the underit is opposed to Scrijiture.
It is impossible to put
words than their own their speculations. But they

standing as
into other

are

all

variations

on the notion of Hegel that the Trinity

formal expression of the

movement

is

of the Absolute Spirit,

the

"Who

becomes another in the universe and as Spirit knows Himself
Whatever change modern
and returns into His own being.
Pantheism has introduced into the older system of thought is
altogether in favour of the Christian doctrine, though the Chris-,
tian doctrine

must utterly disavow

THE

its

method

of presenting

it.

RErOR:\IATION.

The
Eeforma-

The communities

of the Reformation retained the Three Creeds

tion.

of antiquity,

and were generally

faithful to the doctrine of the

Trinity, as in its absolute so also

and

especially in its

Eedemp-

tional or Evangelical aspect.

Lutheran
and Reformed,

1.

The Lutheran and Eeformed

formularies contain nothing

entirely new, but their dogmatic standards in particular
in careful analysis, the

sum

of

which

Essence subsists in Three Persons

:

is

as follows.

the unity

is

abound

One Divine
numerical, the

The distinction is connected and harmonized with the unity by the term Hepixi^prjaL? (Circulation or
plurality

is

hypostatical.

Inter-action),

which

signifies generally that in the

Eternal Trinity

Godhead must be regarded as in each Person, whether
respects nature or operation.
The hypostatic character of each

the whole
it

Person

may be

other.

The

referred to the essence or the relation to each

internal properties of the Persons are five

:

to the

THE TRINITY.
Father belong the words unbegotteu
to the

Father and the Son, spiration

Spirit,

The

procession.

spiration.

These are distinctive

doctrine are here

two

:

;

to the

generation and

but the external acts are three,

;

and these are common

to the

the legitimate extension of the Athanasian

:

there

the Eeformation

and paternity;

All the elements of the dogmatic study of the

Three Persons.

But

(dyei'VT^o-t'a)

to tlie Son, filiation

internal Acts are

creation, redemption, sanctification,

Creed.

;
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is this

difference in favour of the dogmatics of

their exhibition of the Absolute Trinity has

:

always interwoven with

it

an Evangelical reference to the

lie-

demptional aspect of the doctrine.
2.

After the Reformation most of the ancient types of error Reviyalof

reappeared in various forms adapted to altered circumstances,
Christian theology, which then

pursue

its

way through

the

took a

new

r.

"p'5"

departure, had to

same course of controversy. But it
Trinity was now not so
It was not at first the

may be said that the doctrine of the
much directly opposed as indirectly.
object of curious speculation in

more pronounced

;

itself.

Its

enemies Avere

now

and, departing from the truth in every form,

appeared as Socinian Unitarians

:

denying the Divinity of Christ

with the Personality of the Holy Ghost, and thus reviving a form
of error which had long been unknown.
shifts to that of the

Person of Christ.

The

theological

ground

But, in process of time,

the ancient Sabelliani.sm returned in a tone of speculation and

phraseology which has infected

many

communities, but never

formed a distinct community for itself Modern Sabellianism assumed its philosophical and mystical character in Schleiermacher's
theology

;

its

almost equally influential and scarcely

Sabellianisiu.

loss mj'stical

expression in Swedenborgianism.
(1.) The fundamental principle of the philosophy of Emmanuel
Swedenborg was the unity of all things in the duality of phj'sical
and spiritual existence these two being, as it were, conjugates or
:

counterparts, in perfect correspondence with each other

and eternally
Pantheism reduced all to the unity of matter and .-spirit;
but Swedenborg, who was no Pantheist, simply made the phenorelated.

menal universe the

visible expression of spiritual realities,

man

being in communion with the other world, or capable of communion with it, through a certain spiritual body belonging to

Swedenbor-'.
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GOD.
nature which religion reveals to him though religion does not

create

it.

The theology based on

professed to receive as a

new

this principle,

which Swedenborg

revelation, affects every point of

The
and of course that of the Trinity.
form as well as spirit, and His form is
know in ourselves as human. In Him is a trinity

Christian doctrine,

Supreme Being
that Avhiclx Ave

also has

of principles, but not of personal subsistences.

body of man

is

As

the tv.'ofold

one body with a spirit energizing outwardly,

and Son is
God-man and the Same taking
make it operative through the

so the distinction popularly called that of Father

only the distinction of the Eternal

Schleicr-

human body in the Virgin to
Holy Ghost. " Before the creation of the Avorld this Trinity did
^*^^ exist, but it Avas pro\dded and made since the creation, AA'hen
God became incarnate, and then centred in the Lord God." In
Jesus this outward body Avas, unlike ours, glorified into an inSwedenborg's speculations, the most remarkfinite spirituality.
able of modern times, are, as touching our present doctrine,
Sabellian.
And every argument against that ancient system of
thought is A'alid against this modern representative of it.
(-•) "^^^^ system of Schleiermacher is more Pantheistic than this,

macher.

but

a

Swed.

eT

k'^'

163.

Like Swedenborg, though
it is a Sabellianised Pantheism.
on different principles, he held Christ to be the only God the
Father in Himself or in the uniA^erse is the Son in Jesus, the
Ideal or Pattern man, and the Spirit is the same God in Nature
:

and in the Church. The introduction of the Divine life into
humanity in or through Christ makes God man and man God.
There is no preexistence of the Son or of the Holy Ghost.
Translating

all this

Absolute Being
self in the

is

into the language of philosophy, Deity as the

the Father,

He comes

Him-

to consciousness of

Son, and returns to Himself in the Spirit.

In

its

simplest form this runs back into the speculations of the School-

men and indeed of most deep thinkers from the beginning from
Augustine and Anselm to Melanchthon, Leibnitz and Martensen.
On the ground that man is created in the image of God this
:

style

of thought

analogy of

human

Supreme according to the
more than man, be
without being objective to Himself and
In man the objective Ego is ideal, and

conceives of the
nature,

eternally self-conscious

knoAviug the identity.

God

cannot, any

^
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But in the infinity of the
He must as Trinity be Three

the same person as the subjective.

Divine Essence this analogy
Persons.

renders

—

foundcst intellects
(3.)

fails

:

But it is plain that whatever service the analogy
and it has satisfied or seemed to satisfy some of the pro-

—

it

leads to a Sabellian conception.

It enters here only

teachers laid so

much

subordinate Beings.

because the early Arian and >Somi-Arian
on the ©etor??? or Divinity of the two

Philosophy.

stress

They were regarded

as the bond, or rather

the intermediary links, between the Absolute and the conditioned,
the Infinite and the finite looking toward the creature they were
:

firstborn or rather firstcreated before the worlds;

Gnostic errors of atonic emanation.

It

but looking

of the jMonad than

Godward they were more directly emanations
The doctrine Avas a speculative
the creature.

substitution for the

was and

is

wherever held

a refuge in which philosophical thought, always striving to reach
unity, concinnity,

ing a

God with

and the

infinite,

The

and the solution of mystery, dreams of explain-

triple gradation linking continuously the Finite

the Absolute and the conditioned.

been

Arianism also has
moulded opinion very extensively in

later

shaping a formulary or founding a

sect,

3.

early

thoughts of

many

and infusing
is

has

It

J^^'f^'^
:

never

Tendencies.

but influencing the

thinkers and colouring the sentiments of poetry,

the devotions of

itself into

unconscious of their error.

England

sporadic.

Christendom

The

many who

are almost

history of Arian tendency in

an important and instructive one

great names in our philosopliical and

:

it

brings in some

theological literature

;

but

shows that the healthy common sense of readers of the ScripEither
ture has never and never will accept this compromise.
the New Testament must be rejected as a final authority and the

it

Deistic Nationalism of Unitarianism accepted, or, the Scriptures

being received as the Kule of Faith, the

HEAD must be adored

Fulness of the God-

in the incarnate Son.

Col.

ii.

9.

This subject also

belongs rather to Christology or the Person of Christ.
4.

Subordinationism was cxaggcrattMl

by the Remonstrant Arminian,
The

divines, especially those of the later age of Arminianism.

difference

between the true doctrine on

exhibited, and the error into which

marked

in the following

it

this subject, as already

easily declines,

words of Episcopius

:

may

be Inst.Theo.

" Patri soli proprie

^'

GOD.

-^J4

divinitatis perfectionem seu uk/xt/v competerc,

hoc

est,

primum

a nullo alio habeat.

ut etiam

Theol.
Chr.

summus

" Dignius siquidcm est
il.

17, 25.

on

less

incomprehensible

this

se ipso,

those of Limborci

offence, in

quam

generare

known

It is well

spirari."

sit,

Aiid, with

T'OTESTATE."

quod cam a

Unde consequitur, Patrem sic esse
TUM ORDINE, TUM dignitate, tum

quam

generari, spirare

that the tone of Arminian thought
subject

glided

downwards by

sure

though imperceptible degrees towards Uuitarianism.

PRACTICAL CONCLUSION.

Practical

Conclusion.

A

close study of the variations in opinion

on this

topic, follow-

ing the bare outlines thus given, will lead to some important
practical conclusions.

Fundaniental.

1.

The

doctrine of the

out

ever-blessed

it.

there

:

to

essential

is

is

coequal; personal subsistences
Faith.

Trinity

no Theology, there is no Christology withThat the one Divine essence exists in three eternal,

Christianity

is

the foundation of the Christian

This has been the catholic

pretation of Scripture.

dogmatic

definitions, the eternal

What

the Christian revelation.

the Mediatorial Trinity

belief, as

the catholic inter-

Whatever exception may be taken

is

underlying truth

the

is

life

to

of

will be hereafter exhibited as

only the mystery of the Absolute

Trinity as revealed in the salvation of man.
True
Subordinationalisra.

2.

on

Again,

it

cannot be denied that the best and purest teaching

this subject

has laid emphasis on the mystery of an eternal

subordination, in the Scriptural sense of the term, in the interior
relations of the

Two

Persons of the Trinity to the

simple statement of the Kicene Creed which asserts
the outset, and that the Eternal Son

is

First.

The

One God

God of God,

at

expresses

But it is difficult to draw the line, either
by word, between truth and error here. Our Lord
gives us a revelation in words which suggests its defence, though
the faith of the Church.
in thought or

they cannot reveal to the

John
2(i,

V.

the truth.

As

27.

THE Son

have

the

human

Father hath

intellect the full conception of

life

in Himself, so hath

He

cjiven to

These words refer to the Eternal
Son.
His authority in time and human things follows with a
change in the expression and luith given Him authority to execute
to

life

in Himself.

:

THE TRINITY.
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Re is THE Son of IVIan. And these together
ground of an equal Divine reverence lliat all men John

also, because

constitute the

:

should honour the Sou, even as they honour the Father.

lie

Which hath

honoureth not the Son honoureth not the Father

that

v.

23.

Him.

sent

This subject, however, must be remitted to the doctrine of the
Person of Christ, where it will be seen that the Eternal Generation of the Second Person

prehensible

new

our

the sacred though most incom-

is

Him

connecting

link

Avith

and

the Incarnation

We

sonship derived from that.

may

object

to the

language of earlier theology which ventured to speak of the

Father as the Avro^eos, the Pons, Origo, and Principium of the
Divinity
than

I,

as well as to that interpretation of

My Father

greater

Johu

assigning an inferiority to the Eternal Son, Avhich Hilary

28.

;

thus expresses:

"Et

quis

non Patrem potiorem

ingenitum a genito, ut patrem a
qui missus
erit testis

sunt, sed

Patris

est,

ut

eum

me

cavendum

Haic

est.

1

Et

is

Eternal Sonship and
our silent thought as an

ipse nobis

honor

Filii

the sheet-anchor of our

the

this, we may give the
Eternal Procession their place in

infinite solution of

what

is still

mystery, and accept the words of Bishop Pearson

diminution to the Son, to say

name imports
to speak so of
is

Trin.

^"•

And, always remembering

security.

there

De

xiv.

ut sunt, iutelligenda

ita

ne apud imperitos gloriam

est,

This last clause

infirmet."

confitebitur, ut

qui miserit ab eo

ut volentem ab ipso qui obediat

Pater major

:

filio,

is

as

much

Him

no place

;

He

is

from Another,

:

an

infinite

" It

for

is

no

His very

On

the
^^s^^-

but it were a diminution to the Father
and there must be some preeminence, where
;

for derogation.

What

the Father

is

He

is

from

what the Son is. He is from Him Avhat the first is He
giveth what the second is. He receiveth.
The first is Father
indeed by reason of His Son, but He is not God by reason of
Him whereas the Son is not so only in regard of the Father, but

None

;

;

;

;

also

God by

3.

AVhile

reason of the same."
it is

obvious, on the one hand, that no

human

Ian-

guage can utter this mystery, Theology, both
tical,

scientific and pracdemands that the Trinitarian phraseology should be ordered

with careful precision as at least guarding the truth against the

approach of error. After
of

human

all

that

may

be said as to the inadequacy

words, and the absence of definitions from Scripture,

^^^irf^fiil

oIo-t

GOD.

2!}a

it

still

remains true that

many

Testament must be used both

others besides those of the

in teaching

and

in worship.

regards the scientific terminology of the doctrine

it is

No

undervalue them.

The Deity

STANX'E or

Nature

and Persons

:

;

it

well to be

familiar with the terms that express the relations of the

the Three-in-One.

New
As

One

to

thoughtful student will either discard or
the Divine

is

Essence or 8uB-

the Three are Subsistences, Hypostases,

the last Avords of these counterpart series are

philosophically the least exact, but they are the conventional and

sacred

language of the teaching, preaching, and worshipping

and ordinary lanmore necessary than in the ordering
The mind and the tongue must
of the i^hraseology of Avorship.
be so educated as to recoil from such language as is tinctured
So

Church.

guage.

also Avith regard to our practical

Nowhere

is

precision

Avith either the Tritheistic, or the Sabellian, or the

Arian

One

will be the

of the results of careful

discipline that shall

make every

and reverent study

error.

Avord faithful to the equal honour

of each of the Three Adorable Persons in the unity of the Other

Two, and

in the unity of the

Godhead

:

adoring and praying to

But, after

each Avith this sacred reservation.

all,

we must remem-

ber Avhat the ancient Church Avas never Aveary of enforcing in
relation to this subject

:

the Nature of

God

is apprjros,

ineffaeilis

Godhead can be known only
taught of God and that IcnoAvledge

unsearchable and unspeakable

;

the

by him Avho is QeoSiSaKTos,
and Avill eternally be only

itself is

:

Ik /j-epov?,

IN PART.
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THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD.
By

Attributes.

the Divine Attributes are to be uiuTerstood the

full

assemblage of those Perfections which God ascribes to
Himself in His Word partly as the fuller expansion of His
:

Names, and partly as designed to regulate our conception
of His character. They are to be distinguished from the
Properties of the Triune Essence, on the one hand and,
;

on the other, from the Acts by which His relations to His
creatures are

made known.

regards them,

first in their

Hence dogmatic Theology

unity as Perfections manifest-

ing the Divine Nature, and, secondly, in their variety as
Attributes capable of systematic arrangement.

RELATION TO THE DIVINE ESSENCE.

As

Relation
to the

related to the essence of God, their unity in variety

is

only

the full revelation of the Divine nature in itself ; their variety in

unity

the

is

They

man.

and adequate revelation of

real, authoritative,

are one in God, yet

many

it

Divine
Essence.

to

to us.

1. No being or essence is conceivable apart from its attributes Substance
and qualities. It is a primary law of thought that all phenomena *'^"|^ Attiiwhether of mind or matter are manifestations of some underlying

substance thus only

known

objects of our knowledgi'
qualities

all

;

to us.

"What

is

true of all other

true also of the Highest.

and attributes God

The Eternal unclothed
at

is

is

Save in His

not revealed to His creatures.

in these is not a definite object of thought

that pure unmodified being which Pantheistic mysticism

presented as

its liighest

conception of

God

Such superessential existence has no place

is

reduced to nothing.

either in Scripture or

human reason. On the other hand, the entire Divine essence
made known in the assemblage of His qualities predicated of
it.
The Bible never distinguishes between the Being of God and
Its nearest approach
the Name or Names that reveal His being.

in
is
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to a distinction
is

is

the effulgence of

in the constant use of the
tlie

term Glory, which
and

manifestation of the hidden essence

;

by no means a synonym of the Divine attributes, as is
sometimes said. The Divine attributes may exist without their
glory a truth which lies at the basis of the condescension and
luimiliation of tlie Incarnate Son.
Theology adopts the word
Perfections, as they are attributed by God to Himself Attributes,
as His creatures. Divinely instructed, assign them to Him.
Moreover, these attributes belong to All that is called God
that
is, to the Triune Essence, and each of the Persons of the Godhead.
Hence it is well that the doctrine of the Holy Trinity should
therefore

:

;

2 Thess.

"

:

have preceded the present subject.
PROPERTIES, which
racteristics of the

is

But, as referred to

the

must not be confounded with the Divine

Trinity, the attributes

one of the terms used to express the cha-

Godhead, the Three

interior relation of the

Divine Hypostases, Subsistences, or Persons.
Reality.

o.

The variety of the attributes corresponds to a reality in the
"Who re^eal3 Himself as He is, neither leaving His cha-

Eternal,

racter to the conjectures of His creatures, nor putting into their

minds notions of that character which are

To make

on our conceptions of them
it

is

fictitious

and

unreal.

the several qualities of the Divine nature depend only
is

to lose the

to substitute for the only true

incapable of definition.

Divine nature altogether:

God an imaginary Being

The interminable

discussions

of the

Schoolmen on this subject, which have been continued in later
times and revived of late with special reference to the knowableness of God, are not without a profound interest.
The Nominalists, who regarded general terms as merely names of abstractions
formed in our minds, effaced the real distinction in the Divine
attributes
to them God was in the simplicity of His essence
:

Actus purus, thought and
Him, and the

thoughts, in Avhich
of

what we

act, or act

jierfections of the

we

assign to

find in ourselves.

who regarded

and power, being one in

Divine nature existing only in our

God something
The

Realists,

that

is

the cause

on the other hand,

general terms as representing real objective exist-

God both of the Triune Persons and
He assumes. In every age those who
God as essential personality, as reall}'

ences, clung to the reality in

of the various perfections

hold Avith them think of
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invested with His attributes in perfection as His creatures are
invested with

them

remember that

in the simplicity of the eternal essence there can

imperfectly.

be nothing composite

God

is

All in

all,

:

But here our safeguard

the whole essence

is

Accordingly

it

All in each.

think of no such accidental attribute as
thing that

is

not

God

There

have wisdom.
of His essence.

as

;

man,

in each attribute

follows that

may be and
may

is

or

for instance,

Thus, while

we

reject

in every-

may

—in

is

not
not

what may be

called the

— each

distinct in

Sabellian theology of the Divine attributes

the unity of the supreme nature

:

we can

no perfection in the Supreme that

is

to

is

the Glory of

is

God

all

the

several components of His nature blend into one.
3.

may be said that only through the way of the
we reach a definition of the Divine nature.
sense indeed in which the being of God is absolutely

Hence

it

Divine attributes can

.

There

is

a

undefinable, because
define

is

absolutely incomprehensible.

But,

as

Essential
^ .-^

"'^'

tion.

to

rather to separate or distinguish from everything else

than to explain what

is

marked

thus defined or

oft",

there

nothing more amenable to definition than the nature of God.

is

Of

and species is here out of the question.
But we may speak of God as a subject with all good predicates,
and with these in their infinite perfection of no other object of
course, to think of genus

:

knowledge can

He

is

Ave

the Being of beings

But

things that are.
all

speak with equal confidence.

that

is

:

this already expresses

not Himself.

To

in our hearts

naming His

His

End

diff"erence

express that diff"ercnce fully

enumerate the perfections of His nature.

Him

In His essence

the Source, Sustainer, and

We

of all

from
is

to

cannot sanctify

from every other object without thinking of or

attributes.

absolutely necessary.

The moment definition begins these are
we have no notion of Deity which

Indeed,

does not connote some idea which severs the conception from

all

Every thought of God involves the thought
of His attributes without these Ho is verily and indeed an unknown and an unknowable God.
other conceptions.

:

Prhiciples

CLASSIFICATION.

ofClas.ili-

In .systematic theology the attributes require

Our best guide,
VOL. I.

classification.

the Scripture, gives hints and specimens of an

U

cation.
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arrangement of

abundant materials

its

;

and such an arrangement

tends, as will Lo seen, to elucidate their connection Avith the

various branches of the system of revelation.

merely in an orderly

But

plicity.

it is

To

exhibit

them

series involves too great a sacrifice to sim-

as difficult as

it is

important to determine the

guiding principles of such a classification.
Twofold
if.''"

relatives.

The

method has been to make a division into two
Hence they are distributed as natural and
moral hy a distinction which the meaning of neither of these words
will allow both are inappropriate to the Deity, and the harshness is not removed if metaphysical and ethical are substituted.
The instinctive objection we feel to these terms is not felt to the
correlatives of absolute and relative, immanent and transitive,
internal and external these distinctions furnish the right clue
and are sound so far as they go ; but they do not suggest those
1.

favourite

counterpart classes.

...

.

.

:

:

special manifestations of

Christian theology.

negative attributes

God which

;

give their peculiar glory to

dangerous to speak of positive and

It is

for while there is

no positive excellence in

Deity which does not imply negation or

its opposite,

the nega-

and so forth are really and truly positive.
Lastly, when they are classed as communicable and incommunicable, it must be remembered that, as attributes, all are alike
incommunicable to the creature.
tive ideas of infinity

Method of
reaching

them.

2.

Secondly, the names and perfections of

God have been

ordered with reference to the method by which Ave attain, or
.

may

p

.

,

supposed to attam,

be

IMediaeval doctors taught that

T

our conceptions oi them.

we

m,

ihe

arrive at adequate notions of

first, "via negationis :" by the instinctive
and defect to the Supreme; secondly, "via
by ascribing to Him the most eminent possession of

the Divine perfections,
denial of limitation

eminentiae

:"

what in us or in our idea
making Him the actual,

is

good

Adrtual,

;

thirdly, " via causalitatis,"

by

or permissive cause of every

effect observable in the economy of things.
This scholastic
method has always commended itself by its simj^licity, though it
is liable to some of the objections that render the former method

doubtful

From

Human
iJfature.

"^^'liicli

3.

:

^'^^

especially

it fails

concerned with

Thirdly,

it

in its application to the attributes

human

redemption.

has been sought to

make our own

nature the

TEE ATTRIBUTES OF
basis of the distribution of

were created
his

own

God

exists,

Man

:

conscious of
:

modes

of con-

the three constituents of his existence are intellect,

sensibility, will.

Hence a threefold

attributes, so far as

classification of the

Divine

they are distinguished from His eternal

In modern times, and

essence.

is

and identity through all changes this
apart from all phenomena.
But man is

conscious of three orders of self-manifestation or
sciousness
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His attributes in Whose image we

" Qualis homo, talis Deus."

:

substantial being

suggests that

GOD.

especiall}''

by the followers of

Schleiermacher, the demands of man's religious need have been

the regulator

a sense of dependence implying the absolute

:

butes, a sense of sin the moral perfections,

consummated by the revelation of love

attri-

and the whole being

in Christ.

Here, then,

is

undoubtedly a ground of truth. Every rational human thought
This is the
of God springs from man's knowledge of himself.

grand prerogative of human nature that
Divine.
is

We

either ascribe to our

imperfect in ourselves, or

we count

evil.

But

it is

it is

Maker the

we deny

to

Him

a reflection of the
perfection of

what

Avhat in ourselves

obvious that there are relations of the

Infinite to the finite, of the Creator to the creature,

and of the
which forbid the carrying out of this prinIt- is enough to say concerning these
ciple of classification.
methods that they have too much tendency to make man the
measure of the Deity.
4. Guided by these principles of analysis, though not bound to
any of them, Ave shall, first, consider the attributes pertaining to
God as an absolute or unrelated Being then, those arising out of
the relation between the Supreme and the creature, which indeed

Holy God

to sinners,

Analysis,

;

require the creature for their manifestation

;

and, finally, those

which belong to the relation between God and moral beings
under His government, with special reference to man. The justification of this arrangement will appear in due course.
ATTRIBUTES OF THE ABSOLUTE ESSENCK

Attributes
of the
in itself Absolute.

The Divmc essence, or the Absolute, regarded
and in itself alone, is to be conceived as pure spirit, un-

limited by time or space, independent of all other existence,

U2

GOD.
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knowing no change or process of developAs these are the attributes of a j)ersonal Being
they may be summed up as spirituality, infinity, eternity,

in its perfect self

ment.

immensity,

and

necessary

are or suggest

unchangeableness,

selfsufiiciency,

These great words, carefully examined,

perfection.

the attributes of

all

God which

are im-

manent, independent of the creature, and essential to a
right conception of His nature.

THE SPIRITUALITY OF GOD.

Spiriluality.

Spirituality

the attribute which most nearly and fully ex-

is

presses the very essence of

which

God

as the one eternal substance in

other attributes inhere.

us that the Divine nature

tell

John

all

Hence the Scripture does not

is spiritual

He

definition

but our Lord, the only

may be

own

consciousness

;

Spirit

IS

the only

:

understood in two ways

positively, as the perfection of all that

first,

our

This

ever gave.

;

GoD

Revealer, declares that Hvevfxa 6 0eos,

iv.

we know

:

of spirit in

and, negatively, as excluding

all

that

is

inconsistent with our conception of pure spirit.
Persoual.

Heb.xii.9.

The human

1.

spirit Avas created in the

thinking or intelligent selfdetermining Agent.

abound with testimonies, pervading

He

holds intercourse with

and ought

Why

2.

Kevealed.

man

By

image of God.

testimony of our consciousness the Father of spirits
stantial Person, ^Yhose personal selfconsciousness
their

as a Spirit

is

a

the

real, sub-

is

that of a

The

Scriptures

whole structure, that
with spirit. This is

to be accepted as the foundation of all religion.

This attribute

not generally asserted of

is

manner, or as defining His nature.

God

in

an abstract

It is appealed to for

two
guard our conceptions of the Object of our worship
from everything that would debase it ; and, to impress upon us a
sense of the dignity of our origin and the grandeur of our vocation
purposes

:

to

as worshippers of the One, Triune, Eternal Spirit.

Pure
^^

^i_^
'

gives
its

Of what pure
little help,

influence

is

as

it

spirit is

we can form no

notion.

The word

simply expresses the breathing forth which in

Tner/^a

:

an invisible energy, known by

All pure being, especially spiritual being, as underlying:

its effects.

its

pheno-

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
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But, in thinking of the highest
beyond our grasp.
put away every idea of the limitations which belong
The attribute gives us the simplicity and
to our own spirit.

mena,

is

Spirit, Ave

unity of the Divine uncompounded nature
immortality, and invisibility.

;

its

immateriality,

Therefore the term

is,

after all,

the predicate of a personal God, distinct from the material and

Pantheism has always seemed in words to

created universe.

deny

this

:

seldom in

Some

reality.

of the greatest leaders of

Pantheistic thought have been better than their creed

with the idea of a universal directing

He

is

and can be

in

Of that God

(2.)

Spirit,

His own nature only
in

Spirit.

The

His Triune essence, and of each Person in the

unity of the Godhead, as the object of worship, spirituality
dicated.

filled

:

but forgetting that

pre-

Qv:g^!f ^f

This attribute belongs to the absolute Godhead as before

Worship,

is

But it is brought into relation with the
economy of redemption. Of the Father in that economy, it is said,
Wlwin no man hath seen nor can see ! Of the Son to the King eternal 1 Tim. i.
•••
(of the worlds and dispensations, twv atwvwv), immortal, invisihle ! op
The Lord is Sjnrit. The Holy Ghost, holy in His function and
17.
Hence John iv.
relation to redemption, is by His very name to Uvevfjio.
the worship of God must be spiritual not indeed as formless and £>„„/ ;„
15 19.
void and without material aids, but as the homage of spirit to
Thcij that icorshij) Ilim must icorsliip Him in spirit and in ^^^^^ ^^•
Spirit
all

creaturely existence.

:

:

—

:

The Apostle Paul

tndh.

teaches the Gentiles, through their

teachers, that tee are also His offspring ;

Hebrews speaks of that God
passage the inference
essence in
service.

man

In the

as

tlie

Father of

latter,

spirits.

own

a remarkable one

—and of

^^'"'

nl

:

—that

is,

duty of subjection and Numb,
xvi.

it.

the essential incorruptibility

His incorruptible immortality the

and indestructibility of the human

xii.

God and

the spirits of all flesh, the

only hath immortalitij

of Spirit

25.

In the former

the privilege of LIFE in the fullest sense are connected with

God

isa.xl. is

to the

from the spiritual Heb.
9of His perfect
which echoes the words of the Old Testa-

is

to the spirituality of

ment, The God of

and the Epistle

spirit is

indivisibility

an image and a

gift.

THE INFINITY OF GOD.
There is no idea concerning God more necessary to the human
mind than that He is Infinite in His being and perfections and

1

jg
Tim.

22

vi.

^^'

Infinity.
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that

all

is

His

:

that whatever

infinitely predicated, or

is

to

Him

be predicated of

without limitation.

But while

to

be

this is

an

is

indispensable requisite of every thought concerning the Supreme,

same time, an idea that must for ever overwhelm the
mind which must nevertheless entertain it.
The notion of the Infinite belongs only to God, to "Whom

at the

it is,

finite

Only in
God.

1.

alone of

all

objects of thought it

strictly speaking, applicable.

is,

No

other subject of this predicate has or can have a real existence.
There is no meaning in the terms " infinite space " and " infinite
is nothing save as occupied, but what occupies
must be limited ; and duration implies some limited thing that

duration:" space
it

endures.

It is only

when

it

and one Being, that the word
Positive

and
Negative.

2.

is

made

the attribute of a Being,

Infinity is a positive notion in a negative

mere negation of

from the

limits springs

understanding; that

it

our minds, and in our

is

any meaning.

has, strictly speaking,

finite

form

:

that

it is

a

nature of our o^vn

a positive judgment or affirmation of

own

more than mere negation,

indestructible conviction something

is

a tribute to the essential nobleness

human intellect. A^^hen we say that we ourselves are finite
we mean more than a mere denial of our infinity we express a
real judgment concerning our own and every creaturely existence
to which the standard of infinity is applied. So when we say that
God is infinite we express the sacred thought that He is beyond
of the

:

the circumscription and the comprehension of our understanding.
Care in
using

3.

it.

our

It is

important to remember that the word

own making, and not employed

narrowly Avatched and guarded in
It belongs to

Him

infinite is

in Scripture.

It

one of

must be

application to the Supreme.

its

not as abstract essence but as a Personal

Nothing but confusion can arise from applying it to the
God as if that were capable of diffusion and its expanThe human mind is not
sion regarded as going on to infinity.
capable of thinking save under the conditions of time and space.
Spirit.

nature of

The
Eternity.

Immensity.

above the condition of time,

Infinite is revealed to faith as

and of
space,

this Eternity is the expression

and of

this

Immensity

is

;

as

above the conditions of

the expression.

Infinity in philo-

sophical precision has nothing to do with God's relation to the

economy of created things
can exist which is not God

;

if

nor

is

it

God be

right to ask

infinite.

how anything

This term belongs
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rather to His attributes than to Himself,

An

infinite Spirit is

infinite in the attributes of spirit

in

what we

call in

in knowledge, in power,

:

human language

resources.

If it

and

urged that

is

—

an unlimited Being must include

all being, the only answer
acknowledgment of our utter incapacity to
argue on such subjects is that an infinite Spirit must by the very
term be able to create finite existences.

besides the unfailing

—

THE IMMENSITY OF GOD.

Inimen-

The Immensity of God is only once declared in Scripture;
but when it is said that Behold, heaven and the heaven of heavens

sitv.

1.

cannot contain Thee, a formula

used which expresses the universal

is

2 Chron.
'^- IS.

sentiment of revelation and precisely defines the supremacy of
the Eternal Spirit over

all

all

He

:

is

the only Immensity,

things created being measurable and limited.

CANNOT CONTAIN Him

:

He

It is not that

conditions of space.

immensity with His presence

fills

The universe

not because His essence stretches beyond

the confines of created things, but because His eternal Spirit
transcends and

is

inconsistent Avith

all

can declare the generation of
attribute of the pure

Space

notions of space.

born out of His immensity, as time out of His eternity

:

is

but none

This incomprehensible

either.

and absolute Divine essence

is

the ground of

His omnipresence, hereafter to be considered. Because, while above

and independent of all space, He can, when space and all that it
inherit come into existence at His fiat, fill all with His presence.
It can hardly be said that the Immensity of God is the negative
of which His ubiquity is the positive.
Both are positive conceptions
strictly related to each other and yet very different.
;

The former

lifts

our thought to the overwhelming contemplation

of a Being above

all

created existence

;

the latter teaches us to

draw the necessary inference that the Creator of
present to every creature,

or,

every creature throughout space
2.

This eternal attribute

purposes
presence

:

;

first,

is

and

is

is

present to Him.

chiefly,

move and have our being

:

tno

thought of the Divine omnito

Why
^t^^'calei

guard us against unduly

localising our conception of the Object of worship.
live aiul

things

in Scripture appealed to for

to bring near the

secondly,

all

putting this in a better form, that

as our time

is

In

Him

ice

enfolded by the

A.cts xvi;.

28.
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Divine eternity, so our place
Jcr. xxiii.
-3, 2\.

^j^^

him
oxxxix.

8.

Bo

saith the Lord.

6.

and

not Tfill heaven

that of holy fear

is

of the Divine-

and

I

a God

not

shall not see

earth ? saith

Lord.

tJie

Whither shall I go from TInj

:

ivhither shall

Because

:

Be

is

appeal already quoted

2 Cliron

bosom

the

in

is

at hand, saith the Lord,

I flee from Thy presence ? and of holy conmy right hand, I shall not he moved. But
when the Temple was dedicated, in which Jehovah would dwell
Avith His people, the Holy Ghost inspired Solomon's sublime
and

Spij-if^

fidence

Psiiira

ii.

?

I a God

^^y j^^g himself in secret places, that

(j^^

qJjt^

The response

Psalm

xvi.

Am

immensity.

at

:

But

heaven and heaven

iJic

tvho is able to build

of heavens cannot

Him

a house, seeing

Him?

contain

It

is

not enough for us in our worship to remember that our God is
everywhere present, that He is our Father in heaven ; we must

remember also that He is beyond and above even the heavens
Is. Ixvi. 1.

The heaven

saith the Lord,

high

It is a

present
of

One

flight to the

a

it is

;

Who

is

still

above

What

1.

is to

4,

and

all

:

Thus

the earth is

My footstool.

Who

everywhere

thought of a Being

higher thought that

we

is

are in the presence-

space and time.

:

I

to space the

is

Divine eternity

That God

is

eternal

in fact this

is

a predicate more habitual than any

other, being the first revelation of

THAT
i.

throne,

the Divine immensity

time.

Scripture

liev.

My

THE ETEKMTY OF GOD.

Eternity.

Ex.iii. 14.

is

is

the constant declaration of

Himself to His people, I

AM

AM, and continued in a variety of other forms down to

Which is, and Wliich tcas^
It must be remembered,
however, that very few of the passages which introduce the word
the end, Avhen

it

returns to the

and Which

to

come, the

is

assign the absolute attribute

The Name which

declares

first,

Almighty.

we

His

are

now

essential,

considering to God.
necessary, underived

being sufficiently sustains the doctrine of the Divine eternity.
Gen. xxi.
^^'

it is said that Abraham called there on
name of Jehovah, the Everlasting God, or the God of Eternity,
ch^^ ^i^ r\'\r\''' which once more occurs in the prophet

In one memorable passage
the

"

r

Is. xl. 28.

r

•

Hast thou not hioicn? hast thou
the

Lord

—

TVt'\V
r

Creator of

tlie

:

D^ii^
T

ends

of

iiT'J^,
••

tJie

v:

not heard, that the everlasting God,
the

God of

eternity,

earth, fainteth not,

JeJwvah

neitlier is

—the

weary?

TEE ATTRIBUTES OF
Undoubtedly

and some other passages, the word
meaning of time HIDDEN in the abyss of

these,

in
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eternal has its profound

But it will be found that all the terms generally used
them the notion of successive duration indefinitely
extended, and therefore fall short of the pure conception of
Hence they are explained with that meaning by many
eternal.
eternity.

carry with

paraphrases
ever

such

:

Before the mountains were brought forth, or Psalm xc.

as,

and the woiid, even from everlasting
where duration to come and duration
unlimited; and mean, though they do not say, that

Thou hadst formed

to everlasting,

past are alike

Jehovah

above

is

The

eternity.

the earth

TIiou art God,

time, "U?

all

the Last ;

and

beside

One day

duration enters.

and

Me

calls

King of

From

God

the

King

all this it is

2.

Eternity

is

I am

:

where

the First

still

is all

eternal, immortal, invisible

made

the

years,

but gone.
:

here

«(7(?5

plain that, while the abstract idea
it is

and I

it is the

or worlds,
is

the Divine consciousness.

eternity, as

it is

in the

human mind.

And

this is the

deep perplexity of

intellect,

;

—

it

all

the strength of eternity.

It is literally the

assertion of pure existence, without distinction of past

and preand present and future as
measured in time and regulated by motion in space. "We must
sent and future

:

Tim.

1

tt

.

i.

'•

«

not wanting in the Scriptural doc-

:

in

iii.

°'

wanting

which however must accept the profound
meaning of the name I Am, as teaching an eternal now enfolding
and surrounding the successive existence of time. The personal
Jehovah once and once only declared His pure eternity. His
name is the only word which human language affords in its
poverty to express that thought such terms as eternal and everlasting have temporal notions clinging to them
and all our
phrases go no further than that the Supreme fills all s^jace and
time, and that He was before them, the very word before carrying duration with it.
But I Am before Time or Space was, I

Am — has

Pet.

St.

exj^ressed in finite terms.

But the perfect idea of

human

Is. xliv. 6.

and 2

cannot tolerate duration or succession of thoughts as necessary to

our

Is.lvii. 15.

the idea of

Lord as a thousand

here duration

:

ages, jnat as it is said that lie

in Scriptural expression,
trine.

after creation

there is no God,

is icith the

a thousand years as one day

Paul

the Lofty One that inhahlteth

variations are very sublime on the idea of duration

lost in timelessness, before

am

]yi},

that

is,

of past

Eternal

Now.

GOD.
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accept this doctrine of

God

only one that

the mind.

satisfies

in all its incoraprehensibleness, as the

TIio Eternal in Himself

no succession of time any more than
space

He

and, Avhen

;

He knows

created all things, His being remains as

independent of duration as

it

The deepest

thinkers of
all

No
this.

ages have consented to annihilate in

all

that

They have agreed

thought.

locality.

more discussion than

independent of

is

attribute, hoAvever, has given rise to

the Divine essence

knows

circumscription of

we mean by time and

succession of

to speak of a Duratio tota simul, of

an ^ternitas in which fuisse et futurum esse non est sed SOLUM
And the name Jehovah the Name of God and of each of
ESSE.

—

the Three Persons in the
It is utterly vain to
it is

Discussion
otthis

3.

Godhead

— demands and sanctions

equally fruitless either to fight against

Opponents of

this.

attempt to penetrate this abyss of mystery
this truth

or to illustrate

it

:

it.

deny that there can be duration
is succession: both words are

-without succession; but duration

SUOlGCt

equally inappropriate to the Eternal Avho simplj^

successive thinking

is

to destroy

simply arguing from our

finite

to all such objections

subject

this

perfection

;

:

is

the

personality.

its

nature

under conditions of time and space

—which

insist

we cannot

But that

is

cannot think but

— to the Infinite which by the

The
common apology

very definition knows no such

by

They

is.

from a personal being the act and operations of

also that to take

limits.

only answer possible
required everywhere

search out the Divine Being unto

though the perfection in which we are lost allows no
God and no future to rise before Him.

past to recede before

When

the argument takes

another form, and

we

are

speak

to the tenor of Scriptural representations

that

Eternal as having purposes which have been

fulfilled

pointed
of the

and are

in

course of fulfilment, our reply must be cautiously and yet boldly

Heb.

i.

2.

Who made the
phenomena and laws, a reality to
Him Who brought it into being and all its succession unfolds in
His presence as past and present and future. Our only difficulty
is to hold fast the truth that He sustains two relations to time.
As the abiding Eternal One He views it in its place. Himself

mven.
ages.

Time

It

is,

is

with

the creation of the Eternal God,
all its

endless

;

absolutely unconnected with

it.

As

God who works out for
own purposes He beholds,

the

the creature and with the creature His

TEE ATTRIBUTES OF
and controls

directs,
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things as under the law to time.

all

of course a deep mystery to

human thought

:

that

is,

This

is

to conceive

of eternal willing and temporal acting, of a timeless and successionless

plans.

Agent Avorking out and watching the evolution of His
But the mystery, such as it is, is only that of the Incarna-

tion anticipated

We

may

we

and, as

;

we may

receive this,

receive that.
;

and yet

He

inhabits

manifest in the

flesh, so

dare to say that the Eternal inhabits eternity

that in the Son, the Firstborn before every creature,

time

also.

As

in the creation

in the incarnation

God

God

is

manifest in time.

is

ever manifest in His incarnate Son, so

that

:

is

Avill

cease

:

"^^

tion.

things, a mani-

and
Something pertain-

to say, in plain words, eternity

time will henceforward and for ever coexist.
ing to time

^^^

And as God will be for
will He for ever have in

and through His Son, the Vicegerent of created
festation in time

Analogy

change and probation and opj^ortunity.

its

In this sense xpovos ovKeVt eo-rat but in no other sense than this. Eev. x. 6.
4. Illustrations are on this sul)ject of no great value.
And yet Eternity
^"^
they are not utterly worthless. One has just been used, the analogy
;

^

No

with the Incarnation.

Son thinks and
so the Eternal

feels

God

and

exception can be taken to this

acts as a

man

while

still

as the

:

the Eternal God,

thinks and feels and acts amidst the creaturely

The phenomenal universe is a rehearsal of
But in this case the illustration is as unfathom-

conditions of time.

the Incarnation.

able as the thing illustrated.

Other

illustrations are frequently

suggested which involve a disguised Pantheism, and should therefore be steadily avoided.
is

For

instance, Avhcu it

is

said that time

the shadow of eternity, or the element of continuity amidst

changing phenomena, the successional existence of God is made
eternal.
Pantheism asks nothing more than this. There is
indeed a dim and fleeting but an impressive adumbration of the
sublime idea nearer home, in the very constitution of our nature.

An

apocryphal writer has told us that

of His own eternity.

And

God made man

in the

image Ecclus.

the canonical Preacher, after describing

the ordinances and arrangements of time in their season, adds in
a mysterious sentence He hath 7nade cvenithing Icavtiful in his time.

all

:

Also

He

hath

set

eternity in tlieir Jieart,

03.^2
T
•

SO

that

no

man

;

]r\^

-T

can find out the uork that God

ike beginning to the end.

The thought

S'lyn
T

Slii
VI

v:orkctli

from

T

or the instinct or the

"i« 11-
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desire of eternity for ever points the

worker in time

to

an un-

Man

fathomable mystery of the Divine purpose beyond time.

knows or

ho

feels that

is

linked with eternity and surrounded

by

This deep mystery in his inmost soul gives him desires and

it.

anticipations that transcend time

sense of

and

raises

him above

of

lost, in

what time

From

all limitation.

however, he evermore awakes

ment

Sometimes

this

and his contemplation of

hilate the succession of his thoughts,

God

space.

or of the eternal seems for a season to anni-

tlie infinite

will be

this sublime ecstasy,

but not Avithout a dim presenti-

;

when

it is

swallowed up, without being

the abyss of eternity.

THE SELFSUFFICIENCY OF GOD.

Selfsuffi-

ciency.

No .notion
ing and in

God is more important in its meanHe is selfsufficient, or that of His

can form of

\<.-e

than that

its issues

necessary eternal avTapKeia.

Causa

SuL

1.

We

own

use our

words when we say that

feeble

who

thought that the Being

sity of

is

should be Himself an eternal necessity.
cause and their end in
of Himself.

He

is

unconditioned and
Ex.iii.l4.

Jehovah,
us to One

I

Him He
:

10.

there teas

Essential Existence

:

He

a neces-

existence

All things have their

the one, sole, selforiginated, independent,

Being.

absolute

am, again comes

His own cause

all

can have no cause nor end out

in.
;

The

Here the eternal name
idea of causation carries

but cannot go behind

a very loose employment of the term to add that
Is. xliii.

it is

the ground of

He

simply, purely, and eternally

It is

that.

is

Causa Sui,
Before

IS.

Me

To all the best thoughts and instincts of
He may say Ye are even My witnesses, Is there
I am the First, and I am the last, and beside Me

no God formed !

Is. xliv. 8.

our created nature

Is. xliv. 6.

a God beside

Me ?

God !
Although

:

there is no

AU

Possi-

bilities.

2.

name

this

immanent and absolute

attribute

shuts out the creature, and points to a Being

nothing to complement or complete His perfection,
implies that in the infinity of His resources are
bilities

and

potentialities

it

its

very

needs

nevertheless

all

of the created universe.

by

"V^^io

the possi-

When we

exchange the terms Necessary, Independent, Selfexistent, for that
of AUsufficient,

we begin

to think of the eternal resources that

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
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are in the Deity; of His eternal power and Godhead.

The word Ecm.L20

Nothing vanishes before both His essence and His power. His
sufficiency knows no limit but what He Himself by word or act
assigns to

may

Of an

it.

eternal creation

we

dare not think

speak of the eternal possibilities of creation

From

hereafter.

the creation of the

been clearly seen, being understood

world His

from

:

of

;

but

we

which more

invisible things

the things tluit are

have

made:

these postulate an infinity of the invisible things behind.
3. By selfsufficiency we understand all that philosophy means
by the notions of the Absolute and the Unconditioned. Xo relation in which the Supreme may place Himself He only becomes
the Supreme by relation throws any limitation around His

—

—

being.

No

relation

is

needful.

that

all

have
the

literally

a necessary relation

is

Some

The
Absolute.

:

in saying this

we say

current definitions of the Absolute

The philosophy which admits

no meaning.

that

cannot comprehend the Infinite, yet asserts that the

finite

Infinite cannot be a Person, cannot be conscious of a self, because
it

cannot have an object over against

sophy

falsely so called.

Atheism.

It has never

It

must

itself as subject, is philo-

issue either in

been proved,

it

Pantheism or in

can never be j^roved, that

selfconsciousness necessarily implies consciousness of something

not

self.

Even granted

that

it is

so in the creature, the leap in the

inference from the creature to the Creator
is

certainly unscriptural.

in eternity

and

in time.

is

as unreasonable as it

The Divine I and Thou are heard both
But this leads to the next consideration.

The selfsufficiency of the Eternal is not fully acknowledged
unless we bear in mind that within the dread sphere of His being
there is a plurality of Persons.
The personal Subsistences in the
Godhead are eternally related to each other and this of itself
banishes the term Unconditioned.
The distinction of I and Thou
4.

:

goes up to and enters the original Fountain of

life.

And

here

emerges the central and most glorious application of the term allsufficiency.
The Infinite Being is not the vast and unrelieved

monotony

of existence that Pantheistic m)'sticism defined as the

abstract Nothing.

It lias in it infinite life, and, if

be lawful, infinite variety of

such lant^ua^-e

mutual knowledge, love,
and communion of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. It

was

so

— to

use

life,

human words

in the

—before the

creature existed

;

and

The
Interior
Trinitv.
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now that the creature exists to this our Lord bears
when He says, As Thou, Father, art in Me, and lin Thee!
And when He adds that they also may he one in us, He raises our
minds to the thought that the communion of the creature with
the Creator is the reflection in time of that communion which
subsists among the Persons of the Godhead in eternity.
5. Here, then, we locate the attributes which, when creatures
begin to exist to name them, we call Majesty and Blessedness.
By the former we ascril)e to Deity the glory of perfections which
it

Johnxvii.
21.

Majesty

and
Blessedness.

GOD.

is

so

;

witness

are essentially above the creaturely excellence
at the summit, but above

by

his very

ascribe

to

all

Who

;

not placing

:

By

name

cries,

Him

the most absolute freedom from

is like

God 1

unto

impair well-being and the infinity of that which by

Kom
5.

tion

makes the creature

ever! expresses both,

Him

as Michael, the highest creature,

blessed.

JFho

all

its

over all,

is

the latter

we

that can

communica-

God

blessed for

assigning most emphatically both to the

Second Person in the Unity of the Three.

THE IMMUTABILITY OF GOD.

Immutability.

After what has been said few words are necessary on the un-

The Word

changeableness of the Divine essence.

few references to

it

save as

it is

of

God makes
name its

implied in the eternal

:

allusions to the subject are generally connected with the steadfast

perpetuity of the Divine counsels, and will be considered

But there are some points of

where.

arising out of it for

Being and
Phenomena.

1.

which

theological

else-

importance

this is the appropriate place.

There are sublime passages which

lift

our contemplation to

the thought of the unchangeableness of the Eternal as contrasted

with the fleeting phenomena of the universe ; and therefore must

be interpreted of the absolute Divine essence.

These combine

God

in their glorious

the infinity, eternity, and immutability of
aggregate.

twofold

:

One only need be

first,

that

it

quoted, the peculiarity of which is
most expressly marks the beginning or the

very earliest foundations of
that

Heb.

i. 10,
11, 12.

it is

to the

Son of God

leginning

all

created

phenomena ; and, secondly,
New and assigned

quoted from the Old Testament in the

luist

Vfh.o

became incarnate.

laid the foundation of the earth ;

Thou, Lord, in the

and

the heavens are

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
the

u-(yrlcs

They

of Thine hands.

shall perish, hut

And

they all shall ivax old as doth a garment.

fold them up and they sJmll be changed

Thy

;
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Thou remaincst ; and

as a vesture shalt

Thou

hut

Thou

art the same,

and

years shall not fail.

This attribute excludes

2.

change.

God

being,

all

process of becoming, or devoloi>

meant by change, or the possibility of
In His essence and in all the attributes of His essential

ment, and whatever

predicated

is for

is

the two, becomes what

by the Divine

will

And

for ever.

And

ever the same.

any creature, Avhether

:

if

:

of

Him

No

De-

"^slopment

alone can this be

a union ot

spirit or matter, or

and reaches a fixed state only
indeed development does not belong to it
it

was

not,

the interior mystery of the Triune Personality

does not affect this truth, which

is

consistent with an eternal

generation of the Son, and procession of the Spirit, in the interior
essence of Deity.

In the incomprehensibility of the Divine nature, this

3.

bute

is

when

also to

it is

attri-

Xot Im-

be reconciled with unbounded activity or mobility

mobility.

brought into relation to the creature

and, in relation

;

to the moral creature, with the changeable manifestation of an

As to the former, more will be said on the
Freedom of the Creator; and, as to the latter, we meet the
immutability of the Moral Governor in His Fidelity to His own
fixed decrees, whether of judgment or of mercy.
That philoeternal purpose.

sophical theology which loses the personal

Absolute has greatly erred in

its

God

in the abstract

As

conception of this attribute.

the Eternal conducts the creaturely universe through an economy
of time, in which His eternity

is reflected,

so also

He

conducts

it

through an economy of change, behind and below and above the
variations of which

Argument
submit to
4.

is

He

can say

:

utterly useless here.

/

a7n Jehovah,

I

change

not.

It is the highest reason to

antinomy or paradox.
no process of development in the essence of

there

is

must be remembered that the profoundest and
most awful mystery of the Faith proclaims an evolution of the
the Godhead,

it

.

Divine nature as manifested in redemption.

WHAT

to the essential
I

iii.

6.

this necessary

Though

more

Mai.

I

AM that

I

return

BE,

am means

and forbids our limiting

in

and

Iiicarnajjyjj

once

also I

am

any way the
of Divine manifestation as exhibited in the Media-

WILL TO

possibilities

Name,

To

Imnuitability

Ex.

iii.

14.
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torial Trinity,

Heb.

xiii.

and

yesterday,
Phil.

ii.

and

Con-

especially in the exinanition of the Son.

cerning Him, Jehovah-Jesus,
to-day,

and for

it

is

said

that

form of a

the

is

Same

But He emptied Himself before

ever.

8.

lie took upon Ilim the

He

servant

Incarnation, or in the Incarnation, the

He changed

:

mode

before the

of His existence and

surrendered the glory of attributes which were nevertheless im-

The unchangeableness of the Divine nature is not
by this though no created intelligence can fathom
The eternal generation of the Son becomes another
the secret.
generation in time This day have I begotten Thee in human nature
was said to Him in His human existence of Whom in His Divine
mutably His.

affected even

;

:

Psalm

ii.

eternity

My Son /

said Thoii art

it is

The

THE PERFECTION OF GOD.

Perfection
of

God.

"We sum up

Nature

perfection

is

own

Avhen in our

all

As God

Perfect.

is

is

the perfection of

summates and harmonizes

speech

we

say that the Divine

the Being of beings, His supreme

This attribute con-

all perfections.

all

the rest

representing, as

;

it

were,

the undivided glory of the several rays of the Divine character.

The

perfection

we

reverently

ascribe

to

God

is

unique and

employs the term in a sense applicable to no other being. It is
absolute, not relative ; it is one, and not the result of the combination of qualities ; it is necessary, and excludes the possibiUty

supreme and immutable, not the

finish of a

of defect;

it

is

process

is

the ground and standard and source of

;

it

By

perfection.

these poor sentences

essential difference

all

its

other

But the importance of

this attribute is

use as a reverent defence of the adorable nature from

that Avould dishonour

systems.

all

labour to express the

between the perfectness of God and the per-

fectness of the creature.

found in

we

it

If Ave sacrifice

in our thoughts or in our theological

any one attribute

derogate from the perfection of

God Who

is

to

any other we

the Being in

Whom

supreme existence and manifestation. As
it belongs essentially to God in Himself, so it impresses its stamp
on all the Divine works, and must give the law to all our theoHoly Scripture, which dwells so
logical views of His character.
every attribute has

much on

its

the absolute perfections of the Godhead, does not often,

TRE ATTRIBUTES OF
perhaps never does,

Him

call

in

needs no assertion, nor does

it

passage in Avhich the attribute
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His eternal essence perfect. This
need demonstration. The only
given

is

Him

is

one of the very

few instances in which the Incarnate Son assigns anything like
a

His Father and our Father

specific character to

perfect, even as your

Father Which

is in

heaven

is

Be

:

ye tlierefore

Matt.

v.

^^•

perfect.

OBSERVATIONS.

Observations.

we

Before leaving this class of Divine essential perfections,

must impress upon our minds the following observations
1. They are all and alike incomprehensible and unfathomable,
Unsearch
though each conveys a definite notion both to reason and to faith ableness
:

or rather to that

consummate reason which

out these absolute attributes

Whom

we

with more than

being

and of

;

Here,

Ideas,

God

We

Ave

which

move

we

are utterly baffled.

art

a

the

in

more

is

strive to

We

speak of

immensity or spacelessness, immutability

Isa. siv.

^^'

pas-

we

use certain terms, but Avhen

shape them into concepts
infinity, eternity,

of thought

needs say,

Thou

Verily

:

anywhere,

if

region of pure thought; and
sive than active.

Him we must

prophet's meaning

the

hidest Thyself.

tliat

In studying

is faith.

are in the presence of a

strive to think of as existing in the awful solitude of

His own essential

God

we

but

;

our words return upon us without the exact ideas they define.

By no possibility

can

we grasp

glory of our created intellect

that

we

still

and true
bo

:

And

yet

a Being of

is

Whom

our faith

is

;

all this

our reason

;

for Ave

argument leads

for every

such a Being must be.

from our OAvn

This

finiteness, Avhich

negation of the Infinite

:

the

is

sound

may and must

believe in the

Our

destructible convictions of our consciousness of God.
is

it is

persist in believing that our ideas of Deity are

that there

Our reason

said.

their meaning.

— stamped with the image of God —
in-

faith

to the conclusion that

the valid inference Ave deduce

is strictly

speaking nothing but a

not the converse.

Our very

idea of

limitation implies an Unlimited Avith Avhich Ave compare ourselves.

Every thought of

finite

perfection

other meaning can these Avords have

2.

:

Avliat

imperfection implies a standard of infinite

But, Avhenevcr Ave think of

VOL.

I.

God

X

?

as the perfection of Avhat in

Their
Truth.

GOD.
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Personal
Attri-

ourselves

of

butes.

Him

is

imperfect,

may be

though

it

that

springs very

it

we think

as persons,

Here we

as a Personal Being.

said that the difficulty

much from

and must needs think

find a special difficulty
is

All

the poverty of our words.

these attributes of the eternal essence of

tenns that are not very appropriate as

:

self-created, or rather

God

are described

by

personal

referred 'to

Thus when we speak of the immensity or of the immutGod we are applying language derived from
the relations of material things to One "Who is a pure spirit and

spirit.

abilit}^

of the eternal

;

the impropriety of the terms reflects

its difficulty

on the doctrine.

The material notion inhering suggests the thought of a

vast

monotonous essence extending beyond all limit that we can
If we
assign, and undergoing no process of living development.
change the terms

The
Absolute
versus
Personality.

we

get rid of this anomaly.

God

is

a Personal

and eternal, ever the same in His nature and
mode of being, and not thinking or acting of necessity under the
Reference has been again and
limitations of time and space.
again made to the difficulties of speculation "which wonders at
the idea of the Absolute or Infinite being defined oflF from all that
Spirit, infinite

is

not Himself by personality

to the

finite

Theology at
renounce

Thou

but without the Infinite I speaking

God and no

religion.

must either
and abdicate, or accept a personal God, of AMiom

least should

itself

;

there can be no science of

have no

difficulty here.

It

these absolute attributes are to be predicated only as they are

made

consistent with His

personality.

The vain attempt

to

an impersonal Absolute with a personal thinker about
though all philosophy worthy of
it must be left to philosophy
The c{uestion will for
the name rejects and disdains the task.
ever return upon it How can personality, conscious of itself and
of its origin from something not itself, spring from impersonality 1
reconcile

;

:

Belonging
to Three
Persons.

Hob.

i.

2,

lOjxiii.
8.

Once more, it is an observable fact that this class of attriwhich we predicate of the absolute Deity, as yet unrelated
to any creature, is brought into very express and clear connection
with the Triune God as such. It has been seen, and we need
3.

butes,

now

only to impress the fact again, that the Scriptures plainly

declare the Personal Son to be eternal

and immutable

;

and the

Third Person to be an eternal spiritual essence, the Holy Spirit
To us there is no Deity but the Triune; and
preeminently.
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these absolute attributes are predicated of all that

would be hardly too much
distinctly referred to the

Spirit as to the Son.

Son

No

is in

God.

to say that they are as often

as to the Father,

and

It

and as

to the

Holy

one can carefully read the Scriptures

without seeing that the supreme Name which binds this class of
primary perfections into one is given to the Three Persons dis-

—

and in their unity. The one Jehovah the Eternal,
Immutable Spirit is the Three-one God. Proofs have
already been given of this most fundamental truth, on whicli
And, in
hangs the whole fabric of the Christian revelation.
harmony with it, we have done well to study the doctrine of the
Trinity before entering on that of the Divine attributes.
4. They are the basis on which rest, or the source from whicli
spring, all our other ascriptions to the Divine Being as related to
tinctively

—

Infinite,

In other words, the perfections to which we next

the universe.

pass aro these in another form and application
fections,

:

Basis of
other

^^^

butes"

not other per-

but the same as exhibited towards the creature.

In

dwelling upon the attributes of the Divine essence, as they are

brought within the range of their

be remembered that the

must always
immanent, incomprehensible

finite operation, it

essential,

prerogatives form the awful background of every representation.

and works a human
by what is called anthropomorphic language. He
speaks AS A MAN, or adopts creature ly language His eternal and
infinite nature is behind as the standard and regulator of all
a
If the Divine Being gives His character

exhibition

—

if,

—

:

truth of boundless importance, too often forgotten,

ATTRIBUTES RELATED TO THE CREATURE.

The

attributes which connect the

Supreme Being with
new names

the created universe, or which derive their

and ai)plicatious from that connection, are such as may be
understood by the terms Freedom, Omnipotence, Omnipresence, Omniscience, Wisdom, and Goodness. To blend

them

all in

one proposition

:

Tlie

everywhere operative,

is

God

of the universe

is

a

unbounded power, which is
guided by infinite knowledge,
X 2

Bclf-determining Agent, using

Relative
Attribates.
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displayed in perfect wisdom,
failing benevolence.

under the law of nevermust be remembered that, while

It

and excluding nothing that may be regarded
as belonging to the perfections of the Supreme revealed
in His works, we keep as yet out of view the modifications
of some of these attributes, especially of the first and last,
including

all

God

Avhich are introduced in the relation of

to moral

agents in probation as such.

^^^^

Freedom.

We

cannot

joass

FREEDOM OF GOD.

from the absolute God to the God of the

homage

universe Avithout paying our

Divine

God
Will in

f^

1

Avill

exists at

This

all.

is

why

of the

anything not

.....

the anti-Pantheistic attribute.

When we ascribe to God a will, we

1.

Freedom

the

to

as assigning the sufficient reason

beirin at once, as

we have

not done before, to study His spiritual nature in the light of our

Whatever

own, as created after His image.

else Ave

regard as

an intelligent sjiirit, Ave cannot exclude from it
self-determination, implying a faculty of willing or deciding its
fharacteristic of

own

course of conduct, the exercise of the will as expressed

purpose, and the result in
Eplies.

i.

^^-

God

to

in

one saying of the Apostle

the counsel of

His

oicn

icill,

:

JVho uvrketh

where we have the
St.

Paul makes

all things after

deXrjfxa,

exercise, the /JovXi?, or determination of that will,

as the act of the ivepyovvTos.

by

These are summed up and assigned

act.

all

or will in

and the

issue

things absolutely

the result of this will in the Deity, and he only sums up in one

remarkable expression the unanimous testimonies of
It is important to

remember

that

we speak

all

Scripture.

here of a will in

God

in the strictest sense of the term, not including the other attri-

butes of
it

Freedom
"^

w'l/"^

:

God which may

be more or

less closely

connected with

such as His power and His complacency or love.
2.

proof.

The freedom

of the Divine will

might seem to need no
it were the

But, in regard to an attribute which forms as

link between the absolute perfections

and the perfections related to
It means

the creature, this needs to be correctly understood.
that the reason of the purpose

and

act of

God

going towards the
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creature
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:

the will indeed

is

in

the necessity of His essence, like the attributes already considered,

but

We may

under no necessity.

it is itself

freedom in the eternal essence which
of an absolute necessity which

God

times said that
sion which

wills

and

think indeed of a

absolute necessity

Himself necessarily.

in a sense will its

A perfect spirit
own

So

perfect freedom.

is

This

capable of a sound interpretation

is

will includes complacency.
will,

is

perfection

;

is

it is

must have a
but

it is

and

an expres-

but only

;

;

some-

if

the

perfect

not, strictly

God wills Himself than to say
He is His own cause or Causa Sui.
Though the cause of all things not God is to be sought in

speaking, more true to say that

that
3.

His

purpose of the Holy Trinity as an

free will, in the eternal

we

absolute essence,

Requires
the
Creature.

cannot even speak of the freedom of that

will Avithout descending at once into the creaturely universe, the

result of His free volition.

no necessity to create what

The

existence of all things according to the infinite variety of

their constitution, in parts

freedom of the Divine
nature
4.

There could be no necessity to create ;
is created ; no necessity to uphold.

is

and

as a whole, is a display of the

The necessity of the laws of

Artificer.

the freedom of the

God

Although the relation of

of nature.

this attribute to

moral beings will

have to be considered again hereafter when the Divine perfections
are viewed in the light of redemption, yet it is right to view it
the moral government of God over His
Here once more we must observe that absoperfect freedom
and we cannot conceive other-

here in relation to
creatures as such.
lute necessity is

wise than that

;

all

intelligent beings are created

tion of obedience to a law of holiness.

expression of His holy nature.

goodness

which
that

is

all

is

under the obliga-

His moral

will is the free

The ground of our

obligation to

simply the ground of our obligation to obt-y that will

God

lliniseU".

But wc dare not say with equal confidence

moral intelligences are created by a free necessity which

must make them probationary

beings.

Here comes

in the liberty

of the Divine will in another and more unrestricted sense.
has pleased

Him

to

make His

creatures free

;

and

to

ultimate destiny on the right use of freedom.
follows that, in the mystery of the eternal will,

its

It

suspend their

From this
own liberty

it

is

JNIoral

Goverumeut.
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bound up with that of the creatures. As it is no disparagement
to the Divine power tliat it cannot do what cannot be done, nor
to the Divine Omniscience that it knows contingent things as
contingent, so

it is

Divine will that

not inconsistent with the absoluteness of the

its

decrees are sometimes adapted to the con-

ditionality of events.
is
is

entire Scripture proclaims this

the history of
Tim.

ii.

4.

all

it

may seem

to

what

God, the freedom of the supreme will

linked with conditional events, and

The
1

However derogatory

called the Sovereignty of

conditional with them.

is

from beginning

to end,

men

the dealings of Heaven with

and

confirms

it.

That God, Who tc'dl have all men to be saved and to come unto the
bwwledge of the truth, nevertheless does not actually save all men.
Probation would cease to be probation were not the freedom of
the Divine will adjusted to the freedom of the human. False views
of the absolute and unconditioned pervade the philosophy of
religion

The Free-

dom

of
Eight-

eousness.

0.

universe
that

;

and they are nowhere more obnoxious than

God

Lastly, this attribute of
is

the attribute of a perfect Being

what would be contrary

here.

as presiding over the creaturely
;

and we may be sure

to morality in onr

own

use of the

imputed to the Author of our nature. It
is possible to make the Divine freedom conflict with some other
equally necessary attributes which we have yet to mention. His

will ought never to be

liberty cannot be

their necessity.

His creatures' bondage His freedom cannot be
There is a sense in which absolute sovereignty
:

God is not only consistent with His perfection, but essential to
He is free to appoint the conditions and circumstances of the
probation of every human or intelligent being to reveal when

in
it.

;

He

what measures, His hidden purposes, or
His decretive will, or good pleasure, as distinguished from His
His preceptive will itself is under
preceptive will or command.
the government of freedom positive precepts may be given or
withheld, may be appointed and withdrawn, may be modified or
But the freedom of God canrelaxed, or suppressed altogether.
not decree the unconditional misery of any creature that He has
will,

and according

to

:

formed, even for the manifestation or supposed manifestation of

what may be
Pantheism.

6.

called the glory of

His

justice.

Finally, leaving these reflections,

stage, let us return to the

which belong to a

more immediate

later

application of this
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It is placed first in tlie order of perfections

attribute.

connote the created universe because

Without

order of our thought.

universe has no meaning.

it

it is really

the

the formula

first

which

Christian

in the

Panthe-

God and

the

from the

It translates the Eternal

region of abstract necessity and uniformity of existence into

accounts for

all

It

things as they have been, as they are, and as they

Before

will be.

tlie

Spirit acting with free intelligence.

reality of a Personal

ism.

it

the Moipa, or Fate, of eternal necessity binding

Pantheism

the universe vanishes.

Before

no personal will
be His creation.

God or in what

either in

Before

it

flies,

which allows

seems, but seems only, to

Avhen rightly interpreted, recedes,

it also,

or ought to recede, every system that

makes the probation of

intelligent creatures only the circuitous evolution of a fixed pur-

pose called the sovereign will of God.

OMNIPOTENCE.

Omnipotence.

The Divine Omnipotence
indeed

follows hard on the Divine

but the expansion of the result of will in

it is

this case its expansion to infinity.

of power to do

all

He

that

formula of the prophet
liath

done whatsoever

to do

;

He

wills to

He
do

:

Avills to

There

is

application to the Deity,

He

that
is

efiect

It is the attribution to

do

;

in

God

according to the simple

;

He

nothing too hard for Thee.

He

hath pleased.
all

Freedom

can do

all

that

He

Potest quod vult, in

does.

He

sound theology

;

though the converse,

specious, can rob us of the indestructible conviction that there is

a connection between events which

As

is

we

call

cause

that there

:

more than mere sequence.

in regard to almost every attribute of God, but in this case

with more than usual distinctness,
finite reflection of

rise to the

causation

is

From

Divine Omnipotence.

exceedingly limited

we

We

the Infinite.

eflects as ourselves their cause.

wc

3.

wills all that

such a power in the nature of things as
is

Ps. cxv.

its

He can, is to be rejected. Proceeding from
this principle, we may dwell on a few important inferences.
1. The omnipotence of God is the ground and secret of all
efficiency, or what we call causality.
No argument, however
that

Jer. xxxii.
17.

wills

:

perceive in ourselves the

are conscious of producing

that,

remembering two

First, the range of

very decisive so far as

things,

our direct

it

extends,

Causality,
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soon reaches

nature

In

term.

its

economy of our spiritual
government of our bodily

interior

tlie

comparatively great

it is

in the

;

in our action upon others it has decreased
and in our action upon external nature it is gone. To
the Supreme there is no limit
uilh God all things are possible
follows, in our Lord's words, with men this is impossible, and may
Whatsoever the Lord pleased, that did
have the largest application.
He in heaven, and in earth, in the seas, and in all deep places.
Jehovah spake and it teas done; He commanded and it stood fast.
Secondly, all power in us is derived from Him He is the absolute
source of all causation. It is not simply that He can do all things
but all things that are done are done by the operation of causes
that owe their efficiency to Him, though in many cases the
efficiency is contrary to His will.
But this leads to another view

constitution less

rapidly

;

;

:

Matt. xix.
26.

Psalm
cxxxv. 6.

Psalm
xxxiii. 9,

:

the necessary limitation or condition

—of the Divine omnipotence.

used
2.

Limitation

?

As

to the display of

the Divine freedom

is

—

Almighty power,

impossible

the impossible

:

so

it

even as

;

It is

tolerate evil.

it is

14.

pmiion

heard of

is

itself

:

sum

Him ! Were

of finite things

Almightiness

which

is

is

to

it

Absolute which

of

Gen.

i.

what

He

Avills.

:

its

man

its

exercise

was

converse

is

is,

that

upon a notion of the
it can have any
accomplishment and thus

God is

for its

equal, so to speak, to the production

Holy Scripture

what

assents to

is

and

tliere

:

really based

light,

act, that

a

equally irrational in

is

everywhere faithful to the original declaration

His

little

To assume

stead.

it is

is

short

fall

how

but

impatient of admitting that

involve the thought that

4,

is

that the Infinite

the full expression of the Divine

is

which requires means

project

tcai/s

confound the faculty with

This error
is

mind

otherwise, the Divine freedom

irrational in relation to

relation to God.

not

because His nature

to bear in

would be gone, and Pantheism reign in
that the

be, if

It is

the actual must always

Lo, these are parts of His

:

and must

cannot accomplish the

impossible

is

may be

inconceivable that His holiness should

more important

Cause can never exhaust
Job xxvi. of the possible

it is

maintained, for ever restricted.

indeed a limitation that omnipotence

makes

such language

if

light.

It

when He

ecj^ually certain,

may be

true in this
:

granted that the will of

wills that it should be so

that

He may

:

Let there he

;

God

but the

will not to act,

and
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infinite varieties of

Nothing

God

identity in
•with

words

is

;

if will

in other respects of
3.

speculations

as

to

wide

as to dishonest or unreal use of

Once more, the wisdom and goodness of the Suprera
Here, then,

is

one more simple and comprehensible

:

difficult to

con-

a twofold range of
the other

;

bringing us to the threshold of unfathomable mystery.

It is

is

limited

by wisdom.

a definite and clear distinction between what

is

not

There

and places

it

is

all

at

under the government of secondary laws which

represent the PoTESTAS ORDINATA.

This distinction between the
supreme and the economical omnipotence of the Creator is im-

many

applications.

It does justice

to the regular,

which occaand indeed no more than exceptions

orderly, uninterrupted process of created things, in
sional interventions are rare,

But it gives room for these interventions in creaand in the miracles which sometimes introduce a new
creation into the old.
The one idea of the Divine Omnipotence
reconciles the two and harmonises with both.
But there is
another aspect of the subject before which the human mind must
bow down in amazement. In the infinite wisdom of God things
contrary to His will in one sense are permitted by His will iu
another.
This loads us up to the original mystery that the
Almighty created beings capable of falling from Him and down
again to the present mystery that omnipotence sustains in being
creatures opposing His authority
and then forward to the same
mystery in its consummate form that omnipotence will preserve
to general rule.

tion

itself,

;

;

in

being, not indeed active

spirits separated

attribute, in

that

it

that

owe

is

Omnipotence.

sometimes called

the POTESTAS ABSOLUTA, or the absolute power that creates

portant in

Conditions of

understand that in the providential ai'rangemeuts of

the universe omnipotent agency

first,

words

circulation.

ditionate His omnipotence.

suggestion

the

and act.
Such speculations simply trifle
means will and act means act, they fall to the

of will

The same remark

ground.
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gained by transcendental

is

GOD.

from Himself.

rebels

His authority, but
solemn peculiarity of this

against

It is the

common with wisdom and

to

it

their origin.

we shall see,
by the creatures

goodness, as

traversed and thwarted, so to speak,

But the same three attributes are
of which more hereafter.

conspicuous in the redeeming economy

:

Potestas

Absoluta

and
Ordiuata.

;u4
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TUE OMNIPRESENCE OF GOD.

Omnipresence.

is no other than His Immensity
and restricted, so to speak, within the
There are three ways in which we may regard this

The Omnipresence

God

of

referred to the creature,
universe.

attribute, as

God everywhere

1.

we

find

everywhere presented in Scripture.

it

the actual presence of the Deity in every part of

It is

Do

created nature.

I

not

lieaven

fill

Present.
Jer. xxiii.

This

one aspect

is

;

and

not extended nor diffused,

24.

is

and

earth ? saith the Lord.

that the Divine Essence, though

it asserts

to be regarded as present to every

portion of the universe, whether more material or more spiritual.

God

is

not present by circumscription of space

;

nor by the occu-

pation of any one locality rather than any other.
in every force or energy of created things

;

from any region of the universe or any act of the
created.

This, with

His absolute,

AU

Pre-

sent to

Him.
Acts

xvii.

28.

2.

all its

is

may

inevitable consequences,

another view of the matter which

Him

be called

speak, natural omnipresence.

or, so to

But there

He is present
He be absent
beings He has

nor can

we may

pro-

which
makes God's omnipresence the presence of every creature to Him.
The relation is rather of the creature to Him than His relation to
fitably take.

In

the creature.

Before His perfect Divinity, not extended but in

we

live,

and move, and have our

being,

its

one and unextended perfection, every creature stands and moves

and runs its course ; every thought is conceived, every word is
It is this aspect of the attribute
spoken, and every deed is done.

Word of God constantly bids us remember.
And there is yet another, which connects it specially

that the

The Pre-

3.

sence of

His Power the Divine omnipotence.

Psahn
cxxxix.

7—12.

ichither shall

Thou

I

I fiee from Thy

art there ; if

take

tJie

Whitlier shall

I make my

preseiue

bed in

?

hell,

I

with

from Thy Spirit ? or
I
ascend
up into lieaven,
If
beJwld, Thou art tJiere.
If
go

wings of the morning, and dwell in the uttermost parts of
Thy hand lead me, and Thy right hand sJiall

the sea ; even there shall

hold me.

This makes the

God

of the universe present wherever

the special operation of His power
as present in the mightiest

and

is.

Thus we may speak of Him

in the gentlest forces of nature,

which no physical science can account for or explain without this
fundamental supposition. Thus also we may speak of His special
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presence in places set apart for the manifestation of His glory or ^®^'
of His grace

The Lord

:

gathered together in

thus also

we

My

is

in this place.

Name,

:

the saints avo

All these must

4.

midst of

or three are

And

th.em.

i

g

IMatt.

and in a ^^^^" ^^•
of the soul that trembles at His Eph. iii.

filled into all the fulness of
l)o

God.

combined in our reverent study of

God

is

in all things

and His energy

is

everywhere

attribute.

Where two
the

believe in a presence peculiar to heaven,

presence in the humble spirit

word

am I in

there

all

;

felt,

things are present to

this

United,

Him

though not everywhere alike

Thus the attribute is protected from Pantheism on the one
hand, and from every limitation of the Divine Essence on the
other.
But this subject will be more fully treated under the next.

felt.

TUE OMNISCIENCE OF GOD.

Oumiscience.

The

God

attribute of Omniscience assigns to

that which in us

the perfection of

knowledge, the intellectual apprehension of

is

things in their truth

His imderstanding

:

is

consider the plain Scriptural presentation of
sary theological distinctions, and

infinite.

it

;

We

must

the collision of omniscience Connected

^^^

generally with certain philosophical notions.

This perfection

I.

omnipresence
evil

and

:

The

the good

:

is

closely allied with that of the Divine

eyes of the

He knows

things are present to Him.

Lord :

hotv

much

Lord are in every j^lace, beholding

the

things as they are, because

all

all

moi'e then the hearts of the children of

What

to

testimony of his senses

Him

man
tells

presence

Hell and destruction are hefwe the Prov. xv.

so far as things present go, gives a

the subject.

Ps. cxlvii.

then our neces-

most simple and

his consciousness

him,

all

^^^lo is a present witness of

is,

men?

This,

^' ^^'

clear vieAv of

and what the

things in the universe are to

All things are naked and Heb. iv.
13.
Jrhom ice have to do. It is the
taking knowledge, or- the marking of the procession of events,
especially in this world the thoughts and conduct of men.
Thus Ezek. xi.
have ye said,
Iwnse of Israel ; for I know the things that come into your
^•
mind, every one of tlicm.
But it leaves that attribute behind when
it includes what is to us the past and the future as well as the
present.
Scripture ascribes to His infinite mind the intuitive,
simultaneous, and perfect knowledge of all that can ever be the
opened unto the eyes of

Him

icith

all.
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object of

Acts XV.

knowledge

embracing in one eternal cognisance the

:

actual, the jiossible, the contingent

Known

:

God

unto

are all

His

18.

vorks from the beginning of the zcorld.
In our apprehension and
interpretation of it, the Divine omniscience is the knowledge of

Fore-

future as future.

the past as past, of the developing present as present, and of the

knowledge.

Particularly, as to the future, it is Foreknowwhich must however be carefully kept distinct from predestination
between these there is no necessary connection.

ledge,

:

Rom.

viii.

29.

ir/iom
the

He

He

did forehnoiv,

image of His Son.

also did predestinate to he conformed to

This foreknowledge of persons extends also

to all events, not only

known from

but to the end of

Prophecy

tion

;

it.

is

the beginning of the world,
a constant element of revela-

and, whereas prediction might be supposed to refer to

certain events of signal importance predetermined in the Divine
counsel, the insight into all futurity
Isa. xli.

23.

Jehovah, confounding the
to

Isa.xlii.O.

is

expressly assigned to God.

false god, cries

:

Shoio the things that are

may hnoio that ye are
His own foreknowledge

come hereafter, that we

hand.
the

He

appeals to

former things are come

they spring forth

very far

off,

I tell

to pass,

and

you of them.

is

:

Behold,

sees the thoughts of

What is wanting in

even to the end of time.

declaration on this subject

the other

I declare ;

neiv things do

He

On

gods.

as absolute

before

men

express

implied in the w'hole current of

testimony concerning the infinity of the Divine understanding,

Isa.

xlvi.

10.

and His inhabiting eternity, and seeing the end from the beginning.
to the past, becoming the past, it is the infallible storing of
the deeds of His creatures in what Ave may call, though Scripture

As

does not, the infinite

memory

And

of God.

this leads to a final

observation, that the attribute of omniscience

is,

for the

most

brought into relation with the Divine moral government, as
a large number of passages might be brought from Scripture to
Indeed, this is the predominant purpose for which this
prove.
part,

perfection
Theological

Im-

portance.

II.

No

is

appealed to throughout revelation.

attribute of

God

place in theology than this

occupies a
of

tlie

more important

critical

Divine omniscience.

Its

systematic presentation in dogmatic systems varies of course with

the systems themselves.

We may reduce

relating respectively to the reality of

all to

two questions,

knowledge generally in God,
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between the Divine foreknowledge and the

to the relation

Divine predestination.

Pantheism, and

1.

theological speculation tinctured with

all

Pantheism, tends to the denial of any knowledge in

man is the intellectual
known by a subject knowing

Knowledge

so called.

an objective thing
the object

in

He

knowledge.

Even when

it.

God
is

of Pantheism cannot

know

Avith

conscious oidy in the consciousness

True

Know-

;

be gathered up the

many

phenomena that

to all

theism.

apprehension of

and that can never be infinite. In fact, there
no personal Being into Avhose one distinct consciousness may

of finite cx'eatures
is

Opposed
to Pan-

between subject and object must be maintained.

But, on any supposition, the
infinite

properly

the subject, as in the knowledge of consciousness,

is

this distinction

an

God

consciousnesses of

creatures

all

are not spiritual they are not

save in finite parcels by the creature.

the fact that the Infinite Creator has

But

made

;

and

ledge in

God.

as

known at all,
we accej^t

as soon as

intelligences reflecting

His own personality, they must become objects to Him the Subject
knowing. The same may be said of all material things. Meanis eternally the Object known to Himself.
And
we have all the elements of the Divine omniscience.
The Predestinarian view of the Christian Faith has required Foreknow

while, the Infinite

thus
2.

the entire removal of any distinction between foreknowledge and
foreordination.

If

from eternity God has foreknown

all

that

is

to

seems hard to separate this from an immutable destiny

be, it

Whatever is foreknown truly must
But granting the imsearchable
mystery that to the Divine mind all processes are already results
we may be bold to say that logically there is no ground for such
appointed for

come

things.

all

—

to pass as it is foreknown.

a conclusion.

It is not the

Divine foreknowledge that conditions

what takes

place,

but what takes place conditions the Divine fore-

knowledge.

We

have seen again and again that the God of

eternity has condescended to be also the
past,

and present, and

men

that to

say that to
also to
cession.

to

do

God

God
God as

future.

there

is

God

of time, with its

Instead of saying with the School-

only an eternal now,

absolute essence there

is

it

were better to

the eternal now, and

as related to the creature there is the process of suc-

Predestination must have

is fo redetermined.

its

rights

:

all

that

God

wills

But what human freedom accomplishes

ledge and
Foreordination.
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God

can only foreknow

The other
St.

:

otherwise freedom

or detenninist view

Augustine says

:

What

"

is

is

is

no longer freedom.

only Pantheism Augustinianised.
prescience but the knowledge of

But what can be future to God, who transcends
all time 1
But of the knowledge God has of things themselves,
they are not to Him future, but present, and consequently it
future things

1

cannot be called prescience but only knowledge."

Pantheism, but only Pantheism could teach
submission

we pay

it.

the union of Infinite

to

Incarnation must be offered to

tlie

and

mystery of our

ledge which, not in words only, but in very deed

The analogy

subjected to finite forms.
Relation
to Predes-

tinarianism.

3.

This

is

not

The same humble
finite in

Infinite
is

the

know-

voluntarily

is perfect.

"We have some theological and philosophical compromises

on this subject which demand brief attention.

The Lutheran divines formulated the whole subject with
wonted skill in analysis. They distinguished in relation to
the objects of the Divine omniscience between His necessary
knowledge of Himself and of all things possible as determined by
Himself, and His free knowledge of all things conditionally
dejiendent on His will the former was the Scientia necessaria
But this
the latter Scientia libera vel visionis.
vel naturalis
left room for another di'/ision, due to the sagacity of the Jesuit
(1.)

their

:

;

Scientia

media.

divines, opponents

of Jansenist Predestinarianism.

termed Scientia media, and

it

Predestinarian theologians.

It

is

all anti-

the Divine knowledge of the

hypothetical or conditional as such
facta

This they

has been generally held by

:

scientia

eorum quae neque

neque futura sunt, sed sub conditionibus quibusdam vel

fuissent vel forent.

distinction as

the Forent

we

is

There

is

not so

sometimes ascribed to

take the

latter,

then

much importance
it.

we have simply

ledge of men's acts on certain conditions

in this

If of the Fuissent

:

and

the foreknow-

that such and such

men will embrace the terms of salvation when presented to them.
If we take the former, we are led to a subtle speculation which
seems to some without much profit in it. When our Lord says,
Matt,

xi.

23, 24.

Capernaum, If the mighty xoiyrlcs which have
had been done in Sodom, it ivould have remained

in His apostrophe to
been done in thee,

until this day, this, if the

Saviour used more than merely figurative

or hypothetical language,

is

an instance of Scientia media, or
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He knew what would have been but
when He goes on to say, It sliall he moi'e tolerable

intermediate knowledge.

never was.
for

but

But,

land of Sodom in the day of judgment than for

tJie

feel that

this

we cannot
may have a

thee,

middle or conditional knowledge

most important influence on the destinies of men. At any rate,
it constitutes a most important element in the Divine omniscience.
(2.) The Socinians, on the other hand, boldly denied that free
or contingent acts can be

known

beforehand, or

known

at all as

Prescience

and Contingency.

They were misled by a

such.

false analog}'

with the omnipotence

God as He does not accomplish all that He could accomplish,
He voluntarily wills not to know what is contingent in other
words, He knows things knowable as He performs things possible.
Here we see the importance of the distinction already introduced
between the absolute attributes of God and the same attributes as
of

:

so

:

:

related to the creature.

doing what
all

He

will

;

The Divine

allsufficiency is the

the Divine omnii^otence

is

power of

the power to do

that His creation and sustentation of the universe demands,

and no more.
ledge

So the Divine eternity embraces in perfect knowis, or may be ; but the Divine omniscience

that has been,

all

knows according to the conditions of time, and all things future
what we call contingent. The free acts of His creatures are
known to Him as certain though He foreknows them as free and
not as dependent on His own will. Nothing can be imagined
more derogatory to the perfection of God than that He should be
made ignorant of contingent events. To Him they cannot be
as

contingent

notion

is

:

contingency

altogether a creaturely term.

is

incompatible with any foreknowledge of

for in a certain sense every one of

shortsighted

man

can be

all

them

is

human

contingent.

The
acts

Even

but certain of some contingent events

lying in the immediate future.

In

God

the

memory

of the past,

the vision of the present, the prescience of the future, are alike
perfect

:

the very fact of creation involves

all this.

THE WISDOM OF GOD.

No

more abundantly ascribed to the God of the
universe tlian Wisdom.
This, in human afl'airs, is intimately
connected with knowledge in man there can be no wisdom withattribute

is

:

out knowledge, though there

may

be knowledge without wisdom.

Wisdom.
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The analogy
wise,

who

is

only a faint one

:

we may

yet

knowledge with

applies His infinite

speak of God only

infinite skill to the

accomplishment of the highest ends by the best means.

Human
Wisdom.

The analogy of the human artificer wisely adapting his
must not be pressed too far. The human agent has
means at his disposal which he prudently uses to help his own
weakness, and the highest skill is shown in achieving the greatest
But in the case of the
results by the smallest instrumentality.
Supreme both the end and the means are created and, while a
final cause must be assumed for all, every arrangement in nature
is a final end with reference to some most important purpose.
The means are ends while the ends are means. The fundamental
objection urged by many Christian philosophers against this attribute falls aAvay when this is steadfastly remembered. It can
1.

resources

;

never be said of this or that particular law of nature that

it is

used by the Supreme for the accomplishment of a certain purpose
it

is

final

itself,

whatever

it

may

end of some kind.

be, a display of

:

omnipotence and a

That ten thousand times ten thousand

ends converge to one supreme and ultimate purpose displays

The
Divine
Artificer.

wisdom indeed, but not the weakness and patience of wisdom
humanly so called. As the attribute is sometimes described, some
ground is given for the assault of a philosophy which counts it
derogatory to the Supreme to have need of means. Every, the
slightest, part of the infinite economy of means is a display of the
Divine glorj', and as such cannot be degraded to the level of mere
There is no experiment in the wisdom of God.
expedient.
2. The Word of God abounds in every possible strain of expatiation on the wisdom of God in the construction of the universe,
Whatever
in its variety of adaptations to intelligent creatures.
objection we may instinctively feel to making the Omnijiotent a
skilful

.Job xii.
\2, 13.

jnth

artificer.

the

This, true of
strength,

His own

Word

ancient is wisdom,

He

man,

is

delights in the representation.

and in

applied to

length of days understanding.

God

:

JFith

hath counsel and understanding.

Him

is tcisdom and
Very much of the

Jehovah in the Old Testament is only a variation in the
theme
Lord, Jwiv manifold are Thy icorks / in uisdom hast Thou
made them all : the earth is full of Thy ridies. But if we note care-

praise of
:

Ps.cir.24.

fully,

we

shall find that it is

everywhere taken for granted that
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adjustment of means to ends

like tlie

than the evolution of an

ends

infinite series of

all

is

no other

expanding and

converging to an ulterior and perfect end in eternity.
3.
is

In the

Hence, while in the Old Testament the economy of nature

the sphere of the Divine wisdom, in the

of grace in which

most gloriously

it

New

it is

the

'^^^^

economy

'

In the provisions of

reigns.

redemption for the accomplishment of His supreme end we have
the loisdom of God in a

mysteiij, even the

Here

ordained before the world begem.

sense

:

the very foolishness of God

is

wisdom

wiser than men.

studied in the light of the Cross, puts on
It is

now

that,

but

'

hidden wisdom which God

is

its

in the deepest

The

attribute,

{q

jjj'_

iCur.ii. 7.
Cor.

1

25.

highest perfection.

beyond the adjustment of means to an end it is
more than that. It is the infinite knowledge of the abysses of His own Triune Being, and of the possi
far

it is

:

infinitely

bilities of reconciliation

with the sinner through the resources of

His own essence, brought into exhibition in a counsel of

infinite

Hence this attribute has given its name both to the
Gospel and to the Lord of the Gospel Christ, the power of God and
Here, however, we are going beyond the strict
the wisdom of God.
limits of the present class of attributes
and further enlargement
on this subject must be postponed.
wisdom.

:

Cor.

1

i.

ii.

2-;
6, 7

;

THE GOODNESS OF GOD.
Goodness, as the

last of this series of attributes, expresses the

Divine sentiment which wills the good of
1.

Him

It is not

Goodnc-ss.

all

creatures as such.

His excellence in Himself, which

in other forms

;

is

Benc-

ascribed to

but His benevolence in willing good and

volenco.

His beneficence in doing good to every work of His hands in
The Fountain of life is thei fountain also of loving-

need of both.
kindness

:

The earth

mercies are over all

is

full of the goodness of the Lord.

His

works.

It is

no

less

Jlis temier

than a law of the

Divine nature to make the universe minister to the happiness of
its inhabitants, and to comn\unicate happiness to all creatures
capable of

it.

Tliis

is

demandi-d by the ascription of goodness

God as a perfection of His
To this relation we now
guided by the

VOL.

I.

Word

nature in

its

limit ourselves

;

and may boldly

of God, that His diffusive goodness

Y

to

relation to the creature.

is

say,

every-

Ps. xxxiii.
x^

^'
,

X s.cxlv. 9.
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where
that

As

illustrated in creation as such.

He had

made, and, behold,

it

such God saw everything

good

teas very

in all things,

:

was the happiness that responded

included, there

man

to His bene-

ficent design in the original creation.

Existence
of Evil.

2.

Here we might pause,

as Ave are treating of the

difficulty arises

The goodness

that evil exists.

Divine per-

But the tremendous

fections related to the created universe.

of

God

is

the

most directly confronts not His love,
which does not emerge in its glory from the ground of His lovingkindness until sin already exists not His holiness, which likewise implies the existence of what He for ever rejects not His
attribute Avhicli this fact

:

;

;

wisdom, which has

its

grandest illustration in

its

making

evil sub-

But it is for ever argued that a Creatoi'
of unbounded benevolence and power must, or might, or ought to
There are only two
have prevented the origination of evil.
servient to His designs.

Either the desperate

possible solutions of this profound difficulty.

God

expedient must be adopted of renouncing a Supreme
gether

a solution this which

:

solves nothing but dissolves

God

Himself,

is

all.

really

no solution,

Or, accepting the testimonj of

we must bow down before an unfathomable

mystery,

and seek our refuge in the harmony of the Divine attributes.
this subject more will be said in the next department of the
fections of

alto-

for atheism

God, now waiting to be revealed

;

as also

On
per-

when the

doctrine of Sin comes formally before us.

Compromises.

.3.

Meanwhile,

their strength
Evil not

good
Disguised.

it

may be

well to consider briefly

some com-

promises or palliatives which are current, and, after considering

(1.)

So

and weakness, make a few closing

impress the following considerations.
reject every theory that

makes

evil

First,

and

the manifestation of Divine goodness

unsearchable mystery of opposition.

:

entertained, but has been defended

Some have gone

so far as to

is

:

to

to that goodness evil is an
It

might seem impossible
:

by very

it

has not only been

plausible arguments.

deny the objective

reality of evil,

and

They make it the necessary form of
which, created by Divine power guided by bene-

even of sin the cause of
limited nature

enough to

we must be bold

development a form of

its

that such a notion should be entertained

volence,

reflections.

far as concerns our present subject, it is

it.

under a law of development through sin and guilt and
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a predestined perfection that will leave

evil to

wandering behind,

stages

all

of

up in the eternal realisation of the
The final end of the creation being the

s^svallowed

Divine good pleasure.
happiness of being,

we

bound

are

to believe

—they

we

that what

tell

us

—that a

and misery
should subserve in this best possible universe the purposes of His
goodness more fully than a world without misery could have
Perfect Creator has so ordered

But the

done.

who hold

sufficient

it

answer to

the Bible in their hands

thing that

God

all this is

—that

who

it

had not

no argument for the unsaved portion of the

Xor does

(2.)

it

much

it

are ultimatelj' delivered from sin the

process will result in greater hapi^iness than if
this is

abominable

Moreover, supposing

element in the display of His goodness.
granted that for those

—for those at least

sin is the

be a designed and appointed

It cannot

hateth.

call sin

help us

when

existed,

race.

Predestinarian divines,

abhorring this method of vindication, set up another very

much

which they condemn. They tell us that the Divine
the only end of creation, and NOT the happiness of the

like that

glory

is

creature

:

They

'

afiirm, consistently, that sin

permitted in order that the justice of

known

"

instead of saying, as they ought, the Divine glory IN

the happiness of the creature.
is

Evil for

theUivine

God might be made

punishment, and His grace in

its pardon and
But we venture boldl}^ to affirm by anticipation that
both the justice and the grace of the Eternal are alike, so to speak,
sublapsarian in their relation to sin.
These attributes were not
to be illustrated by the permission of evil ; but, evil being per-

in

its

removal.

mitted, are illustrated in contending with
alike

When we

it.

all

say

evil being permitted, we must alike confess that an abso-

lute solution is not

by the

be found.

finite creature to

But we

cannot agree to relieve the difficulty by regarding sin as either
permitted or ordained to glorify God.
forgotten that there

is

Moreover,

something inherently

it

must not be

selfish in this argu-

ment, in whatever form put.

It leaves out of view the inferior
and all their innumerable calamities
calamities suflered also on account of the sin of man.
(3.) Meanwhile, we must submit to the clear and tranquil teach-

races

of

the

creature,

ing of Scripture that

tlie

Divine benevolence

festatious controlling the evil of sin

Y

2

:

is

this is the

in all its mani-

law of

all

His

Evil controlled.
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Not indeed

dispensations.

ever; not that

He

that

He

purposes to abolish

has so controlled

it

universe as to save the fallen spirits from

it

for

in other parts of the

We

it.

have only to

do with our own province of the created universe; and

for our-

we know that the lovingkindness of God is still over all
His works. He maketh His sun to rise on the evil and on the good
selves

Matt. V.
45.

both His natural sun, as the symbol of His universal benevolence,

and His

spiritual Sun, the

history of this world

is

The

Friend of publicans and sinners.

the history of unwearied benevolence for

ever bringing good out of

However

evil.

perilous

it

may

be to

speak of the ultimate happiness of the universe being heightened

by the remembrance
it is

of the evil through which

safe to say that the sin of

man

it

has been reached,

has given scope for the display

of the Divine lovingkindness in forms and in resources whicli

otherwise would never have been known.
Ps.

lii.

1.

It is the glory of faith

to believe that, in spite of the woful results of the Fall, the goodness

of God enduitlh continnally.

OBSERVATIONS.

Observations.

The

attributes thus

intermediate

between

summarily exhibited are here regarded as
the first series, which belong to God

regarded as Alone or without the creature, and a third order, to

which we

shall presently proceed.

priate at this point

Related
to the
Creature.

1.

upon

A few

remarks will be appro-

their relation to both.

They must be understood

to bring the absolute perfections

of the Eternal Being into relation with the universe, and, in fact,

name from that relation. Three
by the composition of the terms that define them
they are the OMNi-attributes, and imply the existence of all
The omniscience and omnipresence
things to which they refer.
of the Deity especially have no meaning on any other supposition.
But we must be careful not to assume that every absolute attribute has its creaturely form. The Divine all-sufiiciency becomes
omnipotence in the universe ; but the infinity and eternity of
God have no attributes of finite and temporal to correspond with

to derive their character and
illustrate this

OmniAttributes,

them.

On

the other hand,

:

when we speak

of the lovingkindness

and wisdom of the Creator, we cannot point

to

any absolute

per-
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on which these are founded, unless indeed we base them
upon the perfection of the Divine Being generally.
2. Those attributes make prominent the personality of the
Supreme not indeed that the personality of God is in any sense
originated by His relation to creatures whom He calls into a quasiindependent existence. There is no sound philosophical reason
wliy the Eternal Spirit, contemplated before and apart from the
fection

Personality.

:

With such

creaturely universe, should not be a Person.

a Being,

however, we never have had, and never can have, to do in the nature

But every one of the

of things.

attributes Avhich

End of the universe
we may think as we

the Creator, Director, and
of

Whose

personality

limited and imperfect selves

between a
It

3.

finite

and an

may seem

:

think of our

infinite subject.

arbitrary to separate this order of Divine attri-

serves an important purpose.

just considered the enumeration

of probationary

Had

own

The

distinc-

not perhaps so clear as that between the former orders

is

still it

ascribe to

saving, of course, the difference

butes from a third having relation to moral beings.
tion

we

belongs to a Person

evil

and no

trial,

fall

With

:

butes.

we have

would cease were there no law

among

the facts of the universe.

not entered into the creation here the display of the

Wisdom and

Divine attributes would have closed.

would have provided
all

gives a

goodness

for the eternal blessedness of all the intel-

ligent worshippers of God.

Lord of

those which

Relation
to Moral
Attri-

new

But the moral government of the
and in some respects a new name,

aspect,

with an application most aflectingly enlarged, to these attributes.

Our study must now be conducted

in the light of redemption.

ATTRIBUTES RELATED TO MORAL GOVERNMENT.

Moral Attributes.

Tlicrc arc sonic attributes, hitherto uiimcntionedj Avhich

belong to the Divine Being as lie
of intelligent creatures.

connection
their

nection

God

Avith

names and
:

is

the economy of redemption, and derive
characteristics

mainly from that con-

though they are displayed

to Ills

the ]Moral Governor

These are revealed especially in

in the relations of

probationary creatures universally, they must

GOD.
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be viewed by us especially
Christ,

and

in their aspect

in the light of the

mediation of

towards mankind.

we speak may be

All the per-

hang upon two,
Holiness and Love, the mutual relations, harmony and
unity of which are bound up with the clear apprehension
fections of which

of the mystery of the Gospel.

said to

These supreme central

attributes stand at the head, respectively, of

many

others

which spring from them, or may be regarded as j)ertaining
to the

same

Holiness

family.

the essential perfection of

not

in

harmony with

it,

God

Its first representative

Justice, which, as

is

the

into

distinctively

enters

is

and therefore connotes the

moral government of God

Righteousness,

defines

as opposed to all that

actuality or the possibility of sin.
in the

name which

the

is

redeeming

economy of that government and gives it one of its names.
This is itself represented and supported by the attributes
of Truth and Fidelity. The essential Love of God, by
virtue of which

He communicates

Himself to His creature,

capable of blessedness in union with Him,
displaj^ed in the revelation of Jesus.

is

It is

most perfectly

represented by

Grace, as the favour which rests upon the undeserving;

and

butes to the Triune

God

passion, Longsuffering,

Reo-ion

attri-

Com-

and Mercy.

THE MORAL ATTKIBUTES OF GOD.

Now „.
r irst
TVT

many

of redemption, such as

this in the varieties of its display gives

,

^^ ^^®

^^^'^

former series of perfections we have had no reason

to consider their relation to moral goodness

:

whatever has been

introduced as bearing that aspect has entered only by anticipation.

But now we are altogether

in a moral region every attribute has
and maintenance of ethical goodness.
"We find that the Supreme assumes the glory of all moral excellence
that He ascribes to Himself the absolute perfection of
:

reference to the assertion

;

every quality that

He

requires in us.

We

find, moreover," that

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
the Lord of

all
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appears before us in His word as often in His

moral attributes, perhaps oftener, than in His absolute perfections.

Are we
of our

to regard all this as unreality,
life is

know^that

and suppose that the God

We

giving us an imaginary picture of Himself?

He

sometimes speaks as

if

He had

our bodily organi-

and sometimes as if He were the subject of passions and
which we know Him to be incapable. May it be
that the entire moral presentation of the Deity from beginning
to end bears the same anthropopathic character 1
Does some
unknown Being educate mankind according to certain principles
which He has made binding and, in order to carry on the process,
teach by example as Avell as by precept ] by an example, however,
sation

;

affections of

;

altogether fictitious
in the notion of

may be made
1.

rests

This question has been discussed already

1

God

here on

possible to
its relation

man; but

a few observations

to this class of attributes.

Every objection to the ascription to God of a moral character
upon that false and unreal idea of the Absolute Avhich saps

the foundations of

theology.

all

Carried out to

legitimate

its

The
Absolute

and
Moralitv

conclusion this would rob the Deity of every attribute, and reduce

or elevate

Him

or It to an abstraction incapable of definition

very term definition, or distinguishing from what

may seem

the logic that establishes such a notion

common sense at any
man who listens to conscience

vanishes at the touch of

of the Divine,

it

rate, before the

common

the

But, how-

treason to the majesty of the unconditioned Entity.
ever inexorable

:

not, being

it is

sense of the

:

within his heart, and has the Bible in his hand, and believes in
the incarnation of the Son of God.
"With Atheists, Antitheists,
and Pantheists we have not here to do to them all and alike the
attributes of God are nonentity.
But it is necessary to warn
:

believers in revelation against the mischief of refining

God Himself

away the

which
His nature and His will unite to make binding on every creature.
reality in

If

God

is

manifest in the

principles of holiness
festation

:

He

to

It

flesh,

then

He

brought with

Him

those

which are the glory of His human mani-

did not create the eternal principles that underlie

morality, nor learn the
2.

of those eternal qualities of right

may be argued

first

elements of morals from His creature.

that

all

morals suppose a free submission

an external authority or law, with the possibility of doing

God

uot.

Kesponsible.
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wrong.

This

perfectly true of the ctliical relations of pro-

is

bationary creatures.

He

but

of the universe

all

law, Himself

its

not true

it is

:

a moral being,

is

not responsible to any behind Himself.

is

foundation of
it

It is not true in the abstract

The Supreme Governor

of God.

He

be established that morality implies the possibility of

is

the

Nor can

eternal embodiment.

AVe

evil.

what we are
liberty and perfect

are accustomed to such a thought, being ourselves

but a

little

necessity

may

it

perfect

are one in the moral character of God.

Necessity has two meanings

and

show that

consideration will

may be and

may be compulsion from

it

:

be compulsion from within, which

without

hardly to be

is

distinguished from the absolute certainty of an immutable prin-

This

ciple.

is

the highest necessity of the highest liberty in God.

This also was the character of the moral development of the Son

God

of

Who

incarnate.

descended to the region of our

human

morals with the spontaneous obedience of a will that was incapable
of sin

:

born in the

sinless, as

impeccable, because
Passions

and
in

God

He was

flesh

by miraculous generation;

the Son of God.

But the fundamental and more obvious diflficulty here is to
how the Immutable God can be capable of impressions
^"^^^^^ without, which the idea of passions and emotions requires.
Part of this difficulty is obviated by remembering that after all
3.

understand

much

of the Biblical language on this subject

anthropopathic,

is

an accommodation to human infirmity.

Thus the unchangeable
God represents Himself as hoping'and fearing, uttering and suspending His wrath, vacillating in suspense, and repenting of His
Jer. xiii.
'^"-

It is not difficult to

purposes.
thee,
its

Jerusalem

! is

understand

Wilt thou not he made clean

execution.

all

this.

is

?

Ps. xviii.
'l\' g[!'
20.

25,

IFhen shall

it

ing suspense betAveen hope and

a Rock save our God

As

?

once be

wilt

and
all

Thou
shell)

tcith the

things to

;

is

But he

with

tJie

;

tcaij

also says

icith

an

pure T/wuwilt

men

;

but

says

is perfect.
:

:

IFho

is

He

is

JFifh the mer-

xipright

man Thou

sJiew Thyself pure;

As it were
we must not misunderstand the word

froivard Thou wilt shew Thyself froward.
all

Redeemer

the language of a seem-

The Psalmist

fear.

wilt shew Thyself merciful

Thyself upright

?

for God His

unchangeable in His perfection.
ciful

xinto

the offer of mercy in

consistency with that holy wrath, the intervention of a

being supposed.

7/ oe

the expression of a holy wrath that suspends

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
As

shew Thyself.

to the so frequent repentance of

example.

the prophet gives us a typical
Strength, or the Rock, of Israel

a

man

tJmt

words, says

He
:
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ivill

not

He

nor repent

lie

God, Samuel
The

also says:
;

for

He

is

not

1

Sam.xv
'

'

But he afterwards, using the same
Lord repented tJuit He had made Saul Icing over

should repent.

And

the

But we must be careful not to carry this explanation too
far.
There is a real, and not merely a conventional, difference
between the attributes of the absolute Godhead and the attributes
created, or the manifestation of Avhich is created, by the creation
Israel.

itself

and with

it.

We cannot understand this nor can we underWe cannot fathom the mystery that the
;

stand the Incarnation.

and waits on

pro-

Gen. xxi.
32
cesses as the God of patience ; nor can we fathom the mystery that p^Q^^I ^v.
5.
It
the impassible God should mourn and rejoice, and be angry.

God of

is

eternity,

'^ii^
»

inhabits
bhi,
•

time

also,

a relief to us to see that in His Son incarnate

who

God

its

does taber-

and Avccp with us
who weep. The Old -Testament anthropopathy maybe an anticiOr and perhaps it is
pation of the New -Testament reality.
nacle with us, and rejoice with us

better to say this

rejoice,

—
— the New-Testament exhibition of a God clothed

Avith

human

may

be only the manifestation unto perfection of a mystery that

morality, and of like sinless passions with ourselves,

was before unmanifested.
HOLINESS AND LOVE THE FUNDAJIENTAL ATTRIBUTES.

Holiness

and Love.

The manifestation of God

His moral government has in every

in

age made prominent two classes of attributes which have for their
root and principle respectively the holiness and the love of the

Supreme
love,

:

His holiness, which separates

which nevertheless communicates

Him

itself to

from

us,

and His

the sinner.

The

Nevertheless here points to the most essential and profound

mystery of the Atonement.
1.

Throughout the Old Testament we mark the ascendency of OldTesta^^"

thesc two perfections in their mysterious, and as yet not fully

explained, union and

harmony.

displays the righteous anger of

dealings witli the sinner; but

The beginning of revelation
against sin, and His gracious

God

it

was not

until the

Jehovah of the

covonant-people laid the foundations of the Theocracy, the formal

•
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preparative for the

redeeming economy, that the two leading

full

attributes Avere })laced

He

of the Law.

in connection

is

first

with the giving

never the Holy One in Genesis

is

The

iu their correlative position.

reference to the Divine holiness

;

but at the

very commencement of His redeeming relation to the typical
Ex. XV.

people,

He

is gloiious

But the

in holiness.

holiness of the jealous

11.

Ex. XX.

5,

God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children,

with the love of the same

6.

them

Me

that love

and keep

renewed His covenant,

God

My

blended

is

shewing mercy unto thousands of

When

commandments.

after the first violation of

it,

Jehovah
the two

made prominent in His revelation of
But the love now comes first.
The
Ex.xxxiv Lord 2MSsed by befo^-e him, and pjvoclaimed, the Lord, the Lord
6,7.
God, merciful and gracious, longsiiffering, and abundant in goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity and
transgression and sin, and that ivill by no means clear the guilty.
Thou slmlt ivorship
Ex. xxxiv, What this meant Avas then further explained
14.
no other god : for the Lord, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous
Throughout the remainder of the Old-Testament economy
God.
leading attributes are again

His name and glory.

:

the two great families of attributes belong respectively to
Josh.xxiv,
19.

Ex.xxxiv,

Whom Joshua said He

an holy God ;

;

He

is

Him

of

a jealous God, and, to

Sometimes the families of attri-

the Lord God, merciful and gracious.

butes are kept apart

6.

is

sometimes they are united, and their union,

through the propitiation typified in the Temple, distinguishes
Ps.

ciii. 1

the Psalms and the prophets

my

Lord,
Ps.

ciii. 8.

xi.

8,9.

and

this leads the

way

and continues

it

slow
Hos.

soid ;

to

psalmists

:

fierceness of

am

thfe

Psalm

to the end.

and plenteous

anger,

within Me,

in

Hosea stand

let

My repentings
Mine

God, and not

who

anticipate the Gospel.

cdl that is v:ithin
;

me

bless

but mercy takes up the strain

llie

Lord

in mercy.

merciful

is

This

for the prophets.

are kindled

anger,

L will

man ;

the

Bless the

His HOLY NASIE

iogetJier.

gracious,

represent the

Mine

heart

I will

not return to destroy

Holy One

and

may

turned

is

not execute the

Ephraim

in the midst of thee.

:

for

I

It will

be observed that the holiness and the mercy are so blended in
these passages, and others like them, that it might seem as if they
crossed hands

:

This has misled

the holiness forgiving the sin and not the mercy.

many

theologians

who

forget that the union of

the two attributes, and not their confusion,

is

the glory of redemp-

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
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tion.
Apart from this, however, it is plain that throughout the
Old Testament the holiness and the mercy of God are supreme
on these two hang all the redeeming attributes.

To illus- New Tesit is the same in the New Testament.
would anticipate the whole doctrine of the Atonement, tament.
Suffice that our Lord and His Apostles gave the same pre-eminence
to the two attributes.
In St. John's Gospel the Saviour begins
by God so loved the icorld and ends with Holy Father ! St. Paul John iii.
16.
makes the revelation of the righteous judgment of God, the God of
Assuredly

2.

trate this

holiness,
is

and the

free offer of

His grace through

John, in his First Epistle, Avhich

is

the last revelation of the I^om.

two Divine i^erfections, Holiness and Love,
what may be called the moral nature of God.
These two are the only terms which unite in one the attributes
and the essence of God. This, then, is the message which tee have
heard of Him, and declare unto you, that G OD is Light, and in Him
Bible, singles out the

for the definition of

is

no darkness at

The

all.

supreme Holiness of God

and the negation of

ness,

Word

of the

Scriptures

God

:

is

had

this

revelation of the
:

He

all

GoD

:

this attribute

that
is

Word

incarnate

Himself the glory of

is

not good.

is

'^•^

whole Evangelical system. Rom.

in Christ Jesus, the keynotes of the

St.

the redemption that

is

ii.

5.

iii.

Attributes
in Ee'^''^"iptiop-

5.

the

good-

A second revelation

Never before

Love.

all

^^""

in all the

been identified with the very being of

1

John
^^'

prophets and apostles, and the Son Himself, had approached

this truth,

but had not spoken

it

;

but

St.

John here

gives the

bold and blessed interpretation of their meaning.

These two
perfections we may then consider in the true order which the
Apostle indicates, and show theii' harmony in redemption.

Uoliness.

THE HOLINESS OF GOD.

That absolute perfection which belongs to God
eternal essence

is,

in

whom

sin is possible or present, wlio are to

sin or

saved from

the standard of
to all that

is

it,

all

in

His

His moral relations with creatures in
Holiness

g,oodness

;

:

His nature

and

it is

not good in the creature.

the positive and negative ideas

:

be kept from

is

the

sum and

eternally opposed

Thus the term unites

always with latent or
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avowed reference to
Divine

1

Separat^ion

That God

•

from ^s existing in

Evil.

^^

may be

or

Avliat is

contrary to the

Mill.

holy expresses the perfection of moral excellence

is

Him

alone, the emphasis lying

on the alone^ M-hence

Him must

be marked by reve-

follows that every approach to

rence and awe.

The

(1.)

Ex. XV,
^*

Ilev. XV.
'^'

ajjpears

:

first

time the attribute

like Thee, glorious

given to

is

Him

this idea

Lord, among the gods? ivho

Thee,

IFlio is like luito

in holiness, fearful in praises, doing wonders

also the last time

:

is

And

?

Lord, and glorify

JFho shall not fear Thee,

Through a multitude of intermediate passages there runs the invariable meaning that God by
His holiness is marked off from every human being alone in His
Thy name

?

for Thou only art holy

!

:

moral perfection, in the presence of which
ness and
of the

word

This meaning

creatures are convicted of impurity.

all

as referred to

God

gather black-

all faces

too often forgotten

is

:

holiness is

regarded as synonymous with perfection generally, without the

concomitant of separation from
interest of a special theology,
it

Groiuifl

really means, the
(2.)

Hence, that

Ps. cxi. 9.

Ps. Ixxi.
'^-''

or

;

to

it

mean

by some,

is

in the

the opposite of

what

communicative goodness of the Deity.

God

is

It'llp,

resplendent in the glory of

'^

of Adoration.

evil

made

.

.

unshared holiness, and 'Ayto?, fearful in His sanctity,

is

the special

ground of the peculiar adoration of the creature, especially of the
Holy and reverend is His name ! His name in
sinful creature.
people is the Holy One of Israel.
His
It is this
of
Avorship
the
attribute which surrounds with awful glory God in His temple,
Avhether the heavens or the

attends

Him

temple of

in His judicial court

house, Avhich

is

;

Eighteousuess

earth.

but holiness belongeth to His

therefore His sanctuary, the

Holy place

;

where

He

provides the

expiatory means by virtue of which the unholy

may approach

He

takes refuge from

Him.
tical

all

unholiiiess,

while

It is emphatically seen in the trisagion of Isaiah's

temple

;

in the

mys-

dread which seized the heart of the wor-

shipper; and in the purifying of his lips that he might join in
the worship of the angels.
Isa. VI. 3.

jittrii^ute

This leads us to notice that

of the Triune as an object of worship

:

it

is

the

Holy, holy, holy.

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
Lord of Hosts :

is tlie

the whole earth is full of

the New-Testament echo
JFhich

how

teas,

and

and

is,

GOD.

is

Holxj, holy, holy,

:

come

is to

Hence

!
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! to which
Lord God Almighty, Rev.

it is

iv. 8.

obvious to observe

strong confirmation this gives to the doctrine of the Holy

Trinity

this is the only thrice-uttered perfection.

:

nor any other perfection
Persons

and pre-eminent sense John xvii.
11.
The Son addresses the Holy Father

holiness, however, is in a peculiar

:

ascribed to

them

in

common.

Acts

He is Himself as Incarnate the Holy
God is the Holy Ghost i:)re-eminently.
2,

Neither this

reserved from the second and third

is

Child

;

while the Spirit of

is

always, directly or

and, as such,

is

It cannot

be denied that

severs

it

God from

evil.

the creaturely nature,

xiv.

2(3.

Strictlv
Relateil

the standard

of goodness and the expression of the Divine abhorrence of

iv.

30.

John

All this implies that this attribute

indirectly, related to the creature

;

to the
Creature.

But even in that case there is silent reference
which has entered the universe, of which
all the worshippers, whether of heaven or earth, are conscious. In
the direct reference of the attribute to mankind, however, there

apart from

its evil.

to the pollution of sin

can be no question that the holiness of God is displaj-ed always
on the dark background of sin. It is the law and obligation of
all ethical good
it is the eternal repulsion of all ethical evil.
;

It is the nature of

(1.)

that
all

God

that declares

the only Nature of Things which

is

what

we

is

morally good

dare think

of.

;

After

Standard
of all
Holiuess.

that has been said as to the foundation of goodness

reason
alone

why good

is

and on

holy
all

sanction in

;

:

is

good,

not because

It is of

nature or the Divine will

moral agent

are shut

He

and the
up to one only view. God

submits to a law binding on

but because holiness has

Him.

ye holy ; for

we

I am
is

holy

! is

and
whether the Divine
the ground of moral obligation.
Be

no moment
is

Him

eternal standard

its

to ask

As every

the only answer.

intelligent

created in the image of God, the Divine nature

the only ground of his obligation to be holy

:

1

Peter

i.

16.

is

he knows of nothin"-

behind the nature of his God. As he is a subject of the moral
government of the Supreme, the Divine will is the ground of his
he knows nothing behind the
But these two aspects are really one.

obligation to be holy

God.
(2.)
it is

:

Hence, as the Divine holiness

is

will of his

the standard of "-oodness

the eternal opposite and the eternal condemnation of

sin.

Condemnation of
ah Siu.

GOD.
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Hab.i.13. Thoic art of purer eyes than

Sam.

1

vi.

20.

behold

evil,

and

canst not hole on
its

Wlw is able to
and assertion of its own rights.
this holy Lord God?
The conscience, which in the

inviolableness

stand before
guilty

Isa. vi. 5.

to

This attribute cannot be separated from the idea of

iniquity.

is faithful

every sinner

in its response to the Divine holiness, cries in

Woe

:

—not

is

I am undone

me, for

!

The whole tenor of

—

New

Testament than the Old is faithful
to the conception of this attribute, which makes it not merely
retire before unholiness, but also turn against it with abiding
Scripture

displeasure.
Ileb. xii.
29.

It not only

fire.

ever defended

God, so
Commuuicativc.

Heb.

xii.

10.
1

Peter
16.

Lev. XX. 7

Ex. xix.
6.

admits no fellowship with

but

evil,

is

and condemning it. Our God is a
As the thought of the sin from which it is for

Ave

is

also is the

We

3.

always latent in the ascription of holiness to

thought of His abiding wrath against

it.

should not, however, do justice to this attribute were

not to point out that

it is

revealed towards

men

only through

an economy of grace Avhich renders it possible that sinners,
trembling before the Holy God, may become partakers of His holi-

Throughout the entire Scripture there runs one perpetual

ness.
i.

the

eternally repelling, rejecting,

consuming

Holiness

less

strain
this

:

Be

form

:

ye holy, for

I am

Jwly.

The ancient people heard it in
: for I am the

Sanctify yourselves therefore, and be ye holy

Lord your God, and ye shall keep My statutes and do them : I am the
Lord JFhich sanctify you. And it was promised to them Ye shall
The awful
be unto Me a kingdom of priests and an holy nation.
holiness of Jehovah was revealed, and for ever kept prominent by
:

;
and yet a sinful people might be sancfrom the world and from sin to a peculiar fellowship with
The God whose glory filled the Temple, and
the Holy One.
revealed only the unholiness of all who approached Him, never-

every token and symbol
tified

theless

by

bade the unholy draw near to be

sanctified.

the rays of His holiness shining upon and around

Was
them

it
]

then

Most

The mystery of this paradox, that the attribute
which separated God from sinners is nevertheless the bond of
union between sinners and Himself, is solved only by the system of sacrificial expiation typifying the great Atonement, which
assuredly not.

through a satisfaction offered to the Divine righteousness opened
the fellowship of love between

God and man.

But

the next attribute, or another exhibition of holiness.

this leads to
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THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OR JUSTICE OF GOD.

Righteousness.

The

God

Justice or Eigliteousness of

the Divine holiness

is

As an

applied in moral government and the domain of law.

God

attribiite of

united with His holiness as being essential

it is

His nature ; it is legislative or rectoral, as He is the righteous
Governor of all His creatures and it is administrative or judicial,
Under
as He is the just Dispenser of rewards and punishments.
in

;

may be

these three heads

distributed

all

that the Scripture teaches

us on this most important subject.

The

I.

1.

upon

His holiness regarded

It is

hibited in His dealings Avith

separation from

evil.

Jehovah

Song of Moses.

is

perfect

inlqidtj/,

also as ex-

ousness.
Internal.

in the

All

is

:

for

all

and

just

His

ivays are

right is

He.

;

moreover, and

what

said

that

lo'ill

judgment
last

:

;

lastly,

it

is

in holiness is negative

in

I

The

Kighte-

as subject to test

ascribe ye greatness unto our God.

:

Essential

at great length.

man

rather the positive expression of

Lord

God

Justitia Interna, or essential righteousness of the

of holiness, need not be dwelt

ascription

first

])uUish the

He

name

His

is the EocJc,

a God of truth and

words are ^i^^

to

of the Deut.
ivorh

xxxii. 3,4.

ivithoiit

"IX'^T

p''"^!!*,

oo-to?, and in the Vulgate, Justus
The Hebrew words mean nearly the same thing:
straightness and rightness, when measured by the standard of
perfection.
Very frequently the Holy One condescends to let
men apply the standai-d, and then the attribute of righteousness
After every test it is faultless, and far
is always vindicated.

in the Septuagint 8tVatos koI
ct rectus.

above

human

inountains
2.

But

:

censure or rivalry

as

:

much above man's

it is, like

Thy

righteousness

as heaven

is like

the great

the holiness of God, to be imparted to man.

we come down to tlie psalms and i)rophets, we find the
righteousness of God almost taking the place of His holiness, as

V\Tien

the attribute for the revelation of which the ajges wait.

we
ness

so often read,
is

near

;

or

to be revealed,

I

My

bring near Afy righteousness

coming of

the

and

salvation is near to come,

we must understand more than

ness to His covenant

;

llighteousness

Communicated.

When

My righteousMy righteousness

or

Isa. xJvi.

13.
Isa.

that God's faithful- Isa.

would be approved in the

Lord our

Ps. xxxvi.
6.

above earth.

is

latter day.

would bring in the

The

everlasting

li.

5.

Ivi. 1.

Jer. xxiii.
6.

Dan. ix.
24.
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GOD.
made

righteousness of Ilis saints

Eom.

X. 3.

righteous through

own way.

tion of a righteous character in God's

great

Atonement was

xxxii. 5.

Eectoral
Righteousness.

ia the

Hence, as the

Divine

to be a glorious manifestation of the

would be a glorious
manifestation of God's righteousness given in free mercy to those
who were ungodly, and a 'perverse and crooked generation.
II. The Legislative or Eectoral Righteousness of God is the
attribute that stamps perfectness on all the laws by which He
carries on the government of the universe, whether in other worlds
or in this and whether His laws are revealed in the constitution
holiness in the expiation of sin, so also

Dent.

Him

and imparta-

possession of the righteousness of God, the imputation

it

;

"What

of man's heart, or in the written revelation of His will.

the ancient people rejoiced to remember, in their distresses, the

whole world

may

rejoice in

:

Isa.xxxiiL

our Laicgiver, the Lord

22.

is oior

The Lord

King : He

is

our Judge, the Lord

ivill

rectoral administration of man's affairs has

save us.

The

is

entire

been conducted with

reference to the great salvation gradually revealed

and

;

this

must

be remembered in every estimate of the moral administration of
Ps. xix.

7.

We

Jehovah.

are required to believe that His law

perfect as the expression of the Divine holiness
as the standard of right
fect in its

Eom.

vii.

12.

summed

;

into one sentence
holy,

and

just,

by

St.

and

to the attribute of the Lawgiver,

ordinances are righteous

is

perfect:

perfect therefore

perfect in its universal adaptation

requirements; perfect in

commandment

;

:

first,

its

Paul

good.

we

are

:

sanctions.

The law

;

per-

All this

is lioJy,

and

is

the

Returning back, however,

bound

to believe that all

with regard to the constitution

and nature of His subjects and, secondly, as answering strictly
To believe
to His own Divine aim, whether understood or not.
these two things is by anticipation to answer every objection.
Thy righteousness is an everlasting righteousness, and Thy law is the
Because He is righteous. His law is true both to Himself
truth.
;

Ps. cxix.

142.

and
Eight as
to the

L

to the nature of

His creatures.

under a righteous Lawgiver
no living creature is overburdened with obligation in other
words, whether we discern it or not, God is a righteous Lawgiver
Upon every
in every department where He reveals His law.
rational spirit He creates He imprints the law of obedience and
love perfect and supreme ; and that law is in strict harmony with
It is necessary to believe that

:

Creature.

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
crcaturely nature

it is

:

But He

creature.

GOD.

the Creator's right and

^'M
right to the

it is

pleased as the Moral Governor of the uni-

is

verse to ordain for each a term of probation

:

in

His righteousness

He makes

dependence upon His Spirit the law of continued
obedience and happiness ; and the penalty of separation from His
And, apart from
will, or sin, is separation from His presence.
the commentary upon this which history gives, every creature

must say Amen even so, Lord God alm'ujlity, true and righteous are Eej.
Thy judgments. Nothing is imposed upon creaturely duty, or
demanded of the creaturely will, that is beyond the creature's

xvi.

:

capacity and obligation.
of Divine laws implies also that they are

The righteousness

2.

conformed to His aim and purpose, and in this sense

right.

It is

by

Ri.cht

c>|„jjj.^j.(^

well to believe that th^y are equal and just in their relation to

But that

the creaturely nature.

measured by another standard

:

is

not

They must be

all.

they are right in their perfect

Here comes in our apology for
His own supreme Theodicy, or vindication

adaptation to the Divine plans.
the Divine Lawgiver
of Himself.

:

It is not given to us to

understand the mysteries

We

of the hidden rectoral administration of God.

now
it

that

is.

it is

righteous

as

;

we

shall certainly

Clouds and darkness are round about

must believe

one day

Him

:

know

that

unbehef forms

Ps. xcvii.

out of these clouds, and writes upon this darkness, innumerable

But

matters of questioning.

righteousness

and judgment are

the

right.

of His throne : behind, all is clear, steadfast, and perfect
This must terminate human strife with the Divine Law-

giver.

This must

luibitation

between

settle

all

legislation for angels

Paradise with

its

sanctions

;

our disputes about the difference

and

legislation for

man

;

the law of

the gradual and slow revelation of

the Divine will to the world; the eternal enactments of Sinai

and the

special

and limited enactment

for the Theocracy, with its

occasional statutes that zvere not good, not good, that

manent
ratlier

are obviated, if

we remember

God's moral government
creature's nature,

—

it

but by the design and

is

I.

for per-

'^'^-

'''^'

by the

will

always bear to be thus measured,

final

end of the economy of His

Z

E^ekiol

that the righteousness of

to be measured, not only

HI. The judicial administration of His

VOL.

is,

Tcix thousand difficulties are swept away,

application.

own

will.

laws demands

tliis

Judicial.
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GOD.

Eighte-

attribute of righteousness in the equal

ousuess.

punishment.

This

is called,

human

in

bestowment of reward and
Distributive Justice

affairs,

Eemunerativo, on the one hand, and Punitive on the other.

Heb.

xii.

23.

The
Judge.

The Administration

1.

and cannot be separated from
the Supreme the ncAV

Him
Gen.xviii.
25.

of God

Judge of

tlie

up the

takes

all

sanctions of His law as imposed upon moral beings in probation,

the

new name

office

its

relation to sin.

It

indeed gives

of Judge, even as His love gives

of Saviour.

It is Judicial righteousness as it

assures us of the eternal rectitude of the administration
not the Judge of all the earth do right ?

:

Sluill

This appeal of Abraham, in

the beginning of history, expresses as a question the faith of

who

believe in

God

to the end of time,

ever at the close of history.
truth and commits to

it

and

all

will be confirmed for

Eeverence accepts this necessary

with confidence the destinies of

all tliat

But the idea of God's judicial righteousness must be
analysed into some of its applications.
2. This is the attribute of a Personal Judge
and all that His
personality demands must be remembered.
Those who deny that
the Absolute Being can think, and feel, and will, and judge,
renounce the God of the Bible. Even if they take refuge in the
thought that He hath committed all judgment to the Son, the very
Or if they fall back upon
committal to the Son is a personal act.
the notion that justice in the Judge means only the law according
to which sin is made its own punishment and goodness its own
reward they gain nothing by this. It is a jDcrsonal Judge Who
There
ordains this connection and sees that it is not interrupted.
is but a step between this idea and that which makes God and
the universe, physical and ethical, subject to the eternal law of
This reduces the Supreme to the position
the fitness of things.
of an administrator of a law higher than Himself, after the manner
But the very expression " Nature or Fitness
of a human judge.
Admitted difficulties
of Things," betrays its own inconsistency.
swell into contradictory absurdities and even blasphemies, if we
exist.

Personality.

;

forget that the Administrator of His

own

laws

is

He

a Judge.

does not merel}' watch the current that sets in for righteousness,

and guide
restrain

it.

it

;

nor watch the current that sets in for

He

is

evil,

a personal Divider between good and evil

the perfection of that principle which

human

and
:

in

nature acknowledges

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
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GOD.

and never can be robbed of, that every good and every
reward or punishment, and that justice requires
every man to have his own.
3. God is the righteous Judge in His constant administration in
in itself

evil deserves its

This introduces us at once to the question

the present world.

How

strict righteousness

can a personal Kuler of

holy laws and yet permit sinners to live

by the

blessed truth to which

mediation and

all

He

sin:' His incarnate

worthiness of the

Sou was vmde

just in the

and

over.

He

is

pardon of sin

our

by

his

not far

ours

He

1

John

That

He

might he

just^

Eora.

him which helieveth in Jesus ; Faithful and just to
and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness. JMore-

|^'

it

ii.

atonement of Christ belongs

for the

;

and

the end of time.

sins,

fiiith

:

iii.
.

9,

just during the present dispensation in mingling the

punishment of

ment

2 Cor. v.
''1

who makes

forgive us our sins,

all

infinite

obedience unto death of Jesus Christ

sacrificial

the Jastifier of

punishment of

us: and the

sin for

only, but also for the sins of the whole ^corld, to

to everyone

given

His righteousness in the

just in the

is

the Righteous is the p-opitiation for

is

is

the attributes converge, that the

sacrifice of Christ secures

administration of mercy.

administer His

The answer

1

Under an
Economy

:

sin

with that corrective and disciplinary chastise-

which still labours for their reformation, and
them from ruin. The intercession of the Most Holy Son
of God, so precious to His Father, has its unbounded rights and
justice to them is the secret of that mingled mercy and judgment
which makes up the Divine government of the present world.
But the absolute righteousness of the Judge has its rights also
and those who resist and reject the Atonement perish. But these
of offenders

so deters

;

are topics which belong to a later stage.
4.

The

judicial righteousness of

God

waits for

final

its

mani-

fcstation until the great day, the solemn characteristic of
will be its vindication of the absolute justice

retribution of reward

Judgment

is

which
of the Supremo in

Final
*^'*P^''*y'

and punishment. The subject of the Future
But we may here consider its rela-

far in advance.

tion to this attribute of the Judge.
(1.)

Generally, the justice of

be maintained in
along regarded
the evil

;

it

its

God

will then, as it

awful consistency with

as looking with equal eye

assigning to each

its right.

Z

-'

So

itself.

must now, Ju^t

"We have

on the good and on
on the great

will it be

Dis-

'-'^'^'•^^''^on.

all

3 10

GOD.
The anomalies

day.

and shown

to

of the present dispensation

pared for perfect harmony.

and from
attribute of God,
finally

be corrected,

"vvill

have been only the apparent confusion which pre-

mistakes are often

made on

justice as dealing only

judges

it

As an

be no appeal.

Avill

will assert its reality

it

when

Justice will be clear

decision there

its

;

and

One
Now,

this subject.

with the sin of man.

Two

integrity.

to regard

is,

true that

it is

one branch of the whole family of terms belonging to this

attri-

bute has been almost entirely appropriated to punishment and

But God

doom.

benevolence
restrained

:

the just Judge in His rewards as well as in

is

Another

His displeasure.

on the contrary,

is,

to

as if the righteous displeasure of

by His mercy, was limited

merge

God

justice in

against sin,

to the reformation of the

offender, the fatherly correction of his fault, the prevention of sin

Up

in others, and so forth.

to a certain stage

mercy and judgment work together

it

true that

is

so unitedly, so inseparably

both rejoicing while the gentler attribute has the richer joy
that
sin.

might appear

it

God had

as if

Until the blow finally

know

even then, we

not

forgotten to be angry with

world, and not always

falls in this

the punishment has not been only

if

But at the gileat day there will be no longer doubt.
Bind him hand and foot, and take him aicay, and cast him into outer
darkness: there shall he tveeping and gnashing of teeth.
For many
correction.

Matt.xxii.
^•^j

*•

The unclothed

are called, hut feiv are chosen.

We

out for reformation here.
''^'^"ii"'
6, 11.

^^^^ distributive righteousness.

God, TFlio
Eighteous
itctriju-

(2.)

icill

There

render

man

to every

ment we have not now

what

The

it

:

let all

let

them

multitudes of the creatures

Eighteous Hands.

is

of

its

essence

no respect of persons with
to his deeds.

:

nature of

only with

who

its

But

punish-

final

righteous cha-

are oppressed

by the dread

feel its strong consolation.

terror, still it

whom God

it is

Be

announced

remains that

shall

judge will

theological speculation finds

it

all

fall

the
into

hard to

from the notion of justice what
and would make it only goodness tempered by

It strives to take
;

specific

may, and the language in which

be clothed with whatsoever

repose in this.

is

according

to do with

In that attribute

of the prospect rejoice
the doctrine

There

not cast

is

when we hold

a profound and awful reality in the vindicatory,

is

retributive justice of God.

racter.

sinner

avoid both errors

TEE ATTRIBUTES OF

stratur

cum

" In justitia puuitiva bonitas

wisdom.

GOD.
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sapientia aJmini-

notio justitia? resolvitur in notionem sapieutiaj et boni-

;

This idea has played a great part in modern theology,

tatis."

was Origen's " Ex quibus constat,
unum eundemque esse justum et bonum legis et evangeliorum
Deum, et benefacere cum justitia et cum bonitate punire." Again
let it be said that prevention of sin and correction or amendment

though

its first clear

exjDression

:

of the sinner are not of the essence of justice
into

by the

it

It required the

definition.

:

this idea is

imported

awful sacrifice of the

but no new definition of
Within the range of the
But the
cross the definition may be accepted on certain terms.
cross is not within the view of either God or man for ever. Those
who project its benefit into the intermediate world have no ScripBut the Avhole strain of Scripture
tural ground for their charity.
is against those who deny that there is, in the strictest sense
of the term, a Justitia Retributiva et Eependens at the day of
final and eternal judgment,
(3.) The rewards of a righteous judgment are always dispensed RigliteonsBut it is ol)vious that here we are on ^^^^ ^^
to those who merit them.
Ke winds,
mi
ground which must be caretully ventured on. Ihe righteousness
of the Judge in acknowledging all that is good in man is as
abundantly asserted as His righteousness in the awards of punishment.
But whatever of praiseworthy there can be found in
human nature is of God, whether as the eff"ect of His preventing

Son

God

of

«ither

is

to unite justice

and mercy

;

introduced by the Atonement.

.

grace or the fruit of His renewing Spirit

him

is

his

is

own hands

fied believer, nevertheless speaks of his

matter of reward.

God

ivorld?

as

a

:

Is

own works

of faith as

not unriffhteous to forget your
is

forbid

:

ii-ork

and

IFho takeih vengeance

(I Kom.

for then how shall God judge the

6 eVK^epwi/ t7;v opyip', or as

ToD tpynv y/xm;

is

left to

Ileb. vi.

used once more concerning

God unrighteous

man) ? God

in glorifying the sancti-

In both cases the impossibility of any injustice in God,

whether as

He

is

This term dSiKos

the Judge

sj)cak

God

case,

He Who

used in the Divine condescension.

only crowns the work of His

love.

while the evil within

There can be no mention of merit in any

own.

save as the word

labour of

;

1

being capable cVtAa^ccr^at

the natural inference of every reason.

cannot, in the nature of things, that

is

in

harmony with His

'

iii.
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GOD.

own

The rewards

nature, be unjust in either respect.

distributive righteousness of

and

Rom.iv.4. of grace;

tlie

God

of the

are reckoned not of debt but

whole tenor of Scripture proclaims that the

allotments of the last day will be measured out according to the
Eoiii.ii.5.

strictest rule of right

:

e/cdorat

Kara

SiKaio/cptcrtas

He

epya aurov.

rh.

the last day the revelation of the

St.

Paul

calls

judgment of God,
ToG 0€ov, the only instance of this impressive word.
rirjhtcous

teaches here as elsewhere that, as the punishment of evil-

doers will ha the fruit of their

own

doings,

and

also the direct

judgment, so likewise the reward of the blessed will

infliction of

be the righteous decision of judgment, as well as the harvest of

own

their

sowiuir.

THE TRUTH OR FAITHFULNESS OF GOD.

Truth.

These attributes

—which

are, as it were, the supporters

It

may be

are really one under

two aspects

and guarantees of the Divine

Justice.

affirmed that they are never referred to save in con-

nection with that supreme economy which reveals the Righteousness of
In His
Eevelatioiis.

God

in Jesus Christ.

Truth as a Divine perfection represents the absolute correspondence of all His revelations with the reality ; and it may
be referred to His representations of His own nature, to His
1.

revelation of the great sj^stem of grace under Avhich

He

governs

the Avorld, and to His word of revelation generally whether in

1

John

v.

20.

John
3.

whole or in

part.

God

is the

(1.)

true God,

and

the only true

God.

It is observable

that in both these passages, which are unique, the revelation of
xvii,

God

is

connected with the Son.

He

opposition to every fictitious being
in thus revealing Himself.

our

God

But the

is

the only real

attribute

is

;

is

the only veritable God, in

He is the God of veracity

and

We have here a sublime petitio principii
God, because He Who is true declares

not here objective

it.

:

it is

rather the subjective

all His revelations of Himself. As to His nature,
His Triune essence, His attributes, our relations to Him and His

Divine veracity in

to us,

and

all

that concerns the essentials of our theology,

dependent on the truth of the Creator,

Who

we

are

hath formed us in

His image and implanted those instincts and that consciousness of

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
Him

cannot deceive

wliicli

bound up

Our

us.
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faith in universal religion is

God Who speaks
own relations to Him.

Avith our faith in the veracity of

truth to us concerning Himself and our

The truth

(2.)

GOD.

of

God

the

pledged to the stability and eternity

is

of the redeeming economy as a whole.

This

His absolute

is

Faithful*°
J^'^f^

immutability translated into the sphere of His saving revelations.

One

generjition to generation
self true, uttering

from age

God of

truth

system

is

salvation

it

own

and

;

is

and without

them He represents His

to

perfect

He

truth.

for all His vmys are judgment

:

iniquity, just

aud

right is

As

He.

pledged with ever-increasing strength

is

Him-

steadfastness

:

Deut.
^^^^-

is

Ps.

c.

and His truth endureth to all generaWhen it is consummated, it is by Him who is the truth John
is confirmed by the oath of an immutable counsel in tvhich tt j*
is

for God

teas impossible

attribute of truth

5.

everlasting ;

;

it

'*•

coming

The Lord

:

a

the great

further disclosed in the psalms and prophets, the

good ; His mercy
tions.

to that the Eternal declares

In early times the universal purpose seemed

to age.

Rode, His tcork

is the

and

;

tion.

announced from

is

every variety of appecil to His

limited to one people

and

mankind

great purpose for the good of

is

to

Hence

lie.

assigned to

may

it

God mainly

be said that the

as the

God

xiv.
•

is.

of the

one eternal covenant in Christ.
(3.)

But

it is

tions generally,

also referred to

He Who

Speaking to His Father,

God.

is truth.

There

is

infallible sayings of the

wc

Avritten rcvela-

is

In the

the Truth said Thy word Johnxvii.

no doubt that the Old Testament, which was

who read it as
undeceiving God of truth.

then the Bible, was regarded by
Scripture

His spoken and

which are declared to contain only the truth of

all

are not now, however, pleading

:

''

containing the

The truth

only for the

of

attri-

bute in the Supreme that insures the absolute correspondence of
every word spoken by

His

Him

TJie Faithfulness of

2.

truth.

has a more limited application than

It is the attribute that pledges to

condescension

— the

with the essential reality of things.

God

—

for it is the

man

most anthropopathic of

in infinite

all

the attri-

upon the
economy of His righteousness. Appeals to His own fidelity on
the part of Jehovah, and responses to the appeal on the part of man,
butes

fulfilment of every specific promise based

crowd the Scriptures.

It

interesting illustrations of

may
it

suffice

in the

here to refer to three most

economy of

grace.

Sinners

Faithful"^^^
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1

John

i.

9-

GOI).

repenting of their
faithful

and just

and confessing

sin,

to forgive,

us our

own

weariness of the way, and their
2 Tliess.
iii.

3.

1 Thess.v.
2'^'

that The Lord

The

evil.

and

soul

JFho also

is faithfxd,

saints,

and

do

are reminded

instability,

JHio shall stahlish you, and keep you from

assured thai faithful

is

He

tlmt calleth you,

These passages carry the Divine

it.

fidelity into

the entire process of personal salvation from beginning to end.
is

is

encouraged to aspire to perfect holiness of body

spirit, are

ivill

He

are assured tliat

it,

Believers oppressed by the

sins.

remarkable that this attribute

is

It

never expressly connected with

the fulfilment of the Divine threatenings, though equally appli-

Hence, though we have located

cable to them.

of Eighteousness or justice,

it

it

in the family

forms the transition to the other

and more gracious family of Love.

THE LOVE OF GOD.

Love.

God has

its most direct
and especially to the
intelligences under the moral government of God.
But
love has in this the pre-eminence, that it has an eternal
and essential seat in the Triune Essence.

Like His holiness, the love of

and express

In the
Divine

1-

Il^nce

relation to the creature,

we

read that

GoD

is LO'vTE

:

in the secret of the

Divine Self-sufficiency and Blessedness we have already seen the

s&ence.

mysterious intercommunion of Three Persons whose mutual love

16.

gives

God one

that
iii.

14.

is

defines His nature.

it,

and delights both

Divine image, the

must, transfer our
that the Triune

xvii.

23, 24.

John XV.

34.

xiii.

are

as in all

who

^Ye may, we

He

is,

existing in an eternal

Me

and creaturely

finite

before the foundation of the

universe

is

v:orld

these words are connected Avith those which immediately

:

if

received.

lovedst

precede, and hast loved them., as Tliou hast loved

Me; and

again with the assurance, as the Father hath loved Me,

9.

John

Thou

who

receiving,

the Infinite, and believe, not

was, but that

sphere of love, into the fellowship of which the

John

is,

hojid of perfedness.

finite feeling to

God

and

in giving

because in the ever-blessed Trinity love

reflect the

If in the

for ever seeks to impart itself to all

it

capable of receiving

Col.

Names and

of His

created universe

you ; and these once more Avith the command, That ye

so

have

these

I loved

love one anotJier,

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
as

I

have loved you,

kind between

it

will

and

finite

appear

how

infinite love,

perfect

among
how profound is

of God

:

reflection

ayairr^ iK

i)

a form of expression used of no other grace.

i<TTL,

ever

is

the identity in

is

between the

us and the reality in the essential Trinity, and

the meaning of those words, Love
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— not was,

6

wv

—

bosom of the Father

in the

:

one Spirit with

is

Him.

i

John

iv.

"•
is

in the unity of Johni. 18.

the Holy Ghost one Spirit with the Father even as he that
unto the Lord

tov ®€ov

The Son
is

joined

i Cor. vi.
"•

Thus we may boldly repeat

^

more glorious things are spoken of the Divine perfection of
Love than of any other. It is not said that God is holiness for,
in His eternal Triune Essence, there is no room, there is no
reason, for the attribute that sets up the standard of good and
that

:

eternally repels evil.

As soon

as

we think

of holiness

of the creature on the Avay from evil to good, or on the
perfection to

still

which

.attribute,

higher perfection.
is

But GoD

IS

LOVE

we think
way from
;

and

this

1

both nature and attribute, forms the link

John

iv.

'

between the absolute Godhead and the manifestations of God to

The Divine

His intelligent creatures.

holiness springs,

as it

and is in a most
important sense created with it. But love is of God, and is in
the Divine relation to the universe only a hidden mystery revealed.
2. The love of God rested upon the world also from its foundation
upon every intellit>;ent
creature as the love that communi°
were, out of His perfection to meet the creature

;

...

:

''

.

Reserved
"

;.

,

demption.

and takes complacency in its object. But the book of
which is the record of the Divine dealings Avith a
redeemed race, redeemed in the very act of its fall, reserves the

cates itself
revelation,

—

—

attribute for redemption.
liarly, scarcely
is

ready.

and

sent

speaks of

Herein

His Son

It does not

it

is love,

[to he] the

at

all,

not that

indeed speak of

it

fami-

until its last expression in Christ

we

loved God, hut that

propitiation for our sins.

He

loved us,

This sentiment

or feeling in God, originating and directing the economy of re-

was not fully revealed until the Lord Himself revealed
And, wlien revealed, it is reserved for one service to preside
over the Cross and the Kecovery of mankind.
No record or
demiition,

it.

:

register of the Divine perfections, related to the created universe

as such, contains

that of love.

His goodness and His loving-

kindness are often alluded to as the nearest approach to the
bute that

is

attri-

never turned towards any but the objects of redeem

1

John
^^'

iv
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But

ing love.

at length the set time

came

for the

new

revelation,

or at least the fuller revelation, of the attribute that governs all
the rest
Jas.

8.

ii.

that which, to adopt St. James's word,

:

the

fiaa-iXiKos,

roi/al laiv

in

God

many names,

revealed takes

the

is

vofj.o'i

But love when it is
the mother of a new and

man.

as in

or rather

is

blessed family of attributes.

Common

3.

^^

*"

But, whatever other manifestations love

ever other

which

name

it

may

His most blessed

is

gift to the

administration of the Holy Ghost
the redeemed, as
2 Peter

i

said to be

4.

Heb.

xii.

^^'

1

John

Iv.

'^'

made

it

may

take, or what-

bear, it is the moral attribute in

it is

individual soul

the bond between

were their common

God

in the

:

God and

We

ethical principle.

are

and with
special reference to the two great moral attributes of holiness and
love.
We are partakers of His holiness as being purified from sin
and sanctified to His service. But a stronger word is used about
our participation of His love. St. John points our thought to the
invisible essence of God, No man hath seen God at any time, but
only that he may tell us in what sense we become one with the
Invisible If we love one another God dwelleth in us, and His love is
Soon afterwards he utters the profoundest word
fulfiUed in tis.
the Bible contains as to the relations and jDrivilege of the saints
God is love : and he that dwelleth in love dicclleth in God, and God in
partakers of the Divine nature generally,

:

:

1

John

iv,

him.

the
or. VI.

1

Peter
-•

^j^g

i.

may be added

believer

He

:

here in conclusion that the indwelling of

the real bond of fellowship between

is

'

partaldng of the Divine holiness

hath given

lis

of His

is

What
is

to

the righteousness

His love

:

is

One

ITS
is

is

explained to be

to the holiness of

the firstborn of

define both the nature

its

Ps.lxxxvi.
15.

hecaiise

He

and the

God, that His grace

strength and

Love

its

minister in the

retains its distinction to

attribute.

The supreme

or feeling, governing the Divine dealings with sinners,
the

Our

the sandification of the Spirit

RELATED ATTRIBUTES.

things pertaining to salvation.

Born of

God and

Spirit.

Sjnrit.

GRACE AND

Grace.

Lord

that is joined unto the

and our partaking of the Divine love

.

13^

It

Holy Ghost

principle
is

in the

Christian dispensation grace.
-j^^

-pj^-g ^yQj.(j jg jjj

some respects a creation of the Gospel.

God

was, in the Old Testament, a God full of compassion, and gracious,

TEE ATTRIBUTES OF
longsvffering

and plenteous

in mercy

and

truth

but there

;

thing in the Evangelical term that surpasses

New

Testament

is

some-

In the

all these.

unwearied agent of Love appears as the

this

Grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, which
love
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is

only another form of the 2 Cor. xiiL

of God, and this again only another form of the communion of

The

the Ilohj Ghost.

by the

love of the Triune

Spirit through the

God

is

communicated

As

redeeming grace of Christ.

holi-

ness comes upon the scene of atoning administration under the
aspect

which
desert

of

love

so

justice,

comes under the aspect of grace,

with an emphasis upon the
and utter impotence of those who receive it. Not that
Divine

the

is

loved God, but that

He

love

loved us

Jesus Christ,
2.

"We read of

it.

and of

work

the redemption

conclusion, that as an attribute of

Trinity shares

^°^ ^^•

tlie

of redemption the love of

itself.

God

It

may

be added in

each Person of the Holy

grace of our God,

and

the

Lord 2

the Spirit of grace.

It is needless to

^

this is the best interpreter of the

:

grace that represents in the active

God which provided

ill

ice

Thess.

Heb x

enumerate the other attributes or modifica-

i.

29

Other

which God in Christ, reconciling the icorld unto ^ p ™^^*
clothed in the whole of Scrii^ture, and specially in the " 19/
They are as many as the aspects of sin and the need

tions of grace with

Himself,

Gospel.

is

of sinners.

Here

practical theology

may

multiply

its

epithets

:

gathering from the abundance of the Bible, or framing them anew
according to Biblical analogy or precedent.
the well-being of the Avhole race

is

The grace

that seeks

the Divine p)hilanthropy or kind-

Tit.

iii.

4.

ii.

7.

That which looks upon man in his sin and
misery and Avaits to be gracious is Compassion and Pity. The
Grace that Avaits for the sinner's return and submission, restraining the deserved judgment upon evil, is Forbearance, or Longsuffering.
That which forgives him when he comes is Mercy.
ness to

humankind.

It is well seen that in the exceeding riches of
ness toward us through Christ Jesus

attribute that

is

and that there

God

His grace

His kind- Eph.

sanctified to the service of lovingkindness generally,
is

not

much

exact discrimination in their use.

Finally, the grace that rejoices over the recovered
spirit

in

invests Himself with every

and renewed

with delight and complacency has no name, but returns

again to the source of

all

these perfections, the Divine and ori-

ginal love of our Father in heaven.
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HOLINESS AND LOVE AS COSEBINED IN REDEMPTION.
These two attributes preside over the redeeming economy;
harmony in tlie Atonement, whether in the decree of heaven

their

Mean-

or in the ministry of Christ on earth, will hereafter appear.

here demanded

while some prospective observations are
respects that harmony, Avhich

The word must be taken
fear of

any consequences

Scripture

In God

1.

so clear that

is

:

in

as

it

the topic of most importance.

is

strictest

its

meaning, and without

this is a question

we ought not

on which the light of

to speak timorously.

These attributes must need, or must have needed, what we

Himself.

in our

human

But we
call reconciliation in God Himself.
how we understand and use the term. It is

speech

should be careful

necessary here to carry up our thoughts into the nature of the

Triune God, Who, in relation to the world as

sinful,

foreordained

the Incarnation as the provision or expedient both of holy justice

and of merciful
purpose which

redemption
Rev.

xiii.

8.
1 Pet.

i.

20.

love.

He

Redemption

before the ages in

:

slain

from

the

and

founda-

world : more than that, before the foundation of tlie world.
Therefore whatever exhibition of wrath against sin and love to

tion of the

we now read

in the cross

the same wrath and love in the

world was.
89.

virtual accomplishment

its

The Lamb was

after the ages in its results.

the sinner

Ps. cxix.

said to have been the eternal

is

purposed in Christ Jesus, and therefore eternal

from

it,

mind

must be only the expression of
of the Holy Trinity before the

Nothing has been added, nothing has been taken away
The whole matter or Avord of redemption was settled

since.

in heaven.

The

actuality of sin has not aggravated or intensified

the holiness that for ever burns against evil

human misery deepened

;

nor has the actuality

any sense the tenderness of the
of
Divine benevolence. If there was a reconciliation or harmonising
of wrath and mercy at the cross, there was precisely the same in
the heart of the God Who would create man. All that the Atonein

ment means was transacted in the bosom of the Deity before the
world was. Then it was a reality. We dare not think otherwise, however hard it may be even to seem to disturb the eternal
rest of the

Divine nature.

There

of being tempted to soften this
all

great danger to

is

away

the love of the Atonement, and to

:

many minds

in fact, to render to

make

heaven

the wrath the offspring

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
of earth

;

justice as
2.

to regard love as the one only attribute in eternity,

what

and

is

—

Atonement was settled in heaven the Revealed
was wrought out below teaches "^ J-une.
meant by harmony it is not the reconciliation after

But the

contest,
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an invention or accommodation of time.
fact that the

pattern in the
us

GOD.

Mount

—

of all that
:

nor the agreement after stipulation, nor the accordance

is meant
but the perfect concurrence
two eternal principles of the Divine perfection, which as to a
creaturely universe are called wrath and love,
in the mission of
the incarnate Son and His union with the guilty world.
The
purpose of the Atonement was one purpose, which did not require,
as we should say, two thoughts successive, reconciled, and finally

on certain conditions, that

;

—

of

—

:

Hence, in speaking of holiness and love, we must be careful
not to assign priority or pre-eminence to either.
If God is Love,

one.

God
Son,

been seen, and that Light even a con- Heb.
^^*
was the love of God that sent the only-begotten

also is Light, as has

suining fire.

If it

was His holiness that demanded the sacrifice. Hence the
two attributes in St. John's words Herein is

it

co-ordination of the
love,

not that

we

the Propitiation

:

loved God, but that

for our sins

required by holiness.

:

He

love sent

Hence

loved ws, a7id sent

Him

also the

His Son

Grace of God that hringeth salvation

it is the

iv.

10.

that Eightcousness

—the two forms that Holiness and Love assume in
redemption — give their names severally to the atoning work of
:

John

already the expiation

fiict

and Grace
Christ

i

xii.

to all

men, and

'^'°™" "^'

Titt

ii.

l^"i"-

11.
i-

Righteousness of God revealed from faith to faith.
But here again arises the necessity of yet another qualifica- Real DisHowever perfectly one in their harmony, these attributes tiuctiou.

it is also the
3.

tion.

or principles of action in the Divine nature are to be kept apart

There

in our thoughts.

They

are not merely, as

is

a real distinction between the two.

many have attempted

presentations of the same attribute.
tliat holiness is

common

to say

love guarding the majesty of the Divine nature,

and love the same holiness communicating
or righteousness
illustration, the

to prove, diverse

It is very

is

itself;

a combination of the two

while justice

quote an
Apostle following the Septuagint makes the sure ^,{

mercies of David into the holy things,

to. oa-ia,

:

as, to

of David.

Some, who

an unreality in this, give love the pre-eminence as expressing
the nature of God,and regard holiness as its opposite pole wrath

find

:

.•••

34.
^^'^ ^^'-

'^•

GOD.
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is tlie

love of the lioly Deity fur

opposed to
fectly true

all
;

that

but

it is

that

all

There

is evil.

is

a truth which

is

remember that each

It is Avell to

good

is

in its energy as

a sense in which this

per-

is

very liable to be perverted.

of these perfections

kept

is

and that we
habit of thinking and

distinct in the redemptional language of Scripture,

do not find there any

Eom.
^

justification for this

The icrath of God is revealed from heaven: not the love
manifesting its wrath. We loere h>j nature the children of

speaking.

i.

18.

of

'^'^'4'

God

But God, Who is rich in mercy, for His great
He loved its. The strongest argument, however, against

urath, even as others.
love icherewith

two attributes

this absolute unification of the

everywhere in Scripture the Atonement

Where

alone.
its

the one

is

the other

is

is

not far

necessary counterpart or qualification.

wrong

New

It does not

amount

the fact that

ofi":

so to speak as

it would be
argument in the

Certainly

to say that this truth is ever matter of

Testament.

is

referred to neither

to that.

But

it is

abun-

dantly shown, nevertheless, that neither of these attributes alone

would have secured the salvation of mankind. Certainly not
holiness in itself, which is a consuming fire nor as righteousness,
which would not be just in passing by transgression
nor in
faithfulness, which must fulfil its threatening
nor in any form
that any of its family of attributes might assume. And love would
have been equally poAverless ; for it is as vehement as holiness
itself in chastising its object for his good, and no disciplinary
correction could have met the case of sin against God.
Hence
whenever in revelation we find either of these supreme attributes
connected with the Atonement the other is sure to be near at
There is no exception to this ; no exception, that is, where
hand.
the atoning work of Christ is mentioned. Take the passage
which might seem more than any other to give love the sole
honour But God commendetk His love toward lis, in tlmt, while xce
;

;

;

Eom. v.

8,

9>

:

icere yet sinners, Christ died

more

then,

v:rath through

Eom.

iii.

25, 24.

for

Him.

An

]^^ii^ g^i fiyj-tJi

declare
jicstified

His

to be

His

immediately:

might seem

is,

Some

from

to give the

that required propitiation

This

grace.

il/wcA

blood, tee shall be saved

a p-opitiation, through faith,in His

righteousness.

freely by

His

earlier passage

pre-eminence to the justice
Q^f^

It follows

us.

being noiv justified by

fFliom

:

blood, to

however, preceded by being
of our Lord's earlier

words
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might appear to make the Father's love the one spring of mercy
in His own mission. But we must remember that as He approached
the cross He paid the most solemn tribute to the will of the
righteous judgment which rested upon Him instead of sinful man.
The last attribute He ever gave His Father was Righteous.

But

4.

after all there is a

most blessed sense in which love must LovePrebeen seen that in the records of that eminent,

It has

have the pre-eminence.

accomplished redemption there

is

undoubtedly an ascendency given

to the love of God which no w'orthy theological interest
to deny.

is

In a sense the origination of our recovery

to the Divine charity

God

:

so loved the ivorld that

It is true that

begotten Son.

Son, the Propitiation

foundly true.

Joh'^ ^vu.

this,

:

TFalk in

God

Paul

is

ascribed

gave His only- John

so hated sin that

however,

love, St.

He

concerned

is

He

iii.

sent His

never said, however pro-

says, as Christ also hath loved

Eph.

v. 2.

and hath given Himself for us an offering and a sacrifice : he does
not anywhere otherwise than indirectly tell us that Christ so

us,

He

hated sin that

gave Himself.

This also

is

the truth

Himself for us that He might redeem us from
Thou hast loved righteousness and hated iniquity :

:

He

all iniquity ;

gave

Tit.

ii.

14.

and.

therefore God, even

Heb.

i.

9.

Thy God, hath anointed 'Thee with the oil of gladness above Thy fellows.
But it is rather His love of sinners than His love of righteousness
that

is

God

appealed to and magnified throughout the

New Testament.

and we must, in our homage to this perfection,
reverently think that it was not the holiness which asked, in the
eternal counsel, what love could do, but the love wdiich offered
the unspeakable gift
Xdpi<: tu> 0ew eVt rfj ayeKSirjyi'jTO) airov
Boipea.
And, as in the origination of the redeeming economy, so
also in the process and final issues of it, love has the pre-eminence.
It is everywhere magnified by God the Father and His incarnate
Son and we must magnify it. Mercy and judgment are on
is

love

;

:

2 Cor.

i.\.

;

either side of the cross

of the Gospel

;

and they

thoy co-operate in

all

the administration

But evermore judgment executes the will of mercy, or love, the royal law ;
even when justice may seem to use the ministry of love. Our
theology, like David, must sing of mercy and judgment.
But still
Mercy

;

rejoiceth against

indeed, but

Apostles

will preside at the final day.

judgment

yet AG.\INST

who made

it.

:

over it,
The same Moralist among the
exults or triumphs not

love the law, says

:

KaruKauxarai eAeos

Kpi'o-ews.

Jas.

Ps.
Jas.

ii.

8.

ci. 1.
ii.

13.
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Summary.

HOLINESS, RIGHTEOUSNESS,

ILirmony
in

Ad-

we may

Finally,

Atonement

AND

consider the union of these attributes in the

as administered in the Gospel.

ministration.

is

mediatorial

LOVE,

That administration

Avhile the attributes are the perfections of

:

each

Person in the Godhead, they are generally regarded as displayed

by the Father, through the intercession of the Son, by the
And they are displayed in three
ministry of the Holy Ghost.
departments of the economy of grace. The Supreme Judge presides in the mediatorial court where righteousness reigns; as a
Father He dispenses grace in the household and family of His
adopted and regenerate children and as God in His temple He
;

His worshippers to Himself:

sanctifies

all

through the mediation

of the incarnate Son, and the influences of the
2 Cor.

xiii.

14.

In the
Court of

Law,

the

first

answers

the love of
1.

tlie

Holy

To

Spirit.

Lord Jesus Christ; to the second

grace of the

God ; and to the third

the

communion of

the

Holy

Grhost.

In what we have termed the Mediatorial Court, God's

rela-

tions to man, or rather man's relations to God, are altogether

God

those of law.

the Atonement

Eighteous
conviction

is
;

is

is

the Judge

the Advocate

;

acceptance with

imputed and imparted

new law

of faith.

;

there reigns His righteousness

a satisfaction to justice; Jesus Christ the

;

Now

sin is transgression

God

is

;

repentance

is

the righteousness of faith,

and the whole Christian system
in this Evangelical court, all the

is

the

Divine

moral perfections which cluster around or arise out of His justice

have their manifestation, and are
In the
Temple.

2.

ness.

priest of our profession.

In the
Iloune.

is holi-

There the holy God reigns over the propitiatory, sprinkled

with the blood of expiation.
are

glorified.

In the temple of Christianity the presiding attribute

sanctified,

fellowship,

and

of a holy

life,

purified,
service.

There the Redeemer

is

the High-

Sinners polluted approach the altar and
consecrated to the Divine possession,

The

Christian system

is

the consecration

and Christians partake of the Divine

holiness.

Over a large variety of terms describing the Evangelical privilege
this most awful attribute presides, uniting God and His saints in
one most holy communion.
3. Midway between these, and yet as the crown and consum-
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mation of both,
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the household and family of God, where

is

He

dwells as a Father in the midst of His adopted and regenerate

Him

His Son the Firstborn among many ^^^- ^"^

children,

united to

brethren.

There His love supremely

in the court

in

and the temple

but here

;

It reigns,

reigns.
it

indeed,

29.

supremely reigns, glorified

and from it shining upon all His
children.
The Christian system becomes now a family discipline
the sons of God are imitators of Christ, and keep the commandments as children obeying their Father's voice in love. Here we
may reverently say is the perfection of the Christian economy as

in the face of the Incarnate,

:

a display of the perfections of

God

reconciliation
in the

:

The Atonement

in Christ.

an expiation in the temple, and a satisfaction

in the court

—

is

the

the reconciliation of the Father and His prodigals

Through

Son incarnate.

this reconciliation,

and the

in-

dwelling of the Spirit of the Son, believers are restored to the

Him Who

image of

is

same image from glory

the Image of the Father
to

glory even as by

thus reaching the goal of their destiny,
to be
4.

conformed

changed into the 2 Cor.

:

Spirit of the Lord,

whom He

and

we

18.

did predestinate Rom.

viii.

29.

image of His Son.

to tJie

But, though

tJie

thus decompose and distribute the Divine

Unity.

attributes in redemption, they combine into one harmonious glory

The three are one and
To this subject we return

of grace.
is

;

Love.

nistration of redemption

is

our

the bond of their perfectness
in

due time when the admi-

su])ject.

SUJLMARY.

A

few closing remarks

practical,
1.

on

may be made, both dogmatic and

this inexhaustible subject.

The meditation and study

of the Divine Attributes lies at

Founda-

by the very term the doctrine
Himself aud in His universal relations,

Theology

the foundation of theology, which

of

God

Summary.

contemplated in

or in the universal relation of

is

all

things to

Him.

The whole

superstructure of this holy science might be reared upon the
several

names and perfections of the Most High

formally aiming at
portion as

it is

it

or not, our divinity

remembered.

There

is

is

;
and, whether
sound only in pro-

not a single truth of our

dogmatics or ethics which might not be assigned as

VOL.

I.

A A

it

were

to its

tion of
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natural place under the several heads of the preceding distribution.
to do this, as it would overtax in many respects
would not on the whole conduce to our advantage
as students of systematic theology.
Hence we must be content
to make the Divine nature and perfections part only instead of

But the attempt
our

«

ability, so it

the whole.

But, for this very reason, a treatment of the various

attributes,

more elaborate and comprehensive than that which

has been attempted,

is

needless at the outset

just as their rays

:

and blended throughout the Scripture, so are they,
be found, more or less interwoven with all the topics we

are diffused
as

it

will

shall hereafter discuss.

Import°*^

pr

*if

2.

As

the consistent and universal exhibition of the Divine

harmony

perfections in their

mony.

the glory of our science, so

is

all its

and dimness, and vexation have been due to the errors
of men's conception of them the history of the heresies, major
and minor, of the Christian dogma is little more than the history
of the systematisation of such unworthy apprehensions of those
perfections. Hence, their equal honour and perfect harmony should
confusion,

:

be the standard of our aspiration in every step that we take abstain:

ing from the invention of attributes that
Himself,

we must evermore

of those which

harmony.

He

seek to do

nowhere more rich than on

full justice to all

this subject, Ave

15.

all

events.

course in which

all

He

is

constantly and

instance,

an

attri-

sometimes assigned

is

all restraint,

the Onlt/ Potentate.

the uncontrolled Dis-

There

things that are to take place

the Divine will, which
desire.

in this

in a peculiar meaning for which the Scriptures
Most assuredly the Supreme is, by the evidence

of this very name, high above

poser of

to each

is

Being

give no warrant.

vi.

may

For

bute of Sovereignty, or Absolute Sovereignty,

Tim.

and

of truth

which by the help of the Scripture,

safely bring our views of Divine things.

to the Divine

has never given to

The safeguard

has revealed.

It is a standard to

God

we may

may

is

a sense of

be traced to

reverently term absolute

if

we

Moreover, wdth reference to some events, and some pro-

Word of God does sometimes repreHis sovereign pleasure, from which there
no appeal, and into the reasons of which no mortal must seek to

vidential arrangements, the

sent
is

Him

as pointing to

penetrate.

Sovereignty

But

it

is to

may be denied

that any such attribute as that of

be found mentioned in Scripture

;

certainly that

THE ATTRIBUTES OF

where much human theology places

placed,

it is
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it,

at the head of

the attributes, alone sternly ruling the whole economy of

all

At any

revelation.

His

love, and

rate

will

He Who

:

is

pleased to order His wisdom and
the expression of both, in most

is

the Only Potentate,

On

love.

is

is

with His uncontrolled and uncontrollable

affecting juxtaposition

and God

God

His grace which

is

also the Only wise God,

the other hand, this last attribute of love
,

.

'

.

has sometimes assigned to

it an absolute sovereignty of its
gloom of the other system by a light not
borrowed from heaven. This we have sufficiently seen. And it
may be enough generally to repeat, what cannot be too profoundly
pondered, that the Holy Spirit has displayed the economy of the

itself

own which

dissipates the

1

Tiiu. vi.
'

.
t ,
Jucle 2o.
i

John

iv.

16.

Divine perfections in such a way as to forbid every exaggeration
of any one of them, and to encourage us to harmonise the whole.
3.

Once more, the study of the Divine perfections should be

conducted habitually, reverently, and most devoutly, with
ence to our
«jalculable

own

edification.

and inexhaustible,

failing reference to

if

refer-

Practical

^tudy.

The benefit of this is literally inwe contemplate them with a never-

our soul's good

:

either endeavouring to rise

them or bringing them down to ourselves. We cannot indeed
reach them they are high and they are deep.
But the very contemplation of perfections which oppress the mind strengthens the
mind which it oppresses. To be amazed, and confounded, and
baS.ed by our thoughts of God is the noblest discipline of the
to

;

human regenerate spirit. But, though Ave cannot attain to them,
we may in the right sense of the word, however bring them
down to us. What this means is best taught by Scriptuial
examples.
Let two stand for an endless series, Mark Job's

—

.struggle

—

and submission

His consolation
His creature

He

is

is that,

in the presence of the

though God

perfectly

known

to

is

Him:
I

Divine Omniscience.

inscrutable to His creature,

Behold,

I go forward, hd Job

Him: an the
left hand, where He doth work, but I cannot beJwld Him : He hideth
Himself on tlie right hand that I cannot see Him. But He knoweth
the waij tluit I take : ichen He hath tried me I shall come forth a^ gold.
is

not there ; aiui backward, hut

cannot j^erceive

Ai^d David's more tranquil and equally sublime reduction to himDivine Omnipresence. Meditating upon the presence

self of the

of

God which

fills

the universe, from which nothing

A A 2

is

or can be

xxiii.

^' ^^^•

•^^3

GOD.

concealed, he cries
P^-

high,

.

'

"

(J

I

:

and we

cxxxix.
23,'

24!

^^^^

rpj^y

^^.g

He

it.

own poor

God! how

thoughts unto me,

it

is

:

great is the

God

Hoiv precious

sum of them!

I should count them, they are more in number than the sand : when
I awake, I am still with Thee. And then he places the secrets of
his own spirit in the light of that omniscience.
He brings that
If

my

heart

Search me,

and know my thoughts : and see
me, and lead me in the way everlasting.

try me,

;

wicked way in
^"^

me :

his meditation regards

destiny and interests

awful attribute to bear upon himself

In Jesus

wonderful for

is too

despairs of pursuing this track

But

despair with him.

all

as thinking of his

Ps.

Such knowledge

cannot attain unto

God, and know
if there he

any

But the way everlasting suggests a truth which every Chrisremember that the Divine perfections
must be contemplated as they are manifested and made incarnate
in our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
He is the sum of Divine
attributes in human nature.
In Him the infinite and the finite
4.

tian theologian should

:

The Incarnation is an eternal fact in purnow and for ever. We are not
study the absolute and immanent perfections in them-

are everlastingly one.

:

pose before time was, in reality
called to
selves,

nor in Himself the Being

have as men no God Who
ever contemplate
shall never see

Him

is

Who is invested with

apart from our

own

and never know God save

of His incarnate Son.

In

We

them.

not revealed in Jesus; nor need

Him we

nature in Christ.

we

We

as revealed in the face

see these attributes

which

connect the Supreme with the creature under a most blessed and
peculiar aspect

;

especially

those of omnipresence, omniscience,

and omnipotence the omni-attributes. In Him, reflected from
His face, and reflected through His work, we see the glory of the
:

perfections
2 Cor.

iii.

that

the glory of the

bring the Divine

into

sin.

But

is

primarily meant here

moral image of

with

human

ice all

glory, even as by the Spirit of the Loi-d.

what

relation

u ith open face beholding as in a glass
Lord, are changed into tlu same image from glmy to

redemption from

God

is

our

exhibited in the

It may be supposed that
common reflection of the
human virtue of the Son's

1 Cor. vi.

But we have no right to limit our view rigidly to this.
One with the Son He that is joined unto the Lord is One Spirit
we are, in a certain sense, in Him one with the Holy Trinity, and

2 P*?ter

jn^de partakers of the Divine nature.

holiness.

i.

—

In the likeness of the Triune

THE ATTRIBUTES OF
we were

finest dust of the material uni-

The

originally formed.
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verse contributed the body which connected us with the other
orders of the Creature but it was the Spirit of God Who gave us
the higher essence on which was stamped the Divine image. In our
perfection in Christ we shall be restored to the most consummate
;

every attribute of the Creator which is possible to
As to the absolute attributes, and our reflection of

reflection of

the creature.

them, there

is

a mystery at present unfathomable.

But

as to the

love of the Divine

depend on the holiness and
not only in the volume which reveals
and Work of the Son. In His
Person
the
the Supreme but in
work they have their atoning aspect and there we study them
In His Person they
as the ground of our redemption and hope.
have their passive and active exhibition as the perfect example of
attributes Avhich

nature,

we must study them

;

human

Beholding and reflecting the glory of the

holiness.

Divine-hiiman character of Christ,

we study

the attributes of

God

where alone we can study them unto perfection. No department
of Scriptural Theology, as such, is so abundant as that which trains
our minds to contemplate the perfections of the Supreme, and to
dwell upon the works and ways of God as manifestations of His
His
some

character, or of

glory.

The

several attributes are constantly

wonder, and some for our
and they are blended into the unity which is the glory
of that Divine nature of which we may be partakers.
Harmony
5. Finally, though the incarnate Son has fully revealed the

set before us,

imitation

for our adoring

;

Father as such, and the Triune secret of the Divine essence,
has introduced no change in the exhibition of the Divine
butes generally.

,,,

There
,

is
,

nothing more remarkable in the Bible

.,.

Whom it

describes in a

The

series

1-1
and identity
•

as a whole than the substantial unity

thousands of years.

He

attri-

ciT.-

Holy Scriptures

in

most glorious characteristics, and one of
its strongest credentials.
There is nothing in all the religious
literature of mankind
and that literature is very large which
this respect is

one of

its

—

can be brought even into comparison,

—

much

less into competition,

This is true of the Scriptural names of the Deity
more abundantly true of the perfections in which those
names are enshrined. The noblest conceptions of the Godhead

with them.

but

it is

^;'^]^'"f

of

oi tne xieing

of revelations running through

consistency of the

t'urul

Represea-

God.
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to be

found outside of the Bible are found connected with the most

degrading

;

nor

is

hymn, or one meditation,

there one

in all Gentile

theology which gives a presentation of the Divine character either
perfectly honourable to

man.

God Himself

or perfectly satisfying to the

But from the beginning

to the end of the revelation
which we accept as Divine there is not one discordant note the
Being Whom it presents may not be at all points what human fear

soul of

;

or hope could in its diversified moods desire but He is ever the
8ame,a Being in Avhose presence unholiness is rebuked and all goodness or tendency to goodness is encouraged and quickened into
From that almost the first announcement to a personal worlife.
shipper, / am the Almighty God ; tmlk before Me and be thou perfect,
through all the annals of Scripture, there is the same God Whose
;

Gen.

xvii.

^'

character

is

the standard of perfection.

sufiiciencyis the source of strength,
is

Ex.

vi. 3.

Jno.iv.24.

I'j'hn"^'
8,

the light and joy of

life.

Whose

almightiness or

Everywhere we

the great

find

quaternion of names which combine His essence and His
butes.

God

is

Jehovah, the absolute Being; He

Personal object of worship

He

is

;

He

is

all-

and Whose manifested Presence

LiGHT, repelling

Love, diffusing His goodness as grace

is

all

for ever.

attri-

Spirit, the

impurity

;
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GOD AND THE CREATURE.

mrely Existence.

The

discussion of the Divine Attributes has prepared

us for a universe that

is

not God, but brought into exist-

ence by His power, and the object of His providential
conservation, care, and government.
The two departments of our present subject are, therefore, the Creature
and Providence. The former will include all the several

orders of created nature

;

and the

other words, the

What and

the

Why

^^dence^^

the general

latter,

principles which are revealed as controlling their destiny
in

Creation

:

of the universal

Creation of God.

THE CREATURE.

The
Creature.

The creaturely

universe,

embracing immaterial

intel-

ligences or angels, the world of material elements,

man

uniting the two in himself, owes

of the Triune God,

The

Whose

its

and

being to the act

will called it into existence.

revelations of Scripture on this subject

may be

dis-

tributed under the two heads of the Creator in regard to

the act of creation, and the several orders of the creatures
as the result of His creating act.

THE CREATOR.
Creation

is

in Scripture assigned to

The

the

One Almighty

Creator.

GOD AND TEE CREATURE.

3r)2

God,
of

His essence

in tlie Trinity of

same

Spirit having the
all

:

Son and

tlie

things which they afterwards bear to the redemption

The creating act

of the world.

displays the glory of the

Divine attributes, but freely as an act of

Absolute creation

of infinite wisdom.

omnipotence

and with the

will,

one end attained by the resources

diffusion of hapi>iness as

is

Holy

tlie

special relation to tlie production

the effect of

is

but the origination of creaturely existence

;

a mystery which

is

revealed for adoration only, no other

account being given or possible but the all-sufficiency of

Secondary creation, or the Formation of the

the Creator.

material part of the universe into order, exhibits Divine

M'isdom also and love as preparing the scene of Provi-

dence for

all living creatures,

intelligences,

of probation for

and of redemption

for fallen

all

moral

man.

THE TRINITY IN CREATION.

God as
Creator.

Allusion has been already

made

to the

Eedemptional Trinity

as the manifestation of the Eternal Triune

One

in the salvation

of man. Between these may be interposed an Economical Trinity,
in some sense mediatorial, but not redemptional the revelation,
that is, of Three Persons after a special manner and order in the
:

production of the universe.

Each Person

1.

-pi^g

Trinity,

of creation

:

is

in Scripture plainly connected with the act

plainly, that

is,

according to the universal law of

gradual development that has been so often referred to.
Old Testament dimly but not uncertainly gives its evidence,

John

V.

17, 19.

its

words are interpreted

vorketh hitherto,

is

The
when

New. My FaiheiI work: not so much

in the light of the

our Lord's testimony, and

indicating successive stages as claiming for Himself all Divine
acts,
tint

and making them His own

what

Father
John

i. :?.

;

He
for,

Tlie Son, is

things were

seeth the

Father

do.

:

the

Son can do nothing of Himself,

The Father here

is

the eternal

the eternal Second Person, both as The IFord and as

expressly asserted to be the author of creation.

made

by

Him.

St.

John's witness

is

All

repeated and con-

CREATION.
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Him; and

firmed by St. Paul, All things were created by
passage which declares that the Son of His
of every creature

These

ence.

:

begotten before

TrptnTOTOKos,

passages

in

love

was the

all

this in a

To

Me

find that

New

it

now

^*'

Old Testament

to the

renders to the Spirit the same tribute which the

renders to the Son.

created

Johnxvii.

this give all the Scriptures

Carrying the evidence back

witness.

Thou

sendest forth

Thy

Spirit,

they arc

Ps. civ.

we read that the
The doctrine of the

and, before the words Let us make man,

;

Spirit of

God moved upon

the face of the waters.

Essential Trinity gives

harmony and consistency

Without

fabric of Scripture is unintelligible

the entire

it

ceases to be a fabric

darkness rests upon

it

;

its

is

itself

it

:

without form and void, and

entire face.

But there is evidently an Economical Trinity here, the foreshadowing of the Eedemptional. "What man's word is to his act,

Word was in creation By
where the Word is the Son who is

the expression of his will, the Eternal

He made

'^^\

to the whole.

2.

IFliom also

15,

crcaturely exist-

to our Lord's only other reference to creation: Thou lovedst

we

i.

^^•

combination lead our minds

their

before the foundation of the world.

Col.

Firstborn

the worlds,

the Mediator of the creation of the
which He sustains by the word, tw

:

aiwve?,

Kconomi^''

^'°'

Heb.

^
2.

i.

or orders of worlds,

of His power.
His
omnipotence as God and His mediatorship as the Word in the
p-qfjiari,

The 8ia, generally used, also indicates
Mind and Will and Act of His Father. This

created universe are one.
this.

He

the

is

economical relation does not so expressly extend to the Holy
Spirit

be

;

but we have seen that of

said, without

Him

Him

ivas not anything

also as of the

made

that

Son

it

was made.

may
All

John

i.

3.

this is revealed for the suppression of the notion that matter, or

the substance of the visible universe,
created, that

any

inferior

is

eternal

;

Demiurgus was employed

or,

supposing

it

in the creation

;

also for the establishment of our faith in the worthiness of all

created things; and, finally, to

was prepared

as to be in

show that the scene of creation

due time the scene of redemption

also.

THE DIVINE .\TTHIBUTES IN CREATION.

Divine

have ahcatiy anticipated our present subject when considei-ing the Divine Attributes in relation to the creature. It is enough

butcs.

Attri-

We
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to say here that the omnipotence of
festation of

His interior

God,

all-sufficiency, is

may be

production of matter in what

as the

outward mani-

enough

for the original

called absolute creation;

wisdom and power are seen in the secondary creation or
formation of matter into worlds ; and that the end of all is the
that His

expression of the Divine perfections or their reflection in the

works of His hands.

Primary

CREATION PROPER.

Creation.
It is

we can

only in the Divine All-sufficiency that

find the

ground of the origin of all things that exist not being God Himself
In this we must be content to seek the possibility of all
forms of being, spiritual or material

own

our

verses that

Matt.xix.
26-

The utmost

unknown

to us or

and other uni-

call it ours,

may be behind it, with others that may follow it.
human thought can rise to is this, that with God

that

that

all things are possible:

become

known

;

we may

universe, so far as

actual.

things possible may, at His will,

is, all

In one sense there

"Ex

and the maxim

is

no NIHIL to

infinite re-

must

either be
converted into " In nihilo omnia fiunt," or Limited to created
sources,

agents, with regard to

whom

nihilo nihil fit"

it

undoubtedly

is

uniform testimony of Scripture, and

its

true.

It is the

fundamental error in the

opinion of modern Pantheists, that the Eternal and only Being by

His

will

and word brought

all

things that are not Himself into

an existence which in no ultimate elements they had before.
testimony to this supreme truth
Gen.

i.

1.

is

positive

Positively, the beginning of revelation asserts this: In the

1.

beginning God created

tJie

introduced

:

God, and the

In

the beginning

Wm'd was

God.

was

when

the JFord,

The same was in

All things were made by Him.

human thought
things BECOME

These words con-

heaven and the earth.

cerning the old creation are repeated

John i.
1—3.

The

and negative.

the

and

new creation is
Word was with

the

the beginning with God.

In that beginning, which

baffles

Son already IS as God, and all
or are made.
Hence the same revealing voice
which declares the Divinity of the Son declares in contrast the
to apprehend, the

origination in time or with time of

the

many

all

things.

We may pass

over

passages which assert the Divine origin of the ordered

CREATION.
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Cosmos they might be supposed consistent with the existence of a
substance out of which it was arranged. But the incarnate Saviour
prays, Glorify Thou Me tcith Thine own Self with tJie glory ichich 1 John
^'
had with Thee before the world was: where Traph. a-oi corresponds
:

with

Onlybegotten

the glory as of the

many

light the

mean

the bringing

things created,

tJiat

them

all

and

in this John

14.

were all Col.

and

that are in earth, visible

in-

i.

16,

^^*

whether they be thrones or dominiojis, or principalities or powers:

visible,

all things

were created by

Him

and by

Him and for Him and He is
:

The

all things consist.

before all things,

contrast between the essential

being of the Son in the Father, and the created existence of
things

i.

things must

By Him

into existence proper.

are in heaven,

And

Harpos.

-rrapa.

testimonies to the creation of

xvii.

else,

could not be more clearly laid down.

able passage St. Paul declares the possibilities of God to be
auTov, the invisible things of

What He

Him.

all

In a very remarkto.

dopara Rom.

i.

in the freedom of

His
omnipotence brings into visible existence proclaims His eternal
Power and Godhead the 8wa/it? here preceding, and measurino-,
:

and, as

the

it

were, determining the

^€toT»7s,

the resources of which are

from

the creation of the

world

is

while, on the other hand,

the substratum of that

What

all

concerning

God JHw

is

a

quicheneth the dead,
:

to. fir]

word

of St. Paul

calleth

those things

Rora.

ws ovra.

Hence we

^^*

and

oj/ra

ad coelum,

et terram, et

sunt; et intelligas quia ex nihilo fecit

genus

;"

Hebrews the

irroLrja-ev

first article

understand

tliat

<jiaLVOfX€Vwy

Deus, et

eis

hominum

all

In the Epistle to the 2 Mace.

the primitive creation as

framed by tlie
made of things ichich do

all

The

a^jpear

:

ek to

construction and

things seen are, in

fact,

separated,

word of God is set over ao-ainst
things were formed by the Divine word in order that

The

creating

'^ii-

28.

Through faith tee Heb. xL3.
word of God, so that

things.

to (SXeTrofxevov yeyovevai.

the absolute origination of

and then united.
all

is

the xoorlds were

things which are seen ivere not

:

" Peto,

ad omnia quae in

ilia

aura 6 0€os.

of the faith

distinguished from the formation of

e/c

:

ir.

thus rendering a passage which the Apostle might have

in view, e^ ovk ovtwv

both

nearer approach to

still

accept our very term " ex nihilo " from the Vulgate

nate, ut aspicias

8wafjLi<;,

clearly seen

but the manifestation of an invisible

But there

which he not as though they were

fiy

has been

things out of nothing in another

the calling

may

is

infinite.

power behind.

infinity of

^etoVi/s,

or divineness of God,
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might lay hold of the

faith

trutli,

which reason cannot penetrate,

that the created universe did not spring by development from

Ileb. xi.
27.

No other
Doctrine
allowed.

things previously existing, but from the invisible creating

power

One afterwards referred to as tov ^koparov, Him Who
With this the revelation of Scripture has spoken its
after which the first word of science must begin.

word,

of

is invisible.

last

Negatively, the Scripture precludes any other doctrine than

2.

that of an absolute creation of

Divine

will.

It

all

things by the direct act of the

omits any allusion to pre-existing forms of matter,

animate or inanimate, out of which the present universe was
through long periods developed.

may

Physico-theological speculation

interpose universe after universe, or rather universe before

universe, to carry

the final source

;

up the continuity of cause and effect nearer to
it must come to the unsearchable

but at length

chasm between phenomenal things and the eternal essence. Platonic ontology may go farther and contrast phenomena as they

made

are

Himself

and

to

koct/aos vot^tos

in the Divine

all

is

God

not creation,

we now speak. The negative argument is
many passages which bring the Jehovah-name

those

into relation with created things.

of proclaiming the infinite

and

This

is

in

philosophical

language,

remains the Unconditioned while

that

He

method
chasm between

the Scriptural

to us unthinkable

The Bible does not

necessary being and existence phenomenal.
say,

mind

of creation

it is

found in

appear with the eternal ideas appearing only to

but the

;

the

Unconditioned One

creates the conditioned, or

that the one Necessary Being cannot have other necessary existence, co-eternal with Himself,

But

also of

Nehera.

psalm and prophet

TJwu

hast

earth,

and

ix. 6.

which

He

forms into the universe.

simply says, in Nehemiah's language, which

it

and Thou

made

:

Thcni, even Thmi,

is

the language

art Jehovah alone ;

heaven, the heaven of heavens, with all their host, the

all things that are tJierein, the seas,

preservest

them

all.

Its doctrine is

and

all that is therein,

everywhere that the

Eternal can clothe Himself with what garments visible

modern language,

it

sion of the Infinite.
all

things requiring

teaches that the creating act

The

God

creation

is

is

referred to as

He

will

;

in

the finite expresits free

exercise

:

as their First Cause, but the First Cause

not requiring the creation by any necessity of His nature.
lations as to the necessary connection of

Specu-

power and act in the
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Immutable Being, and therefore as to the necessity of an eternal
speculations which forget the difference between the
Infinite and the finite, a difference which is to us at once concreation

ceivable

—

and inconceivable

—are utterly unknown in Scripture.

THEORIES CONTRADICTING THE DOCTRINE OF CREATION.
It is at this point that
flatly

we

Errors.

met by those hypotheses which
down as Scriptural, and as
notion of God and His universe.

are

contradict the doctrine thus laid

alone consistent with the true

These have been alluded to in their relation to the doctrine of

God Himself; but briefly, as the present is their proper place. It
may be boldly asserted that Pantheism and Materialism, with a
third class of intermediate theories that are composed of elements

owe

derived from both,

ment, but to the

their origin not to

difficulty of accepting

marily and absolutely, of anything that
said about

them

an anti-Theistic

God

not God,

is

senti-

as the Creator, pri-

AYhat

is

here

will be confined to a brief consideration of their

bearing on the subject of creation.

PANTHEISM.

Pantheism.

IMany definitions

may be

given of this system of thought, which

has had the longest, the most diversified, and the most persistent

human error. But no definition does justice
which forgets that it is a theory of the universe making
God supreme in it without being its Creator identifying, in fact,
God with the universe, or the universe with God to irav 0eos
loTt.
But there are two kinds of Pantheism, which are not

sway

in the annals of

to it

:

:

perhaps distinguished as they should be in reviews of
All Pantheism
1.

is

It caiinot

they made
every age

history.

be said of the ancient Indian philosophies that

God and

—as

its

not the same Pantheism.

What

the universe one.

to the

long before the Christian era as since

Hindoo

—has

in

been

the Supreme God, or the abstract Brahni without predicate, exists

without a necessary

immutable Being

is

finite

the repose of incalculable ages
creature into existence,

is

This eternal,

infinite,

creaturely nature.

When

created system.

sublimely above
is

all

broken,

He

or It comes as to the

developed to creaturely thought in mani-

Hindoo
theVtn
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fold forms for long ages,

and then withdraws into Himself or

It-

the whole panorama of phenomenal being to be remembered

self

in their forms

Now in this wonderful

no more.

system of thought

the essential idea of creation cannot be concealed or suppressed.

The Hindoo Trinity

itself,

Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, is only a
Supreme in acts which are

representative personification of the

not far wide of the Scriptural ideas of creation, preservation, and
destruction, at least as far as the
all

two former are concerned

the phenomena of the universe, on the

way

;

to nothing, are

surely supposed to be brought into separate existence that the

may

Infinite

appear in them before they go hence

separate existence, as separate, they lose
It is true that the entire system

But there

guage, pantheistic.

is

may

when they

be

called, in

and that

;

cease to be.

modem

a vast difference between

its

lan-

view

all things which He again
withdraws from being and the pure Pantheism that identifies and

of the supremacy of the Original of

Greek
soohv

makes one whole God and the universe.
2. No form of ancient Greek philosophy was Pantheistic in the
fullest and deepest sense of the word.
From Thales through
Plato down to the last of the Stoics the philosophers were occupied

Some denied

with the origin of things.
also

God

:

creation, but they denied

such were the earliest of the Ionic school,

who

to find the unity of all phenomena, whether in water, or in
in fire

;

strove
air,

or

but whatever they called the soul of the world, animating

and controlling the endless flux of things, it was not the god of
Their system was Materialism in disguise. Others,
Pantheism.
as those whose names are the glory of the Socratic school, laid
too much stress on the supremacy of the all-controlling mind to
be counted Pantheists

:

moreover, they were always haunted by

the notion of an eternal

vXrj,

or matter, as

mediatory between matter, as we know
being.
ciple,

What

it,

it

were something

and pure

spiritual

they called the Soul of the World, the active prin-

namely, which frames and forms and fashions

all

things,

could never be detached from the Stoic conception of matter, and

But their Natura
by the term, an operative mind,
Natura, non artificiosa solum, sed plane artifex

so far their system

naturans, or
Dji Nat.

Deor.

as Cicero says

might be

(jivcrcs

rj

:

"

t^x^lkti,

ab eodem Zenone dicitur

;

called Pantheistic.

was,

consultrix, et provida utilitatum oppor-
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tunitatumque omnium.

Censet euim artis max!rae proprium est
quodque in opei'i])us nostrarum artium manus
efficiet, id multo artificiosius naturam efficere." The Natura naturata, or living Ko(r/x.os, was indeed identified Avitli the former, and
nature became god.
This theory of the universe has been called
Hylozoism, and has played a conspicuous part in every age. It
creare et gigncre,

is

really the theory of that class of

modern

materialists

to the evidence of purpose in nature, though only as

DESIGN, which

is

who yield
immanent

a contradiction in thought, or a refuge from the

conception of an external Designer that has no meaning.
design in any form
3.

is

But

foreign to the strict notion of Pantheism.

Pure Pantheism, as an account of the existence of the uniassumed its final and only consistent development in Chris-

verse,

tian

times,

Hylozoism.

and in

a

philosophy

that

has been in avowed

Modern
Pantheism.

opposition to Christianity from the beginning.
(1.) Its

new

foundations

were laid in

system which strove to

eclectic

combine

Neo-Platonism,
all

that

an

had been

Neo-PIatonism.

taught in previous schools of philosophy concerning the relation
of being to phenomena.

It

pronounced more boldly than

it

had

ever been pronounced before, that one only indescribable Being
exists

Wiio

reveals Himself in all things, in the soul of the world,

and in the spirit of man all seemingly
independent thiugs being only transient phenomena, and all personalities being destined for reabsorption into God.
While the
in the universal reason,

:

Fathers of the Christian Church were establishing against early
heresy the doctrine of the Trinity, the Second Person being tlie
Firstbegotten before every creature, and the 'Apx^, or source of tho
creation brought into existence by the energy of the Third Person,

Plotinus and Porphyry and Proclus were establishing another
the One absolute, its manifestation in the universe, and

trinity
its

:

thinking

itself in

universal reason.

TluMr ideas found their

John Scotus Erigena, the idealistic Pantheist of
the ninth century.
His book " De Divisione Naturaj " was the
first manifesto of the modern system.
It makes God " that which
best expositor in

"With God being, thouglit, and
God it is one and the same thing to
know what He makes before it is made, and to make what lie
knows. Therefore to know and to do is one iu Him." " Man is
VOL. I.
B B
neither creates nor

is

created."

creating are identical."

" In

Scotus
Erig.

Do

Div. Nut.
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a certain intellectual notion in the Divine mind eternally created.

This

most approved and most true

Lis

is

only of man, but of

The

made.
it

may be

all

and

entire visible
called,

that

is,

God
any moment

anything apart from
at

it

man

spirit of

invisible creature

it is

not so

a

Theophany

we think

of

it it

has changed,

existence cannot be jiredicated.
its

home.

tendency of this system, as of Pantheism in every form,
abolish

sin

and

responsibility.

In the one

directions.

it

better principles

to

is

degenerated into the worst mystical
it

was counteracted

and, with strange inconsistency, the

;

The
The

But that tendency took two

antinomianismof the Middle Ages. In the other

by

:

According

must not linger on the existence of

for while

;

is

on the same phenomenal way to

is

and

:

a Divine apparition."

to this conception the thought

and of

definition

things which, in the Divine wisdom, were

men

whose theory made their soul only a spark on its way to a necessary extinction in God were absorbed in the most strenuous
endeavours by perfect self-renunciation to bring themselves into a
most blessed union with their Maker. But we have here to do
only with theories of creation.
Spinoza.

(2.)

Spinoza, in the seventeenth century, carried the wavering

dialectics of his predecessors to their legitimate conclusion.

made

He

the principle of Descartes, that the consciousness of our

existence

is

the

first

and only

certainty, his starting-point.

But,

whereas the founder of Cartesianism argued to the real existence of
a universe and a God, the founder of modern Pantheism argued in
the opposite direction.

He fell back upon the assured consciousness

of one only substance, besides which there could be nothing.

substance

may have

attributes

and modes

;

That

but the attributes and

modes of that infinite substance, including the entire universe of
mind and extension, are not realitj- but phenomena. Of these i^henomena, including ourselves, we may predicate attributes ; but not
of the infinite All. According to the favourite adage of the system
;"
which is a profound untruth, " Omnis determinatio est negatio

and to speak of the
less,

or It

Creator,

Infinite as being tliis or that, is to

less,

than

infinite.

to

deny

Him

is

To

assert that

God

make Him

creates or is a

His Deity
in diametrical opposition
phenomenal things from the creation
:

to St. Paul's testimony that

of the world declare His eternal power and Godhead.

What

in

CREATION.
the Christian teaching

—and

One Sum
mode of the existence
the

is

:

of Being absolute

and every person

in his act, is

Divine nature,

sity of the

—

in the Christian teaching alone

Pantheism an eternal and necessary evolution of
everything and every person is but a
of things

creation, is in

festation,
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if

;

everything in

its

mani-

determined by the neces-

such a term

may

be used at

all.

"Without the world no God; and no God without the world."
Spinoza's mathematically systematised Pantheism has been idea-

Germany, the keynote of which is that
coming to consciousness in the finite, the
absolute which in itself is nothing coming to true objective existence in the creature, by an eternal movement which the thinking
mind of man requires for the explanation of all being, and in

lised in the philosophy of

the Infinite

which

sum

is

for ever

finds rest.

it

God

is

not Himself personal, but

This system strives to

of all personalities.

make

He

is

the

itself Chris-

by terming Christ the mediator or reconciler of the Infinite
and the finite in Whom God is tlie universe and the universe is
tian

God

the synthesis of

:

(3.)

With the

we have not

all

possible opposites.

endless evolutions of

to do.

modern Pantheistic thought
one thing most clearly,

Suffice that it proves

that the Christian doctrine of creation

bind

to,

lies

at the basis of all

Although the derivation of the word from Peligare, to

religion.

or to restrain from, be etymologically insecure, tliat idea

are not far

off.

is

and the terms Lex, or law, and Obligation
But Pantheism knows no bond between Creator

nevertheless rooted in

it

;

and creature, because these terms are gone. Sin is no longer sin
freedom has eternally vanished from the Avhole economy of things.
Immortality is the loss of what seemed personality, and absorption

:

into the abyss of being, without that consciousness of absorption

and

which was the

dream of the best mystics,
The universe is not the
sphere in Avhich a Creator moves, but the form in which He, by
an eternal necessity, evolves Himself, The world of man cannot
be the domain of Providence or redemption in which a personal
rest

whether

God
nor
if

blissful

in the East or in the

West.

holds fellowship with His creatures.

is

God He

;

they do not, from the system.

—if we may

There are no creatures,
ought to disappear,

for all the terms of personality

return to the

Man

name God,
B B 2

is

part of God's existence

—but God

is

equally part of

Conclusions,
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There

man's existence.

Spin.
Ethicos,

no pre-eminence on His part, nur

is

is

we may call man such.
Spinoza says " Hence it follows that the human mind is part of
ti^g infinite intelligence of God
and, forsooth, when we say that
the mind of man perceives this or that, we only say no more than

there

His creature,

inferiority in

if

:

:

that God, not as

He

is

infinite

human mind,
mind

there

no absolute or

unfolded hy

is

constitutes the essence of the

" Accordingly in the

has this or that idea."

is

He

but as far as

He

the nature of man, or as far as

The mind

free will.

human

a sure and

is

determined method of thinking, and therefore cannot possibly be
the free cause of
allows

is

that which

Idem.

iv.

Prop. XX.

its

own

imperfection on
is

actions."

its

way

the only good, that

is,

God there is a struggle, and the
" By how much the more anyone
greater

|.|^g

is

The only

to perfectness

In the evolution of

of being.

transient survival of the

fittest.

can preserve his share of being

the virtue Avith which he

many

the loss of

it is

is

endowed

so far as anyone neglects to conserve his being he

Spinoza, like

the system

sin
:

conversely,

;

impotent."

is

other devout Pantheists, had exalted notions

of the deification of

man

in

God

as

His transient representative

His eternal incarnation. But at the point of his
highest elevation into union with the Deity, finite man is in this
system lost in the infinite. There is no Chiustian glorification of the
in the process of

whence

creature in God, but only reabsorption into the source
fleeting personality came.

This

is

his

pure Pantheism, creationless,

and therefore without a Creator. Man has no distinct existence
he and his home, and all that is his, must be
drawn back again into the ocean that other similar waves of existence may follow. Ancient Hinduism went near to this; but it
may be doubted whether it ever Avent so far. " I am Brahm,"
was the language that expressed in it the highest consummation
Pantheism
of unity with Eeal Being ; but still the I remained.
proper has no I, either for God or for man.
for ever, because

SUB-PANTHEISTIC SYSTEMS.

Systems
not
directly
,

^l^^r

It

cannot be said that

created universe in
as

all

the errors of

its relation to

Pantheism and Materialism.

the Creator

mankind

may

be

as

to

the

summed up

These are the extreme

poles,

but
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we

there are zones between of great importance in which

find the

most abundant development of human speculation and practice.
These can only be alluded to here, and that for two reasons first,
they do not enter into theology proper and, secondly, they are
not now predominant errors against which theology as such has
:

;

to contend.

POLYTHEISM.

Holy Scripture, which

is

the revelation of the absolute religion,

Tolytheism.

does not trace the history of man's descent from the worship of

one

God

many

to the worship of gods

;

nor does

shed

it

much

upon the various forms which Polytheistic idolatry has
gradually assumed.
But there is nothing in the Word of God
inconsistent Avith the following two truths
that Polytheism
light

:

sprang out of a Pantheistic perversion of the feeling of mankind

one Supreme in nature and yet over nature

alter

always coexisted with a more or

and has in

its

best forms

that

;

less indefinite sense of

it

has

one Deity

worked towards the absolute supremacy

and true one God.
The modern Science of Eeligion aims

of the only
I.

ment of the
tlirough

all

man

instinct or faculty in

the records of the races

principle that began

:

by investing the

Pantheism, in

Some

dialectic,

many

and eternal

Origin of
Polytheism.

starting generally from the

and
and then,

visible

of nature with supernatural attributes,

became more

to trace the develop-

for the infinite

invisible forces

as that religion

gradually emerging into Monotheism or

cases drifting into

Atheism by the way.

of these teachers of Comparative Theology proceed on the

theory of evolution.

Taking man from the hands of the physical
been slowly developed into a sentient,

evolutionist, as having

moral, and even religious creature, they then carry onward the
principle into all the
s[)iritual
its

phenomena

history of mankind.

of

what may be

called

the

Others take up the theory without

tremendous })reliminary assumptions.
1.

from

The testimony

of Scripture

is

explicit here.

We

might infer

early records that the successive heads of mankind,

and
founders of the nations, carried everywhere with them the knowledge or tradition of one Creator and the tendency of the whole
But the New Testament,
of the record supports that inference.
its

;

Scriptural
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which in the

fullness of time clears

up the mysteries

of earlier

revelation, gives us a clear account of the origin of Polytheism

and
Rom.

i.

18.

with this subject, speaks

St. Paul, directly dealing

idolatry.

of the heathen as of

men

expressly says, that the created universe carried with

mind

of

man

a revelation of

darkened and they became

Rom. i. 23.

He

v;ho hold the truth in ttnnghtemisness.

its

one Creator

fools

;

it

to the

that their heart was

their folly being their idolatry

;

:

an image like unto
coiTuptihle man, and to birds, and fourfootcd beasts, and creeping
things.
Here we have a kind of programme in brief of all the
Iveturning from the moral corPolytheistic systems of antiquity.
God

^^^sy changed the glory of the incorruptible

to

ruption of the Gentiles to their idolatry, the Apostle says that
Rom.i. 25. they changed

tJie

truth of

creature rather than the

God

into

Creator,

a

lie,

TFJio

and worshipped and
blessed for ever.

is

served the

Amen.

—

Every word here is significant. They changed, for this Avas
the truth of God, the reality
their own and their fathers' act
of the One God, or the true revelation He had given of Himself,
into the Lie, the one lie of Polytheism, and worshipped in their
perverted sentiments, and served in their outward idolatry, the

—

creature besides, or above, or instead of the Creator
Kria-avTa.

may be

It

insisted

on that

:

the context, shuts out the service of the Creator altogether
the sacred writer would have found a more forcible

The

ing that.

rov

Traph.

this Trapd, interpreted

way

;

by

but

of assert-

essence of idolatry throughout Scripture is not the

absolute exclusion of the thought of one

imaginary representatives of

Him

Supreme

but the giving

;

the glory due to His one name.

That was the idolatry charged against the covenant people themselves
and that, in principle at least, is the idolatry of which
superstitious Christendom is found guilty.
It is that identification of the Creator with the creature Avhich is the soul of Pantheism.
The Holy God does not count His created universe
sinful in itself; but in His holiness He is eternally separate from
the creature, and Avill be honoured as such.
Hence the Scripture
warrants our introduction of this subject into the relations between
God and the creature.
;

History
of Poly-

theism,

2.

r

.

The

history of Polytheism confirms

supremacy of

^j^g
,

,

,

,

.

faith only lost its

Men

all this.

early lost

and were surrendered to sense. But the
n
supremacy, and sense was not wholly sense.

faith

,

,

1
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They never lost that within them which verified three things,
modern philosophy say what it will the reality of their own
dependent existence the reality of an outer universe not themselves and the reality of an Infinite Something, Being or Person,
beyond that. But the distinctness of these was lost. Their perfect
confusion was pure Pantheism ; which, however, was the growth
At first, the self was distinct but God and the
of later ages.
The One Being was everywhere felt and
creature were blended.
His energies Avere distributed, and
seen, but not as one being
Naturism, or nature-^vorship, was the result the term worship
being here conventionally used. The two extremes lie before us
let

:

;

;

;

:

:

There

in the history of manldnd.

in the last century to describe

Fetichism, a term invented Fetichism.

is

the abject superstition which

attaches to an endless variety of objects a mysterious connection

with supernatural powers, making thein symbols of spiritual
ences haunting

This takes

nature.

all

influ-

most grotesque form in
ages and races, from the

its

Western Africa, but has pervaded all
Teraphim of Mesopotamia to tiie Shamanism of Tartary. At
the opposite pole is the dread magnificence of the Oriental* Greek
and Scandinavian Mythologies, where Fetichism is expanded,
etherealised, and developed into its grandest proportions.
But
everywhere, and in

which

loses the

all its

Creator

though the unity

Avas

forms,

never far

wandered, and to that must
II.

The

it is

the idolatry of the creature

in multiplicity forgetting the unity,

:

From

off".

thej', after

that

mankind had

long wanderings, return.

history of the religious beliefs of

mankind bears witness

that there never was a national or tribal Polytheism which did
not,

more or

less,

Tending
'9, '^^^

consciously give the supremacy to one, and

only one being.
1.

logy

The most

—

if

Avonderful, certainly the earliest system of

such a name

may

be allowed

—

is

Aryans, whose strong religious feeling deified
nature.
invisil)le

mytho-

that of the primitive
all

the forces of

Every object in which they felt the presence of the
and the infinite was raised into something supernatural,

into a Dcva, bright being

an immortal.

By

to a deification

;

Asura, a living thing

;

and Amartya,

degrees, the multitude of gods approximated

of universal nature

;

but by degrees also the

strong tendency of the Indian religion was to find

its

refuge in a

Aryan,
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kind of Atheism which was really a protest in favour of one God,

God by name.

or in aspirations after one

Aryan
striving
jifter

-[j^\^y

As the Aryan theology is the grandest outside of the
Bible how entirely outside of it we shall see a few illustrations
may be derived from it of the principle we are considering, that
the One Creator has been always unconsciously groped for in
In the Indian religion we may see in epitome,
every system.
(1.)

—

—

.

.

though in a vast epitome, the entire evolution
entire evolution, that

We

it

may be

:

so absolutely the

selected to represent the whole.

cannot detennine what thought concerning the Supreme was

behind the

Vedic worship

earliest

hymns

may have been

it

;

that the

were
remembrances of a primitive Monotheistic religion. But certainly
in process of ages the whole tide of Hindoo thought and feeling
set in towards One Highest God, in the noblest, if not the most
The supreme sway of
beautiful, monarchical form of Polytheism.
early

the

to Aditi, the boundless or the infinite One,

Unknown God,

He had

however, was of no avail, so long as

crowds of representatives nearer than He. The time of reformation came but it led to a philosophical Atheism, or to Buddhism
;

The only

and Pantheism.

Christianity brought

it

religion that India never

near

is

Monotheism.

always, however, been a steady tendency

nor in any part of the

worship of one

Avorld, Avill

;

To

knew

until

that there has

though, neither in India,

Polytheism give place to the

God

God

until that

Max

Miiller has invented a

is

Holy

accepted in the

Trinity.

Hibbert
Iject. p.

2GU.

(-•)

Professor

^ certain peculiarity, as he deems

thought concerning

God

:

his

it,

own

new

Avord to express

in the evolution of Indian

description will be

especially as it is almost applicable to all the

given,

more enlightened

" If Ave must have a general name for the
form of religion among the Vedic Indians, it can be
neither Monotheism, nor Polytheism, but only Henotheism, that
is, a belief and worship of those single objects, Avhether semi-

nations of heathenism.
earliest

tangible or intangible, in which

man

first

suspected the presence

of the invisible and the infinite, each of which as
raised into something

than conceivable."
ancient Vedic

more than

..." This

reliirion

which

is

I

finite,

more than

we

was
more

saAV

natural,

the peculiar character of the

have tried to characterise as

CREATION.
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Hexotiieism or Kathenotheism, a successive belief in single
snpreme gods, in order to keep it distinct from that phase of
religious thought which we commonly call Polytheism, in which
the many gods are already subordinated to one supreme God,

Ilcnotheism,

and by which therefore the craving after the one Avithout a second
In the Veda one god after another
has been more fully satisfied.
For the time being all that can be said of a divine
is invoked.
being is ascribed to him. The poet, while addressing him, seems
But in the same collection
scarcely to know of any other gods.
of hymns, sometimes even in the same hymn, other gods are mentioned,

and they

also are truly divine, truly independent, or, it

But what interests us at present is how
by how many steps, by how many
names, the infinite Avas grasped, the unknown named, and at last
Those beings who are called devas in the
the Divine reached.
Veda are in many places not yet even the same as the Greek Beoi
for the Greeks, even so early as the time of Homer, had begun to
suspect that, whatever the number and nature of the so-called
gods might be, there must be something supreme, whether a god
or a fate, there must be at least ONE Father of gods and men.
In some portions of the Veda, too, the same idea breaks through,
and we imagine that as in Greece, Italy, Germany, and elsewhere,
so in India also, the religious craving after the one would have
But the Indian
been satisfied by a monarchical Polytheism.
mind soon went, and we shall see how in the end it was driven, to
a denial of all the devas or gods, and a search for something
higher than all the devas, Dyaus himself, or Varuna, or Indra,

may

be, supreme.

.

.

.

that intention was realised

;

or Pra^apati not excluded.

.

.

The

process Avhich

we have been

watching in the case of the sun, we can Avatch, again and again,
with regard to most of the Vedic deities. Not, however, with
regard to

all.

The

so-called semi-deities, the rivers, the

tains, the clouds, the sea, others also,

moun-

such as the dawn, the night,

the wind, or the storm, never rise to the rank of supreme deity

but of Agni, the

fire,

of Varuna, the covering sky, of Indra,

Vish/m, Rudra, Soma, Par^anya, and others, epithets are used,

and whole descriptions given, which,

to

our

mind, Avould be

appropriate to a supreme Deity only."
(3.)

There was another stage of development. "First of

p^^.^l

all,

we

Deities.
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find that several of these single deities, having sprung

from one and

the same source, have a tendency, after a very short career of their

own, to run together. Dyaus was the sky as the over-present light.
Varuna was the sky as the all-embracing. Mitra Avas the sky as
lighted up by the sun of the morning. SArya was the sun as shining
in the sky. Savitri was the sun as bringing light and life. Vishnu
was the sun as striding with three steps across the sky Indra appeared in the sky as the giver of rain Rudra and the Maruts passed
along the skj'' in thunderstorms Vata and Vayu were the winds
of the air Agni Avas fire and light, Avherever it could be perceived,
;

;

;

;

whether

as rising out of darkness in the

the darkness in the evening.

minor

deities.

Hence

it

The same

morning, or sinking in

applies to several of the

constantly happened that what was told

of one deity could be told of another likewise
are shared

by many, the same

"Another expedient adopted by the ancient
seems quite peculiar to the A'eda,
"

One

the same epithets

is

poets,

and which

the formation of dual deities."

A third expedient was to comprehend all the gods by one common

name, to

biipreme

;

stories are told of different gods."

call

them ViSVE

DeA'^as,

the all-gods, and to address

prayers and sacrifices to them in their collective capacity."
(4.) " Lastly, there Avas that other expedient, which to us seems

most natural of all, in order to bring the cra\'ing for one god
harmony with the existence of many gods, viz. the expedient,
adopted by the Greeks and Eomans, of making one of the gods
supreme above all the rest thus satisfying the desire for a supreme
power, the eh Kotpavos ea-rm, and not breaking entirely Avith the
^Y\q

into

:

traditions of
festations

tlie

past,

and the Avorship paid

to individual mani-,

of the divine in nature, such as were Apollon and

Athena, or Poseidon and Hades, by the side of Zeus."
have an almost universal phenomenon, and one that
.

Ave

.

.

Here

j^ays

a

deep homage to the truth of the Scriptures, and the revelation of
the one only Creator the peculiarity of the homage being that
:

every such unconscious homage to the one Supreme was paid to

Him

There was among the Vedic
as the Originator of all things.
Aryans the same tendency to establish a supremacy among the
gods, a one Creating God, as Ave find in the mythologies not only
of Greece and of Eome, but of Germany and Scandinavia. " There
are a fcAV hymns addressed to Visvakarman, the creator, and
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Pra^apati, the lord, in which there are but small traces left of the

germ from whence they sprang. Some of them remind us
and one imagines that a deity
such as Pra<7apati or Yisvakarman would really have satisfied the
monotheistic yearnings, and constituted the last goal in the growth
But
of the religious sentiment of the ancient Aryans of Indra.
because
this, as we shall see, was not to be." This was not to be
solar

of the language of the Psalms

;

;

men having
return to

lost their faith in the

Him

until they

one supreme Creator could not

were taught

to

forsake their Pantheon, and give back to

due to His name.

abandon their false gods,
tlie True God the glory

Meanwhile, in evidence that Polytheism has

we may quote
One God, whose eyes are

always struggled unconsciously towards the truth,
the Vedic

hymn

refeiTed to

:

"

He

the

everywhere, whose mouth, whose arms, whose feet are everywhere

when producing heaven and

earth, forges them together with
arms and with the wings." " Beyond the sky, beyond the
earth, beyond the Devas and the Asuras, what was the first germ
which the waters bore, wherein all gods were seen?" "You will
he,

his

never

know him who

created these things

between you and him.
voice, the poets

;

something

Enveloped in mist, and

walk along rejoicing in

life."

else stands

Avith faltering

There are a few

such tributes to the creator dispersed in the Eig-Yeda, which,

notwithstanding that they are addressed to difiereut beings, are
proofs that the true

To quote Max

God

never

Miiller once

left

more

:

Himself without a witness.
"

With such ideas as these
we should have

springing up in the minds of the Yedic poets,

thought that the natural development of their old religion would

have been towards Monotheism, towards the worship of one
personal God, and that thus in Indra also the highest form would

have been reached which man

feels inclined to

give to the Infinite,

and names have failed."
Compara2. These extracts have been given as illustrating the most
tive Reinteresting and affecting phenomenon in the history of the race
ligion.
its struggles to return from its wanderings to God,
On a smaller
scale the same evolution has been going on, and, alas, is still going
And the science which makes this hison, throughout the earth.
tory the basis of some great generalisations is called the Science
The study is of great
of Religion or Comparative Theology.
after all other forms

:
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importance, and yields great advantage to the Christian Cause,

though

prosecuted in a spirit of oiiposition to

it is generall}'

tlie

exclusive claims of Christianity.
(1.)

Testi-

mony

to

Man's
universiil

sense of

God.

It brings

and from every

man

boundless evidence from every corner of the earth
tribe of

humanity that

it is

of the very nature of

The

to inquire after the Creator of the world he lives in.

around him, and of perceptible

entire sphere of sensible objects
forces

above him, have been deified only in the service of a

higher and nobler desire to penetrate through

all

One

these to the

Him always as Creator, or at least thinking
Him and addressing Him as the Author and Disposer of all

beyond
of

things.

:

appealing to

As

the ancient Vedic poets perpetually uttered their

protests against the Devic idolatry, so all the bards

shown

of every religion have

and prophets

their sense of something behind the

crowded sphere of their lower divinities. Either as the Great
Spirit of the far West, or the Aditi, the Infinite, of the far East,
or the Moira, Destinj', of the Greeks, or the Jupiter Optimus
Maximus of the Eomans, there is in every religion or mythology
some name that stands as a symbol of the One Supreme as yet
imknown. There are thought to be a few exceptions in the eai'ly
religion of the Chinese and of the Germans it may be hard to
trace these tendencies to Monotheism. But this is mainly because
:

And

the archives are wanting to complete the evidence.
it is

certain

that the process of time and of reformation has brought out

This

the latent tendency.

last

point

is

of importance

almost

:

every ancient form of religion has had its eras of reform ; and
most of those reforms have been Monotheistic in the long run,
if

not immediately

in the earliest ages

China might seem to deny
so.
more Pantheistic than any other

after receiving the reformation of Confucius, fell

ence of Buddhism.

But through

all

this

;

it

was

nation, and,

under the

influ-

Chinese philosophy there

runs the idea of the Primitive Force, Yang, and primitive matter,
Ischuhi in due time rose above this dualism and regarded
This
these as the two faces of one sole primitive being, Tai-Ky.
Ju.

seems pure Pantheism

;

but Pantheism, whether in East or West,
men from many gods in one

has been the refuge of the minds of
Eternal Self of the universe,
(2.)

The study tends

its

one Cause

if

not

its

Creator.

greatly to serve the cause of the Christian

CREATION.
relision
°

by

of the records
incomparable superiority
"

showinci; the

.

.

The Bible

of revelation.
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the sole book of the so-called sacred

is

books of the world which contains one, and one only, and one
consistent account of the origin of all things.

The

difference

Superiority of

the
Christian

System.

between that account and every other extant in literature is not
simply one of degree the degree cannot be estimated. In every
:

other document, even the noblest fragments of the

Veda not

excepted, the hints are obscure and inconsistent, the tributes are

paid to different beings, or to the same being under different

names, and sometimes there are most incongruous associations

But in the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments there is one most heavenly hymn to the Creator which has
no single discordant note from the first verse of Genesis In the Gen. i. 1.
beginning God created the heaven and the earth down to the last
hymn of revelation Thou art icorthij, Lord, to receive glory and Rev. iv.
11.
honour and pon-er ; for Thou hast created all things, and for Thy
pleasure they ivere and tcere created.
introduced.

:

DUALISM.
This generic word embraces

all

Dualism.

systems of antiquity

those

which strove to explain the contradictions manifest in the universe by tracing all things up to two irreconcilable principles:
In respect to creation,

assigned to matter in some form au

it

eternal independent existence, or, if not an existence independent,

at least an existence as necessary to

Eternal Energy that moulds

or that

all

things are

God

;

Hence the

as that of the

is its differential

element

God is in all thinfs,
that God moves in all

says that

the other says

things, either as their soul in their

in their discords.

human thought

This

The one

Pantheism.

in relation to

it.

harmony or

distinction

is

as their controller

a sound one that has

termed Pantheism ^loNiSM, and the system we now consider
Dualism. But we have many subdivisions of Dualism.
1.

Tliere

pervaded

is

all

a sense in which the notion of a perpetual conflict

the religious ideas of antiquity.

The

soverei"-ntv of tt

one God not being firmly held, there was no settled theory either
as to creation or as to the supremacy of one Being in the midst of
its

disharmonies.

Even

in the best philosophies the

world was

I" one
'^.'^"'**'
.
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the theatre of a mysterious struggle between light and darkness,

good and

and the step was easy from this to a contest between
visible nature, and the evil that was manifest in
nature itself. Running through all species of ancient Pantheism
and Polytheism there is a stream of Dualism that cannot be hid.
There is hardly a form of ancient mytliology which did not, more
or less distinctly, set over against each other two opposite forQps,
and distribute its higher powers accordingly ; though sometimes
introducing a mysterious synthesis of the two by a profound instinct
of the truth.
We may go farther, and say that this idea unconsciously plays its part in almost every system of thought, Panevil,

powers above

and modern times.
The most remarkable expression of the principle, in itself
the most elaborate and in its influences the most lasting, was

theistic or Polytheistic, in ancient

Persian
Dualism.

2.

that of Zoroaster, the reformer of Persian Dualism.

Before his

time Iranian religion was Polytheistic, with a tendency to divide

powers into two conflicting orders, good and

all spiritual

evil

;

his

reform, about twelve hundred years B.C., aimed to bring back a

more Monotheistic view, by making both Ormuzd and Ahriman
a higher existence, Zeruane Akerene, the infinite

spring from

and timeless

existence,

and by teaching the future annihilation of

But, whatever the secret philosophy of this Persian religion

evil.

might

be,

its

open teaching and practical developments were

How

Dualistic.

of the system

touched the question of the

far its principles

eternity of matter has been

much

questioned

:

probably that part

was derived rather from Buddhistic and Grecian

speculation.
Gnosticism.

3.

Certainly the Dualism which

we meet with

in the Gnostic

was not more nearly related
to Zoroastrianism than to the later speculations of Greek philoheresies of the early Christian ages

sophy.

From

the former

it

derived the idea of an eternal oppo-

sition of light and darkness ; and of the Divine operation conceived
as the emanation of rays or ajons of existence decreasing in
intensity until they reach the darkness of matter, where all evil
is.

From

the latter

it

derived

its

philosophical idea of matter, as

a certain indeterminate and undefinable principle, existent, and
yet not existing, having in it the possibility of all things, not
personal, without intelligence,

and the material out of which

CREATION.
phenomena

are woven.

The

creation in the Gnostic systems

not the M-ork of the Eternal God.

Nor was

sense, save as spiritual existences for ever flow

As matter

light.

it
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was already

it

eternal in

was
any

from the source of

eternal, in the shape of the KeVw/xa,

or empty void, outside of the TrXT/pw/xa, constituting the perfect

God of true existence. The bridge between the
Abyss or (iv6o% of substantial being and the material visible world
was the fall of the last of the emanations into matter, and prorevelation of the

ducing the Deraiurgus (or Earth-former), or soul of the world.
The infinite varieties of the Gnostic systems were efforts to account

between the Eternal Spirit and matter, the seal of
all evil.
The result was a Creator,
conceived of as unconsciously carrying out the Divine

for the contact
all

darkness and source of

who,

first

purposes,

at last

is

made

the diametrical opposite of God.

The

history of Gnosticism, in which the Dualist idea sought to Christianise itself,

stage

but in vain, Avhich the Christian Church cast out,

after stage, until its final

present subject are
(1.)

all

that

The whole system

overthrow as Manichseism,

But a few remarks

worthy of profound study.

is

in relation to our

necessary here.

is

Avas a vast

and bewildering attempt

bridge over the impassable gulf between the Infinite and the

to

finite,

was one contribution towards solving a problem that has taxed
Starting
the human mind and baffled it from the beginning.
It

from a
is

principle, the origin of

inherently

evil,

which no man knows, that matter

the question was to account for

its

existence

was assumed that the
Eternal Being permitted an reon from Himself to transgress the
opo9, or boundary of His own essence, and produce from matter,
cither by creating it, as some said, or quickening it as others, all
creaturely existence.
In human souls gootl and evil elements
without disparaging the Supreme.

It

to undo the work of the Demiurge or creator of
was the work of redemption. The task of the
Christ, a new ceon sent forth to assume the docetic semblance of
matter, was to bring back the stray emanations that had become

were mixed

;

and

this confusion

man therefore from the body,
"past already," and cither to annihilate

imprisoned in the world, to release
his resurrection being

matter absolutely or to leave

it

to its

empty chaos.

The wildncss
They

of these systems was only equalled by their inconsistency.

^^^ '7^™
j-j^g

finite

the

1?

jj^.

and
mite.
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left

the impassable opos where they found

Tliey sought to

it.

modern times, would ha called the law of continuity
from the creation upwards to the Deity, or from the Creator
downwards to the creation. And they thought they found it in
trace what, in

the gradual attenuation of the light emanations until they passed

over the boundary, and mixed with the darkness of matter beyond.
But they were for ever vexed by two great anomalies. First, the
Divine Pleroma was supposed to give out aeons urged by love
and desire which degraded tlie eternal essence down to the point
And, secondly, they either
of lusting after the material void.

regarded that material void as eternally existing, or they supposed

Supreme permitted the Demiurge

that the

element of
The

(2.)

Christian

^|^g

The sublime doctrine

creature

to create it as the

future evil.

all

is

of the relation of the Eternal

the only secret of the continuity which

Infinite

—

if

may

such a use of the term

and the

finite,

be allowed

Son

to

taught,

He

the only bridge between the Creator and the creature.

Mediator

is

is

the

—between the

between God and the creature.

With

their

eyes on the rising Gnosticism that was to disturb the Church
St.

Paul and

St.

John

often use expressions which cannot be well

understood but as laying down the truth concerning the Son, as
Acts

the 'ApxQyo^

ill.

^5.
g*^ "^

^'

which the dualistic
and in Him is

rijs /cn'o-cws,

St John taught that God

is light,

no darkness at all; but he also taught that Jesus was the true

John i.

9.

u'hich lighteth every

Col.

9.

3-n

ii.

and the 'Ap;(^

ttJs ^iorj?

heretics perverted.

man

?eon or emanation

Godhead

hodihj.

;

for in

Him

Every word of

light

however, as

that cometh into the world, not,

dwellcth all the fulness of the

this last sentence of St.

tradicts the Gnostic speculations as to the

Demiurgus

:

Paul conthe entire

the Godhead, and not an emanation, dwelt in Him
and did not descend upon Him bodily, and not in semblance.
And He Who was the Firstbegotten before every creature, was such
as the 'Apx'^) or Beginning, in Wliom and through Whom creation
TrX-qpwfxa of

CI

i^

15

— 20.

began.

By Him were

all things created

:

as if in

Him

the Absolute

God, or the Father, originated the creaturely existence, upholds

and administers

We

it

;

cannot conceive

by an incarnation before

how

before

God became

it

Incarnation.

the creaturely universe should have this

specific relation to the Son,
finite,

tlie

Him

the Infinite became

we must

receive the mystery

and how

flesh

;

but

in
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and adore it. Our Lord was the Firstborn of the new creation
when He began its life in Himself; and He is the Firstbegotten,
or the Beginning of the creation of God, which had its origin in
Him.
MATERIALISTIC ATITEISM.

Materialism.

At

the opposite pole of Pantheism stands Materialism as the

philosophical or scientific antagonist of the Scriptural doctrine of

the Creator and creation

opposite poles, however, of one and the
Pantheism gives the notion of God the
things phenomenal being His eternal but ever:

same sphere of thought.
pre-eminence,

all

changing vesture

;

Materialism gives matter the pre-eminence, as

the only substance that

unknown law by
lutions.

It

is

is,

and regards what men call God as the
is governed in all its evo-

whicli that substance

Strictly speaking, Materialism proper has

simply a question of science and

])eing, as

here.

speculation

touching the created universe, a pure negative, that can

neither prove itself nor disprove anything

COMMON

all ages.

Denying the

else.

PRINCIPLES.

Certain fundamental principles are
of

no place

scientific

common

distinction of matter

the existence of spirit altogether

Principles

to the Materialism

and

and soul or

spirit it denies

being only
one particular form of the existence or function of matter, is immortal only in the sense that matter is indestructible and in some
form or other will for ever go on producing the same phenomena.
;

spirit,

Religion has no place in this system.
It makes that the strange
fantasy wliich it is the unaccountable habit of the brain of man
almost universally to beget all its hopes and fears and aspira:

tions perish with the organism that gave
religion, it nevertheless has

them

always prided

birth.

itself

Discarding

on being a philo-

As such, it must of necessity investigate the origin of
One of the eccentricities of what we call thought is that
matter must seek to know its own beginning, and the reason of
sophy.

things.

its existence.

Its futile speculations perish, like its religion,

every individual thinker's brain
transmitted from age to age.

VOL.

I.

Put

with

yet, like its religion, these are

;

its

C C

questions are never answered.
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Thinking

nicatter

existed since

it

can only say of

now

exists

;

power that could have brought

must always have
knows nothing about any
that it has no exinto being

itself that it

that
it

it

;

planation whatever of the difference between itself as inanimate,

and

itself as

endowed with

life;

and, in short, that

say, unconsciously echoing the eternal truth
receive, " I

will

know

am

that I am."

to the system

If

it is

not

its

own

But the very word

of no other.

from beginning

will

it

creator

creation

can only

it

which

is

it

not

at least

abhorrent

to end.

HISTOllY OF MATERIALISM.

Historj'.

These fundamental principles, however, have been variously
moulded, from generation to generation.
Materialism as there

With

is

There

a history of

is

a history of Pantheism and Dualism.

that theology has nothing directly to do, but

it

may

be of

indirect advantage to indicate the lines of development as they

have been directed consciously or unconsciously by opposition to
All the principles of Materialism were laid down
revealed truth.

by ancient heathenism

;

they have been asserted in direct opposi-

tion to Christianity as a revelation of

now

God

;

and, lastly, they arc

sought to be established in the interests of pure science,

which answers every Christian suggestion by either perfect inA few words on
difference or an appeal to universal nescience.
each of these points in

its order.

ANTIQUITY.
Ancient
Materialism.

The Materialism

of ancient times was atheistic

and Western.

and, as such, in

Epicurus, an Athenian philosopher of the fourth

century before Christ,
Epicurus.

;

professed antagonism to the predominant schools of thought, Eastern

From

is

the remains handed

sometimes regarded as

down

to us

we

its

founder.

gather that his system

contained most of the ideas which rule modern thought on this
question.
disciple,

He

set out

with the principle which Lucretius, his

has thus formulated

posse reverti.

:

Ex

nihilo nihil, in nihiium nil

The universe he regarded

as infinite

:

infinite in

the number of bodies, infinite in the space that holds them.

elements of which

all

and unchangeable,

The

bodies are constituted are indivisible, arofia,

a/xtTd/SXrjTcu

These atoms, endowed from

CREATION,
eternity with
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movement which makes them meet, combine

into

aggregates, whether smaller or larger as in the celestial spaces.

As

to this worlJ, to -nav

through our senses
perish.

;

What we know we know

awfia.

la-ri

and when the organs perish the functions

Epicurus entirely dismissed the idea of Providence.

he admitted the existence of gods,

it

was only

prudence, the one criterion of his morals.

commonly

said about the gods

ments they are supposed to
they assign to the good."

we have

them is certain
The impious man

the gods of the

common

there

inflict

is

" All

is false

no truth in the

that

is

chastise-

on men, nor in the rewards

" There are gods, and the knowledge

of

suppose.

:

If

in the interest of

;

but they are not what the vulgar
not he who refuses to believe in

is

who

people, but he

them

accepts

as they

*'
His was an Atheism disguised, as Cicero says
Video
nonnuUis videri Epicurum, ne in olfensionem Atheniensium

do."

:

Thus Epicurus

caderet, verbis reliquisse deos, re sustulisse."

gathered up the fragments of Leucippus and Democritus, and gave

them through Lucretius a form ready
as his pliysical system anticipated
more^full}^ formulated, so his

And,
modern times have

for future science.

much

that

moral system was a favourable sketch

of the highest ethics of Materialism.

With him

virtue

is

only

the means, the prudential means, to the end of peace and tran-

While Plato sought the sovereign good in resemblance
God, and Zeno in conformity with universal law, Epicurus
went no farther than the attainment of as near an approach as

quillity.

to

possible to the tranquil rest of nature,

of

life.

and the utmost enjo^Tnent

Let us eat aiid drink, for to-monow

ice die,

down to which this system
own inherent tendency.

account of the ethics
gravitates

by

its

is

St. Paul's

surely descends or

]

Cot. xv,
^2.

ATHEISM OR ANTITIIEISM.
Atheism.

When we

speak of Atheism proper,

we speak

of a phase of the

controversy touching a great First Cause of creation, which has,
for reasons hereafter to be given, almost jiassed away.
is

not in favour

naturally lead to

;

it is

it

;

The word

renounced even by those whose reasonings

let

other terms be used and they have no

objection to a disguised god, either nameless or with the

C C 2

name
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they prefer

but Atheism they reject as unphilosophical.

;

But,

more modern phase of the scientific Materialistic form of it, wc must make some remarks on Atheism proper,
which lias aimed to rid the creation of a Creator and of a God.
1. The question may be fairly asked, Is blank Atheism or
Antitheism possible to the human mind 1 And the answermust
be finally given that it is not. The appeal may be made to
Scripture an appeal which ought to be allowed, whether for

before reaching this

I-^.

possible

1

:

the conclusion of

all strife

or not, since

it is

undeniable that the

Bible contains the largest and noblest collection of the world's-

Throughout the whole of

religious thoughts.

gives

testimony to the whole variety of

its

this book,

human

which

error, there is

to men from whose minds the thought of God
The book demonstrates everything about the Deity

no single allusion
is

erased.

but His existence
for

liii.

who

hioivledge of

14.
1.

Jigfxrf,

:

it

never descends to argue with an Atheist,

never supposes that

"^vicked

Job \xi
Ps.

it

Thy

there is

proves, the
Bible.

icays, it singles

is

The

same persons.

Nor

speaks to such a man.

Besides the

out the fool

who

hath said in his

no God; but these are evidently, as the context
theoretical Atheist is not in tho

will a believer in revelation allow that

the world at large.

mission

it

say unto God, Depart from us, for we desire not the

he

Wherever the word of revelation

exists in

is

sent its

to proclaim, not the existence of God, but the sin of

man, the need of a Deliverer, and a Deliverer provided. All
nations are supposed to require only that the UnknoAvn God, Whom
they ignorautly worship, be declared unto them. And in every
part of the world that faculty to receive the supernatural has been
found, which is, if not the belief in God, yet at least the denial of
Atheism. The appeal must be made to fact and the testimony of
De Nat.
Deor.i.16.

and present " What people is there," said Cicero,
"or what race of men, which has not, without traditional teachThat nations
ing, some presentiment of the existence of godsT'
may have been found in the past, and tribes of savages now, which
ha^e no clear notion of one Supreme Being, and no worship of
any kind, may be admitted. But the very lowest waifs and strays
of humanity have always manifested the existence of that hidden
mystery of its origin which owns affinity with the supernatural.
And that is all our present argument requires.
history, past

:
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Atheism proper, as distinguished from other forms of the ^®^^°^^^

«rror that goes astray from God, has mostly sprung from moral
causes, and denotes therefore a system of thought which the
healthiest instinct of

mankind has always abhorred. The early
was counted

history of our race bears witness that the Atheist

unworthy of any respect. The denial of the existence of the gods
was proscribed and punished. Even those systems of thought
which tended to the removal of faith were careful to disguise
Epicurus in words acknowledged their
their attack on the gods.
After the appearance of our Lord professed
possible existence.
rare, until the general corruption of society in

Atheism was very

And, in

the last century.

fact,

the term in theology

for a state of feeling produced by

many

diversified

reserved

is

moral causes,

which culminated in the excesses of the French Eevolution.
3. Since that time Atheism has been scientific, philosophical,
and generally disguised under the name of Agnosticism certainly
the most refined of all its forms, and that which most directly
mocks and insults the dignity of human nature. It shrinks from
a.vowed Atheism and will not dare to say there is no God.
It

Agnosti-

:

;

from

and Will not dare to say that the forces
phenomena. It simply declares the
impossibility of knowing what the tremendous Force is that
<;ontrols all things.
There is no more deadly form of the great
error of mankind than this which undermines every foundation.
4. There may be said to be a modern Anti-Theism, that is not

^shrinks

JNIaterialism,

of matter account for

all

•contcnt with throwing off the fetters of a Deity, but

argue against the possibility of the existence of such a

must needs

God

as the

Scriptures present.

Atheism is content with the privative particle,
Antitheism is active and aggressive. There is, however, a restraint
upon the minds of men, and a decency in society, Avhich forbid
the explosion of this kind of sentiment.
is at best, or at worst, little

Dualism.

The

When

it

does appear

it

other than a modern Manicha^ism or

God is not blankly denied but the
made an argument that, if a God is, lie must
be limited in many respects, and not by any means the Being
Whom we reverence and adore. There is much latent IManicliKism
in society and in literature
many fill back upon two deities who
existence of

;

evil that exists is

;

iire

hardly conscious of doing

so.

However, the God

Whom

the

Antitheism,
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Isa. xlv.

6,7.

Scriptures reveal

I form

tJie

light

must be accepted

and

He is,

as

even though

He

says,

create darhiess.

SCIENTIFIC MATERIALISM.

Scientific

Materialism.

what has been said is true, then j\Iaterialism makes matter
There must be absolute existence matter is eternal,
self-sufficient, infinite, necessary, and the only being.
Scientific
Materialism, strictly so called, is based upon two principles which
it sometimes postulates, though unreasonably, and sometimes
seeks to prove, but unsuccessfully.
One of them is negative, that
there is nothing but matter in existence ; and the other is positive,
that matter in its combinations and modes of existence is an
adequate cause of all phenomena. It may be objected that this
is inverting the order of materialistic argument, which first proves
If

god.

its

:

that nothing but the laws of matter are needed to give a reason
and then by the principle of the " sufficient

for all that exists,

reason

"

renounces

though denying

all

and then

positive argument,
ing,

however, from

other existence.

Yielding to this objection,

truth, let us glance at the principles of the

its

at the negative conclusion

scientific controversy,

which

:

abstain-

generally not

is

within our compass.
Correlation of

Physical

and
Spiritual

Forces.

1.

We need only mention two necessary demonstrations at which

Materialism aims, in which, however,

it

signally fails

:

the correla-

and vital forces, and the correlation of these with
mental, and what we call spiritual forces. Here are the stumblingblocks of Materialism, over which it has hitherto fallen, and must
tion of physical

for ever

fall.

Until these are established this system has no claim

to be considered as based on inductive science.
tion,

we may drop

then the question becomes this
that force which

is

For

simplifica-

the last link, that of the mental forces
:

Is life

;

and

one mode of the motion of

supposed to be one, persistent and indestructible

in the universe of material atoms

1

Scientific Materialism has at

and many baitings, come to
Taking the material sun for its god
it finds in it
for every theory, like every man, must have a god
the original force, potential everywhere and kinetic everywhere,

length, though not without diffidence

the conclusion that

it is so.

—

of every

movement

in the

sum

of luiman things.

Of the power

CREATION.
beyond that made the sun what
it

has nothing to say.

physical changes,

may be

it

But when

battle.

Now,

— the

god behind the god
law is limited

so long as this

accepted

carries the

it

it is
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:

it

has to fight

law into the sphere of

to

own

its

life, it

not

only denies the truth of Scripture, but ceases to have even that

measure of probability which the theory of the intcrchangeableness

For a considerable time the argument
It was thought unphilosophic to
stop short, after having discovered the one secret up to the limits
of vital force at any rate, the temptation was very strong to
include the forces of life and thought under the one law.
But the
of physical forces has.

from analogy was

relied on.

:

phenomena
it

rebelled.

It

has been found utterly impossible to carry
Life

into this other region.

to measurement

changed into

and

and thought have never submitted

Dead matter has never been

quantification.
It is idle to

living.

speak of the correlation of phy-

sical and living or mental force, until the latter can be measured
by the same standard as the former. The entrance of life into the

sphere of matter

is

the annihilation of Materialism.

It

cannot

explain that secret whereby something in the individual appropriates

dead matter, suitable to

them

;

its

o'wn type of existence.

themselves acknowledge that this secret

terialists

is

]\Ia-

hid from

and vainly disguise their impotence by adopting such terms

as "directive agency," or "architectonic principle," or ''formative

Whence comes this principle of eternal difference
between dead and living matter ? Though denying it in words,
impulse."

Materialism touches, nevertheless, in reality the interaction of

another set of forces besides those which reign in physics.
it will

by

This

Materialists have done

be driven finally to acknowledge.

upon the deep truth that there is a cora most mysterious and wonderful
interaction between the phenomena of physical and spiritual life.
Well for them if they would learn, on their side, to distinguish
service

relation

fixing attention

between these forces

things that
2.

;

differ.

Meanwhile, the system

is

cliargeable

with the utmost possible

outrage ujjon the rational convictions of mankind.
atheistic in its tendency, if all

not Atheists.

There

is

who

It is essentially

espouse these principles are

a large number of those

with matter and molecular action

all

kinds of

who bind up

life

and thought

Atheistic
•''^^'icncy.
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while they admit the possibility of an inscrutable force behind or

above

all this

;

but they either deny the possibility of knowing

anything about this unknown power, or they absolutely limit it
It may
to a force which has no operation save through matter.

be safely affirmed that those who adopt the leading principles of
Materialism either are or soon become Atheists. And, renouncing

God, everything that confers dignity on man or worthiness on
gone.
The system denies the existence of anything beyond

life is

matter
all.

:

It

it takes away from man his spirit, his immortality, his
ought to deny him the consciousness of personal identity ;

its principles

lead that

way

;

for if

man

undergo a

total

moment

takes

it

away

all

1

makes

that

It dares not take that
it

^^'

to the holder of
a<^pov

it,

if

human mind

;

is

and

to any, applies the Apostle's apostrophe,

Yet we have now

!

away

Materialism

important.

the most irrational error that ever misled the
1 Cor. XV.

changing, and

change in the course of a few years, what can be

the substratum of his identity

but

only material, and the

is

particles of his physical self are every

to see this

made

into a philosophy.

POSITIVISM.

Positivism

Positivism has been dignified by the
Its

name

of a philosophy.

Auguste Comte, was a legacy of the eighteenth
the nineteenth, and of French Encyclopa^dism and St.

founder,

century to

Simonianism to modern

science.

The

result of his labours is a

philosophy of the physical sciences which
to induction, renouncing

all

is

almost entirely limited

thought of the causes of things, tracing

simply the sequences of nature, and so ascertaining
a professed rejection of everything that

is

probable, and stern limitation of knowledge to
strated

beyond doubt, and

is

its

laws, with

merely speculative or

what can be demonTo construct

therefore Positive.

such a philosophy certain fundamental principles were adopted,
which, however, are far from being positively determined
as that nothing exists of

there

is

which our senses do not assure us

nothing existent but matter; that

all

:

;

such
that

phenomena are

which it is the business of science to
and only to register that these laws are simply relations
of succession and resemblance ; that in the cerebral phenomena of

subject to invariable laws
register,

;

CREATION.
mind they
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are as absolutely physical in their necessary sequence

phenomena, only that they require greater
and that the highest aim of science should

as any other observed

care in observation

be to forecast by

;

scientific prevision

human
may be predicted. Hence

the certain future of

actions, just as the courses of the planets

the Positive Philosophy, interpreting the possible future by the
past,

and the necessary laws of human action which

it

has dis-

covered, exults in the ambition to reduce the infinite complications
of

human

and congregated action

freewill

physical science.

though only established by
science

to the exactness of a

" I will A-enture to say that sociological science,
this book, already rivals

mathematical

not in precision and fecundity, but in positivity and

itself,

This assertion of Comte was not empty declamation.
Both he and his followers have surveyed the history of the world
on this principle, and are full of confidence that by mastering the
rationality."

laws of

human

action they will provide the ordained rulers of the

But Sociology is never far from Religion
and the Positive Philosophy is no exception to the universal rule
world's social

f;\bric.

;

that every system of thought that

must deserve
that

men

sophy
1.

it

by

call their faith.

to lieligion

now

attention

What

then

is

the relation of this philo-

1

First, Positivism has its

gions that

commands human

at least attempting to account for the principles

method of accounting

are, before it substitutes its

the broad generalisation that the

human

own.

for the reli-

It sets out

with

race passes through three

which the
supernatural haunts the thought, seeking for causes of things, and
inventing a Deity with all His court to account for them this
theological stage works itself slowly upwards from abject superFirst comes that in

stages of intellectual evolution.

Tlie

^ositivist

of
Religion,

:

stition,

such as Fetichism, through the Polytheistic and Pantheistic The Three
Stages,
Secondly comes the IMetaphysical

systems, up to Christianity.
stage,

which

is

only a modification of the

first

:

that in which the

ideas of abstract forces, or occult powers, are introduced to account
for the

phenomena

idea of a Creator.
in

of the universe

Thirdly and

which the mind, ashamed of

by those who have

lastly,

its superstitions,

When

this generalisation is

stage,

and wearied of

the arrangement of phenoexamined it explodes imme-

its ontological researches, limits itself to

mena.

rejected the

comes the Positive

GOD AND THE CREATURE.
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It is not true historically

diately.

a philosophy of history.

It is

;

nor has

it

any right

to govern

undoubtedly correct as an explana-

tion of the history of nfiany individual minds,

througli the phases of simple faith

in

which have passed

God, and metaphysical,

which have been substituted for
ending in a dreary determination to accept only what is, and to

pantheistic, or dualistic subtilties
it,

leave the rest to nescience.

celebrated " three stages " have

The

not the slightest value, save as registering the progress of faith

through scepticism to unbelief.

The

The

2,

Positive
Relifiion.

Positive Philosophy has

and record of

to the observation

more

all

but universal

Xow these facts must not be

worship.

must any

that

:

is

man's religion

tion.

nothing

mankind towards
practice of some kind of

accounted for theologically

to say, there

But, looked at in either light,

(1.)

its fidelity

finds

;

force,

positive fact

to

it

must be no God nor
making for what it may, be substituted. It is a
which must be dealt with philosophically and socially.

or metaphysically

Induc-

positive facts,

positive than the universal aspiration of

the unseen and the

False

For, in

its religion.

is

the

Positivist

way

of treating

a gigantic inconsistency.

This last development of the

scientific spirit refuses to

carry the inductive principle into the region of the mental and

emotional and active phenomena of mankind.
notes these things

;

It observes

and

but with the foregone conclusion that they

are the result of a certain combination of material atoms,

and

development of these forces not yet perfectly accounted

for.

Forced by

hypothesis to exclude

its

causes on the one hand,

all

metaphysical or occult

and swayed, on the other hand, by the

despotism of the desire to find the unity of

and

registers all the

all

things,

it

notes

mental and spiritual phenomena of mankind,

the thoughts that penetrate the lowest depths, and the aspirations
that shrink not from the highest heights, as so

Now

concerning matter.
Avhole system.

and

Avill

motion.

are as

self,

;

many new

facts

the deep inconsistency of the

consciousness guarantees both

and the other

testimony of conscience

between these

is

The innumerable phenomena of thought, feeling,
much facts as gravitation, cohesion, and molecular

The same

belonging to

here

asserts

:

the one as

as belonging to not-self.

that the continuity

is

The

broken

that they go together up to a certain point, and
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then separate; not taking two paths, however, for there
gulf betAveen.

illimitable

The world

and emotions, absolutely unallied with matter,

feelings,

is

an

of concepts, imaginations,

world, and ought to be dealt Avith as such.

is

a real

Positivism shuts

its

eyes to the positive fact that this ideal world governs the other
material Avorld. and

is

not governed by

it.

would use, the religious in- "Worship
of Hustincts
by whatever name known of mankind for the good of manity.
It must have its objective creed
and the
the body corporate.
only jiositive thing to believe in, venerate, and worship is HumaLewes'
nity " The Great Collective Life of which human beings are the Princ. of
Pos. Phil.
individuals.
It must be conceived as having an existence apart
from human beings, just as we conceive each human being to have
an existence apart from, though dependent on, the individual cells
of which his organism is composed.
This CollectiA'e Life is, in
Comte's system, the Etre Supreme ; the only one wc can know,
Socially, Positivism uses, or

(2.)

—

—

;

:

we can

therefore the only one
article of the

New Creed,

worship."

its last, as

This being the

first

the substitute for Eesurrection

and Immortality, is " Living in the remembrance " of survivors.
Here, it must strike everyone, is another proof of a fact that has
forced itself upon us everywhere, that no system is without its
god the human mind can no more think without that condition
:

than without the conditions of time and space.

have

its

nature.

Positivism must

something beyond, and above, and surviving

What is

its

abstract

its

material

humanity but the creature worshipped

TTapa Tov Kria-avTa, instead of the Creator

1

SECONDARY CREATION, OR COSMOGONY.
The Wisdom

of God, accompanying His PoAver, presides over Formation

Creation as secondary, that

is,

as Formation.

It is necessary to

establish a distinction betAveen the first production of matter

and

subsequent elaboration, if such a term may be used, into the
Cosmos, Avhich brings us into the region of Cosmogony or Cosmo-

its

logy.

It is

important to consider AA^iether the terms used by

the inspired Avriter permit the distinction.
said

that

Nl"121,
r r

il'Vy
»

T

and

"Iji"'

-T

Generally,

in the lIcbrcAv, are

changeably for both, answering to

KTii^ui

it

may bo

used iuter-

in the Greek,

and that

^^

„qJ^^'
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tliey

do not distinguish between the

first

and the second
But the double ex-

creation

each being equally the act of omnipotence.
Gen,

ii.

and Made seems

pi'ession Created

3.

:

significantly to indicate a dis-

tinction -which is not clearly defined

;

and a

careful examination

of later passages in which they are used together or separately
will confirm this supposition.

It

must be remembered, however,

that this secondary creation, or continuous formation,

in the

is

truest sense production into being, as the infusion into the primi-

matter of new forms and types of

tive

from the lowest trace

life,

by science up to the soul of man. Hence
the gradual construction of which the Scriptural Cosmogony speaks
of

it

scarcely discernible

at length

is

in reality creation proper to us.

THE MOSAIC COSMOGONY,

™,

The

"^^^ authoritative account of Creation found in Genesis

Cosmo-

course, wdiat in

gony.

modern language would be

is

not, of

called scientific.

It is

given in the form of an express revelation from
before

man

or his science existed

:

given as the basis of

is

essentially

Himself,
all

Hebrew observance

sequent revelation to Israel, for the

sabbath

God

bound up with

it

;

sub-

of the

but given also for

all

mankind, the Genesis out of which all human history sprang.
Eeceiving it as such, we have first to consider its own teaching
its relation to other systems is a subordinate matter, but must be
looked at also in
All Creati(in

1.

in

^^
'

It

^^^|

is

its place.

important to remember that

creation,

xxxi

17.

furnishes an account
;

but with special

reference to the latter, in the preparation of the earth for the
Strictly speaking, there is no
history of man and redemption.
distinction betAveen these

Ex

it

whether primary or secondary

;

the six days' work,

sequently, included the universe

and

the earth.

However

:

In

six

we

are told sub-

days the Lord made heaven

the days are interpreted they embrace

sum of things. AVliat basis of truth there is in the general
theory of evolution, which, as working in the great cosmical forces
many forms of the Nebular
of inanimate nature, takes the form or

the

Hypothesis, and, as working in animated nature, takes the form
or

many forms

must be made consistent with
But the Scriptural Cosmogony makes

of Development,

this doctrine of creation.

CREATION.
the will of God, expressed in
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fact, first

the origin of

things,

all

and then the Law behind these other laws. Before our Biblical
Chaos and above it and around it there was a steadfast and transystem, the result of secondary creation acting

quil cosmical

through the natural laws which
that was ivUhout form and void.

fixed

it

And

it

:

was only the earth

the six days of our account Gen.

exhibit this truth with special reference to our economy.

was a development from term

new

to term, but each stage

When

creation in this development.

ended, and

and God

marks a

this evolution of species

types were consummated in Man, creation closed,

all

rested

and was

refreshed

;

but only to begin again, in a Ex. xxxi.

third sabbatic economy, the continuous uncreating regulation of
all

minor evolutions

M;/ Father vorketh

:

hitherto.

The record

Genesis thus includes both primary and secondary creation.

opening words alone declare the former
created the lieaven

and

and darkness was vpon
iipon

tlie

:

In

Its

the heginning

^'•

in John v.
^

•

'

God Gen.

Between that beginning and the
when fie earth teas without foi'm and void, Gen.

i.

1.

i.

2.

the earth.

chaos of the second verse,

moved

i.2.

There

face of

and the Spirit of God,
some have interposed a space,

the face of the deep,

waters,

tlie

giving the widest possible or necessary latitude for the geological
ages

demanded by modern

On

science.

this principle of inter-

pretation the second verse itself leaves the operation of the form-

The

ing and fashioning Spirit indeterminate.

light of revelation

has risen only with dimness as yet upon the scene.

has not for
far as

its

object the details of creation as such

The record
;

but only so

they concern the coming history of mankind.

This

is

thought to be obvious from the distinction between heaven and
earth in the
second.
is

The

first

and the suppression of heaven

verse,

in the

silence that reigns after the first great declaration

regarded as at once a warning and an encouragement both to

theology and to geology
sought, and there

may

be in

it

may

this, it still

:

only there can the reconciliation be
But, whatever of truth there

be found.

remains that the six days' work of creation

blends the primary and secondary in one

ment
2.

in the

The

:

the sabbatic

command-

Decalogue being witness.

interpretation of the days

Accordingly,

we may understand

must conform

to this truth.

the sublime description to

that the enormous cycles of creative activity, the epochs of

mean

God

The Days.
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whose periods are not as ours, are presented to us in our history
as liuman epochs. There is then a double series of days, an upper
Days and ^-^^^ ^ lower, the one corresponding to the other. The upper and
Seculiir

j)ays

United,

heavenly are the great cycles of creation which ended in the sab
batic cycle of the reconstructed

The lower and

economy with man

at its head.

earthly are the form they take to us in the repre-

sentation of literal days, ending on the seventh day, hallowed for

each of our working days being used to symbolise its own
term in the secondary creation of God, and our literal sabbath
His rest. The first day is the most comprehensive, including all
ever

:

down

to the production of light

which

it

pleased

morning.

man

it is

The

God

to call a

day

last

is

:

the hallowed day of

harmony with the

day, with

its

evening and

the long sabbatic rest with God, with
rest.

this that the record of the first
It is in

one period of untold duration

human

day

It is quite consistent
is

left

in

with

such obscurity.

simplicity of the early record to leave the

unwritten history of the primitive earth to the researches of
science, for

and

which the Spirit of revelation has reserved

this

to regard the narrative as specially limiting the

MEROX,

honour

;

Hexahr-

or six-days' work, to the fashioning of the earth as the

future abode of man.

While the days of the Scriptual Cosmogony
most comprehensive sense of the term,

are creative days, in the

Gen.

i.

31.

they throw the emphasis on the periods of a new creation, or of
a new formation, superimjiosed each on an earlier and, as it were,
In the final creation all was very good ;
perished order of things.

hence every trace of the rapine and death which, through some

unknown

cause, had existed in its earlier epochal stages, were
removed, to be detected, however, afterwards, and to be explained.
It

must be remembered that

in this record every

day of formation

was a day also of absolute creation. Xo theory of evolution or
development that seems to trace a regular succession of forms
through which organic existence has passed, in obedience to a
plastic law originally impressed upon matter, can be made consistent Avith Scripture.

are creative days

:

The days

of the

first

chapter of Genesis

they spent their cycles and ended, the cycles

being shorter and shorter, but each having on earth
day.

The

last in

which creation ceased

now, and will run on to the new creation.

is

its

running

memorial
its

course
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3. The glory of the Mosaic Cosmogony is its testimony to God,
"Who reigns supreme in it from beginning to end, whether as the
Elohim of the first chapter, or the Jehovah-Elohim of the second.
He is the Absolute Creator of a universe which is not Himself,
evolved according to laws which in this record are exhibited as

communicated by a

successively

is

and
Science.

The

series of fiats or impulses.

beginning of each great development

Natural
Theology

marked, and nothing

So long as we hold fast this principle we shall find the
if we attempt to harmonise the
original document unassailable
order of the days with the exact results of scientific discovery
we undertake a needless and a doubtful task. Science has nothing
it knows no
to object against a Creator of matter and of life
Whether, and at what
other origin of existence phenomenal.

more.

:

:

points, the creating impulse infused

of nature, science

new

energies into the order

But the Bible

utterly powerless to say.

is

dis-

most distinctly, gives its answer what science may call
permanent causes were necessarily introduced no induction has
ever proved the contrary, however sometimes longing to do so.
tinctly,

:

:

The

reign of law

of everything to
sion of

all

is

a favourite scientific notion

its specific

things to

:

its rule.

He commanded and tliexj were created ; He ludh also
for ever and ever ; He hath made a decree v:hkh shall
beautiful idea of

Scripture

:

the adaptation

and the invariable submisThe Scripture is no less precise

function,

Development has

stahlisJied

The

not xjass.

done

also full justice

a development that proceeds through

its

them Ps-cxlviii
'

to it in

evenings and

mornings, each good but leading to that which

is finally very good
consummation of man, and followed by a rest of creative
activity which science iidmits, but admits sometimes to pervert.
At this point we are met by two different classes of objection
the
ono to the order of the development as given by Moses

in the

;

other to the general principle of successive impulses.

THE ORDER OF THE MOSAIC CREATION.

Order

01

CreaiioE.
1.

The record

of Genesis divides the creation into two parts

inorganic and the organic.

on the

first

day, light cosmical, the radiating force of light

heat, with its

medium

:

the

Each begins by the creation of light

of ether

;

and

on the fourth day, light as con-
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nected for

man

arises here

:

light

which

Avith

science

visible light-bearers.

knows nothing

valid objection

dispersed from the sun and stars, an infinitesimal

is

by attendant planets; nor
liglit and heat in the
On the second day, the earth was individualised as such,

portion only of which

can

No

of the amazing quantity of

is

intercepted

give any account of the origination of

it

sun.

by the

creation of its atmosphere

scientific

On

argument.

against this also there

:

is

the third day the earth's surface

no
was

and vegetation began. The Biblical relation of land
harmony with geological conclusions. But the queswhether all the previous conditions of the terrestrial

constituted,

to sea
tion

is

is,

in

economy were
creative

many forms
Gen.

i.

11.

sufficient to

bring plants into existence without a

Science admits a VITAL force in the plant

fiat.

or types were created

what

trees are distinguished, but

we

are not told

may

after his kind

Scripture, plants, the

food of

all

sentations of the vegetable world are not, in
earth,

below the remains of any animals.

animal

life

fossil repre-

life

of the vegetable

and on the sixth day the inhabitants of the
formed, including man, but created according to a
;

The

larger variety of types.

form of words

;

Avhole account

and while man

pre-eminence

is

in the simplest

is

but bears witness to a profound method.

era preludes that which follows
;

we

some parts of the
With the fifth day

began, for which the partial organic

prepared the

next

include

must precede the

animals,

animal creation. Geology has failed to prove that the

earth Avere

how

In the order of nature, as well as in that of

cannot determine.

way

:

herbs and

;

is

;

included

asserted, as

we

each day

among

is

Each

prophetic of the

the

mammalia his
The whole

shall hereafter see.

bears precisely the relation to science which

we

should expect

was known giving the great
outline which He alone could furnish "Who was there from the beginning, and which He gave to a chosen people to be the first
in a record dated before science

:

fragment of revelation.
Omission
iu the

2.

He

alone was there from the beginning; but as the days

naoved on in their slow procession His works were watched by
other intelligences whose creation belonged to the

first

day; though

of that the record gives no distinct account, being intended for

man

alone.

"NMiat the

book of Genesis may be

in other worlds

CREATION.
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J

we know

Our record

not.

the chasms in

it

is

limited to ourselves.

which we cannot supply

only by dangerous speculation.
spiritual Avorld is omitted

the

:

fall

:

or which

The great convulsion in the
of the angels, and its possible

connection with the destiny of our earth.

is

first

verse

a break: that the words the earth was

void indicate

things for reasons

unknown

adjustment, or of a
restitution of all

He formed

„

•

that the six days were periods of re-

;

which

things

But Acts

will take place at the end.

mean

ruin:

He

created

.

.

it to

tvitliout

restitution of all things answering to that

first

^rtn does not necessarily
^T\Pi,

has been a favourite

It

and the second
form and f<„
a disorganisation and ruin which had come upon all

hypothesis to assume that between the
there

But we mark
we can supply

it

not in vain,

iii.
,

Isa. xlv.

.

he inhabited.

^

Moreover, this theory does not

is.

In the strata of the

solve, it only evades, our great difficulties.

which had lived
and death a prelude
deep a mystery, and must remain

earth's crust there lie the remains of animals

iinder the

of

dominion of

human

so, as that

disease,

history which

is

as

and

rapine,

:

other prelude, the sin of angels.

EXTRA-BIBLICAL COSMOGONIES.

Gentile
(

In almost

all

the religious annals of mankind there are to bo found

traditions of the creation, which, for the

most

part, are entirely

independent of the Hebrew Scriptures as to their origin, while
their form

They

is

often strikingly parallel with the Mosaic account.

are found

among

nations to which the

Hebrew

Scriptures

could never have penetrated, from the ancient Aryan tribes to the

Yet a few points, common to all, seem to
Cosmogony, of which, as we believe, the
Biblical is the genuine text. In the Indian Vedas the Eternal One
thought " I will create worlds," and water came into existence,

islands of the Pacific.

indicate one primeval

with the germs of

all life

;

but we read of the original chaos,

tlie

formless mist in which being was mirrored, and the creative word.

In the Persian Zendavesta, Ormuzd, the god of light, as well as
Ahriman, the god of darkness, arose out of the abyss of primitive

being

;

the former fashioned the world

periods, a remarkable parallel with
this agrees

VOL.

I.

tlie

in six long successive

account in Genesis.

With

most strangely the Etruscan cosmogony from quite a
D D

'Osnio-

gouies.
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In the Egyptian, as handed down by Diodorus
moving Avind separated lieavcn and eartli out of

different quarter.

the

Siculus,

chaos,

and the successive periods of formation followed. In the
all was a dark, windy chaos, on which

Phoenician the origin of
the Spirit rested

producing the original matter of creation.

;

Hesiod's Theogony begins with the universal void, and goes on

with an order of production that strangely accords with our record,

though many of the

Not unlike

details are inverted.

Latin, according to Ovid's version.

In

all

this is the

these the chaos, the

and the successive separations and creations of
But there the parallel
The grotesque and utterly extravagant conceits
mostly ends.
from which every instinct recoils, and of which the imagination
brooding

spirit,

Genesis, appear in some form or other.

—

ashamed, the " world-egg " playing a prominent part from
China to the South Seas place a great gulf between all the cosmogonies of the world and the sublime simj^licity of the record
is

—

in

which

faith hears the voice of

Evolution.

God and nought

beside.

EVOLUTION.

With

the modern, or rather the revived, theories of Evolution,

the Cosmogony of science,

we have nothing to do

They

related to theology.

they are not necessarily to be placed
Materialist

or

many

save as they are

are considered at this point, because

among Pantheistic,

Dualistic,

Undoubtedly, they are propounded by

errors.

in these three several interests, or rather in the interests

But it cannot be too distinctly
first and last of the three.
remembered that their entire terminology, almost from beginning
of the

to end, implies that they are describing the production of all

things phenomenal out of things that do not appear through the

operation of some laws which necessarily connote a power guiding

the

law.

Evolution

is

either

the law

constructs the inorganic universe, or that

development of

life

by which that power
by which it orders the

in all its manifestations.

COSMICAL EVOLUTION.

CosmicaL

Bold hypothesis, sustained by mathematical science, has assumed
that elementary matter existed in a highly attenuated state, for the

expression of which every material
fire-mist, or

word

dust of creation had in

it

is

too gross.

or received

This nebula,
all

the powers

CREATION.
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Some
known laws

potentialities of the vast future.

this silent

Eotation,

depository of
radiation,

all

flash of

energy threw

into eternal activity.

produce centrifugal force which

cooling,

by known laws
thrown into orbits,

detaches the nucleus of future planets, and these
necessarily seeking their origin again

meanwhile throwing

off in their turn,

On

ants of their own.

of heat

fires

the universe

must sometime bring

all

and dynamical

motion

The

little

on a

;

earth

But

laws.

dissipation

to a standstill

knows, does not return to

collapse, to

our

scale

are not lighted to burn for ever.

heat, so far as science

must therefore

is

on the smallest

;

endless molecular, chemical,

its

the central

during the process, attend-

the vastest scale this

smaller scale the solar system

with

are

;

its place.

for that

Systems

engender heat for other great evolutions

But this cannot go on for ever. The beginning of
any system can be calculated so can its end. This rough sketch
of the Nebular Hypothesis gives us a Cosmogony which is not ininto system.

;

consistent with the Scriptural Genesis as to its beginning
it

;

nor

is

inconsistent with the prophecies of Scripture as to its end.

But the gigantic

fallacy is that such

mathematicians as Laplace

should think that they have no need of the hypothesis of a

and that such philosophers
cause of the universe

is

forces residing in matter
it falls

their

Whence

1

them

1

Whence

the beautiful order into which

gravitation, chemical affinity,

And how

all objective,

1

the variety of elementary substances Avith all

endowments of

attraction

God

Hegel should say that the final
only its inward nature.
Whence the
as

and magnetic

could these evolve the minds that

make

by becoming their historians, show that
another and a higher order 1

and,

they are themselves of

ORGANIC DEVELOPMENT.

One

of the most remarkable evolutions of

modern

Conscience

is

the

attempt to account for the phenomena by assuming the prin-

from one primordial germ all the infinite varieties of
organic life have been developed through a very long series of ages.
ciple that

Perhaps,

it

would be more

fair

to say that students of natural

history have thought themselves justified, by a great

number

of

observations, in supposing this to be the law of the living universe.

But whether they work downwards from a bold hypothesis, or
D D 2

tinuoua
Develop-

ment.
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work upwards by bold generalisations, the fact remains the same,
is what the theory known as the Darwinian aims at.
If,

that this

however, the law

is

not absolute,

if

the simplicity of their cosmogony

there are exceptions anywhere,

gone, and the principle of

is

Mosaic creation must be conceded. The theory
is

held by pantheistic Positivists,

manent

who imagine

tlie

most exacting.

is

the}''

It

believe in im-

and undirected evolution it is held also by
who muse over the unknowable force that
displays such cunning and it is held by men who assume that the
Eternal Creator simply appointed this method of evolving His
universe.
These last believe that Heredity, the inscrutable power
final

causes,

;

the Agnostic thinkers,

;

•

of transmitting peculiarities

;

Natural Selection, or the survival

of nature's best types; and, lastly, a

Law Unknown

in

human

knowledge, conduct the great development under the eye of the
Eternal

Whose

day but on the
Broken

in

IntroducLife

1.

The

rest, as

the Creator of

all,

began not on the seventh

first.

continuity of this develojiment suffers a

the outset

:

it

The Mosaic Genesis has

"worlds.

f;ital

breacli at

has no link between the inorganic and the organic
that link

;

it tells

us that the

Creator has prepared the material world by progressive stages to

be the habitation of

life.

us that the develoj^ment

when

all

is

And

the New-Testament Genesis

tells

yet proceeding towards a consummation

things will again be

made new.

The modern hj^othesis

desires that this should be left an open question

:

it

may hereafter
may be

appear that under certain conditions inorganic matter

formed into cells containing the germ of life, in which case the
Meanwhile, the doctrine of Biocontinuity would be complete.
genesis, that all life comes from life, holds the field against all
experiment, or rather in the strength of

And
otherwise.

ail

experiment.

Spon-

But that is not
The genesis of a new species of any kind, whether
^Y\Q only gap.
of plant or animal, has never been observed by man has the
universe come to its consummation, and reached its sabbatic rest ]
taneous generation has never yet been attested.

:

Again,

it

is

the opinion of the majority of those competent to

speak that there are absolute limits to the variability of species
that

many

fossil

spicuously absent.

transitional forms are utterly

And, most

fatal

gap of

highest approximate to the appearance of

all,

man

and most con-

the leap from the

himself

is

one over

CREATION.
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a great gulf as fixed as that between Paradise and the lower

Hades.
2.

As

But of

Man we must

held by

its

to the truth against

speak hereafter.

best advocates this theory pays a high tribute

which

it

seems to contend.

No

WTitings have

Estimate
^^ Evolu-

done so much, certainly none have done more, to open men's eyes
and beauty, and wonderfulness of the

to the infinite variety,

adjustments of the vegetable and animal worlds, than those which
are written in opposition to the doctrine of occasional Divine

economy of things. Moreover, they have
some truths that are too generally neglected
as to the degree in which it has pleased the Creator to use the
principle which they so much dishonour by exaggeration.
He
has committed much to development.
Within certain limits the
fauna and the flora of our earth are replenished and beautified by
manifold variations, through which, however. His original types
are clearly seen by every unbiassed eye.
They have also taught
us to appreciate the wonderful relation in which man is placed to
the creatures whose all is bound up with the earth ; that, as
interventions in the
called attention to

created out of the dust, he
types, a final

is a development of older physical
development on which evolution has spent itself,

found worthy at

By

last to

be the receptacle of an immortal

tracing so elaborately the

dim and impersonal

spirit.

reflections of our

mental and moral characteristics in the lower creatures, it has
read us some important lessons pre-eminently, the necessity of
:

accurately distinguishing between instinct

and reason between
we ought to speak
and the thought of a personal thinker between the animal soul,
which, using a physical brain, may have its resemblances in the
brutes that have brains also, and the immortal spirit whose consciousness and conscience and feeling for the infinite can have
;

the only " unconscious cerebration " of which
;

nothing resembling them in the lower economy.
theory of long, slow, cyclical development

But,

when

this

burdened with the
production of all things, the growth of moral and spiritual sentiments included, it has two unrelenting opponents Science cannot
is

:

allow time enough since the calculated beginning of the solar
system ; and Religion protests in the name of God, and for the

honour of His incarnate Son, and for the dignity of man himself,
^"ke
Adam, Which was the Son of God.

the descendant of

38.

iii.
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THE MOTIVE AND END OF THE CREATION.

The End
of the

Creation.

Supposing the Scriptural doctrine of creation established against
Pantheism, Dualism, and Materialism, and as the free act of
an Infinite Spirit, it remains to ask concerning the purpose of

God

in the production of finite nature.

As soon

as

we

are dis-

encumbered of the pantheistic and materialistic notion of an
immanent necessity of all things being as they are, and separate
the finite from the Infinite,

we

are compelled

by the constitution
We must

of our nature to ask the A^Hiy of creaturely existence.

seek and cannot rest

till

we

and a reason of

all

things

are,

the final cause

is

find a cause of all things before they

when they are.
human spirit

as urgent in the

The question

of

as the question of

and we have
But the former, the final cause of all
It might be reserved for the
things, is not so easily answered.
But it candoctrine of Providence, to which it strictly belongs.
To the humble reader of Scripnot be altogether omitted here.
ture nothing seems more obvious than at once to answer The
universe was brought into being for the display of the Divine
But,
glory in the diff"usion of His communicative goodness.
the originating cause.

been

The

latter is easily answered,

satisfied as to that.

:

it is burdened Avith
and the whole must be supplemented by another clause
according to a design the issues of which are to human reason
now, and possibly may be for ever, unfathomable.
1. No reverent mind can doubt that the manifestation of the
Divine glory is a worthy end of all things. But it must be

simple as this solution seems, each branch of
difiiculties,

Manifestation of

Divine
Glory.

remembered that the Scriptures, our only guide, do not make this
the only end they speak of the glory of God as being proclaimed,
and of all creatures as brought into being for His pleasure, and for
:

Himself; but they do not, in express terms, assert that the
cause of creaturely existence

is

final

the display of the Divine attributes.

AYe can hardly sever from such a thought the idea of a necessary
His glory must be revealed, and ought not to be
made subject even in appearance to the law of design and final
manifestation

causes.

:

And, to speak with reverence,

it is difficult

conclusion, that, if the manifestation of Deity
creation, creation

must be made

eternal.

is

But the

to avoid the

the final end of
free determina-

CREATION.
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tion of a personal Spirit to bring a universe into being

some place in
in

man

its

must have

design for that love which neither in

seeks only

its

catholic theology has

own

God nor

Hence the true heart of

things.

added the second clause

:

all

in the diffusion of

His communicative goodness.
2.

On

the other hand, while a motive of creation was un-

Not only

doubtedly the communicative goodness of God, which brought

-^..1^^.

numberless beings into existence to rejoice in them and make them

of (Jood-

blessed, the

mind cannot

was created

rest satisfied in this alone; for the

world

ness.

Men who make

in the foreknowledge of its evil.

Divine benevolence the sujireme motive in the creation are tempted
to reduce the evil of sin

by making

this, as

Leibnitz did, the best

possible world, on the whole, for the ultimate diffusion of happiis termed Optimism, and is harmonised with Chris- Optimism,
by assuming that the great Eestoration in Christ will

This

ness.

tianity

make
those

the evil subserve an infinitely greater good.

who

insist that, the nature of

objects of that love

God

was a necessity

in the Divine

forget that in the Infinite essence love has its
faction eternally in the
3.

The only

Moreover,

Being Himself,

own

interior satis-

intercommunion of the Three Persons.

sufficient

answer, therefore,

is

that the ultimate

The supreme design is a
secret not yet unveiled.
"When our Lord said, in reply to a question which closely bordered on the origin of evil, that the tcorks of
God sJioidd he made manifest, He suggested the display of all God's
perfections, including His love, but put His answer in such a
form as to shut out any further human inquiry. The Creator has
final cause of creation is

given being to a

finite

unfathomable.

universe for the display of all His perfections,

His name. But we are limited to our own portion
To us the universe is our own world ; and wo know that

for the glory of

of

it.

and redemption are bound up in one. He Who created
mankind was the Same Who redeemed the race ; He Who redeemed
it created it for redemption. And we believe and are sure, though
the mystery is unfathomable, that God's name Avill be glorified
creation

for ever in the issue of redemption,

dency of

love.

generally,

under the sovereign ascenwider universe of creation

So, with regard to the

we must

•

being love, the creation of

repose in the assurance that

it is

the sphere

of the maaifestation of Divine perfections, under the sovereign

Ultimate
Design
fathoinable.
Jo^ii^ix.
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ascendency of His goodness, but with an ulterior end transcending
all finite

For the

thought.

Creation with

rest, this subject links

Providence, and will return upon

us.

THE CREATED UNIVERSE.

The
Created
Universe.

Sundry comprehensive terms arc used in Scripture to
embrace and describe the sum of creaturely existence.

The most convenient

theological distribution of the entire

Creation for our present purpose

is

that Avhich divides

it

Man

and

into the Spiritual World, the ^Material Universe,

as uniting both in himself.

Gen.

John.
Col.

1.

i.

i.

i.

3.

16.

E-ev. ill
'
2^^

The Old Testament begins its announcement of the creation of
things by saying that God created the heaven and the earth,
and retains that designation throughout its whole compass to the
end.
The New Testament adds many other general descriptive
all

definitions

to,

Havra,

1.

2.

things

all

in its vast order; oi Atwve?, the tcorlds, in their saecular suc-

.

-h

Kricrts, the creation

of God; 6 Ko'cruos, the
.

.

.

These expressions approach very nearly the

classical to

Universum, or the modern term

Universe as the system of created things.

ANGELS AND

j^j^„g|^

°^'

modified as

uwld

invisihle ;

Tlav of ancient philosophy, the

Jleb.

all things,

and

Johnxvii. cession.
'^-

ITavra and

:

visible

SPIRITS.

Revelation gives a large place to an order of

gences higher

than man

intelli-

the history of creation, the

:

records of providence, and the economy of redemption,,

connect them with mankind in various ways.
consider

them simply

as to their place in the

economy of

things.

everywhere designated Spirits and Angels.
they are represented
of matter

;

We

as part of the creation of God,

as, to

;

and

They are

Being Spirits

a certain extent, independent

highly exalted in their fticulties

their range of existence

now

;

diversified in

under a law of probation

;

and,

as a result of that probation, distributed into two classes

TRE CREATED UNIVERSE.
of good and

As

evil.
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Angels, they arc represented as

attendants on the Supreme, employed in the service of

His providence

;

and

especially as connected for

evil with the history of the

from
its

its

origin

close at the

Divine purpose in redemption,

upon earth throughout
final

good or

all its

processes to

judgment.
SPIRITS.

The name

Spirits

is

Spirits.

given to these creatures of

God

to denote

which we are of necessity shut
up entirely to the teaching of Holy Scripture.
1. They occupy a sphere of existence less closely connected with

their specific nature, concerning

the material universe than that of

man

in his present estate.

Their

however, must not be misunderstood. It seems to he
synonymous with invisibility in the only passage which directly
links them with the creaturely universe, or records their creation
by Christ were all things created, that are in heaven, and that are in
earth, visible and invisible.
God alone is pure essential Spirit
these created spirits are clothed upon with ethereal vestures, such
Thus
as Paul describes when he says. There is a spiritual body.

Relation
*^

spirituality,

:

our Lord

tells

Col.

i.

16.

1 Cor. xv.

us that the children of the resurrection are tcrayycXot, jog
Having a more subtle organisation than 2 Pet. ii
'

equal unto the angels.

man, they are at present higher
in power

and might and angels

their faculties are,

in their range of faculties

:

greater

But what
and what is the bond

that excel in strength.

what organs they

use,

between their psychology and our own, we know

not.

created at once and in a wide variety of grades.

^

1-...

20.

They Avere
Though the

description thrones, dominions, principalities, powers, partly refers to Col.

i.

IG.

i.

G.

their ministerial offices, there are other indications of a boundless

range of existence in the super-terrestrial world, answering to the

upon earth ; but without the law
by generation or development they are all and individually, as created at once one by
Hence the revelation of Scrip- Job
one, sons of God by direct filiation.
ture discloses precisely such a continuation upwards of the scale
of being as analogy would suggest as in the lower orders the
species is all and the individual nothing, as in man the sjiecies
abundance and diversity of

life

of species, and admitting of no increase
:

:
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and the individual are blended, so in the upper world the species
is lost, and each is apart and alone before God
all, however, being
marshalled and distributed into orders of the laws of which we know
:

nothing save that they do not include species and generation.
and Fall.
Jude 6.

God and their first
law of the moral government of the

All spirits were created in the image of

2.

Probation

was probationary

estate

Most High seems

:

this

to be universal.

:

In the constitution of their

nature lay the possibility of falling from their allegiance.

was the

issue of probation

One
1

Tim.

iii.

6.

as their head.

We

with him.

fiill

The

of a portion of these spirits, with

These, sharing his rebellion, were condemned

read once of

the condemnation of the devil : a
remarkable expression, which can have but one meaning, as no

Hence we gather
record, was
high place ; doomed to a

created being has the authority to condemn.
that Satan, before a tribunal of which

convicted of pride and cast out of his

we have no

degradation commensurate Avith the height of his former dignity.

Many
ruin
all

into his apostasy,

fell

how many we need

:

and

Avere

condemned

not ask, though

it

is

to the

same

observable that

the notes of multitude which the Scripture uses are employed

numbers of the good spirits. On the other side we
is Legion, and that they constituted the third
stars of heaven : Avords on Avhich we cannot lay any stress.

to swell the

Mark

v.

9.

Kev.

hear one say, Mij name
imrt of the

xii.

4.

1 Cor. vi.
.3.

But

their sentence is for mysterious reasons not yet fully executed

they are reserved for a
that sinned

1

Tim.

V.

21.

they

xxxiii.

The

?

—were confirmed in

great majority

:

:

knoio ye not

—not of

the angels

their state of holiness for ever

are, therefore, elect angels ; elect, as in

the case of man, not

through pre-ordination, but through approval and separation from
the

Deut.
2.

judge angels

that loe shall

2Pet.ii.4.

judgment and sentence

last

doomed

Saints

:

He

of their

came

own

loith ten

of the angel Avorld as

order.

Hence, they are also termed

tlwusands of saints.

known

to

man

is

The whole economy

divided into two orders,

retaining severally their orderly ranks, as a good and an evil
hierarchy.

The Epistle to the Ephesians, which gives in compenwho burned their books of curious arts the most

sation to those

CL

i.

explicit

revelation

touching the spiritual Avorld, refers in the
class, and in the end to the
must be observed that the evil are
the good are almost invariably angels

beginning to the ranks of the better
Ch. vi.

ranks of the

fallen.

But

it

generally designated spirits,
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The spirits of evil are Mark i. 27.
exceptions on either side are few.
pre-eminently Satan or the Devil, and daemons, or iinclean spirits ; Zech. xiii.
2.
Satan the first sinner, the first tempter, the true Antichrist, and,

the

retaining one of his archangel names, the prince or god of this John xiv.

world

and

;

When we

who

devils, SaifMovta,

men

bodies and souls of

numbers troubled the
Eedeemer.

in great

Head

while their

reach the doctrine of Sin

30.

assailed the

it Avill

be necessary to intro-

duce these higher intelligences again.

While the good and unfallen spirits are generally the Holy Good and
Angels, and the evil spirits of Scripture are not generally termed
by that name, yet these are also represented as subserving the
purposes of the Supreme, Even if they are the servants of their
prince, both they and he alike must directly or indirectly, by
command or by permission, do the behest of the only Supreme
3.

In

Will.

the mystery of that will they

restraint or the restrained

Satan

ing economy.
hosts

SiXQ spiritual

are left in the free

freedom of the sphere of the redeem-

the prince of the poicer of the

is

wickedness in high ptlaces

;

the high places are within the Saviour's domain

compasses our world, and no line limits
strange

is it

But the term

iconder in heaven.

sphere only.

his

air

and

:

His authority

outward.

Eph.

ii.

2.

^

^2.

more

Still

It

evil

spirits

upper spiritual world

:

a true

is

used here symbolically for the

may be

noted, finally, that while the

Divine Being uses the good

always the

and

that both in ancient and in modern revelation the minis-

ters of evil are exhibited as in the

spiritual

it

air,

but both the

spirits to chastise wickedness,

are

used

to

discipline

the

jjgy^ ^ii.
3.

almost

offending

richteous.

ANGELS.

Angels.

The denomination Angels, which runs through the
name of God Himself, before

pervadingly as the
stand,

is

Hebrew

used
'^ts^'^

Avitli

and the Greek ayycXos

the term in an

—

; the

Whom

reference to their ministerial ser\-ice
signify.

Dragon fought and

;

they Matt.xxv.

as the

his angels

;

Messenger, or 2 Cor. xU.

— which do not use

and are therefore scarcely exceptions^
the angels are the attendants on God and ministers of His will
official sense,

^1-

With the exception

of some few passages, such as the Devil and his angels
angel, of Satan

Scriptures as

-.''

..

_
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throughout

Divine
Court.
Isa. xlvii.
4.

Job
Job

G.

i.

This gives
economies of His government.
and their grace in the Bible.
1. There can be no higher description of them than that they
Avait upon God.
The Lord is the Lord of Iwsts, and the holy
angels are His sons : all (lie sons of God slwuted for joy.
Their joy
is the joy of worship
they sing the doxology to the Holy Trinity
all

their glory

—

man

:

to

6.

i.

the

wmid

and they descend

;

do not join
1

Cor. xi.

in,

—

in Isaiah's

they receive the commandment, which they

;

were quick to obey, to worship the Son when

Isa. vi.

them

as yet unrevealed, but revealed to

mystical temple

Heb.

tlie

them

He was

to sympathise with,

the devotion of the Church of

So near are they to the manifested Divine

if

brought into

indeed they

God among men.

glory,

and

so

do they

10.

Ps. xcvii.
7.

reflect

it,

though

that they are called gods

this, as in

designation,

Gen.

known

Ps. xviii,
11.

Ezek.i.lO.
liev. ix. 7.

Dan.

iv.

17.

i.

26;

xi. 7.

Ps Ixxxix.
7.

Job

i.

6

Zech.iii.
1

human

the case of

;

1.

judges, receiving the

same

In this character

Cherubim forms which are symbolical, rather
they are
than descriptive, and signify the forces of the created universe,
attendant upon God, but not God Himself; and Seraphim, also
representing the creature before God and extolling His perfecBut
tions, as unslumbering IFatchers, burning with Divine love.
the highest honour conferred upon them is this, that the Supreme
as

:

Let iis godoivnl includes
them with Himself as His court
mystery.
Throughout the
another
points
to
them, though the US
saints; into
in
the
assembly
His
Lord
is
the
Testament
Old
of
which even the representative of evil spirits might enter, before
Christ came to cast them out finally aiid Satan came also among
unites

:

:

Kings
xxii. 19.

Jlim, all ye gods !

refer rather to their representative character as

executing their functions in the Divine name.

iii.

24.

Gen.

may

icorshij)

:

But

them.

this leads to the ministry of these blessed spirits of

heaven.

Heb. i.

14.

Ministering
Spirits.

2.

They

are

called

ministering

ministering to God, that
universe, in the

over the saints.

is,

in

spirits,

AciToupyt/ca

Truevfiara

economy of redemption, and in His providence
As to the first, we have no power to determine

2 Kings
xix. 35.

the extent of their operation in the physical universe; but

Oal.iii.l9.

read of such occasional interventions

Deut.
xxxiii. 2.

:

His general government of the

the Assyrian host, the

phenomena

we

—for instance, the slaying of
at

Mount

Sinai

— as

forbid

any doubt concerning their rare and occasional ministry in this
domain if, indeed, rare and occasional, of which there is no
:
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redemption they appear as statedly

and Apostles themselves

:

especially at

the Creation, the Lawgiving, the History of

crises,

the Incarnate Lord, seen of angels, and the dread solemnities of

1

Tim.

iii.

In this high service they seem to have always

the Last Day.

For the

acted in the order of a hierarchy.

loftiest functions

— for

the guardianship of Israel in the old economy, the announcement

kingdom

of Christ and the protection of His

in the

are Archangels, though so called only in the

new

New

— there

Testament.

God? whose name declares that

First Michael, JFJwis like

he, the

Dan. x. 13.

highest in the scale of created beings, the first-born OF every
creature as Christ

is

the First-born

before

ever}j creature,

for ever Col.

15,

i.

remembers his finite creatureliness. He accordindy vindicates ,-,^^
„
JKev. xii.
Monotheism in the Old Testament and is the conqueror of Satan Dan, viii.
16in the New
JHio is like God ? Then Gabriel, Hero of God, the
"^^
supreme representative in the heavenly host of God's executive
.;

/

:

'

will,

who

in both the

Old and the

the coming of the Christ

:

New

Testaments announces

the angelic Forerunner, as the Baptist

was the human. It is probable that Satan, then Lucifer, or known
by some name that he has lost, was the third in this angelic
trinity.
Daniel's pinces of Grecia and Persia may without Dan. x. 20.
violence be intei-preted of

seem alone

human

in the

service

:

an angel,

human

potentates.

Old Testament

to have

The highest

angels

been employed in

always, however, in subordination to

One Who,

the Lord Himself.

He, as will hereafter bo
seen, was the Angel Jehovah, or the Angel of Jehovah, the Angel
of the Covenant, a Divine Person "Who, before He became man,

called

is

appeared in human form, taking the name though
the nature of angels.

He

never took

Always distinguished from Him

are the

pre-eminent ministers from the spiritual world in the Old-Testa-

ment economy, who were thus prepared for the higher service of
ministering to the Lord when He came, Whose entire incarnate
life was seen of angels.
Especially they drew near to Him in His
sorrow

:

absent at the Transfiguration, but necessary to Geth-

semane.

They do not attend the Holy

Pentecost

:

tion,

Not

and

Spirit

on

the day of

they are comparatively lost in His higher dispensa-

their absence

on that day preludes their absence now.
they still and ever are ministers

that they are wholly absent

:

1

Tim.

iii.
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Heb.i. 14. for them who shall he heirs of salvation.
in the strict sense of the

word

of salvation that they minister.

Acts

xii.

15.

;

it is

as

guardian angels
tlie

heirs

Their angels are not the guardians

more than Peter's angel was his
Hence while the tenor of the Word of God

of children individually, any
siDecific

guardian.

pei'mits us to include angel-ministry

Rom.

Not

rather for the sake of

among

the all things tchich work

Col.ii. 18.

and define their service
to mankind as to render both unreasonable and sinful every
form of the ivorshipping of angels.

His-

HISTORICAL,

viii

28.

together for good, it is careful so to describe

torical.

Whatever

may

else of theological interest

Super-

its

historical aspects

:

and secondly to Infidelity.
1. The Jewish and the Christian Churches have their respective
developments of superstition on this subject, the former being
After the Captivity Jewish theology
the basis of the latter.
betrayed to some extent the infection of its contact with foreign
the Apocrypha abounds with
speculations, especially in Persia
evidences of a departure from the simple teaching of the Old
Testament, as that takes its last form in Daniel. During the
interval before the final settlement of the New-Testament canon
there appears a tendency in the Christian Church to honour the
with reference,

stition.

belongs to Angelology

be touched upon in a brief notice of
first

to Superstition,

:

angels unduly.

The seventh CEcumenical Council
them vrpoo-KWT/o-ts, though not

A.D. 787, concedes to

at

Nicaea,

the Divine

The Nicene Creed, issuing from an earlier and better
had declared that they were created and Irenasus had
But the evil made steady
protested against invocation of angels.
Xarpeta.

Council,

;

progress in the general corruption
received
Eev. xix.
10.

its final

of Christian doctrine, and

distinctly guarded against in Scripture
.

.

.

worship God.

also its domain.

There

confirmation at Trent.

Superstition has

:

made

6pa

fL-q,

is

no error more

See thou do

it

not

the world of evil angels

Forgetting the great change that the coming of

Christ has effected, and that the influence of evil spirits has been

more effectually controlled than it was before, the Christian
Church during almost its entire history down to the Eeformation
was haunted by an unevangelical idea of their operation in all
regions of the Divine Government, physical and spiritual. Hence
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place given to Satan, as having a right to the redemption

price, in the

doctrine of the

ceremonials of exorcism

;

Atonement

hence the elaborate

;

hence the abject dread of the powers

of malign spirits in the infliction of the natural calamities of life
hence the notion of personal contacts Avith the Evil One; and
:

hence, lastly, the judicial treatment of witchcraft and sorcery-

down to a
2.

recent time.

But

sweeps

infidelity

awa}',

not

only the

superstitious

Infidelity,

but the

appendages of the revealed truth concerning angels,
itself.
In its more reckless form it has renounced

revealed truth

the whole economy of the angel Avorld.

Though the

Biblical

revelation only confirms the inferences of analogical reasoning

and the universal

instinct of

mankind, scepticism not only doubts

but denies the existence of beings superior to

man

in fact the whole Bible with the very fabric of

tion

is

:

thus rejecting

which

this revela-

It specially argues against the personality

interwoven.

the Manichoean delusion of an
and dyeVvTjTos, or making him merely
But here
the personification of evil which undeniably exists.
It is enough
Rationalistic Christian theology joins the infidel.

of Satan

:

either returning to

independent power

avTO(f>vq'i

to say that the person of the

Enemy

of Christ

is

as distinctly pre-

sented in the history of revelation, though not so fully described,

nor so constantly present, as the Person of the Lord Himself.

There

is

nothing more remarkable, nothing more worthy of study,

than the parallel development of the representative of sin and the

Bedeemer from

sin throughout the Bible.
In the same way the
argument against demoniacal possession may be met. Though

Scripture allows that suffering, as part of the penalty of sin,

is,

some respect in the ministry of Satan, it Luke xiii.
}.^makes a distinction between all trouble or wickedness arisins; from
2 Cor xii
within, and the torment inflicted by evil spirits from without. " 7_
There are in the New Testament Sat/xoi't^o/tevoi, persons dsBmonised,
who, in body and soul, if not in spirit, are under the special
influence of dromons.
That this was a reality, and not a style of
language accommodated to Jewish notions, is evident from the
combination of healing diseases and casting out devils in the

like

death

itself,

in

'

Saviour's commission, as also

from His habitually addressing

Himself to personal beings when

He

cast

them

out.

There

is

a
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grand consistency in

tlie

Scriptural revelation on

tliis

subject.

The Old Testament gives some distant indications of such possession
when our Lord appears there is an outbreak of these
powers on earth but the chief enemy is always pre-eminent, as
;

:

appears in the fact that the last Evangelist withdraws his attention

John

from all besides him, never mentioning the daemons. And it is
an illustration of the same consistency that their full force in
human affiiirs has never been felt since the Conqueror said Now

xii.

:

shall ihe prince of this world be cast out.

How

far

they are

still

permitted to seduce men, and what part they play in the modern
devices of so-called spiritualistic science, which professes to call

them

in as evidence of another world,

This

3.

Their
Place in

here

°^
'

last observation will

closed

:

the

The

eminence.

angels

jDart of

it.

theology,

them belongs to the entire
and pervades every

The angel world is around us everywhere in Biblical
and we must prepare ourselves by a firm faith at the

outset for the reappearance of its representatives as
It

it Avill

meet us again.

be well to observe at this point that the
is

always subordinated to

we proceed

has been viewed here only or

chiefly in its relation to the universe as created,

stage in our future course

Bible

is

in course of delivery,

through the several doctrines.

may

inquire.

have retreated from their high pre-

doctrine concerning

scheme of revelation, as

we need not now

apply to the whole topic which

human

but at every

Meanwhile,

Angelology

interests

;

it

of the

and, saving as

they are connected Avith redemption wrought out and admi-

good and evil, or rather spirits and angels, need
and should not be too curiously investigated. JFhy askest thou
Seeing it is
thus after My name ? said One in the Old Testament.
secret, He added, doubtless for a higher reason than what is here
suggested His name was as yet concealed, and in a certain sense
nistered, spirits

Judges
xiii. 18.

iiot

:

is

But the caution is generally appropriate.
and the preacher especially, should in this matter

concealed for ever.

The

student,

limit himself to the clear testimonies of the Oracle, not keeping

back the truth from the
Spiritualism, as

sceptic,

but not pandering to a false

the modern word

is.

Both

evil

spirits

and

angels may, on these conditions, most fruitfully and profitably

enter into practical theology, even as they necessarily occupy a
large

and important place in dogmatics.
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THE JLVTERIAL UNIVERSE.

The
]\IateriaI

The material universe as such occupies a considerable

Universe.

place in revelation, "which establishes a few cardinal principles of great

importance to theology.

-Matter

is

declared

by God, though no name is given
the orderly arrangement of systems,

to have been created

to

fashioned into

it

it

is

;

the

Kosmos

;

these are the result of successive creations,

whicli arc indicated

We

by the term worlds.

are taught

that the universe of matter was ordained to be the scene

up to life spiritual
and their relations to
redemption, are questions which have little light thrown
upon them in the Word of God. Lastly, as the revelation
of

life,

passing through

its

several stages

but the inhabitation of other

Avorlds,

th^ part
we cannot draw any

of Scripture concerns only

of the universe Avhich

belongs to man,

certain conclusion as

to the final destiny of the universe of matter from the

testimony of prophecy concerning the end of our heaven

and earth

:

we are

general principles
theories

left to

may be

These

the inferences of analogy.
usefully applied to

many

current

and cosmical speculations.
MATTER.

Matter, or

vXr],

has no

name

first

unorganised, and

Science

give

its

own names

to the

:

it is intlicatcil

without form and void,

generally as having been at
lifeless.

I,I^,tter.

in Scripture

is

left free

primary elements.

there

ilitiased,

to discover

The atoms

and

of the

universe and their molecular arrangements are never once alluded
to

:

llie

they are

But the same God Who is
was the Creator of pure matter. He imuncliangeable properties upon all the particles of the

left to

Father of

l>ressed their

universe,
angels,

modern,

VOL.

created,

at

man's discovery.

spirits

once.

in

their

in its variety of
I.

number and

potentialities, like

the

Before this truth Materialism, ancient and

forms as a theory, vanishes.

E E

In ancient
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was the anima mundi, or soul of the world, or natura
Modern Materialism, through
all its phases down to Positivism, makes everything, including
the phenomena of mind, physical and, while acknowledging that
it is as yet far from being able to account for the facts, and that
the molecular laws of mind, feeling, and will are perhaps undiscoverphilosophy

it

naturans that took the place of God.

;

able, it nevertheless asserts that

they are the results of changes in

matter and governed by invariable laws, directed by something in-

unknowable behind. Materialism has been the same
modern science has not advanced one step beyond
ancient philosophy except in this, that it gives up that vestige of
The ancient
instinct towards God that Pantheism exhibited.
scrutable and
in every age

:

;

theorists thought of a plastic soul in things

modern

One

pan-Materialism.

of

a congregation of forces
in a circle

its

back to God.

tendencies

by which

;

R

r

nothing.

is

to resolve matter into

unconsciously argues itself

which

asserts that the begin-

new Divine

into

The former

phenomena which

the existence, of any substance behind the

our senses

:

as represented

existence, or the possibility of proving

by Berkeley denies the

these senses being ordained to see either in

unknown
notion may be

Himself, or according to some
matter.

it

Idealism and Realism preside over the whole range of

speculation on this subject respectively.

affect

the

act, vindicates

from the philosophy which would resolve

reality of matter

'^

it

Scripture,

ning of the living creature was a
Idealism

The

pan-Theism.

:

theorists think only of matter as the vehicle of energy

But, however that

the early testimony Avhich

tells

God

laws, Avhat seems to

be

qualified, it falls before

us that the material universe was

formed before there were any creatures to receive its impressions.
So all the more recent theories of force which would annihilate
objective substance as the vehicle of energy

evidence of a creation which preceded

must yield

all life.

to the

This hypothesis

seems to breathe into the inorganic universe a kind of life, called
It
force, which preceded its organic forms ; but it has no support.
would seem, like Berkeley's theory, to be a useful ally of the
theologian, in as far as

it

in a creation apart from

saves us from the necessity of believing

God ; but

the testimony of Genesis con-

firms the universal realistic instinct of

stance behind the

man, that there

phenomena of matter. As

it

is

a sub-

regards the scientific
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and

theories of tlie persistence of force, the conservation of energy,

the correlation of

physical manifestations, they do not in the

its

slightest degree affect theology, until they penetrate the region of

When

life.

lated

it is

affirmed that physical

and convertible

—

thought, and feeling, and

matter

and

vital forces are corre-

phenomena of

in other words, that all the

— sound reasoning

is

are only transformed forces of

will,

violated as well as Scripture.

something in the molecular arrangement of

may

But

be called protoplasm.

is

The

God

true

But, as man's body was

of his living soul, so

tlie

be the instant abode of
Spirit
life

Who brooded

giveth

life,

made

and

is

this

their as yet un-

and

breath,

created for the

instant

all things.

Acts xyii.
^*

inhabitation

matter of the universe was intended to

was breathed into it by the
is the Lord and Giver of
from the most elementary proto-

That

life.

life

over our chaos

in every manifestation of

plasm up

and

Spontaneous gene-

life.

a figment that Materialists have

known God.

;

life

cannot be shown that anything

it

but living matter communicates or feeds
ration

its particles

may

It

be said that the material basis of animal and vegetable

it,

:

He

beholds the face of God.

to that wliicli

OTHER WORLDS.

The testimony
than ours

is

Other

of Revelation to the universe of other worlds

But what we have

limited.

is

consistent with every

discovery and every rational hypothesis of modern science.

heavens have their host

:

to us an

ambiguous word, which

The
refers

either to the worlds or to the inhabitants of those worlds, but

As ordered

in the Scripture limited to the physical universe.

systems the universe

is

is

in

a koV/xos, as in our Lord's words, before the John

the ancient use of the term to siicnifv
o
J the
ordered whole of the heavenly bodies is retained in the Xew
foundation of

tlie

toorld

:

Testament, though the

Hence

it is

to

ttuv,

in the Bible, heaven

orderly succession of
alC)ve<;.

which

By Whom
fill

common

the universe

and earth
its

also

use limits

it

lie

exercises of faith

is

4,

the worlds Heb.

i.

2.

to man's world.
is

Viewed
made up

made

the woi-lds,

is

that

the ages of so-called past eternity.

.

1.

l)eing sundered.

creations the universe

,

Ji,ph.

which, however,

;

,.

xvii.

'.

never a unity

is,

One

in the

of the

of the

first

said to embrace the fact that these worlds

Vfere framed, KanjpriarOai, as the phenomenal, or in their present

EE

2

Heb.

xi.3.
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appearance,

The

to. ftXe-n-o/jicva.

silence of the Scripture as to the

inliabitants of these worlds is unbroken.

But there

is

nothing

either in its Avords or in its silence that forbids the reasonable

inferences of analogy.

The one point

at Avhich the vast extent

of the peopled realms of the universe touches theological faith

is

the immeasurable dignity conferred on man's insignificance by the

More than once the

Incarnation.

ancient Scripture seems to be

We

oppressed though not overwhelmed by this truth.

can in-

which so often
bid the children of the earth to lift up their eyes and behold the
innumerable hosts of heaven.
What 'is man, that Thou art mindful
of him ? But in the Creator's relations to His creatures there is
no great and small, no greater and less the transcendent mystery
of the Divine condescension must be regarded in itself, and without the most distant reference to the insignificance of man in
The Old Testament derives a lesson
relation to the universe.
from the contemplation that knows no doubt or dismay or fear
its faith is strengthened rather than endangered by every view of
terpret our meaning, at least, into those passages

Ps.

viii.

:

Is. si. 26.

the steadfast and unviolated ordinances of heaven.
eyes on high,

out their host

and behold JFho hath created these things,
by number : Re callcth them all by names, by

of His might, for that

He

is

its

own

up your

tliat

hringeth

the greatness

strong in poicer ; not one failelh.

are equally great in His sight

burden of

Lift

:

NOT ONE faileth

;

All

each has the

glorious destiny.

THEIR COMPARATIVE INSIGNIFICANCE.

Compar.ative

Value.

Tiiere

is

no grander truth revealed than the comparative

insignificance of the creature as material.

of systems in the universe

Heb.

i.

12.

—

or, as

All the constellations

the Scripture says, the heavens

— are the work of the Divine hand, which
a garment. They are of less value in
grandeur than one immortal spirit.

all

And

all shall

wax

old as doth

their awful extent

and

with the utmost tran-

phenomena of creation will pass
Jonah we take pity upon the
great works of man which are to be destroyed.
But the greater
works of God are destroyed, and it costs the Supreme no thought
quillity it is said that all the

2 Pet.
^^-

iii.

away, be

As

dissolved.

to the substance

more

In the

spirit of

behind the phenomena, and

will be said hereafter.

its

reconstruction,
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Mau.

MAN.

Man, or mankind, occupies the noblest and most ample
section in the liistory of creation as revealed in Scripture.

This

harmony with the

in

is

place which

central

occupies in Divine revelation

generally,

around Avhom

His

creature

revolves.

all

noted

is

in

attending his origin

the

and

;

pre-eminence

circumstantials

in the relations

other orders of the creature.

But

it is

he

as the object

of

as

a

dignity

he bears to the

chiefly seen in the

constituent elements of his nature, reflecting the Divine

Image

he was formed^ this being the basis of
and prerogatives as the head of the earthly

in whicli

his dignity

creation

;

the organic unity of

in

man

as

constituting

one species and the connection between the original
;

estate,

and redemption of mankind as he Mas a probationary

fall,

creature.
This department

which

human

in science

is

sometimes called ANTHROPOLOGY, a term

means the

zoological

Not including

nature.

and

biological study of

Anthropology.

formally, though not absolutely

excluding, the physical, physiological, and psychological study of

our

species, it is its theological bearing that

we mainly keep

in

must not be too narrowly limited; such
topics as the Original State of Man, the Image of God in Man,

view.

Man

This, however,

before the Fall, do not exhaust

whole as a wide

field of

it.

It is better to regard the

which these subjects are only

sections.

THE NATURE OF MAN.

The Divine record represents to us our first father,
Adam, as the end and consunnnatioii of all crcatin<r
acts, and gives his twofold nature a peculiar relation to
both the spiritual and the material worlds. In the unity
of body and

soul, the

one taken from the earth and the

Elements
of Man's
Nature,
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other breathed into him by

]Makcr^ he

liis

the link

is

betAvecn these two great spheres.

His

1.

Creation,

^f

r^

The bringing of man

And

special design.

into the world

God

in Genesis the result

is

Us make man

said, Let

:

the

first

intimation in Scripture of the Divine counsel preceding the act.
Gen,

i.

20.

Qf the other

Ccn.

i.

24.

abundantly the maving creature that hath

creatures

it

forth the living creature after his kind
origin of the

poses

:

human

Let

said,

is

waters

tJie

life.

.

.

.

A NEW THING.

double account of man's beginning
introduction of the race with

its

with

the Mother of

all

generally in Genesis

:

Hence

first

man was

the

ii.

the physical

formation of

also the clause in the second

account which returns to the creating act to
of the

i.

pre-eminent dignity into the

specific intervention for the

living.

former pur-

all

Hence the emphatic

system of things, and, particularly, in Genesis
details of his origin

forth

but every word touching the

;

race indicates the issue of

the creation of

bring

Let the earth bring

that the

shov,-

body

immediately fashioned out of the dust, and

life was the breathing into him of a Hving
The same I)i\'ine act produced both body and soul,
vi^ithout any interval.
This is said of no other creature ; though
the real distinction between man and the lower creation is not in
the words of this verse, but in the first note of man's origin Let

that the origin of his

Oen.

ii.

7.

Gen.

i.

20.

soul.

:

Us make man in Our image.
Job

xxxii.

°'

2.

in

This gives h'eath of

lives

man, as well as an animal

human

nature

is

that in

its

a higher meaning
life.

And

constitution

:

there is

a

spirit

the high distinction of

it is

a union of the two

and matter, a reflection of spiritual intelligences
in the material creation.
The immaterial principle is the soul or
rirvxi) 'IS connected with matter through the body, and the spirit
There is in the
or TTvev/jLtL as connected with the higher world.
original record a clear statement as to the two elements of human

worlds of

nature.

spirit

Man

derives his

constituents of which his

Gen.

ii.

7.

^;2^^} earth.

But

this

name from

body

Avas

was not

the Avord earth, one of the

formed
as

:

yet,

Dlh? connected with
though

it

became, a name of humihation, for the inbreathing of

gave him his essential dignity

;

this

Adam,

or

afterwards
life

or lives

Man, the person
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living soul,

HTl

Ii^3Il-

Gen.

T

ii.

used concerning other creatures, which

have the abortive rudiments of intellectual life, it is here used
with a special emphasis. His name is Man, from the earth his
;

nature

But

it

is

that he

a living soul, Avhich

is

is

also

an immortal

must be remembered that the two substances are

spirit.

distinct.

The Bible confirms the instinctive belief in the difference between
mind and matter the'unsearchable mystery of the nature of the
:

union between soul and body, and the secret of the action of the
one on the other, or rather of their mutual action, are left
"Whether the term soul or the term

unsolved.
there

is

spirit

be used,

throughout !Scripture the most emphatic testimony to the

unity and dignity of the higher element of

Dichotomy

is

human

This

nature.

quite consistent with a certain measure of truth in

Dicho-

Trichotomy which separates between soul and tomv and
Trichospirit.
It will hereafter be seen that St. Paul adopts that distoiny.
when he does so, the soul and
tinction for practical purposes
the theory

of

:

Jpirit are distinguished as

one the immaterial principle in relation to

the world of sense and the other in relation to a Avorkl of spiritual
realities

;

just as the flesh as the material

organisation are distinguished

when

and the body

as the

occasion demands.

THE IMAGE OF GOD IX

Divine

MA.N.

Image

The Image of God
of

human nature

:

is

the

made

first

the

first

note and attribute

revealed truth concerning our

race declares the peculiarity of

man

as a

new

thing in

creation to be this, that he should bear in himself the

was the Divine purpose,
spoken before the creating fiat was executed, that this
should be his distinction from every other creature.
Hence this image must belong to his inmost crcaturcly
constitution.
As such it was Essential and Indestructible

likeness of

his Creator.

It

the self-conscious and self-determining personality of man,
as a spirit bearing the stamp of likeness to

God and

capable of immortality, was the reflection in the creature
of the Divine nature.

While

all

creatures

up

to

man

in

Man.
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reflect the perfections of their Creator,

made emphatic

tinction,

he alone should bear

ground of

man's dis-

it is

in tlie act of his creation, that

This therefore

image.

Ilis

is

his nature as a whole, it necessarily

of his nature which

From

perishable.

found

is

in that part

not material, and therefore im-

is

bcgiiming to end

holy record

the

regards this image as uneffaced and ineffaceable, and
existing in every

human

But

being.

it

There

is

a sense then

Accidental and Amissible

in

the Divine holiness in a perfect

and

feeling,

God

which was

lost

it

was also

man

reflected

conformity of mind,

through

sin

because redemption intervened.

lost only

in

will,

moral linea-

its

which

the free spirit of

:

still

also speaks of the

renewal or restoration of that image in
ments.

the

his dignity, and, while that dignity belongs to

not utterly

:

The Image of

was, according to the sacred narrative, concreated

man

:

it

was

in his nature,

and no part of

it

was superSon i»,

added

after his creation.

in the

supremest sense, Himself the Image of God,

as the representative of

mankind

And, thus

that Image.

Finally, as the Eternal

Adam

Avas created in or after

in his creation related

to

the

Second Person of the Trinity, he Avas also united to the
Triune by the gift of the Holy Ghost, that breath of God
w^hicli

Natural

and

gave him

life

eternal.

1. It is usual to distinguish between the Natural or liermanent
and the JNIoral or accidental image of God in man it must be
remembered, however, that the moral image in a true sense was
also natural, and that in the creation there could be no disBut the distinction between the image that was
tinction.
indestructible and that which might be lost has an unqualified
;

Moral.

and necessary
personality

:

truth.

It lies in the very notion of a created free

the freedom

reflection of the

of the

created

spirit

is

the purest

Divine nature, but that same freedom involves

the possibility of

its

excellence being lost.

That which

is

its
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liighest glory contains the secret of the possibility of its deepest

Theology cannot take a second step unless this

degradation.

admitted in
2.

The

is

its full force.

distinction runs through the entire fabric of Scripture.

Xew

It is in the

Testament, however, that

we

find the elements

New
Testament

of the complete doctrine on this subject as on every other connected with the original and the restored condition of mankind.

image of the

It speaks of the renewal of the regenerate into the

Creator as that consisted in Original Eighteousness, or the moral

The two

image.

passages which must regulate our

cardinal

views are in the Epistles to the Colossians and the Ephesians.
In the former the Apostle speaks of believers as having
neio

man, which

is

after the image of

Him

that created him.

tion becomes an exhortation

mind ; and

that ye

jji<^

on the Col

renewed (or in process of renewal) in hnoidedrje

put on

:

the neiv

be

In the

latter the descrip-

renewed in the Spirit of your

man,

tchich after

God

is

created in

These passages must be united and
They both
carefully compared, as they supplement each other.

and

righteousness

true holiness.

distinguish between the

first

creation

and the second

in Christ,

and the avaveovcrOai. The latter verb refers to
the restoration of what the former describes as originally given but
Both passages make the knowledge of God that is, the
lost.
between the

kti^civ

—

spiritual

knowledge of God

— the object of the

restoration.

This

and more amplified passage unfolds as righteousness
and holiness the first man knew the Creator's law, his will was
conformed to it, and he was righteous in principle ; he knew the
Creator's holiness, loved Him as holy, and was holy himself in
Thus the moral image of the Creator lost in the Fall
principle.

the latter

:

same image as presented
Image of God manifested in human
nature.
Each of the passages speaks of putting off the old man,
which is the fallen and corrupt nature as derived from Adam.

is

restored through the putting on of the

in Jesus Christ, the eternal

In the former, the process
the

is

regarded as gradual; in the

new image was stamped upon

IJut the

latter,

the soul in its regeneration.

second passage adds what the former omits, that the

^Yho was the conservator of the holy image in
be renewed
in the Spirit, the seat of whose working is in the mind.
Hence

Holy

Spirit

I'aradise

is

iiu

^^'

the agent of its renewal in redemption

:

Epli. iv.
^'^» ^'^'
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New Testament never speaks of a renewal of the Divine
image in man's nature as he is man only in his fallen nature.
the

:

The
Jas.

iii.

9.

indestructible image

as existing

still

in

of God

similitude

man
is

is

in both Testaments always referred to

Men

universal.

ichich are

made

And

the language of St. James.

after the
St.

Paul,

and quoting the testimony of their OAvn
poets with approval, For ice are also Sis offsp-ing, goes on most
expressly to argue from the likeness of the children of men to
referring to the heatlien,

Acts

xvii.

their Creator that their thoughts of

God ought

to be altogether

rebuking idolatry as contrary to the instinct of the
Divine image Avithin us. So, also, the author of the Epistle to
spiritual

Heb.

xii.

the

:

Hebrews

Father of

asserts

spirits.

with the utmost generality that God

And

After the Flood there

this is in
is

The

is

harmony with the Old Testament.

a most impressive remembrancer of the

abiding and permanent dignity of the chastised

The

race.

waters had not washed away the original image; nor was
created

anew

in those Avho were saved.

No

it

clearer evidence of

the indestructibility of the Divine likeness could be given than
that of the sanction thrown around human life ; it is inviolate,
Gen.ix.6. for in the image of God made He man.
Of course this does not

decide the question whether or not immortality was part of the
indestructible image, though

it

using the term indestructible.
1

Tim.

vi.

His Son
create

to

have

life

He Who

is

the

life

it

St. Paul, in
it is

by
one

God TFJio
man in

hath given to

in himself.

remember that whatever is
image of God was at once concreated in man. In
the Middle Ages a distinction was established between the Image
and the Likeness, between the two Hebrew terms Q7li and JITQ"!It is

3.

.

"We are told by

of the few passages Avhich speak of dOavao-ia, that
only hath immortality, but

Con-

might seem that we affirm

of great importance to

mgj^jj^ j^y t,he

This was formulated by the catechism of the Council of Trent

donum addidit. The doctrine of
immunity from concupiscence or victory over it was
a supernatural and added gift, like immortality that over and
above his " pura naturalia " there was a righteousness in which
Adam vras " constitutus." Hence all that he lost or could lose
was the gift of his original righteousness, which left the natural
conflict between flesh and spirit without the restraint of the added
thus

:

Eome

Turn
is

originalis justitise

that

;
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still
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all
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as such.

when we reach the
sufficient now to assert

will be hereafter seen

Meanwhile,

doctrine of Original Sin.

it is

the Scriptural doctrine that whatever belonged to his likeness to

God was stamped upon man
both the image and
4,

its

in his original character

doctrine of this Divine image

The

:

he received

superscription.
is

carried to its highest

and beyond the Old Testament record, Avhen it is connected
with the Eternal Son as the original, absolute, archetypal Image
This description of the Second Person in the Trinity is
of God.
next to that of Son the most common in the New Testament it
almost becomes a proper name. He is the BIkwv tov 0eov, the
Image of God, as the outbeaming of all the Divine glories and
point,

The
Image
of the
Eternal
Son.

:

the

2 Cor.

expression of the Divine nature towards the creature, Heb.

full

iv.

4.
i.

3.

In the image of that Image

regarded as possible or as actual.

was man created. Both in his first and in his second creation
It was this specific
the Son was the archetype and pattern.
relation of the Son that made it possible, becoming, and approa
priate, that He should be the Kudeemer of the fallen race
:

may

truth that

be pondered profitably,

if it is

not perverted into

the doubtful notion of a necessary incarnation, apart from

of

sin,

the Second Person.
5.

But

this doctrine is

incomplete Avithout the addition of the The Holy

supernatural gift of the Holy Ghost

:

if

that

natural which belonged to the union of

may be

God with

called super-

this

Ghost.

His Elect

The Holy Trinity must be connected with every stage
of the history of mankind.
As the Protoj^last was formed in the
image of the eternal Image a son of God, after the likeness of Luke
38.
the Only-Begotten Son so he was under the spiritual and
natural government of the Holy Spirit proceeding from the
Creature.

—

—

He Who

Father and the Son.
over

all

brooded over the chaos, presided

the successive dispensations of

in its advancing stages

life

towards perfection, and was the supreme

life

Inbreathed into the

highest creature, took full possession of that

did not add the moral image, but
action

of

man's

the difficulty

soul

created

sometimes

character whicl.,

it is

said,

in

expressed

He

that
as

new

creature.

He

guided the principles of
to

image.

This

the

creation

solves

of

a

must of necessity be formed by him

iii.
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Gal. V. 18.

who

bears

]\Ian

it.

was

Jed of the Spiril,

love in his soul, already in his

How

estate.

know
and

;

but

first

Who was

long this holy discipline lasted

-wq

do know that the Fall was

pt-rfect education.

its

we

the power of

now

estate as

in his last

are not given to

departure as a free

This explains also the wonderful endow-

ments of Adam, who reasoned and formed

his language,

and

understood and gave names to his fellow-creatures below him.

The Lord God of
The Spirit
soul.

Holy Ghost in the human
must not, however, be consuch the gift was distinct, but

the garden Avas the
in

man's

founded with the image of

spirit

God

as

:

the true complement and perfection of every other

soul,
G.

Larp;e

Meaniuo;,

gift.

This

is,

be afterwards seen, the secret of the trichotomy of body,

as will

and

spirit in

From

human

all this it

nature.

appears that the expression Image of God,

Adam, is a very broad
few particulars are not enough for its statement. Itincludes the whole sum of man's dignity and prerogative, and it
brings all that belongs to God into some relation with this His
There is nothing Divine that
highest reflection in the creature.
in relation to the original constitution of
one.

is

A

not reflected in some most wonderful sense

and

all

"^"^

Adamic

:

the

Holy

Trinity,

the Attributes, in the unity of light and love.

NATURAL AND FEDERAL UNITY OF THE RACE.

Adam was

created as the head of a race, to descend

from him by uatm-al generation. He represented that
race in Iiis supremacy over the loMcr world as also in his
Thus he was, in a
subjection to a probationary law.
;

and the federal head of
him both the natural and the spiritual development and destiny of the human species were decided.
certain sense, both the natural

mankind

Ima^e
Propa-

1.

:

in

As one

of the laws of man's combination of spirit

and

he propagates his species in the integrity of its individual
Adam hcgat a son in his own likeness, after his image.
niembers.
i-^^^j^j-ter,

Gen v
Gen.

*3

V, 1.

This sentence, following on the account of the creation, and connected with it, proves that there were not two or more simul-

THE CREATED UNIVERSE.
taneous creations of man, or creative centres

Adam.

Abel, an>i Seth meet in
as in the

creation,

It

case of angels,

seems to favour what

known

is

shows

the lines of Cain,

:

immediate
was no longer the law. It
also that

Traduci-

as the theory of Traducianism,

the propagation of the entire being of

though
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man by natural

generation

;

does not preclude the theory of Creationism, which

it

regards the individual spirit as in every case created by God, the Heb.

Father of

Both theories must be in a certain sense

spirits.

but the secret of their unity

The

past our finding out.

is

human

of the Pre-existence of

souls,

which, after a

xii.

true,

doctrine

in a super-

fall

sensible state, were sent for punishment, trial, or expiation, into

human
2.

bodies,

is

altogether contrary to the record of Genesis.

The human

race in

Adam was

rogatives over the lower creation.
sentative of

God upon

were consigned

to his

from his

is

its

:

The

its forfeiture.

it

It

man was
and

is difficult

the repre-

Preroga-r

^^f,?-

know-

its

inhabitants

now

to estimate

was not the image

Much

necessary consequence.

due to

cultivation,

government.

the dignity of this prerogative

was

first

It yielded its secrets to his

eartli.

ledge, its fruits sprang

invested Avith supreme pre-

The

itself,

but

of the miseries of our race

history of science and civilisation

is

mankind to repair the loss. The
remembrance of it as a vanished estate and the anticipation of its
return unite in the poetry of the nations.
The poetry of the
Bible finds the same expression in Psalm viii., specially as touching the past and the Epistle to the Hebrews expatiates upon it
in reference to the future, when the second Head of mankind shall
restore to the race what it has lost.
3. The first man was in a certain sense the federal representathe history of the struggles of

;

tive of his

two

race as placed in a state or condition of trial with

sides of a

tremendous alternative before him.

Hereafter

we

more fully suffice now that the record in
Genesis, interpreted by St. Paul to the Komans, represents the

must consider

this

:

dealings of

God with

in them.

Adam was

state of probation

:

our

first

parents as regarding their posterity

and man was in a
the garden was a scene of ttst to the

in a state of probation,

that

is,

estate of mankind.
The failure of man was foreseen but
was permitted, because of the new creation and new probation
which a second Adam would introduce here is the profoundest

whole

;

it

:

Ps. viii.

^i q,^^.

..

jy*

27.

Federal
-^i^'^"*
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problem of our origin and destiny. "With all this, however, we
have not yet to do. Enough that the entire human race was as
one organic unity represented in Adam, even as it was as one
2 Cor. V.
14.

organic unity represented by Christ.

dead or

all

all died

If one died for

all,

were

then

and of the

this is equally true of the first

:

Second Adam.
Redemption Anticipated.

might seem

It

4.

as if

account of his coming

was ready

to receive

fall

God, in the creation of man, took

The dust
and the

and decreed redemption.

him when he returned

to his earth,

God Who gave it. In the New Testament
man was of the earth, earthj, and that
bodij Avas given to man
adding further that

spirit to return to the
1 Cor. XV.

45—49.

Paul

St.

in

him

tells

us that the first

the natural

;

Man is the Lord from heaven, made a quickening Spirit,
Adam was made a living soul. The comparison of Genesis

the Second

whereas
with

comment shows

St. Paul's

being, as

it

that there was a development of

were, purposed and suspended in

Adam

:

that he

was

have enjoyed immortality through the gradual or sudden
spiritualisation of his bodily frame ; but that it required the Last

to

Adam

to

come

the Fall, the

Through

to accomplish the design of creation.

first

Adam became

to us all the father of a dying

nature he bereft himself and us of the quickening
would have rendered the resurrection needless. But
into the coming mystery of the Cross is anticipating.
:

Human

Spirit

Who

this glance

HUilAN HYPOTHESES.

HypoThis Divine account of man's origin displaces every other

theses.

devised by man's science.
it,

of the Creator Himself,

Accepting the testimony, as we believe
only to stand on the defensive.

we have

" Neganti incumbit probatio."

And

may

safely be said that

no

mankind has yet proved

its

it

other hypothesis of the production of

Those which deny the general principles of creation have
been already considered, as also those which have given other
case.

accounts of the origin of our race.
tively

:

that

it

the principle of

life

rude form that

man

soil,

One thing

it settles defini-

has not been produced by any development of
in matter,
is

whether the theory takes

its earliest

terrigena, autochthon, a production of the

or the scientific evolutional form of later days;

that his

history has not been a gradual ascent from the savage state, but
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a descent from his original

;

and that

he was created in one type, the representative of a single species.
The slightest doubt on any of these points is inconsistent, not
only with the subsequent matter of theology, but with the primitive record, the only one

we

possess, of the creation of

According to the principle we adopt, and must adopt,

mankind.
it

not

is

examine the hypotheses of scientific Anthroscience lias no generally accepted hypothesis which

directly necessary to

pology

for

;

On

fundamentally contradicts Scripture.
tioned,

and

the points just

all

men-

especially the unity of the race, the best representa-

tives of science are

on our OAvn

side.

THE ORIGIN OF

IVIAN.

Origin of

Man.
Speculations as to the Origin of

more or

less

the earth have been

bound up with those on the origination of

Antiquity had

generally.

Man upon

its

vague theories, half

science, of the necessary evolution of all forms of life
]\Ien

soil.

were

avroxOove-;, terrigense,

by the supposition of an

idea,

internal source of

matter into forms innumerable, and that of

known immaterial

life

man among

subject.

Materialism inverts the process, and makes
its

it

which moulds

its

organism in which matter exhibits

The

but dignified

assuming

highest

from the

born of the earth.

Pantheism of every age has held the same

life

poetr}', half Antiquity.

the rest

human
man an

expression in the

perfection in the

phenomena

Modern speculations on
from the ancient, in consequence of

of thought and conscious personality.
this subject difter generally

their being constructed

on a theory that does not necessarily

exclude a personal God, the origin of
ultimate point where
all

the forms of

life

life

to

man, and his high

nature upon
best types

;

itself,

it

Him at the

:

upon
some making the long time

intelligence, a

continuous advance of

making permanent

naturally selecting and

its

others regarding the original law as having provided

for a series of leaps

intend

Placing

as the operation of foi'ces impressed

matter, or constituting matter itself

up

all life.

originated, they regard the evolution of

from species to species

:

but

all,

whether they

or not, practically denying the creation of the

soul or spirit as a substance distinct

from matter.

human

It is impossible

*

Modem.
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so to state the theory of evolution as to preserve the integrity of
tlie

But the true theory

higher element in man's nature.

of that

nature requires that something was superadded to the physical

and immaterial

The

creation.

Gen.

i.

27.

that lay behind

life

Scriptural account

new

it is

Scripture.

and that

it

is

redemption.

of the

and modern science

will

common

The

Christ

entire

Adam

being the

one

centre of the same species
of men.

:

common foundation of the doctrines of sin and
man sin entered into the world ; and death the

the

By

ancestor

man, and the generic name of mankind.

first

consequence of that has passed upon
26.

:

acknowledged.

sprang from one

name

This truth

Acts xvii.

man was

The UNITY of the race, or the human species, is a subject which
brings much modern science into collision with Scripture.
1. The holy record declares that the species of man is one,
personal

Rom.v.l2.

:

UNITY OF THE RACE.

Unity of
II16 ItiiCG

economy

in the Divine

never find rest until

in the history of the

it

plain and express

This was the formal character of his

created in the Image of God.

nature as

is

is

God

:

the Son of

all

men.

There was no other

hath made of one blood all nations

Man and He
•.

the

One died for all.
economy of

history of ReA^elation, and the Avhole

human development

as that of sin

and recovery from

sin, is

based

on this assumption.
Science.

No

2.

ful,

results of

this truth.

quarters to confirm

unity of species

human

modern

On

science disprove, or even render doubt-

the contrary, evidences converge from

all

"Whatever criteria are applied to test the

it.

—whether

subject sustains.

physiological

And

or psychological

— the

the history of the race furnishes a

multitude of corroborations. In two lines especially, those of
language and religion, the argument, if argument it may be called,
gathers

its

endless materials.

Comi^arative philology and com-

parative theology, the science of language and the science of

reli-

throw wonderful light upon the past of mankind but
does that light fall more brightly than upon the
truth
no
upon
unity of the human race. Meanwhile, the sacred record gives a

gion, both

clear

;

account both of the central unity and of the manifold

diversity of the languages of

and endless variations

men

;

both of the fundamental unity

of their religious beliefs.
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ANTIQUITY OF SIAN.

Antiquity
of

The

man on

antiquity of

the earth

is

Christ came at the end of the tcorld and in the fulness of

question.

but over

the time ;

coming extended

how
is

long a series of ages the preparations for His

earth

past continuance on

its

of the Eedeemer's subjects, though of course

the mystery of His long delay.

AVhatever

deepens

it

may
human

now, however, or

is

hereafter be, absolutely proved as to the antiquity of the
species in this world, Christian theology

But

it is

Gal. iv. 4.

If longer, it only enlarges the

a subordinate matter.

is

number

ix.

26.

Provided the unity

not expressly declared.

of the race be maintained, the length of

Man.

simply a chronological Heb.

is

prepared to receive.

impossible to forget that with this question

is

bound up

a congeries of hypotheses most degrading to the dignity of our
race as such, and most perilous to the doctrine of

chronological

inquiry takes

several

This

its unity.

One weighs the
mankind another

forms.

evidence derived from the early remains of

;

estimates the time requisite for the gradual formation of their

And

various race distinctions.

the question remains whether the

chronology of the Bible, so far as

it

contains a chronology, meets

the reasonable demands of the results of both investigations.
1.

cannot be denied that the tendency of modern

It

opinion

upon

But

earth.

evidence

is

it

is

it

;

that
;

elements

its

and that

all

bound up with the assumption that man began
the first remove from the mere animal life.
The

has

his history at

man

equally undeniable that the induction of

of the most precarious character

are not only composite, but mutually inconsistent

the value

scientific

in favour of a very long past history of the race of

is

is

most substantial evidence would, of course, be the discovery of
human remains whether the bones of man or his instruments

—

But that

in juxtaposition with those of extinct races of animals.

evidence

is

contradicted by some of the best observers

geology

:

has no peremptory law for the rate of deposition, on the one
Jiand

;

and, on the other, the methods of accounting for the collo-

human remains

cation of

in connection

caverns are not exhausted.
themselves.

VOL.

I.

They

require,

with other remains in

Mori:over,
for

F F

example,

the
at

inferences
least

a

defeat

hundred

Scientific

Hypothesis.
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thousand years for the existence of

known

man on

the earth

;

but the

laws of population would account for the present numbers

of the race in six or seven thousand years

while, on the other

;

hand, even supposing him to have risen from a state of savageism,
there

is

no reasonable account to be given of

stationary during so

many

Linguistic arguments are equally precarious.

As

out a literature change very swiftly.
ethnological variety,

his remaining so

tens of thousands of historical years.

we have no means

Languages with-

to the requirements of

of judging

how soon

the

early varieties would receive from surrounding circumstances their
final

impress

:

under our own eyes a very few generations suflBce
and make them permanent. But we

to produce great changes

must take higher ground.
researches will answer

We doubt not that in due time scientific

many

of the scruples of science

;

and the

many special interpositions of Providence account for much that we cannot quite
harmonise. Though the God of creation rested, the God of providence worketh hitherto and we do not know all the secrets of
Holy Record

gives us reason to believe that

;

man's gradual descent to the present term of his

life,

of the Flood,

of the extraordinary impress upon the second originals of the

phenomena of Babel, and the dispersion of the nations.
The received chronolosry of our earliest sacred books is not

race, the
Piblical
Vynrono-

2.

Estimates perfectly orthodox have added to the commonly received term of the duration of human life upon earth a
sufficient number of centuries to allow time enough for all race
and linguistic variations. The question has theological interest

pigoj-Qug.

only as affecting the truth of Scripture

chronology

is

attacked, both friends

;

and, before the Scriptural

and

foes

must agree

as to

no disparagement to the Old Testato say that w^e have not yet a certain key to its dates. That
they do not harmonise with Egyptian, and Chinese, and Indian
chronology is of no importance no reliance can be placed upon

what
ment

it

teaches.

But

it

is

:

the

latter,

But the

when they go back beyond about

laAvs of

three millennia B.C.

reckoning generations in the Book of Genesis are

; nor on what principles we are to reconcile
and the Septuagint, which latter allows nearly
two thousand years more. The genealogies for the most part
mark the descent, and not always the regular succession. Hence

not clearly determined
the

Hebrew

original
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by Jewish and Christian
Adam and Christ.

there are multitudes of estimates given

chronologists of the period elapsing between

The

longest of thcni

would allow

the latitude Ave need.

all

THE ELEilENTS OF HUMAN NATURE.

The
Elements

1.

Discussions have never been wanting as to the constituents of of Human
nature.
The early Christian Church inherited the ancient Nature.

human

philosophical Trichotomy, as expounded

by

regarded as the principle of animal

common

lower orders, and the

spirit as

to be man's special prerogative

new qualification
tinction,

which

of the soul

is

fall,

The Gnostics taught

spirit

:

the

Tricho-

tomy.

But

this dis-

St. Paul,

was

that the spirit

the essence of God, and therefore
:

thus undermining the true

and the very foundation of redemption.

Apollinaris availed himself of

human

was

added by the Divine inbreathing
whether as a new substance or a

was never determined.

man was an emanation from

soul

man and

to

:

incapable of being defiled by matter
doctrine of the

The

Plato.

adopted for practical purposes by

perverted to heretical ends.
in

life,

it

to rob the person of Christ of the

the Lord's sensitive soul being a sufficient vehicle

for the Divine Logos.

In later times the doctrine of original sin

was embarrassed by this distinction a theory Avas very prevalent,
and still is, Avhich limited the transmission of sijiful bias to the
:

sensitive nature

only.

Hence the

healthier tone of Christian

teaching, especially in the West, found

Dichotomy of human nature

:

it

body and

needful to hold fast the
soul,

fiesh

and

spirit,

being interchangeable expressions for the dual nature of man.
will be obvious, however, to those

who weigh

avcII

It

Dichotomy.

the utterances

of Scripture, that, provided the original constituent elements of

human

nature are only two, the whole religious history of

lequires a certain distinction between soul

and

spirit

:

man

his one

by his soul with the Avorld of sense,
and by his spirit Avith the Avorld of faith. Yet soul and spirit
make up one person.
2. There is a modern theology, orthodox in all other respects, The
personality being connected

Avhich assumes that the spirit in

regenerate only

:

an attempt

Scripture does not sanction.

man

is

the prerogative of the

to reconcile the tAvo theories Avhich
It is true that in the

F F 2

Old Testament

in

Spirit

Man.
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the terms
TTvcviJia,

ni")

li^DJ,

and DDWII, answering

used both of

spirit, arc

men and

fuller revelation certainly the Trvfxjxa is
Eccl.

to

soul,

i/t;x'7>

and

animals; but in the

never given to the

bca.st,

and never denied to man. IFho hioweth the spirit of man that
goeth upward, and the spirit of the beast that goeih downward to the
earth ? is a question which would be put in the Xew Testament
into different terms.
The Ego of man is now pre-eminently the
spirit, inasmuch as that is the sphere in which the Holy Spirit
dwells pre-eminently
but it must not be forgotten that the
person of man is below and behind all these the body, and soul,
and spirit are his as a personality embracing all. It is true also

iii.

21,

;

;

1

Cor,

Adam,

that St. Paul says that the first man,

45.

the Last

tvas

here only with reference to the resurrection

view the

that the

fact,

first

man was

living soxtl

personality of

man

is

;

and leaves out of

made
when the

in another sense also

Most

a possessor of the quickening Spirit.

Ghost

made a

Adam was made a quickening Spirit. But the Apostle speaks

certainly

crowned in regeneration with the Holy

fully restored his soul becomes, in a sense in

which

it

was

not before, the Godward principle in his compound nature.
Realistic

Human
Xuture.

3.

that

Adam was
name

no such abstract
Jas.

iii.

7.

generic humanity as well as the personal

in the

Adam

:

Hebrew never knows inflection. Scripture uses
tei'm as human nature
though St. James speaks
;

of every ^vo-t? of beasts that Juith been tamed

the bestial nature

is

t^

rrj ^t'crec

avOputTrU'ri

under the human nature, or mankind.

In

the ancient discussion between the Realists and Nominalists the
question arose whether there

human thought

is

not in the

mind, and in

Di'S'iue

Divine mind, a reality of

reflecting the

man

human

an expression and representative.
As there is an abstract ^eto'rjjs, of which the Three
Persons are representatives, so there is a human nature which the

nature, of Avhich every living

is

Second Person represented in the Incarnation, rather than as
becoming a personal individual man. Granting the truth of this
mysterious principle not the less true because we cannot fathom

—

it

— every

man

descended of

Adam

presents his

individualisation of a generic character impressed

and receives
on mankind
original sin, which is the sin
;

anticipating.

into

himself

of the race in

the

own
by

personal

its

generic

Adam.

But

Creator
evil

of

this is

PROVIDENCE.
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PROVIDENCE.
The Triune God of Creation
This term, in

dence.

is

the

Providence.

God

also of Provi-

widest meaning, signifies the

its

Divine presence in the world as sustaining, controlling,

and guiding to their destination all things that arc made.
The will of God determines the end for which all orders
of creaturely being exist. His Wisdom and His Goodness
appoint the infinite variety of means by which that one
end is attained in the Conservation of the frame of
nature, both spiritual and material
in the Care of all
creatures that are the subjects of want in the Government
especially of intelligent and probationary beings. And His
Power insures the accomplishment of every design or end
for which they exist.
The doctrine of Providence may be
:

;

;

studied, therefore, in its connection with the Divine Being

and the Divine attributes
and characteristics of its

;

then in relation to the objects

exercise.

THE GOD OF PEOVIDENCE.

The

God

God absolutely, and God in the Trinity of Persons, is
While His Wisdom and His
the God of Providence.
Power are

especially cxliibited,

Providence with

all

it is

its

only by connecting

the Divine attributes which have been

seen to be related to the creature that

conception of

of
Providence.

we can form

a true

range.
GOD.

God
generally.

Scripture furnishes

God

all

the elements of the doctrine in

its

relation

method of teaching it. In collecting
the substance of that teaching we must of necessity repeat much
of wliat the preceding sections have enlarged upon
and also
omit much of what they have anticipated.
1. The God of revelation is represented, generally, as at once

to

;

and

this is its only

;
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Tranpresent IN universal creaturely existence, as presiding OVER it, and
scendence
as accomiilisliing THROUGH it Ilis own designs. The combination
and

Imma-

of these three elements both explains the doctrine

nence.

2.

Pantheism.

is

Pantheism takes the

first

one ever-varying manifestation of -one

God.

But by

world

is

tlie

and defends

to be the only truth

substance which

idea of Providence that notion of

The Creator

excluded.

a design and carries

it

is

on through

it.

the universe

:

God

a Personal Being

is

in the

Who

has

the processes of nature.

all

is expressed by the term Transcendence.
The language of Scripture simply attributes to
the Supreme an end which He keeps ever in view in the relation
This is the leading idea
to Himself of all things that exist.
in the Avord Providence, which in its derivation connotes the

In philosophical language this

following conceptions,

God

all

present in the

New

Testament.

To

manner of
men, is making provision for the accomplishment of a PURPOSE
or 7rp69e<rL<; ; and, as purpose and accomplishment are one to the
Divine knowledge. His provision and plan are one with His
Whatever else the word includes,
Trpo'yi/wcrt?, or foreknowledge.
the system of things as under Provithis is its first meaning
ascribed Trpovoia, or what, speaking after the

is

:

Who is using it for an
For of Him, and through Him, and to Him, eh airov, are all
This is a truth to be adored rather than discussed. In

dence, that

Kom.

xi.

36.

end.
things.

is,

the supervision of a Being

each of the three conceptions of the Supreme there

That He

able mystery.

good

;

that

marked
means
:

off
all

He

is

can be

from what

is

is

unfathom-

in the universal creature with its evil and

OVER it, as if
God Himself

in a personality like ours
;

that the Absolute can use

make

these are thoughts with which Biblical terms

our father.

us as familiar as with

But no thinking of ours can

comprehend them.
Epicureanism.

3. The ancient Epicurean notion, unconsciously
much modern Theistic speculation, erred in

direction.
ciples,

but

creature,

adopts

It
at

and

conception

of

the

acts

the

the

second

and third

expense of the

through

it,

first.

represented by

the
of

God

is

but not as being in

Divine Being

is

cluded by our doctrine of Providence.

also

As

and

opposite
prin-

their

over the

This

it.

equally

the Creator

pre-

makes

the universe an instrument for the accomplishment of a purpose,

PROVIDENCE.
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its operation, and is intimately present to all its
and developments.
It needs His omnipotence for its
conservation in being ; and not less His omnipotence and wisdom
to adjust everywhere and always the relations of its organic laws

watches

processes

to the laws of

life,

and both to the laws of

spiritual existence.

This presence of the Eternal at the root of the elements of creaturely existence
to or

is

termed in philosophy Ii\dianence, as opposed

combined with Transcendence.

language of the Creator
not

a God afar

off?

.

.

Do

.

:

Am I a

not

I fdl

The Scripture

God

:

la

Him

ice live,

and move,

in Jeremiah, wherein the Supreme
from every creature and very near to
of great importance in any philosophical view of Divine

claims to be at once
is

Providence.

f;ir

It gives the true doctrine in regard to its bearing

on the widest relations of the creature to God, suggesting the
union of the two ideas of immanence and transcendence. God is
present to

all

things, to every physical force in its operation, to

that higher than physical force which

man

has more

is

every movement of the free mind of

only

;

first

life,

to that life

which

abundantly than the beasts which perish, to

thoughts, as the First

Immanence.

Cause not
:

also in the order of

But God

the operation of

is

the

man

first

originating

efficiency.

own

This

is

the true

SECOND CAUSES,

which, as the established laws of

He

its

in the order of priority

present through

mental, and spiritual nature,

to

physical,

has consigned the universe.

This

The order of Divine Providence
His true Transcendence.
blends with infinite ease the two theories between which human
is

philosophy finds

mystery of the
efficiency of

it

necessary to fix an impassable gulf

relation

God and

nature and of will,

A

is

between the

almighty,

The

ever-present

the imparted quasi-independent forces of

not to bo solved by any

fiiculty of

man.

multitude of hypotheses have been devised to bridge over

that gulf, and bring the infinite into contact with

Some

Jer. xxiii.
^'^^
.

p4:

28.

being.

The Divine apostrophe

4.

it,

and

heaven and earth? saith the Lord;

and, in the language of His creature

and have our

says, in the

at hand, sa'ith the Lord,

of these have lieen

all

the

finite.

already mentioned under the high-

sounding names of Pre-established Harmony, Plastic I\Iedium,
Emanations, and so

forth.

They

serve

little

purpose in an

Immanence and
Transcendence.
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inquiry which

No

interdicted to every created intelligence.

is

investigation has brought us nearer to the secret of the action of

mind on body

in our

own

and

this is

an ever-pre-

sent illustration of the futility of that other attempt.

Something

Concursus 1)ut not

much

constitution

;

gained by the invention of the term CONCURSUS,

is

to signify the concurrence or co-operation of the Divine

with

Power

subordinate powers according to the pre-established laws

all

It is certain that

of their operation.
creation simply

and only and absolutely

He

His own direct energy.

does not

God
as a

make

does not use His
mere instrument of

anj'thing immediately

no attribute of Absolute Sovereignty
presides over either nature or grace.
When the Omnipresent
dependent on Himself
Controller of

departments
jMiracle.

all

:

dispenses with second causes in either of these

He makes

a

new thing
Miracle

:

in the former department,

and supposing

that of nature,

it is

the latter,

Miracle, whether so called or not.

it is

called

;

to second causes never can shut out the First.

without Him, but

He may

dispense with them.

The Providence of

God

and ofl&ces attributed
Holy Trinity respectively.
hitherto: these words might be underis

in all its acts

to the several Persons of the

rpi

Fiitlicr.

Johu

to occur in

THE TRINITY.

The
Trinity,

it

The delegation
They cannot rest

V.

My

1-

stood

as

universe,

Father tvorketh
referring

and

to

that

universal

activity of

which
from the

esj^ecially in this world,

is

God

in the

generally assigned

it
special work of the
The Creator rested from His works but
He continues His work in Providence that is, in the neverfailing control, direction, and guidance of all the forces of natureand the free volitions of men. The long Divine Sabbath hasbeen and still is, and will be to the end, filled up with the cease-

to the Father to

Son

distinguish

in redemption.

:

:

less

activity of perfect

activity

:

rest,

«'ith

the perfect rest of ceaseless

not indeed through a continuous creation, but by a con-

tinuous sustentation of what has been created.
goes on to say, I

work, He

tells us, first,

When

our Lord

that there never has

been any Providence of the Father from which He has been
excluded ; secondly, that the time had come for a special delegation of the government of things to the

Son Incarnate

;

and^
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the Father had, humanly speaking, broken in
upon the rest of the long Sabbath by the working of miracles, so
also the Son in like manner goes out of the ordinary operation
But it must be remembered
of nature on the present occasion.
that the term Providence is still in the language of religion
Without
appropriated to God generally that is, to the Father.
thirdly, that, as

:

making any formal

distinction,

we understand by

it

that under-

lying or overarching or all-pervading presence and care which has

man

reference to the well-being of

rather as a creature than as a

redeemed creature. In this sense Ave speak of the Good Providence OF God, The Lord's Prayer keeps this ever before our
minds.
It addresses Our Father Which art in heaven, and asks Matt.
^•
Him for the daily bread of our common life, the trespasses of which

vi.

are forgiven, and from the evil of which we are delivered, in the
economy of redemption. It is an instance, and a very high one,
of the conventional use of terms in theology, that the word
Providence is employed to designate the presence of God among

His creatures in the widest
2.

There

is

sense.

Providence,

a

however, which

department of the Son Incarnate, and

is

the especial

bound up with the
Kingly office of His mediatorial work. It was inaugurated, so to
speak, by the stupendous miraculous interventions that make up
the incarnate manifestation and atoning Avork of Christ as sealed
in His resurrection and ascension.
Between the resurrection and
the ascension we hear the great saying which unites them All
jpQU'er is given xinto Me in heaven and in earth.
These words explain
is

:

The Son.

IMatt.

^^^

Me

Matt.

of Ml/ Father: spoken not only of the mysteries of knowledge to

27.

the earlier declaration of our Lord, All things are delivered unto

'^'"

xi.

be imparted, but of the universal power which should be His.
The later testimonies of the Apostles are abundant on this subject.

One may be

quoted, Avhich

dential preservation

is remarkable as combining the Proviand dominion of the pre-temporal Son with

that of the Son Incarnate
things;

hij

brightness of

upholding

the

Son

JFhom

His

also

glory,

Jflioin

:

He made
and

tJie

all things by the irord
is

not usually in

He

hnlh appointed heir of all Heb.

the

icorlds ;

express image of

of His piower.

Scripture

JFho,

being

the

His person, and

This government of

or in dogmatic theology

called Providence, but all that the Avord imports

is

included in

^'

i.

2,
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Eph.

i.

22.

V.

^''

is

"What

loork.

3.

is

Head

may

say

down

The Holy Ghost

My

:

direction

God

the

of

of Providence, and in two

He

In the unity of the Father and the Son

senses.

and in
and I

hitlierto,

at the last day.

also the

is

Father worketh

His economical

specifically

is

speak after the manner of

men

— co-operated

in all acts of Providential administration.
Ps.civ.30.

over all things to the

the Providence of the Father;

still

heaven also our Lord
universe will be laid

The
bpmt.

AVlio

Indeed, in the unity of the Holy Trinity the mediatorial

sway of Christ
John

Him

the authority vested in
church.

language of metaphor that said

:

Thou

has

— to

from the beginning
It is not the

sendcst forth

Thy

mere

Spirit, they

: and Thou reneivest the face of the earth : the beginning
and the continuance of all things are ascribed to the Third
Person of the Holy Trinity, and we may safely regard Him as the

are created

Lord and Giver of
Efficient

who

economy of

throughout the universe

life

:

the Direct

connects the unseen with the seen in the whole

But the Holy Ghost

things.

God of
God

specially the

is

Christian Providence, as sent forth to accomjDlish the will of

and of His Christ in that department of

Avhich

it

Administration of Eedemi^tion Avhether in
or in

its

As

complete fulfilment.

it

is

supreme

respects both the

the individual believer the Spirit of Christ

:

the

preparatory stages

its

Church and

the very

is

Hand

of

Providence from the day of Pentecost and the Ethiopian at Gaza

downwards through
conversion,

ment

He

of the

is

the Christian's Providence.

Son

is

admimstration of the

4.

Though the

But, as the govern-

not generally so termed, neither

The word,

Spirit.

God

conventionally appropriated to

One God.

In

the experiences of Christian history.

all

the processes of salvation, preceding, accompanying, following

all

as

we have

is

the

seen, is

or the Father.

precision of theology requires these economical

distinctions in the Holy Trinity of Providence, it must always be
remembered that GoD IS ONE. What is said concerning the
special gifts of the Christian ]\Iinistry
1 Cor. xii.
4} 5, 6.

whole subject we are here considering.
gifls, but the

hut the
the

same

same Lord.

Sjnrit.

And

And

there are differences of administrations,

there are diversities of operations, hut

same God Which worketh

are real,

may be applied to the
Now there are diversities of

all in all.

The

it

is

diversities of operation

and pervade the mediatorial economy, as

will

be here-
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more fully seen. But there is one Triune Uod of Providence ; and the coming end, when God shall be alt, m all, will be
only the great and final demonstration of a truth that already is
after

i Cor. xv.

^8.

assured to Christian faith.

THE DIVINE ATTRIBUTES.

Divine
Attributes

of

The theological doctrine of Providence introduces the Attributes
God generally and particularly.
that in which the specific
I. In its more limited meaning,

—

doctrine of Providence touches creation and redemption, but

independent of both and includes neither,

—

it

is

is

which we may reverently say that they owe their existence in our

And

thoughts to the creature.

— not to speak of

the right understanding of the

the solution of

on the union and harmony of these

mysteries

its

attributes in every

— depends

view of

it.

Sometimes, for instance, the Omniscience and Omnipotence of
the Creator are placed under a supposed attribute of Absolute

Sovereignty

;

and then Providence

only Christianised Fatalism.

is

The Knowledge that foresees and the Will that determines and
the Power that executes are not distinguished and there is no
room left for the boundless display of what the Supreme is pleased
to term His Wisdom.
It avails not to say that to the Divine
Mind all space is HERE and all time is NOW all things being
;

:

viewed

and accomplished at once. This cannot be
the Absolute and dwelleth in eternity.
But in

as projected

denied, for

God is
He gives

His eternity
continMncy.
before

birth to time

and

all its

cannot reach this mystery ;

It should suffice us that the

it.

depend

We

for all our

knowledge

same

succession

and

we must bow down

Word on which

Ave

tells

us that the Infinite descends

to finite succession in the process of

His works, and makes space
He secth the end from the

a reality in which to carry
If Providence

beginning.

cluding

regard

all
it

the Avays of

them out
is

God

:

taken in
Avith

its

widest meaning, as in-

man, then

Ave are

bound

to

as the sphere in Avhich those other attributes are mani-

fested Avhich in

human

language, and Avith

human moaning

arc called Love, and Ivighteousness, and Faithfulness.

p*'*^

J

the sphere of

those attributes which arc related to the creature as such, and of

doctrine

PertainiDg

too,

If Ave giA'e
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all
is

the revealed Divine perfections their equal homage, Providence
infinite Love using with almighty
means Avhich unfailing Wisdom ordains. If this definirejected by transcendental theological philosophy we make

no other than the purpose of

Power
tion

is

the

our appeal to
General

and
Provi(lence.

uencral.

Him

from Whose w^ords we derive

it.

H. This equal tribute to the Divine attributes will secure at
once the unity and the distinction between the General and the
»5PECIAL Providence of God.

As He

1.

is

present everywhere in His infinite power,

Jential relation

must be minute and

special

:

all

provi-

to think otherwise

of the Divine control of the laws of nature and the actions of
is

inconsistent with the

first

the glory of the Scriptural teaching, that

men

This

principles of the doctrine.

is

knows nothing of a

it

Di^'ine general care wdiicli does not descend to the minutest par-

All general Providence must needs be special also.

ticulars.

The

ancient Epicureans thought that the gods were either indifferent
to

human

or limited their care to the

aflfairs

interests of their creatures

From
wuth

all

God

are brought into the

things and

Father.

But

not therefore
2.

all

;

Are

events.

all

29—31. furthin/j? and one
of them

Special.

head are

ye are of more value than

Of MORE VALUE.

It is not

among

But

Avlien

many

we

There

said that the

stejjs

of a

fidelity to

the

GOOD man

delighteih in his way, there is

supervision of the

life

His promises, the

Lord

viii.

A

direcfeth his steps: this is

control.

But Avhen

are ordered by the Lord

:

it is

and

He

implied that most special and minute

of the righteous

which adds one more to

the blessed mysteries of the Providence of heaven.

28.

is

be seen,

are, as wall

include some other attributes, the

an unlimited declaration of a universal

Rom.

Fear ye

numbered.

sparrows.

doctrine of a Special Providence begins at once to emerge.

man's Jiean deviseth his tvay; but

Ps.xxxvii.

all

a

your

-without

the objects of the Divine univer.sal

Divine love in Christ Jesus and
^-

ground

always the same relation, nor

Providence the same Providence.

lovingkindness.

most immediate relation

not tico sparrows sold for

sludl not fall on the

the very hairs of your

gradations of care

Prov. xvi.

more important

"]\Iagna dii curant, parA'a negligunt."

the beginning of Scripture to the end the presence and

influence of
Matt. X.

:

The

New

Testament teaches us everywhere that a special supervision is
bound up Avith answers to prayer ; and generally that all things

PROVIDENCE.
work

together for good to

them that

love

carries out the purpose of

Providence

New

ever, a doctrine of the

God

445
the provision of His

:

His grace.

Testament only

It is not,

it is

:

how-

the gracious

all its narrations and
and confirmed by a thousand promises.
3. The only method, lastly, by which we can deal Avith ObjecTIONS to the doctrine of Providence is to connect that doctrine
with all the attributes of God unitedly and impartially. Those

teaching of the whole Bible, exhibited in

histories,

same

objections have been the

whose

in all ages

:

Objec-

the refuge of those

secret desire is to rid their conscience of its terror, the

sincere though fruitless arguments of philosophy, the stumbling-

blocks of unbelief, and the

We

saints.

the faith and patience of the

trial of

take refuge in that only revelation of the Divine

character and indication of His purposes which

His

Word remembering

ways, but also remembering that

by

all

His

attributes.

we must

There we find these

has given us in

interpret
difficulties

what we see
propounded

form there is no appeal of man's questioning
which does not find expression in that Book which is no

in every variety of
spirit

He

always that we see only parts of His

:

:

But the

a revelation of man's heart than of God's counsel.

less

answer

is

given always in one

way

:

by a demand

for submission

wisdom and unfailing love of that Providence
which reserves the solution of its mysteries for another state.
The last book of the Old Testament contains a remarkable record Mai.
to the unerring

of

human

struggles with the difficulties of this subject

loquy between
all

man and

his

Maker sums up on

the

:

that col-

human

iii.

^^•

-^"^

side

that can be said, and equally sums up the everlasting reply of

God

;

inched.

Then

and discern beticecn the righteous and the
no more complete exhibition of the contest

shall ye return,

There

is

between the human mind and the unsearchable mysteries of Providence than in the prophecy which ends the Old Testament and anticipates the

New.

unbelief receives
equal.

Similarly in the prophet Ezekiel the challenge of
its

Hear now,

answer

:

Yet ye say, The way of the Lord

house of Israel

;

Is not

My

not

Ezekiel

ivay equal ? arc nof

xyiii,

is

The Divine ways are equal, when measured
by all His attributes, unequal when measured by part of them.
Our Lord's words to Simon Peter may bear the widest application
JFhat I do thou hiowest not now ; hut thou shall know hereafter.
To

your ways unequal

?

:

Jolni

xiii.
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to tJie Old Testament, Job gives the practical issue of all
I go fonvard but He is not tJiere ; (aid lacJcward hut I cannot
<pcrccive Him.
On the left hand ichere He doth tvork hut I cannot
behold Him : He hideth Himself on the right Imnd that I cannot see
Him. But He hioweth the icay that I take. After all that has
been said and written on Theodicy the vindication of Divine

go back

Job

xsiii.

9, 10.

Behold

Providence

—

—

it is

a branch of theology which

God

reserves for

Himself and for the revelation of the Great Day.

THE OBJECTS OF PEOVIDENCE.

Objects.

Another view of the doctrine presents to our study the
and the considera-

range over which Providence extends
tion of this will confirm, supplement^
First, the

has been already said.

may be termed

object of what

that part of

it

which

is

;

and

illustrate

Universe as such

select

ing circles
of

its

;

or, to

put

it

objects both a descending

sum

consists of proba-

in the centre of three widen-

in another form, there

Universe, as the universal
the

:

this is

in the sphere

The

scale.

in one, includes in its vast extent

all

this sphere there is a very

of probationary beings

is

and an ascending

of creatures in their very nature needy

and within

is

Thirdly, that

the object of Providential Government.

Here we have Divine Providence

Threefold
Scale.

is

Secondly,

Conservation.

and highest portion which

tionary beings

the

the subject of creaturely wants

the object of ceaseless providential Care.

more

what
is

and dependent,

much more

from the wider

to the

limited range

more

limited.

But we pass from the sum of things as such up to the living
creatures generally, and then still upwards to the intelligences for

whom

all

other things exist

Preservation embraces

all

;

:

this is

from the

less to

the lovingkindness of

the greater.

God

is

over the

inner circle of such creatures as have to seek their means of
the Pule of
Conser-

God

is

life

over free intelligence.

PROVIDENTIAL CONSERVATION.

vation.

Providence over the universe

is

the

Conservation

of

all

things

with reference to the end for Avhich they are called into being.

PROVIDENCE.
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Hence

it

is

Continuous Creation, according

not a

hypothesis favoured
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l^y

many

thinkers.

an

This notion seems to

involve the denial of the continuity of creaturely existence
applied to the material universe,

to

must be applied

;

Continuous
Creation.

aiid, if

to the spirit of

So applied, it further involves the perpetual fiat that brings
it is therefore Pantheism in
evil as well as good into being
another form, or rather the idea of creation becoming Pantheistic.
man.

;

in the reference to the Providential conservation of all things

If,

by the Son,

the JFard of

petual creating

fiat, the

His

poiver

might serve to warrant a per- Heb.
and

i.

3.

iipholding all things denies it again;

the Upholding has the priority in the sentence.

Nothing

is

really

gained by effacing the distinction between the creating act and

But very much

the conserving power.

The hypothesis

by

is lost

it.

amenable to Concursus
same issue it is only the shadow of the
former disguising under the term Concursus the idea of such a
co-operation between the First Cause and second causes as makes
the resultant action equally that of God and that of the immediate agent.
Outside of the sphere of moral action we may hold
what the Lutheran Quenstedt thus formulates Non est reipsa
alia actio influxus Dei, alia operatio creatures, sed una et indivisibilis actio. Quemadmodum eadem numero scriptio pendet a mauu
2.

of CONCURSUS, so far as

definition, tends to the

it is

:

;

:

et calamo, nee pars

et tota a

calamo

:

una a manu

ita

et alia

a calamo, sed tota a

manu

concursus Dei non est prior actione creaturoj

cum in re sit omnino eadem actio.
and however easy to understand, as to
functions of the reasonable creature which are outside of the

propria prioritate causalitatis,

But, however true this
all

sphere of others,

it is

is,

hard either to understand or to apply

it

Avhen the distinction of virtue and vice enters.
3.

There

asserts the

is

but a step between this doctrine and that which

Absolute Dependence

of all things on the immediate

Absolute

Dependence.

energy of the First Cause, thus denying second causes altogether.

This

is

the secret of Pantheism in

modern philosophy,

of Fatalism in ancient heathen systems, and,

modern

it

may

as

it

was

be added, of

theology. The Scripture which
and move and have our being does not Acts xvii.
28.
convert the proposition and say that God lives and moves and
has Ilis being in us.
The very passage which seems to declare
rigid Prcdestinarianism in
asserts that in Ilim

wc

live
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the unconditional dependence of the inanimate universe on

God

and of every breath of all that lives on God as its life,
represents the Supreme as making Himself, in a certain sense,
dependent on the course of action adopted by His free and intel-

as

its soul,

ligent creatures.

The term Absolute Dependence,

therefore, as

applied to the creature, like that of Absolute Sovereignty as

an exaggeration of an undeniable

ai)plied to the Creator, is

mate

truth, that

The

4.

Divine
Concur-

theses

rence.

without the will of

The only safeguard
is

is

ulti-

in the universe.

against these incomprehensible hypo-

the firm assurance that the Divine Author of

permits us to regard

He

God nothing

Him

things

all

as co-operating Avith the forces to

has given a real though not independent existence.

which

He

is

pleased to accommodate His infinite presence and oj^eration to the

laws which

He

their nature

that

work

is onl)^

:

has established, concurring with them according to

with free agencies as Himself

free,

and with those
But it

necessarily as guiding their necessary action.

with the movements of free intelligence that

co-operate

:

the word arvv€pya.v

is

suggests a most important distinction.

mind can go beyond

this

He

strictly limited to

No

eff'orts

is

said to

this,

of the

and

human

acknowledgment of a mystery that can-

not be solved.

The Final
End.

But the purpose of this co-operation must ever be kept in view.
merely the upholding of created nature the end for which
all things are what they are is inseparably bound up with the term
Providence, and alone justifies its application to the Divine supervision and control of the universe.
It may be said of all created
things that they HAVE AN end not an end of being, but an end of
development, even the smallest atom having its predetermined
place in every molecule, and every movement produced by every
5.

It is not

:

:

force having its relation to the

dence of

God

as Preservation

motion of the whole.
The Proviand Co-operation is exercised over

the vast system of things as one immense but not unbounded

That unity embraces the sum of all that exists
the Cosmos is a complex of endless
varieties of motion, all mutually interacting, and all tending to
one foreseen and predetermined issue. The moving life of matter
which is its Force, the animated life of the unconscious vegetable

organic unity.

by the

will of the Creator

world, the sentient

life

:

of animal or impersonal creatures, the
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life of angels and men, all form one great
economy, the necessary and the free processes of which are all
controlled alike, and directed toward the one issue purposed in

higher and spiritual

And, Providence being a

the supreme, eternal Mind.

theology as belonging to man, that supreme purpose

is,

terra of

in our

present discussion, connected with the final issues of redemption.

The Apostle gathers the
he

Who

is the

maKes

entire compass of things into one

it

Head

of the hody, the Church.

It is

the Universe to man.

when

Him for Him
His Name which

All things were created hy Him, and for

says,

:

Care

exercised over

is

i.

^^

^^'

«

PROVIDENTIAL CARE.
Providential

Col.

Qj^g^

the

dependent for the sustentation of sensitive

creatures that are

on the supply of

life

Here we must distinguish between two
orders of these dependants
impersonal living creatures and
other forms of matter.

—

personal intelligences

—but without

including as yet the spiritual

relations of the latter.
It

1.

may be

said that the Creator's care over the lower orders,

or His Providence, extends far beyond the animal world, and

All
^''^^*"'^^^-

passes over that mysterious frontier line,

if there be such a line,
where animal passes downward into vegetable life, or the distinction between them ceases to exist.
As soon as the life-cell
breaks the dead monotony of the creation, the care of the
Supreme is wanted to provide for its expansion into its predestined forms.
Everywhere reigns the law of Selection, not

natural but supernatural.

The Disposer

of

all

things appoints

the ten thousand contrivances by which the plants find out their

appropriate

soil,

animal prey.

which

He

perish,

and even

and of man that perishes

hath determined

tJieir

habitation.

the timea

not, the

before appointed

When, however, we

their insect

and

rise to

word holds good
and

the

bounds of Acts xvii

the creatures which

reflect many of his passions
God becomes most explicit as
superintending care.
Some of the most

not only share man's animal

and

and devour

allure

In this domain, as well as in that of the beasts

life

but

infirmities, the revelation of

to the minuteness of His

words both of the poetry and of the prose of the Old
Testament suggest themselves; too familiar to need quotation,

affecting

VOL.

I.

GO

'^^'
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But, lest

might be thought possible that His supreme demonman in His Son might make us forgetful of

it

stration of love to

His care over creatures that need no mercy, that Son has
surpassed
Matt. X.

other witnesses in declaring the lovingkiudness of

all

His Father to everything that breathes.
than

many

ground without your Father.
Matt.

vi.

them,

Job

xii.

^^-

Pe. cxlv. 9.

name

highest

in this connection

with which we

may

In

hand

testimonies

means His
over all

Ye

of more

are

mlm

One of them sliall not fall on the
To that Father is even given His

sparroics is preceded by.

:

IFliSse

is the

care, as the universal

His works

;

but

it

Your Heavenly Father feedeth

;

the most ancient

conjoin

is

of

all

This

soul of every living thing.

lovingkiudness of the Creator

is

Providence, as that lovingkiudness

exercised according to appointed secondary laws, and for an
end which includes the subordinate ends that order the troubled

is

Ps

civ. 21.

The young

destiny of the groaning creation.

meat from God, and find

tells

for

is

;

.

it

.

.

is,

seek their

however,

This word

their prey.

wanted

is

to

devourer with lovingkiudness to the

the

Both belong

victim.

There

roar after

us,

care

reconcile

lions

through Hig care

His Providence that they, as the same touching

especially of

verse

it

plan

to a deep-laid

:

deep as eternity.

profound mystery in the relation of the Creator to the

and helpless creature of His hands. We must be
it in the still deeper mystery of the reappear-

irrational

content to merge

ance of ravage and death in the reorganised world as the result
of
Gen.xviii.
25-

Man.

human

sin

:

remembering always that there

2.

As

the creature for

whom

a universal

the earth was formed,

specially the object of that care of
race, that is

Acts xvii.

is

Theodicy in the future. Shall not the Judge of all tlie earth
the earth with all its myriads of wronged inhabitants do

God

;

concerning which

which we speak.

it

is

affirmed

determined the times before appointed, and

habitation.

This word must have

by
tJie

its full force, as

— of

all

right ?

Man

is

The human
Paul that

St.

bounds of their
revealing the

great truth that the historical spread of the races of

men

is

not

only superintended and watched by the Eternal Eye, but was

predetermined in the foresight of

human

all

national

life.

Human

comes under the sway of a
preordination which is bound up with the free development of all
those principles which mould the course of events on this earth.
history, as well as

salvation,

PROVIDENCE.
Men

good and

generally, both

maketh His sun

and on

to rise

on the

are equally

evil,

and

evil
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the good,

objects

its

He

:

v.

Wisd.

vi.

and sendeth rain on

The apocryphal book

of

Wisdom

says

tJie

just

He

hath made the small and great, and careth irpovou,, for all alike

the unjust.

Matt.

:

;

a sentiment, however, which Scripture does not so broadly state,

but modifies the
does

oyttotws

continuance in

determined,

not

exit

literally

visitation

bounds.

It

for ALL ALIKE.

human

from

it

life,

Thou

:

his

Especially

the entrance upon

hast granted

my

hath p-eserved

number of

the

appointed his

and

it,

and Thy

favour,

:

reign over individual

it

me

life

it,

and Job x. 12.

His days are Jobxiv.5.

spirit.

months are with Thee, Thou hast

extends over

all

the variations and

chances and changes of man's probationary career

A

:

man's heart Prov.

way : but the Lord diredeth his steps. My times are in p
I'hy hand.
So also it descends to all the common needs of life,
15.
which make all creatures one. Our Saviour says Behold the Matt.

xvi.

'

deviseth his

'

•

vi.

:

26

fowls of the air

:

for they sow

not, neither

do they reap, nor gatlier into

barns ; yet your Heavenly Father feedeth them.

than they

better

There

elements of the doctrine of Providence.
over

all

earth.

Are

ye not

These words of highest authority contain

?

creatures

;

for our ovv^n necessities

without that heavenly forethought for
acknowledged.

Providential care

the

a special care

man, the highest creature on

especially over

Our own provision

is

much

all

is

avails

not

acknowledged or unexercised over all men, good
us,

and evil alike in virtue of the bond of dependence that links
them with the lower orders. Yet as men, especially Christian
men, are better than they, there is a higher place for them in this Matt.
:

graduated scale of Divine consideration.

Yet

it is

vi.

a Providence

which provides in harmony with secondary causes and human
forethought, the gathering into barns.
Finally, our Lord has
added elsewliere this, that in the specific allotments of men's
conditions of

life

there

is

mystery which

Himself, but forbids us to pry into
nor his parents
him.

:

He not only

does not solve

Neither hath this

man

sinned,

God should be made manifest in
Which may be said to be one of our Lord's last words on
:

but that

tJie

icorks of

this subject.

G G 2
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Government.

PROVIDENTIAL GOVERNMENT.

Government

Providential

bationary creatures.

It is a

is

limited

to

intelligent

or

pro-

vague use of the term government

which applies

it to the control of all things
there is no rule,
worthy of being connected with the name of the Supreme, save
over free beings, conscious of their freedom and of their responsi-

Similarly, the

bility.
,

:

word

belongs to the control of

strictly

over probationary creatures, that

is,

God

over beings undergoing a

trial with reference to an eternal issue.
From these
two principles flow certain very important applications of the
doctrine which we now study.
The moral government of God is, by the very terms,
1.
exercised over beings free and consciously responsible for the use

^temporary

Over
Free Intelligence.

of their freedom.

of the spirit in

movements of

It is sufficient to appeal to the consciousness

man which

asserts its

will, that is of its

own

own

acts

;

origination of the

and, in the form of

conscience, or moral consciousness, proclaims universally its sense

of obligation and responsibility to a supreme moral Governor.

On any
of

word Providence

part indeed

it

may

loses the better part

retain in the form of pre-

destination, the

unbending government of a soul that must act
but

its

destiny

;

all

that belongs to the administration of law

and education for the human spirit on
which is necessary obedience in
perfect liberty, is taken from it.
2. It is only another way of presenting the same truth to say
that the Providence of government is exercised only over beings
in a state of probation.
Over those who are fixed in their
its

tionary
Beings.

:

out

as a

Over
Proba-

other theory the

meaning

its

means of

way

discipline

to the highest perfection,

eternal estate there

may be

a Divine rule, in a limited sense, but

meaning of the word. They
and are themselves bound up
with a scheme which includes them in common with all orders
there

is

no Providence in the

strict

are instruments of that Providence,

of creation in its ultimate designs
that

all- wise

:

but they are not objects of

adjustment of means to ends, and of that rectoral

supervision of free volitions and acts, which are connoted in the
term.

Hence, the most impressive view that

may be taken

of
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PROVIDEJSICE.
this doctrine

creatures

regards

whose

it

as the slow but sure guidance

state is not yet eternally fixed to the

of all

consum-

mation of their destiny as foreappointed of God.
3. It follows that theology has no doctrine on this subject

which does not connect

it

with sin and redemption

Sinners redeemed
Providence, which

is

the history of the dealings of

we

:

is

not with the

Strictly speaking,

one without the other, but with both.

whole of revelation

:

cannot, therefore, dissociate

a name

In Re^"^^ ^^^'

the

God with
the term

from the idea of

for that history,

provision to meet a foreseen, permitted, restrained, condemned,

and vanquished, though not eternally abolished,
(1.)

Sin, or the separation of the created will

God, was foreseen by the Creator.
truth involved in the

This

word Providence,

first

evil.

from the will of
Provigreat and awful a^nce and

as it has been defined, lies

and unfathomwas permitted.:
in otLer words, that no Divine restraint was laid upon the freedom
of the creature in that possibility of its direction which was towards departure from God.
"Deus quidem permittit, sed non
There is no decretive will fxr] yevoiTo in
vult TO permissum."
the Providence that foresee.'?, humanly speaking, the whole history

at the threshold of all theology as an unquestioned

But

able fact.

this is equivalent to saying that it

—

of

The

sin.

difficulty of reconciling

holiness and goodness

be

—

left, finally,

to the

—

and

all

with the

let speculation

and controversy say their utmost,

Divine Theodicy, or God's vindication of Himself.

every mouth

is

mystery of the

As

stopped in the silent confession of universal guilt

of sin, so must every

mouth be stopped

fact of sin.

Providence

is

in silent

Suffice that

had by human measurement a long
(2.)

this permission

the perfections of the Supreme must

Sin

is,

awe before the
and that

it

has

career.

the history of Divine dealings with menasfallen

and restored. The relation of the ideaof Trpoi/otato the counteraction
of evil needs only to be indicated

Redemption
suggested.

will require fuller

The government

:

the specific doctrines of Sin and

treatment of what

is

here only

of the world from the beginning has

been conducted on the basis of a Divine scheme, the evolution
of which has been so interwoven with the development of the

make the history of mankind one great display
wisdom and forethought of what we call Providence fore-

sinning race as to
of the

:

Redemp^''^^•
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appointment or irpoO^a-i-i presiding over the beginning of

things,

all

foreknoAvledge presiding over the end, and Providence between
these as their union.
aspects

:

This

impressively set before us under two

is

with reference to the coming of Christ and the prepara-

tion of the world for His coming, and the provisional forbearance of

Divine righteousness in the prospect of the atoning

As to

sacrifice.

the former, let these sentences of Scripture be instead of any further

Gen.

xxii.

And Abraham

enlargement.
Jireh: as

it is

said

name of

called the

day, In the mount of

to this

This name of the Eternal expresses

seen.

Providence

:

Tlie Loi'd will see

all

object of the Divine Provision for

its relation to

man

viii.

Our Lord
he saw

said,

Your father Abraham

and was glad.
Abraham was our father
him.

it

Until

He

came,

We
also,

Whom

the

also

One great
mount all

mankind converged.

rejoiced to see

of the Gentiles

and we

shall be

it

is

to that future

;

the Pro\'idential dealings of the Governor of

John

Lord

meant by His
Jehovah- JiREH is

that

and provide.

the watchword of the doctrine in

that place Jehovah-

t/ie

now

My

day ; and

may remember
see

and

rejoice

His Father provided for the

that

with

infinite

need, the law of the government of the world, whether Jewish or

had reference to the preparation of His coming of His
coming in the fulness of the time. He Who was to be provided was
the Lamb of God TFhich taketh away the sin of the world ; and the fulness of time was the time of His incarnation and redeeming death.
In the prevision of this provision the peoples were governed in
Gentile,

Gal.

iv. 4.

John

i

29.

:

forbearance during the long ages of their darkness and errors.

The

wickedness of mankind has been marked, controlled, and punished
stern visitations, on the one hand; on the other, there has
been manifested a Divine forbearance in reference to which St.
Paul says that the times of this ign<yrance God winked at : words to

by
Acts

xvii.

*^^-

be expounded,

if

expounded

of the wandering nations

at

all,

as teaching that the

had never been,

the reach of the infinite resources of Providence.
of the

God

of redemption to the part of

light of the Gospel is

'^^"

xi.

But the

beyond
relation

mankind unvisited by the

one of the inexhaustible mysteries of that

Providence before which

Rom.

heathenism

as it never will be,

its

greatest expositor recoiled in the

adoring humility of his reason, and

we must

join

him

:

of the riches both of the vnsdom and knowledge of God !
unsearchable are His judgments, and His icays past finding out

dejith

the

How

PROVIDENCE.
(3.)
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Certain general principles there are which serve to protect Principles

^\,
still leave the clouds and darkness ^,
Theodicy,
round the throne of the Divine Ruler. Evidence is abundantlygiven on all sides that sin is opposed to the %vill of the Supreme

us from error, though they

Not only

Controller of events.
of this in conscience

it is

;

Sin

kind interpreting history.

may

whatever triumphs
that

men go

is

there an abiding remembrancer

also confirmed
is

for ever

by the judgment of manbound up with evil ; and,

be permitted to the cause of iniquity

so far as recklessly to call evil

good and good

—so

gw\\

—

no reasonable mind ever yet doubted that the course of things is
utterly opposed to wrong of every kind, and steadfastly in favour

Even Manichseism,

of righteousness.

at least in its

more ancient

forms, tended to the admission of a final triumph of the good
it

:

never contemplated evil as eternally rooted in nature, and

triumphant against

Again,

opposite.

its

it

must not be doubted

that Divine Providence uses evil for the accomplishment of His

from His dignity to suppose that

It derogates

purposes.

He would

permit sin to coexist with goodness, and be everywhere diffused

around and within His kingdom, without subserving His designs.
Surely

tJie

wrath of

man

sion of an eternal truth
vrrath shalt

Thou

shall praise Thee is

Even when

restrain !

presence and condemned,

this seen to

is

world of mixed Providential dealings.
brought out of

The

evil.

eternally cast out of His

"

and sometimes

is

in even a

is

of truth.

not to be rejected absolutely

true for ever.

Many

how

many ways

Lastly, there

;

the evil as well

Experience proves that

and advancement of

the result of their conflict with

crimination, going on which

in

more striking manner, have

of the spiritual discipline, education,

God's people

is

records of the Bible constantly show,

God and

helped on the cause of

much

be the case in the

Good

so consistently that quotation is needless,
as the good,

^^•

yield its tribute of glory to His

it will

But much more

attributes.

the striking expres-

as is also that other, the remainder of Ps. Ixxvi,

;

there

is

sin.

felix culpa

a sense in which

!

it is

a never-failing judgment, or disthe precursor of the final judgment.

is

is

of the rewards of virtue

out even in this world

a God thatjudgeth in

:

the

of all the earth do right

1

and punishments of vice are meted
enough at least to show that Verily He is Ps- l^iiiearth ; and to prophesy, Sliall not the Judae ^ ^^"

..
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SUMMARY.

Summary.

A few general observations are still necessary to complete this
view of Providence. It is obviously the most comprehensive
term in the language of theology the background, mysterious in
its brightness or darkness, of all the several departments of religious truth.
Rather, it penetrates and fills the whole compass of
It connects the Unseen
the relations of map with his Maker.
:

God with
work

the visible creation, and the visible creation with the

of redemi^tion, and redemption with personal salvation, and

all things.
There is no topic
which has already been discussed, none which awaits discussion,
that does not pay its tribute to the all-embracing, all-surrounding
The word itself let it be once more
doctrine of Providence.

personal salvation with the end of

impressed

— in

—

one aspect of

supreme Purpose which

it

carries our thoughts

Avas in the

down

another carries our thoughts

up to that

beginning with God, and in
to the foreseen

End

or con-

summation of all things while it includes between these the
whole infinite variety of the dealings of God with man. It silently
accompanies theology therefore into all its regions of study and
meditation touches it literally at every point, and sheds its glory,
;

;

oppressive to reason but invigorating to faith, over
its investigation.

It

all branches of
ought to be the grand Reconciler of the con-

tending advocates of predestination and conditional election.

former claim and must have

all

the legitimate rights of the

The

ir/jo^eo-t?

the latter should not be defrauded of the rights of the Trpoyvwo-is

while both must rejoice in the
theological truths are

-n-povoLa

rounded by

for the very reason that it

boundless and universal,

is,

we

this

that comes between.

All

unfathomable word.

But

in its widest compass, so literally

find

it

necessary to give

scanty treatment as one distinct department.
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